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GEOLOGICAL STJRVEY OF CANADA.

MONTREAL, IMarch, 1857.

SIR,

I have the honor to request that you will do me the favor to pre-

sent to His Excellency the Governor General, the accompanying
Reports, showing the progress made in the Geological Survey of

the Province, in the years 1853, 1854, 1855 and 1856.
The Reports are accompanied by Maps, in eleven lithographed

sheets, shewing the explorations of the Muskoka, the Petewahweh,
the Bonne-Chère, the South-West Branch of the Madawaska, and
the sources of the Ottonabee; and by three Maps in manuscript,
one of them a large one, illustrating Lake Nipissing and several
rivers of the surrounding country.

Al the Maps are required for the proper understanding of the
Reports.

I arn, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

W. E. LOGAN,
Provincial Geologist

To the Hon. T. Lee Terrill,
Provincial Secretary,

&c., &c., &c.
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TO HIS EXCELLENCY

SIR EDMJND WALKER HJ AD, BART.,

oNE oF HER MAJESTY'S MOST HONORABLE PE1VY COUN1IL,

CAPTAIN-GENERAL AND GOYERNOR-IN-CfIEF

i IN AND OVER

THB PROVINCES 0F CANADA, NOVA SCOTIA, NEW BRUNSWICK, AND THE ISLAND OF

PRINCE EDWARD,

AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME.

MoNTREAL, 31st March, 1857.

MAY Ir PLEASE YouR ExCELLENCY:

Though the duties assigned to me in the years 1854 and 1855, in making
such a collection of the economic minerals of Canada as the occasion required,
and in displaying them before Europe at the Industrial Exhibition of Paris, have
greatly tended to spread a knowledge of that branch of the resources of the Pro-
vince, and a general acquaintance with her geology, they have prevented me
from placing before Your Excellency, at regular intervals, Reports of .the pro-
gress effected in the Survey committed to my charge. I have now, in conse-
quence, the honour to transmit to Your Excellency the accumulated Reports
of my colleagues, Mr. Murray and Mr. Hunt, for the years 1853, 1854, 1855
and 1856, with the Reports of Mr. Billings and Mr. Richardson, for the last
season.

The Reports of Mr. Hunt comprehend various investigations of the lime-
feldspar rocks and their associated minerals of the Laurentian formation; -
searches on the composition of the waters of the Ottawa and St. Lawrence,
and various mineral springs; examinations of the serpentines and other meta-
morphic rocks of the Eastern townships, and of a series of traps and intrusive
rocks. Having been appomted one of the jurors of the class comprehending
minerals at the Paris Exhibition in 1855, his Report for that year is. devoted to
some chemical and mineralogical considerations connected with it, having special
reference to our native products and industry.

Mr. Richardson's Report relates to an exploration of the Island of Aníti-
costi, the palæontological resuits of which, with a descriptive list of variois
new species of organic remains, constitute the subjeets treated inhe Report of
Mr. Billings.
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During the four years mentioned, Mr. Murray's labors were devoted to ex-
plorations of the couna.y lying between Lake Huron and the Ottawa River.
In 1853 he, in the first place, ascended the Muskoka, discharging into Georgian
Bay, and descended the Petewahweh to Lake Allumette, on the Ottawa; he then
ascended the Bonne-Chère, and passing from it to the Madawaska, and ascending
the York or South-West Branch of the stream, crossed various tributaries of the
Ottonabee River, and came out by Balsam Lake; thus making two traverses
across the country, and completing a lineal distance of about 500 miles. In
1854 he examined the Meganatawan River, emptying into Lake Huron, south
of the French River, and commenced an exploration of Lake Nipissing, the
circuit of which he completed in 1855. With the exception of the tributary
sources of the Ottonabee, which were only sketched, the rivers mentioned and
the shores of Lake Nipissing were measured topographically, by the aid of
Rochon's micrometer telescope, and the maps resulting fron the measurements
of 1853 and 1854, having been engraved on stone, on the scale of an inch to a
mile, accompany the Reports. These maps occupy eleven sheets, and others now
in hand, representing Lake Nipissing and the work resulting from the last sea-
son's investigation in the same general district, requiring as many more sheets,
will follow so soon as they are completed.

Although on these maps are marked all the rock masses met with, yet repre-
senting mere lines of exploration, they are not sufficient to give the details of
the physical structure of the district. They give, however, a general idea of
the larger groups to which the formations prevailing belong, and will afford
many facts constituting valuable points from which to start in prosecuting fur-
ther investigation. They, at any rate, present prominent geographical features
in a hitherto undelineated and little examined part of the country,-a know-
ledge of which may become of importance in the progress of its settlement, and
they are consequently deemed worthy of publication.

LAURENTIAN FORMATION.

Mr. Murray's lines of exploration traverse for the most part those rocks
which, in Canadian geology, have been termed the Laurentian system. They
are the most ancient yet known on the continent of America, and are supposed
to be equivalent to the iron-bearing series of Scandinavia. Stretching on
the north side of the Saint Lawrence from Labrador to Lake Superior, they
occupy by far the larger share of Canada, and they have been described in former
Reports as sedimentary deposits in an altered condition, consisting of gneiss
interstratified with important bands of crystalline limestone. The gneiss proper,
when it comes near to the surface, yields but an indifferent soil, while the soil
derived from the limestones, which are usually in an easily disintegrating con-
dition, is of a most fruitful description. The farms which have been established
upon the Laurentian formation, run almost wholly upon the limestones and
their associated strata, and afford a pretty distinct proof that the distribution of
these calcareous bands being once known, it would not be difficult to determine
in what direction it would be most judicious to push settlement. It is also in
contact with these limestones, or near them, that the iron ores are found, which
so prominently characterise the Laurentian series, as well as the lead-bearing
veins belonging to it ; and as the limestones possess externial and internal cha-
racters, which render them more conspicuously distinct from the gneiss than
any of the component members of the gneiss are from one another, they afford
the least difficult means of tracing out the physical structure of the Laurentide
district.

A. 1857.020 Victoria.
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The distribution of the limestones therefore becomes a subject both scientifi-
cally and economically important, but it is one, the investigation of which will
require a great amount of patient labor. To determine the superposition of the
component parts of such an ancient series of rocks as the Laurentian, is a task
which has never yet been accomplished in geology, and the difficulties attending
it arise from the absence of fossils to characterise its different members. Bands
of the crystalline limestone are easily distinguished from bands of the gneiss, but
it is scarcely possible to know, from mere local inspection, whether any mass
of the limestone in one part is equivalent to a certain mass in another. They
all resemble one another more or less lithologically, and althougi masses are
met with running for considerable distances rudely parallel to one another, it is
not yet certainly known. whether the calcareous strata are confined to one
group often repeated by sharp undulations, or whether, as is probable, there are
several groups separated from one another by heavy masses of gneis. The dips
avail but little in ascertaining thisi for in the numerous folds with which the
formation is wrinkled, these dips must very frequently be overturned, and the
only reliable mode of pursuing the investigation, and of making even the
limestones available in working out the physical structure, is patiently and con-
tinuously to follow the outcrop of each important mass in all its windings,
as far as it can be traced, until it becomes covered up by superior unconformable
formations, is cut off by some great dislocation, or disappears by thinning away
to nothing. A labor such as this, in a district without roads, and the topography
of which is scarcely yet known, with a surface much broken by the unequal
wear of its rocks, and still covered by forest, must necessarily require mucI
time.

The occurrence of the crystalline limestones in many distinct localities, rang.
ing from the borders of Lake Huron to the River Saguenay, is well known; but
no long continuous outcrop of any individual group of these calcareous strata,
that I an acquainted with, has yet been shewn, and with the exception of the
connection of the different portions of that incidentally traced by Mr. Murray in
its windings through a part of the township of Bedford in 1852, while he was
occupied in following out the junction of the fossiliferous and unfossiliferous
rocks between Kingston and Lake Simcoe, it had not been with certainty proved
that any two nearly paiallel ranges of the rock could be traced to a junction.

My attention was devoted in the season of 1853 to the examination of those
masses known to exist in the township of Grenville, and the facts then ascer-
tained in that and neighboring townships, with the addition of others which have
been determined since my return from Europe, will constitute the subject of the
personal explorations I have to report to your Excellency on the present occasion.

Distribution of the C-rystalline Limestones.

The limit of the Laurentian formation in the vicinity of Grenville has
been given in a former Report, where it has been stated that it comes upon the
Ottawa, a short distance above the village. Within four miles above the village,
on or near the road running round the bay there presented by the left bank
of the river, two important bands of the crystalline limestone emerge from
beneath the fossiliferous strata underlying the flat country overlooked by the
Laurentide hills. These bands, separated less than two miles from one another,
rise into the flank of the ,hills, which exhibits a section transverse to the general
strike of the formation in that part. One of the bands is seen in the third range
of the township, on the line between the twelfth and thirteenth lots, and the
éther on the Calumet River, on the sixteenth and seventeenth lots of the second
range.
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The space between them is occupied by gneiss, the banded structure of
which is visible in a vast number of places, but a large part of the rock is
coarse-grained; the feldspar being in individuals, frequently attaining an inch
and sometimes more in diameter, while the mica and the quartz often accompa-
nied by hornblende, and the former sometimes replaced byit, are distributed among
the feldspar in such a manner as to give a reticulated aspect to the surface.
Beds of this character are sometimes thin, but when thick and massive, which they
usually are, they might upon a first inspection be mistaken for igneous instead of
altered rocks. Upon a careful study of the case, however, it will be perceived
that this reticulated structure is accompanied by an obscure arrangement of
the meshes of the net-work into parallel lines, which are found to be conform-
able with the more distinctly banded portion of the strata. The more dis-
tinctly banded part is possessed of less feldspar than the reticulated portion, and
often presents layers of quartz rock, sometimes nearly pure, which seem to
become more abundant on approaching the limestones. The rocks, for some
distance on the outside of the two ranges of calcareous strata, bear much the
same character as those between them, the reticulated gneiss being perhaps more
abundant and more massive.

In the mountain flank the two calcareous bands are almost exactly parallel
to one another, running about N. N. E., and they both, as well as the gneiss
between them, dip with many irregularities to the westward. They keep nearly
parallel for several miles into the interior, but it will be expedient to follow
out one of the bands continuously.

The calcareous exposures on the Calumet are comprised within the space
of between 200 and 300 yards across the stratification, and they can be traced
up the river from the position mentioned on the bay road in the second range,
to the quarry in the third range, where Mr. Charlebois some years ago erected
a mill for sawing and polishing the limestone as marble, and where, as was
described in a former Report, the rock, which is white, is much marked by spots
and patches of green serpentine. The quarry is situated towards the front of the
sixteenth lot, close upon the west side of the Calumet, the channel of which is
paved with the limestone, while very little removed from the opposite side, the
gneiss, liimiting the calcareous group of strata to the eastward, rises in a heavy
mass, parts of which, not far from the spot, are marked with red garnets.

If a line be carried from this spot in a direction W. N. W.* across the
seventeenth lot to the road running up between it and the eighteenth, several
exposures of. limestone, in addition to those already mentioned, will be met with,
A little north of the line, at least four are seen between M r. Profit's house (which
stands in about the niddle breadth of the seventeenth lot) tand the road, separated
from one another by beds of pyroxenic gneiss and quar z rock, and about two
acres west of the road a precipice of reticulated gneiss presents itself, limiting
the whole. The transverse breadth from the marble quarry to this precipice is
not much under half-a-mile. Few of the dips are less than fifty degrees, and many
of them reach seventy and eighty. But as the breadth stated greatly exceeds
that farther on, it is probable that a considerable part of it is due to the repeti-
tion of beds through undulations, and in estimating the thickness of the group
an allowance must be made for them. It appears to me probable, however, that
a liberal one would not reduce the thickness to less than 1000 feet.

From the front of the third range, the calcareous group can be traced to the
rear of the fourth (nearly two miles), by several considerable exposures of lime-

* The bearings given in this Report are magnetie; the variation of the compass s about teri
degrees west.

A. 1857
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stoue and the limiting gneiss. in this distance the strike is nearly N. N. E., and
the belt runs the whole way upon the line between the seventeenth and eighteenth
lots. Close on the rear of the seventeenth lot, it is seen on the farm of Mr. E.
Connely. ýHere four beds of limestone appear to be separated by beds of feldspar
and quartz rock, the former weathering opaque white, and much studded with
patches of augite or pyroxene. The thickest bed of the limestone appears to be
on the west side of the group, and a heavy bed of quartz rock, about fifty yards
wide, intervenes between it and the gneiss. Of the gneiss there is a wide ekposure
on the west side, between the quartz rock and the River Rouge. It measures
800 yards across the stratification, exhibiting distinctly marked beds, very regular
in strike, but varying in inclination from fifty-six to seventy-seven degrees.
Including the quartz rock, the breadth across the limestone group is about 500
yards. There are some twists in it conspicuously displayed on the east side, but
it is probable that the thickness of the whole does not fall short of the 1000
feet already stated.

In the next half-mile the calcareous belt is cut by dykes of greenstone trap,
with a well-marked transverse columnar structure. There appear to be two of
importance, and one of these, with a breadth of fifty yards, has been traced at a
right angle across the stratification, for a distance of three-quarters of a mile to the
eastward. Althougli there are no exposures of the limestone, sink-holes in the
same bearing as before, indicate its course, still on the line between the seventeenth
and eighteenth lots; and by means of them it is traced to a position in a valley
where its breadth is well bounded by precipices of the gneiss on each side. In
this valley it crosses the fifth range, still in the same relation asbefore to the lots;
but no exposures of it are met with. On the west side of the valley, however,
within a hundred. and fifty paces of the rear of the range, there is exposed au
enormous mass of white quartz rock. It is distinctly divided into beds, and with
a transverse breadth of 150 yards it has a dip N. 800 W.,< 610. This would
give it a thickness of 400 feet, and between it and the gneiss on the east side
of the valley there is a breadth of exactly ten chains, which, assuming the dip to
be the same, would give a thickness for the calcareous part of 580 feet, making
the whole thickness much the same as before.

This part of the valley is quite flat and even; it possesses a deep rich soil,
and being wholly free fron boulders, gives fine arable land. It continues of this
character for three-quarters of a mile, and with a uniform breadth; it has a bold
gneiss cliff on the east and the quartz rock on the west side. But though there
is not a single exhibition of the calcareous strata, a fine spring which issues from
the soil near the house of Mr. Fahlen, on the seventeenth lot of the sixth range,
is so charged with carbonate of lime that the water quickly leaves a coating of
it on the utensils in which it is boiled for culinary purposes.

Towards the rear of the sixth range the valley gradually opens to double
its last breadth, by a bend in the gneiss on the east side, and while the quartz
rock is still conspicuously displayed on the west, an exposure of the limestone
occurs close by the gneiss on the other, in the vicinity of the frontpost, between
the fifteenth and sixteenth lots of the seventh range.

Though the strike of the belt up to this point is very nearly the same as at
the commencement, it has ceased to hold the same relation to ti lots aWat
first, in consequence ofirregularities in the original survey of the towIshiIp, -which
give thein a very marked turn to the left. Beyond this the strike veers a few
degrees farther from north, and after a gentle sinuosity to the east in crossing the
eighth range, the less northern strike is maintained to nea'ly the centre oft he
thirteenth lot of the eleventh range, which is the last of the township, the belt
running in a valley all the way. But from the southern half of the line, between

7
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the fourteenth and fifteenth lots of the ninth range, on which there are large
exposures of the calcareous strata, there is a projecting spur of the limestone
running nearly south in another valley, in which the rock, often exhibited to
view, reaches the front half of the twelfth lot of the eighth range, the distance
being about a mile and a-half.

On the line between the tenth and eleventh ranges the limestone is largely
displayed across the thirteenth lot, while no other rock is seen in place, and
the exposures extend about 200 yards beyond the lot on each side. The breadth
of the limestone would thus be fron forty-five to fifty chains, and from this
as a base, its sides come to a point near the centre of the thirteenth lot of the
eleventh range, where it exhibits a somewhat truncated apex, surrounded by
gneiss, with some beds of quartz rock between.

From this the trend of the belt is south, which it maintains to the line between
the sixth and seventh ranges, the distance being about five miles. It underlies
a valley the whole way, bounded by a mountain of gneiss on each side, that on
the west separating it from the valley in which the belt was followed north-
ward. Across the ninth range it has a breadth of about 700 yards, being inter-
stratified in some parts with quartz rock, and on the north half of the twelfth
lot, occupied by Mr. Wilson, a band of quartz rock occurs on the west side,
with gneiss beyond, studded with garnets; but no bands of quartz rock were
observed between the limestone and the gneiss on the east side of the valley.

Across the eighth range the belt widens to 1000 yards, by a bend on the
west side; and in this measure are included on that side some bands of quartz
rock and dolomite holding grains of serpentine. These bands and the bend men-
tioned occur about half-way across the range, where the hill on the west side being
worn down, a transverse valley presents itself, reaching to the spur of limestone
which has been described as projected southward from the eastern valley. In
this transverse valley very little gneiss was met with; but white quartz rock
and feldspathic rock are seen in several spots nearly all the way, the distance
between the limestone exposures nearest to one another, in the two belts, being
a little over half-a-mile.

A little south of the line, between the seventh and eighth ranges, the valley
we are tracing, and the limestone contained in it, are suddenly contracted again
to about 700 yards, leaving a spur of the calcareous rock on the west side in the
ninth lot. Thus reduced, the band crosses the seventh range, and then changing
its north and south strike, traverses the sixth, bearing about S. 300 W., in which
direction it runs from the seventh to the tenth lot. All along the south-east side,
beds of quartz rock are seen, becoming more and more interstratified with gneiss
as they recede from the limestone, but their continuity is broken in the south-east
corner of the ninth lot by an intrusive mass of syenite, which will be spoken
of farther on. Quartz rock accompanies the calcareous band on the north-west
side also, with much constancy, though the frequency and the thickness of the
beds are perhaps not so great.

From the line between the fifth and sixth ranges, the east side of the belt again
gradually turns south, and in this bearing there are large exposures of calcareous
rock extending to the south half of the ninth lot in the fourth range, a distance
of a mile and three-quarters. They are embraced in an area which has a breadth
of about 850-yards, the two sides of which are nearly parallel. Well marked
beds of quartz rock, separated by thin layers of gneiss, follow the rim of this
area, with a breadth varying from 150 to 200 yards, and rounding the southern
extremity again return with the limestone to the line between the fifth and sixth
ranges, which they reach on the eleventh and. twelfth lots; but between theï
limestone at this point and the position from which we started on the same

A. 1857620'Nictoria.
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range line on the tenth lot, there appears a projecting mass of quartz rock and
gneiss, which extends southward about thirty chains on the line between the tenth
and eleventh lots.

The limestone continues northward, with a few degrees of easting, across
the sixth range, and about twenty-five chains into the seventh, and, here again
turning in a deep triangular recess of the gneiss mountains, it maintains a S. S.
W. course on the twelfth and thirteenth lots across all the ranges in succession,
to the middle of the third. The eastern margin is pretty straight, and in this
stretch of three and a-half miles it runs exactly parallel to the western belt;
but on the west side there are some irregularities. From the sixth to the
middle of the fourth range the belt gradually widens, attainingat the latter part
a breadth of three-quarters of a mile opposite to a transverse valley, reaching
across from the eastern to the western belt, and affording a channel for the united
branches of the Calumet. ,A portion of the measure given to the eastern belt, how-
ever, is occupied by a sub-lenticular shaped mass of gneiss of about a mile and
a-quarter in length, by a breadth of a-quarter of a mile where widest. Between
it and the gneiss on the east, the band of limestone is narrow, not exceeding 200
yards, and while the gneiss on each side of it meets the limestone with a straight
face, the limestone itself appears to be much twisted and broken, as are also
some beds of quartz rock, whose place seems to be on the east side.

Before reaching the line between the third and fourth ranges, the limestone
suddenly narrows to about 150 yards, but increases to 250 yards before it
disappears under the fossiliferous strata at the foot of the Laurentian hills, where
it was indicated at the commencement of the description as constituting one of
the two bands rising into their flank.

These two bands are thus shewn to be traceable to a union, and in reality to
constitute but one; and as the dips which they shew, in so far as they can be
measured by a clinometer, have in almost all parts, on both sides, a more or less
westward bearing, it becomes a question to what form the belts are related in
the physical structure. of the district. As the formation is beyond a doubt of a
stratified character, these belts of' limestone are the outcrop of an undulating
sheet, the ridges of which have been worn down; but in the horizontal section
of an undulating surface, similar forms in the distribution of the horizontal rim
may be derived from the anticlinal'or synclinal part of the, undulation, and it
is to be determined in. the present instance to which of these the area between
the belts belongs.

Allusion has been made to an exposure of intrusive syenite, which touches
one part of the eastern calcareous band in the south-east corner of the ninth
lot of the sixth range. This belongs to a mass of the same rock which ha an
area of about thirty square miles in the townships of Grenville, Chatham and
Wentworth. At its western extremity it presents a north and south face of ,a
mile and a-half, running parallel to the calcareous area which has been described
as stretching to the southern half of the ninth lot of the fourth range of Grenville,
from the east side of which area, its distance is from a-quarter to half-a-mileý
The south-west corner is on the eighth lot of the same range, in which it does
not reach quite so far. south as the limestone does in the ninth. From this, its
southern face extends to the eleventh lot of the seventh range of Chatham,
in a general straight line, shewing however a few indentations. The distance
is eight and a-half miles, and the rock constitutes a continuation of the flank of
the mountains overlooking the fossiliferous plains, for a considérable part of the
way. On the north-east side it is limited by the West Branch of the North
River, from the position last mentioned to the middle of the tenth range of
Chatham, on the line between the twenty-thtrd and twenty-fourth lots; and

9
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to the middle of the twenty-seventh lot of the same range, from the position
where it was first mentioned in Grenville, its boundary runs E. N. E. and W.
S. W. Between the two points indicated in the tenth range of Chatham there
is a distance of about a mile, and from this breadth as a base, the sides of the
mass gradually approach as it runs in a N. N. E. direction into Wentworth,
in which its precise termination has not been ascertained, though it is probable
it does not extend very far.

The intrusion of such a mass of igneous rock as this can scarcely fail to
have had a considerable effect in modifying the attitude of the strata which
surround it. The crystalline condition of the syenite shews that it was slowly
cooled under great pressure, and we cannot now say whether it was a deep
seated part of an outburst which reached the surface, as it was then constituted,
or whether it was originally overlaid by masses of gneiss and limestone which
have since been worn away. In either case the probability is, that it would
give to the strata now surrounding it an anticlinal form. It seems probable,
therefore, that the western dip, belonging to the eastern band of lhmestone,
where it approaches the western extremity of the syenite, is a true one, and
that the form between the bands is synclinal. This appears to be corroborated
by the fact that where transverse valleys occur between them, the wearing down
of the intermediate gneiss widens the calcareous bands, particularly the east one,
and narrows the interval.

The calcareous sheet having thus the form of a trough, the western dip of
the western outcrop must be an overturn ; and the two spurs of the rock which
point to one another, the one turning south from the western belt, and the other
north from the eastern, must constitute a subordinate anticlinal. Without refer-
ence to minor corrugations, the general form of the area would be that of two
troughs joined together, each about a mile and a-half wide, with an overturn
dip on the west side, the one trough running north and south, and the other,
as far as unconcealed by the superior fossiliferous strata, south-south-west and
north-north-east. The accompanying wood-cut gives a vertical section of the
form.

Z a

a, crystalline limestone b, gneiss and quartz rock.

Though the northern extremity of this double calcareous trough crops out
in the middle of the thirteenth lot of the eleventh range, the depression formed
by the confluence of the two valleys coinciding with its sides, does not terminate
there. It runs northward into Harrington, and while the waters connected with
the Grenville part of the depression run southward, yielding their contribution to
the Calumet River, those in the Harrington part flow northward across the town-
ship, and join the River Rouge beyond the northern boundary.

Across the first and second ranges of Harrington the depression runs north,
in a direct continuation of the east side of the calcareous trough just described ;
and after we leave this trough and traverse but a short interval of gneiss,
calcareous rocks are again met with. They occupy a small portion of the rear
of the thirteenth and fourteenth lots of the last range of Grenville, and enter on
the eighth and ninth of the first range of Harrington, the eighth lot in the
occupation of Mr. Xavier O'Brien and the ninth of Mr. W. Fox. Other expo-
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sures are met with more than half-way across the range, and it appears probable
that the whole of thein belong to a carcareous area which may rich Slavery
Lake on the tenth and eleventh lots of the second range. In length the area
would thus be about a mile and a-half, and its breadth near the, town line of
Grenville and Harrington under half-a-mile, gradually diminishing northward.
From the relation of this area to the Grenville trough, its form would of course
be, like that, synclinal.

The gneiss-bound valley in which the area lies, continues in the same directly
north bearing, for another mile, to the middle of the third range on the eleventh
lot; then turning N. E; it runs about a mile in that direction and splits into two
valleys, one continuing to bear in the same N. E. direction, or perhaps a little
north of it, and the other about N. 800 E. Both these vallies are paved with
limestone. In the former the rock occupies a breadth of nearly a mile between
two lakes, the one called McCulloch's Lake, from the naine of the only settler
on its banks, and the other the Big Lake, because it is the largest in Harrington;
beyond them it bas been followed to the ninth range of the township, while
I have lately received intelligence of its extending, as was to be expected, in
the same course into Montcalm. In the opposite direction, however, exposures
have not yet been met with farther south than the brook emptying McCulloch's
Lake into Big Lake.

In the other valley the rock has been traced from the head of Big Lake, on
the land of Mr. Donald Fraser in the front of the eighth lot of the fifth range, to
the first on the line between the fifth and sixth ranges of Harrington, and thence
to the next lot, that of Mr. A. Fraser, which is the twenty-eighth of the
seventh range of Wentworth. The distance is about three miles, the bearing,
as stated, N. 800 E., and the breadth of the band varies from about one-quarter
to three-quarters of a mile. The bouse of Mr. Fraser, standing on the limestone,
is situated on a beautiful sheet of water called Gate Lake, which bas an east and
west length of about a mile, with a breadth of half-a-mile. The lake lies chiefly in
the sixth range of Wentworth, but near to Fraser's house there is a part of it in
the seventh. The limestone is seen on both sides of the lake as well as at the
lower or western end of it, where it forms a natural bridge, beneath which occurs
the exit of the lake, close upon the line between the two townships which have
been named.

From this lake the rock takes a turn to the N. E., towards Sixteen Island
Lake, a long stretch of water extending from the rear of the fh'st range in the
township of Montcalm to the twenty-fifth lot of the eighth range of Wentworth,
and emptying by a considerable brook into Gate Lake, which by the calcareous
valley we are following, is again tributary to Big Lake, and ultimately to the
River Rouge. The limestone reaches the lower end of Sixteen Island Lake, and
occupies its eastern side to the twenty-third lot of the ninth range, where it turns
eastward from the lake ; but beyond this it bas not yet been traced.

From this position to the upper end of Big Lake the distance is about six
miles, and the excellence of the soil prevailing in the valley has caused partial
clearings to be effected in almost every lot in that part of it which is in Harring-
ton. Between the upper end of Big Lake and the mouth of McCulloch's Brook,
lu the other valley, there is a distance of about half-a-mile occupied by a ridge
of gneiss, exposures of which are seen on the east side of what is called the Narrows
of Big Lake, as well as in a knoll occurring on the west side, at the very
narrowest part, where the distance across the water is not over fifty yards. The
position of this knoll is near the line between the ninth and tenth lots, and some-
what south of the middle of the fifth range. In addition to gneiss, it shews beds
of quartz rock dipping N. 650 W. <60Q, which would give a strike running
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with the valley, and between the knoll and the flank of the western gneiss which
bounds the valley, there is a flat marshy surface with a breadth of some five or
six acres.

In this flat area no exposures of limestone have yet been met with, but it
appears to me very probable that it is underlaid by this rock, which, to support
the view I am disposed to take of the structure of the two valleys, would
require to be projected from each to a junction in the one from which they
branch. If this be confirmed, it will at once be concluded that the distribution
of the limestone in this part indicates the continuance of the synclinal form
traced through Grenville, with a turn to N. E. in its axis, from the third range
of Harrington.

The gneiss on the west side of the synclinal constitutes a well marked bold
and rocky ridge, which extends in a line nearly straight from the front of
Grenville to the rear of Harrington, the distance being about twenty miles
and the bearing N. N. E. The ridge is not often broken through by transverse
valleys, and where such occur, they appear for the most part to result from the
weakness accompanying greenstone dykes.

In the front of Harrington this ridge has a breadth varying from three-
quarters of a mile to twice that measure, and on the west side of it there occur
two long areas parallel to it and to one another, presenting the form of valleys,
which include so many exposures of limestone as to make it evident they are
underlaid by the rock. The more eastern of these extends for a short distance
within the last range of Grenville, to nearly the rear of the fifth range of
Harrington, some five miles. It has a breadth of nearly half-a-nile in the south
part, which gradually diminishes northward. From its extremities there flow
two brooks in nearly the same line, but in opposite directions, and these joining
in the second range, the united stream, Dhure's Brook, crosses the more western
area and reaches the Rouge about a mile beyond. The northern extremity of
the western area also occurs in the fifth range, from which the exposures of the
rock gradually assume a wider spread, until reaching Dhure's Brook, where
they occupy upwards of a mile in breadth. South of this brook about half-
a-mile, the rock is seen near Mr. Dugald Campbell's house, but farther on, the
area runs under a thick, flat and fertile covering of clay, and its limit in that
direction has not been ascertained, but it probably occurs a little south of the
town line of Harrington.

The northern extrernities of these two parallel areas are about a mile a-
sunder, and they are separated by a bold and rocky ridge of gneiss, which
gradually narrows and dies down, going south, terminating altogether less than
half-way across the second range. A less prominent ridge makes its appear-
ance in the same line south of Dhure's Brook, and it is probable that on this
brook the two calcareous areas are connected.

The prevailing dips in connection with these two isolated areas being still to
the westward, it will be necessary to ascertain the distribution of others farther
to the r.orth, before the form to be given to them in the physical structure, can
be determined with certainty. They may be parallel anticlinals or parallel syn-
clinals. If the former, they would belong to a lower group of calcareous strata
than those already described; but if the latter, they would be only a repetition
of them, and this view I am at present inclined to adopt.

It is probable that a smaller calcareous area which occurs on the first,
second and third lots of the tenth range of Grenville, about three miles on the
east side of the main synclinal, has the same relation to it. About the breadth
of two lots from this patch, rises in Chatham the western side of the ridge of
syenite described as projecting northward from the main body of the volcanie
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rock, and pointing like a finger towardà Wentworth. Close on the east side of
this finger there is met with another calcareous band. The most northern exposuxe
of it I have yet seen is on the line between the first and second ranges of Went-
worth, in the twenty-second lôt. It lias here a breadth of about 400 yards, and
can be traced obliquely across the twenty-flrst and twentieth lots of the first
range. From this last it crosses the town line and enters Chatham upon the
twenty-second lot of the twelfth range, from which it quickly sweeps round to
the twenty-third, the property of Mr. Brewer, who has recently erected a kiln to
burn the stone for lime.

It here becomes confined to a deep and narrow valley which gives a channel
to the West Branch of the North River. Bold flanks of gneiss hem it in on both
sides, that on the west being a strip between the limestone and the syenite. In
this gorge the limestone may have a breadth of between 200 and 300 yards,
and though not seen in its course for upwards of a mile, it maintains a straight
one, running S. S. W. with the lots, across the twelfth and eleventh ranges.
Several exposures of the limestone occur on the front of the eleventh range in
the twenty-third and twenty-fourth lots on both sides of the West Branh, and on
the same lots in the rear of the tenth range, in the vicinity of Mr. Carpenter's
house.

In this part the calcareous rock comes close upon the syenite, from which
emanate one or two dykes intersecting it, and as the main body of the volcanic
rock rises to the south, the linestone muýt be either entirely cut off by it or
deflected to the eastward. I am inclined to think that it is deflected'; for from this
point the syenite runs across the lots to the southward of east, and though I
have not met with any calcareous exposures running parallel with the syenite
for about two miles and a-half to the eastward, one with such a strike does
then occur about the middle of the fourteenth lot of the tenth range, and the
gneiss runs nearly parallel with the syenite all the way. The strike of this
calcareous exposure is about E. S. E., and traced' to the thirteenth lot it turns
southward, crossing on it into the ninth range. About a mile farther south it is
again visible in the channel of the West Branch in the twelfth lot, near the line
between the eighth and ninth ranges, a short distance from the syenite. It may
proceed a little farther to the south-eastward, but in this neighbourihood it appears
again to turn north, coming back to the road between the ninth and tenth
ranges at the church near the line between the tenth and eleventh lots.

The breadth of the band, including several silicious beds, here extends
from Mr. McArthur's house on the tenth lot to a short distance westward of the
church on the eleventh, the measure being about 500 yards; while the breadth
of the gneiss which separates it from the position where it crosses the road
still farther west is about half- a-mile.

From the south-west corner of the tenth lot a road runs back on the lot across
the tenth, eleventh and twelfth ranges of Chatham into Wentworth. It is under-
laid by the limestone nearly the whole way. Across the tenth range the course
of the limestone is N. N. E.; across the eleventh it inclines more to the east,
and it again resumes the previous direction across the twelfth, and leaves Chatham
about one lot more to the eastward than its position at McArthur's, and with
a breadth increased by one-half. In the front of the eleventh range one part of
the belt becomes very coarsely crystalline, shewing individuals of calc-spar of
two or three inches in diameter, and it here assumes the character of a fetid
limestone, emitting when rubbed an overpowering odor like that of sulphuretted
hydrogen.

It constitutes a valley across these ranges, as is indicated by the coinci-
dence with it of the course of the Bîg Creek, a tributary of the West Branch,
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nearly the whole way; but the depression is not a deep one. It becomes more
marked, however, towards the rear of Chatham, across the twelfth range, in
the front of which limestone is burnt by Mr. McGibbon, and it is accompanied
on the east side by a conspicuous band of garnetiferous gneiss, in which the
garnets, though much cracked and broken, are of a deep red color and large size.

Entering Wentworth on the eighth and ninth lots, the belt maintains its
Chatham bearing across the first and the larger part of the second range, with
a pretty uniform breadth, which however includes some bands of quartz rock, and
one of reticulated gneiss on the west side. It then turns to the eastward on
the latter range, and crossing the lots gains the line between the fifth and
sixth. On these lots it makes a right angle to the northward and passes into
the third range. Up to this point it still coincides with the upward course of
the Big Creek ; but immediately turning eastward again, while the Big Creek
inclines north, they separate, the north side of the limestone running into a
short spur at the point of separation on the fourth lot.

Proceeding eastward across the third and second lots, occupied by Mr. Mann
and Mr. Conlin, exposures of the limestone are found on both 'sides of a small
lake which is tributary to the Big Creek, but on the north side of the lake there
appears a lenticular-shaped mass of quartz rock which extends eastward for half
its length. Beyond this lake the belt, much diminished in its breadth, leaves the
third range of Wentworth and enters the third range of Chatham Gore, on the
second lot of which it turns more northward and passes into the fourth range,
attaining it on the third lot, where it is bounded on the north side by a band of
garnet-gneiss as conspicuous as that on the opposite side in Wentworth. It
returns again to the third range on the sixth lot, after presenting a very irre-
gular and indented out-crop, through the influence of two small undulations.
Still running eastward it reaches the eighth lot, where some of its beds have
been burnt for lime by Mr. Parker, the proprietor of the land.

From this position, where its breadth is scarcely over a hundred yards, the
calcareous belt assumes a S. W. course, and after spreading out, through the
effect of small undulations, to the measure of nearly three-quarters of a mile on
the eighth, seventh and sixth lots of the third range, it again contracts to its
former dimensions and enters the upper end of Long Lake on the sixth lot of
the second range, emerging from the lower end on the fourth lot of the first
range. A bold precipice of gneiss limits the lake on the east side, which suddenly
breaks off some distance beyond the exit, and the country farther to the south
becomes in general less rugged. The limestone increases in breadth a little on
leaving the lake, and where it reaches the south line of the Gore on the third
lot, it may measure about 200 yards.

It enters the seigniory of Argenteuil on the fifth and sixth lots, and advancing
about half-a-mile, its western boundary is seen in the former near Mr. Evans'
house. From this position it is with difficulty traced further south, only one
exposure occurring in the next three miles. This is at about one-third of the
distance, near the school-house in front of the third concession on the fifth lot,
where the belt appears to have very much decreased in width.

At about a mile and three-quarters from the North River, on the Gore
Road to Lachute, a trap dyke occurs running east and west; and to the south
of this the limestone again appears, and can be traced all the way to the river,
where it becomes covered up by the fossiliferous rocks. Before sinking beneath
them, however, the band spreads into a very wide exposure and apparently
changes its course, commencing to run in a north-westerly direction, but. gradually
turning more west; and it is traceable for about a mile and three-quarters in
this bearing before it is finally concealed by the Potsdam sandstone, the strike
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of which is oblique to the calcareous band. In this last exposure, being conve-
niently situated in respect to roads, and in a neighbourhood where the fossil-
iferous limestone is rather arenaceous, the crystalline band is greatly burnt for
lime, the principal kiln being that appertaining to Mr. McGregor.

Between the position in Wentworth where the description of this calcareous
band commenced, and the position on Sixteen Island Lake where that of a previous
one terminated, there is a distance of between seven and eight miles which remains
unexamined. But it appears to me probable that when the investigation is
further prosecuted these two bands will be found to join. Should this prove
to be the case, the whole of the calcareous exposures, which we have thus follow-
ed through their distribution in Grenville, Harrington, Wentworth, Chatham,

Chatham Gore and Argenteuil, to the vicinity of Lachute will
belong to one group, only. The lineal distance given by its outcrop
in the various windings which we have traced, is about eighty
miles. The distribution shews four main synclinal forms, separated
by three anticlinals, and these being comprehended in a transverse
distance of eighteen miles, there would on the average be about
four miles between the axes of each two. The accompanying
wood cut exhibits a vertical section across them all.

Before a more extended investigation, it would be premature
to say much of the general bearing or parallelism of these axes,
or of the effect the intrusive rocks may have had in producing or
modifying the forms; but in respect to these intrusive rocks a
certain sequence. in date is very conspicuously displayed, which
may be here noticed. The oldest intrusive masses are a set of green-

C stone dykes, composed of a greenish-white feldApar and black
hornblende, with a small amount of iron pyrites. Their width
varies from ten to one hhndred yards, and they all possess a well
marked transverse columnar structure. The largest are occasionally
moderately coarse-grained, and the smaller fine-grained, but they
are all distinctly crystalline. Their general bearing is east and

& west, but the main dykes occasionally divide, a branch striking off
at an angle of fron twenty to forty degrees.

One of these dykes was met with cutting the limestone on the
thirteenth lot of the fourth range of Grenville; its breadth was
there about thirty yards, and it was followed across the limestone
and the gneiss for a mile and three-quarters, in which with a few
moderate zig-zags it maintained a course of S. 85° E., until it was
interrupted by the syenite on the eighth lot of the range already

. mentioned. Across the limestone it gave. a ridge, but across the
gneiss it was usually found in a depression, sometimes a very deep
one. Where it mounted the side of any ridge running with the
stratification, the coluniar structure gave it the aspect of a flight
of gigantic steps, well presenting the character from which the
Swedish name of trap is derived. The columns were so truly at
right angles to the plane of the dyke, that they were always a
sure means of determining the underlie, which was towards the
north. A branch struck off from this dyke, on the eleventh lot of
the range, and after proceeding for about a quarter of a mile m
the direction S. 200 E., it turned to S. 400 E., and was followed for
three-quarters of a mile more, chiefly across the limestone, in a
remarkably straight line to the eighth lot, where having gradually
diminished from the width of eighteen yardsto five, it seemedto

split up into a brush-like distribution of small dykes and was lost.
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Another dyke with a width of twenty-five yards was met with south of one
of the branches of the Calumet, on the eleventh lot of the fifth range and
followed for about a mile in the bearing N. 770 E., until it was interrupted by
the syenite on the eighth lot of the same range.

A third has already been mentioned as cutting the limestone on the seven-
teenth lot of the fifth range. Its width was estimated at about fifty yards,
of which thirty were seen,. and it was traced for about three-quarters of a mile
across the gneiss, close by the precipitous side of a valley running with it in the
bearing S. 650 E., and maintaining the sanie for a mile beyond; its underlie was
northward.

On Mr. Donald Frazer's land, the eighth lot of the fifth range of Harrington
at the head of Big Lake, a fourth was about twenty yards wide, and it was
traced, for a quarter of a mile running under Mr. Frazer's house in its course;
the bearing of it was N. 520 E. Another one constituted prominent points on
opposite sides of McCulloch's lake towards the rear of the sixth range; it was
evidently an important dyke, though its exact breadth was not a scertained.
Its bearing seemed to be at about a right angle with the length of the lots,
so that it would run about S. 700 E. A sixth one ran boldly out into the
water at the eastern end of Gate Lake, on the twentysixth lot of the sixth
range of Wentworth. It might have been about fifty yards wide, and in its
course in the bearing N. 460 W., it tipped the point of the next promontory.
This bearing would carry it to some position on the north side of the lake at
the west end, but it was not there observed. It appears to me probable that
the last three dykes, though they were not traced far, will be found connected,
in the relation of a main dyke with a branch emanating from it.

From the sixth lot of the fourth range of Chatham Gore, where it cut
the limestone, another of these greenstone dykes was traced for upwards of two
miles to the first lot of the third range of Wentworth. Its width varied from
fifty to one hundred yards, but it appeared to maintain a very uniforin bearing
and though an interval of seven miles is a long one at which to recognize it again
yet an exposure of greenstone on the front of the first range of Wentworth
on the division between the twentieth and twenty-first lots, is so exactly in
the line, that I am disposed to consider it a continuation of the same dyke. At
the latter spot it is from 110 to 120 yards wide, and about eleven chains to
the westward it is cut off by the syenite.

Still another of these dykes was observed as has been mentioned in the
seigniory of Argenteuil, about a mile and a-half from the North River on the road
from Lachute to Chathan Gore. It appeared to be about twenty-five or thirty
yards wide, and it was followed in the bearing N. 750 W., for about a mile and
a-half from a point eastward of the road, to the town line of Chatham, which
it crossed towards the rear of the ninth range; and although it would require a
change in its direction to bring it to a dyke seen on the road between the
seventh and eighth ranges on the ninth lot, I am inclined to suppose they will
be found identical. Running about west from the latter spot, it cornes against
the syenite in the eleventh lot of the seventh range, and is there cut off by it.

These greenstone dykes being always cut off by the sycnite where they
have been observed to come in contact, it is plain the syenite must be of posterior
date. The area which the syenite occupies has already been described. Ln
its lithological character the rock is very uniform, being composed for thâ;
most part of feldspar, either of some tinge of red, or a dull white, with black
hornblende, and a rather sparing quantity of translucentquartz. The red tinge
prevails more on the west side, the white on the east. In the spur which runs
into Wentworth, mica was occasionally found to accompany the hornblende.
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The rock was rather coarsely crystalline in the main body, but dykes of it, were
soietimes observed cutting the limestone and the gneiss, in which the grain was
finer, but they were never traced froi any distance up to the nucleus.

The syenite was found to be cut and penetrated by volcanie rock of a por-
phyritic character, which is therefore of a still later date. The larger masses
of this porphyritic rock consist of fine-grained, dull reddish-buff feldspar, with
which is mmigled a sparing quantity of' fine-grained .black hornblende, the
mixture constituting a base in which well defined crystals of the same reddish
feldspar, of various sizes from one-eighth to three-eighths of an inch, are thickly
disserinated; the base is compact, presenting an impalpable grain, a con-
cloidal fracture, and a jaspoid aspect, with various colors, from light to dark
grey, brownish-black, and dull green. In addition to crystals of red feldspar,
this jaspoid base often contains a multitude of fragments of gneiss, greenstone
and syenite, varying in size from small grains to masses several feet in dia-
meter, and these are occasionally so abundant as to give the rock the features
of a tufa.

The green base is rather more compact than the grey, and it does not
usnally contain so mIany imbedded crystals of feldspar, but both would afford
fine material fbr ornamental purposes, and when the grey is very dark, approach-
ing black, and the feldspar a decided red, the polished stone has a very beautiful
aspect.

The principal mass of this porphyritic rock occupies a pearshaped area of
about 2.50 acres, with the small end pointing south, on the third and fourth
lots of the fifth and sixth ranges of Grenville, frorn which, on the east side, a
portion is projected into the second lot of the fifth range. The mass is wholly
surrounded by the syenite, and a large part of it constitutes a mountain or
group of hills, intersected by one or two ravines. In about the centre of the
mass, on the sumnit of one of the hills, there exists a circular depression of
about one hundred yards in diameter, nearly surrounded by a tufaceous porphyritic
rim of about thirty feet in height. In this depression, which is sitnated in the
sixth raînge on the line between the third and fou-th lots, about fifteen chains
from the front, there is held a turf bog, with an even surface, from which springs
a growth of good sized greenwood trees; and on sounding the depth of this bog
with a boring rod, the rock beneath was found to present the shape of a cup,
with the depth of twenty-five feet in the centre, so that including the rim, the
depression would be about fifty feet deep, w'ith the exception of a break down
to the level of the bog on the east side. The nature of the rock, and the
difliculty of accouriting for the depression by any mode of wearing, gives to it
in some degree the air of a small volcanic crater. But if it were such it must
represent only the deeply seated base of the crater, as the evidence which is
seen in the 'ice-grooves of the vicinity makes it probable the country has
been mnuch worn down by denuding agencies. In this vicinity sone entangled
beds of gneiss were met with, one of which was traced for upwards of a, hun-
dred yards running about N. 700 W. It was surrounded by the porphyritic
rock.

From this porphyritic nucleus one or two porphyritic dykes were traced
cutting the syenite for short distances, and some of a similar character were
met with at such a distance as to make it probable that there are other porphy-
rytic nuclei. One of these dykes about seven yards wide, affording a: beautiful
example of the brownish-black and red variety, occurs on the south sides of the
road between the seventh and eighth ranges of Chatham, on the eighth lot. ls
bearing, whiîh was N. 850 W., would carryit to the south of the pwphyritic mass
describcd, fron which the position in , which the porphyry cuts the gneissis
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removed seven miles, though it is not more than one from the syenite, into which
I was not so fortunate as to be able to trace it.

Another dyke of this aspect was seen in the ninth range near the Une between
the thirteenth and fourteenth lots, but in addition to the elements already men-
tioned it held diàseminated grains of transparent colourless quartz. Its course
appeared to be S. 540 W., and it intersected a porphyritic rock of the same colour
and texture as the porphyry which was first described ; which however like the
dyke, contained grains of transparent quartz. Grains of this mineral were
also observed in another porphyritic mass, whose course was N. 150 W., about
a-quarter of a mile from the f-ont of the twenty-fifth lot in the seventh range,
and in the very front of the lot many loose fragments occurred, in which grains
of transparent quartz and crystals of light flesh-red feldspar were imbedded in
a compact feldspar base of a somewhat deeper flesh-red.

A porphyritic dyke was observed on the road between the sixth and seventh
ranges on the twenty-third lot; with a reddish-grey finely granular base, it pre-
sented grains of quartz and crystals of flesh-red feldspar, some of them half an
inch in diameter.

Of the tufaceo-porphyritic variety of rock, a lenticular mass crosses the
seventh and eighth lots, close upon the rear of the fifth range of Grenville. It
has a length of nearly half-a-mile, by a breadth of about 150 yards in the middle,
and lies between the gneiss on the north and the syenite on the south. It has a
bearing nearly west, with a turn-up a few degrees northward at the west end,
and in this direction another and apparently an isolated mass was observed tow-
ards the front of the ninth lot of the sixth range, a short distance'removed from
the syenite, and wholly surrounded by the quart2 rock and gneiss near the
limestone.

In the vicinity of the pear-shaped porphyritic intrusion which was first des-
cribed, there are met with two veins of a special character cutting the syenite,
that deserve to be noticed. They consist of a white, yellowish-brown or flesh-red
cellular chert, the colors in some cases running in bands parallel to one ano-
ther, and sometimes being rather confusedly mingled, giving the aspect of a
breccia. The cells are unequally distributed, some parts of the veins being nearly
destitute of thëm, while in other parts they are very abundant, and of various
sizes, from that of a pin's hcad to an inch in diameter. On the walls of some of
these cells or druses small transparent crystals of quartz are implanted, and in
soine there are the impressions of cubical forns, resul'ting probably from crystals
of fluor-spar which have disappeared. On analysis, Mr. Hunt finds that the stone
yields eight per cent. of soluble silica, and approaches in its composition to the
nature of flint. From its cellular structure and other mineralogical characteris-
tics, it belongs to the silex meulière of Brogniart, or what in England is called
buhrstone.

One of these veins was observed in the north half of the first lot of the sixth
range of Grenville belonging to Mr. John Stone. It was traced for about a hun-
dred yards running in an east and west direction. It was difficult to determine
its exact breadth, as it was not very well defined, and it appears to be less cel-
lular than the other.

The second was traced in a nearly parallel course across the v'eIy front of
the second lot of the sixth range, the property of a Mr. F. Kelly, froi a position
on Kingham Brook, and farther across the south half of the first lot, belonging
to Mr. James Lowe, who was the first person to draw my attention to it as
affording buhrstone. On his ground the vein has been more examined than
elsewhere. It appears to run in a very straight line, of which the bearing is
about east and west, and it stands in a vertical attitude, while its breadth varies
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from four to seven feet, being apparently however in one place nearly twenty.
In the wider parts there are seen in the middle of the vein, masses six or eight
inches thick of the syenite which constitutes the wall-rock. Where the vein
is banded, the colors run parallel with the sides. The attitude and associations
of the mass clearly show that it cannot be of sedimentary origin, and the
soluble silica which it contains, with the volcanic character of the district, sug-
gests the probability of its derivation from hot springs similar to the Geysers of
Iceland. Waters holding silica in solution, have deposited this material upon
the walls of crevices in the syenite, ultimately filling them up.

The intrusive rocks which have been described have a date anterior to the
deposit of the fossiliferous formations. None of a similar character have been.
met with breaking through these formations, and the relations of the base of
the Lower Silurian group along the foot of the hills composed of the syenite,
are such as to make it evident that the fossiliferous beds in some places overlie
worn-down parts of the volcanic rock. But all these intrusive masses are eut by
a set of dykes who'se relations to the fossiliferous strata are not so certain. These
dykes are composed of a finely granular base, with an earthy fracture, consisting
of feldspar and pyroxene, and having a dark brownish-grey color. In this base
are imbedded rounded forms of black augite giving brilliant cleavage surfaces, and
varying in size, from masses not bigger than a pin's head to some of several
inches in diameter. These are associated with various sized nodules of calc-spar,
filling cells that do not attain the diameter of the largest masses of augite, and
with small spangles of mica, grey in fresh fractures, but weathering to a brass-
yellow,- on the surfaces of slightly weathered cracks and joints; small crystals of
sphene were occasionally observed in the rock. In the nomenclature of D'H-Ialloy
the rock would be called a melaphyre, and it is the augite-porpyry of some German
authors. 0 By many geologists, from the accidental presence of the cale-spar
nodules, it would be called an amygdaloidal .trap.

One of these intrusive masses having a width of from three to ten feet was
traced friom the south half of the first lot of the sixth range of Grenville, not far
from Mr. Lowe's buhrstone, where it eut the syenite, to the third and fourth
lots of the same range, where it cuts the pear-shaped mass of porphyritic rock,
thence across all the lots in succession to the eighth lot of the fifth range, where
it cuts both the syenite and porphyry, and farther to the tenth lot of the same
range, where it intersected the quartz rock and limestone. The whole distance
is upwards of two miles and a-half, and the bearing N. 880 W.

Another was met with intersecting the limestone on the south half of the
thirteenth lot of the same range. It appeared to be divided into several branches,
two of which joining, the united mass with a thickness varying from one to
three feet, was followed across the limestone and the gneiss for upwards of half-
a-mile, in the bearing S. 800 E. These dykes bear a striking resemblance to
some of those which intersect the Lower Silurian group in. the vicinity of
the mountain of Montreal, and may be possibly of the same age; but none of
them have yet been traced continuously from the Laurentian into the fossilife-
rous rocks.

The various exposures of crystalline limestone which have thus far been
described, appear as has been stated, to belong to one and the saine belt or group
of calcareous strata. But in Chatham Gore, under a mile to the north of the
exposures across the western lots of the third and fourth ranges, others were
traced from the fifth lot of the fifth range of the Gore to the first lot of the
fourth range of Wentworth. In a similar relative position exposures were
observed on the banks and islands of the Great Lake of Wentworth, reaching
from the northern extremity of the lake to the fifteenth lot of the first range,

/'
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at the point separating the two southern bays, and back by the western side of
the lake to the fourteenth lot on the line between the second and thirfd ranges.

It appears probable that these exposures ail belong to one band, which
would run parallel to the one fuirther south, with a great body of gneiss between ;
and froin the fori the southern band has been shown to present, the northern
one would be above it. The whole distance, however, between the extrenIes
of ifs yet known out-crop, seven miles, is not sufficient to justifyr any very
positive assertion on the subject. The breadth of the belt does not in the parts
observed appear to exceed froi 120 to 220 yards.

Aiotlier calcareous arca was partially examined in the rear of the seigniory
of Mille Isles and the front of the township of Morin. In thc seigniory the
exposures extend froi the fourtecnth and fifteenth lots of the south range of
the Saint Gabriel concession, the latter belonging to M\ir. Constantineau, along
the River Simon to the road into Morin, between the thirty-first and thirty-
second lots. The breadtIh they occupy on the fourt h teenth aud fiffeentli lots is
about 300 yards, which appears to be maintained with considerable uniformity
to the twenty-fiftl lot; but here, by a, southward bend in the sontli limit, it
seems to widen to about three-quarters of a mile and again contracts on entering
Morin.

Exposures of flie rock are seen in Morin near Mallet's Mill on the Simon,
which is on the thirtieth lot of the first range of the township. Otiers were
observed in the first range to the eastward, in the rear of Mr. J. Saele's lot,
whiih is tic thirty-sixth, and towards the front of a lot supposed to be the
fortieth, being a few lots to the N. E. of Mr. G. Hanilton's, which is the forty-
third. OthC exposures were found towards the rear of the second range on the
forty-first lot, belonging to Mr. Baldwin, on the fortieth, and at Wilson's Mill
on the thirty-nintlh, as well as the next to the north-eastward, where its presence
is indicated by a great circular sink-hlie nearly an acre in superficies.

The course of the belt froim Constatineau's, in Mille Isles, appears to be a
little soulith of west, but about the line between the filrst and second ranges of
Morin tlie belt appears to split into two, one set of exposures striking off to
lie sioutlh-weSt-waVrd. I have been informed that both branches extend into

Wentworth, but what form is to be inferred from this will require further inves-
figation. The extension of tle exposures froni the eastern extremity of the area
in Mille -Isles, tiouigh diligently seardced for, was not discovered.

On tlie north side of this calcareous area there arises ai mountain range
of rock, the peculiar characteristic of whicli is, that in this and some other pro-
bably related localities it is chiefly conposed of lime-feldspars, varying in
composition between labradorite anld andesine, and marked by the presence of

hyperstheIne and ilienite.
Inc the present locality the rock .is chiefly labradorite, and consists of a

fine grained paste of this miineral, of a purplish-grey, weathering to an opaque
whit'eeand holding cleavable forns of a lavender-blue feldspar, several inches
in diareter. Many of these forms exhibit a fine golden-green and deep blue
opalescence, and the sane hues occasionally enianate from minute points in.
the paste. 'The rock is generally massive, and it is occasionally very dificult
to fild any indication of those parailel planes which are so generally present in
comm on gneiss. The large cleavable foris of labradorite, however, as well as
the hypersthene and ilinenite, are found to prevail in belts that appear to be
paralelf to one another, and garnetiferous or nicaceous bands occasionally
indicate :hef same arrangement.

The, limîits of the rock characterised bytlie labradorite in this neighborhood
have not .e been ascertained. It extends iorthward in Morin to the eighth

A. 1857.
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range, a distance of eight miles, probably entering Beresford further on, and from
the position where the north edge of the limestone meets the line betiween Morin
and the seigniory of Mille Isles, it continues to the eastward across the north
part of Abercrombie.

At St. Jerome a belt of the crystalline limestone was fonnd to exist on the
west side of the river,; it was traced along its bank for a distance of a mile and
a-half in a N. N. E. bearing, with a breadth of apparently about two hundred
yards. The rock on the east side of it is composed to a large extent of lime-
feidspar, but holding a considerable admixture of other minerals, it is not of
se conspicuous a character, and does not so readily attract the eye.

The minerals have a reticulated arrangement, as in the case of the gneiss.
Darker and lighter bands run parallel to one another, the shades being occa-
sioned by the greater or less abundance of a fine-grained greenish line-teldspar
weathering opaque white, which occurs in spots surrounded by a darker colourecd
net-work, consisting of dark green pyroxene and magnetic iron ore, with small
disseninated clusters of yellowish-red garnets. In this mass large and small
individuals of labradorite, some of them two or three inches in diameter, are
irreguilarly disseminated, and irregular veins or apparent segregations occur here
and there, composed of flesh-red orthoclase and translucent colorless quartz.

On the west side of the river, rock of a similar character is met with, bit
there is seen also an interstratified mass of reddish hornblendic gneiss, the
feldspar of which is an orthoclase. The breadth of the mass is 200 yards, and it
is marked by beds darker than other parts froin the presence of more horn-
blende. Iron pyrites and nolybdenite were observed in the rock, and it was
cut by veins of pegmatite composed of a very pale fiesh-red feldspar, weathering
white, and translucent colourless quartz. Occasionally the pegmatite holds
crystals of dark brown mica. One of the veins was large and very coarse
grained, and they were all more or less characterised by the occurrence· of
schorl and what appeared to be small zircons. On the west side of this mass
of gneiss smaller bands of a similar nature seemed to alternate with those con-
taining iime-feldspar ; beds of quartz were also interstratified, and some of
these were in one place so loaded with small garnets, as to form a fine granular
garnet-rock. The strike of the masses on each side of the limestone runs N.
N. E. with it, and all dip to the westward at a high angle.

Lime-feldspar rock more resembling that of Morin in its opaque white
massive aspect, was met with at New Glasgow, on the Achigan, in Terrebonne
Seigniory ; the stratification, however, was well narked by bands of garnets and
pyroxene, and by alternations of the rock on the west side with common gneiss.
The strike is a little to the eastward of north, with a dip to the westward, and
the. breadth observed was about three-quarters of a mile, without, however,
the ascertainment of the eastern limit of the belt.

Similar rocks were observed by M1r. Hunt in Rawdon and Chertsey. In
the former, a band of crystalline limestone of some importance runs in about
the bearing of the north and south diagonal of the township, and somewhat
east of it. Westward from this calcareous band, lime-feldspars were met with
extending nearly as far as the west corner of Chertsey. Allowing this a strike
parallel with tihe limestone, which, was the strike generally observed, the
western Ilinit would run down to the New Glasgow exposures, and the breadth
of the area characterized by the rock in this part would appear to be about
twelve miles.

A large development of labradorite and andesine rock vas also in 18à2
observed on ithe Sauiltù-la-Puce brook in Château-Richer, below Quebec. Prom
a narrow calcareous belt about two miles from the bank of the Saint Lawrence,
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its breadth extended northward to the rear of the settled parts on the brook,
about four and a-half miles, and in its course to the eastward it was supposed
to run north of Ste. Anne Mountain. This latter Laurentian mass appears to
possess a character more approaching the common gneiss, as do also the preci-
pices on the bank of the St. Lawrence at Cape Tourment.

The feldspars of Morin, Rawdon, Chertsey, and Château-Richer, with their
associated ilmenite and hypersthene, are described at length by Mr. Hunt in his
Report for 1855. The ilmenite is most abundant in the last mentioned locality;
and it is not improbable that this mineral, still farther increasing in quantity to
the eastward, may be found to culminate in the enormous mass described in
a former Report as existing in St. Urbain at Bay St. Paul.

How these lime-feldspar rocks, and their associated lime-stones between
Morin and Château-Richer, are related to one another has yet to be traced out;
but it seems not improbable that they may all belong to one great undulating
mass the whole way.

ECONOMIC MATERIALS.

Most of the economic minerals existing in the district of which the phy-
sical structure has thus been partially examined, have been described or alluded
to in former Reports; one or two, however, have now been met with for the
first time in Canada, and in respect to others a few additional localities require
to be mentioned.

Magnetic Oxyd of Iron.-Of this ore of iron the only new locality which
came under my observation, bearing an aspect of some importance, was on the
south half of the third lot of the fifth range of Grenville, the property of
Mr. Thomas Loughran. The bed was from six to eight yards in breadth, and
it was traced running westward and then turning south-west, the whole distance
being about 150 yards. The rock on each side of it appears to be a micaceous
gneiss interstratified with many bands of quartzite. The iron ore and the strata
run parallel with one another. The syenite flanks the gneiss a little distance
on the north and cuts the stratification to the east and the west, leaving only
about 350 yards of the gneiss on the strike. The bed of iron ore is of course
cut off by the syenite in the same way, and the greatest extent of the bed can
scarcely exceed the measure just given to the gneiss. The iron ore is somewhat
mixed with the earthy minerals of the gneiss, but not so much as to reduce its
produce in iron below a fair workable per centage. The specimens brought
away from the bed and analysed by Mr. Hunt give 52-23 per cent. of pure
metalli iron.

On the north half of the same numbered lot in the fourth range, belonging
to Mr. Frazer, there are less important indications of the same description of
ore. The bed did not appear to be over a few inches in breadth, and the largest
lumps which had been obtained did not exceed a foot thick. The ore was
traceable for about a hundred yards, by surface indications, from the same syenite
interrupting the gneiss on the west side in the previous locality, and the bearing
was across the lot about parallel with the other band; but the syenite on the west
and on the east diverging from one another going southward, there would
probably be a greater length of the smaller band on the strike than that given
to the larger.

Indications of magnetic iron ore were pointed out to me also on the fifth lot
of the eighth range, on the rear of that part of it which belongs to Mr. D.
Kemble, which I believe is the south half. The rock is gneiss, and in it about
au inch of the ore runs in a straggling manner with tlie strike of the rock.

A. 1857.
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Indications are also met with on the fourth lot of the seventh range, belonging
to Mr. Cousins. None of the specimens from this position shewn me presented
a thickness over an inch, and none were reported over three inches, and though
beds of such dimensions would not be workable, these two are worthy of remark,
from the fact that striking toward one another they may probably belong to
one and the same band, the place of which would be about a mile from the
outside of the limestone trough, of which the range has been traced through the
township.

The more important ore bed in the fifth range, though on the opposite
side of the syenite, is in the strike of those more to the north, and though twice
as far removed from the limestone, that may arise from the influence of the
fold which carries the limestone more to the westward in the fifth range, to the
turn produced by which, the westward strike of the ore at Loughran's may be
conforming.

The intrusive syenite, breaking the continuity of the beds, makes it difficult
to speculate on the point, but it is -one to be kept in-view, as should the ore in
the three localities belong to one band, the fact that it becomes of a workable
thickness in one of them, affords a ground to hope that it may become so in
others, while the relation of the band to the limestone, which has been traced
about eighty miles through the country, would greatly extend the area in which
it might reasonably be expected to be found, and in some measure guide the
direction in which a search for it should be made. The small ore seam on
Mr. Frazer's land would be a parallel one, still further removed from the lime-
stone, but like the other it might perhaps in some parts of its distribution become
larger.

Sulphuret of Molybdenum.-Molybdenum is a rare metal, which, in some
of its combinations, is found to be a useful chemical re-agent, and has been
recently employed as a blue dye for silk and cotton. The value of the sulphuret,
which is one of its ores, is about fifteen shillings the pound, but the commerce
in it is of a very limited nature. As has already been stated, a specimen of
the sulphuret was met with in the flesh-red gneiss on the west side of the band
of crystalline limestone at Saint Jerome, and though the quantity was no more
than a mere trace, it is here noticed, as it is the fourth instance of its occurrence
in Canada, and the ore is to be kept in mind as one of the substances which
may be hoped for in larger abundance.

The first locality of its occurrence was in a vein in granite, on the west
side of Terrace Cove, Lake Superior'; the second, that mentioned by Mr. Murray
in his Report of 1852, on the west side of Mud-turtle Lake, north of 13alsam
Lake; specimens from a third locality were sent me from the River Doré, near
Grôs Cap, above Michipicoten, on Lake Superior. The locality mentioned by
Mr. Murray, like the one at St. Jerome, occurs in the Laurentian series of rocks.

Plumbago.-Two localities of plumbago occuring in the area which is
the subject of the present Report, have been mentioned on a previous occasion
by Mr. Hunt and myself, as met with in the tenth lot of the fifth range of Gren-
ville. To these may now be added one on the north half of the second lot of
the tenth range of Grenville, belonging to Mr. Dolan, where the mineral occurs
in a velu; and another on the fifth lot of the fourth range of Chatham Gore,
where considerable lumps of it, strewed over the surface in the vicinity of
the l limestone, appear to indicate the chance of a workable quan-

-p)lumbago associated with the Laurentian limestones is of a gray
-10 d f'oliated structure, resembling that of Ceylon ; its price would no-t

exceed from £3 to £5 the ton when dlean.
Mica.-The cleavable character of mica, its transparency, its elasticity and

refractory nature, render it valuable for several purposes, the more important

A. 1857
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of which relate to it as a substitute for glass for ship windows, and in some
countries for house windows, for stove fronts, and such like applications. For
the last purpose it is greatly used in North America. The prices at which
plates of five by seven inches sell in Montreal, is about five shillings the pound.

Mica occurs in great abundance in small scales in the crystalline lime-
stones of the Laurentian series, but sometimes also in cleavable crystals sufici-
ently large to be econonically available. When these are met with they are
generally near the quartzite or gneiss limiting the limestone, or near some
interstratified mass of similar character, and they are associated with an aggregate
of other minerals ; anong them, in addition to feldspar, are tabular-spar,
pyroxene, apatite, sphene, iron pyrites, idocrase, garnet, tourmaline, zircon, and
sometimes, corundum.

The locality in which the largest crystals of the mica were met with was
the ninth lot of the sixth range of Grenville, belonging at the time of my
visit to Mr. Iuly, who subsequently mined and prepared the mica for sale in
small quantities. One of the crystals was sufficiently large to enable Mr. Inly
to send to the Paris Exhibition a sheet measuring two feet by fourteen inches.

Anîother locality in the saine neighborhood which shewed crystals of good
promise was the teuth lot of the fith range, belonging to Mr. Johnstone, and
another was on the land of Mr. Burns, which is the first lot of the tenth range.

Bulstone.-In the geological description of the intrusive rocks, mention
has already been made of a vein of buhrstone occurring on the first lot of the
sixth range of Grenville, the property of Mr. Lowe, and it has been stated that
the vein is froim four to twenty feet wide, and cuts a mass of syenite, in which
its attitude is vertical, whilst its course is about east and west.

By the French mineralogists the general name of silex is given to all those
compact uncrystallized forms of quartz, which, among English authors, are
designated by the various naines of flint, chert and hornstone, which, though
differing slightly froin one another, have a general aspect in conmon; and if
any of these are of such a porous character as to yield a material fit for grind-
ing grain, they would be terned silez meuliere by the French and buhrstone by
the Eiglish. The best three varities of illstones exhibited in Paris in 1855,
and probably the best that are known, are the grey stones of Aridernach in
Prussia, which are made fron a porous feldspathic lava, and are not buhrstone;
the stones of Nanur in Belgium, which are mîanufàctured from a fossiliferous
chert of the carboniferous epocli, in which the cells arise from the moulds left
by organic reniains that have been dissolved out; and those of La-Ferté-sous-
Jouarre, in France, preferred to al others, whicl are made from a silex mculière
approaching to opal in its nature, and derived fron deposits of the tertiary age.
In this stone the cells are irregular and nunerous, and do not owe their origin
to fossils.

The Grenville stone in its mineral character is most like that of Namur, being
a flint or chert, vhile in its cells it resemubles that of La-Ferté. These cells,
however, are not very equally distributed, and some parts of the vein are much
more solid, and therefore not so good as others.

Until practical experimnents have been made to try this material, it cannot
be asserted with corlidence how the stonie would compare with either the
Belgian or French, but it appears probable that enough of it could be procured
to yield a large supply of good inillstones, if the expense of working it should
not prove too great.

To quarry it effectually it would be necessary to blast away the syemte,
which is not a soft rock, from oee side, in order to make room for forcing the_
stone away, by means of wedges, from the Wall on the other; and it is almost

QA
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certain that it would be necessary, as in the case of the French buhr in
forning millstones, to build them up of pieces fitted together and secured by
means of an iron hoop.

Garnet-rock.-Garnet possesses a hardness between that of crystalline
quartz or rock crystal and topaz. When reduced to a powder it is therefore
a better material than sharp silicious sand for the purpose of giving a sniooth
surface to metal and stone work preparatory to polishing, and for cutting gems,
and though inferior to emnery in hardness, is occasionally used as a substitute
for it.

On the westside of the crystalline limestone at Saint Jerome, beds of.garnet-
rock are interstratified among the quartzite of the locality. They vary in their
composition, and sometimes consist of a number of hyacinth-red garnets weather-
ing pink, with yellowish-white prisns of diopside, among which are present
small grains of greenish feldspar weathering opaque white, a few minute scales
of graphite, and still fewer and more minute brilliant black grains, supposed
to be schori.

In some layers the garnets alinost exclude the other minerals, but many
variations occur in the proportions in which they are disseminated, in parallel
undulating bands, in the thickness of the four or five feet composing the
escarpment in which they are exposed, the bands being separated by thin
divisions of quartzite and feldspar. On the whole the garnets greatly prevail,
and would appear to be in sufficient quantity for economic application.

A similar rock was observed by Mr. Hunt on the twentieth lot of the seventh
range of Rawdon, belonging to Mr. Corcoran, where on the west side of the band
of crystalline limestone which runs through the township, there is a great exposure
of quartzose and quartzo-feldspathic rock, all more or less mixed with garnet.
In one part of this there is a bed of massive garnet-rock nearly pure, with
the exception of a few scales. of black mica and grains of schorl. There run
through the bed, a few thin layers of quartz rock, which enclose rounded
dodocahedrons of garnet about the size of peas ; but the whole mass, which
is about three feet thick, would yield a great abundance of garnet for econo-
mic prrposes.

Remelarie.-This mineral is a hydrous silicate of magnesia very much
resembliug soapstone to the touch and to the eye, as well as in its refractory
nature ; it is, however, compact or sub-granular instead of foliated, and not
so seft as soapstone, its hardness being about that of calc-spar. It differs also
from -oapstone in containing a somewhat less proportion of silica.

Professor Emmons, of the New York Geological Survey, who was Ahe
first to distinguish its mineralogical characteristics and give it a specifié namue,
describes it as economically applicable to all the purposes for which soapstone is
used, and several others besides. Being of a tougher nature, and not liable
to exfoliate, it is more durable; receiving a higher polish, it is capable of greater
eibellishment; and it can be readily sawn and carved into furnace linings,
iigot moulds, chimney pieces, inkstands, tables and 'a multitude of other usefûl
forms. According to Professor Emmons, its color varies from greenish-white to
brownish-black, aud it occurs in rock masses.

A mass of this silicate of magnesia of a greenish-white color, was met ,With
on the thirteenth lôt of the fifth range of Grenville,, and appeared. to run into
the same numbered lot on the sixth range, the property of Mr. Cowie., Only the
edge of the bed was seen, where it occupied a place between the gneiss and the
crystalline limestone there exposed. It appeared, however, tq extend under
the soil sufficiently far to authorize the expectation of a workable quantity of
the mineraL.

A. 1857.'
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With it was associated on Mr. Cowie's land a hydrous silicate of magnesia
very much resembling aphrodite in its characteristics, or the meerschaum of
Longbanshyttan, in Sweden. The Canadian mineral is a cream-white, unctuous,
compact earthy looking substance, polishing under the knife, and strongly
adhering to the tongue. It is heavier and harder than the meerschaum of Natolia.
Its hardness is rather lower than that of rensselaerite. and it can readily be
carved into the bowls of tobacco pipes, for the manufacture of which it would
form an excellent material.

Syenite.-The syenite which is largely spread in Grenville and Chatham
would afford an inexhaustible amount of excellent durable building stone, though
it would perhaps for the present be in this country, where limestone is so
largely used, too expensive to work. In consequence of the color of the
feldspar, which is an orthoclase, the blocks obtained in Chatham from the
eastern side of the mass would be a greenishwhite, while those from the
western side, in Grenville, would be some tinge of flesh-red, deep or pale. The
rock in some places is divided by parallel joints, which would greatly facilitate
the operation of quarrying it for the sizes of stones applicable to the consLruction
of dwelling houses, but perhaps weaken it for the very large blocks required for
use in public works. The parallel joints are at right angles to one another
only in two planes, and the stones would require dressing on the third, to reduce
them to the forms of cubes and rectangular prisms. In some parts, however,
where the natural planes of division are far apart, blocks suited for any purpose
of construction may be obtained, and the stone splits with much regularity in
any direction required by the aid of wedges.

A beautiful variety of the rock is obtained in the south half of the second
lot of the fifth range of Grenville. The feldspar is deep flesh-red and the
hornblende black, and the stone, which is capable of a high polish, appears to
me to give as fine a material as the red granite of Aberdeen.

Porphyry.-lIt has already been said in the geological part of the Report,
that the porphyries which intersect the syenite would, in several parts, yield a
material of a superior character for ornamental purposes. Some of them present
a striking and harmonious contrast of colours, particularly those in which
deep flesh-red well defined crystals of feldspar are set in a dark grey, blackish-
brown, or velvet-black ground. The texture of the stone renders it capable of
receiving a brilliant polish, and for all the objects to which materials of this
description are applied in the arts, few porphyries, in my opinion, would
surpass it. The best example of this porphyry, being that in which the crystals.
of feldspar are the largest and most pronounced, occurred, as has already been,
stated, on the eighth lot of the seventh range of Chatham.

The green variety, to which also allusion was made, occurs on the east side,
in about the mid-length of the fourth lot of the sixth range of Grenville. It is
still more compact, and has a more conchoidal fracture than the black and red, and
it would probably take as fine a polish as the best jasper, to which it is about
equal in hardness. The color is a leek-green, þassing into a blackish-green, and
it is marked with small red, brown, and black spots, from the presence of son
crystals of feldspar and many minute accidental grains and fragments of forei
rock. There appeared to be a width of about seventeen yards of the greenish
colored rock, running in a course N. 700 W., crossing which northward, thé
green gradually passed into a brown, intermediate between olive and chocolatée4s
brown, while the rock preserved its hardness, compactness, and other charact&ý
ristics for about 150 yards.

Labradorite.-The great beauty of the opalescent varieties of labradorie
which are used in jewellery, is too well known to require mention. They occIn
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as cleavable masses enclosed in a finer grained paste of the same mineral charac-
ter, constituting great mountain ranges of rock, and when they are thickly
disseminated in the paste, the stone would become an unrivalled decorative
material, applicable to architectural embellishment and articles of furniture.
Its hardness is about that of ordinary feldspar; it would, in conseqence, be
more expensive to eut and polish than serpentine or marble, but it would not
be so readily scratched or broken, and would, therefore, prove more lasting.
Professor Emmons states that a block of the stone, submitted experimentally to
the action of a common saw (such, I presume, as is used in sawing marble),
attached to the waste power of a mill, was eut to the depth of two inches in
a day, which I understand to be about one-fifth the progress that would be made
in a block of good marble, in the same time, by the same means. It would
thus appear that though the operation is slower in the case of labradorite, there
is no greater amount of mechanical contrivance required in regard to it, and
that slabs could be prepared for chimney-pieces, pier-tables, and other articles
of furniture, at a cost beyond that of marble not >greater than is proportionate
to the superior beauty and durability of the material.

The locality in which the best opalescent specimens were observed, in situ,
was at Cap Mahue, in the tenth range of Abercrombie. Here the rock is
composed of a lavender-blue flne-grained labradorite, which includes cleavable
opalescent forms of various sizes, up to ten inches in diameter, giving a play
of colors, which, in some instances, is a golden-green, in others, a bronze-
green, and occasionally an ultra-marine-blue. Exteriorly the rock weathers to
an opaque greyish-white. It is massive, but the quarrying of it would be
assisted by three sets of parallel joints, two of which give the precipices a sub-
columnar aspect. The underlie of one set of the joints is N. <800 to 900; of
another, W. <800 to 860 ; and of the third, S. <70. The rock occasionaIly
holds garnets in some abundance, and these appear to run in layers, with a
dip northward. There are a few patches of quartz-rock, which run parallel
with the garnets.

Boulders, holding opalescent masses, are met with in abundance in(the
neighbourbood of Grenville, and several large fragments of one of these having
been forwarded to Montreal, for the Paris Exhibition, by Messrs. Sykes, de Bergue
& Co., I took the opportunity of placing one of the specimens in the hands of
Mr G. Hermann, of Paris, who has a large establishment for working into
ornamental forms all the harder species of rock, and he has sent to me À
small vase made from it. The color of the stone, i fresh factures, before
being worked, appeared to be a lavender-grey, but the polished surface of the
vase presents a general blackish-green ground, with purple and grey spots, as
well as opalescent portions, reflecting, when in a proper position, an'ultra-
marine-blue. The high polish and beautiful colors render this vase a very
ornamental object.

A block of the jasper conglomerate of the Huronian series, sent to me by
the Hon. W. B. 1Robinson, frorm the Bruce mines, was likewise placed in Mr
Hermann's hands. The vase wrought from it, with its whitish quartz ground
and blood-red jasper pebbles, has a very striking and beautiful effect.

Limestone and Lime-feldspars.-The crystalline limestones of the Laurentian
series are quite as good for all the economie purposes to which carbonate of
lime is applied, as the earthy limestones of the fossiliferous formations. It is
from the latter, however, that is obtained nine-tenths of the mattial ueèd
throughout the country, for the very good reason that more than niné-tenths
of the works of construction, both public and private, are raised uport the fossili-
ferous rocks, and for such present works, these rocks therefore afford the nearest
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sources of supply. Thus the inhabitants are well acquainted with the aspect
of the fossiliferous limiestones, and can easily recognise thei, but very few of theri
understand the nature of the highly crystalline calcareous beds of the Laurentian
series. Heince it is that settlers in the back townships, who have dwelt many
years upon these rocks, have been accustomed, when in want of lime for the manu-
facture of potash, or the construction of their chimneys, to send to the fossilife-
rous deposits for it-the distance being sometimes thirty miles-when it inight
have been obtained at their own doors. In following out the calcareous bands
of the gneiss district, in 1853, therefore, especial pains were taken to point out
their character to the settlers, wherever exposures were met with; and in
visiting some of the saie localities last scason, I had the satisfaction of finding
lime-kilns erected, and lime burnt in four of' them.

The fossiliferous rocks, in a large part of Canada, maintaining an attitude
approaching horizontality, give a much more even surface than the corrugated
series coming from beneath them, and this, combined with a generally good
soil, renders thein more favourable for agricultural purposes. It is over them,
too, that the River St Lawrence maintains its course, affording an unrivalled
means of exit for the produce of the land, and of entrance for the naterials
that are to be received in exchange. It is only a natural result of these condi-
tions that the area supported by the fossiliferous rocks should be the first settled.
This area, however, constitùtes only between 60,000 and 80,000 square miles,
while the whole superficies of Canada comprehends 330,000 square miles, or
about five times the amount.

Four-fifths of Canada thus stand upon the lower unfossiliferous rocks, and it
becomes a question of some importance, before it has been extensively tested
by agricultural experirnents, to know what support this large area may offer to
an agricultural population. An undulating surface, derived from the contorted
condition of the strata on which it rests, will more or less prevail over the
whole of this region; but the quality of its soil will depend on the character of
the rocks from which it is derived.

These rocks, as a whole, have very generally been called granite, by those
travellers who with little m ore than casual observation have described then,
without referénce to geological considerations. The ruins of granite are known
to constitute an indiffirent soil from their deficiency in lime, and hence an unfa
vourable impression is produced in respect to the agricultural capabilities of
any extended area, when it is called granitic. Such soils are however nevere
wanting in those essential elements the alkalies, vhich are abundant in the.
feldspars of the granite.

In the Reports of the Survey, the Laurentian rocks have been describe
in general terms as gneiss, interstratified with important masses of crystallinQ
limestone. The term gneiss, strictly defined, signifies a granite with its ele«,
ments, quartz, feldspar and mica, arranged in parallel planes, and containing a
larger ainont of mica than ordinary granite possesses, giving to the rock aschistose
or lame lar structure. When hornblende instead of mica is associated with quart.
and feldspar, the rock is termed syenite, but as there is no distinct specifig'
single nane for a rock containing these elements in a lamellar arrangementi
it receives the appellation of syenitic gneiss.

Gneiss rock then becomes divided into two kinds, granitic and syenitiQ
gneiss, and the word gneiss would thus appear rather to indicate the lamellag
arrangement than the mineral composition. Granitie and syenitic gneiss we
the terrns applied to these rocks in the first Reports; but as granite and syenità"
are considered rocks of igneous origin, and the epithets derived from thern rmg
be supposed to have a theoretical reference to such an origin of the gneià

A., 18572,0 Victoria.
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while at the same time it appears to me that the Laurentian series are altered
sedimentary rocks, the epithets, micaceôus and hornblendic have been given
to the gneiss, in later Reports, as the best mode of designating the facts of
mineral composition, and [amellar arrangement, without any reference whatver
to the supposed origin of the rocks. When the general term gneiss therefore
is used, it may signify both kinds, or either; and the epithets micaceous and
hornblendic are applied to the rock to indicate that the mica greatly preponde-
rates or excludes the hornblende, or the hornblende the mica.

In no part of the area included in this Report is hornblende completely
absent from the gneiss, and sometinies it predomi nates over the mica; hornblende
contains from ten to ßfteen per cent of lime, so that the ruins of the rocks of
the area, such as they have been described, whether gneiss, greenstone, syenite,
or porphyry, would never give a soil wholly destitute of lime. Of this
necessary ingredient, the. liine-feldspars would be a more abundant source.
Different species of' them from andesine to anorthite, may contain from about
five up to twenty per cent. of ]irie, and the range of those Canadian varieties
which have been analyzed by M. Hunt, is from seven to about fifteen per cent.
The personal exploration which is the subject of the present Report, has shewn,
for the first tine, that these lime feldspars occur in this province, and probably
in other regions, in mountain ranges, belonging to a stratified deposit, and not
in disseminated or intrusive masses. The breadth of these displayed in
the district examined, demon strates their importance; and the fact that the
opalescent variety of labradorite was ascertained by Dr. Bigsby to exist, in
siu, on an island on the east coast of Lake Huron, while the name of the
mineral reminds us of its existence at the eastern extremity of the Province,
suficiently 'points out that the lineal range of the lime-feldspars will be co-
extensive with Canada. We may therefore anticipate a beneficial result from
their influence upon the soils, over the whole breadth of the province.

The ruins of the crystalline limestone constitute a most fruitful soil, so
much so that the lots first cleared in any settled area of the Laurentian country,
usually coincide with its range. In these limestones phosphate of lime is
sometimes present in great abundance, and there is scarcely ever any large
exposure of them examnined, in which small crystals of the phosphate are not.
discernable by the naked eye. Mica and iron pyrites, are present, to furnish'
other essential ingredients, and the easily disintegrating character of the rock,
readily permits its reduction to a soil. The effècts of these limestones and,
lim e-fel spars are not however confined to the immediate localities in which the
beds are found, for boulders of them are met with transported to southern parts,
even far on the fossiliferous rocks beyond; and there can be little doubt that their
fragments are very generally mixed with the soils.of the Laurentian country.
Thus while the diversity of minerals in the different rocks of the series furnishes
the ingredients required to constitute good soils, the agency of the drift has
niingled them, and considering the resistance-to disintegration offered bymost of'
the rocks, with the exception of the lime-stone, the deficiencies thát hay
exist will rather ie in the quantity of soil covering the rocks in elevated parts
than in its quality where the materials have been accumlated.

Peat.-The only addition I have to make té: the economic matrials is
peat, of which four deposits were met with in the course of my examinations;
one of these forms a belt of àbout four acres in width, across the middle of thè>
fburth and fifth lots of the fifth range of Grenville. The area of the bog is about
thirty-six acres, and its depth ten feet. Mr. Loughfrn, a settlr in the neigh
bourhood, who understands the use'òf peat, hastried it [ qlity nd'pronounces
it to be excellent.

A.41857.
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There is a similar deposit on the north half of the first lot of the sane range,
with an area of about the same extent ; a pole has been driven down into it, to
the depth of about fifteen feet. Another peat bog exists on the fourth lot of
the seventh range, belonging to Mr. R. Cousins. It trenches a little upon the
fifth lot, and may contain altogether about thirty acres. A fourth deposit
was seen in a tamarack swamp, extending over about forty acres of the fourth
and fifth lots of the first range of Harrington. The depth tried in several places
varied from ten to twenty-five feet. There would be no great difficulty in
draining all the areas which have been mentioned.

GEOLOGICAL MAP AND REPORT.

A sum of money having been voted by the legislature, among the contingen-
cies of 1854, for the publication of a Geological Map of Canada, exhibiting the
facts that had been ascertained by the Survey up to that time, I had hoped to
make available for the purpose a map which I had caused to be prepared for the
Paris Exhibition. The topography of this map was a reduction by pantagraph
to a scale of twenty-five miles to the inch, from various maps in general use in
the province.

The short time given for the preparation of the Canadian contribution to
the Paris Exhibition, and the duties assigned me in respect to the minerals, neces-
sarily made the map a hasty production; but desirous of rendering My sojourn
in Paris available for its speedy publication, I ventured to place it in the hands
of Mr. Dufour, one of the first map engravers of the French metropolis, recom-
mended to me by Mr. Hector Bossange, who, with Mr. De Puibusque, Mr.
R. F. Maitland, and Mr. W. Bolton, as honorary commissioners, resident in
Paris, by their taste and their knowledge of business, afforded most essential
service, both before and after the arrival of the special commissioners, in securing
the success which attended the Canadian part of the Exhibition.

It was not until some progress had been made in the engraving, and after
my return to Canada, that a more leisurely comparison ofthe topography with
original surveys, made me aware of several distortions. in it, produced by the
difficulty of reconciling the discrepancies of different surveyors and publishers,,
who are considered authorities. .In consequence of these distortions it appearedt
to me expedient to abandon the map and undertake the construction of another
from original documents, in which labour considerable progress has now been
made.

From the geographical position of Canada, it is scarcely possible to repre-'
sent the topography of the province without including that of several of the
sister colonies, and a considerable portion of the United States. This is of
advantage to a map of Canada, in making her commercial relations under
stood, while it is almost indispensable to a clear appreciation of her geological.
structure, that the geology of a portion of the surrounding countries should'
be giveû at the same time. It was in endeavouring to unite the topographyj
of some of these surrounding portions to the delineation of Canada, that thed'.
chief difficulties occurred.

Guided by Bayfield's surveys, most of the published maps represent with
considerable ac'curacy the geographical relations of those parts of Canada east
of Detroit, ·but errors creep in when an attempt is Made to superaddt
delineation of Lake Michigan. This is not surprising when the difference
between authorities are considered.

Thus, for example, Farmer's map of Michigan, for 1844, (the one to whic
I had recourse) appeared to be a most elaborate representation of ail t
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townships and measured lines that could be obtained from the most authentiesources, and while it agreed nearly with Bayfield at Detroit, it shewed the longi-tude of Chicago to be 880 23' W. from Greenwich. Colton's map for 1853,which was recommended by scientifie men for general accuracy, also nearl
agrees with Bayfield at Detroit, but shews the longitude of Chicago as *8728' W., making a difference of about 55'. There was thus between Farmer'sand Colton's maps, both of which were entitled to respect, a discrepancy ofupwards of forty-seven miles in the osition of an important commercial citand with it of the whole of Lake Mi igan. . A recent edition of Farmer's map,that of 1856, now published by Colton, of course obviates the difference..Belcher's map of the province of Nova Scotia, co piled from actual andrecent surveys, under the authority of the provincial legisiature, by W. Mackay,in 1834, and corrected to 1855, gives the longitude of Cape Chignecto, a mostprominent point in thé Bay of Fundy' as 64) 57/60I/W., while a chart of the coastof North Ameica, constructed and drawn by J. S. Ilobbs, F.R.G.S., hydro-grapher, in 1848, gives it as'640 36' 30" W. The difference is 21/ 20/, orseventeen and a-quarter British miles., Hobbs' chart is used by navigators soalso is a chart, published by J. Embray & Sons, in London, in 1853, said to becompiled from surveys made under the authority of the Admiralty; in thisthe loigitude of Cape Chignecto is the same as that given by Hobbs.Another chart guiding navigators, published by E. & W. Blunt, New,York, in 1853, compiled from the surveys of the United States Coast Survey,and surveys under the British Admiralty, gives about the same longitude toCape Chignecto as ' Mackay, and a general sketch, on a small scale, of thecoast of the Bay of Fundy, which appears in the reports of the United StatesCoast Survey, for 1855, coincides with it.

With such discrepancies among the best authorities in regard to neiglh-bormg parts of both extremities of the province, and many others in inter-mediate positions, it is very obvious that much enquiry and correspondencehave become necessary to arrive at even proximate results.
The most effective means now employed to determine the relative longi-tudes of places is the electric telegraph, and it has been extensively resortedto by the eminently scientific men directing the Coast Survey of the UnitedStates. Al the positions ascertained by it are reduced to the standard ofCambridge Observatory, ,near Boston, which is supposed to be the positionmost accurately compared, in various ways, with Greenwich. Observatory, in.England ; and no doubt it will remain so until the Atlantic wire is establishedBy means of the electric wire, Admiral Bayfield has ascertained the astro,nomical place of Halifax Dockyard Observatory in relation to Cambridge,and having, by this means, 1roved the ,general correction to be applied tothe longitudes in his survey of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence, he has been80 obhiging as to transmit to me r, list of corrected observations over tlhe field" ofhis labours, that can be relied on.Dr. Toldervy, and Professor Jack, of King's ,College, Frederict

compared the;position of their Observatory with'that of Cambridge, and subse-quently with several places on the river St. John. Professor Jack has kindlyfurnished me with a list of these, and with a considerable number of plaoeSuotherwise astronomically determined. Lieutenant Ashe, of the -Quebe Obser-
vatory, with the aid-of Professor Jack, has fixed the relation of Quebeo wciý hFredericton; and ie is now with the obliging assistance of rofessor Bond,directorofthe Cambridge Observator mparsCambridge ,ubo hihwI ir ofr.tereutobaedtog
Fredericton.,

A. 8
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in compliance with the clause in the Geological Survey Act, which assigns
to me the duty of ascertaining the longitudes and latitudes of important places;
I have availed myself of the services of Lieutenant Ashe, to compare Toronto I
Kingston, and Montreal wvith Quebec ; and before placing the map, which is id
progress, in the engraver's hands, I an desirous of the further aid of Lieutte4
nant Ashe, in determining the positions of Windsor, Collingwood, and Ottawa
a task which, with the energy and perseverance which lie possesses, there is noî
doubt he will acconplish iii time. I am in hopes also, that, with the obliging
aid of Lieutenant-Colonel Graham, Top ographical Engineer, U. S. A., sta.tioned
at Chicago, he will have an opportunity of exchanging signals between Quebee
and Chicago.

The electric wire, of which Lieutenant Ashe has availei himself in his
operations, is that of the Montreal Telegraph Company; and I have to rendet-
my thanks to the president and directors of the company, as well as to theiI
superintendent, Mr. Wood and his assistants, for the use of the wire, and the ready
zeal with which they have aided us on all occasions. At the Toronto Observa"
tory, Lieutenant Asle was kindly assisted by the director, Mr. Kingston. The
managers of the Kingston Observatory were so obliging as to place it at the
disposal of Lieutenant Ashe ; and, at Montreal, the Corporation ý of the city
with the most ready complaisance, assigned to us a small unoccupied building
considered eligible as a temporary observatory. A first trial was made in,
Montreal, from the top of the Exéhange building, with the kind permission
of the chairman of the company to whom it belongs, but a tremulous motion-'
which appears unavoidable in all positions where the transit instrument is no"
placed on a solid mass of stone, destroyed the value of the observations.

Modified by the results of the electric observations to vhich allusion ha8
been made, the documents which wilI serve to give the topographical detais
required for the nap are the surveys of the lakes, river and gulf of Sain
Lawrence, by Bayfield and others under the Admiralty; the maps of the nort
and north-vestern lakes, by Col. James Kearney, Topographical Engineer, U-. S,
A.; the maps and reports of the U. S. Coast Survey; thel map of Canada, by Mr.
J. Bouchette, of the Crown Land Department; Colton's Maps of the Unite,
States, recommended for their accuracy by the oflicers of the U. S. Coas
Survey; together vith various district ma.ps of Upper Canada, compiled an
published by different surveyors and authors. I hope also to be able to maki
available, in bringing townships together in their true relations, the plans of rai
roads, which the Geological Survey is entitled to call for under the legislativ
enactnent making provision for its continuation.

A map of the seigniories and townships of Lower Canada having bed
compiled, by order of the Government, by Mr. Wells, on the scale of two mi
to an inch, I trust I shall be permitted, notwithstanding the map is not
published, to glean from it such corrections as it may suggest. Mr. Devini
draughtsnan in the Crown Land office, has for some time been engaged in cof-.
piling a map of western Canada on the scale of four miles to an inch, wlil
Mr. J. Bouchette has prepared one of the eastern division on the scale of '<
miles to an inch. The known zeal of both these gentlemen to improve Canadis
topography has induced me on all occasions, and with the greatest, pleasu
freely to contribute to their work all the unpublished geographical det,
that have been ascertained on the Geological Survey; and I am prepare
believe they will be most ready to return the favor by preventing me from p
mulgating errors, if a reference to the details of their respective xmaps c
obviate them. The geological map will be on a scale so much smaller
theirs, and its whole object so completely different, that it can in no wayit
fere with the purposes for which theirs are intended.
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The geology of those parts of the map which are out of Canada will be
derived from origmal sources. The geological details of New Brunswick will
be contributed by Professor Robb, of King's College, Fredericton; those of
Nova Scotia by Professor Dawson, of McGill College, Montreal; those of New-
foundland will be derived from Mr. Jukes, who was employed by the govern-
ment of this island to survey it, and who now directs the Geological Survey of
Ireland, as well as from the geological papers of Admiral Bayfield; such parts of
the United States as may be required will be contributed by Professor Hall,
State Geologist of New York.

The style of the map is intended to be similar to that published in Paris
to represent Canadian Geology at the Exhibition, and will be executed by the
same hands. The style of this map was so pleasing to the Geological Society
of France that the president, Mr. Elie de Beaumont, requested permission to
introduce an edition of it into the published Bulletin of their proceedings.

I have the honor to be
Your Excellency's most obedient servant,

W. E. LOGAN.

REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1853,

ALEXANDER MURRAY, Esq., ASSISTANT PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST,

ADDRESSED TO

Wu. E. LOGAN Esq., PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST.

MONTREAL, lst February, 1854i

SIR,
In the spring of the year 1853, you were pleased to direct me to make

an examination of a portion of the unsurveyed region lying between Georgian
Bay, in Lake Huron, and the Ottawa River. In this I was engaged the
whole summer and autumn following, and I have now the honour of laying
before you a Report of the progress then made.

The line ofroute I had laid down as best calculated to afford general infor-
mation, promising to be a very long one, and little or nothing beingtknown to me
of the character of the country through which I should have, to pass, I deemed
it prudent to supply myself with a more complete stock of provisions than has
usually been required, and to take with me an extra canoe and two ,additional
hands for its navigation, for the first month of our voyage ; by the end of that
time I was in hopes we should be far enough advanced, and sufficiently' light-
ened, to dismiss the extra canoe, and reach some settled part with the usual
complement of four men and two canoes.

Not being acquainted with any accurate survey of the portio th inte
rior I was about to visit, the main water courses natuôally offered the greates
facilities for my work, as it appeared to me that by follo-insome oeE ofteh
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main streams which fall into lake Huron to its source, I might be able to cross
the water-shed, and find my way to the Ottawa by one of the rivers falling
in the opposite direction. The river selected is a large stream known as the
Muskoka; the course of this was followed to its head, beyond which a short
portage brought us to the source of the Petewahweh, and by its channel we
descended to the Ottawa. Returning we ascended the Bonne-chère River to a
sheet of water well known to the Ottawa lumberers as Round Lake, from
which we crossed to another expansion, likewise well known as Lake Kamanis-
kiak, on the main branch of the Madawaska. We descended the Madawaska to
the York or South-West Branch, known as the Shawashkong or Mishawashkong
(the river of marshes) ; pursuing its upward course to the head, we again
crossed the height of land and finally came out on Balsam Lake by the channel
of the Gull River.

With the exception of the portion of country travelled between the water-
shed and Balsam Lake, the line of route was carefully measured by the micro-
ieter telescope, and the courses taken by the prismatic compass; and being

supplied with an excellent repeating circle, by Troughton and Sirnms, and a
reflecting horizon, I was enabled to check my measurements by frequently ascer-
taining the latitude, by observations of the sun or moon. By the aid of a good
theodolite I was likewise enabled to ascertain the heights of the principal falls
and rapids, and thereby to acquire a fair approximative knowledge of the relative
heights of the rivers and lakes, and of the bills or mountains surrounding them,
over the level of the sea. The variation of the compass was likewise taken on
all convenient occasions by azimuths of the sun.

GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION.

The Muskoka River.

The Muskoka River falls into Georgian Bay by at least two and probably
more outlets; we ascended the most southern of these, commencing where it
joins the waters of Lake Huron at the north-east angle of Kennie's Bay, in
latitude 449 57' N., longitude 790 53' W. The ascent of the river from this point
takes a general course due north for a distance of from five to six miles, where
one of the outlets branches off, and then turning abruptly to the eastward,
maintains an easterly direction for about thirteen miles to the exit of Muskoka
Lake. This is an extensive sheet of water studded with numerous islands,
and bounded by a very irregularly formed coast, which is indented by a
succession of parallel bays, with long bold promontaries between. Crossing
Muskoka Lake there were, along our line of survey, two general courses, the
first a few degrees east of north for about two and a-half miles, the second a
few degrees south of east for about eight and three-quarter miles; these reached to
the entrance of the main river into the lake. Conforming with the trend of ità
bays, promontaries, and islands, the length of Muskoka Lake, lying obliquely
across the general bearing of the streami, is about N. W. and S. E. ; i
3urface stretches far away to the southward of the latter of the two courses given
above, probably from fifteen to twenty miles, but our survey was confined to the
aorthern portion of the lake. Another large sheet of water called Lake Rous6
seau, lies about four or five miles a little west of north from Muskoka Lake,
which receives its water by a stream coming in at the head of the most northerly
bay ; with the exception of a rapid, falling from eight inches to one foot, whi
:ccurs within a short distance of Rousseau Lake, the current on the connecting
Stream is scarcely perceptible.

A. 1857.
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Following the main river upwards from Muskoka Lake, in a course north of
east, about four miles bring us to a bifurcation shewing two streams of nearly equal
size, the one bearing away to the north, the other eastward; it is probable the
eastward stream may be considered the main channel, but we ascended by the
north one. On a general bearing very nearly due north at a distance of about
thirteen miles, we arrived at a series of very picturesque lakes, the lowest of
which for distinction I named Mary's Lake. From the foot of this lake, which is
about four miles long by an average breadth of from one and a-half to two miles,
the course turns to N. N. E., and that bearing being carried on from the head of
Mary's Lake for about four miles further, strikes another expansion which I
have called Fairy Lake. The main stream comes in at the north-west angle
of Fairy Lake, but that we did not follow; we crossed the lake in a direction
about N. E. by E. to a small tributary at its eastern end, which we found to
fall from a third lake nearly due east, at the distance of a little over one mile.
This lake, which lies nearly east and west, is from two to three miles longr
and from the peculiarity of its shape was called Peninsula Lake.

Here leaving this branch of the Muskoka, we made a, portage of a mile
and three-quarters over a height of land, our course being S. E., and reached
a long narrow lake stretching away southward for several miles ; this we
termed the Lake of Bays. The waters of this lake flow into Muskoka Lake,
by the channel of the eastern main stream, and as the south-west extremity
of the Lake of Bays is not over fifteen miles from the position where the two
main branches join, while its level is upwards of a hundred feet above
Peiinsula Lake, the course of the eastern branch must be extremely rapid,
or broken by very heavy falls, the total fall to Muskoka Lake being 323 feet.

Into the Lake of Bays several streams fall, two of which are of consi-
derable size ; but the one at the northern end appearing to be the largest,
we continued our survey along its course. It falls into a bay at the north-east
angle of the lake, in lat. 450 19' N., long. 790 4' W. nearly; and from this
point a bearing of about E. N. E., will in four miles strike the next lake
on our course, named from its shape Ox-tongue Lake. The connecting stream
between this lake and the Lake of Bays, with many meanders in its course,
makes a general curve to the south of the direct bearing that has been given.

Above Ox-tongue Lake the upward course is nearly due north for about
two miles, until presenting a succession of heavy falls, where it first turns
south of east for about two miles, and afterwards bends to north-east, which
course, excluding many minor sinuosities, it maintains for eleven or twelve
miles to Canoe Lake, so called from the circumstance of our being detained
there for several days to construct a new canoe. Above Canoe Lake our course
continued north-eastward. through a series of smalrlakes and ponds, connected
by short and narrow streams, generally rapid. The uppermost of the expan-
sions was called Burnt Island Lake, and it is the higliest on the Muskoka River.
We attemped to follow a small stagnant brook which passes through a marsh
at the northern extremity of Burnt Island Lake, but after progressing about two
miles, all appearance of running water terminated in a vast swamp. From a
bay at the north-east end of the lake we then crossed over a height of land; and
at the distance of about half-a-mile, in the bearing N. N. E., we came upon a
small lake which afterwards proved to be the head waters of the -Ptewahweh.
The place of the portage is in lat. 460 40' 30" N., long. 781 38^ W.

The following tabular arrangement shews the relative heights of the various
lakes of the Muskoka over the sea, assuming that of Lake Huron to be, as
represented by the engineers of the State of Micihigan; 678 feet':
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Levels of the Muskoka.

feight of Lake Huron,
Rise in rapid on the Muskoka,..
- in lst fall, ..............

- in 2d fall............
- in rapid, ...............
- in 3d fall ............
- in 4th fal,............

-in rapid, .............
- in rapid ..............

- in 5th fall, .............
- in rapid, ..............

- in 6th fall .............
- in current, ............

-in rapid, .............
- in 7thfallandrapids, 6-00

- in fall and rapids, 4'00
in fall and rapid, 8'00

in 8th fall, ...........
- in 9th fall, ............

- in 10th fall, ............
- in current, .............
- in navigable parts of the

stream between the rapids
and falls, 8a miles, at 0.25
footper mile, ...........

- in lower lakes, which are
not very great expansions,
8a miles, at 0·04 foot per
mile, say,. .. ... ... ....

- in Muskoka Lake, which is
a very large expansion,
inappreciable, ..........

in fall, ... ............
- in fall and rapid .........

in fall, .................
- in fall, .................

-- in rapid, .............
in fall, ................
inrapid,................

- in rapid, ..............
.-- in fall, ................

in rapid, ...............
in fall, .................
in navigable parts of the
river, 19a miles, at 0·25 foot
per mile, say,............

- in fall and rapid.........
- in rapid,.... ..........
- in navigable parts of the

river between the rapids,
4 miles, at 0.25 ft per mile,
say.....................
in Mary's Lake, inappre-
ciable..................

in rapid, ...............
in Fairy Lake, inappre-
ciable .................

in Peninsula La., inappre-
ciable, ................

- in Portage to La. of Bays,

Distance.
Miles.

k
k
¾
*

¾

Rise.
Feet.

2·00
10.44
12·00

1·00
13-11
30·64

2·00
0-80

26·00
5-40

15-00
0-60
3.00

Tatal Height
Dist. above the Sea.

Miles. Feet.
578-00 Lake Huron.

18-00
34-77
11-00
23·44
0-50

2-19

0-31

131

.- -

191

41

4*

3*

2Î

21
1¼

34J
0.00

51-70
7-60

37·67
59-20

1·50
11.00
1.50
2·00
7-52
4·80
12-50

5.00

7.00
1.20

212·20 34J 790·20 Muskoka Lake..

201.99 54J 992-19 Mary's Lake.

1.00

0.00
8t - 9.20

5·92

0.00
j -- 5·92

0.00
101.89

4 101.89

63Î 1001.89 Fairy Lake.

67 1007.31 Peninsula Lake

71 1109'20 Lake of Bay

A. 15
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Rise in fall, ...............
- in rapid and fall. ......
- in rapid and fall .......
- in rapid and fall .........
- in navigable parts of the

stream between falls, &c.,
41 miles, at 0-25 foot per
mile, say................

- in Lake of Bays, inappre-
ciable . ................

- in fall, ................
- in fall, ...............

- in fall ......... .. 300
- in fall,............. 1-50
- i fall,............. 3·00

-- in small rapid,.........
- in small rapid, .........
- in rapid, ...............

in strong rapid, .........
- in Ox.tongueL ake inappre-

ciable ..................
- in navigable parts of the

river between falls, &c.,
18î miles, at 0.20 foot per
m ile,...................

- in falls & rapids.........
- in beaver dam, ..........

- -in rapid, ...............
- in rapid, ..............

in falls & rapids.........
-- l Canoe Lake and Burnt

Island Lake, ............
- in navigable parts of the

river between falls and
rapids, 2 miles, at 0-25 ft
p. m ile, ................

Distance.
Miles.

1

4j

4

1i

18¾

---

¾

Rise.
Feet.

22-00
49·00
20.90
50-00

1·00

0-00
- 142·90
77-50
30-00

Total lleight
Dist. above the Sea.

Miles. Feet.

82 1252-10 Ox-tongueLake.

150
0·50
0-50
4-00
9-00

0.00

3-75
- 132·75
7-00
1-50
4·00
3-00
5-00

0-00

0-50
- 21-00

103a 1384-85 Canoe Lake.

1181 1405-85 Burnt Island L.

The country on each side of the Muskoka River, between Lake Huron
and Muskoka Lake, is for the most part rugged and barren, bearing chiefly
white and red pine, usually of small size. There are intervals, however, of
better soil at various distances back from the river, where the pine timber
which still prevails is of tolerably stout growth, and may eventually become
of commercial importance. Since the time of my visit, Mr. W. B. Hamilton,
of Penetanguishene, has erected a saw-mill on or near the first falls, about two
miles from the mouth of the river, where he is said to have an almost inex-
haustible supply of pine within easy distance. Should this attempt at lum-
bering prove successful, and the present prices for the manufactured article
continue, it is not improbable that establishments may extend still further into
the interior before many years, as the river affords every facility for using
water power in a great many places.

The portion of the shores of Muskoka Lake which came under my notice,
like the banks of the river below, is bold, rocky, and barren, which is also the
case with Rousseau Lake, although in the latter some good land occurs in
patches, which are partially cultivated by a tribe of Indians who have settled
there.

Between Muskoka Lake and the junction of the two main streams above,
the river passes through rich alluvial flats producing abundance of good-sized

A1 1857
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elm, soft maple, ash and other trees, among which there is scattered a considerable
quantity of fine white pine. Above the junction for from five to six miles, up to
the higli falls on the branch which we followed, the forest still indicates tole-
rably strong land in a stout growth of pine and hemlock, but above that part
it becomes less productive, the principal trees being stunted evergreens, mostly
balsam-fir, on a liglit and generally sandy soil.

The coasts of the upper three lakes are occasionally precipitous, and,
except in the valleys of little streams, are every where bold and rocky. These
precipices, with the hills in the back ground rising three hundred or four hundred
tet at a moderate distance, offered very picturesque scenery, which, however,
possesses few recommendations for settlement or permanent improvement.

I was informed by the Indians of Rousseau Lake that a very extensive
area of country, occupied by vast swamps, or interspersed with innumerable
small ponds and lakes, tributary to the north branùk, lay directly north from
Fairy and Peninsula Lakes, where nunbers of the tribe resorted during the
hunting season, for the purpose of trapping beavers, which were represented
to be very mnerous.

The character of the coast of the Lake of Bays, like that of the chain
of lakes, on the north branch, is rocky, bold, and barren, for the most part;
but the valley of the river above frequently confains wide areas of alluvial
flats, having clay of a drab colour as a subsoil, overlaid by silicious yellow sand.
Groves of red pine were observed in many parts, both on the lakes and on the
river, and instances were not altogether wanting where that timber attained a good
sized growth, probably suitable for squaring into spars. The soil producing
red pine, however, is not usually deemed to be of the best quality. At the
height of land between the Muskoka and Petewahweh, and around the upper
lakes, there are great tracts of marsh and swamp, closely grown over by stunted
tamarack and dwarf spruce, or carpeted by narsh plants. These swamps
occupy the valley between the ranges of hills, which are here widely apart,
running about N. N. E. and S, S. W. On the sides of these hills there are fre-
quently good hard-wood trees; many of them were white birch, the bark of
which we found of essential service for building our new canoe.

The Petewahweh River.

Descending the Petewahweh, we found the higher waters of its course to
consist of a chain of lakes, extending in a direction. a little west of northi
for the distance of about sixteen miles, in a straight line from the source.
The lakes of the upper portion of the chain are connected by a small winding
stream, scarcely to be called navigable, as the rapid parts are very shallow, and
much of the remainder is blocked up by beaver works or drift timber. At the
foot of this stream, about five and a-half miles north from the head, we struck a lake,
which was readily recognised from its position to be the one represented on
Bouchette's map as White Trout Lake; and, from ten to eleven miles farthier
down, on the next lake, we found. a branch coming in from the westward, which
was supposed to be the source struck by Mr. William Hawkins during his explo-
ratory route in 1837. The lower two lakes of the upper series were found
to be Red Pine Lake and Burnt Lake, so called upon Bouchette's map.

From the lower end of Burnt Lake the river bears off about E. N. E., for about
five miles, when it again expands into an open sheet of wàter, called Cat-fish
Lake. Below Cat-fish Lake, the river, in many parts, becomes exceedingly rapid SI
and broken by heavy falls, running, as a general course, nearly N.E. for about
six miles, when it empties into a large lake, called Cedar Lake. Cedar Lake

1 8
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lies immediately north of the 46th parallel of north latitude, and the meridian
of 780 30' W. passes across it near its centre. The lake lies nearly at right
angles to the course of the river above, its bearing being about W. N. W. and E.
S. E. It is from seven to eight miles long, with an average breadth of from half-
a-mile to a mile and a-half.

The continuation of the river downwards flows from the eastern extremity of
this lake with great velocity, on a general bearing of about east by south, for five
miles, when it again opens out into Trout Lake. Below Trout Lake, the
river continues a little to the south of east, and, in some parts, pent up in
narrow gorges, it rushes on in violent rapids, or tumbles over precipitous falls,
and again expands in wide open pooîs or basins, until it reaches Lake Travers,
at the direct distance of ten miles. Entering this lake, the course beÜds
northward, and is so maintained for a little over four miles; then, again contract-
ing itself, the stream flows on very rapidly to the N.E., for between six and seven
miles, and reaches the latitude 460 4' N., the most northerly point of our expedi-
tion. From that point the course gradually bends round to the south-east-
ward, and, with a few deviations, flows thus, in many parts very rapidly,
to its junction with the Ottawa, on the Allumette Lake.

Otter-slide Lake, at the head of the Petewahweh, is on the same level as
Burnt Island Lake, at the head of the Muskoka; and, taking this as a starting
point, the following is a tabular arrangement of the heights of the lakes on
the Petewahweh over the level of the sea:

Levels of the Petewahweh.

Total Height
Distance. Fall. Dist. above the Sea.

Miles. Feet. Miles. Feet.
Height of Otter-slide Lake, head

of the Petewahweh River,. 1405-85 Otter-slide Lake.
Fall in Otter-slide Lake and in

the river, to White Trout
Lake, .................. 7k 69·00

-- - 69·00 7j 1336-85 White Trout L.
Fall in rapid, ............ 3.50
- in rapid, ............ O8-00

- 11·50
- in rapid, ............... 3·00
- in rapid, ............... 1·50
- in White Trout Lake and

others, with Burnt Lake,
1o miles, at 0-02 foot per
mile,................... 10 0-22

- in navigable parts of the
river between rapids, #
mile, at 0'02 foot per mile, 018

- 12 16-40 19J 1320·45 Burnt Lake.
- in rapid ............... 5. 00
- ia rapid ................. 10.00
- in rapid, ............... 0-80
- in rapid, ................. 5-00
- in rapid, ................ . 6·00
- in navigable parts of the

river between rapids, 5i
miles, at 0-60 foot per mile, 5 3-30

- 6* - 30-10 25 1290-35 Cat-fish Lake.
- in rapid................ 2-20
- in rapid, .......... 5.00

- in rapid, .......... 9-7
- la rapid .......... 32-35

- 46 92
- in fall and rapid......... 4700

39
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Total Height
Distance. Fail. Dist. above the Sea.

Miles. Feet. Miles. Feet.
Fall in rapid, ................. 24-00

- in fall, .............. 40-90
- in fall and rapid ........ 78-20
- in Cat-fish Lake, and other

small lakes, 4j miles, at
0-05 ft p. mile, .......... 4j 0-20

- in navigable parts of the
river between falls and
lakes, 3j miles, at 0-38 foot
per mile,............... 34 1-15

- 94 - 240-57 35 1049-78 Cedar Lake,
- in rapids, .............. 18·59

- in dam & rapids,........ 17-47
- in rapid, ............... 36-10
- in fall and rapid,........ 46-00

- in Cedar Lake, 4j miles, at
0-03 foot per mile, say.... 44 0'16

- in navigable parts of the
stream between rapids, &c.
4 miles, at 0-50 ft per mile, 4 2.00

- -- 120'32 44î 929-46 Trout Lake.
- in rapid, ............... 2-50
- in rapids, .............. . 14-50

- in rapid, ............... 2·00
- in rapid, ............... . 9-00
- in rapid, ............... 6-50
- in rapid, ............... 3-50

- in rapid, ................. 6-50
- in rapid, ............... 1·00
- in cascade, dam and slide, * 22-00
- in succession of falls and

rapids,................. 2 135-00
- in Trout Lake, 21 miles, at

0-05 foot per mile, ........ 2 0-11
- in navigable parts of the

stream between the rapids,
91 miles, at 0-02 foot per
mile,................... 9½ .5-89

- 14î - 208-50 59j 720-96 Lake Travers.
- in rapid, ................ 1* 19-00

- in rapid, ................. 7-00
- in falls & rapids........ 1 48-50
- in rapid, ............... 2-00

- in falls & rapids........ 1 30-00
- in succession ofrapids,with

intervals of smootherwater,
in all 2 miles, ........... 1¾ 21-50

- in succession of rapids,
with intervals of smooth-
er water, in all 2 miles,... 12-00

- in rapid, .............. 2·00
- n current, ............. 0-50

- in rapid, ................. 10-00
- in rapid, ............... 2-50
- in rapid, ............... 3-50
- in rapid, ............... 20-00
- in Lake Travers, 3î miles,

at 0-04 foot per mile,..... .3 0-15
- in navigable parts of the

stream betwecn the rapids,
31a miles, at 0-50 foot per
mile,................... 31Î 15-87

42J - 200-52 101î 520-44 Fork of South Branch.
- in fall and rapid.......... 14-50

- in fall and rapid........ 1 15-30
- in fall and rapid.......... 15-74

- in fall, ................ 15-29
in fall, ................ .17-00

10
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Total Reight
Distance. Fall. Dist. above the sea.

Miles Feet. Miles. Feet.
Fall in fall, ........ 2·00

- in navigable parts of the
stream between the falls
&o., 6j miles, at 0-50 foot
per mile ................. 3-25

- 8 - 83·08 1091 437·36 Lake Allumette.

Between the height of Lake Allumette, as here deduced, and the height
given to it in your Report of the Ottawa, in 1845, there thus appears to be
a discrepancy of about forty-five feet, my figures being in excess.

When the rapids were long and of frequent occurrence, as was the case
on the, Petewahweh, and in one or two instances also on the Muskoka, we
found that it occupied too much time to work out the rise or fall trigonome-
trically, and accordingly resorted to the readier, though less accurate, method
of levelling by the clinometer. This was done by looking along the edge of
that instrument and fixing a point in advance or behind, on a level with the
eye, the height of which was taken as a datum for our measurement upwards
or downwards, as the case might be, the observation being repeated just as
often as the whole rise or fallNwas equal to the height of the observer's eye
above his feet. It may be the case, therefore, that the rise given to the
Muskoka exceeds the reality, while the fall of the Petewahweh may be below
it; and if half of my excess were taken from the one and given to the other,
a pretty near approximation to the truth may probably be arrived at.

The head of the Petewahweh, like that of the Muskoka, is surrounded by
vast swamps and marshes lying in the valleys between the mountain ranges,
sometimes covered over with a stunted growth of spruce and tamarack, and
occasionally opening into prairies with long coarse wiry grass and bushes.
Froin White Trout Lake mountains are seen on the south-west and north, the
latter rising abruptly 700 or 800 feet over its surface, and covered with
pme, mostly of the red variety; from that lake downwards to the mouth
of the river, the forest is chiefly of red pine. Although the quality of the
timber on the upper parts may be good, its size is perhaps not sufficiently
large to permit the extension of lumbering speculation in so remote a region;
but the remnains of surveyor's stakes, and the marks and numbers in several
instances' discovered on the trees, are sufficient evidence that timber locations
have been projected.

The lumber trade has already extended to Cedar Lake, and farms in
connexion with it have been established on that lake and at Trout Lake,
and large supplies of squared timber are annually brought down to the
Ottawa. A settlement appears at one time to have been attempted at Lake
Travers, where produce would have had a ready market, as the lumber trade
extended to the interior, but it has since been abandoned. The soil is every-
where exceedingly light, and although capable of growing good crops of hay or
oats for a few successive seasons, it would soon be exhausted without an ample
supply of manure, which, in such a position, could not easily be obtained.

There is much picturesque scenery on the Petewahweh, especially on
Lake Travers and on the river below it, and fish and game abound in and around
the upper waters. Speckled river trout were found on both this river and the
Muskoka in immense abundance, sometimes reaching four pounds in weight, while
beavers, deer, and other descriptions of game, were exceedingly numerous
in all the remote and unfrequented parts.

The principal streams tributary to the Petewahweh are the Trout or Upper
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South Branch, the Levrier, and the Lower South Branch. The first of these
falls into Trout Lake at its south-west extremity, and I was informed that its
course is navigable in the early part of the season to within a short distance
of the Great Opeonga Lake, one of the head waters of the Madawaska. At the
time of our visit it was nearly dry in the rapid parts. The Levrier joins the
main river about half-way between Trout Lake and Lake Travers on the south
side, and is used to a considerable extent for floating down pine timber. The
Lower South Branch comes in within six. miles in a straight direction from
the confluence with the Ottawa, and is, as I was afterwards informed, used as
a route communicating with the head waters of the Bonne-chère. There
are many other minor streams, some of which are partially navigable for small
canoes, and contribute to the general supply of timber ; and along the course
of one, which falls in at the west end of Cedar Lake, a route is said to be known
to the waters of Lake Nipissing.*

The variation of the compass above the fork of the Muskoka was found to
be 50 341 W., and at Cedar Lake on the Petewahweh 60 551 W.

Route by the Bonne-chère River to Balsam Lake.

The Bonne-chère falls into the Ottawa at the Lac-des-Chats, in lat. 450
32' N., long. 760 37' W., the lower portion of its course passing through the
townships of Horton, Admaston and Bromley. Up to the district line which
divides the surveyed from the unsurveyed lands, its course lies nearly due east
and west, the distance in a straight line being nearly twenty-one miles. Above
the district line the general bearing up the stream is about west-by-north-half-
north, for fifteen miles, within which distance it passes through Mud Lake and
a succession of smaller expansions of still water, and terminates at the exit of
Golden Lake. The main body of Golden Lake lies nearly north-west and
south-east, and is rather over six miles in length altogether, the greatest breadth
being from two to three miles. Falling in at the north-west angle of Golden
Lake, the stream in its upward bearing continues about north-west for nearly
four miles, and then turning off to the westward with many meanderings, makes
a nearly west course to Round Lake, the exit of which is in lat. 450 38' N.,
long. 770 30' W., nearly. There are four sets of falls on the Bonne-chère,
known as the first, second, third and fourth chutes, and several rapids ; but
with the exception of the chutes and a strong rapid between Egansville and
Jessup's Landing farther up, over which portages have to be made, the river is
very easily navigated the whole way. The lower or first chute occurs in th'
township of Horton, at a little over a mile from the mouth, making a fall of
32-66 fcet. The second chute is also in Horton, near the village of Renfrew
where, in a succession of leaps and violent rapids, there is a fall of 82-21 feet.
The third chute is in the township of Bromley, a little below the village of
Douglass, and makes a fall of 21-00 feet. The fourth chute is about two miles
above the district line at Merrick's Mills, where the fall is 38-11 feet, and the
Egansville Rapids, which begin about seven miles above the district lhe, and ar
upwards of a mile in length, fall 44-07 feet.

According to our measurement the following table shews the height f
the three principal lake expansions of the Bonne-chère, as taken from the levélI
of Lac-des-Chats, over the sea:

•I have been informed by Mr. J. McNaughtan, P.L.S., that a tributary of the Petewahweh fal
into Cedar Lake, in the marshy bay, about a mile westward of the entrance of the main stream ir dn
the lake. It is called the Little Nipissing, and by it there is said to be a route to Lake Nipissingä
The mouth of this tributary being concealed by the marsh, I was not so fortunate as to observe it ana
it is not therefore represented in the plan.
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Levels of the Bonne-chere River.

Height of the Chats Lake, as
given in your Reportof 1845

Rise in the lst or lowest chute,.
- 2d chute,............
- 3d chute, below the village

of Douglas,...........
rapids, ......... .. *2'00
rapids,.......... 4*00
falls and rapids,. .21-00

- in rapid, ...............
- in rapid, ...............
- in rapid,...............
- in rapid, ...............
- in 4th chute, at Merrick's

M ills...................
- in succession of small ra-

pids and swift current be-
tween, estimated at the rate
of 3·00 feet per mile,.. ...

- in Egansville Rapids, ....
- in rapid, .............
- in rapid,...............
- in Borland's Rapids,.. .. .
- in navigable parts of river

between rapids and falls,
25 miles, estimated at 0-50
ft. per mile,............

- in Mud Lake to the junc..
tion of stream, no per-
ceptible current, say, ....

- in rapid, ...............
- in navigable part between

Mud La. and Golden Lake,
estimated at the rate of
0-50 foot per mile,.......

- in Golden Lake, rate esti-
mated at about 0·05 ft. per
mile................

- in a succession of small
lakes, above Golden Lake,
imperceptible current, es-
timated, as before, at 0-05
foot per mile, ...........

- in rapid ...............
- in the navigable parts be-

tween the chain above Gol-
den Lake and Round Lake,

- in Round Lake, inappreci-
able,...................

.Distance.
Miles.

Rise.
Feet.

32-66
82·21

*

*

Total Height
Dist. above the Sea.

Miles. Feet,

23309 Chats Lake.

27·00
7-50
2·50
4·00
6-00

38-11

6-00
44·07

3-00
8-41
2-56

12·50
- 276'52

0·06
4.62

1-63

0-37

0·26
3.62

0·75

0-00

33. 509·61 Mud Lake.

6-31 38a 515.92 Golden Lake.

5·00 56î 520.92 Round Lake.

By this it would appear that Round Lake is nearly sixty feet lower than
Lake Huron.

A remarkable subterranean channel occurs at the fourth chute, where a
portion of the water turns abruptly off at right angles to the general course,
running northerly for about ten chains through a great cavern in Lower
Silurian limestone. The cavern is naturally nearly dry, except during freshets,
but Mr. Merrick has used it to advantage by throwing a dam across the main
body of the stream, near the middle of the chute, which turns a sufficient

1 •S

A. 1857.
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quantity of water through to conve the channel into a mill-race, and the
fall from the lower end is applied to dve the water wheel of his mill.

There are many tributaries to the Bonne-chère, but they are for the most
part of small size, and only partially navigable.' The most important are Moore's
Creek, which falls into the river about five miles below the third chute; Clear
Creek, which joins a little above Egansville, two miles and a-half below Mud
Lake; Brennan's Creek, which comes in at the south-west angle of Golden
Lake; and the Little Madawaska, which flows into Round Lake at its south-
western end ; these three come in on the south side, while on the north side
of Round Lake there is M'Mullin's Creek, and the continuation of the main
river, commonly called the Little Bonne-chère, which enters the lake at the
north-west extremity.

Clear Creek flows from a very beautiful sheet of water, called Clear
Lake, which was reached by a nearly due south course from Mud Lake,
at the distance of about eight miles. The south and west shores of this lake
display land of very considerable agricultural capabilities, and are already to
some extent settled.

There are many parts of the Bonne-chère country highly capable of culti-
vation, a great portion of which is already respectably settled, and settlements
extend, more or less, the whole way up to within a short distance of Round
Lake. Wherever the calcareous rocks occur, either of Laurentian or Silurian,
age, the country exhibits a superior quality of soil; on these, many good farms
are already established, more particularly on those parts underlaid by Silurian
formations, which, being in a nearly horizontal attitude, offer a more regular
and level surface for the application of agricultural labour than the country occu-
pied by the highly disturbed series of rocks on which they rest. Mr. Egans'
farm, at Egansville, affords a good example of the capabilities of such land;
here the tenant, Mr Sibury, an Englishman, has grown, as lie assured me, ex-
cellent crops of wheat, oats, hay, potatoes, and other roots, besides having
raised a large stock of horses and cattle, by the annual proceeds of which he
has made a handsome profit, after deducting rent and all other contingent
expenses.

The country generally, however, throughout the 'whole region is, in the
meantime, essentially a lurnbering, rather than an agricultural district; and,
although the greatest part of the timber on the main river has long since disap-
peared-a large portion having been swept away by fire, independent of that re-
moved by trade-there are still vast quantities brought down the tributaries
annually, and made to descend to the Ottawa by the course of the Bonne
chère. On our way up the stream, we repeatedly found it almost entirely
blocked up with squared timber, sometimes for miles together.

From Round Lake we pursued our journey to Lake Kamaniskaik by
the valley of the Little Madawaska; but that stream not being navigable for,
the canoes, except in some short intervals of still water, we were compelled'
to carry everything for the greater part of the whole distance. Our levels
were continued across trigononietrically, by taking the bearing and an angle of
elevation or depression by the theodolite, and measuring each distance by the
micrometer telescope. As a portion of the country we had to pass through had
previously been denuded by fire, and had since pushed up into an almost impene-
trable thicket of under-brush and bushes, much difficulty was experienced in
performing this work-Mr. Brown (my assistant) and myself alternately clearing-
our way through with a tomahawk, as we took a back or a forward sight.

Our course, on leaving Round Lake, first bore a little south of west
about two miles; it then turned about S. by W. for. seven miles, and reacheý
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the point where we left the waters of the Bonne-chère. Crossing a height of
land and still bearing in the same general direction for about two miles farther,
we met with -a small tributary of the Madawaska, striking it at a small lake
at the head of a brook, which, running nearly due south, brought us, in about
a mile, to the northern extremity of Lake Kamaniskaik. The rise on the
Little Madawaska to Lake Kamaniskaik was found to be as follows:

Levels carriedfrom Round LaIke, on the Bonne-chère, to Lake Kamaniskaik, on the
Madawaska.

Height of Round Lake,........
Rise on Little Madawaska to end

of J st portage, say,......
- on 1st portage,..........
- on 2d " ..........
- on 3d c ..........
- on 4th " ..........
- on 5th " ..........
- on 6th " ..........
- on7th " .....
.-- on 8th " ..........
- in the navigable parts of

the tributary to the por-
tage to the Madawaska
waters, estimated altoge-
ther atý..............

- on 9th portage to height of
land ...................

Fall on 9th portage to a pond
tributary to Madawaska R.

- at beaver dam, below
pond,...................

-on stream to Lake Kamanis-
kaik,................

Total
Distance. Rise and Fall. Dist.

Miles. Feet. Miles.
56 .

1 3'50
i 68-91

37-55
10-61
32-25

121·92
28·30
32-18

2·00

2-20
- 9 - 33

* 107-99

1 61-53

2-00

.----

Heigi
above the Sea.

Feet.
520·92 Round Lake.

9-42 66J 860-34 Source of Little Mada.
waska.

96833 Height ofland.

906-80 *Pd. tributary toMada-
waska R.

3-00 906-80 L. Kamaniskaik.

It would thus appear that the Bonne-chère lies in a trough or hollow
between the two larger streams-the Petewahweh and the Madawaska-at a
much lower level than either, and that the tributaries of the two larger rivers
almost encircle the head waters of the smaller one.

Excepting the portion that has been overun by fire, the forest between
Round Lake and Lake Kamaniskaik consists almost exclusively of red pine, a
large proportion of which is of very large size, and, so far as I could judge, of
an excellent quality. This was found to be the case more particularly on the
portage over the height of land, where hitherto the timber has for the most part
not been disturbed by the axe of the lumberman, further than to blaze a trail
to guide the traveller from one water to the other. The soil is generally light
and sandy, as its vegetation indicates, and might be easily worked. The
surface is nowhere rugged, rocky, or broken, but gently undulating, or in
some parts level. It is therefore admirably adapted for good roads of com-
munication.

* In the topographical plans 'accompanying this Report, the height of this pond has been placed
on Lake Kamaniskaik, making the lake 906-80 instead of 903-80 feet above the sea.

A. 157.
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The northern shore of that portion of Lake Kamaniskaik, generally known
as Barry's Bay, where the creek falls in, is in lat. 450 29' N., long. 770 40' W.,
nearly. Barry's Bay lies nearly due north and south, and is a little over five
miles long, with an average breadth of about half-a-mile; while the main body
of Lake Kamaniskaik, which opens out from the south end of the bay, lies trans-
versely to it, bearing about N. by W. and E. by S., with a length of three and
a-half miles by two and a-half across. its widest part. The main brapch of
the Madawaska falls into the latter portion of the lake, at its north-west angle,
and leaves at its eastern extremity, ,whence it runs on a general course about
S.E. for five miles, flowing on with a scarcely preceptible current, and frequently
expanding into ponds or small lakes, to the junction with the Shawashkong,
or Mishawashkong, the branch by which we continued our exploration.

There is a marked difference in character between the soil on the south
side of Lake Kamaniskaik and that we had previously passed over to the north.
Leaving Barry's Bay and the dense forests of pine by which it is surrounded, and
emerging into the open expansion of the main lake, a hilly country, covered
with hardwood trees, presents itself immediately opposite, extending as far
as the eye can reach on either hand. Portions of this hard-wood country are
highly capable of cultivation, and Mr Byers, a gentleman who for many years
has been connected with the timber trade, has established upon it, at the
lower end of the lake, a farm, which, I was informed, yields good crops of
oats, hay and potatoes. The surface, on Mr Byer's farm, was at first found
to be rather stony, and large boulders would occasionally interrupt the regu-
larity of a plough furrow, but it had been considered worthy of being cleared
of these incumbrances, and the stones had been collected and piled in heaps on
the fields, probably to be eventually used as fence walls, for the protection
of future crops.

The lower portion of the Shawashkong is ascended by four general courses,
which, with the exception of some minor turns, indicate pretty nearly the
direction of the river.

1st S.S. ................................... 7 m iles.
2d W .S.W . by W ............................ 3j "
3d S. by W ................................. 8¾ "
4th S.W . by W ............................... 2j "

At the end of the last distance a sweeping southerly turn commences, known
by the lumberers as the Great Bend. From the lower end of this bend the
course upwards is first S.S.W. for about seventeen miles, it then turns sharply off
to the north, and continues in that direction for over half-a-mile ; it then
proceeds easterly for half-a-mile, presenting a set of heavy falls, and resumes
a southerly course for upwards of a mile, until reaching Egan's Creek, in
latitude 450 51 N. Beyond this the valley lies nearly due east and west,
for upwards of five miles, then turns to a general N. W. course, and after
several curves, comprehended in seven miles, reaches the exit of Kaijick Manitou
Lake. From the commencement of the Great Bend, to within a short distance of
Kaijick Manitou Lake, the bed of the river is so exceedingly tortuous that were it
drawn out into a straight line the distance would be nearly double that indicated
by the general bearings. The lower portion of Kaijick Manitou Lake is narrow
and crooked, but in a straight line it would be about S.W., for three miles; the
upper part or main body of the lake lies nearly due east and west and is about
three miles long, while the breadth for the most part is under and no where
exceeds one mile. The north shore of this part was found to be in lat. 4 160i
N., and the line of long., 780 O' W., passes at nearly equal distances from t4'
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head and the foot of the lake. Above Kaijick Manitou Lake the valley of
the river bears up about W. N. W., for from nine to ten miles to a small
lake called Papineau Lake, the lowest of a chain which stretches along the
height of land to the N. W.

The Shawashkong, as its name implies, fiows in many parts through immen-
se marshes, especially at the lower and towards the upper extremities. The
mnarsh at the mouth extends uninterruptedly up the river, for rather more than
five miles; the breadth between the hills on each side varying from half-a-mile to
upwards of one mile. It is grown over almost entirely by reeds and marsh grass,
with tufts of willow and other small bushes on th.e drier spots. Near the
upper end of the marsh a tributary comes in called the Little Mississipi, the
upward course of which is to the southward, and is said to be sometimes used
as a route to the Mississipi River, which empties into the Lac-des-Chats. East
of the outlet of the Madawaska, above the Little Mississipi, the river contracts
and becomes more or less rapid in parts up to the Great Bend, and from thence
upwards there is an alternate succession of falls and smooth water, but with
a tolerably rapid current, till reaching Kaijick Manitou Lake. Between the
Little Mississipi and Lake Kaijick Manitou, there are thirteen distinct falls or
rapids.

The principal tributaries of the Shawashkong, in addition to the Little
Mississipi, are Papineau's Creek, and Egan's Creek. The former comes in about
two miles and a-half above the Little Mississipi, flowing from the northward
the latter joins near the south-west angle of the Great Bend. A route is said to
be known along the valley of Egan's Creek, leading to the settlements in the
township of Madoc.

Tracts of good hard-wood land mixed with pine, occur in the valley of the
Sahwashkong, particularly in the fiat country around the Great Bend and at
Kaijick Manitou Lake; but the prevailing forest is pine throughout the length
of the river. Farms have been established at two places, one at a short distance
above the Little Mississipi, by Mr. Conroy, and another further up and near the
Great Bend, by Mr. Egan. Lumbering operations have already extended nearly
up to Kaijick Manitou Lake, and I was informed by the Chief of a tribe of Indi-
ans I met there, that preparations were about to be made to bring timber down
from the country above Papineau Lake. The name of Kaijick Manitou was
given the lake in honor of this Chief, who proved of great service to us by his
description of the country we were about to travel through at the height of land.

Between Kaijick Manitou and Papineau Lakes the river flows sluggishly
through a vast marsh, making a very serpentine course through the valley,
which is bounded on either side by hills of moderate elevation, frequently
clothed with good sized hard-wood trees. Although there is a perceptible
current for the whole distance, the rise in this part is very small, certainly
not amounting to more than six or eight feet.

The following is a tabular view of the rise on the Shawashkong:-

Levels of the Shawashkong from Lqke Kamaniskaik.
Total Height

Distance. Rise and FaIl. Dist. above the Sca.
Miles. Feet. Miles. Feet.

Reight of Lake Kamaniskaik, at
the head of Barry's Bay,
above the sea,. ... 90380 KaminiskaikJunctionI

FaIl in Lake Kamaniskaik, from
head of Barry's Bay to
outlet at Byer's Farm, 0·05
ft. per mile, say.......... 0-9
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Total Height
Distance. Rise and Eaul flist. above the Sea.

Miles. Feet. miles. Feet.
Fall in Madawaska, from outlet

to junction of Shawas-
1kong, 0-10 ft. per mile... 5 0.50

- 12j - 0189 902-91
Rise in navigable waters, from

the junction to the mouth
of Little Mississippi, cur-
rent very slight, estimated
at 0·10 ft. per mile,....... 51 0-55

- in the navigable waters
above Little Mississippi to
junction of Conroy's Ra-
pids, estimated at 0·50 foot
per mile, ................ 2 1.00

- in 0onroy'sRapids .3....0. 00
- in rapid, ............... 250

- in the navigable water abo-
ve Conroy's Rapids toPapi-
neau's Creek, estimated al-
together at, say,........... 0.80

- in rapid, ............... 601
-in fall, ................. .1850

- in rapids, ......... .. 70
- in falls, .... ...... 3.... 430
- in falls and rapids,...... 2300
- in falls and rapids, ..... 20-15

-in rapid, ............... 562
- in rapids and fali ....... 2496

in falls, ............... 738
-- in rapid, .............. 0

- in rapid, ............... 358
in rapid, . ...... 0.......6

- in the navigable water be-
tween falls and rapids, esti-
mated at 0-50 foot per
mile, say ............... .21Î 10-95

- in the navigable water be-
tween falls and rapids, esti-
mated at 0-70 foot per mile, 10 7.00

- on surface of small lakes
below Kaijick Manitou, es-
timated at the rate of 0-10
foot per mile, ............ 21 0.22

on aiickMait n ak, - 43a - 209-62 43î 1112-53 Kaijiok Manitou Lakeý
-- on Kaijick Manitou Lake,

estimated at 0-05 ft. per
mile,................... 7 0.35

- in the navigable water on
the stream to Papineau
Lake,estimated at 0-80 foot
per mile ................ l 880

- 18 - 9.15 61* 1121-68 Papineau Lake.
Papineau Lake by this estimation,............................ 1121*68
Balsam Lake, by Bouchette's map, ........................... 823-00

Difference of level. ..... .......... ...................... 298.68

Above Papineau Lake there are occasional rapids, connecting a chain of
lakes at the main source of the river, but the elevation of them was not ascer-
tai.ned; for shortly after leaving Kaijick Manitou Lake, our provisions were
exhausted, and we had necessarily to abandon farther measurements, and make
the best of our way to the settiements. Fortunately beavers, muskratýq, .a
other game were tolerably abundant, and supplîed ou r necessities until ,we

--. nog 12 w er

arrived at Kahi-shah-gahi-wigmg'hr we fel in with a trapper, 4namçd
Russel, wlio kindly provided us with venison and bread.
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Continuing our journey from Papineau Lake, our course was nearly south-
West for about seven miles, within which distance we portaged over to and
crossed a succession of small slakes stretching along the water-shed situated
betweeu the Ottawa and Lake Ontario. The next course was a little south of
west, with a straight distance of about eighteen miles, crossing from one
lake to another along the height of land, and at length reaching Kah-shah-
gah-wigamnog, or Long Lake, the waters of which fall into Cameron's Lake,
by the channel of the Burnt River. This lake is iarrow, and lying about
8. S. W. as a general bearing from its upper end, has a length of a little over
thirteen miles. The outlet leaves the lake on its south-east side, not far from
the south-western extremity; this we did not follow, but from the south-west end,
puisiued a course nearly due west for a little over two miles, making in the
distance two portages and traversing a small lake, and then striking the Gull
River. The course of this stream was followed downwards through Gulf Lake
ami the two Mud-turtle Lakes to Balsai Lake, making a course nearly due
south, with a straight distance of about eighteen miles.

The waters of the first part of our course from Papineau Lake probably
al] belong to the Ottawa side of the ridge, and may fall into the Shawaslkong,
but all the others evidently go the other way, and most probably are upper
waters of the Ottonabee.

The country all along the height of land is more or less broken and
hilly, and the sides of the hills are amply covered with hard-wood trees
iIeliniri(d with pines. The valleys and more level parts, except where

swamps m marshes occur, frcquently display an excellent soil, yielding a stout
growth of imaple, ehn, birch and beech. There are also good tracts of land
around Kah-shah-gah-wiganog and Gull Lake; and I was informed by the
trappers I met there, that the country east of the latter lake was well adapted
f>r settlement over a large area. Settlement bas already begun on the Gull
River, north of Balsam Lake, and will most probably soon extend still farther
bacek. When I visited the same country in 1852, a saw-ill was in progress of
construction on the lower rapids of the Gull River, which bas siice been
Iinished and put in operation ; below it tiere are riow several clearings,
vit l bouses a-d barns on them, where aill was a wilderness one twelve-nonth

before.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORMATIONS.

As nearly the whole region of which the above is a geographical sketch, is
occ upied by a very ancient set of rocks which are almost every where corrugated,
dislocated, or otherwise disturbed, it will be obvious that to acquire in the course
of a season any definite knowledge as to their geological arrangement over so
large an area, would be a matter of impossibility.

To work out the physical structure of such a district, many lines of explora-
tion must be measured, and the geological facts registered on each; in order that
the whole being mapped in their proper relations, they may be ultimately com-
pared, with a view of following out the distribution of stratigraphical groups.
Thie new information collected on the present occasion, regarding the super-
position of the members of this most ancient and altered series is perhaps
very limited ; yet something is added to our knowledge of their distribution as
a whole, and such observations as have been made may afford tolerably good
data as starting points for more minute and more perfect stratigraphical inves-
tigation hereafter.

A. 1857.
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Laurentian iSries.

With the exception of sone outlying patches of the Lower Silurian forma-
tion met with in the valley of the Bonne-chère and its tributaries, the Lauren-
tian series occupies the whole region traversed during the season on the
Muskoka and the Petewahweh. The rocks are for the most part micaceous
and ,hornblendic gneiss, sornetim es interstratified with finegrained granular
quartzose layers, which frequently hold small pink garnets. The prevailing
color of the gneiss is red or grey ; the more micaceous beds have the
character of mica slate, usually dark. grey or blackish, and the more hornblendic
sometimes preserit the form of hornblende rock, the colors of which are black
or the darkest shades of green. In many parts the stratification is very obscure,
and except fbr the parallelism usually displayed by the constitnient minerals on
fracture, couild not be detected ; in other instances it is well defined by
alternating layers of different colors and mineralogical characters, arranged
with great regularity in bands not exceeding the eighth of an inch thick.
The garietiferous portions are usually yellowish, or yellowish-white, consisting
of an aggregate of granuilar quartz, vith the garnets distributed irregularly
through the mass, sonetimes in chisters, at others in single individuals. Beds
of this description are seen to alternate with mica slate and red or grey gneiss;
in which cases the stratification is very clearly developed. These rocks
are nearly every where intersected by veins of various thicknesses, the majority
of which are of feldspar and quartz, usually coarser grained, and more con-
spicuously crystalline than the rocks they cut; but occasionally they are of
-a fiin grain. The prevailh color of the finer grained veins is flesh-red, from the
predorniîuance of red feidspar. Veins of white semi-transparent quartz also
occur, and these generally are more or less charged with iron pyrites.

Garnetiferous gneiss was observed at one or two places on the Muskoka,
below Muskoka Lake, but was inuch more largely developed at Fairy Lake
aud the Lake of Bays. On Fairy Lake, garnetiferous beds occur on the western
shore, and on the Iargest island, inîterstratified with fine-grained grey mica-
ceous gneiss, and show a dip S. <251 -to 300. They were met with also near
the south end of the portage, between Peninsula Lake and the Lake of Bays,
in a cliff rising from the brink of a smiall pond, and in several parts of the
Lake of Bays, particularly on the point, at the narrows on the east side,
about ialf-way down the lake. At the falis above Ox-tougue Lake, strata,
in very regular beds, occur, consisting of alternations of white and yellowish
quartzite, sprinkled very thickly with garnets, with regular layers of grey and
reddish gneiss and mica sl.ate, which show a dip of S. 600 E. <320.

A black rock, composed chiefly of hornblende, rather coarsely crystallinewith
a small portion of black mica disseminated in it, comes out on the Muskoka,
below the falls a little south of Mary's Lake, which, from its position with
regard to the general run of the gneiss, was supposed to be intrusive. The
contact of this rock with the gneiss is concealed, but at the falls, a short
distance higlier up the river, the gneiss seems to be suddenly turned from
its general course, and exhibits a repetition of sharp twists and corrugationS,
as if near the seat of some violent disturbance.

A black rock, of very similar character and appearance, was- met with odn
several parts of the Petewahweh. Jt was usually associated with a very fine-
grained brick-red ferruginous rock, composed chiefly of feldspar and quartz, whioh
in some parts had the aspect of an obscure hornblendic gneiss, and in others thaf
a fine-grained syenite; and the gneiss in its vicinity, when the stratifiatión
could be distinctly made out, being alwaysshattered and dislocated, I was di8.
posed to.consider the red rock itrusive.
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This red rock was seen at intervals on the Petewahweh, from Cedar Lake
down to the mouth of the river, frequently forming bold vertical cliffs, which,
in one instance, rose perpendicularly from the river to the heiglit of 2.50 feet.
The rock has a conchoidal fracture, and is usually intersected by small greenish
colored veins, supposed to be chlorite, which also penetrate the adjacent gneiss.

The black hornblende rock is usually very pyritiferous, and the associated red
masses are frequently highly ferruginous, at times giving a briglit red color
to the soil on the surface. Where the gneiss cones in contact with the red
rock, it often so nearly resembles the adjoining mass that it can only be distin-
guished from it by closely observing. the continuity of the parallel arrange-
ment of the mineral layers, which ceases at the junction. This was especi-
ally observed at the lower end of Cedar Lake, where the probability of the mass
being intrusive first suggested itself.

At the northern sweep taken by the river below Lake Travers, a portion of the
gneiss is dark green, and appears to contain epidote, while other portions are
dark grey, with many disseminated red garnets. 'The fine-grained and sup-
posed intrusive red rock is in close proximity with both these varieties, beiiig
seen in the river, both above and below where they occur, but whether
interstratified with, or intersecting the gneiss, was not satisfactorily ascertained.

As garnetiferous gneiss has usually been found in close proximity to the
calcareous portions of the series, with which many minerails of great importance
are frequently associated, and as these calcareous portions affbrd the readiest
means for tracing out the intricate folds and contortions which these rocks have
sustained, a diligent search for the limestones was made on many parts of the
Muskoka and Petewahweh, but without success. I have heard, however, since
my visit, that some of the rock has been burnt for lime on the north side of Cedar
Lake, but whether from boulders or a mass in situ, seems uncertain.

The general strike of the rocks comprehènded in the first section of the
exploration-that is on the Muskoka-is nearly N.E. and S.W., and the prevail-
ing dip is south-easterly; but there are nunerous great undulations, indepen-
dent of minor folds and intricate contortions, which are in some degree
correspondingly indicated by the several great turns of the main streais. On
the Petewahweh, however, the rocks are so generally affected by dislocation and
disturbance, especially below Cedar Lake, that the attitude displayed by the
stratified portions is not to be much relied on, except for short distances.

In the valley of the Bonne-chère, crystalline limestone is extensively dis-
played, associated with gneiss, mica slate, and hornblende slate. The general
strike ofthe rocks on the lower part of the river varies from N. 410 E. to N. 350
W., the dip being easterly; but, at the second chute, where there is evidence of
great disturbance, the general run turins nearly east and west. In tbe rear of the
village of Renfrew, a little south from Aurd's Creek, a ridge of gneiss, where the
stratification is distinctly developed, shows a dip N. 120 E. <30. This dip
would carry the gneiss below a ridge of crystalline limestone, which rises imme-
diately north of the village, and appears to strike for the second chute, where
the bed of the river is crystalline limestone.

On the opposite side of the valley, about one mile back from the river,
the Pinnacle Hill rises to the height of 356 feet above the upper part of the
chute. The side and top of this hill exhibit alternations of gneiss and horn-
blende slate, with some beds of crystalline limestone,, running nearly due east
and west with a southerly slope, at a very high angle, sometimes attaining
ninety degrees. About half-way between the second and third chutes, where
a section is exposed of gneiss with crystalline lirnestone at the base, the strike
is at right angles to the course of the river, the dip being E. <400; but at the

A. 1857.
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third chute, a ridge of crystalline limestone occurs on the north side, ranging
nearly east and west.

Above the third chute, the exposures are of the older series of rocks,
and consist of gneiss, until reaching Mud Lake, wbere a ridge of crystalline
limestone again appears on the iortl side, about 200 yards back fromW the
lake, running east and west ; but the country crossed to the south of Mud
Lake, between it and Clear Lake, ailthougl in great part concealed, exhibits
gneiss wherever the rock comes to the surface. The north-east side, and the
islands at the east end of Clear Lake, are all of gneiss.

Crystalline limestone was observed to extend along the eastern shore of
Golden Lake, associated with coarsely crystalline beds or masses of flesl-red
fehispathic rock, aid a mixture becoming dark.green frorn the presene of pyrox-
ene il] very large quautity, with seapolite, graphite, anld mica dissemiiated. The
run of the ridges on the nlorth side of the lake is about N.N.E. and S.S.W., but
to the soutlward anid near the eastern end, the strata appear to bend round
and dip S.S.E. <100 to 120. The hills which rise over the north side of the
lake anid form the peninlsuhb. which nearly divides it, are gneiss.

Gueiss occurs ii b1l1s and ridges on the river, above Golden Lake and
at Round Lake, at the latter slowiig a dip from north-east to north. Running
parallel witl these ridges, ai apparently in the stratification, are masses of an
aggregate of coarsely crystalline fèldspar with quartz, wbieh, with the adjacent
gneiss, are cut by veins of similar character, holding grains and small isolated
patches of ima gcetic iron ore.

Crystallinîe limestone is quarried at Renfrew, and is used for building pur.
poses, and for bumniig into lime. Although rather too coarsely crystalline to be
used as an ornamnental inarble, it is suRiciently compact to dress well, and make
a handsome and substitial buildinîg stone ; it is likewise said to yield an
excellent quîality of very white lime when burnt. Portions of the linestone are
of a Hlesh-red colour, whicl Vas observed particularly at the first chute, and
at Golden Lake, where ii eaclh case the rock appears to be magnesian, perihaps
a doloinite.

li the connitry south of Roind Lake, and around Lake Kamaniskaik,
the exposures olbserved were aill gneiss, frequently cut by large feldspathic veins,
whicli iii soie instances, especially at the latter locaiîty, were characterised
by holding numerous smnll isolated masses of magnetic iron ore. Reaching the
Nalley of the Shawaslkong, the crystal line limestones are again largely displayed.
The valley of that streamu seemis to run almost exactly along the strike of the
rocks, many of the abrupt turns apparently conforming to the contortions and
twists in the strata, until arriving at the south-west angle of the Great Bend,
above which it crosses the measures in its north westerly course, towards Kaijick
Manitou Lake, exposing alternations of gneiss and crystalline limestone all the
way.

On Kaijick Manitou Lake, and the country beyond, all the rock exposures
observed were gneiss, and no limestone was seen throughout the remainder of the
route, till reaching the Mudturtle Lakes, north of Balsam Lake, where it had
been found the previous season.

The crystalline limestones on the Shawashkong resemble in all respedti
those described in former Reports as seen in other parts of the country. 'The
prevailing color is white, or white mixed with grey; but there are also beld
of a deep dull blue color, some ofyellowish-white tinged with a flesh-red hue, and
others having a whitish hue with a great admixture of dark green. Small spangleI
of plumbago are almost invariably found disseminated through all the varie
but more especially in the white and grey bolored portions, and pyroxéne,
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scapolite, tourmaline, sphene, black and white mica, and iron pyrites, are very
generally disseminated. The blue beds were only observed at two places on
the river, the first being near the north-west angle of the Great Bend, while thé
second was about the middle part of it, at a set of falls and rapids. In
each case these bands were uncerlaid by a very micaceous dark grey gneiss,
and over laid by white crystalline limestone. Where the rock is tiuged with
flesh-red it is probably magnesian like that of the Bonne-chère, while the green
portions owe their color to the presence of pyroxene, of which mineral some
of the beds are almost entirely composed. The latter two varieties were
chiefly observed near the base of a section, at a short distance below the outlet
of Kaiick Manitou Lake.

Fossiliferous Formations.

In the valley of the Bonne-chère, there are three detached outlying patches
of Lower Silurian strata, each of tvhich lies longitudinally with the course of
the river. The first met with, and lowest in the valley, is almost entirely on
the south side of the river, extending from the neighbourhood of Moore's
Creek to the head of the third chute ; the greatest breadth of this outlier is
about a mile and a-half, the southern boundary being marked by the va.lley of
Moore's Creek on the one hand, and partly by another small stream, falling in
above the third chute, on the other. The fossils and general characteristics of
the rock exposures here indicate strata between the Calciferous and Trenton
formations, the latter inclusive. A section, measured at the third chute, exhibits
the following beds in the ascending order

ft. in*
Red and green shales, with an arcnaccous band interstratified, about one foot thick, weathering

bright yellow; a few bilobated forms, supposed to be fucoids are met with.............. 10 0
Concealed for about....... .......... .......................................... 20 O
Green calcareous shale, dip N. 37n, E. <130 ......................................... 1 0
Pale green arenaceous limestone in thin beds............................................ 1 0
Dark grey, very bituminous limestone in irregular beds, separated by thin pellicles of bituminous

shale..................... 2 0
Grey bituminous nodular beds of limestone, in thin irregular layers, passing into a compact

bed of grey arenaceous yellow-weathering limestone.......................... 3 o
Dark grey limestone, in a strong bed, bearing some resembl.nce to water-lime, and holding crystals

of calespar ............................................................... 1 6
The same rock, but darker in color, with beds weathering yellow .......................... 1a

40 0

The strata are then affected by a dislocation running N. 620 W., and S.
620 E.

The section being continued beyond the fault, is as follows:
ft. in.

Blackish and green argillaccous shale, dip N. 390, E. <13................t O
Pale greenish arenaceous limestone ................................................ 0 9
Blackish or dark brown, very bituminous argillaceous shaly limestone ..................... 1 4
Dark brown or blackish bituminous shale......................................... 0 9
Dark brown earthy bituminous limestone, weathering yellow..... ........................ 10
Drab and dark blue limestone, with crystals of calespar, in a compact bed................i
Dark grey nodular shaly limestone............................................. 1 2
Black and dark brown bituminous shale ...................... ................... 1
Green shale.................................................................. 2 3
Greenish and drab colored shaly limestone, partially a whetstone bed......................i 6
Yellow arenaceous limestone.....................................................
Dark grey arenaceous limestone. ..................................................
Dark grey compact arenaceous limestone, in thin beds................................
Blackish bituminous limestone, in some parts shaly .................................... 0
Green arenaceotis liniestone.. ......................................................
Greenish shaly limestone.................. ...................................
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Blackish grey silicions limestone, compact and hard, holding Cythere...................... 0
Thin-bedded shaly limestone, with obscure organic remains, casts of Cythere .............. 1
Bluish-grey compact silicious limestone, holding small patches of calcspar, and presenting

fucoids on weathered surfaces .................................................. 2 6

40 6

At the falls, a little below where the above section was measured, there
is a vertical exposure, displaying the following beds, in ascending order:

ft. in.
Greenish shaly lirestone, with shale at the top........................................... 4 0
Drab colored, fine-grained, slightly arenaceous limestone, weathering yellow ; it bas a conchoidal

fracture, and is supposed to be a whetstone bed....................................... 6 8
A yellow-weathering arenaceous limestone, with, many cavities holding dog-tooth spar....... 0 7'
Pale grey, yellow-weatlering arenaceous limestone, divided into beds of fron 6 inches to 1 foot. 10 0
Grey compact limestone, holding vumerous fossils, mostly obscure, among which are ortho-

ceratites and soine turbinated shells................................................. 2 6
Shaly lim estone................................................... ................... 0 8
Beds of grey limestone, alternating with green shale.................................. 4 0

28 5

The fc-siliferous rocks, wbich spread over the larger portion of the area
south of the river, are of the Chazy age, but they are surmounted by beds,
holding fossils of the Black River and Trenton formations, at two places; one
of these is near the western extremity of the patch, in the south-west corner
of the towrship of Bronley, the other near its centre, on lie twenty-fifth lot of
the fiffhi range of Adinaston.

The second outlying patch is first exposed on asc-ending the river about
three-quarters of a mile above the third chute, and extends to the westward to
about one mile above the fourth chute. The lower part of the section is of red
and green shales, with occasional green and yellowish arenaceous bands inter-
stratified, and partings of green and yellowish shale ; sonie surfaces have faint
impressions of fucoids. A fault, runuing obliquely to the river, brings down
a bed of arenaceous limestone, resenbling the whetstone rock in the upper
part of the section at the third chute, and red and green shales come up from
below it, further up the stream. The strata are affected in several places
by small dislocations, and at one place a bar of igneous or altered rock-probably
a portion of the Laurentian formation-runs across the river, bearing N. 650
W., and S. 550 E.

In the valley of a brook, about one mile above the district line, red and
green shales are exposed, with black shales overlying them, over which are beds
of limestone, of the Ciazy formation. Limestones of' that age are exposed on
the river, froin above the brook up to the fourth chute, where the following
section occurs, in ascending order :-

f. in.
1. Blackish-grey bituminous limestone, a solid bed ..................................... 0 6
2. Dark grey linjstone, in irregular beds; it is very bituminous, and holds numerous small

fossils ,........................................................................ 1 3
8. Greenish-grey calcareous shale, with some thin bands of dark grey limestone............ 2 3
4. Black bituminous limestone ....................................................... 0 3
5. Dark grey nodular bituminous limestone and shale, n irregular beds................ 2
6. Similar rock, with a strong compact Jed in the middlc; the upper surface shows Colunnaria

./e la a ....... .. ... ........ .... ............................................... 2
'i. Nodular bituminons linestone and shale.............................................. 0 g'
8. Grey bituminous limestone, ini a strong bed, with numerous largeorthoceratites ........ i 3
9. Dark grey, slightly shaly limestone, portions of which are of a very fine texture ........ 1'I

10. Blackish-grey, very compact limestone, in one solid sti'ong bcd .......................... 0S
11. Dark grey shale, with irregular thin beds of limestone containing numerous fossils, among

which are fragments of trilobites and Cythere ...................................... 5 O

'-à
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12. Pale grey granular limestone, with Columnaria alveolata and small spiral shells .......... 2 4
13. Shaly nodular limestone ........................................... .. ............ 1 o
14. Compact drab colored limestone, with many corals on weathered surfaces............. 3 6
15. Thin-bedded shaly limestone, with partings of shale; there, are large corals at the base,

and encrinites on the upper surface ................................................ 1 6
16. Grey thin-bedded limestone weathering black, with fossils, chiefly encrinites, Altrypa,

Leptona, small corals and Orthoceras. ............................................. 1 6
17. Thin irregular beds of blackish-grey limestone ..................................... 3 2
18, Grey bituminous limestone, in strong beds, with Columnaria alveolata, and other corals, and

large sized stems of encrinites .................. ................................ 3 3
19. Grey encrinal limestone, iwith Columnaria alveolata and other corals ; the lower beds are not

well exposed............................................... ............... 7 ô
20. Whitish-grey, coarse-grained limestone, with numerous corais, and a large convoluted shell. 5 0

46 2

Still higher beds were observed a little distance from the head of the chute,
holding Colamnaria alveolata and other corals, and the same large-sized convoluted
shell.

The third and highest outlying patch continues from the foot of Jessup's Rapids,
about three miles above the fourth chute, to the head of the Egansvile Rapids.
The breadth does not appear anywhere to be over three-quarters of a mile,
and is sometimes less. Most of the area exhibits fossils of the Black River and
Trenton formations, but above Jessup's farm, at the lower end of the Egansville
Rapids, where the strata are affected by a succession of small dislocations,
lower measures are brought up, including a bed of yellow-weathering arena-
ceous limestone, resembling the whetstone rock of the Chazy. In the lower part
of this bed occasional vertical cylindrical forms, resembling Scolithus linearis,
were observed.

Below Jessup's farm, fossils of the Trenton formation were found in great
profusion, and one bed was characterized by holding nodules and large angular
fragments of black chert. At the upper end of the Egansville Rapids, Lep-
tonut sericca, C/htites lycoperdon, and Lingula were very abundant, with other
fossils of the Trenton formation.

Portions of the fossiliferous formations were also observed on the south side
and at the western end of Clear Lake, all of which contained fossils of the Tren-
ton age ; but the area over which these may spread has still to be ascertained.

Drift.

Large portions of the valley of each of the rivers are covered by superficial
deposits of clay or sand, and as the latter usually occupies the surface and
higher grounds, it spreads occasionally over very extensive areas.

Stratifed clays were found on the Muskoka, between the Lake of Bays and
Ox-tongue Lake, at the height of about 400 feet above the level of the sea;
the baiks there expose a section of ten or twelve feet in thickness, of drab or
light buff colored clays, alternating with very thin layers of âne yellow or
greyish sand. At one place, the beds are tilted, shewing a westerly dip of about
eight degrees, in which they exhibit slight wrinkles or corrugations. These clays
did not appear to give any effervescence in acids, but were found by Mr. Hunt
to contain a very small proportion of lime. Coarse yellow sand overlies the clay,
and spreads far and wide over the more ievel parts, generally forming the bank
of the river, where not occupied by hard rock. On the Petewahweh, especially
below Cedar Lake, the whole of the level parts are covered with sand, which
in some places must be of great thickness.

A.18#
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The banks of the Bonne-chère display a great accumulation of clay at many
parts below the fourth chute, sometimes exposing a vertical thickness of from
seventy to eighty feet. Near the mouth of that river, below the first chute,
where the clays formi the right bank, and are upwards of fifty feet high, they
are chiefly of a pale bluish-drab colour and are calcareous, while other clays
found higher up the stream, are of a yellowish-buff, and do not effervesce with
acids. Below the second chute, buff colored clay is interstratified with beds of
saud and gravel, the latter sometùnes strongly cemented together by carbonate
of lime, the whole being over laid by a deposit of sand. The gravel is seldom
very coarse, although an individual boulder may occur here and there amongst
it, and it is chiefly derived from the rocks of the Laurentian series.

Sand is extensively distributed over the plains of the Bonnechère, and over a
large portion of the area between it and the valley of the Madawaska. Most of
the valley of the Little Madawaska is covered with sand on either side, and
the country between its head waters and Lake Kamaniskaik is one continuous
sandy plain. Near the summit level, on the portage to Lake Kamaniskaik, a
conical-shaped depression was noticed in the sand, measuring about 150 links
in diameter, with a depth vertical to the area of about 50 links. As such
symmetrical depressions are not unfrequent in the calcareous rocks of the Silurian
and Laurentian formations, it was supposed probable that it might indicate the
presence of limestone beneath.

No organic remains whatever were detected characterising these drift depo-
sits, and consequently there is no direct evidence whether their origin should
be attributed to the action of salt or fresh water.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
ALEX. MURRAY,

.dssistant Provincial Geologist.

REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1854,

OF

ALEX. MURRAY, Esq., ASSISTANT PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST,

ADDRESSED TO

WILLIAM E. LOGAN, EsQ., PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST.

MONTREAL, 11th June, 1855.
SIR,

During the summer and autumn of 1854, I was employed, as you
were pleased to direct, in making further exploratory examinations of the maifl
topographical and geological features of the country lying between Lake limo
and the Ottawa River, in continuation of the surveys of the previous year
The portions thus examined and surveyed are the valley of the Meganatawan

A. 1857i20 Victoria.
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River and part of the coast of Lake Nipissing, with several of their more impor-
tait tributary streams and adjoining lakes. The measurements and bearings
were effected by the same process as on former occasions, while to insure the
greater accuracy, a continual check was kept on the work by triangulation, when
such could be conveniently carried on, as at Lake Nipissing ; meridian altitudes
of the sun and moon were frequently taken to correct our latitudinal positions.
The whole has been carefully mapped on a scale of one inch to a mile, and
the map, with all the ascertained facts recorded on it, I now beg to submit
for your approval in conjunction with this Report.

GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION.

The Meganatawan River.

The entrance from Lake Huron to the estuary at the mouth of the Megana-
tawan, represented in Bayfield's chart as the Byng Inlet, is in lat. 450 45'48"
N. and long. 800 40' W. This estuary extends nearly due east about six miles,
with a breadth varying from five to twenty chains or upwards; at the end of the
distance it suddenly contracts to about two chains, and a tolerably rapid current
is perceptible. Above the part where the river proper joins the estuary, the
general course upwards is very nearly due east for about twenty-two miles, in
which it makes a few southerly sweeps, and thus reaches a lake of consider-
able size, called for distinction Wahwaskesh, or Deer Lake. Between the
estuary and Wahwaskesh Lake there are numerous falls and rapids, alternating
with reaches of still water, sometimes expanding into small lakes. The rise on
the river as far as Wahwaskesh Lake is about 137 feet, making this lake 715
feet above the sea. Within the first southerly sweep and about six miles and
a-half above the estuary, the river is split into two branches, which reunite
about nine miles higher up, but as the northern branch was the one followed
through, the southern one is indicated on the map only at the junctions.

Wahwaskesh Lake stretches due south from the general course of the stream
for about four miles, but contracts about the middle of that distance into
a narrow strait, only a few chains in width at some parts; so that there are two
open expansions, of about equal size. The main river flows into the lake at
its north-eastern extremity, and the course above the junction is about E.S.E.,
for about six miles, to Maple Island, where there is a succession of small lake
expansions; it then becomes almost due east for about four miles, and turns S.
E. by E. for three miles more, reaching a long narrow crooked lake, called
Aamick, or .Beaver Lake, from the presence of beaver in the neighbourhood.
Between Wahwaskesh and Aumick Lakes there are numerous falls and violent
rapids, and the elevation of Aumick above Lake Huron is 320 feet, or 898 feet
above the sea. Above Aumick Lake, the river becomes very sinuous, making
short reaches to the northward, alternating with long ones pointing on the
average about S.E.; with many minor turns and elbows in the narrow and the
still parts, the average of the whole would give a straight course nearly E.S.E.
for twenty-two miles, to a turn on the main river at its most southerly part;
this was found to be in latitude 450 32' 40", where the still water had reached
the elevation of 1084 feet above the level of the sea.

From this point the river turns about N.N.E., and, with the exception of minor
bends, which in some parts are numerous, it maintains that course nearly for
abont six miles. At the end of this distance it reaches a small round lake, and
here we terminated the measurement, finding it impossible to ascend in canoes,
beyond a short distance, by any of the various streams which empty into it.

A. 1"85l.20 Victoria.
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The elevation of the surface of this lake, called Wahzuzke Lake, was calcul-
ated to be 1097 feet above the sea. The main branch above Wahzuzke Lake
falls in on the north side, and its course, as far as we were able to follow it (which
was chiefly done on foot), points upwards in a N.E. direction; it probably keeps
nearly on that course to its source, which is supposed to be within a short dis-
tance of the head waters of the Petewahweh, as shewn on Bouchette's general
map, taken from Mr. William Hawkins' exploration of 1837. From two to three
miles above Wahzuzke Lake, the river was found to be still and deep, exceed.
ingly serpentine and frequently blocked up at the turns by drift timber; but
beyond that distance it became rapid, and was often impeded by beaver works
and drift wood. At the end of about four or five miles, the valley contracts
into a narrow precipitous gorge, and the river, which has dwindled to an insig-
nificant brook, is broken by a succession of falls. The mouth of the main
stream, on Wahzuzke Lake, where our measurement ceased, is in lat. 451, 38'
20" N., long. 79(l 13' 40" W.

The following is a tabular arrangement of the levels of the Meganatawan
river above the sea:

Levels oj tie Meganatawan River.

Total
Distance. Rise. Dist.

Miles. Feet. Miles.

Height of Lake Huron .................
Rise in the estuary of the river, where

the current is very slight, estimated
at 0.05foot per mile,.............
in the river to the first small lake,
viz :-

Rapids, ........ 1-80
Fall,........... 6-65
Fall, .......... 5-26
Fall, .......... 15-20
Intermediate cur-
rent, estimated at
0-50 ft per mile, say 2·00

in the small lake, and above it to
the junction of the south branch,
or fork, the current being scarcely
perceptible, estimated at 0·05 foot
per m ile.........................

- above the fork, where the current
becomes strong, to the foot of a set
of rapids and falls...............

- in a set of violent rapids and falls,
from smooth water below to smooth
water above,..................-

- from the still water above the rapids
and falls, to the still water below
Island Lake, viz

Fall ........... 2*40
Fall .......... 7-72
Fall, .......... 10-60
Intermediate cur-
rent, estimated at
0.50 foot per mile, 0-75

- on the surface of the smooth water
which expands into Island Lake,
to the junction of the main stream
at the head of the lake, estimated
at 0-05 foot per mile..............

Height
above the Sea.

Feet.

578-00 Lake Huron.

6 0-30

609-51 Small Lake.

2 0-10

a 0-80

1¼ 44-81

1½ 21-47

11 0-07 17Î 676·76 Island Lake.

A. 1857
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Total
Distance. Rise. Dist.

Miles. Feet. Miles.

Bise above Island Lake to the upper
fork, viz-

Rapid, ......... 2·00
Falil, .......... 7-59
Intermediate cur-
rent, estimated at
0 -40 foot per mile, 1-60

- on the open expanse of the river
above the upper fork, the current
being very slight, estimated at 0-06
foot per mile, ...................

- in three rapids, from smooth water
at the foot of the lowest to smooth
water at the head of the highest,
viz :-

lst rapid, ...... 3-64
2d rapid, ...... 20-56
3d rapid, ...... 2·00

- above the tbree rapids to the outlet
of Lake Wahwaskesh, estimated at
0-30 foot per mile, ...............

- on the surface of Wahwaskesh Lake,
to the foot of the first fall above
the lake, estimated at 0-05 ft. per
m ile,............................

- from smooth water below to smooth
water above the fall, .............

- from smooth above the fall, to still
water belowMaple Island, viz,-

Fall, .......... 34-20
Rapid, ......... 1·00
Falls and rapid, 21-08
Rapids, ........ 5-42
Intermediate cur-
rent, estimated at
0-50 foot per mile, 2-75

- from still water below Maple Island,
to the foot of a succession of falls
and rapids, viz:-

Four small rapids 10-71
Rapids, ........ 13·09
Fals, .......... 10-71
Intermediate cur-
rent, estimated at
0-50 foot per mile, 2-50

- from smooth water below a succes-
sion of falls and rapids, to smooth
water at their head, with short in-
tervals of smooth water between,. .

- from smooth water above the last
rapids to smooth water above the
falls, at the lower end of Aumick
Lake, viz :

Rapid, ......... 0-7O
Falls, .......... 20-39
Intermediate cur-
rent, estimated at
0-40 footperrmile, 0-70

on the surface of Aurnick Lake,
from the head of the falls to the
entrance of the main stream, esti-
mated at 0·05 foot per mile ........

4 11-19

3j 0-21

11 26-20

li 0-45 284 714.81 Wahwaskesh Lake.

4 0-20

10-06

5î 64-45 37t 789-52 Maple Island.

5 37-01

11 49-95

1 21·19 46 898-27 Aumick Lake.

5 0-28

A. 1857,
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Distance. Rise.
Miles. Feet.

Rise from Aumick Lake to the junction
of Distress River, viz -

Fall, .......... 10-60
Current below
and above the fall,
estimated at 0.35
foot per mile, say 0-97

- from the mouth of Distress River to
the entrance of the main stream
into the Shesheep Lake, the current
being very slight, ................

- from Shesheep Lake to the junction
of a large tributary from the north,
including a set of falls and rapids
about half-a-mile below the tribu-
tary, viz :-

Falls and rapids, 26-73
Current below
and above, esti-
mated at 0-50 ft.
per mile, say ... 6-00

- from the mouth of the tributary, to
the outlet of Doe Lake, viz

Rapids, ........ 4-00
Rapids, ........ 3·16
Intermediate cor-
rent, estimated at
0-50 foot per mile, 2·87

- from the outlet of Doe Lake to the
foot of a set of falls and rapids, viz

1st rapid, ...... 3-60
2d rapid, ...... 20-10
Intermediate cur-
rent, estimated at
0-50 foot per mile, 2.37

- from the smooth water below to the
smooth water above a set of violent
rapids and falls,.................

- from the smooth water above the
last rapids to the exit of a suite of
small lakes, viz.:-

Rapids,........ 16-89
Current, above
and below, esti-
mated at0·50 foot
per mile,....... 2-25

- from exit of suite of small lakes, to
the outlet of Wahzuzke Lake, viz:-

1st rapid, ....... 2·00
2d rapid,....... 8·89
Intermediate cour-
rent, estimated at
0-42 ft. p.mile, say 2·75

- on the surface of Wahzuzke Lake to
the entrance of the main stream,
estimated at 0-05 foot per mile,. ..

Total
Dist.
Miles.

Height
above the Sea.

Feet.

21 1157

51 0·27 60 910-39 Shesheep Lake.

121 32·73

5î 10-03 781 953-15 Doe Lake.

4a 26-07

j 85-27

4j 19-14 88J 1083-63 Small lake.

6j 13-64

1i 0-07 964 1097-34 Wahzuzke Lake.

The tributaries of the 1aganatawan are very nunerous ; several of them
are of considerable size and importance, and are used by the Indians as routes
of communication to various parts of the interior. Those that we ascended are
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severally marked on the map as the Little Falls River, the Neighick, the Dis-
tress, and the Doe Rivers. The Little Falls River joins the main stream on
the iiorth side, about one mile below Maple Island. The upward course of the
stieamîî is nearly due north for about a mile, in which distance there is a
succession of heavy falls; it then opens into a picturesque little lake, about a
mile Mid three-quarters long, by about ten chains broad, lying nearly east and
west, or at right angles to the course of the stream. At the eastern end of this
hie, the creek comes in on the north side, and was followed on an almost
due niorth course for about a mile and three-quarters further; we here reached
the latitude 4511 44' 19".8 N., aud stopped at another set of falls.

The Neighick falls into the main river on the south side of Aumick Lake,
ieair its western end, flowing with a gentle current through a marsh, for about
thirity chainis; above this it openîs into a beautiful lake, bounded on ail sides by
lofly ami pictitresqIte hills, indented by deep marshy bays, and dotted here and
tiiere with small rocky islands. At the southern end of the lake, the stream
comes iii, after having flowed sluggishly through a vast marsh, bounded on each
side by hills. It was followed in an upward course S.S.W. for about three
miiles, aIl thlrough mnarsh, but at that distance the valley becomes narrow, being
not iumcih more than ten or twelve chains wide, and the stream a little farther
u) beigiiis to show somtie rapidity. But at this part we found ourselves obliged
to turii back, in consequence of the iipedinients in the river. From the numer-
ous renaius of hunting and fishing apparatus observed on this stream, it appear-
ed evident that it is mnuch frequented by the Indians; ftom its position it must
be oue of the principal waters followed from Sahwanegah River, where a
tribe is settled, to the trapping grounds in the interior, and to Lake Nipissing.

The Distress River joins on the north side, at the great northern elbow, about
two iîiles and a-half above Aumnick Lake, and about half way between this and
Shîeheep Lake. For many miles of its course it flows sIluggisli ly through marsh
or swamip, in a wide open valley, with low pine-clad iiills on either side.
The generai bearing npwards is from N. by E. to N.N.E. for about seven miles
in a straight line, reaching ithe latitude 4-50 44' 39" N.; here it becomes rapid,
aid, at the time of our visit, was no further accessible for the canoes. During
thei freslets of spring, the stream is used as a communication to and from
Lake Nipissing; the streani which forms the continuation of the route on the
nortiiern side of the water-shed flows into the French River, a short distance be-
low the fhills of the Chaudière.

Doe Lake is connected with the main river by a rapid stream, only about
thirty chains long, which joins on the south side, at a considerable elbow,
in lat. 450 34' 6" N., long. 790 27' W., nearly. The lake is divided into
two open expansions, connected by a narrow strait running transversely to the
general course upwards; this is a little west of south, and the entire length in
a straight line, is a little over five miles. The continuation of the principal
stream comes in at the south-western extremity of the lake, and its upward
course is a little south of west for from two to three miles in a straight line.
In this distance it flows through an immense marsh, and then bending to the
southward, it becomes rapid, and is occasionally broken by falls.

Like other parts of' the country where rocks of the Laurentian age occupy the
surface, the region of the Meganatawan and its tributaries contains much barren
and rocky land, not likely to become of any great agricultural importance; but
there are nevertheless many and extensive tracts, where the indigenous growth
bespeaks a fertile soil, and the contour of the ground offers no serious impedi-
ment to culture and improvement. Pine, both red and white, abounds almost
everywhere; and the facilities for the application of watèr-power to machinery
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are in most parts ample. The entrance to the estuary from Lake Huron, indi-
cates only the nost dreary sterility, but on ascending a few miles, patches of
good land are observable, bearing maple, clm and other hard-wood trees, with
a spinikling of good-sized pille.

Betweei the estuary and Wahwaskesh Lake, flats of good hard-wood land
occur in imlainy parts, and they were especially observed on the great island
formed by the splitting of the river into the two channels which have been
meintioned. South of Maple Island also, mucli of the soil appears to be pro-
ductive. At the north-west end of Aumick Lake, there is an extensive growth
of maple, mixed with other hard-wood trees and good-sized pine, and to this
locality the Indians annually resort to make their supply of maple sugar ; but
the best tract of ail, so fiar as we had an opportuiity of judging, is on the
Doe River, fron three to four miles above Doc Lake, where the land is
tolerably level, and nearly all clothed with hardv- 0 d. This hardwood
country appeared to me to extend northward, nearly ad Lhe way to the main
river; but over the southern expansion of Doe Lake the hills are elevated and
abrupt, and consequently less accessible than the rest of the area for the pur-

poses of cultivation.
Tracts of hardwood land extend still higlher up the main streai than Doe

River, and inaple groves were by no meanls unconunon, so far as we followed
its course. Above Wahzuzke Lake, there is a sugar bush, which appears to
have been long a resort of the Indians, for the double purpose of trapping during
the winter moiths, and making a supply of sugar to return with to their homes
in the spring.

The greatest drawback to the settlement of the Meganatawan is its natural
inaccessibility, and in this respect it contrasts very unfavorably with the Muskoka
described iii last year's Report. After leaving the estuary, the river is frequently
broken by long furious rapids, which at certain seasons are far too shallow to
admit of being safely run downwards, and this necessarily involves long, tedious
and often difficult portages, both ascending and descending. The Muskoka, on
the otier hand, rises by a repetition of heavy vertical or nearly vertical falls,
which are easily obviated by portages not often exceeding a few chains. As
in the early stages of settlement the course of the river is the route that would
natuirally be resorted to for interconmunication, it is to be feared that such
serious obstacles will stand greatly in the way of the improvement that much of
the country in the valley ofthe Meganatawan is susceptible of receiving.

Ainong the wild animals belonging to the region, deer appear to be in great
abundance; while bears, beavers, otters and other smaller animals hunted for
their tr, are still in considerable quantity. The waters abound in fish of vari-
ous species; brook or speckled trout, black and yellow bass, pickerel or pike,
are to be found at one part or another, but the first of these appear to be peculiar
to the higher portions of the main river and its tributaries.

Lake Nipissing.

The survey of Lake Nipissing was commenced at the point where the mea-
surement of the French River ceased in the autumn of 1847, and was carried
along the south coast to the eastern extremity of the lake, where it was joined
with your survey from the Mattawa of 1845. Thence the northern coast was
followed to the north-west angle of the lake, where we found ourselves compel
led to abandon further measurement, the season, at the time we reached the
place, being very far advanced, and the weather having become extremely
inclement.
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Longitudinally the great body of the lake lies as nearly as possible due east
and west; the eastern end is open and exposed, having only two groups of islands
near the middle, while the western extremity is completely filled with islands,
so that it is scarcely possible to distinguish them from the main land, without
following the coast. Entering the lake from the French River, the nearest points
on the north and south sides are only seven miles apart; but opening into deep
bays further east, the lake expands to the breadth of twelve miles or upwards,
and from the heads of the principal bays opposite to one another, measures eight-
een miles.

The total length of our measured distance from east to west, or rather from the
head of the sotLth-east bay to the head of the north-west bay, was forty-one
miles. The màst southern part of the lake at the east end is in lat. 460 7 45"
N., at the head of a long bay filled with (islands, into which an important
stream falls, described hereafter; the most northern, where another large
tributary falls into a wide open bay, reaches lat. 460 22' 32" N.; the eastern
extremity is in longitude, by account, 790 26'W.; and the western in 800 16'W.,
neatrly.

The principal streams crossed on our survey, -which fall into Lake Nipissing
are the Nahmanitigong, or Red Chalk River, the South River, the Little
Mattawa or the Vases River, the Silver River, the Sturgeon River, and the
strean falling in at the north-west angle, where we ceased our measurement.
The first of these falls into the south-east bay; the next into the eastern bay;
the Vases, at the east end of the lake, north of the east bay; Silver River, into
the great north bay; the Sturgeon River, on the north side, almost directly north
ftoin the outlet of the French River; and the last, as before stated, at the north-
west angle.

The south coast of Lake Nipissing, at the eastern end, is bold and exposed,
the land rocky and barren, bearing chiefly a scanty growth of dwarf evergreens,
aniong which there is a small scrubby tree, called by those familiar with the
country bastard spruce, being the same plant which I have erroneously termed
pitch pine in former Reports. This tree, in every instance where I have
hitherto seen it, seems to select the very poorest spots of soil for its growth
or to cling by its tough and tenacious roots to the rents and seams of the naked
rock.

The greater part of the north and east coasts is very low, descending to the
water's edge in broad and low sand beaches; these, shelving out far into the
lake, at a very small slope, render the approach to the shore, especially during
westerly winds, a matter of considerable difficulty, even for small bark canoes;
and as the mouths of the rivers and brooks, which are frequently deep, a short
distance back from the lake, are sometimes crossed by a broad bar of quick sand,
some trouble is likewise experienced in following the beach on foot. West
from the great north bay, where the Silver River comes in, the coast becomes
more irregular, giving a deeply indented outline of alternating sharp rocky
p oints and low sandy bays, while islands and small rocky islets stud the
ake along the shore. The mouth of the Sturgeon River is an enormous marsh,

and many extensive marshes occur at the heads of the principal bays, thence
to the westward.

There are several Indian habitations on Lake Nipissing, all of which
are on the north and east sides, and a Hudson's Bay Company's post is
established on the Sturgeon River, about two miles above the entrance. At
each of the inhabited places a small amount of cultivation has been attempted,
which, judging from the samples of potatoes I saw, has not been altogether
unsuccessful. The soil is for the most part light and sandy, but much of it of
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good quality, yielding good-sized hard-wood trees, mixed with pine. The high
freshets of spring, according to Mi. Sauvé, the master of the post at Sturgeou
River, are the niost serious obstacles to cultivation, as it is iot unfïequent at
that ime of the year, to have the water rising over the lower sills of his
house, at least ten feet above the level of the river prevailing at the time we
saw it in the end of October.

Crauberries are a gre;at source of revenue to the Indians of Lake Nipissing;
these growing iii ahnoist incredible quantities ii the great tracts of marsi
which surround the hike, are gatliered during the fall of the year, and sold
in barrels to the various traders of Lake Huron, nany of whom cone pur-
posely to procre thei. This large supply of cranberries, together with firs
of ail kinds, and birichbark caioes which aie acknowledged to be the very
best of their kind, both in build and material, is brouglit froin Lake Nipimsing
to Lake Hiuron, and appears to have given to Iudian craft i] ihat remuote region
an impetus not often seen elsewhiere. The people are for the most part tole-
rably cleanly, healthy, and thriving ; anid wlat is as good a mark as any,
especially amiongst Ilians, they seemîî in generl to be occupied. Their little
huts are tidy and orderly, and have an air of comnfert about then which I
scarcely have witnessed anongst liuliias anywiere else.

A group of islands called the Maiitous, lyiing out near the middle of the lake,
towards its east end, appear to contain some good haidwood land ; and on
thein, I was infoimed, the ILidians annîuîua] y imlake a considerable quuautity of
maple sugar. Tliey also procure linestone froin these islands for the purpose of
building and makiing mortar.

Sugar is manufactured also on Iron Islait, which lies about id-way between
Dukis' Point, oe of' the LIdian settlements at the western extrem;ity of the
great north bay, and the Frenchi River'. Ou Iron Island ther-e are patches of
good soil, although much of it is cousiderably encumbered with bouliders.

The course of the Nalhmanitiguong or Red Clalk River, ascending froin the
south-east bay, is about S. E. by E. for about tiree miles ; then presenting a
set of falls, and making a short souitheily bend, the general direction bears
upwa.rds nearly dite east, for froi six to seven miles; it then turnis soi therly,
and keeps a iiearly due south general course for about twelve imiles in a straiglht
hle, muaking numinerous and complicated u er in the distance, which reaclies
lat. 450 56' 41" N., where we stopped the exploratiion.

In the easterly bearing or lower part of the strean, there are nine sets of
falls and rapids, giving a total rise, including an allowance of 0-50 foot per mile
for current, of 135-07 feet above Lake Nipissing ; in the southerly bearing
part there are seventeen sets, great and small, which with the saine allowance
for current amount to 292-42 feet more ; placing the bighest part reached at
an elevation of 427-49 feet above Lake Nipissing, or 1074-49 feet above the
level of the sea. The tributaries of this river are mostly small, the volume
of water on the main streamu, where it is still, seeming scarcely to diminish at
al], as far as it was followed. Between the various falls and rapids, the
river is still and deep, and broad flats of good land extend on either side. The
hills which bound the valley are f-equently several miles apart, and bear a
large proportion of hardwood trees, mixed with pine.
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The following is a tabular view of the rise on the Nahmanitigong River:-

Leves of the Nahnanitigong River above the Sea.
Total

Distance. Rise. Dist. above
Miles. Feet. Miles.

Hleight of Lake Nipissing,...........
Rise from the junction with Lake Nipis-

sing to the smooth water below the
lowcst fall, estimated at 0-50 foot
per m ile, ....................... 3·55

-- from the smooth water below to the
sniooth water above the fall, ...... 0.01
in smooth current above the fall,... 1·40
in a rapid from smooth water be-
low to smooth water above,....... 0-74
in current estimated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, .. ,........................ 0-40

-- in a fall from smooth water below
to smooth water above,........... 0.05
in current above, estinated at 0-50
foot per mile,.......... ........ 0-40
in a fall from smooth water below to
smooth water above,............. 0-11
in current, estimated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 0·51

- in a rapid from smooth water below
to smooth water above,........... 0-05
in current estimatcd at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 0-30

-- in a. rapid from smooth water below
to smooth watcr above,........... 0-04
in current estimated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, .. '........................ 0-40
in a rapid from smooth water below
to smnooth water above, .......... 0-10
in a rapid above the last, from
sumooth water below to smooth
water above,................... 0-10

- in current, estinated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 0 24

- in a rapid from smooth water below
to smooth water above,............ 0-10

-- in current, estimated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 2-54

- in current and two small rapids:
lst rapid, 0-50
Current in
3-65 miles, 1-83
2nd rapid, 0-70

3.69
- in current estimated at the rate of

0'50 foot per mile, say ............ 0-20
- in a rapid fron smooth water below

rapid to smooth water above fall:
Rapid,.... 0-30
Fall,..... 27.59

- in current, estimated at 0-50 ft. per
mile,......................... 1.95

- in fall and rapids from smooth water
below to smooth water above,..... 0-10

- in current estimated at 0-50 ft. per
mile, say ..................... 0-70

- in a fall from smooth water below
to smooth water above,........... 0.01

-- in current estimated at 0-50 ft. per
mile, ................... ....... 210

6

1-78

7-59
0-75

27-78

0+20

43·62

0·20

3503

0·26

2-50

0-18

1-50

0'20

7-58

2-50

0·13

2·00

1-27
11-04 - 135·07 11'04 782-07 Great Elbow.

3·03

0'12

0-12 27-89

0.98

22-61

0-36

18-30

l'05
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eight
the Sea.

Feet.
47-00 Lake Nipissing.
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Distance. Rise.
Miles. Feet.

Rise in faiTs and rapids from smooth
water below to smooth water above, 0-12

- in current estimated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 0·63

- in falis and rapids from smooth
water below to smooth water above, 0·50

- in current, estimated at 0-50 ft. per
mile, say ................... : .. . 1.40

- in a fall from smooth water below
to smooth water above,.......... 0-40

- in current estimated at 0·50 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 1-88

- in a rapid from snooth water below 7
to smooth water above,........... O'07

- in current, estimated at 0·50 ft. per
m ile, ...... ................... 0-31

- in falls from snooth water below to
smooth water above, ............. 0·05

- in current estimated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 0-24

- in rapid from smooth water below
to smooth water above,........... 0·17

- in current, estimated at 0.50 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 0-43

- in fall anid rapid from smooth water
below to snooth water above, ..... 0-40

- in current, estimated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, say....................... 1-17

- in a rapid from smooth water be-
low to smooth water above,....... 0-04

- in current, estimated at 0-50 ft. per
m ile, say ........................ 0-14

- in a fall from smootlh water below
to smooth water above,........... 0-10

- in current, estimated at 0-50 ft. per
mile, ......................... 2.43

- in succession of rapids and falls
from sniooth water below to smooth
water above, .................... 0-30

- in current above falls, where the
measurement terminates along the
course of the stream, which is very
sinuous, and frequentlyjammed with
drift wood,...................... 4-16

-- in succession of falls, from smooth
water below to smooth water above, 0-20

6-76
8.99 -

0·32

0-75

8.81

0-94

1·50

0-16

23-33

0 12

7.00

0-22

43-79

0-59

1.00

0.08

8-80

1-22

Total
Dist.
Miles.

Height
above the Sea.

Feet.

81-10 20-03 863·17

65-18

2·08

30-52
15-02 - 211·32 35-05 1074·49 Lat. 450 56' 41"

North.

The South River, which fails into the east bay by a fine cascade about thirty
feet high, was ascenided only a few hundred yards. Above the falls it is
still and deep, carrying a breadth of about a chain.

The Vases, or Little Mattawa, called so as being the direct route to the branch
of the Ottawa called the-Mattawa, was ascended to the first portage, about three
miles up the stream ; but as it has already been described in your report of 1845,
further mention of it here is perhaps unnecessary.

The Silver River falls into the great north bay with a tolerably swift current,
and with a breadth at the exit of upwards of three chains. It contracts a little,
way up, and the course ascending is nearly due north for from a mile and a-half
to two miles, where there are falls. I was informed by the Indians that above
the falls it turns easterly, and at no great distance opens out again into .a
series of lakes, fed by a multitude of small brooks, none of which are navigable

A. 1857.
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for any considerable distance. There is said to be a portage to the lakes from
the Indian village at the east point of the great north bay.

The Sturgeon is a very large river; at the Hudson's Bay post, where the
carrent is very perceptible, the breadth is upwards of four chains, and there
is a large body of water. It is said to proceed friom Lake Temagar 1ng,
about half-a degree of latitude due north from the post, and to be very rapid
and difficult to navigate. It is used however as a route by the Hudson's Bay
Company between Lake Nipissing and Lake Temiscamang, and is the most direct
means of communication with the upper Ottawa on the route to Iludson's Bay.

The stream at the head of the north-west bay was not followed; it comes
into the lake over a fall, above which there is a scarcely perceptible current,
having a breadtb of from twenty-five to thirty feet, the course bearing away
to the westward.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORMATIONS.

Laurenuian &eries.

With the exception of a few small outlying patches of' Lower Silurian strata on
the islands of Lake Nipissing, the Laurentian series occupies the entire surface of
the region explored during the season. The rocks of the lower part of the
valley of the Maganatawan, below Wahwaskesh Lake, are fine-grained grey or
reddish gneiss, with occasional layers of whitish quartzite and mica slate ; the
strike is for the most part at right angles to the course of the river, the dip
varying from a little north of east to south-east. In some parts, the gneiss holds
small pink and brownish garnets, and these were particularly observed at the
falls below Island Lake, about half-way between the estuary and Wahwaskesh
Lake. At the second falls above Wahwaskesh Lake, tihere are beds of greenish
gneiss, apparently pyroxenic, interstratified with beds of red and grey gneiss, and
with mica slate.

At Maple Island bands of white crystalline limestone occur, separated
by gneissoid beds, soine of which hold pyroxene giving them a green co-
lour, with numerous small pink garnets. The run of the calcareous bands is
nearly due north and south, with an easterly dip at a very high angle or occa-
sionally vertical. They were traced to the southward,-for about a mile and
a-half from the main river, where the rock becomes concealed by dense
vegetation; and to the northward they were found on the Little Falls River,
coming out in large volume at the highest set of falls that we visited, a little
over two miles due north from the most northerly point of Maple Island.

At the south end of Neighick Lake, the gneiss is very much shattered,
and is penetrated by large veins of a very coarse-grained aggregate of quartz
and feldspar. There are portions of a rock also at the south end of the
same lake, of a mottled dark bottle-green and white, the constituents being
chiefly dark green pyroxene and white quartz, sprinkled occasionally with
sinall pink garnets. The rocks seen on the Distress River, where the rapids
begin, appear to dip south-westerly, but on the main river, a short distance
above the junction of the same stream, where the strata are very regular,
it is N. 700 W. <300. About three miles higher up the main river, on She-
sheep Lake, where bold and nearly vertical cliffs rise on the south side, the
strata seem to dip to the south-west.

At Doe Lake, the strata are very much disturbed, and shew frequent folds
and contortions, but the general run of the ridges and strike of the strata tend
east and west. The rock at the strait, which is micaceous and very fine
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grained, shews a dip S. 80 E. <33'. Veins conposed of quartz and feldspar
are of frequent occurrence; sone are of large size and very coarse grained,
and they run for the most part parallel, or nearly so, with the strike of the
rocks.

Above the junction of Doe River the rocks at the rapids were usually more or
less garnetiferous, and presented soutlierly aind easterly dips. At Wahzuzke Lake
the dip was sometimes a littie to the west, at others a little to the east of
south; but the general trend of tle hills and ridges being nearly N. E. and
S.W., it is possible the strike of the strata corresponds, and that the average
dip is S.E.

On the south coast of Lake Nipissiug, between the French River and the
Nahmani tigong, the gneiss, which is usually of a red color, dips southerly, often
at an augle under fifteen degrees ; while further in the irterior, as seen on the
banks of' the upper reaches of the Nahmnanitigong, where the rock is ainost
invariably garnetifbrous, it is nearly flat, and that attitude appears to be more
or less maintained, as higl up that rivetr as our survey extended.

The gneiss of the south-cast coast, between Namlnanitigong and South Rivers,
is everywhere highly distu rbed, being intersected in all directions by intrusions
of trap, and frequently cut by quartzose or feldspathic veins. On the islands
in tic castern bay, crystallinie linestoie oceurs ; it also is very much disturbed
by trap, and it lies in suc confuîsion tuat the bedding cannot readily be dis-
tniguislhed. The general run appears to be about E.S.E, aud W.N.W., but the
dip could iot be determined with anîîy degee of' satisfactioii. Thc character of
the trap is various; it occurs sometines as a very fine grained greenstone;
at others, it is of a jaspery texture and a red or pinkish color, au it occasion-
ally assumes a concretionary fori, preseitinug dark green pyroxene in a calca-
reousmatrix, witl Large scales of' bliack mica and iron pyrites irregiularly disseimi-
nated through the mass. Patches an(I smîall masses holding grains and specks
of magnetic iron ore were found botli iii th gneiss and in the tAp.

Wihere the rock comnes out at fle points on the -astern shore, it usuailly
exhibits finely laminlated layer's of deep red and dark grey gneiss, the general run
of which tends towards N.W. ad S. E. dippinlg nortlierly, but making several
undulations. The north and north-east sides of' the most western of the Manitou
Islands shew great disturbance, and display imasses of trap mixed up with and
penetrating the gneiss. At Irou Island, crystalliuîe linestone occurs, interstra-
tified with, and cut across by trap. the general strike of tie beds being very nearly
W.N.W. and E.S.E. with a dip to the northward. On the north side of Iron Is-
land, apparently overlying the great mass of crystalline limestone, the strata are
mostly of a red or green rock, weathering black, alternating with pale red jas-
pery trap and thin white calcareous beds or veins, all of which are cut across,
nearly at right angles, by trap. Beds or intrusions of trap, assuming the con-
cretionary character alse occur here.

Smnall masses of specular iron ore are common to most of the rock in the
island, and in the crystalline limestone there is a very great display of it. For
a breadth of about forty yards along the cliff on the east side, the rock holds
masses of the ore of various sizes, sometimes running in strings of an inch thick'
or upwards, and at other times accumulating in huge lumps some of which pro-
bably weigh over half-a-ton. The beach near the outcrop is strewed with masses
of all sizes, from great boulders, weighing several hundred pounds, to small
rounded pebbles, not bigger than marbles. The limestone with which the iron
ore is associated is frequently cavernous, and the crevices and smaller fissures
are thickly lined with crystals of blue fluor-spar and red sulphate of barytes or
cockscomb-spar.
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Crystalline limestone crops out on the opposite or west side of the island,
and j udging by the strike of the north-side, it rnust co-respond with that holding
the iron ore on the east. The same minerals were found disseminated through
the rock and strewed upon the beach. At the extreme south-west point of
the island the rock is again crystalline limestone, and a long beach running out
from it to, the westward, is perfectly covered with boulders of specular iron
ore. Iron ore occurs also at the south-east point of the island, although not in
such great abundance, and only in detached masses strewed upon the beach.

On the north shore, from Dukis' Point westward, and on the islands off that
part of the coast, the gneiss is mostly of a red color, and contains magnetic iron
ore in patches and snall masses, sometimes thickly disseminated both in the strata
and the veins cutting them. A very fine-grained dark blue slate was seenalso,
in large loose irregular blocks along the south shore of the north-west bay,
which appeared to be of a character rendering it fit for whet stones. The strike
of the gneiss at the north-west indentation of the lake corresponds with that
of Iron Island, being nearly W. N. W. and E. S. E., with a dip at a high angle to
the northward.

Fossiliferous Rocks.

A small exposure of fossiliferous strata was found in the most western island of
the Manitou Group, resting unconforrnably on the gneiss and trap, which consti-
tite the larger portion of the island; the section, which is not over six feet thick
altogether, is based upon a bed of silicious limestone holding Orthoceras, with a
few other obscure fossils and small angular fragments of the altered rock on which
it rests. Over the silicious bed are alternations of blue and grey limestone and
sliale, holding numerous fossils, among which are orthoceratites and shells both
univalve and bivalve, but all too obscurely defined to admit of correct identifica-
tion ; the orthoceratites, which are very numerous in all the beds, strongly resem-
ble the Ornocerastenuf/ilrn of Hall, given by that author as a characteristic species
of the Black River formation. These beds occur on the south west end of the
island, and shew a gentle dip to the S. W.

On the west side of Iron Island, beds of red and grey sandstone rest unconfor-
mably on gneiss and crystalline limestone, dipping at the north end of the ex-
posure, S. 300 W. <40, and at the south end S. 750 W. <30 to 50. The lowest
beds of the sandstoûe are red, with small round green spots occasionally
dotted over the surface; the sandstones are coarse grained and the beds vary
ii thickness from six inches to twõ feet. The upper beds are yellowish-grey
and sometimes whitish, and occasionally appear to be slightly calcareous; they
are mostly of coarse grain, at tinies becoming a fine conglomerate. Small sub-
spherical concretions are common to the upper beds, and on one occasion an
impression resembling the obscure cast of an orthoceratite was observed
on an exposed surface. Sonie of the beds are probably well adapted for grind-
8tonîes.

The greatest thickness exposed on the beach is fron ten to twelve feet, but
the side of the hill facing the west, which was about seventy feet or upwards
over the level of the lake, is chiefly of sandstone, some of which may be additional
strata. Large angular masses of fossiliferous limestone are strewed on the beach,
having been renoved apparently no great distance from their parent beds; they
probably occupy a portion of the bottom of the lake. The character of the
fossils in those masses appeared to be of the Chazy age.

A. 1S57.
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Drft.

Stratifiéd clay was found on the banks of the Meganatawan at several parts,
the highest well exposed section being above the second long rapids, east of
Doe Lake. The color of the clay is a brownish-drab ; it is very tenacious
and gives no effervescence with acids. The highest exposure of clay on the
Meganatawan was calculated to be a little upwards of a thousand feet
above the level of the sea.

A fine strongly tenacious clay occurs on the Nahmanitigong, near the main
elbow, where the upward course of the river turns to the south; the colour of
the acly is chiefly a pale drab or buff, but bands of reddish clay are interstrati-
fied, and some of pale blue overlie the whole. Associated with the drab colour-
ed clay are numerous small sub-spherical calcareous concretions, which were
suspected to be formed round a nucleus of sonething organic, but no remains
were detected. The clay enclosing the concretions appeared to be purely
argillaceous, and gave no effervesence with an acid. The section was estimated
to bo 710 feet above the level of the sea. The clays of the interior are usually
overlaid by a deposit of coarse yellow sand.

Among the boulders on Lake Nipissing, many were observed to be of a slate
conglomerate, and they were frequently of very great size; in their aspect and
general cbaracter these have a very strong resemblance to the slate conglomerate
of the Huronian series, from which in all probability, they are derived.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

ALEX. MURRAY,
JAssistant Provincial Geologist.

REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1855,

OF

ALEXANDER MURRAY, ESq., ASSISTANT PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST,

ADDRESSED TO

SIR WILLIAM E. LOGAN, PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST.

WOODSTOCK, 1st Marchi, 1856.
SIR,

Previous to your departure as one of the special commissioners
representing Canada at the Great Industrial Exhibition of Paris, you were
pleased to suggest that I should again visit certain districts of the western portion
of the Province, hitherto only partially examined, to trace out the boun-
daries of the several geological formations, in as minute detail as circumstances
would permit.

7o
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In accordance with this suggestion, after having visited a few parts east of
Toronto to examine certain sections of rock strata which I had not previously
seen, near the junction of the Trenton limestone with the Utica siate, I proceed-
ed to make an excursion through portions of the Huron and Western Districts,
accompanied by Professor James Hall, of New-York, whose intimate knowledge
of the palontology and mineral character of the corresponding strata in the
neighboring state was of the greatest assistance in the examination, and enabled
us definitely to determine the geological age of the highest of the ancient rocks
of Western Canada.

Upon my return from this excursion, I made preparations for another
expedition to Lake Nipissing, in order to complete the survey of that hake,
commenced the previous season. Having furnished myself with the necessary
supplies at Toronto, I procceded to Shi-bah-ah-nah-ning on the north shore
of Lake Huron, where I had already bespoken a party of Indians to meet
me. There being no established mode of conveyance at the time, I was about
to cross Lake Huron to Shi-bah-ah-nah-ning, I was spared much time and
inconvenience through the kind assistance of the Honble. Mr. Killaly, who
directed that the Iroquois yacht, then employed by Mr. Robinson, the engineer
in charge of the construction of light houses, should be put at niy disposal
to take me to my destination, which was done accôrdingly.

The survey of Lake Nipissing was cominenced at its outlet into the French
River, above the Chaudière Falls, and thence carried around the west coast,
closely following all the sinuosities, to the point at the north-west extremity,
where the measurement terminated in 18-54; it embraced at the same time as
much as possible within that distance, all the larger islands and prominent
topographical features which characterize the borders of the lake. Finally,
after ascending a large tributary of the French River, of which a sketch was
taken, the season's work was terminated by making a measurement of the eastern
outlet of the French River into Lake Huron.

FOSSILIFEROUS ROCKS OF WESTERN CANADA.

Trenton Limestone and Utica State.

The geological features of the western country, as described in former Reports,
although generally correc4 , still require a certain amount of modification, where
the detail has not hitherto been minutely followed out. A section occurs near
the shore of Lake Ontario, about a mile south of the village of Oshawa, in the
township of Whitby, by the road leading to Oshawa harbour, in which are
displayed black bituminous shales holding Triarthus Beckii, Orthoceras, and
other characteristic fossils of the Utica slates; the dip of the shales is nearly N.

5O., and passing below them there are beds of blue limestone, with the fossils
peculiar to the Trenton formation.

Again, in the quarry recently opened for building material by the Grand
Trunk Railroad contractor, at Bowmanville, the upper beds of limestone are
overlaid by similar black shales, with the saine Utica slate fossils, shewing
a strike between the two places nearly north-east and south-west, with a north-
westerly dip. As the general run of the formations between Georgian Bay
and Lake Ontario is froin north-west to south-east, at nearly a right angle to the
strike òf the exposures just mentioned, with a contrary dip, it is clear that an
undulation occurs, forining a snall synclinal to the north of these, the oppo-
site and southward-dipping side of which is probably near the elevated ridge,
south of Scugog Lake. As frequently remarked in previous Reports, however,
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the enormous accumulation of drift which here conceals the older rocks,
renders it impossible to follow the outcrops with more than a fair approximation
to the reality.

I-Iwniton and Portage and Chemung Groups.

In my Reports of 1848-49, and 1850-51, the black bituminous shales which
were observed at Kettle Point, on Lake Huron, and at the flour mills, on
the Sydenham River, are described under the head of the Hamilton formation.
The shales in those instances are either altogether destitute of organie remains,
or hold only forrns of plants and obscure shells of species not then described, and
being in cach case inmiediately underlaid by beds of limestone, in which
Spiri/er mnucronatus and other characteristic fossils of the Hamilton group are
abundant, it was inferred that the shales belonged to the group. Mr. Hall,
however, on seeing the section at Kettle Point, expressed it as his opinion that
the rocks were the lowest measures of the Portage and Chemung group, and
this opinion was farther confirmed by our subsequently finding a nearly complete
section of the Hamilton group on the banks of some of the tributaries of the
River Sable, (south) shortly afterwards, on the twenty-fifth lot of the third
range of Bosanquet. On the banks of a small tributary of the Sable, the fol-
lowing section was measured-in ascending order:-

feet.
1. A slope or talus over the stream ..................... .............................. 25
2. Grey calcareous shales vith Spirifer mucronalus and numerous fossils................... 4
3. Bed of compact encrinal limestone ............... ....... ......................... 2
4. Soft shales, thinly laminatcd next the limestone, filled with fossils, among which CQstiphyllum

cylindricuin (Hall's Rep. 4th Dist. N. Y.) is very abundant ; the upper part decomposes
into a clay, and fossil.s are foond in the decomposed edges....................... 20

5. Decomposed shale or clay, not well exposed ........ ................................. 80
6. Grey encrinal limestone, weathering into small lenticular fragments, and holding bivalve

shells, corals and encrinites ..................................................... 2

133

At Jones' mill, on the third lot, south boundary of Bosanquet, on the bank
of a small tributary of the Sable, another section is exposed, which in ascen-
ding order, is as follows:-

FEET.

1. Brownish grey-weathering shales; holding Spirifer inucronatus in great abundance, and a
few other bivalves and corais ................ ................................... 25

2. Encrinal lim estone ........................... ................................... 2
3. Decomposing shale, with Cystipltyllum, .................. ......................... 3

30

At Austini's mill, on the fourth lot of the first range of Bosanquet, on another
smnall creek, there is a corresponding section, wher'e the encrinal limestone which
forms the uppernost layers of the exposed strata, is about five feet tliick. Be-
lov the encrinal limestone, the shales are claracterized as at the other places by
a profusion of Spirlr nucronaus ; and in the bed of the creek at a level probably
about fifty or sixty fet lower than the upper limestone bed, there is a baud of
hard and compact arenaceous iinestone, about seven inches thick, underlaid by
black shales holding Atrypa, Lepetna aud Ch1onees.

The overlying bituminous shales of the Portage and Cheming group were
found at two localities not observed previously; one in the bed of a strean sup-
posed to the north branch of' Bear Creek, near Kingston's nills, on the seventh

72
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lot of the third range of Warwick; and the other at Branon's mills, on the
twentieth lot of the seventh range of Brooke, in the bed of the east branch
of Bear Creek. In each of these instances the shales are characterized by sphe-
rical concretionary calcareous nodules and masses, as at Kettle Point; but
with the exception of some rather obscure scales of fish, which were found
at the exposure in Warwick, no fossils were discovered at either place. The
debris of the Hamilton shales with Spirifer mucronatus, Atrrypa and corals, were
found abundantly among the drift; and large masses of the encrinal limestone
lay at the. bottom of the creeks, and in the surounding country.

In my Report of 1848-49, the clays of the township of Plymton, on the
shore of Lake Huron, are described under the head of Drift, and the fossils in
the limestone pebbles are represented as those peculiar to the Corniferous for-
niation; a comparison of the Plympton fossils with the collection of the present
year however tends to shew that the clays and organic remains in the limestone
are derived from the ruins of the decomposing shale of the Hamilton group,
while the pebbles of quartz, granite, and altered rocks, are portions of the lake
drift. It appears highly probable that a large portion of the clay country in the
neighbourhood of Chatham, and at the mouth of the Thames, takes its argilla-
ceous character from the same source, and that the limestone formerly mentioned,
but not yet examined, which occurs in Harwich, belongs to one of the beds of
encrinal limestone of the Hamilton formation.

The result of the evidence thus obtained leads to the conclusion that the trough
or belt of the Hamilton formation, running across the peninsula, is considerably
broader than previously represented, and that it contains near its centre, one
and probably two out-lying patches of the superior formation; because if it
be admitted (which is most probably the case) that the asphaltic deposits and the
petroleum springs of Bear Creek in Enniskillen on the one hand, and the petro-
leum springs of the Thames in Mosa on the other, take their origin from the
bituminous shales of the Portage and Chemung group, the lower formation
protrudes through, and probably divides the shales at Smith's mills, on the
Sydenham River, in the township of Euphemia, as described in my Report of
1850-51, where the prevailing fossil is Spirifr mucronatus, which at the time I
wrote that Report, I supposed to be identical with a very similar species, pe-
culiar to the Corniferous limestone.

The absence of exposures of the older strata, in consequence of the great
thickness of the drift deposits through the western region, renders it very diffi-
cult to give a perfectly accurate outline of the various boundaries of the
formations; judging however from the facts above stated, together with others
previously mentioned in other Reports, it is probable that the eastern outcrop
of the Hamilton formation commences on Lake Huron, near the town line,
between Stephen and Hay, and then runs southerly, parallel to the Sable River,
through McGillivray, Williams, Adelaide and Caradoc; thence bending easterly,
it crosses the Thames near Munsey Town, and afterwards holds an easterly
course towards Long Point, parallel with Lake Erie. The western outcrop
may be supposed also, from data given in former Reports respecting the distri-
bution of the Corniferous limestone, to run across from Lake St. Clair, some-
where near the mouth of the Thames, through East Tilbury and Raleigh,
towards the Rondeau on Lake Erie.

Dryf.

It was frequently remarked in our progress through the townships between
Woodstock and Goderich, that large angular unworn masses of sandstone, unlike
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in general mineral character to any recognized strata belonging to the western
region, and destitute of organic remains, were strewed over the surface of the
ground, or deposited in the superficial drift. In a few instances, particularly in
the neighîbourihood of the town of Stratford, some obscure markings resembling
Scolithus were observed in a rather finely granular sandstone, but this was the
only resemblance to anything connected with organie forms perceived in any of
the sandstone masses. Occasionally the masses were hard, compact and quart-
zose, but more frequently granular, sometimes coarsely so, approaching a con-
glomerate, and sometimes they were considerably calcareous.

In some instances these masses are so large as to have led to the belief that
they constituted a part of the solid strata, and they have been quarried as
sucli for building purposes. This was particularly the case on the farn of Mr.
Alexander Gardner, on the twenty-third lot of the seventh range of Goderich,
where it was represented to me that there was a fine quarry of freestone opened
and being worked. On examining the spot indicated, the quarry proved to be
an accumulation of large angular masses of a grey calcareous coarse grained
sandstone, holding rounded pebbles of trap and limestone, and a few very small
ones of red jasper. The sandstone was imbedded in a bank of brownish Clay;
beneath which a band of yellow clay was seen to pass, well exposed at the
botton of a little rivulet immediately below the opening. The bank cou-
taining thei masses runs about north-east and south-west, facing north-west;
and the masses themsclves point a little wetsward of north-west. The size of the
largest masses could not be ascerta.ined,.as they were deeply imbedded in the
Clay; but the thickness of one stratum was about three feet, and the edges were
exposed along the run of the bank for some twenty or thirty feet.

Siiîilar masses have frequently been observed at several parts of the county of
Oxford, and, unlike the drifted metamorphic boulders with which they are asso-
ciated, they invariably shew sharp unworn edges, as if transported from no
very remote locality. Whether these sandstone masses are debris of a higher
or lower formation thian the Corniferous limestone on which they rest, is very
difficult if not impossible to determine; but the probability seems to be that they
are derived either from the sandstone of the Portage and Chemung group, which
has a wide spread in the State of Michigan, or from the representative of the
Oriskany sandstone, which is recognizable in some parts of Canada.

The occurrence of a band of quartzose sandstone between the gypsiferous
rocks and the Cornif'erous limestone, in the township of Cayuga, on the Grand
River, is mentioned in ny Report for 1843-44; this sandstoue, from its position,
may be assumed as corresponding to the Oriskany sandstone of New York, and
it seems highly probable that it is from portions of the continuation of this band
that the masses take their origin. It is true that the mineral character of the
exposure at Cayuga is different from that usual in the masses of the drift, but
all the evidence tends to show that the drift has proceeded from north-west to
south-east, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the mineral character of
the band may have materially changed in its course from Lake Erie to Lake
Huron, and that at the latter place it nay have given origin to this remarkable
portion of the drift. The close proximity of a portion of the upper members
of the Onandaga salt group at Goderich to the niasses of sandstone upon Gard-
ner's farn, is likewise in favor of the assumption that the latter took their
origin from the stratigraphical position indicated, and the fact that a large
portion of the smaller drift over the whole region is the debris of the gypsiferous
rocks, would be a farther support to this view.

The course of the currents which have borne along this drift appears to be
indicated not only by the character of the material deposited, as. clay, gravel, or
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boulders, but by the bearing of the ice-grooves and scratches upon the smooth
surface of the solid rock. The pebbles and boulders of metamorphic rocks
which abound in the gravel and clay deposits, and are numerously scattered
over the surface, are clearly derived from the Laurentian and Huronian for-
mations on the north shore of Lake Huron; while the fossils and mineral
character of the limestone pebbles, which constitute the greater part of the
gravel, are as evidently those of the gypsiferous or corniferous limestones.
In several parts, where the solid strata are exposed, and particularly in the
vicinity of St. Mary in the township of Blanchard, on the Thames, the upper
surface of the highest bed of limestone is smoothly polished, and being stained
irregularly with red and yellow, with occasional lines of white, it assumes the
appearance in many parts of variegated marble; this surface is invariably mark-
ed by grooves and scratches, all bearing northwest and southeast nearly.

EXPLORATION OF LAKE NIPISSING AND THE FRENCH RIVER.

GEOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Lake Nipissing.

Above the Chaudière Falls, the lower portion of Lake Nipissing takes a
general bearing north-east, with an average breadth of from one to two miles,
till it expands to the east and west, at the distance of about eight miles into
the main body. The west side of this southern arm is deeply indented by a
succession of long narrow bays, lying for the most part nearly east and west,
and crowds of islands are scattered along the channels and off the shores. From
the most southern of these bays, which falls back to the westward for upwards
of seven miles, there are two outlets in addition to the one at the Chaudière, the
waters of which appear to unite in their course to the southward, and flow in a
single stream into the French River, above the Rapide du Pin, falling in a fine
cascade of about twenty feet, close to the junction.

The southern shore of the main body of the Lake trends in general very
nearly due east and west, forming in the last twenty miles of the west end,
the south side of a great western arm, which alternately contracts into narrow
straits, in some cases only a few chains wide, and opens again into wide
expanses, generally crowded with islands. Measuring from the north-east end
of the southern arm to the extreme end of the great western bay, the distance
is somewhat over thirty-two miles, and from the extreme east end of the lake
to the same place, the total length is a little over fifty-three miles, the western
extremity reaching longitude by account 800 30' 54" W. This great western
ba.y was called Bear Bay, and between it and the north-west arm, where the
survey terminated in 1854, there are two other large westerly bays, divided by
a bold roclky promontory jutting out nearly due east, with a multitude of islands
in continuation of the strike, stretching far into the lake. In addition to these
main features the whole coast is deeply indented by a succession of marshy bays
and coves, separated by bold rocky points, and a number of small streams add
their tribute to the waters of the lake.

The general aspect of the western end of Lake Nipissing is bleak and.desolate
in the extreme. In many parts the coast is entirely bare and barren, and in no
instance does the soil afford a better quality of forest timber than a scanty growth
of red pine. Vast marshes, overgrown with tall reeds or wild rice, stretch far
into the interior, beyond the bays or along the mouths of the tributaries, affording
shelter to incredible numbers of wild fowl. Were drainage practicable, these
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marshes might become available as grass land, but being scarcely at any part
above the level of the lake, they are not readily susceptible of artificial improve-
ment.

While the coast presents this wild and desolate appearance, there are many,
spots not very remote fron it where the character of the country is muchless for-
bidding. On the banks of several of the tributaries of this end, all of which are
small however, and only accessible to canoes for a short distance, there are good
flats of land, in some cases yielding hard-wood mixed with large-sized white pine;
and spots repeatedly occur between the rocky ridges which might be rendered
available for the purposes of cultivation. About two miles and a-half up a stream
which falls in on the south side, near the entrance to the great west bay, the
flats extend over a considerable area, and many very large trees of white
pine were observed on then, together with maple, eliii and birch. Red pine
abounds wherever there is soil enougli to support a growth at all; and in many
parts, especially in the vicinity of the large western bays, it is of good size,
straight, and apparently sound.

Like the coast of the main land, the islands for the most part, are rocky,
barren and worthless; but this is not without exceptions. As an example, I
observed on this occasion, on a second visit to Iron Island, that a large propor-
tion of it, especially towards the southern end, has an excellent soil, yielding a
stout growth of maple, basswood, elm and birch, and provided the surface be
not too stony, there can be no doubt it is capable of being converted into
good farm land. The superior quality of the soil of this island is doubtless due
to the calcareous nature of the rock beneath, and this good soil, togetier with
the specular iron ore and its associated fluor-spar, as well as the sandstone and
limestone mentioned in last year's Report, seem to indicate the position as one
worthy of attention when settlement shall at some future time reach the shores
of the lake.

Among the various wild anirnals whicb inhabit the country surrounding the
lake, I more especially remarked the presence of niumerous bears and deer.
Reindeer were by no means uncommon, while wild fowl of many descriptions
flock in myi-iads, at certain seasons, to the marshes. The fish of the lake are also
very abundant, of unusually large size and excellent quality: the varieties cons
sisting of white fish, maskinongé, pike, bass, pickerel and sturgeon.

As observed in my Report of last year, the Indians of Lake Nipissing derive a
very considerable profit from the sale of cranberries, which grow in vast
quantities on the nunerous marshes; but as it is probable that not one-tenth
part of the whole area where the fruit abounds is ever visited by the few scat-
tered families inhabiting the country, it appears to me thiat the produce might be
turned to much greater account, and become a tolerably good source of recom-
pense to a settlemuent. I was informed by an Indian that lie and his family,
which consisted of his wife and two small children, could easily gather from
four to five barrels of cranberries in a day, for which they were paid, on delivery
at Shi-bah-ah-nah-ning, at the rate of $25 the barrel; and that the only difficulty
which they had in making the trade a very profitable one, was the small amount
their canoes were capable of conveying at a tinie, together with the shortness of
the season previous to the formation of the ice.

The tributaries which fhll into this part of Lake Nipissing, on the south side
anîd western end, are numerous, but all small, none of then being navigable for a
canoe except for very short distances beyond their lowest rapids. An exception
is to be made of the river at the head of the north-west arm, which was ascendcd>
for several miles.
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The longest and most important of the tributaries are the one at the north-
west arm, already mentioned; one falling into the middle west bay; one which
comes in at the northern head of Bear Bay, and another falling in on the south
side, at the entrance to Bear Bay. The first three of these, as well as all the
minor creeks of the west end, run nearly parallel to each other, their downward
bearing being about E.S.E.; the last one, and those on the south side generally,
flow in the contrary direction, from east to west, nearly parallel with the shore
of the lake.

A large tributary was ascended which joins the French River on the east
side, about three-quarters of a mile below the Chaudière Falls. It is connected
with the main river by a narrow reach of. still water, extending from east to west
about two miles, and into this the strean runs over a set of falls and rapids,
giving a rise to the position of the still water above them of from twenty to
thirty feet. The general upward course of the river from thé mouth is a little
south of east for about twelve miles,, making but slight deviations within that
distance fron a straight line. The river then expands into a smnall lake, from
which the bearing is nearly south-east, traversing successively two large lakes,
lying obliquely across the connecting stream.- The longitudinal bearing of each
of these lakes is nearly due east and west, and the river falls into the upper one
at the north-east end, but reduced to a mere brook. It proved impassable
beyond about a mile up, being completely obstructed by drift-tiiuber and beaver
works; its course was about N. E.

Above the lowest falls, the valley of the strearm is wide and marshy, being
bounded on either side by rugged rocky land, overgrown with pine, hemlock,
and other evergreens, and the river is usually still, wide, and deep all the way
up to the lowest of'the series of lakes, except in two places where there are falls
and rapids. The country surrounding the lakes becomes more elevated, rising in
hills of from 200 to 300 feet high, while the valley of the connecting streamn is
narrow and sometimes precipitous. The character of the timber, advancing
upwards, indicated a gradual improvement in the quality of the soil, the lower
parts being generally clothed vith an indifferent growth of the various firs,
while the hills around the lakes were covered principally with hard-wood; and
it was observed here, as it had been in many other parts previously, that hemlock
takes an intermediate position between the two. I have indeed so frequently
had occasion to observe this intermediate position of the hemlock, that I never
now neet with it without feeling assured there is at a somewhat higher level,
a growth of hard-wood, usually mixed with large white pine. But notwithstand-
ing that the soil is evidently of better quality in the interior, much of the surface
is too rugged and broken to be recomnended for a settlement, except it be as
auxiliary to the lumber trade, which may probably extend to that region at some
future time.

South Channel of the French River.

Between two and three miles above the Grand Recollet Fall, in the north
channel, the French River expands into a broad area of still water, where
numerous large islands intercept the view, and form a set of narrow compli-
cated channels, which unite in a single stream about three miles, to the south-
ward. The most eastern of these channels, which was the one we followed,
is about six miles from the Grand Recollet, and after making a course due
south for the three miles mentioned, to a set of falls corresponding with the
Grand Recollet, it turns abruptly to the west; the water flows sluggishly
on in that direction, almost quite parallel with the north channel, for, a
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little over thirteen miles, when making a slight bend to the north-west, it
probably rejoins the main river a little above the middle outlet. The eastern
outlet leaves the south channel at the northwesterly bend, and with a course
due south, for a little over two miles, after expanding into a lake of cousiderable
extent, filled with little islands, it falls into Lake Huron, over a set of small
contracted rapids, at the head of a long narrow bay, in lat. 450 56' 56" N., and
long. 800 46' 20" W. nearly.

The south channel of the French River, li most of its characteristics, is
a perfect counterpart of the north channel. Bounded on either side by lofty
and precipitous rocks, in general but sparingly clad with small evergreens and
bushes, there is little available land near the banks, while for some distance back
the country is arranged ii broken rocky parallel ridges, with narrow valleys
between. Within these valleys there are occasional spots of good hard-wood,
usually mixed with pine ; and to such spots, where the maple is sufficiently
abundant, the Indians resort in the spring to make sugar.

Only two streams of any importance fall into the south channel, one joining
from the eastward, immediately below the falls at the upper end, and another
flowing from the south, which joins the channel about a mile and a-half further
down. The first of these appears to be a large river, and I was informed
by an Indian that a canoe route by it was known, leading to the waters of
the Meganatawan River. The other stream is also navigable for canoes for
some distance up, where it flows through a great marsh, bounded on either
hand by low rocky hills. But I should suppose, judging tron its size near the
mouth, that it must shrink into an insignificant brook where it first becomes
rapid.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ROCKS.

Laurentian Series.

With the exception of the small outlying patches of Lower Silurian strata,
indicated in last year's Report as occurring on th e Manitou Islands, and on Iron
Island in Lake Nipissing, the whole region, as far as I have hitherto explored,
is occupied by the Laurentian formation, consisting of red and grey gneiss, mica-
ceous and hiornblendic schists, quartzite, and crystalline limestone, the latter
portion of the series having been observed at two localities only, namely in Iron
Island near the middle of Lake Nipissing, and in the islands in the east bay
at the extreme eastern end of' the same lake. The strata are everywhere
more or less contorted, in many places exhibiting sharp and complicated corru-
gations in the cliffs and precipices, and they are intersected by quartzo-feldspathic
and quartz veins.

In their general arrangement throughout the country examined, the rocks ap-
pear to form a series of ridges, ranging N. E. and S. W., and usually inclining to
the south-east ; but at many parts around the outlets of Lake Nipissing the
stratification is horizontal, and on the islands and promontories at the western
end of the lake, the strike seems to turn about W.N.W. and E.S.E., with a
N.N.E dip. The attitude and position of the crystalline limestone with its
associated iron ore, and other minerals, on Iron Island, seém also to indicate e
fold in the strata, in correspondence with this change in the general run, but the
calcareous exposures on the lake are too small and too far apart to lead to any
definite conclusion as to the general distribution of the rock.

The gneiss, in the western part of Lake Nipissing, both on the south and où
the north side, but particularly on the latter, is for the most part red or of a red&
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dish-grey, and is frequently characterised by patches and crystals of magnetie
iron ore, which occurs also in the intersecting feldspathic veins. Small pink
garnets occasionally characterise the micaceous and hornblendic slates which are
extensively developed on the channels of the French River, but were rarely met
with on Lake Nipissing. The quartzo-feldspathic veins, althougli all composed
of the saine constituent minerals, vary a good deal in certain other respects, some
being very coarse, with large tabular crystals of red feldspar, while others are
very fine in the grain, and very compact; it was observed that the fine-grained
veins, in most cases, cut the coarser ones, and that both were frequently inter-
sected by veins of white quartz.

At the Grand Recollet Falls, in the north channel of the French River, and
in the south channel, about two miles south-east from them, the rock is of a
brick-red color, without any distinguishable lines or layers of stratification; it
was supposed to be an intrusive syenite, and with a general breadth of from
one to two miles, its course appeared to be N. N. W. and S. S. E.* The dip of
the gneiss, which below the Grand Recollet Falls points generally to the south-
eastward, changes above the falls, and becones south-westerly; but higher up
the river, above the junction of the several channeIs, notwithstanding the nu-
incrous folds and twists which the rocks present, the general strike of the ridges
is resumed, and the prevalent dip is to the south-east.

The curious and complicated distribution of land and water on the French
River and the western end of Lake Nipissing, as represented on the topo-
graphical plan accompanying this Report, is probably attributable in some mea-
sure to these and other similar facts of physical structure, and may afford an
approximate index to the general geological arrangement, which may be ascer-
tained when the relations of the several parts of'the formation are more fully
investigated and better understood. In the meantime, with the exception of the
calcareous portion, which is but sparingly developed in this region, the different
parts of the formation are so much alike in mineral character and condition,
that it is very difficult to recognize any two exposures as equivalent to one
another, if they are at all remotely apart.

Although magnetic iron ore is abundantly disseminated in patches and crystals
through the gneissoid rocks of Lake Nipissing, I have nowhere seen it in any
large mass either around the lake or on the French River; nor have I heard of
the existence of any suchi mass from the Indian inhabitants of whom I have fre-
quently and repeatedly made enquiry. Indeed the only mass of ore of any kind
that I have become aware of, as of economic importance, is the specular oxide
of iron on Iron Island, of which an account was given in last year's Report.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
ALEXANDER MURRAY,

Assistant Provincial Geologist.

* This brick-red rock and that mentioned by Mr. Murray in his Report for 1853 as found on the
Muskoka and Petewahweh, particularly on the latter, from Cedar Lake downwards, appear to
resemble some of the harder, kinds of the laterite rock of the East Indies. Large areas in several
parts are there occupied by what bas been called the Laterite formation, and from the various aspects
it assumes, always however preserving its peculiar red color, its origin and true character have been
among Indian geologists a subject of great discussion; probably one name bas been given to several
different things. In a, paper communicated in 1838 to the. Madras Journal of Science by Dr. Clark,
Staff-Surgeon lst class, now acting P. M. 0. in .Canada, a:description of the laterite is given, and
the conclusion arrived qt appears to be that it is, or results from a decomposed syenite, or, hoin-
blendic gneiss, the peroxydation of the .iron of, the hornblende giving the brick-red color. The
Canadian rock. seems to be a syenite in an incipient state of decomposition, but whether the, color is
due to the dgoomposition of bornblende or iron pyrites, is a question which would require investigation.
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REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1856,

ALEXANDER MURRAY, EsQ., ASSISTANT PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST,

ADDRESSED TO

SIR WILLIAM E. LOGAN, PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST.

MONTREAL, 1st March, 1857.
SIR,

In pursuance of the directions you were pleased to give me at Toronto
last spring, I have been employed during the past summer and autumn in makin
further explorations of the region north of Lake Huron.

Commencing at the uLdson's Bay Conipany's post, on the Sturgeon River o
Lake Nipissing, I scaled the Sturgeon River for about fifty-two miles; then leav4
ing ithe main streain I followed up the course of the Maskanongi, for abou
thirty miles farther, passing through a succession of lakes to a point at the sou-
thern end of one called Matagamashing, where the waters of the Sturgeon Rivera
are divided fron those of aniother large south-flowing stream, tributary to the
French River, called the Wtahnapitae or Wahnapitaeping. Crossing the water
shed, I then explored a large lake known as Wahnapitaeping Lake, and conti-
nued the ncasurement on the stream flowing from it, to its junction with the
French River, and thence down the nmiddle outlets of the French River to Lak
Huron, in all a distance of about eighty miles. A méasureinent was also effected
of a northerly channel of the French River, hitherto only frequented by the
Indians, which leaving the main body of the strean, at the lake above the Rapid
du Pin, rejoins it at the lake above the Grand Recollet Fall.

Another neasurement was likewise made from the Wahaapitae River, along
an Indian travelled route, by the waters of the White-fish River to White-fish-
Lake, the latter being the head water of one of the branches of the Spanish Rive
Finally the chain of lakes which coistitute the waters of White-fish River
was followed to its juiction with Lake Huron, near the Wallace Mine location.

In proceeding from Collingwood to enter upon this work, I should, in con-
sequence of an accident which had happened to the only steamer on the route
have been subject to much delay and inconvenience, but for the timely ass
tance of Mr. A. P. Salter, P.L.S., whom I am desirous of taking this opportuni
to thank for the conveyance of myself and assistantMr. Brown, together with
supplies for the season, to Shibahahnahning, where a party of Indians w
waiting my arrival.

Mr. Salter, at the time I met him, was on his way to Lake Nipissing, fro
the vicinity of which lake he had instructions from the Crown Land Depar
to run a true west line, as a basis for future settlements; the measuremens
which line made subsequently, and crossed by me at various parts during th
season, have rendered me good service as checks upon my own work; and Il
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still fartber to acknowledge Mr. Sailter's aid in kindly furnishing me with a copy
of a sketch he had previously made of the White-fish branch of the Spanish
River.

The wihole of the ground measured by myself, together with sueb portions of
MVr. Salter's base and mneridian lines as were visited, and his sketch of the Wiite-
fish brauch of the Spaiiisli River, I have plotted oi a seule of one inch to a mile;
and i tun pleased to have it in my power to state .that the various checks em-
ployed, by 'latitude repeatedly calcu lut d, by Mr. Salter's mieasurenenjt, and
linally by the lougitu(linal position of the iouth of the -White-fish River, as re-
preserite(l on Bayield's charts, all tend to prove the work as tolerably accurate.
I now beg to subinit the plan which I have drawi of the saine, Cogether with this
Report, for your approval.

GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION.

Sttrgeont River and 3askanongi Branch.

The Hudson Bay Conpany's post, on the Sturgeon River, where the survey
commenced, is situated in latitude, by observation, 4 6ý 20'22" N., and longitude,
by accountt, S00> 1' W. Following the course of the streami upwards, its general
bearing is iorth-easteriy for about inue and a-half miles, in a straight line, but
the distance amouits to twelve miles an(d seventy chais, following the sinu-
osities of the strean. This is to the miouth of' a tribu tary falling from the
eastward, generally known as Simoke River ; uear this point the main river make8
a sudden bend, and points north-westerly, makiog a general course in that
direction for a straight distance of about twenty-eight miles and a-half, or -Jong
the surfce of the river and including its bends, a distance of thirty-six miles and
a-quarter.

Withii this last distance the river is joined by two large tribiutaries, one called
the Tornikamico, about five miles and a-hlf above the 'Sitoke River, wlich flows
from the north-eastward; tIc otilær, the Tmuagmuîaug branch, about seven-
tec miles higler up ; it flows fromn Lake Temagamaug, a large sheet of water
lying to the westward of Lake Tamiskinaung. At the end of the last distance
the stream heads to a general course abo:Ut nortih by east, and reaches the j unc-
tion of the Maskanongi branch a little within three miles.

Following the Maskaongi froin the juiction, tlé general course of the
stream, which is small and very rapid at the mouth, is about N. W. by N. for two
miles ai three-quarterus; above this it opens into a snail lake, the lowest of a
long chain of lakes, connected with eich other by short rapid streains extending
the remainder of the distance; these waters were followed. The lakes, in suc-
ceeding each other, make first a general upward course of south-west for five
miles, then bending round they bear up northerly, presenting a long sheet of
water known by the Indians as Maskanongi-wagaming; -and a snaller one
beyond, which reaches the latitude 460 51/ 18// N., and longitude, by account,
800 321 0/1 W. From this point this valley of lakes again turns southerly, first
bearing W. by S. about three miles and reaching Matagamashing Lake, which
turns S. S. W. for about six miles, and is joined by a long narrow arm from the
N. N. W., at the head of which the stream comes in srnall and rapid, and does
not. appear to be farther navigable. The main body, of Matagariamshing Lake-
below the jifei;tion of the north-east and north-west arms, lies ieearly due norh
and south, reaching three miles to the latitude 460 44' 1" N.1 at its extreme
southerly end.
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The Sturgeon River is in general easily navigated as far as it was ascended,
aithough the current is strong nearly the whole way; there are three falls and
two rapids below the Smoke River which require to be portaged, ascending the
streain; but the rapids can be riun in the descent. Above Smoke River about
a mile, is Smoke Fall, a fine chute of twenty-nine feet, above which there
is no àfather impediment to the navigation than the strength of the current until
passing about thrce miles beyond the Temagamang branch, where a set of rapids
occur which are generally portaged. Above this there are thrce other sets of
rapids below the Maskanongi branch, all requiring to be portaged on the ascent,
but capable of being run under ordinary circumstances in the descent.

At the outlet, the Maskanonigi is very rapid, and the streams connecting the
lakes are so likewise; and they are frequently broken by falls, where portaging
is required. TIe whole ascent on its waters, together with the rise on the
Sturgeon River amounts to 28520 feet above the ordinary level of Lake Nipis-
sing, or 932.20 feet above the sea, as will be seen by the following tabular
arrangement.

Levels of the Sturgcon River and its tributary, the Masicanongi, above the Sea.

Distance. Rise.
Miles. Feet.

Level of the Sturgeon River at its junc-
tion with Lake Nipissing above the
sea......... ...................

Rise in the river, from its mouth along
he course of the stream to I.B.C.s

post, estimatedat 0-50 ft.p. mile... 1-60
- in current from H. B. C's post, to

foot of a fall near Salter's base line,
0-50 ft.per mile................ 2.90

- fron smooth water below to smooth
water above the fall............ 0-04

- in current across the pool above the
fall............................. 0-10

- in fall from smooth water'at the foot
to smooth water at the head ..... 0-12

- in current above the fall, which is
pretty strong, and was estimated at
the rate of 0-80 ft. per mile....... 5-96

- in fall from smooth water below to
smooth water above............. 0-06

- in current (strong) 0-80 ft. per mile 2-10
- in two rapids, including the current

between, from smooth water below
to smootb water above ........... 0-50

- in current up to the mouth of the
Smoke River, estimated at 0·80 ft.
per m ile........................ 110

- in current up ta smooth water below
Smoke Fall, estimated at 0-80 foot
per mile ...................... 05

- in Smoke Fall, from smooth water
below to smooth water above the
fal1.......................... 0-26

- in current above the fall estimated
at the rate of 0-80 foot pèr mile... 0-50

- in rapid from smooth water below
to smooth water above............ 0-10

- in current to the mouth of the Tomi.
kamico, at 0'80 foot per mile ...... 4·8,2

- in current, to the junction of the
TemagaMang braneh, the water
rapid, estimated at 1-00 foot per mile 17·06

82

0-80

1'45

5-20

0-06

26'00

4-77

16-50
1.68

6-10

0-88

0·60

29.30

0-40

0-80

3-86

Total
Dist.

Miles.

Height
above the Sea.

Feet.

647 Lake Nipissing.

14·48 710.44 Smôke River.

20'91

17-06 ' 37*97

745:40 Tomikamico.

762.46 Temagamang.
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Distance. Rise.
Miles. Feet.

Rise in current above the Temagamang
(very fast) estimated at1-00foot per
mile......................... 3-25 325

- in rapid fron smooth water below
to smooth water above ........... 0-12 . 3·62

- in current (very fast) estimated at
1·00 foot per mile................ 3·72 3-72

- in rapid, from smooth water below
to smooth water above........... 0·18 4·58

- in current estimated at 1,00 foot per
m ile............................ 0-80 0-80

- in rapid from smooth water below
to snooth water above.... ........ 0·24 6-16

- in current (very fast) estimated at
1·00 foot per mile ................ 0-36 0,36

- in rapid from smooth water below to
smooth water above .............. 0-12 4-35

- in current (very fast) estimated at
1.00 foot per mile ................. 1-22 1-22

- in rapid, from smooth water below
to smooth water above, .......... 0-30 7-91

- in current, estimated at 1.00 foot per
m ile,............................ 2-60 2·60

- in rapid, from smooth water below
to smooth water above,........... 0·34 5'87

- in current, to junction of tie Mas-
kanongi River, very fast,.......... 1-26 2-25

- in a succession of rapids, from
smooth water below to smooth wa-
ter gbove, on the Maskanongi,..... 0-24 15-56
in current, estimated at 0-80 foot per
m ile . .......................... 1-27 1·02

- in rapid, from smooth water below
to smooth water above,........... 0-03 0-80

- in current, estimated at 0-80 foot per
mile,.......................... 1.45 1·16

- in fall and rapids, from smooth wa-
ter below to smooth water above,.. 0-06 10·31

- in current, estimated at 1-50 ft. per
mile, very fast, ................... 0.10 0-15

- in first lake, estimated at 0-20 foot
per mile, ........................ 0-50 0-10

- in rapid between first & second small
lakes........................... 010 1·00

- in sec'd lake to connecting stream,
0-20 foot per mile,............... 0-17 0-15

- in current in narrows, joining se-
cond and third lakes,............. 0-10 9·10

- in third lake, to junction of stream
above 0-20 foot per mile.......... 2·60 0.52

- in a succession of falls and rapids
on connecting stream, from smooth
water below to sm'th water above.. 0•10 11-07

- in fourth lake, estimated at 0-10 foot
per mile,........................ 5-85 0-59

- in current and fall on connecting
stream, between fourth lake and
Maskanongi Lake,............... 005 10•63

- in Maskanongi-wagaming Lake,
from foot to head, estimated at 0-10
foot per mile,.................. 6-70 0·67y

- in current in stream above lake, esti-
mated at 0-50 ft. per mile, ......... 0 34 0·17

- in rapid, from smooth water below
to smooth water above,............ 010 10'06

- in current from rapid ta opening of
small lake, estimated at 0-50 ft. per
mile ................... 010 0-05

Total
Dist.
Miles.

Height
above the Sea.

Feet.

52-48 809.15 Maskanongi.

5-13 838-25 First lake

57·00 839-40 Second lake

59-70 840-02 Third lake

65-65 851-68 Fourth lake.

72-40 862-98 Maskanongi-wagaming
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Dist
Mil

Rise in sixth lake, estimated at 0·10 foot
per mile, ................... ..... 45
in rapid between simall Lakes on con-
nect'g stream...................008
ini seventh lake, to janction of con-
necting strian ,...... ............ .

-- i rapid, on counect-g str'm between
sinall lakes,..................... 016

- in eightli lake, t ojmetion of connec-
ting strcan, 0-10 foot lier mile, .... 38

- in rapid, on connecting stream, from
snootli water below to snooti wa-
ter above,......................020

- in ninth lake, to stream at foot of
rapids, 0-10 foot per mile,..........050

- in fall and rapids, from smttootli water
below to snooth wvater above, on
connecting streai,...... ............. 015

- in currient, on strear above falli,
whiclh is very fast for most pirt
of lthe way, to the foot of a fall,
estimated at 2·00 feet per mile,.... 1

- in fall, from smnooti water below to
smnooth water above, to the level of
the lower end of Matagantshing
Lake.........................002

- in Matagamashing Lake, Io the
centre part of the lake, where tie
north-west and north east arms of
the lake unite, estimted at 0-10 foot
per mile,................. ..... 7M

ance. Rise.
es. Feet.

0.05

1-80

0·16

27-02

0-04

5.00

0-05

19.30

0-32

Total
Dist.
Miles.

73-39

75-22

75-76

76-46

Heiglt
above he Sea.

Feet.

873-31 Sixth lake.

875-27 Seventh lake.

902 33 Eighth lake.

907·38 Ninth lake.

4'50

0-70 83-79 932-20 Matagamiashing.

In the valley of the Sturgeon River, below the Tcmaganatug brauch, there
are mnany paits susceptible of imîîproveneînts, especially on tle iats near the
river, w1ichî are occasio1ally w ide an extenusixve.

At the iouothl ofi the river, .elow the Htudson's Day post, there is a wide tract
of 1 n·airic, yildinga rank growth of wild grass, interspersed here and tiere with
cluiups of low trees alnd bush es, where the cattle belogngo t Cornpany,
which hat.ve betomte nmerous, rantge ait pleosiire, aud ntply testify by their
admirable condition to tht capabiis of thte soil from whiclh they derive their
subsistance. Partiallv sutrotding this prairie tract, along the iriargino of the
lake, there is an extensive niarsi, already becomne sornewhat celebratcd for the
quantity and quality of the craiulberries it antnually supplies.

On the east side of the river, opposite tie .Hudson's Bay Cornpany's post, and
on both sides above, utitl nearly reaclinîg the basin below thei low'est fall, the soil
appears to be of good quality, giving a nixture of' hard-wood and evergreens,
among the latter of which there is somie good white pinle. Siall portions of
this land have already been partially cultivated by the Indians anud servants of
the Hudson's Bay Company, and the crops resulting from such cultivation, par-,
ticularly iîn potatotes, have generally proved very productive. There are many
spots also, of equally good quality, above the falls, although portions are rocky
and barren ; but after making the ascent to the Snoke Fall, the meanders of the
river pass through a tolerably level country, where the banks exhibit sections
of drab-coloured clay, overlaid with sand, most of the way, as far up as the.
Temagamang. The soil on these flats is chiefly a sandy loam, bearing in many
instances large-sized yellow birch, elin, maple and white pine.

Above the Temagamang, the couitry becones more broken than it is below,.
and the flats are less extensive, and before reaching the Maskanongi it becomes
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for the greater part poor and rocky. White and red pine, tamarack, and a speciés
of fir, which I was informed by Mr. Salter is recognised as the American cypres,
constitute the greater part of the indigenous growth. The first three are fre-
quently large and probably good timber, but the last, which never attains a ver
large size, is usually stunted in appearance, and invariably indicates a very
barren soi].

Rising the valley of the Maskanongi, the country assumes a mountainois
character, with abrupt and precipitous hills on either hand, varying in elevation
from 200 to 300 feet, ntil reaching Maskanongi-wagaming, where the highét
elevation, according to my measurement, was 489 feet. Farther up the valley,
to the north of Matagaimashing, near the sources of the Maskanongi, the hilla
are still more lofty, and are nîearly destitute of timber, rising apparently to the
height of from 600 to 700 feet above the level of Matagamashing.

There are but very few spots on the Maskauongi that can be fairly repre-
sented as possessing capabilities worthy of much attention for the purposes of
agriculture. Portions of the lower part of the valley produce. abundance of good
sized pine, especially of the red variety; but the upper part, particularly the
coutry surrounding the two largest lakes-Maskanongi-wagamig and Mataga-
nashîing-is almost entirely a continuous succession of barren ridges of rock,
where the greatest proportion of the few and scattered forest trees consist of
dwarfish red pne and cypress.

North Channel of thue French River.

The western outlets from Lake Nipissing, of which mention was made in last
year's Report, meet in their downward course, and fall in a fine cascade into the
northern bay of the lake, or expansion above the Rapide du Pin. From the
centre part of this expansion, about one mile south from the fàll, the course
down the north channel is very nearly due west, for about nineteen miles ; and,
excepting about two and a-hailt miles at the lower end of that course, whëre it
turtis a littile more northerly, the whole of that distance is very nearly a straight
line. The course then turns due south, the channel opening out into a succes-
sion of lakes, and at the end of about six miles, joins the middle or old-travelled
clnunel, about two and a.-hualf miles above the Grand Recollet Fall.

The navigation of the northerri chatnniel is interrupted by four rapids and one
fali, but portaging becomnes necessary only at two places, the one being at the
most violent part of the uppermost rapid, about seven and a-half miles below
the lake which is above the Rapide du Pin ; the other at the fall which joins the
lower two lakes.

The estimated fall in these rapid parts of the channel is as follows

Feet.
The uppòr rapids, called on the map the Threc Rapids,.................................. 6.00
The 2d rapid, about three-quarters of a inile belôw the upper rapids, ....................... 1.00
The 3d rapid, a littie below the part where the channel takes the northward bend on its western

course, two and three-quarter miles fromthe south bearing lakes, ...................... 1.00
The 4th rapid, half-a-niile beluw the 3d,............. . ........................... 250
The fall which empties the lake above the Grand Recollet Fa, ......................... 10.0O

20.50

An island divides the chainel at the junction with the lower lakes, at the north-
west end of which the waters fall perpendicularly nearly the whole ten feet,
while at the sonth-east end, the sanie descent is made in long and violent rapids.

Immediately north from the part where the channel leaves the lake aboVe
the Rapide du Pin, a narrow arm or bay joins, extending W. N. W. about thiée
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and a-half miles, with an average breadth of about a-quarter of a mile, at the
head of which a stream falls in. The stream is smal[ and narr'w at the en-
trance, but opens out in still or slow flowiung water a few chains up, and is
navigable for from four to five miles, keeping a straiglit course about N.W.

In its general characteristics, the north chanunel diflers hi no way materially
from other parts of the French River, as described in former Reports. The
country along its batiks is for the most part 'rocky and barreu, the shores bold
and precipitous, but nowhere rising to such an elevation as to be termed moun-
tainous. At the head of some ot the bays, and on the lakes at the northern end,
there are occasional patches of good land, where the surface is tolerably level,
and hardwood timber, mixed witli large-sized pine, is the pr'incipal growth; but
these do not appear to be of any great extent anywhere in the immediate
vicinity of the river.

Walnapitae River and Middle Outlet of Frencl River.

Two outlets of the French River join Lake Huron within about two miles
of eaci other, directly north of the cluster called the Bustard Islands, the west-
ern one being about five miles east froin the entrance to the channel usually
travelled, of which a description was given iii my Report for 1847. Following
the more western of the two cliannels, tlic course up is about N.N.E. for a little
more than two miles, when the stream becomes rapid, and turns abruptly to a
bearing north of east. At about a mile and tiree-quarters from the turn the two
channels unite, the eastern one bearing down towards Lake Huron, exactly
parallel with the lower part of the western.

Fromn the j uction, while the upward bearing of the eastward outlet is in the
same line, but in an opposite direction to the downward, the channel that con-
nects the western and eastern outlets crosses the latter and continues straiglit to
a parallel depression, over a mile distant. This third depression presents a long
narrow sheet of water, turning southward towards Lake Huron, but terminating
in a bay without reaching it, while its upward course, like that of the depres-
sion ofthe eastern outlet, carries us to the main travelled channel of the river in
about three miles.

Tie easternî of the two outlets joins Lake Huron over a stronîg rapid, where
the water is pent up for a considerable distance, within a narrow gorge of bold
precipitous cliffs; but imnediately above the rapid, it opens out .into a small
round-shaped lake, and continues to present perfectly smîooth water, with a
scarcely perceptible current up to the juiction of the main river, expanîding as
it approaches the maii channel, and wideiiing on the other side ofif itito a small
lake, whiclh witli a few degrees more of easting in its bearing, lias a length of
about two miles and a-half, with an average breadtli of tlirce-quarters of; a mile.

At the north-east angle of the lake, a large channel comes in, which is said
to connect with the main river, about half way between the lower part of the
lake and the Granid Recollet Fall; fiid at the north-west angle aiother cliannel
comes in froi the westward, which is one of the mouths of the Wahnîapitae
River.

Ascending this outlet of the Wahinapitoe for a mile west and tlien a mile north-
west, we reach the point wliere the river splits into two; the otier branch
runring south-west for about four miles jois the main travelled ciamel of
the French River j ust vhere another channel appears to separate from it, taking
a westward direction; but where this is discharged into Lake Huron, and whetlher
there are any other outlets to the westward for this very coinplicated distribu-
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tion of waters, as I was informed by some of the Indians that were with me,
would require some farther investigation.

From the point where the Wahnapitac separates into two channels, a true
meridian line. or a bearing about N. 40 E. by compass, will in twenty-two miles
and a-half strike Mr. Salter's base line, where it crosses the river; and thence a
course N. 40 W., for six and a-quarter iniles fartber, will reach the route where
we struck off fron the Wahnapitae for the White-fish River. But although
the general bearing is thus far iiearly due north, the river makes several exten-
sive sweeps òn either side of that line within the distance, and measures along
its surface thirty-one miles and fifty-eight chains to Salter's base line, and
thirty-eight miles and twenty-two chains to the White-fish River route. From
the White-fish River .route two more general courses on the Wahnapitae, the
first north-east twelve miles, and the second north nine miles, reach the large
lake called Wahnapitaeping, and although there are several minor turns within
these two courses, the whole measured distance along the surface, from the
same starting place, is onily about two miles in excess, being twenty-three miles,
or sixty-four miles and fifty-six chains from the mouth.

From the outlet at Walnapitaeping, a lne eight and a-half miles in a north-
west bearing crosses the lake and strikes the continuation of the main river,
the upward course of which is about N.N.E. for a little over a mile; but beyond
that distance it beids more north-easterly, and becomes very tortuous. After
bearing north-easterly about two miles in a general course, the valley turns
gradually round towards the north-west, and continues in a north-westerly
bearing as far as the stream was followed.

The navigation of the Wahnapitae up to Wahnapitaeping Lake is attended
with considerable difficulty, being frequently interrupted by falls and long violent
rapids, the current of the whole stream at the same time being very strong,
especially above the White-fish River route. A current becomes perceptible
upon entering the eastern mouth of the stream, im'mediately after leaving the
French River bay, and at one place, a little over half-a-mile up the clanel,
there is a rapid, giving a fall of about a foot and a-half. Above the bifurcatioh
of the river, there are fourteen falls, and one ,jam of drift-wood, where portages
are necessary, both ascending and descending, -and there are several rapids
besides, which require to be portaged when ascending the river, although they
can mostly be run when proceedirig downward.

The tributaries of the Wahnapitae are all srall, two only being navigable for
any considerable distance, and consequently there is but a small appreciable
difference in the volume of the water trom the junction with the Frencli River
to Lake Wahnapitaeping. One of the two tributaries flows from the north-
we.stward, and joins the main river on its right side, about half-way between the
mouth au Salter's base liue; the other flows from the south-east, and joins on
the left sida, about two miles abov the base line.

Levels of the Wahnapitac River above the Sea.

Total Height
Diftlace. Rise. Dist. above the Sea.

Miles. Feet. Miles. . Feet.

Level of Lake Huron, ............... 578-00 Lake Huron.
Rise on the French River to the junction

at the ba'y below the mouth of the
Wahnapitae,.. . .................. 8.80

- in the smooth water of the bay, esti-
maated at 0·20 foot per mile,....... 2-60 0·52 2-60 6587-32 Mouth of Wanapitae.

87
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Rise in the western outlet of the river, up
to smoooth water below the lowest
rapid, estimated at the rate of 0-80
foot per m ile,.................... 1·50

- in rapid on the outlet lialf way up, 0-06
in currenît, to the bifurcation of the
river, estimated at 0·)0 footper mile, 0·74

- to still water below a fall, estimatedi
at 0.8o foot peri ilu, a fast cutrent, 1-45
in fIIll, fron smiooth water below to
siootli water abov , ....... ...... O'060

- in fast corrent to foot of fall, esti-
rated at 1·00 foot per mile,....... 1 16

- in fill, from smnooth water below to
smiooth water eabove,............. 062

- in fast current, estimoated at 1-00
foot per m ile,.................... 1-48

- in rapid below a wlirlpool, from
simooth water below to smnooth water
above,.......................... '02

- in crrent along streani, below
w hirlpool,....................... 0-14

- from sinooth water below whir]pool
to simooth water above a rapiid,.... 010

- in current, estimated at 1'00 foot
per mile,...................... 0.65

- in rapii,....................... 0·20
- in strong current, the whole dis-

tance estimated at the rate of 1·00
foot per mile, ................... 4-56

- - in fdIl,......................... 0'08
- in current, estimated at 1.00 foot

per m ile,........................ 1-27
-- n rapid,........................ 0-0G

in etnrrent, estimated at 1·00 foot
lier m le,........................ 2-96

- i fall,......................... 0-10
- in fast cient, to the jonction of a

brianch falling in on west side, es-
tiniated at 1.00 foot per mile, ...... 4-G4

.-- i ctrent to Heaver Marshl Brook,
estinated at 1.00 foot per mile,.... 4·54

-- le f1ls and rapids, including the
ciurtrent below ech, fron soioth
water below to smooth water above,
viz.:-

Rapid, ............. 3-50
Falls and rapids, . 8-0
Falls and rpids,. 6 00

- 050
- in current, estimated at 100 foot per

m ile,........................... 0.20
in rapid,........................ 0-02

- i cirrent, estimated at 1-00 foot
per m ile, ....................... 1'11

- in rapid ,.. ..................... 0-06
in current estinated at 1·00 ft. per
m ile,........................... 0-40
in f l, iicluling rapid below,..... 0-10
in etirren t btteei falls, estimated
at 1.00 foot per mile,............. 0-55

--- in falis and rapids............... 0.06
in currteit, estinmated at 1-00 foot

r m ile,........................ 1-74
in rapid,.................... 0.0
-in current, estimeated et 1-00 foot per

mil, ......................... 2-17
- in fall,................. ......... 0'04

Total
Distanee. Rise. Dist.

Miles. Feet. Miles.

1-20
1-50

0-37

1·16

10-00

116

10-00

1-48

0-60

0·18

3-50

0-65
3-00

4'56
7·00

1-'27
0-80

2·06
7.00

4.90

4-64 23-85

4-54 28-39

Height
above the Sea.

Feet.

590-39 Bifurcation.

650-35 Tributary.

654-89 Beaver Marsh Brook,

17-50

0-20
0·50

1-l1
1-50

0-40
35'00

0-55
37·00

1·74
0-50

2-17
7-00

A.1
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Rise in current, up to the crossing of
Salter's base line, estimated at 1-00
foot per m ile..................... 1·27

- in cuirrent, estimated at 1-00 foot

per m ile,.................. ..... 0-50
- in fa]], at lat. 460 22' 8"........ 0-01
- in cirrent above the fali up to tri-

butary at camp of 20th September,
estimated at 1·00 foot per mile,.... 1'50

- in current, estimated at 1,00 foot
per mile,.............. ......... 2-24

- in rapid,.................... 0-04
- in current, estimated at 1·00 foot

per mile, up to the creek, on the
route to White-fisl River,......... 3·20

- in current, very fast, estimated at
1.50 ft per mile,.................. 170

- in rapid,........................ 0-10
- in enrrent, very fast, estimated at

1-50 ft per mile,................. 0·60
- in falls and rapids,.....,......... 0-26
- in current, estimated at 1·50 ft per

mile,........................... 550
- in rapid, . ........ . .... 0·08
- in current, estimated at 1'50 ft.

ýper m ile, ....... ................ 0-34
-- in fall,.......................... 0-02

- in current, estimated at 1.50 foot
per mile,........................ 0-58

- in strong rapid, ................ 0'16
- in current to foot of fall, estimated

at 1-50 feet per mile,.............. 0-87
in fal ......................... 0-01

- in current across pool between falls,
estimated at 1·50 ft. per mile, .... 0-21

- in fall, ........................ 0-01
in cuirrent, estiniated at 1.50 foot
per m ile,....................... 2-0
in fall, ........................ 0-01

- in current, very strong, estihated
at 2·00 feet per mile,............ 0-31

-- l rapid, ......... ............ 0-05
- in very stro.ng eurrent, estimated

at 2 00 feet per mile, ............ 5-00
- in rapid, ....................... 0'13
-- in current, very strong, estimated

at 2·00 fet per mile,............. 1-30
-- i ra irl, ................ ..... 0-28

iii current above rapid, where the
river is wiider, estimated at 0-80
foot per m ile,..........,......... 2-75

- in rapid to outlet of Wahnapitac-
ping, ......... ...... .......... 0-14

Total
Diqtance. Rise. Dist.

Miles. Feet. Miles.

1-27

0·4
7·50

1.50

2-24
1-50

3-26

2-55
5-00

0-90
60-00

8-25
2-00

0-51
-10.00

0'87
6·00

1-30
7-00

0-32
8-00

3·90
6.00

0-62
2·00

10-00
7-00

2-60
8-00

220

5.00

Height
above the Sea.

Feet.

3663 76133 Salter's base line.

38-64 * 770-83 Tributary.

44-18 77-83 Route toWhite fish River.

67-18 937-85 Wahnapitacping.

Between Lake Huron and the bead of the bay north of the main channel, the
couitry is bold, rocky and barren, like most other parts of the French River; but
on the eastern outiet of' the WTalnapitae, towarcs the bifurcation, there is some
toleiablv good flat laInd, bearing hard-wood mnixed with evergreens. The valley
of the Wahnapitae soutl of the White-fisl River route contains many consider-
able tracts of flat land, much of wlich appears to be of good quality, bearing
hard-wooi and large white pine in abuidance ; but a. great proportion of the
flats are low, wet aid swarnpy ; and this is particularly the case where the river
nakes a long westerly sweep about lalf-way between the mouth and Salter's
base line.

A. N!7.
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There are likewise portions of the valley above the White-fish River route
where the land is of tolerably good quility, but the flats at that part of the river
arc less extensive, and the general character becornes much more rugged and
broken tian it is farther down.

Wahnapitaeping Lake is a fine sheet of water, surrounded by picturesque
hills and studded with numerous islands. On the north side it assumes a semi-
elliptical form, the regul arity of which is broken by a projecting delta running
out mto low flats at the junction of the river. On the souith side a bold rounded
prornontory separates two long narrow bays lying directly north and south, the
river flowing out of the soutieru extrenity of the easterui one. The shores on
the east and west sides are less symrmetrical than on the north and soutl, being
indented by numerous coves and long narrow bays. The greatest brealth of the
lake from north to south is a little less than ine miles, and the extreme breadth
from east to west is rather over ten miles, including a deep b'y on each side.
The whole area of the surface contains fron forty to fifty square miles.

The river above the lake after leaving the flats at the mouth, meanders through
a great sandy plain, clad almost exclusively with red pine. It sweeps round the
base of a great mountain which rises to the westward of it, till the upward
course gets round to the north-west, when it enters the gorge of a narrow valley,
with rocky lofty precipices on eitier side.

With the exception of there being a pretty strong current to stem, and a jam
of drift wood, blocking up the river about a mile and a-half above the lake,
there are no impediments to its navigation for from ten to twelve miles, but at
about that distance it again becomes broken by rapids.

Whitc-ish River and its Lakes.

Leaving the Wahnapitae at the place already indicated as the White-fish
River route, a small rivulet is ascended for a few chauis, and then a poftage
made due west thirteen clains, to a smnali narrow lake about a mile in length,
lying north and south, which supplies the little rivulet. From a bay on the
west side of this small lake another portage is made west, fifteen claiis to a
second small lake, au theri crossing that lake in a course about W. S. W. thirty
chaius, a third portage is reached whici crosses the water-shed, dividinîg the
waters of the Walhiuapitae froi those of the WThite-fish River. Tilie course
across the portage is S. W. by W. twenty-two chaiis, stuiing at its western
terination the extreme lead of a smiall inarrow lake, the sumnit water of the
main brncl of tihe Wlhite-fish River.

The Wlhite-fislh River in its whole lengthi, mntil witffin a mile or less of Lake
Huron, consists of a long ciain of lakes, lying ut short distances froni ou1e ano-
ther, connected by short, sumall and sonetimes rapid streans.

Fromic the liead lake a straiglit lne int bearing W. S. W. for a little over
seventeeni miles, reaches a circular-shaped lake nlamned Round Lake, but some-
times spoken of as White-fisli Lake, thus giving rise to imucli confusion, as the
lake generally recognised by the latter name belon<gs to another stremn, and
gives its tribute to the Spanisi River.

Continuing across Round Lake in nearly the same bearing as before, two
miles bring us to the outlet. Thie streaimi, as it flows froimi the lake, takes a
general course of about S. W., anîd in about two miles einters Lake Lavase,
whiclh, with the small stream issuing from it, gives us two miles more in the
same direction to ti head of Lake Panache. Tihis is the largest lake of the
series ; its length, followinîg the travelled route, is about eleven miles, in a
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bearirig W. by S., and then two miles in a bearing south. At its lower extre-
mitv there is a narrow gorge with a fall into another lake. Fron the fall the
downward course of the valley, over lakes and streams, is south for about two
miles, and then west for about eight miles.

Below this the general bearing to the mouth is south-west, and the distance
about four miles, in wlich are crossed three small parallel east and west lakes,
the lowest two being about three-quarters of a mile above the position where
the river joins Lake Huron, less than a mile eastward of the Wallace mine
location, in latitude 460 6' 26" N., and longitude, by account, 8111 45' 48" W.

The following tabular arrangement gives the levels of Wlite-fish River over the
sea :

Levels of Wltue-ßsk River above the Sea.

Total
Distance. Rise. Dist.
Miles. Feet. Miles.

Level of Lake Huron,.................
Rise in the streain above the jsnetion, es-

timated at the rate of 0-80 foot lier
mile, to the foot of the lowest fll], 080

- in fall,........................003
- across pool, between falls, estimated

at 0·50 foot per mile,............. 011
- in falls,.........................
- across lower lake, estimated at 0-10

foot per mile,.................... 100
-- in stream between lakes, estimated

at 0-50 foot per mile,............. 0.38
- in lake to foot of rapids, estimated

at 0-10 foot per mile,............. 170
- in a succession of falis and Rapids,

forming the connecting stream be-
tween lakes,..................... 0*60

- across lake to the junction of stream
below fa]l, estimated at 0·10 foot per
mile,..........................0-30

-- in fitl,........................005
-- in stream to foot of fall, estimsated

at 0-80 foot per mile, .............. 0-44
-- in fall .......................... 001

in a long lake above the fall, es-
tiiated at 0-20 foot per asile, ....... 515
in rapid, at lat. 460 10' 22",....... .02

- in strean, estimated at 1·00 ft. per
m ile, ........................... 0 0

- - in rapid, ........................
in lake above rapid, estinaîted at
0-20 root per mile,................ 126

--- in rapid, ....................... 005
- in lake above rapid, estimated at 0-20

fout per mile,.... ........... .165
- ,in same lake, a narrower part, es-

timated at 0-25 foot per mile,.....125
a-ross lauke to foot of falls below
Lake Panache, estirnated at 0·20 foot
per mile,..... ................... 100
in fall from Lake Panache,.........02
along surface of Lake Panache, es-
timated at 010 foot per mile, ..... 00

- on connecting stream above Lake
Lavase, estimated at 0-50 foot per
m ile, ........................... 0 56

- on Lake Lavase up to the lower
poin t of the marsh, estimated at 0-20
foot pser mile, ................... 100

0-1

0-04
37.00

0-06
14.00

0·10

0-19

0-17

100-00

0-03
11-00

0-35
7-00

1·15
1·00

0·90
2-50

0+25
3-50

0-33

0-31

0'20
8.00

1'30

1·99

4-07

4·97

11-22

13·41

15-11

17-36

30-38

Height
above the Sea.

Feet.
578-00 Lake Huron.

629.80 First lake.

630-16 Second lake.

730-19 Third lake.

749-69 Fourti lake.

754·34 Fifth lake.

758-17 Sixth lake.

758-68 Lake Panache.

767'98 Eighth lake.

0-28

768 4G Lake Lavase.

A. 157.
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Total Heght
Diqfmince. Rise. it. above i/e Sea.
Miles. Fee L. Miles. Feet.

Rise in current, moderately strong, up
through the marsh, and up the
stream to the foot of the rapids
below Round Lake, estimated to
average 0-80 foot per mile nearly,.. 2,0 208

- i two rapids, incliuditng curren t
between, up to the level of Round
Lake.........................011 500 3465 77554 Round Lake.

H igh

A sniall brook falling into Roind Lake, on the north side, issues frorn another
lake called MIckataewagamng, lying parallel to the upper chain ; to this lake
there is a portage of about iait-a-ie, long used by the people connected with
the HudsOn's Bay Conpany, whien on tieir way to the post of Wlite-fish Lake.
Froi the inortit end ofthis portage a bearing of N. N. E., and a distance of a
little over a mile across Lake Muckataewagaing strikes the southerni termin-
ation of Salter's meridian line, and also the end of a portage, both of which
cross the water-shed and cone ujion White-fish Lake at a distance of from
twelve to fourteen chains.

The lakes above Roind Lake, of which there are five, are all long and narrow;
the lowest one of the series measures upwards of ten miles in length from
head to foot, but is nowhere thirty chaiîns wide, except at the lower end,
where the breadth is about three-quarters of a mile. Muckataewagaming lies
exactly )arallel with this long lake, and neasures from four to five miles in
lengtlh, with a breadtl never eeeding half-a-mile. Round Lake, as its name
implies, is nearly circular, with a diaineter iaveraging about a mile and three-
quarters ; in addition to the tribute received by Round Lake from the head lakes
to tie east, a.nd fron Muckataewagaming, to the north, a third tributary enters it
on the west side, about thiree-quarters of a îmrile above the outlet.

The countr'y surroundinig those upper lakos is for the most part very broken
and rocky, few parts clairning mîucl consideration for their agricultural capabili-
ties; but pine grows abulndantly of both the red and white vaieties, and the
white pine is fregqiently of large size. Oit flic north side of Round Lake, bet-
weeli it nd M cktaewaanuing, tire is a consiîderable extent of laînd yielding
stout mnapie and oak, uixed witi lare-sized white piie, where the soil is evi-
dently of good quality, but the surface is foi, thei muost part ruggd anid stony.

The sami descriptio will quilly apply to thue couitry on the uortli-west side
of the witer-sied, bordering on White-ish Lake, where patebes have beeni parti-
ally cultivated around the IIulso's Iay post, producing potatoes of the finest
description, but tle p1laed s capable of yielding..thmli, or of being cultivated at
all aire confilied to very narrow Iimits, froin the irregularity and general rocky
chlaicter of the grounîd.

The baiks of the stream falling froi Roiid Lake are generally flat and dry
about tlie iupper end, bearing liaLs, small white birch, cedar and taiara:ck;
but tiey becoie radually lower and miore swaipy towards Lake Lavase,
aid the sremn after passi throuigh a low aid wet tract, prodiicing black
ash, ud blak oak of stuinted size, openîs out at the jiuiction with the latter into
an extensive marsh.

The upper half of Lake Lavase il rnars, ayeraging about liai f-a-mile in
-widti, and bouided on each siide by ho1)0 ro>cky lilis; the lower half is alLer-
nately rocky and icarshiy at tle poi t< u in the bays, and fle baiks of the

co ein streai flowinig froi it are low and imarsliy to tie junction of Lake

92
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About two miles below the junction, Lake Panache opens out over a great
aiea, extending several miles to the southward in a great south bay, which con-
stitutes the mnaii body of tie lake. Firm tis bay an arm extends im a general
bearmg about E. S. E. foi' six miles, reaching lonîgitude, by accouiut, 810 121

w5 W., aId giving a total lemgth to the lake froni its eastern to .its western
extreillity of about eightee il les; froin the western end of the lake, another
ar-m extenids lnrtherly, but that part was not examined, aid I an consequently
utiable to describe its limits.

Thte ' north shore of Lake Parnacie, from the junction of the streamn from Lake
Lavase to the vesternî extremity, where the niorthern arin branches off, is toler-
ably regular, and it is bold aud rocky most of the way ; but the coast on the
souLh side and up the eastert arm is deeply indented by bays of great extent;
tiunerous islaids, ina.ny of wlicl, e<lpecially those about the centre, are of large
size, are distributed over the siIfaCe of the lake. The surrounding country is
or fe most part ru(gged and rocky, and the soil is no where ii the vicinity of
the lake of a higlher chacrater than to enable it to support a moderately good
growth of red pinle.

The hikes below Lake Panache, which all lie transversely to the course of the
fast-flowing lpaits ot the streanms that unite them, are niarîrow, sonietimes not
exceediiig a few chaius iii widit; they are bounded by bold, rugged, barien
shiores, destitut ot attraction as regards the picturesque uîtil reaching the lowest
aIes of the series ; tiese waIsh ithe base of' the range f hills whiclh stretcl along
the coast of' Lake Hiuiron from Lacloclie, and though the country is barren, the
sceery becomes very beautiful. T 1 hills do not rise to a great elevation;
one of the highest was found to be only 369 feet over the level of the sniall lake
it its nlorther'n base, or 421. feet above fe level of Lake Huron ; but the bare
white precipitous sides and sharp rugged outline of tiese hills stamp then with a
character which strongly contrasts wItLI that of tlie sLuiouiidinuîg country.

The raing here is dividld into two ridges of equal elevatiou by a mrrow valley
hing east and west, occupied by au ari of flic lowest White-fish River lake,
n thle west, and by a smali lake whose waters flow away fim the White-fish

River' ou the east. Tel soutlieri boundarv cf te range is miai ked in tlic valley
of flie White-fish Rver, by the last two fidis in tlie streamîî below. The banks
oC thte stream beloW the lowest flil are for the greate r part flat, and thiere is a tract
of tolerably good land on1 eithter side, yielding principally hard-wood iixed with
1)n1e.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ROCK FORMATIONS.

The rocks of the region explored during the season, embrace two of the oldest
recognii sed geological formations, the Laurentian and Huronian; the rocks of» the
htter aid more recent of which have been observed to pass unconformably be-
low the [owest of the fcssiliferous strata of the Silurian system. The contorted
gueiss of the Laurentian series, with its associated micaceous and hornblendic
schists, spreads over the country to the south and east, while the slates, conglo-
merates, limestone, quartzite and greenstone of the Huronian, occupy the north
and western parts.

It was stated in my Report on the north shore of Lake Huron, that the eastern
limit of the Huronian rocks nws to be founîd in fihe bay on fthe north-west side of
Shibahahnahning. If a Une be drawn froma thàt point to the junction of fthe
Maskanongi and the Sturgeon Rivers, it would run in a north-easter'ly bearing
nearly, and it would ruâely represent tl common boundary of thetwo forma-
tions; were the junction however followed out in detal between the two points

A. 1857.
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there would be many deviations from the line, presenting sweeps and curves in
it, soeitimes 011 one side and sometimes on the other, resulting from the effects
of undulatiois.

The diffnrence iii lithological character between the two formations was always
sufliciently apparent, but thiough both were frequently found at short distances
apart, the iinmediate point of contact was always obscure ; anId a mass of green-
stone of rather coarse graii was usually the first intimation of the proximity of
the higier rocks.

Tic change vas first observed at the junction of the Maskanongi and Sturgeon
Rivers, anid it was afterwards discovered on the Wahnapitae at two places, one
about half-way between the White-fish River route and Wtanlapitaepig, and the
otier crossing the Wahnapitae about four miles above the White fisli River route;
it was a gain manifested on the first little lake on the White-fish River route
after leaving the Wahnapitac, its strike thence being in a course generally pa-
rallel to the ipper chain of the White-fish River lakes; crossing Salter's base
line somewhere near his fifty-second or fifty-third mile, and passing to the east-
ward of Lake Panache, it runs out at Lake Huron, north of Slibahahnahning, as
has been said.

La urentian Series.

On the Sturgeon River, gneiss of red and grey colours, interstratified with
layers of mica slate and quartzite, is displayed at each of the falls and rapids
below the Sioke Fall ; and the banks occasionally exhibit strata of the same
lithological character, always more or less contorted, but having a general dip
south or south-east.

At Smoke Fall, the strata, which are otlerwisc similar to those scen below,
are tolerably regular, and shew a dip S. by W., but imnediately above the falls
they becone iearly flat, the angle of inclination not exceeding six degrees in
a due south direction. In the long north-western stretch qf the valley above
Smoke Fall, and below the Temagamang, occasional exposures on the banks of
the river exhibit gneiss and quartzite, invariably dipping south; and above the
Ternagamang, where the rocks are more frequently exposed, there is no remark-
able change iii the lithological character for several niles, while the general dip
continues to be soutlierly.

Between the lowest two rapids, above the Temagamang, the gneiss is green
in parts, deriving its colour from the presence of chlorite, and these chloritic beds
are succecded by aud interstratified with beds of red and grey colours; towards
the end of the north west stretch, the prevailing color of the gneiss is green, and
portions are of a concretionary character, the concretions being enclosed in thin
films of chlorite; the general dip is about S. by E.

At the elbow of the river, where it turns northerly, and where a small stream
comes in, thinnish beds of fine-grained red and grey gneiss occur; the beds are
parted by layers of yellow mica, and shew a dip south, while similar beds at
a short distance up the creek, and just below the part where it first becomes
rapid, dip about east. Farther up the river, and at a little distance below the
junction of the Maskanongi, the east bank exposes contorted gneiss, with many
beds of greenish coloured quartzite. At the junction of the Maskanongi, the
rock is rather coarse grained greenstone, rising on the north side of the tri-
butary in a precipitous hill about 250 feet high.

The rocky banks and bold rounded bluffs of the French River are all gneiss,
generally of a red colour, or red and grey, with interstratified portions of mica-
ceous and hornblendic slate. These rocks every where display contortions and
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are intersected by niîmerous qiartzo-fcldspatlic and quartz veins, and small
fissures and cracks in the rocks are sometimes filled with crystals of black horn-
blend e.

On the north channel of the French River the attitude of the gneiss, inde-
pe<luent ol small contortions, is soimetines nearly horizontal, but the prevailing
dip is fromn south to soutli-east.

At thie eastern of the two middle outiets, falling into Lake Huron, the gneiss
is alternately red and grey; the red is fine grained and compact, the grey coarse-
ly crystalliie; the bedding, which is very distinct and tolerably regular, dips E.
S. E. <450. At this point the gneiss is cut by two sets of granitic veins, one
set composed of large coarse crystals of red feldspar, with quartz and mica,
running north and south ; while the other set, which is fine-grained, and in
which the prevalent mineral is red and pinkish feldspar, intersects both the gneiss
and tli coarser veins. This set runs N. W. and S. E.

On the upper part of the middle channel both north and south of the main
river, black hornblendic siates with garnets, are occasionally seen interstratified
with the gneiss; but at the northern end of the lake, and on each side of the
eastern outlet of the Wahnapitae, the gneiss, which is very much contorted, is
chiefly re(d and grey.

At the falls and rapids of the Wahnapitae, and wherever the rocks are seen in
the valley below the White-fisl River route, they were found to consist of red
aid grey gneiss, generally more or less contorted, but shewing an average dip
from south to south-east; and in the country east of the river on Salter's base
line the gneiss forms a series of precipitous ridges runing N. E. and S. W., all
slewing a dip S. E.< about 450.

On the base line west of the river, the ridges which are there also very
precipitous, at some parts run nearly north and south, and the strata sometimes
appear to be vertical, but always more or less contorted.

At the sixty-feet fall an rapids, about two miles and a-quarter above the
White-fish River route, the gneiss rises in bold precipitous cliffs about 150 feet
higli, on the north-west side, striking E. N. E. and W. S. W. in vertical strata;
the clifs run across to a small marshy creek, about a-quarter of a mile above
the falls, and present low bluffs or ledges over ifts southern bank; but about a
mile further up, an exposure of quartzite and slate, belonging to the Huronian
series, comes to the river dipping N. W. <650.

The junction of the upper and lower formations must consequently take place
in the low marshy ground near the creek ; it crosses the river there, but probably
extends only a short distance on the other side, for though the exposures on the
river Up to the northerly turn to Wahnapitaeping are all of the upper series,
the strata nearly coincide with the course of the stream, and just at the turn
another exhibition of the gneiss of the lower series makes its appearance; a
small low hollow or dingle at this part seems to mark the boundary of the
formations, the contorted red and grey gneiss being on the south-east side of it,
while the north-west is occupied by a somewhat coarse-grained greenstone,
which at one part has an arrangement of its crystals in a manner obscurely
resembling stratification.

Huronian Scries.

It has already been stated that coming from the lower to the higher formations
a mass of rather coarse-grained greenstone was generally met with. It was so on
each occasion, with the exception of one, and in that there was an interval
between the formations occupied by a marsh, beneath which the greenstone may
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havé, beeni preseilt w'ithout auny exposure. WFiether titis greenston-e isý the resiî
of aul ox'eîîilow wotipraîos~ tlh the uppvr frwai , o rl auerpiv 'î,
iritrude.dl at a latur perlodl, li.is flot yot beeî c ei iue.(lesonsaIus
quite idulItical v Itlî iis wvl''& toultîd au other p)arts, i'oruiug rgnia b.i>s bë,
tweeîî bedý(s of, q1ladrt e aud( coltglioi'te or. siate, aud1C \we i Iequtiiitiy SOLIr
cap the fiiiiýS whlei'e lite Stia ta bolow wei'e naiv orizontial ; butt tieî'e are 1L

flhttiv ve[Ideil i nfuias\ieI't the, (oT-elistoîîe prieseltts lit) d4ltt\Cdiceî

in a SI i lît eo'roe ot a filuer gîa
rfie rocks whiiclt forîn the <iiuetillenîbors of, the gT-oîîp, lis soen ini tue( are,

exaniuetl, tanidIJeewlatiy of' îgiieoîs iutd'usionjs or- iii Leî'posed tiali bed"9"
niay, tlîete is reasoui to supp)lose, be 1iiiîud to Silcceed olne anlotilir iu ýsoiiiutiî4
like the followiugasediî order ; tit listi liowever is so iuu iisl r~
that the~ Sequecice is flot î e withlî îuehcil îec, hog1 ail the nîlass",
deseribed are inet withi in one place or otîter. 4

1. Fine grained green siliciouis slates, iil thin bands of green quartzite intcrstratificd ;aflso flïýý
gî'aid siates, solfliiiec of ai green i atcuit ol'tin li isli or blaeck, we>i lieriiig vLiry' biaCi41

cetiillysoilie iayer a> asttume a ri'dîiîl cilor; Copper pyr'ites anid i-oli piyrites arc fr1iýecntl
priesclît, jr> ibis dlivisioni.

2. Siate cong-loiu raie, the mlatrix tlvavys gicenîcli in colour ;soinctines it lias il î'egllar slaly strtl'o
titre, ati tIiles il i esemlblos aL ilia"ssiv<e lii e-graiiicî griceiistoie iua> it, hld pubbis of' wbiý
alir vcd Syeitîte ili grut prrifliita, <viii iîccîsîonai li;LSeS oni grecil, bru <it nid i'ed jaspe r, roIindiý
i n tenui aLSsecîatted «' wi h t cii( goie and pam obabi~ ly flotiii ric th le div'isioni No. i lte c è
Shates r> vei'y rcgiilar lai» illIe, Cieaviliig c'ith t'lic elu IîIg', Inila[ <s»Liut by icraliel1 Joints.

3. A lîuîd oif' linieste lic is: silai îr>ah>iiu's iqîlîar vwry ilunchi disti beil, alid IL i i ll tSýSoQ1ated
wl ti îci j 'j' lic prevai Iîig clit ofi' tite unlles toie «'lieul fllii ini iîîass, is Ia N'Il~WiitîitË
gi'vy, seiiiiii' ýcsîig i t> l iiio r ille u the 11:1Illl is; fî'eqieîîi iy iiî'ceiaii'i, aîîld oficul d1,iiiiai

rotigii ,aiLi cige whicli aluîîc:r Io bleiig Io tayers et' hl'isciile pruii,'i> of the balrid arài
mca tl.tedl eîîi'ai'eis Shloh, nlil ilec oeeîrsiolinlY p o>a»I îeg>iii slcoî îbbles.

4. Slai îilîiî''ie re'îînliliiig t1le stCol i e i le r;u te o> I lie <tili sie if' Ilie Iiiieieiîe.
5. Gieeil silieioii clniutie slaIes, %vii1i SioIiie ofeîi< c> ig iitil iîýtici'zile.

6. ii c miiv'y poale sî-rcîeoegiindq iiai'te.iie w iiili'i Ot' îî en-ty Coliiglcmlleîate i nterposedi
ai> i ayuts of' tasequi au eciîe, sîoîîe iliii ese il dark giet n colii, biLt iiiiiîc kt'qne , p114

fielii'd. ii>'iieul fe ci' lie eiîglncnî e (.ci'l 'llaiiîli lii ul U il liiiiiii i<rcC
quîartza, but îie.sc aie oeai iîaiinxeîi îv'ili 'ouînlICd masses of' rcd ilid gî'ceii Jjsper.

L.ca'viîug tlîe Lau'îî - ocks on ficel ItMilt itî -, t i e ilu[ u of t

the o-reelîstoîte x'i ti beils idningto th e fiiî'st cilx'îsîoîî, c'onSi4itgl of' green a
bluisi. IsLates, sî)uî'atiiîîe \Veajfl lîîî verýjy biJack, aiid tiii layers of' 9'îeený
q1lartzite, werc foîulîd ont thte shtores of' fle largesut of' tle thr-4e iowel' lakRes t1
siates Were getialy of' a veî'y fine gtain aud compact texture, and ti'equ ;1
coitaiiued copper a uti iroui pyri tes.

'At the hlead of' tlue saille lake the siate, w]iich there is g-reen, weaý.t1îriô
browrishl-geY, ric lu a set oi'ptu'aliel îidi'e, 1'uîîulirlgl N. 50 E. and S. 501-'~
the strata appiliently verticial. ThPie rock îeî'e procluces a rougfi, jagged a
wriîîkled surfiace, breakinor iuito e1 ou<"ated spliluters wiîeu strîîck with
hammer. Abi'east 'of the tà]ls, at the head of the laRe, tlic siates, othcrwý"
simnilatr to titose of' the ridgre below, aid stili fortrîug a ridge, ou the south. si4
are conglotnerate, holding routided pubbles of' sycuite, with. occasional bro
and green ouies of jasper.i

To the west, the siates are eut off by the intrusion of a dyke of compact es
red feldspar, which crosses the portage betweeîî the two laRes, atý the south
bond, and florins the fialis. Th-l intrusive red feidspar was foutid to be eu t;1,
small veins of specular iron ore; and. veins, of semi-transluicent white quae
holding yellow suiphuret of copper, intersect both, displacingthie irlon ore ,ve4'
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The general bearing of the whole intrusive mass appeared to be nearly north
and south, but the main vein of quartz, holding copper pyrites, lies about N. E.
and S. W. Smaller quartz veins, but apparently without copper ore, run into
the main vein on either side.

At the foot of the lake, where a southern bend occurs in the coast, the strata
consist of slate and quartzite, very much disturbed; but they shew a general
strike nearly east and west,with dykes of greenstone and compact flesh-red feld-
spar cutting them transversely, till turning north up the long narrow lake below
Maska nou gi-wagaming, when the slates strike along the east side, shewings a
reguîlar dip from N. 800 E. to due east, with an average inclination of twenty-
five degrees.

At a short distance west from the lake, the hills are greenstone and pale
greenish quartzite, which possibly may be interstratified with one another; but
their mutual relation not being well developed, such cannot be asserted as a fact.

At the falls at the foot of the Maskanongi-wagaming Lake, the rock is com-
pact dark blue or greenish slate, and the saine rock continues on both sides of
the lower bay; but above the lower bay, as far as the head of the lake, the shores
and islands are slate conglonerate, with pebbles of syenite. The attitude of the
conglomerate on Maskanongi-wagaming appears, for the most part, to be nearly
horizontal. On the west side of the lake, it was observed to fo-n the lowest of
a set of distinctly marked bands of rock, the accumulation of which constituted
the highest hill; it was succeeded above by a band of greenish colored quartzite,
some of which has a slaty cleavage parallel to the layers of the deposit, while
the third and fourth, or uppermost bands, were found to be greenstone, the dip
of the whole being N. W. by W.< from 100 to 120.

On the east side of the lake, direqtly opposite this graded mountain, the
cougloierate gives an escarpment facing to the west, with an easterly dip, show-
ing that the axis of a gentle north and south anticlinal runs along the lake.
Atc the head of the lake, and abreast of the rapids on the stream abore, the es-
carpnent faces easterly, and the rock, being on the western side of the anticlinal,
slopes gently to the west.

On the small northern lakes below Metagamashing, and at the lower
end of Metagamashing itself, the rock is a very fine-grained finely laminated
green siate, portions of which contain rounded pebbles of syenite, remotely
apart fron each other. At the portages next below Metagamashing, these
slates dip S. 20 W.< from 100 to 150, but that dip is not constant, as a shoist
distance above they become horizontal. They are divided by two sets of parallel
joints cutting the strata into rhomboidal-shaped blocks, the direction of one
set being N. 520 W., and the other N. 230 E. The rock being cleavable to an
unusual extent, in directions parallel with these joints, may be broken into veËy
small fragments of siinilar shape. Portions of this slate are tolerably well
suited for whetstones.

Both shores of the north-east arm of Metagamashing are of syenitic slate con-.
glomerate, thestrata gently undulating, or nearly horizontal, until getting with-
in a mile and a-quarter of the point of the peninsula which divides the two armr
of the lake, where the rock isa pale green quartzite, evincing great disturbanceý,
and dipping irregularly to the westward. Above the point where the quartzite
appears, the rock is a pale flesh-red syenite, the principal constituent minérai
being a flesh-red feldspar, and farther up -still, ýon both sides ofthe narroweade
ing to the main body of the lake, it is greenstone.

On both sides of the northwest arm, the rock is white or pale green quat
portions having a regular slaty_ cleavage, parallel with the bedding, Wiih
shows a dip al ,along the westcoast from N. 679E. to N.750 E, he avei
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inclination being sixty degrees. At the rapids on the river, just above its junc-
tion with the lake, there are ledges of white and pale greenish quartzite, holding
interstratified layers of white quartz conglomerate, ranging generally N. N. W.
and S. S. E.

On the southern portion of Metagaiashing, the rock of the coast is chiefly
greenstone, witb disturbed strata of syenitic slate congloierate and slate on
some of the points and on the islands near the middle. On the group of small
islands in the bay leading to the portage over the water-shed, slates and green-
stones are seen in interstratified layers, dipping S. 700 E. <450, and the
water-shed is greenstone. It appears probable that the greenstone of the south-
ern bay is a continuation of the intrusive mass of greenstone and syenite observed
at the peninsula dividing the two arms of the lake.

At the small lake on the west side of the water-shed, the rock is a compact
dark blue silicious slate, shewing an easterly dip ; and the islands in the eastern
bay of Wahnapitaeping, as well as the eastern coast of the lake to the south of
them, are syenitic slate conglomerate, but the coast on the west side of the bay
is greenstone. The greenstone here forms the bold promontory which divides
the easteri bay from the main body of the lake, and also the islands off the east
coast south from it, running in a direct line S. 220 W. The greenstone of the
peninsula is extended to the islands outside of it, and then followed by ridges
of slate conglomerate, with a strike parallel to it. This slate conglomerate
follows it also on the north-east shore of the lake, where it prevails for the breadth
of about a mile, with greenstone again beyond it, in two sharp points, which
show a strike N. 300 E.

Between these points and the mouth of the river, there are no exposures of
rock on the north shore of the lake ; but rocks which would apparently strike
into this part, compose the mountain on the west side of the river, a short
distance above. The eastern part of them, towards the fbot of the mountain,
consists of alternations of greenstone and quartzite, ruuning quite parallel to one
another, with a strike of S. 450 E. The western part, which is at the summit,
is composed of white or very pale sea-green quartzite, with very regular layers
of quartzose conglonerate, seldom over an inch or two in thickiiess, holding
small rounded pebbles of white quartz, with some of red jasper. The beds are
perfectly vertical, with a strike S. 370 E. The first rock on the lake shore, on
the west side of the mouth of the river, would come in considerably to the west-
ward of the mountain strata. It is situated just beyond the delta, and consists
of greenstone running apparently N. 160 W.; beyond this greenstone, about
half-a mile, there appeared two exposures of green silicious slate, over a mile
from one another, the more eastward of which was very pyritiferous; its dip was
W. <450, while that of the westward one, which was much disturbed, appeared
to be S. 680 E., with an uncertain slope.

At the north-west angle of Lake Wahnapitaeping there is an intrusion of pale
flesh-red fine-grained syenite, which, where seen on the mainland, seems to strike
N. 440 W. ; but turning more southerly in its opposite course, it runs apparently
about north and south, forming portions of the islands grouped across the western
bay, and striking the mainland again at the southern point of the same bay.
This syenite appears to be closely associated with a great mass of greenstone,
which rises in a lofty vertical precipice immediately west from it, and forma
the promontory on the south side of the western bay.

Entangled with the greenstone there are masses of rock of a beautifully varie-
gated aspect, having large white and deep fleshrred rounded masses of feldspar,
thickly disseminated through a base composed of smaller masses of the same des-'
cription, with others of translucent quartz, among which a green amorphou i
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mineral' reticulates, apparently pyroxene or hornblende, sometimes giving a
banded aspect to small portions. Mica is present in small quantity rulning
parallel with these bands. The rock has the character of what by French
geologists would be termed an arose. It rnay be an altered rock, and is not
unlike sone portions of the gneiss of the Laurentian series, to which it may
perhaps belong.

The precipitous hills a little farther south present similar varieties of rock,
and on soine of the islands and at a point of the mainland masses of altered rock
and contorted slate were seen adheriing to the syenite, while they were at the
saine time cut by quartzo-feldspathic veins. The general strike of these slates
was N. 320 E. ou the island, and N. 280 W. on the mainland.

Beyoind this the whole of the west and south shores of the lake display the
effect of a very high degree of disturbarnce, and slates, conglomerates, qua.rtzites
and greenstone, with brecciated linestone, cone in strangely irregular jnxta-
position. Along the western shore and on both sides of the south-westernî bay,
towards its extremity, the exposures are greenstone and altered silicious slates,
which have somewhat the appearance of being interstratified with one another;
but at the northern extremity of the promontory dividing the south-west from
the south-east bay, there is a white or yellowish quartzite, immediately suc-
ceeded by a conglomerate containing large rounded masses of syenite, quartz
and jasper, so intimately blended with the paste in which they are enclosed,
which is of a green trappean aspect, that except for the smooth polished surfaces,
wet from the wash of the lake, revealing the contrast of color, it might be readily
inistaken for a portion of the greenstone with which it comes in contact.

Associated with the greenstone which succeeds the conglomerate on the east
is a breccia, made up of angular fragments of greenish quartz and very dark grey
silicious slate, cemented together in a cafcareous paste, the whole mass weathering
black. This breccia was observed to skirt the shore, keeping always in contact
with the greenstone, for about half-a-mile, leaving it at the north-west point of
the pronontory on a strike N. 50" E. Outside of the point it bears more
easterly, and strikes through the cluster of isiets which lie at the point, ap-
parently running straight across the eastern bay.

Re-a ppearing at the water's edcge on the eastern shore, it is overlaid by an
altered fi ne-grailned compact silicions siate, which again is overlaid by green-
stone, veins of white calcareous spar cutting through the whole series. At this
point the breccia is exposed for only a very short distance, striking along the coast
at the edge of the water, but it re-appears on a small island about a mile farther
north, lying between the string of greenstone islands mentioned above and the
eastern shore. Snall patches of calcareous material were occasionally found
pasted agaiinst the greenstone of the islands on the east side, and in the small
cracks and fissures cutting the body of the rock, effervescence indicating the
presence of carbonate of lime, vWas sometimes observed on the application of an
acid.

The masses along the east coast of the south-eastern bay and of the islands
within it, are chiefly quartzite, some portions of which are very -pure white,
others being grey and greenish, while some are partially of a pink or rose-red."
The prevalent dip of all these is easterly. On the western side of the bay a
reddish-grey or greenish syenite keeps the shore for about a mile, and probably
cuts through the grey quartzites which hold the coast south from it to the
outlet of the lake.

On the north point of the island, at the outlet of the lake, a iass of éiliciouà
and pyritiferous slates, interstratified with bands of grey and greenish quartzite
was observed to be cut by a vein of white quartz from fiveto sik yards across.
The only metalliferous mineral pe-ceived in it was iron pyrites.

A. 1l857,20 Victoria.
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i that part of the WTalîapitae which occurs between the exit of the lake
adi \mvestern turn, about ten miles below. the course of the river and the
stu a ionuou appear to coincide, anîd the rocks exposed at aill the rapids in
SCes itonre ofi pretty uniforil chaacter, consisting of silicious pyritiferous

s oi a greeuisli color, initerstratified with bands of grey and white quartzite.
A t t!hi tiurn occurs (ne of the greenîstonue masses which have been nittioned
as taly initerposed between 1h1e Ltiireiitian tad Iironian series.

Vo: aniothietr and alnost equal stretcli of the river, the stratification of these
sii dut siates itI quartzites coincides with its cotirse, alld they compose the
rocks of the lis and rapids ii ligh ly linclined or vertical strata. At one of
tfi hIl ls the sItes are partfia]y M0iCaceouîs, and split up into long splinters, with
a tliiei suifiee pretseItiig a liguieois aspect.

T' sbires 1ad quatî'zit's, as was stated previously, leave the Walmapitae
aiout two mtiles a bove the sixty-feet fal ani rapids, strikinig south-westerly for
thet itad lakes of te White-fish River. The forimation wads first recognized after
lev ein the Wahnapi tae at the smltl lakes ont the. ast side of the water-sied,
witi a banid oif greetîstone flaîîkîing it to tlie soiuti-east ; thenîce running south-
wv tedly acro'ss the water-shed, fle ouftcrop s (ikes generally in that direction
pI l Iil \with flie course of the Wlite-lish chiain of lakes.

Ih coutitry oorfi-west of the lakes above Rounid Lake appeatrs to run in
rude os prille witht themn, andi judging by what is seiL crossing to White-fish
L: k, it comoposed of pale ye llowish-wlite antd greenish quartzite aid silicious
sLart, initeristratitied ý with 0onle niotier, and of greenstoe. Tie greeistouie forms
boldIi lofty, precipitous and abrupt hills, while the quaritc and slate occupy
tie tower grotitnds, and usually couie to the shores of tlie lakes in bold rounded
bi .Y

iillowing Salter's meridianu line, about a mile north from Wiite-fish Lake, or
withhu twelve cliaiis of lis second mile mark, after crossing a. ridge ot green-
stont nid soime low ground beyond, a streani connecting the uipper lakes of the
W:uitish branîch of the Spanitush River is reached, on the baniks of wlhich dark
blue silcious siate is exposed dipping at a high angle, S. 50 W. Fartier on,
aIrer cotsting a ridge of slate which rises on the north banlç, a ridge of white
q1uartzite crosses the line a little within the third mile nark, and a little beyond
the fourth mile mark the rock is red syenite. At the fifth mile a dingy
green magnetic trap, with a large amiount of iron pyrites, formns a ridge, and
thiat rock, with syenite, continues in a succession of parallel ridges to the
sevthiill mile, beyond whiclh the country becomes low and marshy. These
para tel ridges strike nearly east and west, and small brooks or marshes occupy
tho inlternediate valleys.

Previous to my visit to White-fish Lake, I had been informed by Mr. Salter
that local attraction ofthe miagnet had been observed by himself, while lie was
engaged ii running the meridian line, and he expressed it to be his opinion that
the presenice of a large body of iron ore was the immediate cause. When,
therefore, I came to the part indicated by Mr. Saiter, I made a very careful
examîination not only in the direction of the meridian Une, but for a conside-
rable distance on each side of it, and the result of my examination was that
the local attraction, which I found exactly as described by Mr. Salter, was owing
to the presence of an immense mass of magnetic. trap.

The compass was found while traversing these trag2 ridges, to be deflected from.
its true bearing upwards of ten degrees at several different parts, and in one p1ace
it shewed a variation of fifteen degrees west of the true meridian, or about
twelve degrees from the true magnetic north. Specimens of this trap have beep
gîven to Mr. Hunt for analysis, and the result of his investigation shews that it
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contains magnetie iron ore and magnetic iron pyrites generally disseminated
through the rock, the former in very small grains ; titaniferous iron was found
associated with the magnetic ore, and a snall quantity of nickel and copper with
the pyrites. It was remarked that notwithstanding the powerful influence of
this magiietic mass in causing a general local attraction, the contact of fragnents
of it with the compass, although producing a slight effect, rarely occasioned
any remarkable agitation of the needle.

The rocks exhibited on the shores and islands of Round Lake and on the south-
eastern arm of Lake Panache, are in general -character similar to those exposed
on the north side of the water-shed at White-fash Lake. They consist of green,
yellowish and white quartzite, interstratified with green silicious slates, asso-
ciated with great masses of greenstone, the latter forming lofty precipices, and
abrupt hills running in the general strike. These measures are supposed to be
lower inembers of the formation, brought into the positions they occupy by &
series of undulations, of which the water-shed between Muckataewagamng
and White-fish Lake is the position of a main anticlinal axis.

Syenitic siate conglomerate was first observed on White fish River at Lake
Panache, not far below the junction of the stream from Lake Lavase, where its
characteristics precisely resemble those of the slate conglomerates so widely
spread over the valley of the Maskanongi.

At this point it was found in contact with greenstones,. but on the south side
of the promontory which divides the upper from the south bay, it occurs in low
rounded ridges, succeeding hills of green slate, interstratified with beds of greenisþ
and white quartzite.

To determine with certainty the order of succession on the promontory would
involve much difficulty, as the rocks are in a state of great disturbance; but it
seeis probable from ,the attitude they present, that the green slates, with thei-
associated beds of quartzite, are lower in superposition than the conglomerate, and
may be the equivalent measures of the wrinîkled slates seen in juxtaposition with
the slate congiomerate on the lower lakes of the Maskanongi.

On the north shore of Lake Panache, about midway between the inlet froii
Lake Lavase and its western extremity, a band of limestone occurs, which where
first observed, appears to be both underlaid and overlaid by syenitic siate con-
glonierate. The mass ofthis liimestone, which measures about sixty yards acros
ani may be about 150 feet thick, is of a pale grey color on fracture, weathering
to a bluish-grey, with thin layers which have the appearance of chert, but aïe
in reality only harder portions of the limestone, weathering quite black. About
the base of the caleareons strata some of the beds are blue, holding more sili-
clous matter than the grey beds, while others are of a brecciated charactern
The beds] are all more or less intersected by small veins of fine greenish jaspery-
lookinig trap, which weathers brown or yellowish.

To the eastward of this exposure the only indications observed of the presence
of limestone were on the east side of the large island at the entrance of the
soiuth bay, and in the peninsula on the north side at the entrance of the easterh
arn ; in both of these localities small exposures of a black-weathering brecciated
rock, which proved to be calcareous, come up in one or two parts, just over the
surface of the water. On the island the calcareous rock is overlaid by a blaclk-
weatliering slate, which, though vitlout pebbles, resembles the muatrix of pôt
tions of the slate conglomerate. On the peninsula at the eastern arm the
breeciatel rock comes directly in contact vith greenstone.

To t1ie wes3tward the calcareous strata and syenitic slate conglomerate striR)
aloing the north shore, and alternately appear on the coast for about three mile§,
occasionally coring in contact with a great mass of greensto'ne, whidh strikM
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generally in the same direction. The calcareous rock then appears to be cut
off by greenstone, which forms the bold precipitous shore of the lake to the
junction of the northern arm.

The islands near the centre part of the lake, which lie off the great south
bay, are chiefly white or pale green and yellowish quartzite ; in the large one
nearest the south shore the beds are massive, the rock in some is granular, and
occasionally sufficiently coarse to form a fine conglomerate; portions decompose
into a fine yellow sand. The dip on the island varies from S. <450 to S. 700
W. <450, and at one part it is S. 450 W. <250. The south shore and the
islaIIds off it are quartzite and greenstone alternately, and at the point where
the lake turns south towards the lower expansion, white and yellowish quartzite
is eut by dykes of fine-grained greenstone, which run N. E. and S. W.

At the head of the lower south expansion of Lake Panache, the limestones
are again seen on both sides, and also on the two islands near the middle,
striking about E. by N. and W. by S., and shewing a southerly dip on the
north siiie of the exposures; but the slate conglomerate, with which it seemed to
be assuciated at other parts, only appears on the south side of the large island,
lying at the entrance to the northern arm, and between this island and the
exposure of limestone on the west side of the bay, there is a point to the north-
easu of the limestoine displaying fine-grained green slate, which, though very
mich disturbed and intersected by quartz veins, appears to §hew a general dip to
the north-west.

South of the limestone, the rock at the points and in the small island near
the initlhle of the lake is bluish-grey and whitish quartzite, with thin beds
of silicions slate, dipping generally about S. 300 E. <530 ; and at the falls at
the fbot of Lake Panache there are strong beds of whitish-grey quartzite some-
tinws tinged with red, striking N. 500 W. and S. 50c E. in a vertical attitude. :

Tie notth shore of the lake below the falls is greenstone, associated with
wlich ut one part, a rough black-weathering calcareous mass was observed
adheriî g to the igneous rock, but only for a few yards a little over the surface
of the water. Farther down the lake, on both sides, the exposures are white or
greenish quartzite, with occasional layers of white quartz conglomerate, all
shewing a southerly dip ; but on attaining the long narrow westerly reach, the
south shore exhibits pale green pyritiferous quartzite in strong compact beds,
interstratified with pale green silicious slates and greenish granular quartzose
bands, all in very regular strata, dipping S.< from 25' to 450.

These ieasures are cut off to the westward by a great intrusive mass of
greenstone, a little way above the higher of the two rapids which join the long
east and west lakes. On the west side of the dyke, slate coiglomerate is
found in detached patches in contact with greenstone, and it forms a ridge
across the end of the peninsula, abreast of the upper rapids, while a ridge on
the south side of the strean is greenstone. On the little lake to the north
which intervenes between the two rapids, the rock is whitish and pinkish
quartzite with silicious slates, striking generally about east and west; the strata
somietimes coritorted, and occasionally in a vertical attitude.

On the shores of the long narrow lake, west of the lower rapids, the rock
on eaich side is syenitic slate conglomerate; associated with which is a fine-
grained green slate, splitting into very regular thin laminæ parallel with the
bedding, and intersected by parallel joints. These rocks continue to occupy the
coast to the western extremity of the lake, the fine slates occurring only on the
south side at one or two places, where they shew a dip S. 711 W. <650. ¢On

the north side, immediately north of the slate conglomerate, green and whitish
quartzite were occasionally observed, on the surfaces of some of the beds of
which a very distinct ripple mark was detected.
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The south-flowing stream below the east and west long lake exhibits disturbed
strata composed of green silicious slate and quartzite, which at one part, a little
above the upper falls, dip to the northward; but farther down measures of a
similar character dip to the southward, and at the two falls above the next small
lake, the inclination is S. <650. On the north side of the little lake below, the
alate conglomerate occurs again, while on the south side, and at the hundred-feet
rapids which flow from it, connecting with the lake on the north side of the
mountain range, the rock is greenstone. The greenstone here forms a bold ridge
running east and west, and is succeeded on its southern flank by syenitic slate con-
glomerate, and altered green Blates, which skirt the north shore; the former to
the westward, the latter to the eastward of the junction of the stream. At a
bluff point a little way below the end of the portage, on the north side of the
mou ntain lake, a rough black-weathering rock,, effervescing with acids, was
observed in contact with the greenstone, but the exposure is limited to a few
yards of the shore; and its relation to the slate conglomerate, which skirts the
shore above' and below, could not be ascertained.

The hills which rise on the south side of this lake, and are the eastern ex-
tension of the Lacloche Mountains, consist of beds of pure white or pale sea-
green quartzite, whitish quartzose slates and conglomerates, and talco-quartzose
slates, with bands of greenstone running on the strike. The island in the middle
of the lake is quartz conglomerate, which like the talco-quartzose slates at
the foot of the mountain on the lake shore, dips northerly, the conglomerate
dipping N. 210 W.<650, the slates N.<75 0. The slates and quartz conglomerates
higher up the hill strike east and west, and are perfectly vertical.

On the small islet on the eastern arm of the lowest lake, and skirting the
north shore of that part of the valley which divides the mountain range, a
confused and shattered black weathering calcareous rock was observed in contact
with greenstone, and the rocks on the mountain side north of the greenstone
are whitish or pale green quartzose slates and white quartzite, both green
stone and slate striking E. by N. and W. by S., in vertical strata.

The southern division of the range comes out in sections between the lower
lake and the lower falls, exhibiting strata identical in minerai character with a
large portion of the northern range, white quartz conglomerate associated with
quartzose slates, striking the river imnediately above the upper falls, with a dip
N. 20o W. < from 750 to 800. Strong beds of white quartzite, some of which
are partially conglomerate, associated with greenish-white and reddish silicious
alates, occur at the lower falls ; the strike of them is about E. N. E. and W. S. W.
and they dip at a very high angle to the north. On the shore of Lake Huron,
between the mouth of the White-fish River and the Wallace Mine location, the
exposed strata are green silicious slate, with strong greenish-grey beds of
quartzite, which dip N. W. <600.

What the total thickness of the rocks of this formation may be, has not yet
been ascertained; and no section displaying even an approximation to a regular
undisturbed succession has any where been seen. The calcareous rocks will
perhaps afford a means by which the structure may ultinately be followed outi;
but the intrusion of vast masses of greenstone dislocating and probably over-
turning the strata, occasions no small degree of perplexity in investigating the
subject, and must give rise to considerable uncertainty in regard to the order
of the rocks in detail.

It still remains a doubt in regard to the calcareous deposits, whether they
constitute one or more bands of rock. On the lakes at Lacloche, calcareous rocks
were found to pass below a considerable thickness of slate nonglomerate, whereas
on Lake Panache, they are found in apparent interstratification, and at other
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parts they would appear to be above the slate conglomerate; there may possi-
bly be slate conglonerate both above and below a cal careous band, or there may
be two parts of the siate conglomerate, taken as a whole, which are calcareous.
In either case calcareous rock would characterise one division of the group.

Assuming this to be the case, and that the quartzose slates, quartz conglome-
rates, and quartzites of the mountains, are the upper strata of the group, there
would then appear to be an anticlinal axis running along the valley between
the mountains, on which axis the limestone
cornes to the surface, and the strata of the hills
would be folded up in a synclinal forn on each
side of it. The linestone and the slate conglo-
merate come up in the little lake on the north
side of the range, and the slate conglonierate is
known to run along the shore of Lake Huron,
near the outlet of the river on the south. J %

If this be the structure, the thickness of the
quartzose portion at the top would be about
3,000 feet, while the broadest part of the slate
conglomerate, as found on the long east and
west lake, including the finely laminated slates 8
interstratified with it, the limestone and the
green silicious slates above, will give a thick-
ness of at least 2,000 feet. The thickness of
the silicious slates with thin interstratified
quartzites which occur at the base of the for- I m

mation, judging froin the extent of country
over which they spread, is probably as much '
as the whole of the other parts taken together ;
so that the vertical thickness of the whole
would be about 10,000 feet, which corresponds
with what it was supposed to be on the Spanish
River.

The accompanying wood-cut, representing a
vertical section, illustrates the supposed struc- 0 2, .(

ture of the Lacloche Mountaiis at the mouth i
of the White-fish River.

It has already been remarked in previous
Reports, that large boulders and rock masses
altogether differing in minerail character froin
the rock formation on which they repose, were
observed on the shores am ishatmds of Lake P
Nipissing, and in the French R'iver below ;
and that among the most conspicuous of these
were huge blocks of conglomerate, and large
angular fragments of greenish slate.

That these have been derived from the rocks
of the Huronian formation, there can be no
Inanner of doubt, and that the direction in
which they have been noved has been south-
erly. The ruins of the slates and quartzites of
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the Huronian-rocks were observed to be present in the gravel on the banks of thr
Sturgeon River, from its entraiice upwards, increasing in their proportion to t,
general mass gradually with the ascent, until reaching-the valley of the Temaga-
marg, where it constitutes by far the largèr portion of the whole deposit.

Sitnilar facts were observed in the valleys of the Wahnapitae aind French
Rivers, where large boulders of conglomerate may frequently be seen to rest on
the contorted gneiss at various elevations above the mark of the greatest floods,
the highest probably over 100 feet

The polished surfaces of the rocks of both formations frequently exhibit well
developed grooves and scratches, in general nearly parallel to each other. the
bearing of which varies at different parts from S. 270 W. to S. 49> W. 'On
the Sturgeon and Maskanongi Rivers, and on Lake Wahnapitaeping, the course
of the grooves is S. 270 W., with scarcely any deviation, but fàrther west ther
seem to alter their course to a more westerly direction, and on Round Lake
they bear S. 410 W.; while at the long lake near the outlet of the White-fish
River their direction is S. 490 W.

The great deposits of silicious sand which are spread over the upper valle
of the Wahnapitae, above Wahnapitaeping Lake, and also the sand in the valley
of the Sturgeon River, are probably chiefly derived from the ruins of the
Huronian rocks.

Economic Materials.

The existence of the ores of copper and iron, which are known to be more oi-
less characteristic of the Huronian series of rocks, invests the geographical distri-
bution of the formation with much- economic importance. These ores were
repeatedly observed in the region explored last season, and although nowhere
scen in large amount or to a great extent, the indications were sufficient to esta-
blish their pretty general distribution ; small specks aiid patches of the yellow
sulphuret of copper were frequently found in the blackish and dark grey siates,
on the lower lakes of the Maskanongi; and at the southern turn of these hikes
there is a quartz vein of fioi six to eight feet wide, with copper pyrites,
eitting slate cong lonerate and an intrusive mass of compact flesh-red feldspar.
In the feldspathic dyke, siiiall narrow veins of specular iron ore occur, which
appear to run either parallel with the dyke or slightly oblique to it, and the
quartz vein and its subordinate droppers cut across both. Were this vein as con-
veiiiently situated as those of somewhat siinilar character on Lakýe Huron,
it is fully as well worthy of trial as many that were selected by explorers
there, some years ago, upon which to found claims for mining locations.

In the disturbed region sttrroundiig Matagamashing and Wahnapitaeping
Lakes, quartz veins are niumerously displayed, cutting the syenites, greenstones,
slates and quartzites; but with the exception of smnall specks of yellow
suilphuret of copper and iron, they were not observed to contain any metaliferous
ores. A much more thorougli economic investigation than we had either the
means or time to bestow on these veins however would be required, before any
satisfactory conclusion could be arrived at as regards their value as lodes.

The rnagnetic trap discovered on Mr. Salter's rneridian line, north of White-fish
Lake was observed to hold yellow suiphuret of copper occasionally; and Mr. Hunt's
analysis of a hand specimen of the rock, weighing ten ounces, gave twenty grains
of imetalliferous material, of which eleven were magnetic, and consisted of
magnetic iron ore, with a littie titaniferous iron ore, and magnetic iron pyrites
containing traces of nickel. The nine grains of non-magnetic inrieral consisted
of iron pyrites, containing from two to three per cent of copper and about one
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per cent of nickel. Many large quartz veins occur on the lower lakes of the
White-fish River, but iron pyrites was the only metalliferous substance which
they were observed to contain.

It was reported while I was on Lake Huron, that a charter had been granted
to a company to work a certain copper Iode, said to exist on one of the promon-
tories imnediately west of Shibahahnahning, and that the said company had
assumed the title of the Victoria Mining Company. A few specimens of the
ore which were presented to me have been submitted to Mr. Hunt for analysis,
but as the persons interested in the speculation seened disposed to conceal
the position of the supposed Iode, and I had no opportunity of making a personal
examination of the ground, I am unable to state further particulars regarding
it. The analysis of the ore gave 5.4 per cent of metallic copper from a fair
average specimen of those given me, the pyrites being disseminated through a
fine grained grey quartz, but the specimens given me may have been picked sam-
pies, and much above the average of the lode.

Of other materials of economic value, the Huronian rocks contain building
stone, limestone, slates which in some cases may be used as ordinary whetstones,
and in others as scythestones; and white quartzite, probably of sufficient purity
to be a good material for the manufacture of glass.

For building purposes probably the handsomest and best kinds would be found
among the syenitic portion of the formation; the limestone when found in mass,
yields a very good material for burning, and is occasionally suitable for ordinary
building purposes. An analysis of 100 parts of the limestone taken from the
section on the north side of Panache Lake gave to Mr. Hunt the following results:'

Carbonate of Lime,.......................... 55.10
Carbonate of Magnesia,....................... 6·50
Insoluble sand and a trace of Iron,.............. 38-40

100-00

A specimen of the limestone at the lower end of Lake Panache, gave:

Carbonate of Lime,............................ 41-97
Carbonate of Magnesia,........................ 2·40
Insoluble residue,.............................. 55-63

100-00

A specimen of the limestone from the lower lake near the outlet, lying be-
tween the two ridges of the mountain range, gave 36.50 per cent. of carbonate
of lime, with a little magnesia.

I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

A. MURRAY,
Jssistant Provincial Geologist.
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REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1856,

OF

MR. JAMES RICHARDSON, EXPLORER,

ADDRESSED TO

SIR WILLIAM E. LOGAN, PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST.

MONTREAL, 1st March, 1857.
SIR,

Agreeably to the instructions received from you in June last to proceed
to the Island of Anticosti, the Mingan Islands, and the Magdalen River, for the
purpose of obtaining information regarding their geology, I left Montreal on
the last day of the month, and embarked with niy assistant, provisions and field
equipment, the following day at Quebec, on board of a schooner which reached
the west end of Anticosti on the 6th of July.

Through the prompt attention of Mr. Larue, who kindly supplied me with
horses and carts, I was at once enabled to land our materials, which without
his aid it would have been necessary to carry in single pieces from the boats to
the shore, for a-quarter of a mile through the surf, with much loss of tine and
risk of injury; and I may take this opportunity of stating that I was on several
subsequent occasions indebted to him for his attention and assistance.

Not being able to induce the captain of the schooner which carried me to the
Island, to convey me to Mingan, where it was my intention to procure men, I
was obliged to remain where I had landed for a few days, until another schooner
for passage over and back was procured. While instituting inquiries at
Mingan about men, I had an opportunity of making a partial examination of
Harbour Island, Large Island, and one point of Mingan 'Island; and having
obtained a boat and two men, with little prospect of obtaining more, the Indians
having left for the interior previous to my arrival, we left Mingan on the
16th, and got back to the west end of Anticosti two days after.

While the men were preparing our boat, and re-arranging our provisions for
an excursion round the island, I commenced the work of the season by a careful
record of the rocks in the neighbourhood, ascertaining the thickness by actual
measurement where exposed, and by coinputation where concealed. When
practicable, collections of fossils were made, and their stratigraphical and geo-
graphical positions recorded.

On the 2.3rd July I left the west end, the men proceeding with the boat and
provisions to Gamache or Ellis Bay, while I followed on foot; at Gamache Bay
I was able to procure a small boat, which was of great advantage in facilitating
my work, and by means of it I was enabled to examine the coast and collec
specimens all the way to South-west Point, while I was obliged to allow the
men to bring on the larger boat with provisions as best they could.

At South-west Point, finding the two men Idhad engaged at Mingan not suitable
for our work, I freed them from their engagement, and hired four others who
had two boats of their own, which I also hired, leaving our own boat at South-
west Point; I was induced to do this from the consideration that in case Qof
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danger the men would be likely to make a greater effort to save their own boats
thani inie, and in consequience save what was in them. One of these boats
was devoted to the carriage of specimneus, and the other of provisions and camp
eqmipage.

On the 14th August we left South-west Point, and I continued my examina
tion to the east end of the island, and then along the north coast, keeping
always in conpany with the larger boats, with the exception of ten days at
Chaloupe River, where the larger boats were detained from head winds and storrns;
while with the simil boat and two men I examined the east end of the island, a
distance of nearly fifty miles.

Considering on our arrivai at Cliarleton Point, on the 12th Septenber, that
the larger boats would no longer be so much required, I sent them on to the
west end, where they arrived on the 14th, while I followed and examined the
coast with the small one, getting to the saine place eight days later. A few
days were spent in examininig the rocks in that nîeighbourhood. and makig
measurements with Rochon's microneter telescope, so as to determine more
minutely the thicknesses of the strata.

But few excursions were iade into the interior of the island; they consisted ,f
one at Otter River, for about two miles up; another in the neighbourhood af
South-west Point, to the distance of a mile and a-half; a third at Salmon River,
for five miles inland; another at Nugg River; and a fifth by Mr. Easton
Assistant, to Marl Lake, thrce-quarters of a mile.

On the 30th September we left the islanmd in the steamer Doris, for Quebec,
with forty boxes and barrels of fossils, and the provisions intended for the
survey of the Magdalen River, as well as our camp equipage, making sixfy
parcels in all, in addition to our snmall boat. We reached Quebec on the 4th
October, and on ny arrivai at Montreal, oni the 7th, on account of the lateness ôf
the season, you recoumended the postponement of the survey of the Magdaleü
River.

On my tour of the coast of Anticosti, I met with much attention and personal
kindness from all the officers in charge of the government lighthouses and prd-
vision stations. I have great pleasure in having an oI)pportunity of expressing
how inuch I an obliged to Mr. P>ope, in charge of South-west Point lighthousd,
and to his son, Mr. E. Pope, for the interest they, evinced in forwarding thIe
objects of my investigation, aind iii supplying me with informriationi respecting my
excursion round the island, as well as the care lis whole family displayed in suip-
plying me wit.h comftorts, at the time otherwise beyond my reach. I amn indebted
to Mr. Corbett, the lessee of tlie islaid, and to Mr. Braddley, of Chaloupe
River, for their attention as well as to Mr. E. Julyan and his fanily, of 1-leath
Point, in supplying mny wants ou my arrival there without provisions, rny boât
having been detaiuned for nearly a week after îmîy arrival, by contrary windâ
and storims.

Ii searching for hauids to aid nie iii my work, somte difliculty was experienced
to procure mei acquainted wi the coast, notwitlstanding that considerable'
wages were offered; I found uione tliat had been round any considerable portid
of the uiorth side, and an opinion appeared to prevail amuong sucli as had béeù
for years on the island, in regard to tiat part, that was anything but encouragihng
They seemed to be unider the saine delusion respecting the niorth-east coast'8d
Anticosti, that those at a greater distance are in respect to the whole of it.

Since my return Ihave had an opportuiity of reading an article on the resource
and capabilities of' the island, by Mr. Roche, published in the Transactio i
of tie Literary and Historical Society of Quebec, in 1855; and in so far as Il 'ai,
enabled to judge, find it a correct and unexaggerated statement of facts.
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Cu:tci ,r of the Comugt and Coast.

A great part of the coast has a belt of reefs that are dry at low water, while
they are covered according to the state of the tide ut varions deptbs at high water..
The outer edge of these reefs forms a precipice, according to Bayfield, of twenty,
fifty aiid even a hundred feet; they occasioially shelve a little, but generally so
littie, that vessels approaching the coast have but small intimation of danger
froi soundings.

These reefs are cornposed of the argillaceous limestone of the island, and
exteiid out from the shore usually froi a-quarter of a mile to a mile ; and iii oue
or two instances, to about a mile and a-half. They conforn to the bends of
the coast, and where bays oecur, deep water may be expected to within a-qua.
ter or half-a-mile of the head of the bay, in a line Lp the centre, usually .at about
right angles to the general rua of the coast.

From the west end, the reefs are continuous on the southaide to S. Mary's
River, for about six miles to the east of which, deep water prevails close in shore;
from this the reefis again extend to South-west Point, with the exception of a mile
beobre reaching it, and a mile on ealh side of Ji.ipiter River. From South-
west Point they run about four miles to the east. beyond which, to Iron River,
only a few points were observed where reefs existed; but from Iron River to
Heath Point, and for two miles rorth-east of it they are very gereral. On'the
nortli side, deep water prevails close in towards the beach, as far as Observation
Bay ; but from Observation Bay to the west end, reefs are well inarked, with
the exception of about a mile, rouiding North Point.

On the reefs it is not unconmon to ieet with boulders, but great distances
may be seen without them ; where they occur it is generally in considerable
nuibers, covering patches of fiom one or two acres up to half-a-mile; they are
oftener seen in the bays thian in less sheltered places; but North Point would
be tn exception to this; they are there closely packed together for about half-
a-mile, and some of them are of a large size; they belong to the Laurentian
series of rocks.

The south side of the island, in its general aspect, is low; the most elevated
points close on this coast are at the mouth of Jupiter River, where cliffs rise. on
the east side to the height of from eighty to a hundred feet; and on the west
side to a hundred and fifty feet. On no other part of the south coast were
they observed to rise more than from thirty to sixty feet, but the general height
above the sea is from ten to twenty feet.

From South-west Point. to the west end, the hills inland are more elevated
than they are to the eastward; in general they rise gradually and more continun,
ously from the shore, attaining the height of from a hundred and fifty to two
hundred and fifty feet, at about the distance of from one to three miles. From
this however are to be excepted certain localities on the coast, where plains are,
met with having a superficial area of from a hundred to a thousand acres under-
laid by peat, partly bare of vegetation, but over considerable spaces, swpport-
ing a heavy growth of wild grass from four to five feet high.

From a position a few miles east of South-west Point to Wreck ,Bay, which
is at the east ,end of the island, between Heath Point and East 1Point, the
elevation of the coast above high water is from seven to fifteen feet, with the
exception of ithe neighbourhood of South Point and Cormorant Point, which rise
to the height of from tweuty to thirty feet on the ,shoreý; but very ittle ries
takes place inland for from one to tiree miles, and this flat surface is bounde4d
to the ndrth by a gradual:slope, rising to the height of from -one hundred to,,two
hundred feet, probably becoiming :more ,elevated stilI further inhand. The;low
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country is a succession of peat plains, occasionally bare, but often covered with
wild grass; the whole beimg varied with strips and clumps of trees, as well as
dotted with small lakes, on which ducks, geese and other wild fowl breed in
considerable iiumbers.

The whole of the north side of the island is a succession of ridge-like elevations
of froi 200 to 500 feet above the sea, sëparated by depressions. From English
Head, thrce miles east from the west end to West Clitf, a distance of fifty-eight
miles in a straight line, each successive ridge and valley occupies a breadth of
from four to six miles; the ridges form a somewhat rounded end, facing the
sea on the north ; their rise is first well marked at from a-quarter of a mile to a
mile fromn the siore, and in about a mile more inland, they attain their greatest
elevation ; continuing this elevation to the south and widening, they narrow
the intermediate valley, until as far as known, the country becomes in appear-
ance of a gently undu lating character. The run of the valleys with some excep-
tions is fron S. 100 W. to S. 300 W.

Macastey Ridge or Mountain, eleven miles east from the west end, rises upwards
of four hundred feet at about a mile iuland. High Cliff, eighteen miles further
east, is probably 500 feet, one quarter of a mile from the shore; these are
in some respects the most conspicuous ridges. High Cliff is a bold head-land
while Macastey Mountain is separated by a broader valley than usual from its
neiglhbour to the east, and is higher than any other to the west. Macastey Moun-î
tain is a conspicuous object when viewed even from the south side of the,
island, in the neighbourhood of Ellis, or Gamache Bay; sailing up this natural
harbour, it is observed in front a little to the right about five or six miles
distant.

The succession of ridge and valley, from English Head all the way to West
Cliff, is regular and characteristic, and produces a pleasing and beautiful effect.
From West Cliff to Observation Bay, a distance of about twenty miles, there is
a similar succession, but on this part the ridges rise to their full elevation nearer
to the shore. West Cliff rises immînediately over the sea to an elevation of
between 200 and 400 feet. Charleton Point has an elevation of 100 feet over
the sea, and a-quarter of a mile inland rises to between 300 and 400 feet; from
Charleton Point to Observation Bay the coast is sonewhat lower, Observation
Bay foriming an indentation on the coast of a Mile and a quarter deep, and five
miles across ; fron the head of this bay a well marked valley bears S. 100 W.

Fron Observation Bay to Gull Cape, a distance of fifty-three miles, the cliffs
becomne more prominent on the coast, rising almost perpendicularly at the points.
to the height of from 100 to 300 feet; and the indentations are more numerous,
producing more sharply defined valleys.

Between Bear Head and Cape Robert, a distance of five miles and a-half, the
greatest indentation from a straight line is about a mile and a-half; but this isà
subdivided into Easton Bay, Tower Bay, and White Bay, the last being thèJ
largest.

Salmon River Bay, east from Cape Henry, is five miles wide, and its greatestI
depth is one mile. Salmon River runs through a well marked valley, of which
the general bearing up stream is S. 650 W. for nearly six miles, where a transverse
valley, in the bearing N. 770 W. and S. 770 E. (about parallel with the coastY.
meets it, and gives it two streams running from opposite directions. From the'
middle of the valley the land gradually rises on each side to the height of froni
400 to 450 feet, and-the bed of the valley must rise pretty fast; for though'thK
current of the stream is without leaps, it is rather rapid.

Prinsta Bay, further east, is an indentation of about one mile in depth, with ,
width of a mile and a-half; perpendicular cliffs surround thiis bay to the heigh
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of from 100 to 150 feet, except at the very head, where two creeks eut through
the rock. On the west side of Prinsta Bay is Cape James, 150 feet in height;
and on the east is Table Head. Table Head has a face of from 150 to 160 feet
perpendicular, and gains almost at once an additional height, from the sumrnit sof

which there is a gradual descent on the opposite side, the surface forming on that
side a rougli outline to the valley through which Fox River passes to Fox Bay,
which affords the second important harbour on the Island. The upward course
of the valley of the Fox River is N. 72) W.

From Fox Point on the west side of the bay to Gull Cape, upwards of a mile
on the east side, there is a distance of six miles, in which the coast is low, Fox
Point, the highest part of this, not being more than from thirty to forty feet
above the sea.

From Gull Cape to Wreck Bay, a distance of eleven miles, the cliffs are in
general perpendicular, and from 100 to 130 feet high, gaining but little eleva-
tion inland, probably not over 100 feet, while the surface back from them gives
as far as observed, a slightly rolling country.

Excepting the valley of Jupiter River, there are no well defined valleys on
the south side of the island.

In respect to the soil of the Island, the plains on the south side, as has been
stated, are composed of peat, but the general vegetation of the country is sup-
ported by a drift composed for the most part of a calcaredus Clay, and a light
grey or brown colored sand. The elements of the soil would lead to the con-
clusion of its being a good one, but the opinion of most persons, guided by the
rules derived from the description of timber which grows on it, would not be
favourable, as there is almost a complete absence, as far as my observation
went, of the hard-wood trees supposed to be the sure indication of a good
settling country.

The cmost abundant tree is spruce, in size varying from eight to eighteen inches
in diameter, and from forty to eighty feet in length. On the north coast, and
in soine parts of the south, it is found of good size in the open woods close by
the beach, without any intervening space of stunted growth; the stunted growth
was occasionally met with on the north side, but it is only on the tops of cliffs,
and other places exposed to the sweep of the heavy coast vinds, where spruce,
or any other tree on the island is stunted. In these situations there is often-
times a low, dense, and alnost impenetrable barrier of stunted spruce, of from
ten to twenty feet across, and rarely exceeding a hundred feet; beyond which
open woods and good comparatively large timber prevails.

Pine was observed in the valley of the Salmon River, about four miles inland,
where ten or twelve trees that were measured gave from twelve to twenty inches
in diameter at the base, with heights varying from sixty to eighty feet. White
and yellow birch are common in sizes from a few inches to two feet in diameter
at the base, and from twenty to fifty feet high.. Balsam-fir was seen, but it
was small and not abundant. Tamai'ack was observed, but it was likewise small
and scarce. One of our men, however, who is a hunter on the island, informed.
me he had seen groves of this timber north from Ellis, or Gamache Bay, of which
some of the trees were three feet in diameter, and overa hundred feet in height.
Poplar was met with in groves, close to the beach, on the north side of thàe
island.

Of fruit-bearing trees and shrubs, the nountain-ash, or rowan- was thë
largest;. it was most abundant:in the interior, but appeared 'to be of the largest
size close on the beach, especiallyýon the north side, where it attains the heighti
of forty feet, with long extending and somewhat slender branches; covered with
clusters of fruit. The high eranberry (Viurnu oplus) prodatessa large and1
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juicy fruit, and is abundant. A species of gooseberry bush of from two to three
feet high is met with in the woods, but appears to thrive best close to the
shingle, on the beach, where strips of two or three yards across and half-a-mile
long were occasionally covered with it; the fruit is very good and resembles in
taste the garden berry; it is smooth and black colored, and about the size of a
conunon riarble; the shrub appeared to be very prolific. Red and black cur-
rauts are likewise abundant; there appear to be two kinds of each, in one of
which the berry is simooth, reseibling both in taste and appearance that of the
garden, the otheir iough and prickly, with a bitter taste.

Strawberries are found near the beach; in size and flavor they are but little
infrrior to the garden fruit; they are mnost abundant among the grass in the,
openings, and their season is from the middle of July to the end of August.
Five or six other kinds of fruit-bearing plants were observed, sonie of which
iiglt be found of value. The low cranberry was seen in one or two places in
soine abundance, but I was infbrined that it was less abundant than in many
other past seasous. The raspberry was rarely met with.

The iost surprisiug part of the natural vegetation was a species of pea
which was found on the beach, and in opeu spaces in the woods; on the beach
the plant, like the ordinary cultivated field-pea, often covered spaces fi'on a-
quarter of au acre to an acre in exteit; the stemn and the leaf were large, and
the pea suliciently so to be gathered for use ; the straw when required is eut
and cured fi ted for cattie and horses during the winter.

But little is yet known of the agricultural capabilities of the island; the only
atteîupts at cultivation that have been made are at Gamache Bay, South-west
Point, and Heath Point. South-west Point and I-eath Point are two of the
mliost exposed places in the Island; and Gamache Bay, though a sheltered
position, has a peat soil; the whole three are thus ufavourable.

On the 22nd July potatoes were well advanced, and in healthy condition at
Gaiache Bay; but a field under hay, consisting of timothy, clover and natural
grass, did not shew a heavy crop. At South-west Point, Mr. Pope had about
three acres of potatoes planted in rows three feet apart; he informed me he ex,
pected a yield of 600 bushels. and at the time of my arrival on the 5th of
August, the plants were in full blossom, and covered the ground thoroughly;
judging fron the appearance they seemed the finest patch of'potatoes I had ever
seen. About halfZan-acre of barley was at the time commencing to ripen; it
stood about four feet high,* with strong stalk aid well fidled ear. . observed
oats in au adj oining patch ; these had been late sown, being intended for winter.
feed for cattle; their appearance indicated a large yield.

On the day of my arrival at Heath Point, the 23rd August, I accompanied Mr.
Julyan about a mile from the light-house, to a piece of ground composed of
yellowish-brown loam, which he had cleared in the wood, and planted about.
the middle of June with potatoes and peas; of the potatoes he procured -
bucket-full of good size and middling good quality. The peas were in blossomeîi
yet a few pods were found to be fit for use. In this patch I discovered threel
ears of bald wheat, the seed of which had been among the peas when ,sown4
they were just getting into blossom, and probably would ripen; the ear wasýan,
average size, and the straw about three and a-half feet high.

I observed frost only once ; it was on the 18th September, but not sufficien6lÿ
severe te do injury to growing crops ; and I was informed by Mr. Julyan that ,the
lowest temperature of the previous winter was only seven degrees of Fahrenhei(
below zero. On the coast, as might be expected, the atmosphere is damper
and temperature from ten ,to fifteen degrees below that of the interior, damn
June, July, August, and.September, and probably May and October.
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During the three months of my stay on the island, fogs prevailed for ten days,
six of which were the 31st July and the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th of August,
while we were at Soith-west Point ; Mr. Pope told me it was an unusual
occurrence. I observed that frequent openings in the fog were seen towards the
land, leading to the idea that it was less dense in the interior.

I observed sorne cattle at South-west Point, belonging to Mr. Pope and Mr.
Corbet; they appeared to be in good condition, althoughi they had been left to
provide for theinselves in the wood openings, or along the shore. A horse be-
Iongoing to Mr. Pope was in equally good condition.

Harbours.

Gamache or Ellis Bay and Fox Bay are the only two harbours on the island
that are comparatively safe in all winds; the former is eight and a-half miles from
West-end Lighthouse, on the south side; the latter is fifteen miles from Heath
Point Lighthouse, on the north side. From Cape Eagle to Cape Henry, across
the mouth of Gamache Bay, the distance is two miles, with a breadth of deep
water of three-quarters of a mile, extending up the bay a mile and a-half, while
the depth of the indentation is two miles and a-half. Fox Bay is smaller, and
bas less depth of water than Gamache Bay. The distance across its mouth is a
mile and a-half, with half-a-mile of deep water in the centre, extending up the
bay nine-tenths of a mile ; the whole depth of the indentation being one mile and
two-tenths. These two harbours occur in the same geological formation, while
the rock presents a very regular and comparatively level surface, over which
a road could be easily constructed from one harbour to the other, the distance
being 120 miles; by such means the whole island would be brought to within a
inoderate distance of a road having a natural harbour at each end.

It belongs to an engineer to say how far these natural harbours might be
capable of artificial improvement. The belt of reef about a mile wide, that
lines the shore within them, is composed of argillaceous limestone, in nearly
horizontal beds, which are dry at low water of spring tides. Possibly one mode
of improvement miglit be to make excavations in the limestone to the depth
required, and to use the materials thus obtained partly to raise the sides of the
excavations high enough for piers, and partly for the construction of break-
waters outside. The depth of water on the reefs at spring tides is about six
feet, and the strength of the break-water might be made accordingly. I have
been informed that a vessel of 500 tons has been loaded with a cargo of timber
in Gamache Bay.

During a heavy wind from the east, while I was at Fox Bay, a schooner ran in
for shelter, and appeared to be quite safe. On account of the safeness of this
harbour, a provision pôst was established in it; but since the erection of Heath
Point Lighthouse, seventeen or eighteen years ago, it has been discontinued;
not a single house now remains, although they appear to have been numerous at
one time. I mention this more particularly as on all the charts I have seen,
Provision Post still remains indicated there; and it happened in one instance at
least, that a vessel was wrecked within sight of Heath Point, but the crew,
instead of goinc to the lighthouse, went straight to Fox Bay, where they confi-
dently expected to find shelter,; the consequence was that several of them
perished with cold and hunger (the time being the begimining of Deceinber) before
they could reach the lighthouse at Heath Point. The indication cannot be
erased from old' charts that may be in the hands of mariners, but I am not aware
what means have been taken to make navigators acquainted with the change.

I do not know of any other harbours on the Island that are sheltered fromâ àIl
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winds, and it appears to me that from every other position on the coast, any
vessel near the shore, down to the size of a schooner, during the existence of one
wind or other would be immediately obliged to put to sea; for small boats of
from three to ten tons burthen, there are scarcely ten miles of the coast where
shelter could not be fouid by passing up the small rivers at high water; and
there are many bays that might perhaps be made safe by excavations similar to
those to which allusion has been made.

Rivers and Lalces.

The streams that are met with along the coast are, considering the breadth
of the island, very numerous. There is scarcely a mile that is not supplied
with its cleiar stream of water, and every six or nine miles shew one of a size
sufficiently large, and with a flow sufficiently constant, to keep machinery going.
Waterfalls near the coast ofte n present excellent sites for the purpose. The
water of these streams is always more or less calcareous. On the south side
the largest rivers are the Becscie, the Otter, the Jupiter, (which is the largest
on the island) the Pavillon, and Chaloupe; on the north, the Fox and Salmon
Rivers are the largest.

On the sonth shore numerous ponds and small lakes were seen just inside
the shingle beach; towards the east end of the island they occur in the low
swampy flat that there runs along the shore. None were met with farther back,
and none were observed on the north side of the island except a few small
ponds close to the beach.

Great Salt Lake, Little Salt Lake, Chaloupe Lake, and Lake Lacroix on the
south side, and Fox Lake on the north side are in reality lagoons of salt water,
the tide flowing in and out and mingling with the fresh water of the rivers.

Most of the streams and lakes swarrn with the finest brook trout and salmon
trout, and large shoals of mackerel were almost daily observed all around the
island. But in my tour I sa.w no appearance of schooners employed in fishing,
with the exception of one at South Point. The only operations I heard of con-
nected with the trade, were carried on at the mouth of a few of the larger
streams on the south side and at that of Salmon River on the north by men
under Mr. Corbet the lessee of the island, and they werè entirely confined to the
taking of salmon and salmon trout. Seals were extremely abundant, and but
for a few Indians who come over from Mingan in July and August, and take
a few of them on the north side of the island, they would be wholly undisturbed
In the bays and more sheltered places round the island these creatures are met
with by thousands. It was not uncommon to stumble across one asleep on the
beach, when generally it was despatched with a blow or two of our hammers.

Several species of whale were observed to be abundant towards the west end
of the island. This must be a favorite resort as they were either seen or
heard at irregular intervals day and night. One of them about sixty feet in
length, and about fifteen feet above the water's edge was found grounded on the
reef in Prinsta bay when we passed on the 3rd September.

The only fishing schooners I saw, with the exception of the one mentioned;
were at the Mingan Islands, where twelve or thirteen came to the harbour fÔ'r
shelter during a storm. I was informed by Mr. Henderson, the gentleman !
charge of the Hudson's Bay Company's post at Mingan, that they were all frih
American ports.

Wild Animals.

The wild animals met with on the island as far as I am aware are the com-
mon black bear, the red, the black, and the silver fox and the marten. Bears ar
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said to be very numerous and hunters talk of their being met with by dozens at
a time; but on my excursion I only observed one at Ellis Bay, two near Cormo-
rant Point, and one in the neighbourhood of Observation Cape. I came upon
the last one on a narrow strip of beach at the foot of a high and nearly vertical
cliff. Seen from a distance I took the animal for a burnt log, and it was only
when within fifty yards of him that I perceived my mistake. He appeared to be
too busily engaged in making his morning meal, on the remains of a seal, to pay
any attention to me, for although with a view of giving him notice to quit I
struck my hammer upon a boulder that was near, and made other noises which I
conceived might alarm him, he never raised his head to show that he was aware
of my presence, but fed on until he had finished the carcase, obligring me, having
1no rifle, to remain a looker-on for half-an-hour. When nothing of the seal re-
nained but the bones, the bear climbed in a leisurely way up the face of the
naked cliff, which could not be many degrees out of the perpendicular, throwing
down as he passed considerable blocks of rock, and disappeared over the summit
which was not less than a hundred feet above the sea.

Foxes and martens are very abundant; the marten was frequently heard
during the night in the neighborhood of our caip, and foxes were seen on several
occasions. Of the silver grey fox, the skii of which frequently sells for from,
tweity-five to thirty pounds currency, from four to twelve have been obtained
by the hunters every winter. Mr. Corbet the lessee of the island employs
several men during that season to hunt these animals for their fur, and I under-
stand he makes some profit by the trade.

I heard of no animals of any other description, with the exception of wild
fow], and I saw no frogs nor reptiles of any description, and I was informed by
fle hunters that there were none.

Distrinaion of the Rocks.

The rocks of the island were found on examination to be in great part some
what different in their general lithological character, as well as in their foss
contents from any that had previously come under my notice. I therefor
resolved to separate them into certain stratigraphical groups, leaving the deter-
mination of their geological age to future investigation. These divisions in,
ascending order I shall therefore call,

1. Division A.
2. Division B.
3. Division C.
4. Division D.
5. Division E.
6. Division F.

Division A.

This division of the strata which was the lowest met with, is in its geneial
character an argillaceous limestone ; the best section of it occurs in the neighbodi-
hood of English Head at the west end of the island, and the follwn '
sequence of the beds in ascending order:

Grey limestone beds of two and three inches thick, interstratified with greenish colored shale;
the limestone beds are in places filled, with fossils in patches 1of from two to three feet in
diameter, while no fossils would be observed in the same bed for consider'able intervals.
These fossils consisted of univalve and bivalve shells, and the surfacesof the shale wei•6
covered with facoids. The, beds of limestone are hard and compact, and the -fossile ar
in consequence with difficu1ty got out .. .. 20
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Grey limestones and shales of a similar character ........................................ 24 0
Grey limestones and shales of a similar character, with the addition of interstratified layers of

conglomergte limestone of two or three inches thick, in which the pebbles consist of
grey limestone and greenish shale, and measure more in the liane of the beds than trans-
versely to them ; the diameter of the largest is about three inches ; the pebbles lie in a grey
argillaceous m atrix ........................ ................................... 13 0

Grey limestones, shales and conglomerates similar to the preceding beds,.................... 12 6
Grey linestones, shales and conglomerates as before; this part is very fossiliferous,........ 10 0
Grey argillaceous limestone, interstratified with greenish argillaceous shale........ ...... 63 0
Grey argillaceous limestone, and greenish argillaccous shale similar to the last, interstratified

with beds of pure limestone, and of limestone conglomerate ........................ 86 0
Bluisl-grey, liard, brittle argillo-calcareous bed, smooth on the surface, with remarkable im-

pressions like the track of some animal, consisting of two parallel rows of semi-circular
pits, each pit of about half-an-inch in diameter and separated from the succeeding one
about a-quarter of an inch, the one row separated from the other about half-an-inch, and
so arranged that the curves of the pits are on the outside, while the centre of each pit is
opposite the interrupted circuimferuence of two pits on the other side; the bottons of the
pits on opposite sides slol aw'ay froin one another leaving a species of ridge between them ;
these double rows of alteruate pits are usually from about ten to about eighteen inches long
and are more dceply inipressed at one extremity than at the other; the impressions are so
numerous on some parts of the surface that scarcely a square yard was without themn.... 0 6

229 0

The thickness above given is well exposed in the neighborhood referred to,
either on the reef or in the cliff. The strata occupy a breadth of neaily a mile
at English Head. Their dip is S., and the slope 234 feet in a mile. The lower
beds are in the reef (dry at low water), which is about half-a-mile on the out-
side of the head ; the highest beds are at Otter or Indian Cove, where the
strearn from Marl Lake empties itself into the sea over the bed holding in such
abundance the impressions that have been described.

Following the coast in an easterly direction, the measures appear to coin-
cide with it in a general way for nine miles to the point corresponding with
Macastey Mourtain ; for here the Indian Cove track-bed comes out on the shore
with a strike N. 550 E., and is traceable to the east side of Macastey Bay, where,
after shewing a sinuosity rudely· conforming to the shape of the bay, it enters
upon the land with a strike S. 843 E., shewing a dip S. 6ü W.< 2p.

Between this and White Cliff, which is the next point examined on the
coast, there is an interval of fburteen miles, along which it is probable the
neasures nearly coincide with the general trend of the shore; for while there is

a unitormity in the physical aspect of the country facing the sea the whole way,
the fossils of the cliff in a hund'ed feet of thickness resemble those of English
Head, and the dip of the strata is S. 10 W. <10 to 140.

The same uniformity of geographical aspect is preserved tol High Cliff, six
miles further, and judging fron the identity of some fossils, the higher beds of
this division are brought to the shore on the west side of the next bay, though
the track-bed was not seen. The dip is here S. 150 W., with the augmented
slope of 800 feet in a mile. This increased inclination however is maintaiRed
but for a very short distance, and following a bed of shale for a couple of miles,;
from the west to the east side of the bay, the dip gradually becomes S. 4r W.,
with a slope of 100 feet in a mile; and while the lower beds were observed
to follow the bend of the coast for at least a mile farther, the higher ones
gained the land, and were observed about half-a-mile from the shore up Nugg.
River, the position of which is five miles still further on, where they display a
dip S. 14a W.< from 20 to2kO.

From Nugg River to West Cliff the distance is nineteen miles; the coast
is nearly straight and presents no new geographical feature. About five iiles
before reaching the cliff there is a lower one, exposing about eighty feet, the
fossils of which resemble those on the coast of English Head. The strata were
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seen presenting lines along the face of the cliff about parallel with high water
mark, with a slope of one or two degrees inland. Approaching West Cliff
from this, two trap dykes were observed on the beach; one of them about
half-a-mile west of the cliff, with a breadth of about twenty yards, was visible
for 120 yards in a bearing N. 620 W. ; the other close by the base of the cliff,
with a breadth of fifty yards, was seen for about twenty yards in the bearing
N. 470 W. Both dykes were composed of fine-grained greenstone, with whitish
feldspar and black hornblende, and neither of them, appeared to produce any
disturbance of the beds; but at the time of observation the sea was close upon
them, and it was not easy to determine much'with accuracy. The fossils of the
cliff in which there are 130 feet of strata supposed to belong to this division,
resemble those of English Head in species and in grouping, and on the east side
of the cliffthe dip was determined to be S. 170 W. <10 or 11o.

Three miles further east, beds of the same general character become exposed
in cliffs of from twenty to forty feet high, and in their associated reefs, and
were several times repeated with no observed deviation between the strike and
the general trend of the coast, to Charleton Point, a distance of six miles more,
where the dip was ascertained to be S. 180 W. <10.

At Charleton Point some of the beds are crowded with fossils standing out
in bold relief on the weathered surfaces. and well defined forms also were ob-
tained from the debris of the cliff. Of these, six or seven species are the same
as species obtained at English Head, but there are many that are different. The
same beds are repeated at Spruce Point, about three miles further east, and
twice more at points in the six succeeding miles, in which there appears to be
little or no change of the dip. This is to th. west horn of Observation Bay,
and crossing this bay to the east horn, which is Observation Cliff, we find at the
very base of it a bed of exactly the sanie lithological character, and presenting
on its surface the same peculiar impressions as those at Otter or Indian Cove.
The dip at this spot is S. 130 W. < 10, and the strike from it westward would
bring the bed a little within the western horn, the distance being six miles, but
the track-bed was not there detected.

The distance from Indian Cove to Observation Cliff is eighty-two miles, and
the bearing in a straight line S. 810 E. At every point examined in the whole
distance, the beds vary but little in their lithological characters from those given
in the detailed section at English Head. This fact however is not of much value
in establishing the stratigraphical equivalence, as beds not much differing fron
these are met with in the succeeding division. Nor for the same reason can
the general resemblance of the fossils be insisted on, for although there are
five or six well known Lower Silurian species at ail the points, there are other
well known Lower Silurian species that are present at some points and absent
at others, while there are nany species which I have for the first time seen,
sone belonging to the whole distance, and some, as far as yet known, peculiar to
different points, and nearly aIl the species ascend to the succeeding division.
The whole means of establishing the equivailence of the strata are thus reduced
to the strike and the track-bed, which I conceive to be one and the sane bed
at both extremes of the line ; for while it comes upon the coast in three places,
just about where it ought to do in order to be in conformity with the strike, it
is accomp. anied in each case by a bed immediately below containing Atrypa
erratca of Iall, and a new species of Cypricardia, about eighty or ninety feet
above, which was found no where eise. I have therefore ventured to make the
bed a stratigraphical station in.the superposition of the beds, and to consider
that the western eighty-two miles of the north coast of the island belong4tô
Division A.

A. 1857
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Division B.

The rocks which succeed the track-bed at Indian Cove, and extend to what
I have previously called Junction Cliff, situated three miles and a-half west of
Ellis Bay, compose theaext division. They are in ascending order as follows

ft. in.
Bluish-grey somewhat argillaceous limestone in hard and compact beds of from three to six

inches thick, interstratilied witli partings of greenish shale; towards the top there are
thin bands of light reddish-grey limestone, rather purer than those below ; some of the
beds contain fragments of trilobites and other fossils of which it is diflicult to procure
good specimens froi the hardness of the rock ; the surfaces of sone of the beds shew
fucoids ,....................................................................... 50 0

Grey limestone beds of from tlirec to six inches with ?hale partings between, much like the
preceding l character ; the top bed contains nuencrous beautiful specimens of corals of
a pure yellowish-white color standing out in relief on the surface ..................... 5 0

Reddish-grey liniestone in thin beds, holding at the top a characteristic fossil which appears to
be a new species of Cypricardia .................................................. 20 0

Reddish-grey limestone beds with thin greenish shale partings, interstratified at intervals of
from threc to ten feet with beds of fron three to six inches, consisting of conglomerate,
the pebbles of which are composed of grey limestone, and are of various sizes up to
,tbree inches in diameter, lying flat in the bed in a matrix of grey limestone; many frag-
,ments of trilobites are met with in the deposit with other fossils..................... 25 0

Reddish-grey limestones, conglomerates and shale partings as before...................... 16 0
Reddish-grey limestones, congloierates and shale partings as before ...................... 72 0
Reddish-grey Iinestones in beds of from six to ten inches, interstratified with conglomerates

as before; among other orgale renains these beds contain in some abundance a tree-
like species of fussil witli a rough wrinkled or iodular exterior resembling some kinds of
bark, and an irregularly chambered tube in the centre with curved septa; around the
tube, the chambers of which are ernpty, there are arranged numerous concentric layers ;
tle whole of the fossil, including the septa, is composed of a yellowish-white carbonate
of lime, crystals of which, in the form of dog-tooth spar, stand out from the walls
of some of the chanibers ; the concentric layers are in sonie cases partially scparated,
and the exterior soretimes slews that into such spaces the exterior coating of tlie fossil
bas been squeezed down, after being broken ; these fossils are of various sizes from three
to seven inches in diaicter, and one of then of about six inclies ia diameter shewed a
length of five feet; they all lie prostrate in the beds. In addition to these tree-like fossils
there are corals of the same yellowish-white color in considerable abundance, with other
fossils................................................................. 102 0

Grey linestoncs, conglornerates and shale partings, witl similar fossils ; a lied at tie top con.
tains beads of encrinites in soie abuidance........................................ 82 0

Grey limestones, conglornerates and shale partings with fossils as before .................. 33 0
Grey limestones, conglonerates and shiale partings as before, and in addition to the tree-

lilce fossil, corals and other organic renains, a considerable number of orthoceratites are
present, but the liard nature of the beds in which they generally occur makes it difficult
to get theni out in a good state of preservation ..................................... 64 0

Grey limestones, conglomerates and shale partings; in addition to the fossils previously men-
tioncd, there is a greater abundance of spiral shells, chiefly Murchisonia, than in any of the
beds lower down ........... ............................................. 165 0

Measures concealed : the shingle on the beach is largely made up of argillo-areuaceous shale
of a greenish tinge mingled with worn fragments of grey limestone ; from the fact that
this arenaceous shale did not occiir at other parts of the beach, and from its easily des-
tructible character, it is probable that the beds froni which it was derived constitute a
considerable part of the measures concealed ...................................... 96 O

730 O

The distance which this division occupies between Indian Cove and Junction
Cliff at the west end of the island, is verv nearly seven miles. At the cove the
dip is S. 60 W.. at West End Lighthouse, S. 100 W., half-way between this and
Junctiori Cliff S. 100 W. ; the average is about S. 1110 W., and the breadth across
the division in this direction is three miles and four-fifths, which would give an
average slope of 190 feet in a mile.

From the position of the track-bed in Macastey Bay, the whole heighto
Macastey Mountain, 400 feet, would belong to this division ; as would probably
all the inland elevations visible from the sea as far as Charleton point. The first
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coast cliff belonging to it in this direction is Observation Cliff, wlhere 360 feet of
the base of the division rise at once from the sea.

The dip at the base of Observation Cliff as has already been stated, is
S. 130 W. <10 ; at the second cliff beyond, it is S. 230 W. <14O and at the third
S. 130 W. <14o, the distance of the last from Observation Cliff being about
four miles, and the strike of the measures along the coast, as deduced from
the above. would carry the track-bed out in front of the third -cliff a little more
than a mile, while the average slope would place it about 100 feet below its
base. In the third cliff there is a height of 250 feet; so that its summit would
probably not shew any beds higher than those of Observation Cliff. The distance
to t1e next point is about two miles and a-half, and the strike bears very nearly
for it; as the measures gradually diminish in inclination towards Guy Point,
vhich is about the same distance further on, and then become quite flat, it is
probable that the base of this cliff is not over twenty feet further in vertical
heigit from the track-bed than the base of the cliff mentioned before.

Guy Point has a height of about 200 feet; its summit therefore will scarcely
reach so high in the stratification as that of Observation Cliff. The horizon-
tality of the stratification in Guy Point may extend about half-a-mile at right
nigles to the general strike further west, and would carry the same beds. that
ne at its base to the base of the next cliff eastward, and this would not bring
it a greater amount of additional strata than perhaps thirty feet in the bight of
Bpar Bay beyond. The base of the cliff leading to Bear Head would thus be
a out L50 feet over the track-bed.

From Bear Head the coast takes a turn more across the stratification. The
ip at the head is S. 170 W., and the inclination, as determined by tracing a bed

round into the succeeding cove, is seventy feet in a mile, which would be the
amoint gained upon the strata at the base of the next point. It would require
another mile across the strata to reach the base of the next cliff, Vhich is Tower
ý'oint, and about half-a-mile to reach a position in White Bay beyond, which
wvould be in the strike of the most northern point of Cape Robert; but in this
nii'e and a-half the inclination increases to probably 100 feet in a mile, so that
the base of Cape Robert would be about 370 feet above the track-bed.

The dip at Cape Robert is S. 130 W. <14e, while that of Cape Henry, about
tlirce miles and a-half further on, is S. 230 W. >110, and the base of Cape, Henry
uould probably be thirty feet higher, making about 400 feet above the track-
bd. At the base of Cape Henry were met with the first observed examples
g ing eastward along the coast, of the tree-like fossil, occurring 188 feet above
[lie track-bed at the west end of the island; but as their vertical distance at
Cape Henry would thus be more than twice as great, it 3 not improbable that
examples of the fossil may yet be found farther west.

Cape Henry has a vertical face of about 300 feet, the whole of which appeared
to be calcareous; the suimit of the cliff would thus be about 700 feet. above
the track-bed. Crossing the 'mouth of Salmon River to Battery Point, the next
in succession to Cape Henry, a vertical cliff of about sixty feet in height pre-
sents itself, in which the prostrate forms of the tree-like fossil protrude from the
cliff in tiers, each fossil presenting a circular extremity, with an orifice in the
centre, giving to the cliff the aspect of a battery of guns, w'hich has led to its
name.

In the bight of a cove, about two miles east of Battery Point, the limestones
are followed by arenaceous shales, and the next point, Cape Joseph, which
presents a cliff of 180 feet in height, is probably crowned with them, as in the
bight of the cove beyond some sandstones, which I could not approach the
coast to visit, give to a cliff the name of Grindstone Cape. These sandstones

a -1
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must run along the coast for about five miles, composing part of the face of Cape
James in their course, and coming to the level of the- water in Prinsta Bay;
they then strike across this bay and run round the lower part of Table Head,
where they exhibit a thickness of about fifty feet. The sandstones then sink
beneath the level of the water with a dip S. 190 W. <20, presenting the follow-
ing section in ascending order:

ft. in.
Greenish-grey, thin bedded, fine grained sandstone, with black and brown mica between

the layers; the rock is slightly calcareous,......................................... 7 6
Greenish-grey, fine grained, slightly calcareous sandstone in thin beds, .................... 8 0
Greenish-grey, fine grained, slightly calcareous sandstone, with brown and black mica be-

tween the layers, which are from three to ten inches in thickness; one bed of from
seven to ten inches thick, is free grained, would make a good building stone, and might
probably be fit for grindstones .................................................... 5 6

Greenish-grey, fine grained, thin bédded and slightly calcareous sandstone, interstratified with
layers of from three to six inches thick, more calcareous froni the presence of fossils,
chiefiy convoluted shells, which are mixed up with small pebbles of white and green
quartz, some as large as beans, as well as a few grains of blood-red jasper; mica is
present between the layers,...................................................... 22 O

Greenish-grey, fine grained sandstone, with fossiliferous coarse grained layers as before,...... 5
Greenish-grey, fine grained, slightly calcareous sandstone, in beds of one and two feet, which

in some parts run into thin slabs, shewing fossils on their surface, ..................... 6 9

53 3

The last of these beds would be about 750 feet above the track-bed, and the
whole of them probably correspond with the supposed arenaceous beds of t1é
west end section. Division B would thus appear to occupy about forty miles àf
the coast, with the exception of about two miles in the bight of Prinsta Ba,
which is comprehended in the succeeding one.

Division C.

Continuing the sequence of the beds at the west end, where the previous
division ended near Junction Cliff, the following constitutes the succeeding
division in ascending order:

ft. in.
Greenish argillo-arenaceous shale ..................... .............. é ............... 1 0
Greenish argillo-arenaceous shale, interstratified with beds of grey limestone of froi one

to three inches thick; in a two-inch bed, a new species of Lingula was observed in
abundance; in another encrinites were nunerous, with other organic remains, ........ 1

Yellowish-grey, compact, argillaceous liiestone, with few observed fossils, ...... ..... 10
Yellowish-grey, compact, argillaceous limestone, interstratified with light reddish-grey lime-

stone beds of froni one to three inches thick, the surfices of which are covered with a
new species of Orthtis, (O. Laurentina) and other fossils; among the debris of these beds
many beautifil detached brachiopoda (Orthis subquadrata and others) are met with,
with spiral univalves (Murchisonia); these are the upper beds of Junction Cliff, ...... 20 0,

Measures partly concealed, but supposed to be of the same character as the preceding,
both lithologically and palwmontologically,........ ................................ 25 0

Ash-grey argillaceous limestone, in beds of froma one to three inches thick, alternating with
calcareo-argillaceous shale beds of from tive to seven inches ; and these two descrip-
tions of beds again interstratified with light grey pure limestone beds of one or two
inches ; no fossils were observed in this part,...................................... 6 O

Ash-grey argillaceous limestones and shales, interstratified as before with purer limestones ;
these beds contain a new species of Pentaierus (P. reversus), with several gasteropoda
and brachiopoda, some of which are new, and .itrypa mnarginalis, for the first time, I
believe, met with on this continent ; all the species are found preserved in the debris
and quite detached, as well as standing out in good relief on small slabs, about one mile
east of Junction Cliff, .................................... ..................... 20 0

Ash-grey argillaceous linestones and shales, with purer limestones as before, but the fossils
not so weil preserved, fron the beds being exposed ta the action of the sea,........... 10 0

Measures concealed,...................... ......................................
Ash-grey argillaceous limestones and shales, with purer limestones as before, the fossils not

so well preserved, in consequence of the action of the sea; this is a mile and a-half east
of j unction Cliff, .............................................................. 24 -

120
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fi. in.
M1reasures concealed, ................... ............................................ 30 0
Light yellowish-grey even bedded limestone, in beds of balf-an-incb and two inches, charac-

terized by Leptena subplana in abundance, and one or two instances of a small Atrypa
probably undescribed, all occurring principally between the layers, ................... 3 6

Grey argillaceous lim estone .................................. ...................... 5 0
Yellowish-white coral limestone, the corals of wbich consist chiefly of four genera: Chotetes,

Favosies, Hetiolites and Ctenipora, and they are aggregated in hummocky masses, often
composing one-half or three-quarters of the thickness, being from one to three feet, both
horizontally and vertically, and in some instances six feet horizontally. They are sur-
rounded with an ash-grey argillaceous limestone, and cause the overlying bed, conforming
to the hummocks, to bave the appearance of slightly undulating strata,.............. 4 6

The last bed occurs at Point Laframboise, and the over-lying strata being less exten-
sively developed there than to the eastward, the coral bed was scarched for in Ellis Bay,
and found nearly two miles to the east on the strike, at Cape, Henry, which is the west
horn of Ellis Bay, and again at Cape Eagle, the east horn, two miles still farther on the
strike. The measures below in ascending order, being the equivalents of a part of those at
Point Laframboise, are as follows:-

Grey limestone, interstratified with grey calcareo-argillaceous shale, sometimes of a
greenish color, the lowest bed characterized by a new species of Murchisonia
(M. rugosa), and the tree-like fossil which bas been described as existing in the
previous division. This fossil is here of larger size than before observed; one
specimen now in the museum of the Survey is ten and a-balf feet long, six
inches in diameter at the larger end, and but an inch or so less at the other.
Some of the fragments of others obtained were found to be ten and even fifteen
inches in diameter, and if the length were proportionate must when whole, have
been probably over thirty feet in length,.....................>............ 12 0

Light yellowish-grey limestone, in beds of from half-an-inch to two inches thick, with
occasional partings of calcareo-argillaceous shale and abundance of Leptoena
subplana, and two small species of A1trypa, ............................... 5 0

Yellowish coral limestone bed, as before, .................................... 5 0

22 0
The measures above the coral bed, in continuation of the section, are as follows :-

Grey limestone, with argillaceous partings; these beds were not continuously examined, but
the fossils of some of the beds were Strophonena depressa, Leptena subplana, Jrmbonychia
radiata, and some undescribed species,........................... ................ 62 0

Grey compact argillo-calcareous beds, slightly bituminous, interstratified with argillaceous
shales; but few fossils were observed, and such as were seen were obscure; these beds
form Bear Head, .... ....... ......... . ..................................... 42 0

Measures supposed to be similar to the last, but not thoroughly examined,................. 35 0

306 6

The dip of these beds at Junction Cliff is S. 130 W. ; one mile to the east of
it, S. 100 W.; at White Cliff, Ellis Bay, S. 40 W.; at Cape Eagle, S. 180 W.;
at Bear Point, S. 210 W. The average of these would be about S. 130 W,; the
inclination is a little over 100 feet in a mile, and the direct distance across the
strata is three miles. The distance along the coast occupied by the division
extending from Junetion Cliff to Long Point is about eight miles and a-quarter.

This division as a whole appears to be softer than the preceding ones; it offers
no very remarkable cliffs along the coast on the south side, while Ellis or
Gamache Bay is worn out of it, as well as a depression holding Gamache Lake
and the creek wbich empties it at the head of the bay.

On the north coast the rocks of the division are met with in the east part
of Cape James, and in the bight of Prinsta Bay, where they succeed the sand-
stones which have been mentioned, and occupy nearly two miles of the cpast.
In their outcrop further eastward they crown Table Head and come .to the
level of the water on the east side of it.

The following is a section of the base of the division at this spot in ascending
order, as it rests upon the sandstones of which a section was given in the
preceding division:

Grey limestone in even beds,.....................................................6 O
Grey limestone filled with several genera of corals of a yellowish-white color,......... .3 0
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Grey shale and limestone in patches, interlocking in such a manner as to make the bedding
obscure; no fIssils were observed, .........................................

Grey thin-bedded fossiliferous lim estone, with interstratified shale,..... ................
Grey limestoue, with yellowish-white corals,........................................
Grey yellow-weathering limestone, with yellowish-white corais,......................
Grey limestone in thin beds, with thin beds of argillo-arenaceous shale slightly calcareous, ..
Grey arenaceous limestone, with small scales of brown mica disseminated through it; at the

base it has a namillated hummocky character, the layers in surcession getting thicker
and thicker in the centre of the hummocks, which are from three liches to three feet in
dianieter; the whole bed thins down to a-quarter of an inch in about a-quarter of a mile
on the strike, and then thickens again farther on, and this appears to be repeated more
than once in the dip and rise as well as the strike ; the layers split away from one
another in smooth curved forms, but the exterior of the hmnmocks is rough, being marked
with small parallel ridges for short distances, and studded with fossils ............

Greenish-colored shale, interstratified witi thin beds of grey limestone ....................
Grey calcarco-argillaceous shale with limestone crowded with corals and the tree-like fossils

lieretofore described. Both of these kinds of organic remains are so numerous and so
confusedly mixed as to give to the whole mass at a little distance the aspect of a breccia,
and it can in consequence be traced easily by the eye in the face of the cliff round Table
Head, as well as round Cape James, for a distance of six miles on the strike, ..........

Grey compact argillaceous limestone, interstratified with beds of purer limestone of a lighter
color, which are however in some parts slightly arenaceous. Numerous fossils were
observed in the mass, but they were for the most part obscure. At the base there were
Murchison(e of eight or even ten inches long ; Catenipora occurred and Atrypa navforiis
was among the fossils ; about the top of the mass Leptena subplana was in some abun-
dance. A fine collection of fossils from this deposit was ufifortunately left behindby the

3 6
17 3

14 0

boatmen ................................................................ 110 0

181 6
The rocks of this section reach the position of the old provision post at Fox

River; betweeni the provision post and the foot of an escarpment south of the
lagoon at the mouth of the river, the distance is about a furlong over a mile,
across the strata, and the dip of the measures is S. 180 W., with a slope of 100
feet in a mile. This would add to the section about 115 feet, which are con-
cealed under the river and bagoon, miaking the whole thickness 296 feet.

As is the case in the neighborhood ofEllis Bay, the cliffi composed of the
rocks of this division at Fox River are low, not exceeding thirty or forty feet,
and the deep excavation fbrming the harbor is another feature which the two
extremities of the deposit have in common.

The escarpmnent which limits the division south of the lagoon comes out upon
the coast about a mile and a-quarter þeyond Reef Point, the eastern horn of
Fox Bay, and the division would thus occupy a distance along the coast from
Table Head of upwards of seven miles.

Division D.

Imnediately overlying the upper beds of the last division, as given in the
section in the neighbourhood of Ellis Bay, there occur at Long Point about
twenty feet of light grey limestone, in beds of froin two to six inches, many
of which are crowded with another new species of Peniamerus (P.Barrandi),
with but few other fossils, and these beds alternate with others holding Leptena
subplana, but in less abundance, a few individuals of Pentamerus being associated
with thema. The dip of the measures is here S. 210 W., with an inclination
of 120 feet iii a mile. The strike of the base of these measures would carry
us to the mouth of Duck River, and we accordingly have there a repetition of
them in thickness and in average dip.

Similar beds are traceable to Wall's Cove, and here by means of the reef, â
thickness of forty-five feet of the same character can be verified, resting upon
strata composing a low cliff lining the bight of the bay; as they contained no

A. 185
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observed fossils, they were supposed to form the summit of the previous division.
In Wall's Cove, while the strata of Division D. are as much crowded as before
with Pentamerus, the specimens obtained are of a more perfect description, and a,
few corals are mingled with them. From Wall's Cove the strike and strata
coincide all the way to Beescie River, and here on the reef the thickness of
similar strata that were examined amounts to ninety-eight feet, resting, as in the
case of Wall's Cove, upon beds of the division C., occurring at the river's mouth.
The dip at Beescie River is S. 220 W., with a slope of 120 feet in a mile; the
coast east of the river is low, and coincides with the strike corresponding with
the dip given, as far as St. Mary's River. Beyond this there are clifi's, but they
are composed of clay mixed with linestone gravel, and extend to St. Ann's Cove,
the margin of which is low and destitute of rocks as far as the point west of
Otter River.

At Otter River the pentamerus beds are again seen, and as the dip is there
S. 400 W., with a slope much the same as before, it is probable the strike
would nearly coincide with the westward run of the coast to St. Mary's River.
It is thus probable that these beds are equivalent to a part of the Otter River
section; but between these beds and the next that are seen, less than a mile to
the eastward of Otter River, there would be an interval of about a-quarter of
a mile across the stratification, which would give room for thirty feet of strata;
but whether this is to be considered a part of the ninety-eight feet measured at
Otter River, or an addition to it, I am unable to say. The exarnination on the
reef at Otter River was interrupted by the rise of the tide before we could
ascertain the character of all the strata which had been exposed at low water,
and as we had not arrived at any beds lirniting the upward occurrence of the
Pentanerus, the whole thickness characterized by its abundance may exceed what
I have stated. In the ninety-eight feet, a few feet were allowed for what was
seen in the rising water in front of me; if however the whole thickness be called
a huiidred feet, and the beds in the first exposure east of Otter River be added
to it, the following will be the section from the base, in ascending order

ft. in.
Ash-grey and light reddish-grey limestones, in beds of from two to six inches thick, interstrati-

fied in the upper part with conglomerate beds of the same thickness, at intervals of
from two to ten feet; the pebbles of these are calcareous, with a diameter of from one to
three inches, and lie flat in the beds ; a vast number of the beds are crowded with Penta-
merus Barrandi;. with this however in some beds are associated two or three species of
corals, and the Pentamerus layers are interstratified with others that shew great num-
bers of Leptena subplana, and other fossils, ........ .................... . 100 0

Dark ash-grey slightly bituminous limestone, in beds of from two to six inches, with calcareo-
argillaccous partings, weathering light orange-brown; conglomerate layers with lime-
stone pebbles occur at irregular intervals ; the lowest six feet are characterized by the
occurrence in some abundance of a new species of ./ltrypa, and Strophonena alternata is
frequent in the deposit, with Orthis and other fossils,.............................. 20 6

Dark ash-grey slightly bituminous limestone, with cal careo-argillaceous partings, weather-
ing light orange-brown, similar to the preceding,....................... 34 6

Dark ash-grey slightly bituminous limestone, as before with but few fossils, ............... 36 0
Reddish-grey limestone, in beds of from one-quarter of an inch to tbree inches, some of

which weather to a reddish-browu, interstratified with occasional conglomerate layers of
fromn two to four inches thick ; some beds at the base of the deposit are characterized
by a species of S-yringopora, resembling S. bifurcata, and by deep serpentining grooves
of about a quarter of an inch wide, with raised edges, apparently marking the track of
some species of mollusk; other fossils occur in other parts, and the middle of the deposit
is marked by the presence of Strophomena alternata in considerable numbers,........... .43 0

Reddish-grey limestone, weathering reddish-brown, in beds of from one to three inches, in-
terstratified with occasional conglomerate beds of from three to six inches thick.
Among the fossils which are met with are Strophomena and Favosites,................ 30 0

264 O

The last 164 feet of the previous section are ascertained by actual measure-
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ment of the beds as they accumulate on one another, going east along the
coast for about two miles, in a direction oblique to the stratification. The dip
at the commencement was S. 330 W., and at the end S. 400 W., and the ini-
clination is estimated to be about 200 feet in a mile. Carrying on the last dip
to the next exposure, which occurs at the distance of a mile further east, it is
estima.ted that there is a thickness of about twenty feet of strata wanting be-
tween the two. The cliff then presents thirty-four feet of grey himestone,
weathering yellowish, and containing but few fossils. The surface of one bed
towards the middle of the mass is characterized by a peculiarity which is pro-
bably the resuit of weathering. The bed is about a couple of inches thick,
and is worn into a multitude of rather deep connected pits about an inch across
and two or three inches long, in each of which is perceived a fragment of a sheil
standing with its edge up. There is a general rude parallelism in the pits,
but some of them cross others, aid some descend nearly through the bed.

In the exact strike of this cliff, as decided by the run of single beds which
can be seen for nearly a mile along this reef, another cliff occurs at nearly twice
that distance, with a lithological aspect simîilar to the last, but with a rather
larger number of fossils. The base is marked by Atrypa congesta, and some
of the beds higher up by an Orthis resembling 0. Laurentina, and by a species of
Favosites. The beds of this cliff are supposed to be included in those of the
previous one.

To the next exposure there is a distance of something less than a mile, and
from the strike of the strata it is computed that n the intermediate parts there
are concealed about seventeen feet, reaching to the base of the cliff in which the
exposure occurs. The cliff, which is forty feet high, occupies about two miles
and a-half of the coast, and for two-thirds of the distance the strata appear to
be horizontal, then turning down with a gentle slope to give an addition of
twenty-five feet in the remaining third. The following section gives the details
of these sixty-five feet in ascending order:

Light-grey bituminons limestone, in beds of frorn one-quarter of an inch to ten inches thick,
weathering yellowish-brown in some parts, and holding .Atrypa reticularis (its first
appearance) and numerous remains of Crinoidea, and several species of turbinated
corals, ...............................................................

Light sinoke-grey, slightly bituminous limestone, more argillaceous than the last, weather-
ing to a yellowish-brown, in beds of from one to two inches, without observed fossils,

Light grey bituminous linhestone, similar to the lowest beds, with Murchisonia and other
fossils, .......................................... .............................

Reddish ash-grey argillaccous limestones, slightly bituminous, in beds of from half-an-inch
to ten inches, with abundance of slender serpentining fucoids of a dull yellowish-white,
very conspicuutis from the contrast of color ; Strophonena alternata also occurs.......

Light smoke-grey limestone, in beds of from one to ten inches, with the tree-like fossil and
ascidians in the lower beds, and in others Calenipora escharoides, with the genera
Favosites, Pleurolomaria, Murchisonia, Orthis, Lept<ena and .Atrypa. Some of the beds at

ft. in

10 0

5 0

5-0

20 0

the top are ash-grey in colour.................................................25 0

65

Between this cliff and what is considered the base of the succeeding division,
the dip of the strata would bring in about twenty-seven feet, which are concealed.
The total thickness of the division would thus be:-

ft. i.
Pentamerus beds and Otter River section, ............... ,.......................... 264 0
M easures concealed, ........................................ ........ ,.............. 40
Table River section, ................................... ............................. 34 
Measures concealed, .......... .............................................. 17 0
Two-m ile Clif section, ........................... ................................... .65 0
Measures concealed, ................................................................ 27 O

124

A., 185
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The rocks of the division reach to within about a mile of the mouth of Jupiter
River, and the total distance which they occupy on the coast from Long Point,
is upwards of thirty-six miles.

The rocks on the north side of the island at the east end, which from their
position iii the succession there, are supposed to represent this division, have been
as yet too imperfectly examined to enable me to speak with confidence in respect
to their volume; nor has anything very striking been observed to establish their
exact equivalence, so that it is from the relation they bear to what is below
and what is above, rather than from what the north and south localities have in
common, that thé strata are given as representatives of one another. On the
north coast they occupy ten miles, and deep water prevails along the whole
of it; in nost places the sea beats against the cliff at high water, and in some
evein at low water, and there are but two or three coves at which a landing can
be easily made; it would require very calm weather to effect a thorough exami-
nation. With perfectly calm weather, however, every bed in succession might be
investigated, as none are concealed in the whole distance. At the time of my
visit to the locality there was a considerable stretch of the cliff which we durst
not allow our boat to approach, and it was orly at the two extremities that
admieasuremet Ls were made.

Coimencing at the base the first disappointment experienced was to find
scarcely a trace of the pentamerus beds, so conspicuous on the south side; for
with the exception of a single valve of a Pen fanerus, resembling P. Barrandi,
not a speciaien of the species was met with; instead of it a species of Atrypa,
resenbling A. robusta of Hall, prevailed in great abundance, no example of which
again was found on -the south side. The following is the section obtained at
GuIl Cape, beginning at the escarpinent which has been mentioned as coming
to the coast south of Reef Point, where the previous division terminated; the
beds are given in ascending order:-

fi. in.
Lead-grey limestone, in thin beds, interstratified with greenish calcareo-argillaceous shales,

slightly arenaceous, and both limestone and shale slightly bituminous; the only fossil
observed in it was an Atrypa, but not in great abundance, ...................... 19 0

Lead-grey limestone, with no observed fossils, .................... .......... .. 0 9
Greenish arenaceo-argillaceous shale, slightly calcareous as well as slightly bituminous,

crowded with an Atrypa (resembling J. robusta of Hall); the shale, on exposure to the
weather, exfoliates and crumbles, and the fossils, being bard limestone, are easily ob-
tained in a perfect condition, ................................................ 25 0

Greenish arenaceo-argillaceous shale of the same character as the last, with a variety of the
same Atrypa as the last, much larger in size; one valve of a Pentamerus was met with
so much resembling P. Barrandi as to leave little doubt that it is the same species,
though rather larger than any met with on the south side of the island,............... 5

Light yellowish-grey bituminous limestone, in beds of from half-an-inch to two inches,
holding .dtrypa, .......... ............ ...................... .................. 20 0

Dark grey slightly bituminous limestone, in beds of from one to three inches, and towards
the top six inches, separated by partings of greenish calcareo-argillaceous shale; fossils
weather out in good relief on the surfaces, the most prevalent being Orthis,............ 38 0

Dark grey slightly bituminous limestone, in beds of fron three to nine inches, resembling the
previous mass, but without observed fossils,.............. ...................... 20 0

127 9

This section was obtained by the measurement of accumulating strata in the
cliffiqs far as Gull Cove, where the highest bed was about sixty feet above high
water mark, leaving sixty-seven feet as the thickness that had been passed over
at the water's edge. The dip was S. 280 W., and the distance across the ieasuires
was three-quarters of a mile, so that the inclination was about ninety feet in a
mile; this inclination would carry the sixty feet that are in the cif to the
level of the water in a distance of fifty-three chains in the direction óf the dip,
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and following the strike to the westward, it woild corne out, in Sand-top Bay,
where the dip is S. 380 W., at such a distance from the bight of it as would
give eighteen feet to the foot of the cliff there. The followng section obtained
in the cliff gives the details of the succeeding sixty feet in ascending order.

ft. in.
Yellowish-grey, compact, slightly bituminous limestone, in beds of from two to four inches,

with few observed fossils, with the exception of three inches at the top, wlhich are a
mass of Murchisonia, resembling M. gracilis, with a few instances of Orlhoceras, and one
or two examples of Pentamnerus, resembling P. lens,................................. 20 0

Yellowish-grey slightly bituminous limestone, in beds of from half-an-inch to three inches
in thickness, with occasional partings of yellowish-grey calcareous shale; the surfaces
of the beds are fossiliferous, and among the fossils are Calymene Blumenbachii, Orthis,
Murchisonia resembling M. gracilis, and Crinoidea,................................. 15 0

Yellowish-grey, interstratified with greyish-yellow slightly bituminous limestone, in beds of
from half-an-inch to two inches, withi partings of calcareous shale. The surfaces of the
beds shew fossils, among which are Pentamerus rcsembling P. lens, Murîchisonia resem-
bling gracilis, Lepteena resembling subplana but rather more convex, with Crinoidea,..... 15 0

Yellowish-grey and greyish-yellow limestone, as before, with the saine fossils as the last,
vith the addition of Calymene Blunenbachii, Atrypa congesta, and other small species,

w ith turbinated corals,............................... ............................ 10 0

60 O

In Sand-top Bay the dip as has been stated appears to be S. 380 W., and in
this direction the top of the preceding section would be carried about fifty-three
chains before reaching the level of the sea; following the strike to the eastward,
modified by that of Sand-top Cape, the dip there being S. 280 W., the top of the
section would coine upon the coast in a position which would be just a mile
across the measures, from the bight of the bay inside of East Point. The
inclination approaching the bight of the bay appears to increase considerably, and
by the impression made on the eye by the strata, as seen in the cliff froni the
boat, I am inclined to think it would be as much as 200 feet in a mile, which
would tlius be the interval up to the base of the cliff where the next measure-
ment was taken.

Fromn a sudden change, however, which appears to occur in the dip, which
becomes S. 30 E., it is not impossible that some dislocation may occur to trouble
the calculation. Leaving out this consideration, the following would be the
riemainder of the beds belonging to the division in ascending order:

ft. in.
Ash-grey limestone, in beds of from half-an-inch to three inches, with calcareo-argillaceous

partings, interstratified with iron-grey limestones of the same thicknesses. The condition
of the weather was suclh at the time of my visit that it allowed me to examine the upper
five feet only, in which there was displayed in considerable abundance a Cythere about
half-an-inch long, .............................................................. 50 0

Yellowish-grey slightly bituminous limestone, cbarged with a multitude of corals, consisting
of the genera Catenipora, Favosites, Heliolites, Ch<eteles, Cyathophyllun, and Orthis; on
the surface, the bed assumed a humnocky character, some patches of the corals rising
from one to five feet high, with the diameter of from two to ten feet, the .overlying
bed conforming in some degree to the inequalities, and giving the strata the aspect of
having been disturbed, .......................................................... 25 Q

The coral bed was followed round the coast from the cove to the eastern
extremity of East Point, where it sinks beneath the level of the sea, and
taken for the limit of the division D in that vicinity.

The whole thickness of the division on the north coast would thus be as
follows:-

Gull Cape section,............ ................................... ...... ........... 12?
Measures not examined, ......... ....... ....... . 18

128

''k
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~ft. in.
Sand-top Bay section, ................................... .................... ,...... 60 0
Measures not examined ................. ......................................... 200 0
East Point section, ................................................................. 75 0

480 9

Division E.

The rocks forming the next division commence where those of the previous
one terminated, rather more than a mile westward of the mouth of Jupiter
River, and occupy the coast between that position and South-west Point, the
distance being a little over seven miles, in a direction very nearly S.S.E. The
dip of the strata is very constant in its direction, not varying more than about
five degrees at any part, the average being S. 74O W., while the inclination is
sonetimes 200 feet in a mile, and at others is quite inappreciable. With the
exception of some concealment at the base, and more towards and at the suùimit,
the measures are visible all the way, forming cliffs of from twenty to one hun-
dred and fifty feet.

The fbllowing is the sequence in ascending order, of the deposits, from a
measurement of each bed in succession as it came upon the one beneath, with
the exception of the parts concealed, which were determined by computation

ft. in.
Measures concealed, ............................................................... 27 0
Grecnish-grey and brown arenaceo-argillaceous shales interstratified, of a fine texture in thin

beds, with no observed fossils, ... .......................... :..................... 60 0
Yellowish-grey and light drab argillaceous limestone, slightly bituminous, in beds of from one

to tive inches, cut by parallel joints running N. 85 W., with an occasional joint running
oblique to that course; the jointed structure and the general soft nature of the rock
cause large masses to fall froin the cliff by the action of the sea, which is encroaching
rapidly on the land. Among the fossils, which arc generally in a good state of pre-
servation, there are GraptoUthus within about twenty feet of the bottom, Favosites,
Altrypa reticularis, and another resembling J. tunidv, Pentanerus, like P. lens, Myolinu,
Cyclonema, Orthoceras, byrtoceras, Calinene Blumenbachii and Bumastes barriensis,...... 80 0

Light drab argillaceous imestone, slightly bituminous, wcathering white, interstratified
with yellowish limestone, weathering yellowish-brown, both in beds of from two to three
inches thick. The fossils are pot numerous, but weathercd surfaces present well pre-
served specimens of Atrypa reticularis, Leptona subplana, Calymnene Blunenbachii,
Lyclas, Phacops, Pentanmerus lens, crinoidal columns, and other species,.............. 22 6

Ash-grey and light drab limestones interstratified, both slightly bituminous and in beds
of from half an-inch to two inches. The surfaces weather nearly white and show fossils
of which a large number are weathered nearly black, by contrast presenting dis-
tinct and well defined forms; among them are Atrypa reticularis, Leptena subpIana,
Strophomena depressa, Pentamerus lens, Calymene Blumenbachii,................... 42 6

Ash-grey and light drab limestones interstratified, both slightly bituminous, in beds of
from two to thrce inches, holding in the upper part in some abundance, Pentamerus lens,. 10 3

Ash-grey axid light drab limestones interstratified, both slightly bituminous and crowded
with Pentamerus lyratus, ..................................................... 2 6

The position of this bed is just west of the last brook but one, approaching South-
west Point.

Measures concealed,................................................................. 25 0
Light drab argillaceous limestone, slightly bituminous, .................................. 1 0
Measures concealed, ..... ........... .. ............................................. 25 0
Light drab argillaceous limestone, slightly bituminous, in beds of from half-an-inch to three

inches, containing numerous fossils, of wbich weathered surfaces present excellent speci-
mens weathered black, while the edges of the beds along the cliff yield others quite frée
from the rock. Among the fossils are varions corals, with Atriypa reticularis, A. congesta,
A. hemispherica, A. navformis, Spirifer radiatus, Leptena subplana, L. transversalis, frag-
ments of Orthoceras and Cyrtoceras, Calymene Blumenbachii, Phacops (a new species)
and an Encrinurus, ........................................................ 87 6

The position of this deposit is a little east of the last brook, approaching South-west
Point.

Measures concealed at the bight of the cove, north of South-west Point................... 157 6,

540 _,
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The rocks at the east end of the island supposed to be equivalent to these,
are seen in the section displayed there in continuation of what has already been
given to the top of the coral bed at East Point. They are in ascending order
as follows:-

t. in.
Yellowish-grey slightly bituminous limestone, without any well defined bedding, in some

measure filling up the inequalities on the toip of the coral bed. The rock breaks easily
in the plane of the beds with a conchoidal fracture, and is crowded with well preserved
fossils, principally .ltrypa hemispherica, and Leptena subplana; the thickness of the mass
is from tw o to six feet.............................. ............................ 4 0

Bluish-grey argillo-calcareous shale, holding iron pyrites in some abundance.......... 0 2
Dull ash-grey argillo-calcareous shale, containing no observed fossils, interstratified with

patches of drab colored argillaceous limestone, slightly bituminous, in beds of from one
to two inches thick, occurring at intervals of from one to four feet; on the surfaces of
these, fossils in good preservation are met with, but not in large numbers ; among them
are ./ltrypa reticularis, with another species, Leptoena, Calymene Bluinenbachii, Orthoceras,
M urchisonia, and various corals ................................................... 42 0

Light smoke-grey Ilimestone, slightly bituminous, interstratified with drab-colored soft
argillaceous limestonie, in beds of from half-an inch to two inches in thickness. The
harder beds occasionally weather to a soniewhat brown colour on the surfaces, and
present well-preserved fossils weathering blackish-grey, affording superior specimens for
the examination of structure. Among the fossils are âtrypa reticularis, A. congesta,
Leplena subplana, L. transversalis, L. profunda, Spirifer modestus, Calymene Blumenbachii,
Encrinurus, Lychas, Favosites, small Bryozoa, and crinoidal columns .............. 75 0

Light smoke-grey slightly bituminous limestones, with drab-colored soft argillaceous lime-
stones, similar in lithological character and in fossils to the last .......... ,......... 20 0

The preceding part of the section is measured at high water mark across the mea-
sures from East Point, the dip being S. 18 W., with an ascertained inclination of a little
over 100 feet in a mile. The distance at right angles to the strike is two-fifths of a mile.

Measures concealed by the shingle of the beach, which consists of light smoke-grey limestone,
mingled with light drab compact argillaceous limestone, both slightly bituminous, pieces
of which shew among other fossile Atrypa reticularis, Calymene Blumenbachii, Pentamerus,
resembling P. lens, with varions corals and broken encrinites ...................... 85 0

Measures concealed ........................................................... 24 0
The top of these measures reaches a position a little over half-a-mile from Heath Point

lighthouse.
Ligbt smoke-grey slightly bituminous li'mestone, interstratified with reddish-drab argilla-

ceous limestone, also slightly bituminous, both in beds of from one to thrce inches,
occasionally presenting surfaces, on which are weathered out well defined fossils ; among
them are Atrypa reticularis, Leptena subplana, Pentanerus resembling P. lyratus, with
small turbinated corals.................................................... 5 0

The top of the previous beds reaches the southern promontory of Heath Point upwards
of half-a-mile S. S. W. from the light house. The dip of the measures in this neighbor-
hood is S. 18 W., and the inclination was ascertained to be eighty fect in a mile, which
is the rate allowed for the jast thrce measurements; the distance which the whole
occupies at right angles to the strike being two miles and twenty-four chains.

In the bight of the bay west of Heath Point some of the last beds are repeated, but
carrying the strike from the eastern horn of the bay to the coast on the opposite side,
the following are the beds that occur in continuation of the section

Light smoke-grey limestone, slightly bituminous, interstratified with light reddish-d-rab,
similar to the last beds, with similar fossils......................................... 33 9

Measures concealed ................................................................ 9 0
In the two preceding measurements the dip is S. 53 W., and the inclination forty-five

feet in a mile, as determined by the first ; the distance across the measures is seventy-six
chains.

Light smoke-grey and reddish-drab limestones interstratified, similar in lithological character
and fossils to the last beds described.............................................. 15 9

Pale drab colored limestone, interstratified with limestone of a more argillaceous character,
and of a somewbat darker color, both in beds of from half-an-inch to three inches
thick; the surfaces of these afford beautiful and finely preserved fossils, well weathered
out, among which are Atrypa reticularis, A. hemispherica, Leptena, Pentamerus resembling
P. lens, Calymene Blumenbachii, Encrinurus, tentaculites, erinoidal columns, and small
B riozoa ....................................................................... 15 0

Ash-grey limestone in beds of from one to six inches, with thin argillaceous partings ; some
of the beds are crowded with Pentamerus oblongus, and Aitrypa reticularis is common.... 30 0

The distance across the measures occupied by the last three deposits is sixty chains,
and the dip is S. 18 W., with an ascertained inclination of eighty feet in a mile ; the
dip then changes, approaching a dislocation which occurs at a projecting point, about
a mile and three-quarters north-eastward of Cormorant Point.
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ft. n.
The course of the fault is N. 37 E., and it produces an upthrow on the west aide of

forty-five feet, by which the last two measurements are repeated. The sequence of the
beds beyond these is as follows:-

Ash-grey limestones in beds of from one to nine inches, with thin argillaceous partings; some
of the beds are filled with Pentamerus oblongus, and .Atrypa reticularis is very frequent.. 78 0
This deposit reaches to the north aide of Cormorant Point; the dip of the measures is S.
20 W., and the ascertained slope is 110 feet in a mile.

Ash-grey limestone, in beds of from one to six inches thick, interstratified with greenish argillo.
arenaceous shale, slightly calcareous, in beds of from an-eighth to a-fourth of au inch
thick; in the three feet at the base, it is in patches of from six inches to one foot thick.
Among the fossils are Zaphrentis bilateralis, Stromatopora concentrica, Favositesfavosa,
Graptolithus, Orthoceras and Pentamerus oblongus ................................. 45 0

This composes a cliff of from twenty to thirty feet high round Cormorant Point, with
a dip S. 18 W., and an inclination ascertained to be eighty feet in a mile, for a breadth
across the measures of forty-five chains.

550 11

Eastward from Cormorant Point, the measures are concealed for about three
miles, and beyond this all the way to Chicotte River, a distance of about fly
miles, there are occasional exposures of linestone, with intervals of concealment,
some of which are very long. All the exposures are supposed to belong
to this division, but though the beds in no case shew a great inclination, and in
several are quite horizontal, the bearings of the dips that are presented vary
frequently and considerably, either through amall faults or gentle undulations,
and it has been found impossible to say with precision to what parts of the diyi-
sion these beds are equivalent, or whether some of them may not add a few
feet to the thickness given.

Before describing the positions of these exposures, however, it will be conve-
nient to give a section of the succeeding division.

Division F.

In immediate sequence to the concealed measures which constitute the
upper part of the Jupiter River section of the last division, the following beds
present themselves in ascending order, and form the whole of the area of what
is called South-west Point.

ft. in.
Light smoke-grey limestone, of a somewhat granular character, in beds of from three to

six inches thick, with thin partings of green argillo-calcareous shale occurring in patches.
Iron pyrites is disseminated through the beds, sometimes in single cubes, and sometimes
in aggregations of minute cubes forming nodules of from one to two inches in diameter,
discoloring the rock by their decomposition. The ruins of crinoidal columns consti-
tute the organie remains.......................................................... 3 9

Light smoke-grey limestones, with iron pyrites in some abundance, in nodules as before of
from half-an-inch to an inch in diameter, and occasionally on the surface of the bed in
patches 'of from half-an-inch to an inch and a-half thick, and from six to eighteen inches
in diameter. Fossils occur in fragments but they are too obscure to be identified ....... 0

Light smoke-grey limestone of a granular character, in beds of from two to six inches thick,
with partings of green argillo-calcareous shale, which also occurs in patches in the beds
giving them a greenish cast; among the fossils occur Zaphrentis, like Z. bilateralis of
Hall; Sromatopora concentrica, Cyathophyllum, .*trypa reticularis, Pentamerus oblongus,
P. lens, Orthoceras and crinoidal columns .......................................... 7 6

Yellowish or reddish-white granular limestone, with thin vein-like patches of argillo-cal
careous shale disseminated through it ; the beds are from three to seveh ilches thick.
Among the organic remains, several of which are similar to those of the preceding
deposit, Plycliophyllum characterizes the present one, some of these being a foot in dia
meter. Favosites also occurs in tables of half-an-inch thick, and sometimes three feet in"
diameter................................................... ....... 6

Yellowish-white granular limestone, in beds of from six toeighteen inches thick, often
separated by thin partinge of green argillo-calcareous shale, which ls also disseminated
in small patches through the bed. The fossils are fewin aeoies, behig chiefly the ruine
of crinoidal colums which in sem' cases form the entire mass of a bed...........20 O

Yellowish-'white granular limestones, in beds of from' sit to twelve inches thick slbewing
less green shale than liefore. The beds are well stored with the fragmente of criniedal
colun, which almoat entirely compose soins cf theni... .. ..... .... ..... 1I Y-7
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ft. ii.
Shortly before reaching the upper part of the provious deposit several small undula-

tions occur in the strata, but the effect of them being visible, allowance has been
made for the repetitions they occasion.

The remainder of the section being taken from a part where the effect of the undula-
tions is not so easily followed, the sequence is not so certain.

Yellowish-white granular limestone, in beds of from six to twelve inches thick, consisting
of a mass of organic romains, of which crinoidal colunns constitute by far the larger
part; but other fossils are met with, among which are Catenipora escharoides, Favo-
.sites, Cystiphyllum, Atrypa reticularis, Cyrtia, two species of Cyclonema, Bunastes Bar-
rienses, Spherexochus......................................................... 4 6

Yellowish-white limestones, in beds of from twelve to eighteen inches thick; the surfaces of
some of the beds shew crinoidal columns well weathered out, some of which are three-
quarters of an inch in diameter. Among the fossils are Favosites, Catenipora escharoides,
/Itrypa reticularis, and two species of Cycloneia................................... 11 6

South-west Point Lighthouse stands on the beds last given.

69 3

This is the highest series of strata met with on the island, and its litholo-
gical character is so well marked that it is scarcely possible to mistake it for
any of those which preceded. Procceding eastward from South-west Point about
three miles, to a place called the Jumpers, a cliff of about thirty feet in height
presents itself, where it appears to me probable the junction of the Divisions
E and F is seen, the base belonging to the one and the summit to the other.
The beds in ascending order are as follows:-

ft. in.,
Light grey argillaceous limestone, slightly bituminous, in beds of fron half-an-inch to three

inches thick, interstratified with greenish colored shale ; among the fossils observed,
Pentamerus oblongus and Atrypa reticularis were the most abundant................ 8 6

Greenish calcareo-argillaceous limostone, slightly bituminous, in beds of from half-an-inch
to two inches thick; the shale constitutes about two-thirds of the mass, and crumb-
ling in the atmosphere, allows the eiposure of well defined fossils in bigh relief on the
surfaces of the limestone beds. Among the fossils in addition to corals, briozoa, crinoi-
dal columus, and tentaculites, are Atrypa reticularis, A. hemispheria, .8. naviformis,
Leptoen transversalis, Pentamerus oblongus, P. lyratus, P. lens, Platyostoma hemispherica,
Pleurotonarýa, Mkfurchisonia subulata, Orthoceras, Beyrichia and Calymene Blumenbachii. 10 6

Dark. ash-grey limestone, in some parts mixed with yellowish-white, and in such parts of a
granular texture ; the whole occurring in beds of from one to three inches thick, inter-
stratified with thin beds of greenish shale. The deposit is characterized by an abundance
of corals and encrinites ; among the corals are Catenipora escharoides, Favosites favosa, F.
gothlandica, F. »îultipora, Zaphrentis, Stromatopora concentrica; and among the other
fossils are Pentamerus oblongus and Atrypa reticularis............................. 10 6

29 6

It is not improbable that the south coast is occupied by the rocks of Division
F, from South-west Point to the vicinity of Chicotte River, a distance altogether
of about thirty miles; without further examination, however, it cannot be so
stated with certainty; for while there is an interval of seventeen miles beyond
the Jumpers, in which only one exposure could be discerned from the boat,
there was a farther distance of seven miles in which four exposures were seen,
but remained unexamined in consequence of our not bein able to land at them
from the condition of the surf. A landing however was effected in a cove under
two miles west from Chicotte River, and the cliffs which were examined on
both sides of the cove exhibited the yellowish-white granular crinoidal limestone
of this division.

The rock there formed cliffs, exhibiting about thirty feet of the strata, which
appeared to be somewhat disturbed, as the strike and dip were very irregular, the
inclination sometimes amounting to so much as twelve degrees.

These beds extend to within about half-a-mile of Chicotte River, and as no
instance of them was observed between that and Cormorant Point, and all the
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exposures met with presented strata resembling those of the immediately subja-
cent division, it is concluded, as has already been stated, that this stretch of the
coast belongs to it.

Contiuing eastward from Chicotte River, the first of these exposures occurs
at a distance of about two miles and a-quarter, the next commences about seven
and a-half miles farther on, being about two miles beyond Pavillion River, where
about seven feet of drab-coloured limestone in horizontal strata are seen, with
an interval of concealment which continues for a mile, reaching nearly to Martin
Brook. The next exposure is on the east side of the cove receiving Iron River,
the distance from the last being about a mile and a-half. Here about ten feet
are displayed in a low cliff, and the strata stili horizontal run along the coast
for three-quarters of a mile.

Six miles beyond this occurs Chaloupe River, where cliffs are seen at each
horn of the bay at its mouth, separated about half-a-mile from one another. The
cliffs expose from twelve to fitteen feet of limestone in horizontal strata which,
with an interval of concealment, continue for a mile and a-quarter to the east-
ward. A mile and a-half further, there is another cliff of horizontal limestone
shewing ten feet, and three miles on still another in which twelve feet are
seen. These run along the coast for a mile and a-half, and, after an interval
at the mouth of a brook, they are repeated in a cliff of from twenty to twenty-
five feet and continue for a mile. The next display occurs about five and a-half
miles further on, commencing within three-quarters of a mile of the extremity
of South Point, and continuing, with an interval at the point, for three-quarters
of a mile beyond it. The strata as before, are flat, and they exhibit the
following section in ascending order

ft. in.
Grey limestone in beds of from two to four inches thick, interstratified with grey argillo-

calcareous shale; among the fossils are l.trypa reticularis, Leptona subplana, Calymene
Blunenbachii and Orthoceras ........................................................ 6 6

Grey linestone crowded with Pentamerus oblongus of large size, to the exclusion apparently
of other fossils; nine-tenths of the bed are made up of them, and some of the individuals
measured nearly six inches in length............................................ 0 9

Grey limestone in beds of from one to six inches, with Orthisflabellulum aid Calymene Blumen-
bachii........................... ................................................. ' 0

Grey limestone holding Pentainerus oblongus in abundance, but of smail sizes, varying from a
quarter of an inch to an inch and a-half in length; no other fossil was observed........... 0 5

Drab colored limestone in beds of from one to three inches, interstratified with greenish-grey
shale, constituting one-fourth of the mass ; the shale crumbles under the influence of the
weather and yields very perfect fossils; arnong them are a Favosites with small tubes,
F. favosa, Zaphrentis bilateralis, Atrypa reticularis, A. hemispherica, Orthis elegantala, O.
fiabellulum, Spirifer radiatus, small individuals of Pentamerus oblongus, Leptena subplana,
Calymene Blumenbachîi, Encrinurus punctatus, Orthoceras and crinoidal columns, ......... 14 0

28 8

A little under half-a-mile beyond this, another cliff of limestone occurs, which
runs along the coast for as much more, and probably repeats a part of the section
given, the height of the cliff being twenty feet.

The strata in the exposures for twenty-four miles up to this point a pear to
be perfectly horizontal, but the next exhibition on the east side of a small
cove, shews a gentle dip to the south-east. The beds form a fifteen-feet ellif
of limestone, running for about half-a-mile along the coast, and terminating at
the extremity of a point. At the next exposure however, which occurs after an
interval of concealment of six miles, they are once more horizontal, and compose
a cliff again fifteen feet high, which occupies a mile of the coast; at a mile beyond
this the calcareous strata which present themselves shew a dip S. 25 E. <3o,
which after another mile becomes S. 470E.<19; the beds in the last case being
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superior to those in the preceding one. This dip prevails for about three-quarters
of a mile, in which the coast runs oblique to the strata, and then from a dislo-
cation or a twist in the stratification, it very suddenly changes to S. 600 W.,
which is maintained for about a-quarter of a mile across the measures, along
a small cliff occupying that distance. Another concealment of about a mile and
a-half brings us to the horizontal limestones which have been already mentioned
as existing three miles west of Cormorant Point.

ECONOMIC MATERIALS.

The substances fit for economic application met with on the island are confined
to building stones, grindstones, brick-clay, peat., and shell-marl; metalliferous
minerals, as far as my observations went, appear to be wanting. The only ore
observed appeared to be loose pieces of magnetic oxyd of iron, most probably
transported from the Laurentian series on the north shore of the St. Lawrence;
there is no reason bowever for asserting that bog iron ore may not be hereafter
found.

Building &ones.-In the inmnediate neighbourhood of South-west Point, coarse
granular limestone for building purposes is displayed in abundance among the
strata belonging to Division F. It occurs in beds of from six to eighteen inches
in thickness, is easily dressed, and yields good blocks of a yellowish-white color.
The lighthouse at the point is built of it, and so is that at Heath Point, both of
which, notwithstanding the coarse and rather open texture of the stone, have
stood for upwards of seventeen years I believe, without shewing signs of decay.

The sandstone of Cape James and Table Head would afford a fine material for
building purposes; it has a good warm color, being a greenish-grey approaching
to drab, rather lighter than the sandstone of Craig Leith quarry, near Edin-
burgh; it has a free grain, and would therefore dress easily, while the angular
fragments on the beach shew that it would retain its sharp edges. Blocks of
every required size might be obtained with thicknesses up to five and a-half feet.
One solid mass of it which had fallen froin Cape James lay on the beach, measur-
ing forty by sixty feet, with a thickness of five feet, and must have contained
upwards of 12,000 cubic feet of good workable stone. In the two cliffs which
have been ientioned, the bed occupies seven miles of the coast, and its proximity
to the sea offers a very easy means of transport to the towns and cities of the
St. Lawrence.

Grindstons.-The same sandstone would very probably yield very good rind-
stones; although slightly calcareous, it is even grained, and there is a suicient
amount of clear sharp grit in it to render it available, while there would be no
difficulty in getting any sizes of grindstones that might be required.

Brick Cla.-Clay lit for comion red brick exists in some abundance; it
was observed of a bluish-grey color, and about ten feet in thickness, half-a-mile
up the Otter River, on the south side; and I was informed of its existence up
the Becscie River. About five miles of coast in the vicinity of St. Mary's River
consists of clay cliffs of from sixty to seventy feet in height, and no doubt
nuch of it might be made available for bricks; some of it however, is of a

calcareous character, and contains many pebbles of limestone, fitting it pro-
bably for agricultural rather than manufacturing purposes.

Fresh-water Shell-marl.-This material appears to exist in considerable abun-
dance on the island; the bottoms of all the ponds or small lakes that were
examined, with the exception of such as were surrounded by peat, were more or
less covered with it. Marl Lake is one of these ; it has a superficies of about
ninety acres, and although the depth of the deposit was not carefully sounded,
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its thickness appeared to be considerable. The brook which empties the lake
into Indian Cove at the west end, carries down a large quantity of the marl as a
sediment to the sea, where it becomes spread out for a considerable space over
the rocks of the vicinity.

About three miles west from South-west Point, marl was observed to occupy
a position on the bank of a brook, and to extend for a-quarter of a mile inland,
presenting a thickness of about a foot covered with peat.

In a lake half-a-mile further inland, it covered the bottom over an area of
200 acres ; and on the east side of South Point it was observed reposing on rock
close to the shore, covered over by from four to ten feet of peat.

Pcat.-Along the low lands of the south coast of the island, from Heath Point
to within eight or nine miles of South-west Point, a continuous peat plain
extends for upwards of eighty miles, with an average breadth of two miles,
giving a superficies of upwards of 160 square miles, with a thickness of peat as
observed on the coast of from three to ten feet. On the average this plain may
be fifteen feet above high-water mark; and by channels cut through it could be
easily drained and faced for working. As far as my knowledge goes, this is the
largest peat field in Canada, and the general quality of the material is excellent.

There are many isolated patches also between South-west point and the west
end, varying in size from 100 to 1000 acres, which would yield a considerable
quantity of the material.

It was stated to me that peat existed also in some abundance in the interior of
the island, but this I am disposed to doubt, for while all the streams flowing
from the peat plain, on the south side gave as is usual a brown colored water,
those in other parts were pure and colourless, leading to the opinion that the
interior was peculiarly free from peat swamps.

Among the materials of the island which may be considered of an economic
nature though not of a mineral character, sea-weed and drift-timber may be
enumerated.

Sea-weed.-In all the bays, coves, and sheltered places around the whole island,
with the exception of those between the east end and South-west Point, there
is a great accumulation of sea-weed along the high-water mark; in such places
patches of it are met with of from a hundred yards to half-a mile in length,
and from two to six yards in width; the depth usually varied from one to four
feet, and in some instances was six feet. The beneficial effect of sea-weed as a
manure is too well known to require mentioning, but to what distance it would
bear carriage for such au application is more than I am able to state. On the
island, Mr. Pope, of South-west Point, makes use of it as a fertiliser for his fields,
mixing it with the peat which forms the soil.

Drift Timber.-The quantity of squared timber and saw-logs which are scat-
tered along the south shore of the island, is very surprising; the abundance
appears to be greater towards the east end than the west ; but according to the
calculation which I have made, if the whole of the logs were placed end to end
they would form a line equal to the whole length of the island, or ,140 miles;
this would give about one million of cubic feet. Some of the squared timber
may have been derived from wrecks, but the great number of saw-logs, which
are not shipped as cargo, induces me to suppose that the main source of this
timber is drit.

No doubt the whole of it may have once been private property, and perhaps
much of it cou ld be identified as such by private marks; perhaps too no one
nay have a right to touch it but the owners of the island, to whom it may bea

waif; but it is to be regretted that it should be allowed to remain on the shore to
rot, as much of it has no doubt done. The captain of a fishing schooner that had

13
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not been very successful in taking fish, applied to me when I was leaving Heath
Point to know where the greatest accumulation of it might be found, ex-
pressing an intention of cutting some of the squared timber into convenient
lengths and loading his vessel with it for Nova Scotia. More may perhaps
be in the habit of pursuing a similar trade.

MINGAN ISLANDS.

From the shortness of my stay at the Mingan Islands, the amount of inform-
ation collected concerning the rocks which compose them is necessarily limited.
It is sufficient, however, to enable me to state that the strata of probably the
whole group is in the same horizontal attitude that characterizes those of
the Island of Anticosti, and it perhaps is not extravagant to suppose that in the
space between the Mingan group and that island the saine attitude may be pre-
served all the way.

The most northern and, therefore, the lowest section I obtained was on the
north side of Harbor Island, between which and the rocks of the Laurentian
series on the main land there may be a horizontal distance across the measures
of about a mile. No measurement was made of the distance, nor was any
member of the Laurentian series seen in any place immediately behind Harbor
Island, but a mass of Laurentian gneiss or syenite (I was not near enough to
decide which) occupied a position on the coast about a mile to the eastward,
which would have been in the relation given had the strike of the measures been
continued in that direction. Taking this for granted, the section from the gneiss
upward would be as follows:-

bf. in

Measures concealed............................................,.................. . 80 0
Yellowish-brown arenaceous limestone in beds of from six inches to two feet thick ; a large

amount of yellowish-white cale-spar is disseminated in the beds in the form of geodes
and of patches, some of which are two or three feet in diameter with a thickness of a
couple of inches. Such fossils as exist are generally filled with cale-spar, but they are very
obscure ............. ............. ... ........................................ 35 0

The following section, taken froni the south side of the island, is supposed to succeed
the last:-

Yellowish-grey and yellowish-brown arenaceous linestone with geodes and patches of calc-
spar; some of the surfaces of the beds shew coras (?)and fucoids.................... 10 0

Yellowish-grey and yellowish-brown arenaceous limestone as before....................... 0
Yellowish-grey and yellowiish-brown arenaceous limestone with geodes and patches of cale-

spar; Euomphalus is abundant but obscure.......................................... i 6
Yellowish-grey and yellowish-hrown arenaceous linestone, as before, with Euomphalus..... 6 6
Yellowish-grcy and yellowish-brown arenaceous liuestone, witht cale-spar as before, with

fucoids but no other observed fossils,....... .... .......... ......................... 2 4

143 4

The dip of these measures is about S. 80 W., with an inclination of about
eighty feet in a mile. Supposing this were preserved as far south as the range
of islands of which Large Island is a menber, the distance across the measures
from the north part of Harbor Island would be about two miles and a quarter,
and the stratigraphical thickness which this would give between the stimmit of
the previous section and the base of the beds of Large Island would be about
117 feet.

The following section obtained on Large Island at its imost northern point
would then suceeed in ascending order

t. in.
Yellowish-groy limestone weathering yellow............................................. 5 8
Green and black shale......................... ....................................... 2 0
Yellowish-grey limestone with no observed fossils..................................... 6 , 6
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ft. in.
yellowish-grey limestone with Cythere .. ....... ...................... ......... 0 9
yellowish-grey concretionary limestone, weathering yellowish-brown ; the concretionary masses

are from six to eighteen inches in diameter, and the concentric layers of the concretions are
thin...............,........................................................... 4 0

Dull drab colored limestone, weathering slightly yellow, with nodules of chcrt ; the surfaces of
the beds shew fucoids.,...... .............. ,... .......................... 6 G

Dall drab-coloured compacthlimestone, weathering slightly yellow, in beds of from six to twelve
inches.........., .............................................. ,:.............. 18

Drab-colored mottled arenaceous limestone, weathering yellowish-brown, in beds of froma
three to aine inches, with corals........,.......,.............................. 10 0

Pale yellowish-grey arenaceous limestone, weathering yellowish-brown in beds of from three to
nine inches, well marked with fucoids on the surfaces and impressions of Euomphalus.. 12 6

bfeasures cucealed .............................................................. o
Greenish-drab very compact limestone, resemibling lithographic stone l its texture, but injured

by the presence of small transparent crystals of calc-spar; the beds are from three inches
to one foot thick; this would make a very handsome building stone, .................... 5 0

Light-drab compact but brittle limestone, in beds of from six to eight inches, with no observed
fossils........................................................................ 20 0

Light-drab compact limestones of the same character.............................. 25 0

171 5

The above beds were ascertained on the west side of the island, but it will
be perceived that iii the section there are fifty-six feet of concealed measures.
In a cove on the east side of the island, beds were observed which are supposed
to be equivalent to most of these. They are in ascending order as follows:-

Yellowish-wyhite arenaceous limestone, in beds of from one to two feet'thick, without observed
fossils; this 'would make au excellent building stone.....................,..... 8 0

Green calcareo-arenaceous shale................................................. 1 6
Light greenish-white coarse grained calcareous sandstone, in ill-defed beds, with numerous

obscure fragmentary fossils, and several small black nodules and patches...............5 0
Measures concealed ..................................................... 4 0
Green and grey shale..................................................... 1
Drab colored argillaceous limestone in even beds, some of which would probably yield hydraulic

lime; on others ripple-mark occurs.................................................. ? 0
Shale ..... ,............................................................... . 9
Greenish-drab compact limestone, mottled with yellowish-drab organic remains; this would

make a handsone marble..................... ................... ,...... 10 0

48 3
The general dip of the whole of these measures on Large Island is about

S. 90 W. with an average slope, (there being some slight undulations,) of-about
seventy feet iii a mile'; and between the summit of the 171 feet above given,
and the next set of beds examined, there would be a thickness of about
seventy-eight feet.

The succeediirg beds obtained at the south point of the island, near Tower
Rock, corsist of yellowish-white pure limestone, some parts of which were filled
with Maclurea Logani, and fragments of trilobites; the thickness of the mass
was thirty feet.

The only other place examined was the northern extremity of Mingan Island
which is about four and a-half miles from Mingan Harbour, and forms one of
the range of islands comprehending Large Island. The rock was a light grey
limestone with thin interstratified beds of green argillaceous shale. The fossils,
though abundant, were obscure, and it was difficult to identify any of them.

The Mingan group of Islands appears to possess but little soil. Large Island,
although 100 feet above the sea in some places, more particularly on the south
and sout-iwest sides, is marked by the levels of aucient sea beaches, composed of
small limestone pebbles, and except where the moss has spread over them, but
little differences were perceived between the ancient beaches, and the one at
present washed by the ocean. A succession of these beaches is well marked
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by a series of stops with a horizontal surface above each of an irregular breadth,
not always following the sinuosities of the one below, as sometimes two of these
steps will run into one. These terraces are elevated above one another from five
to twenty or thirty feet. The south-west portion of the island is a succession
of such terraces still nearly devoid of soil. It is only in patches that vegetation
occurs, and the patches have a very irregular contour, in no way that I could
perceive dependent on the forni or direction of the terraces. Sometimes they
would show an irregular outline on a terrace, and then run up or down in an
irregular strip to the next terrace, giving to the whole flight of stops a parti-
colored aspect, like that of a body partially deprived of its skin.

Another feature whicli marks strongly the change of relative level in regard
to sea and land, and tends at the sane tine to give much picturesqueness to
the sceniery is the presence of what have been termed flower-pot rocks. These,
as the name imports, resemble flower-pots on a large scale. Hundreds of these
stand up out of the rising tide to heights varying from ton to fifteen feet, with
breadths fiom a few feet to thirty or forty, widening toward the top. They are
composed of horizontal layers of limestone piled on one another, and are
the remains of stratified masses that were once united, but have been gradually
worn away by the destructive action of the sea, and while many of those stand-
ing in the water to various depths according to the state of the tide, show the
waves utill at vork upon them, some straggling ones are seen away high up in
the island, showing a similar action when the relative levels of the sea and land
were from fifty to sixty feet different from what dIey are now.

The strike of the Mingan group of rocks does not differ very materially from
that of the strata of Anticosti, and the distance across the measures from the
highest beds of Large Island to the lowest of Anticosti is about nineteen miles.
Supposing that the inclination in this space does not differ from the average of
those at the two extremes, which would not be far from ninety feet in a mile,
the thickness of the ineasures croping out in the water would be about 1,700
feet.

The whole vertical column, from the Laurentian series to the sunmit of the
Anticosti rocks, would then be as follows:-

jR. in.*
riarbor Island section, supposed to be equivalent in age to the Calciferous sand rock forma-

tion............ . . ..................................................... .. 143 9
Measures concealed by water ....................................................... 117 0
Large Island, north section, supposed to be of the age of the Chazy formation.......... 171 5
Measures not cxamined on Large Island................................................ 78 0
Large Island, south section, supposed to be of the age of the Bird's-eye and Black River

form ations.................... ......................... ........................ 30 0
Measures concealed by the water between Large Island and Anticosti, supposed to be of the

age of the upper part of the Bird's-eye and Black River formations, the Trenton forma-
tion, the Utica slates, and the lower part of the Hudson River group .................. 1700 0

Divisions A., 229 feet, and B., 730 feet, supposed to be equivalent to the upper part of the
Hudson River group .............................. ............................. 959 0

Divisions C., 306 ft. G in., and D., 427 ft., showing a passage fron the lower to upper Silurian
formation .......... ..................................................... 733 6

Divisions Eî., 540 fP. 9 in., and F., 69 ft. 3 in., supposed to be equivalent te the Clinton group 610 0

4542 8
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The accompanying wood-cut, representing a vertical
section froin the Mingan Islands across Anticosti, shows
the relation of the deposits that have been examined.
The vertical is about three times the horizontal scale.

Having in this Report described the geological facts
presented to my observation in Anticosti, I am desirous
of drawing attention to the inferences that are suggested
by the results as connected with the agricultural capa-
bilities of the island. From the facts given in regard to
the natural vegetation of the island, or the limited agri-
cultural experiments, of which mention has been made,
little of importance can be gathered; but these when ce
taken in combination with the considerations suggested
by the attitude and mineral character of the rocks appear
to me to menrit serious attention.

The strata of Anticosti being nearly horizontal cannot
fail to give to the surface of the country a sha e in some
degree conforming to them. The surface will be nearly
a level plain with only such modifications as are de-
rived from the deeper wearing in a longitudinal direction
of sone of the softer beds, producing escarpments of no
great elevation, with gentle slopes froi their summits
in a direction facing the sun, that will scarcely be per- >
ceptible to the eye. The easily disintegrating character
of the rocks forming the subsoil can scarcely fail to have ~
permitted a great admixture of their ruins with what-
ever drift may have been brought to constitute a soil, and K d
it is reasonable to suppose that the mineral character of
these argillaceous limestones must have given to those
ruins a fertile character. It is precisely on such rocks,
in such a condition, and with such an attitude, that the
best soils of the western peninsula of Canada West are
placed, as well as of the Genesee country in the State
of New York. I have seen nothing in the actual soil as
it exists to induce nie to suppose that in so far as soil is
considered, Anticosti will be anything inferior to those
regions; and considerations of clinate only can induce
the opinion that it would in any way be inferior to them
in agricultural capabilities.

The three months that I was on the island were alto-
gether too short a time to enable me to form any opinion
upon the climate of Anticosti. But taking into view
the known fact that large bodies of water are more
difficult to cool and more difficult to heat than large
surfaces of land, I should be inclined to suppose that
Anticosti would not be so cold in winter nor so hot in sumner as districts that
are more inland and more south, and that it would not compare unfavorably
with any part of the country between it and Quebec. While autumn froste
would take effect later at Anticosti, the spring would probably be a little earlier
at Quebec.

But such is the condition of the island at present that not a yard of the soil
has been turned up by a permanent ,ettler ; and it is the case that about a
million of acres of good land, at the very entrance from the ocean to the Pro-
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vince, are left to lie waste, while great expenses are incurred to carry settlers
to the most distant parts of the west. Taken in connection with the fisheries,
and the improvement of the navigation of the St. Lawrence, it appears to me
that the establishment of an agricultural population in the island would not
only be a profit to the settlers themselves, but a great advantage to the Province
at large.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
JAMES RICHARDSON.

REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1856,

OF

E. BILLINGS, ESQ., PALAONTOLOGIST,

ADDRESSED TO

SIR WILLIAM E. LOGAN, PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST.

MONTREAL, 1st March, 1857.

s1n,

After joining the Survey on the lst of August last, I proceeded in accord-
ance with your instructions to make a general examination of the large collection
of fossils in the Museum, with a view to their final arrangement for the purpose
of public exhibition; this work, with occasional visits to the quarries and ex-
posures of rock in the neighbourhood of the city of Montreal, occupied the
months of August and September. In the beginning of October Mr. Richardson
arrived fiom the survey of the island of Anticosti, bringing with him, another
extensive collection, and shortly after, an opportunity was afforded me of exam-
ining these in connection with Professor Hall, the eminent Paleontologist of the
State of New York, who was then on a visit to this city.

Since the month of October I bave been engaged in determining the species
of the fossils, preparing theni for the cases, arrangîng them, and also in drawing
up descriptions of the new foris. The characters of such as I have been able to
distinguish satisfactorily will be given in the following Report.

ln the arrangement of the Museum the first floor has been selected for the
exhibition of the economic materials and rock specimens of the older formations,
including the altered Silurian. On the second floor will be arranged the fossils
of the Lower Silurian; while the third floor will be devoted to the Anticosti
group or Middle Silurian, the Upper Silurianl, Devonian, Carboniferous, and
Drift.

It is proposed for the present to arrange the Lower Silurian fossils in seven
groups, following as nearly as practicable the system of the New York geolo-
gists. These divisions will consist of:-

188
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1.-THE POTSDAM SANDSTONE.
2.-THE CALCIFEROUs SANDROCK.
3.-THE CiiAZY LIMESTONE.
4.-THE BIRDS-EYE AND BLACK RIVER LIMESTONES.
5.-THE TRENTON LIMESTONE.
6.-THE UTICA SLATE.
7.-THE HUDSON RIVER GROUp.

The divisions on the third floor will be as follows

1.-TE ANTICOSTI GROUP, consisting of beds of passage from the Lower
to the Upper Silurian, and supposed to be synchronous with the Oneida
conglomerate, the Medina sandstone, and Clinton group of the New
York survey; and with the Caradoc formation of England.

2.-TiE UPPER SILURIAN.
3.-THE DEVONIAN.
4.-TE CARBONIFEROUS.
5.-THE DRIFT.

The above classification is intended to be followed in the table cases only,
the object being to exhibit in these the palæozoic fauna of the Province unin-
terrupted by those breaks in the chronological series which do not appear to
have extended over all Canada. This could not be effected by introducing and
following rigidly the divisions of the New York geologists, because in the east-
ern extremity of the province several of their groups can only be ascertained
in a general way, their characteristic fossils being so intermingled that with the
evidence yet obtained the Unes between the formations cannot be drawn with
desirable certainty.

In all but the eastern portion, however, the New York system has been
recognized, and accordingly, in the upright or wall cases, special collections of
the rocks and fossils of each formation, from the Potsdam sandstone upwards,
will be placed.

In the table cases the fauna of each division is to be classified in the ascending
order, commencing with the Plants in the first case, and proceeding with the
Zoophyta, Echinodermata, Brachiopoda, Acephala, Gasteropoda, Cephalopoda,
and ending with the Articulata in the last case appropriated to the group. A
stratigraphical and zoological arrangement will thus be effected.

In the cases, each specimen is to be mounted on an oblong block of plaster
of Paris, bearing a printed label giving the generic and specific name of the
fossil, the name of the acknowledged author of the species, the locality where
collected, the formation, and the initials of the collector, being an officer of the
survey, or the name in full when the collector is not attached to the commission.
In making the block the specinen is impressed in it before the plaster becomes
hard, it is then removed and the block is afterwards dressed, dried and painted;
it is then put in its proper situation in the case, and fthe fossil placed in the
cavity previously formed by itself. The Lower Silurian division is already
nearly arranged, and the Upper well advanced.

The classification upon the third floor is founded principally on the new facts
brought to light by the survey of Anticosti. Mr. Richardson, as will be seen.by
his Report, has ascertained that the island consists of a deposit of argillaceous
limestone 2300 feet in thickness, regularly stratified in nearly horizontal and
perfectly conformable beds. All the facts tend to shew that these strata were
accumulated in a quiet sea, in uninterrupted succession during fthat period in
which the upper part of the Hudson River group, the Oneida conglomerate,
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the Medina sandstone, and the Clinton group were in the course of being
deposited in that part of the palæozoic ocean now constituting the State of
New York, and some of the countries adjacent. If this view be correct, then
the Anticosti rocks become highly interesting, because they give us in great per-
fection, a fauna hitherto unknown to the Palæontology of North America.
When the great thickness of the rocks between the Hudson River and Clinton
groups is considered, it becomes evident that a vast period of time must have pass-
ed away during their deposition ; and yet as the Oneida conglomerate is unfossil-
iferous, and the Medina sandstone has yielded but a few inconspicuous species, we
have been almost wholly without the means of ascertaining the natural history of
the American seas of that epoch. The fossils of the middle portion of the rocks
of Anticosti fill this blank exactly, and furnish us with the materials for con-
necting the Hudson River group with the Clinton, by beds of passage contain-
ing some of the characteristic fossils of both formations, associated with many
new species which do not occur in either.

These fossils have not yet been thoroughly examined, and consequently in,
the following lists only those that can be clearly recognized as being of described
species will be given. Some of the new forms are characterized in the latter
part of this Report, but many others must remain until they can be compared
with well authenticated European specimens.

Divisions A and B.

In the lower 960 feet, consisting of Divisions A and B of Mr. Richardson's Re-
port, the fossils that are of known species belong either to the Hudson River
group or to the formations below, such as the Trenton limestone. The only
exceptions are Ieliolites megastona, Catenip)ora esciaroides, and Favosites favosa,
not hitherto considered as Lower Silurian on this continent. They are accord-
ing to the nomenclature of the PalæSntology of New York:

Choetctes lycoperdon, branched var
Heliolites megastoma,
Catenipora escharoides,
Favosites favosa,
Leptena sericea,
Stropliomena planumbona,

alternata,
Orthis testudinaria,

subguadrata,
Ambonychia radiata,
Murctisonia gracilis,
Pleurotomaria lenticularis,

umbilicata,
Conularia Trentonensis,
Calynene Blunmenbacliii,
Ceraurus pleu-exatnttcmuzls,

Associated with these are a nunliber of new species, among which are several
remarkable cephalopods, sucli as Nauti lus Hercules, Gyoceras or Lituites magni-I

ficutm, and Ascoceras Canadense, fo be described hereaffer in this Report. IAbout
230 feet above flic base, occur the tracks mentioned by Mr. Richardson,ý'
w-hich, fromn ail the evidence yet obtained, appear to be confined to a, single
bcd. Catenipora esehtaroîdes is met with at 430 feet from thle base, Favositesfavosa
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and Heliolites megastoma at 511 feet. A coral, either Favosites gothlandica or a
closely allied species, is plentiful throughout ; and also upwards, through divi-
sions 0, D, E, and F. The singular tree like fossils (Beatricea) first occur at
Wreck Point, 430 feet from the base, and at numerous localities for more than
1300 feet above. The general aspect of the fossils is that of the Lower
Silurian, and as Ambonychia radiata is common, associated with great numbers
of a beautiful little species of Cyrtolites, very like C. ornatus, but smaller, it
appears very probable that these divisions are a portion of the Hudson River
group. At the same time the genera Catenipora, Favosites and Ascoceras, indicate
an approach to the Upper Silurian.

Division C.

At Junction Cliff, 950 feet above the base, we find three additional Upper
Silurian species, Leptena subllana, Strophomena depressa, and Atrypa navifnmis.
The described fossils at this locality and in the next 300 feet, (the thickness of
Division C) are:-

Chltetes lycoperdon,
Catenipora escharoides,
Leptana sericea,

subplana,
Strophomena alternata,

depressa,
Orthis lynx,

testudinaria,
Orthisina Verneuilli,
Atrypa naviformis,
Ambonychia radiata,
Pleurotomaria lenticularis,
Bellerophon bilobatus,
Calymene Blumenbac/ii.

In this list there are three species, O. lynx, O. Verneuilli, B. bilobatus, (the first
and second in great perfection) not yet collected in the two divisions below,
although no doubt they occur there. About one third of the new species in the
divisions A and B are found in 0, the others do not appear any more, and pro-
bably become extinct. Of the known species 9 out of 14 occur in the divisions
A and B; the same species of Favosites and Beatricea are found in great force,
and these two alone are almost sufficient to shew that there was no break in the
column of organie life at this place. I also think I can recognize here several
other Upper Silurian species, such as Heliolites interstincta, Propora tubulata, and
Leptena transversalis. The most striking new form is the species I have called
Pentanerus reversus, which occurs very abundantly and well preserved in the
vicinity of Junction liff.

Division D.

In division D the fossils, although numerous, are not so well preserved as in
those below; those determined are

ChStetes lycoperdon,
Catenipora escharoides,

A. 1857.
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Stronatopora concentrica,
Leptæena alternata,

sublplana,
Atrypa congesta,

reticularis,
Murchisoùia gracilis,
Calymenc Blunenbachii.

There are several other species which occur in Divisions A, B and C, includ-
ing the Favosites and Beatricea. At Beescie River Bay, 1265 feet above the
bnuse, occurs Pcntanerus Barrandi of this Report, a species resembling P. borealis,
but which I am inclined at present to classify as a new form. Many of the
beds, through a thickness of 100 feet are packed full of this fossil. At the
top of the formation there are several new species of corals, apparently in great
abundance.

Division E.

The highest rocks of the last division are 1692 feet above the base of division
A., and then succeeds an interval of 27 feet in which no fossils were collected,
the measures being concealed. Division E, consisting of 540 feet in thick-
ness of limestone, inmediately follows.

There are about sixty species of fossils in Division E., of which the describ-
ed forms are

Chætetes lycoperdon,
Catenipora escharoides,
Favosites favosa,
Zaphrentis bilaterahs,
Orthis lynx,

elegantula,
fiabellulum,

.Lep)tclnat subplana,
transversalis,
pro/anda,

&rophonona alternata,
depressa,

Atrypa reticularis,
congc esta,
plicatula,
hemispherica,
navi/ormnis

Spir fer radiatus,
Pentamerus oblongus,
MuJrchisonia subulata,
Cyclonena cancellata,
Platyostoma hemispierica,
Calymene Blunenbachii,
Bumastes Barriensis?

In this list there are twenty-four species, of which all except these four Favosites
favosa, Orthis fabellulum, Leptna transversalis and Platyostoma hemispherica, belong
to the Clinton group. It is probable that many of the other species are also
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known, at least some of them appear to me to be the same as those figured in
various works; but it will require further examination to decide this. For
instance, there are two large species of Pentamerus, very like P. lyratus and P.
lens, a trilobite scarcely distinguishable from Encrinurus punctatis, a Heliolites like
IL Murcihisoni, &c.; Pentamerus oblongus occupies the upper 150 feet of the division
in great abundance ; but the two species of the divisions, C and D, P. reversus,
and P. Barrandi have not been seen here at all.

About twenty out of the sixty species are found in the lower divisions, and of
these the following twelve are described:-

Ch<3tetes lycoperdon, Catenipora escharoides, Favosites favosa, Ortiis lynx, Lepcena
subplana, Strophonena alternala, S. depressa, Atrypa reticularis, A. naviformis,
A. congesta, Ccilynenc, Blumenbaclii, .M3urchisonia subiulata.

Atrypa reticularis is not found in the lower divisions A, B and C, but at a locali-
ty three miles west of Jupiter River, in beds about 130 feet below the top of
division D, it occurs plentifully, and thence passes into E, where it is very
abundant.

Division F.

These are the highest rocks in Anticosti and consist of white limestones crowded
with the remains of several large crinoids, but with fev species of the other
orders of organic remains. They contain Atrypa reticularis in abundance, and
also numerous fragments of Bumastes Barriensis, with some corals, and appear
to be a continuation of division E., with a change in the lithological character
of the rock. The thickness is about 70 feet.

The divisions C, D, E and F constitute a series of deposits to which it is pro-
posed for the present in the arrangement of the measures to give the name of the
Anticosti group. Taking the whole of the Anticosti rocks together, it will be
seen by reference to the foregoing lists of fossils that the lower portion is most
probably the equivalent of the Hudson's River group, while the upper contains
the characteristic species of the Clinton. The middle portion cannot be classified
as either Clinton or Hudson River, and yet it contains some species found in
the one or the other, or in both. Stratigraphically, it occupies the position of the
Oneida conglomerate and Medina sandstones, and is no doubt of the same age.
In the Oneida conglomerate no fossils have been found, and of the twenty-one
species figúred by Professor Hall as occurring in the Medina sandstone, not one has
been recognized among those produced at Anticosti. If these several deposits
therefore be of the same age, then itfollows that in the seas of the State of New
York there existed circumstances unfavorable to the existence of marine life,
while further east the waters were stocked with an abundant fauna.

NEW SPECIES OF FOSSILS FROM THE SILUREAN ROCKS
OF CANADA.

The following descriptions of some of the new species of fossils in the
museum of the Survey include several CystideS published in the Canadian Journal
at Toronto, in 1854. It is thought advisable to include them in this Report
with the other new forms since discovered, in order to furnish a complete
synopsis of all the species of this type of the echinoder mata in the collection.
I beg that these descriptions may be considered as merely provisional, and that
I may soon havean opportunity of republishing them with good figures.

20 Victoria. A. 1857.
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Sub-kingdom, RADIATA; Class, ECiiINODERMATA;

Ordcr, CRINOIDEA.

Genus GLYPToCRINUS.-Hall.

Generic Charactrs.-Cup pyriform, or sub-globular; pelvis of five hexagonal
or pentagonal plates, alternating above which are five primary rays, each sup-
porting upon its third plate two secondary rays, partly included in the general
test of the body ; four of the spaces between the primary rays hold six interradial
plates; the fifth space six or more interradials ; above these and between the
secondary radials a number of smaller plates ; free rays articulated in two series
and pinnulated; column round or sub-pentagonal, composed of thin joints with
nmnerous larger and thicker ones at variable distances.

The plates of the species of this genus are flat, thin and either smooth or
ornamented with radiating ridges, striæ or raised margins; the large joints of
the colmnns are often nodulose. In the Black River and Trenton limestones in
Canada, the remains of several species are exceedingly abundant, but usually
reduced to mere fragments of the plates and column. At the city of Ottawa
where these rocks are exposed on a large scale, three of the species hereinafter
described, G. priscus, G. ramulosus and G. marginatus, appear to be more com-
mon than at any other locality yet examined. The heads are frequently found
there in a fragmentary state, but good specimens are rare. G. priscus is the only
head collected in the black River limestone, but it also occurs in the Trenton.
I have met with G. lacunosus near the top of the Trenton limestone only. G.
ornatus is found about the middle of the deposit, rather common, and in fewer
numbers iipwards to the Utica slate. There is a sixth species which also occurs
at Ottawa, but is only known by its very characteristic sub-pentagonal column.

GLYPTOCRINUS PRISCUS.

Description.-The cup of this species is pretty regularly oval, covered with
smooth plates and surmounted by ten long undivided fingers or free rays, which
are densely fringed with two rows of pinnulæ. A strong rounded carina or
ridge, runs up each of the primary rays, and dividing into two upon the centre of
the third plate, sends a branch up each of the secondary rays to the base of the
fingers ; the carinæe are also divided upon each of the pelvic plates, and coalesce
into one on the centres of the first primary radial plates; in the large interradial
space a sixth ridge ascends to the top of the cup ; dividing the space into two
parts about equal, it bifurcates below on tIe centre of the large interradial, one
branch proceeding to the centre of each of ?e two contiguous first primary radial
plates. The pelvic plates are of a moderate size, but the basal plates of the pri-
mary rays are large, broad and in contact with each other by their upright lateral
margins. The joints of the free rays are very thin and closely set. The rays are
also rather broadly rounded on the back. As to the column, the only perfect
head in the colleetion has but a single joint attached to its base, but the columns
found associated with it and also those which have been observed in the Trenton
limestone at Ottawa, along with the fragments of the heads of individuals of this
species, are ronnd with the large joints rather thick and rather nodulose. I thlink
this species grew to a very large size; but the evidence is not sufficient to con-
nect positively the small specimen examined with the large ten-fingered fragments
found in the Trenton limestone.

Locality and Fornation.-One small perfect head collected at the upper
mouth of the cave at the fourth chute of the Bonnechère, in the County of Ren-
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frew, in the Black River limestone. Fragments of the heads and columns ap-
parently referable to this species are common in the Trenton limestone at
Ottawa.

GLYPTOCRINUS RAMULOSUS.

Descriptio.-The cup of this species very much resembles that of G. priscus.
It is covered with smooth plates, and the primary and secondary rays are
strongly keeled, but the base is broader, the pelvic plates smaller in proportion
to the size of the body, and there are twenty firee arms springing from the margin
dead of ten, as in G. priscus. The arms also are several times bifurcated

at various distances from the top of the cup, while those of the former species
remain single to their extremities ; the pinnulæ are in two rows, and from
one fourth to three-fourths of an inch in length ; the ossicula of the arms are very
thin, and interlock with each other so deeply that each joint seems to extend
completely across, giving the appearance of but a single series of joints where
in fact there are two. Near the base of the arms there are about two joints in
one line, but higher up there are from four to eight in the same length. The
arns are regularly rounded on the back, and comparatively slender, being
scarcely more than one line in diameter at the base of the largest specimens.
In the specimens examined four of the plates of each of the secondary rays are
includec in the general test of the body. The column is round, and at the base
of the cup the large projecting joints are thin, sharp-edged and crowded close
together; they gradually become farther apart as the distance from the base of
the cup increases, until at length they are from one to three lines removed from
each other. Between these large joints the column is composed of very thin
plates with crenulated margins, the projecting teeth of one plate fitting into
the corresponding notches of those in contact with it above and below. The
edges of the large joints are nodulose, znd the column is much larger at the
base of the cup than at its lower extremity. One specimen tapers from one-
fourth of an inch to one-eighth in a length of fifteen inches.

The form of the alimentary canal appears to vary in different parts of the
same column, being usually more or less star-shaped, but sometimes circular.
The separate large joints are generally seen in the shape of flattened rings,
with the outside margin thick and rounded, but thinned down to a sharp edge
around the perforation of the centre.

The columns of this species very much resemble those of Schizocrinus nodosus
(Hall), Pal. of New York, vol. 1, pl. 10 and were always so-called in Canada,
until a number of specimens were found with the heads attached. The figures
and description of that species however, given by Professor Hall show that it
had four plates in the primary rays, and must be therefore not only specifically
but generically distinct from G. ramulosus. I think that a large proportion of
those great columns so common in the Trenton lùnestone on the Ottawa should
be referred to this species and to G. priscus. Specimens four or five feet in length
are sometimes seen in the quarries, and some of the crushed heads, including
the arms, are seven inches in length.

A highly interesting specimen in the cabinet of Dr. Van Cortlandt of the
city of Ottawa, consists of the inside of a cup two inches and a-half in length and
one inch and seven-eighths in diameter, at the base of the free arms. It had
been completely embedded in the stone, but by some means the body has been
completely extracted, leaving all the plates lining the cavity in their natural
position. The impression of a fragment of the column one mch and a-half in
length from the base of the cup downwards still remains. Each of the plates

20 Victoria. A. 1857.
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has a small tubercle in its centre on the inside. The characters of the coltnn
are precisely those of many of the large ones usually seen without the 'hèds
attached. If therefore any of these large colunns belong to this species, then
in their advanced age they nust have lost their nodulose character because
they are smooth instead of nodose, as is the case with the smaller specimens in
the collection of the Survey which have the heads attached. It appears to
me that in ail the species of Glyptocrinus the columns were ornamented until
past the mniddle age, and that alterwards they became plain.

GLYPTOCRINUS MARGINATUS.

Desciption.-The plates of this fine species are all margined by a strong ele
vated border, the eff1ct of which is to give to the surface a beautifully re-
ticulated appearance. The only specimen in the collection is crushed, "but
then the size of the plates near the bottom shows that it had a broad rouded
base, and that its general form was sub-globular. The large interradial space
contains. ten plates below the level of the base of the secondary rays; the rays
are all carinated, and there is also an upright row of small plates in the centre
of the large interradial space which exhibits a faint keel. There are four or ifive
of the secondary radial plates included in the cup. A piece of the column Wo
inches and a-half in length remains attached, and shows that the large joints at
the base of the cup of this species were much thicker, and consequently nt so
sharp edged as those occupying a similar position in the other speies.

The length of this cup from the base to the free arms is one inch and a-
half, and the breadth about the same. The colurn is four lines in diameter
and in the length of two inches and a-half there are twenty-one large joints,
with the same number of others a little smaller, each situated half-wa be-
tween two of the largest. The arms are not preserved in the specimen.

This species also grew to a large size and was closely related to botlh G.
yriscus and G. raniulosus.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

GLYPTOCRINUS ORNATUS.

Descriptio.-In the specimens of this species that have been collected th&òup
is broad-oval, the base well rounded but narower than the upper extreénity
the rays (as in the other species) are keeled, and there are ten long' slender
undivided free arms as in G. priscus. Each of the plates is ornameited i.vith
five or six sharp ridges which radiate from the centre, thus coveringthe btdy
with numerous stars with triangular interspaces. The column is round, ând
the large joints are thin, sharp edged and distant from each other half--liûá at
and near the base of the cup in a specinen of the ordinary size.

Length of the cup in several speciiens a little more than half an inch dia
meter at the base of the free rays about the sanie ; diameter of côlumn at "he
base of the cup about one line.

The surface ornament of this species is very like that of G. decadiac'ylui (Hall)
of the Hudson River group: but there is a very decided difference Mn the form
of the columns of the two. Those 'figured by Professor Hall have th 'Arg
joints very thick and rounded, wyhile in G. ornaus they are exceedingly th
and sharp edged; some of our specimens are very like the figure of G. bsalis
(McCoy), given on page 180 of Sir Roderick Murchison's new work Siluria I
Sedgwick and McCoy's British Palæozoic Rocks, page 57 however, that s~ecies,
is described by Professor McCoy as haing the pelvic plate iuedIately
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below the large interradial space, hexagonal, and supporting upon its upper
truncated margin the large interradial. lu our species all the pelvic plates are
vrery small and pentagonal; to both the English and New York species ours is
evidently closely allied.

Locality and Formation.-Upper half of the Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

GLYPTOCRINUS LACUNOSUS.

Description.-This species is characterized by its very large pelvic plates, one
of which, that beneath the large interradial space, is hexagonal, and supports
upon its upper truncated edge the first interradial. The surface of the body is
completely covered with small rugose pits and wrinkles; the rays become free
at the second or third secondary radial plate, they divide immediately after be-
ooming free, at least once, perhaps again above, but the specimens do not shew
them .perfectly above the first subdivision. The body is sub-globular, about
three-quarters of an inch in length, and the same in breadth.

The column is round, and when once carefully examined is easily distinguished
from that of any other species occurring in the Trenton limestone. The large
joints are proportionally very broad and projecting, while the ,constrictions
between them are wide and deep. At the distance of from six to ten inches
from the base of the cup, the large joints disappear altogether, and the cohunn
becomes smooth like that of the genus Thysanocrinus (Rhodocrinus); in one
specimen at the distance of three inches from the base of the cup, the large joints
are nearly one line in thickness at their. edges, and are two lines distant from
each other; they are also two and a-half lines in diameter; the constricted
portion of the column between them is scarcely one line.

Locality and Fornation.-Upper part of the Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

Genus THYSANOCRINUS (Hall), RHODOCRINus (Miller).

Generic Characters.-Cup, oval or conical, and of the same structure as Glyp-
tocrinus, except that there is a series of five plates (sub-radial) alternating above
the pelvic pfates, the arns are of medium length, slender, .articulated in two
series, and fringed with two rows of pinnule. The column is also the same as
that of Glyptocrinus near the base of the cup, but a few inches below becomes
smooth and without the large joints; it was attached to the bottom b y a
branched root-like base.

TiiYSANOCRINUS (RHODOCRINUS) PYRIFORMIS.

Description.-Cup conical or pyriform, the adult specimens about two inches
in length and one , inch and a-half in their greatest diameter, ,which is near the
base of the free rays. The pelvic plates are pentagonal, with an obscurely
rounded ridge across their base; sub-radials hexagonal, each supporting upon its
truncated upper margin a large interradial. The, first primary radial on each
aide of the large interradial space is hexagonal, the other three are pentagonal;
the second plates in the rays are hexagonal, and the third heptagonal ; each of
the latter supporting upon its upper sloping edges the bases of two secondary rays,
which become free at the third or fourth plate, thus furnishing ten arms, which
divide at not quite one-fourth of an inch from their base, andz again at half-an-
inch; the full grown armsare again subdivided, some, of them once, ýother
twice. The arms are comparatively short, not exceding two inches in lenth
in a specimen whose cup measures one inch and a-half mlength. The össicula
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which constitute the double series of joints of the free rays or arms, are obtusely
cuneiform, the two rows interlocking with each other so slightly that the
points of the joints extend but a short distance across the centre of the back of the
arm ; there are two ossicula to one line in length in that portion of the arm at
the base which is situated next the cup, and below the first sub-division; the arm
here is scarcely one line in thickness. All the plates are smooth or slightly
granulated on their surface; in some of the specimens there is a trace of an
obscurely elevated margin round the plates, and there is also a broadly rounded
keel, not very prominent, upon each of the primary and secondary rays.

The column is round, sIender, annulated, with thin but round edged pro-
jecting joints, for several inches below the bottom of the cup ; it then becomes
smooth and continues of an uniform size to the base of attachment, which con-
sists of a number of root-like branches. The annulated portion of the column
is usually found a little curved, but the snooth cylindrical portion is always
straight, and in this part there are about ten joints to two lines of the length;
near the cup there are three or four annulations to two lines. The diameter
of the columus is fron one and a-half to two lines and a-half, and the length
varies greatly ; one specinen, a very perfect impression of the head, column
and root, all in their natural connection, measured but seventeen inches in
length; a fragment of the smooth portion of a column still lying in the rock
measures thirty-seven inches and a-half. At Ottawa, in the upper part of the
Trenton limestone, there are fragments of smooth round columns, four or five
lines in diameter, which appear to be a large variety of this species.

Locality and Fornation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa, plentiful; in the
upper part of the same formation, around the base of the mountain at Montreal,
where the columns are rather common.

THYSANOCRINUS (RHODOCRINUs) MICROBASALIS.

Description.-The specimens for which the above specific naine is proposed
are about five-cightis of an inch in height, and the same or a little more in
breadth at the top. They are cup-shaped, and uniformly expanding from the
narrow pelvis upwards. The pelvic plates are so small that they can only be
well seen when the column is removed. The rays are keeled, and all the plates
of the body exhibit obscure radiating ridges somewhat similar to. those of Glyp-
tocrinus ornatus, but not so prominent. The column is round, annulated in is
upper and smooth in its lower part. I have not seen either the root or the
arms.

This species is closely allied to T. pyrifornis, but differs in its much smaller
size, in the comparative minuteness of the pelvic plates, and also in the character
of the surface. T. pyriformis is a large smooth species, but this one has a surface
ornamented with stars, only well seen however on good specimens.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

Genus DENDROCRINUS (Hall).

Generic charactrs.-ri this genus there are five pentagonal pelvic plates, ad
alternating above these a series of five subradials, one of which has its superior
angle truncated, and supports a large interradial. There are five rays alter-
nating above the sub-radials; the ray on the left-hand side of the large inte-
radial has two of its plates entering into the composition of the cup ; this ray is
free, from the third joint inclusive, of the other four rays, only the first jointIs
ineluded in the cup. A large and long proboscis rises from the interradial pae
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This genus is exactly the same in the composition of the test as Cÿathocrints
with the exception of the peculiarity that one of the rays has two of its joints
contained in the walls of the cup. In the original description given by Professor
iall, (Pal. N. Y., vol. 2, p. 193,) four series of plates are mentioned, including
five " scarcely visible" plates beneath those which I regard as constituting the
true pelvis; they cannot be seen in any of the specimens in the collection of
the Survey, although at least four of the species are unquestionable congeneric
with D. longid lus (Hall).

I have seen Professor HalPs specimens, and he agrees with me that the ge-
nerie description may be se modified as to receive many species with the same
structure in other respects, but which do not exhibit the siball plates at the
base. It will be seen by refering to fig. 7, c, plate 42, vol. 2. Pal. of New
York, that the column of D. longidactylus consists of alternately large and
small (or thin) joints, and that the latter sometimes consist of five divisions.
Professor Hall is now of opinion that the small pieces at first regarded as con-
stituting the true pelvis are not of generic importance, and that they may be
considered either as one of the quinquepartate thin plates of the column, or as
a basal series so little developed as not to be of more than specific value.

It will be recollected by those who have studied the Crinoidea, that a
similar question relating to the base of Poteriocrinus still remains unsettled ;
Professor Philips and the Messrs. Austin having published that genus with three
minute plates situated under the three basal plates.

DENDROCRINUS GREGARIUS.

Description.-Cup, acutely conical, from three to eight lines in length, and
from two to six lines broad at the greatest diameter, which is at the margin,
whence to the small pointed base it tapers uniformly with nearly straight
sides; pelvic plates, narrow, nearly one-third the height of the cup ; subradials,
rather more than one-third broader than high ; large interradial, not quite so large
as the plate on which it stands, broader above than below ; proboscis, for several
lines above the interradial, nearly as wide as the cup, and composed of nume-
rous small plates, which appear to be regularly arranged in upright rows; the
arms bifurcate once immediately after becoming free, and many times again
above; they are very long and obtusely angular on the back. Below the
first bifurcation there are about four joints, and they occupy a length of two lines
in a specimen where the cup is six lines high and the arms two inches and one-
fourth long. Their thickness in this part is about half the width of the first
primary radial plates from which they spring, and they appear to hold a very
deep groove on their inside, as the thickness is greater in that direction than it
is in the other ; the column is round, slender and flexible, slightly enlarging near
and up to the base of the cup, and composed of alternately thick and thin
joints, about six of each in a line of the length; the plates are without
ornament.

This species so much resembles D. longidactylus (Hall) of the Niagara group that
it can scarcely be separated. The principal differences consist in its smaller
dimensions, and in the absence of the vertical ridges along the proboscis. On
comparing with the illustrations given in the Palèontology of New York, it will
be seen that the second plates of the rays on each side of the proboscis are in
fig. 1 a, plate 43, broader than those upon which they rest. In our specimens
the second plate of the left-hand ray is equal to the first; in the right-hand ray
it is a great eal less, agreeing in this respect with fig. 7 a, plate 42. The species
are closely related, and yet I am satisfied they are different.

A. 1857.
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Localit y and Forrnaiion.-City of Ottawa, in the central part of the: Trenton
lirnestone.

DENDRnOCRINUS ACUTIDACTYLUS.

Desciion.-Cuip, mrail, coni 'cal, sornewhat pentagonal; - arms, very siender,
several ,tires sub-divided and excessivey sharp on the back; colum, round,
comnposeti of small- nearly globular joints; length of cup in the specimen examin-ý,
ed, two lines, breadthi at base of free rays the sane; length of free rays, one inch-
and one-eighth; thickness upon the back below the first sub-division, about one-
fifth of a line. At thiree-fourths of ar. inch bel-ow the base of the cup there, are,
five joints of the coluinn to one line iii length. The two arms visible in the
sp ecirnens bifurclate at the fourth free joint, and three times again at varying'
distances above. Orily one sid& of' the specimen can be seen, yet the characters,
of the cup and arms are so sinillar to those of the last species that there can be
little doubt of its generie affinities, while the globular joints of the colurrinan
the thin sharp backed arrns are characters sufficient to separate thern specific-'
ally.

Locality and Farnation.-Upper part of the Trenton limestone, near the
gate, St. Lawrence Street, Montreab

DENDROCRINUS PROOSCIDIATUS.

Description.-Cup, small, conical sub-pentagonal; proboscis, enormously large
in proportion to the size of the cip ; column, pentagonal with raised edges along
the five angles, and with concave faces between, composed of very thin joints,
twenty-four ih the length of two knes;l the arms are thin au d sharpon the
back. In a specimen, the crushed up of which is three limeo in length, there
is a proboscis attached, sixteen Unes in length; the portion seen is of a veriy
rernarkableý structure; it is cornposed of four vertical rows of small plates, witht
a stong central keel runni g up each row, fron ither side of which project
nearly at right angles, a pair of short ridges to the outer side of each plate
giving to the surface the appearance of several small rope ladders side by side,
as in the rigging of a sip. This peculiar style of onient is well shewn in
the figures ot P. longidact y/us, (Hall) Pal. N. Y.,ý vol. 2, fig 7 a, plate 42,, but te
pattern is somewhat different; in that species the transverse ridges diverge fro-
ecd other at an angle of about 4à5 degrees, but in this the divergence isý olyY
about 2, producig to the eye a very different effect.

Locality and Formation.-iUpper part of the Trenton limestone, near the Toll-
gate, St. Lawrence Street, Montreal.

DENDROCRIINUS SIMILIS.

Description.-Cup, small, conical and sub-pentagonal; arms, long, tre or fr
ties sub-divided, rater broadly rounded on the back, and coparativ y,
stouter than those of any of twc above described species. 0f the' two arms
preserved in the specimen exarined, one remains single for a distanceof two
limes and a-half, ant then divides ; there are five joints in e undivided part
the other ari shews but two j oints in tic part below the first bifurcation.,
The column for seven hunes below tic pelvis is-pentagonal, with round edges d
sligatl concave faces; it is composed of altrnately thck and thin joints, nine
of iac i the space of two hines, diamet r of column nearly one lime;lsen on
arms sixteen fones, and t diameter at the undivided part nearly a tne on th'
back.

gae1t Lwec SreMotel

DENDRCRINS SIILIS
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Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.
The three last species appear at first sight to be identical, but the moment

a magnifying glass is brought to bear upon them, their differences become -quite
as apparent as those of the large species. n D. acutidactylus the arms are exceed-
ingly thin and sharp on the back above the first division like the edge of a
knife, and the column is circular and composed of round edged joints, wiich
at the distance of one-half or three-fourths of an inch become nearly globular.
In D. proboscidiatus the column at the base of the cup is pentagonal with the
angles so strongly projecting, and the faces so concave that a single joint has
the forn of a five-rayed star; the arms, judging from the fragments seen, were
very sinilar to those in D. acutidactylus.

In D. similis the column is only different from that of D. proboscidiatus by
the unequal thickness of the joints, and in being more regularly pentagonal
its faces are only slightly concave, its arms also are five times thicker.

DENDROCRINUS CONJUGANS.

Descripion.-In this species the column about one inch below the pelvis, is
round, smooth, and from half to two-thirds of a line in diameter ; proceeding
upwards it rapidly enlarges to two or three lines, at the base of the cup, which
is small, and not much broader at the margin where the arms become free, than
it is at the bottom; the, pelvic, plates are low and broad, the sub-radials twice as
high, and the arm-bearing plates rather more than two thirds the length of
these latter; the arms are half the breadth of the plates on which they stand,
and broadly rounded on the back ; they ail divide at the height of about, threë
fines, and again at the same distance above; thee are three or four joints in
each of the undivided portions. The ray on the left-hand side of the base of
the proboscis, which in the generic description is said to ha ve two of its plates
included in the cup, in this species has the second plate free, with the exception
that it is united on one side to the plates of the proboscis; it is however nearly
as broad as the first radial plate upon which it stands, and one-third wider
than the first free joint of the arm which rests upon it. This character connects
Dendrocrinus with Cyathocrinus, in which the second joint of the ra in, question
is entirely fre.e. The columu as before mentioned is circular, broad at theibase
of the cup, and rapidly diminishing in size for a short distance below; it is i'i
this part smooth, but farther down enlarges again, and is composed of thick
round-edged compressed spheroidai joints very similar to those of Hetcrocri
simplex. In one perfect specimen the height of the cup is three lines, the dia<
meter at base two lines and a-half, and at the margin three lies and a-balf
length of the arms to fiirst division three lines and a-half, to second divisiö
six lines, width of arm to second ree joint, one line, arn of the prboscis Tie
same. i another individual this organ is wider than the aru; in a third spe-
cimen the arins divide at the fifth joint, but in every other respect it is th
same as this species, although slightly more slender.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

DENDROCRINUS ANGULATUS.

Descrition.-In this beautiful little crinoid the plates are ornamented with
radiatin6 ridges similar to those of lytocrins decadatylus. The cp is ,
couical and pentagonal; from the centre o feach of the rather large sub åadi
plates, there proceed six strongly ele yated ridges; one to the base of each ?
arns, one tQeacl of the plc l' and one teach of ttvehve a adjoinirg

e p a,;es u,1in1
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radials. The arms are very slender, sharp on the back, and at leasttwice divided;
the three joints of the column which remain attached to the specimen are pen-
tagonal.

Length of cup three lines, breadth at the margin four lines, diameter of
column nearly one line.

Locality and Fornation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

DENDROCRINUS IIUMILIS.

Description.-Cup small, conical; arms, nearly as broad as the first primary
radials, divided at the fourth or fifth joints, and again above; the pelvie plates
are small, their height about equal to their width, the sub-radials three times
larger than the pelvic plates; the first primary radials are low and broadY
column, unknown; height of cup, two and a-half lines, breadth at the margin
the same.

Locality and Fornation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

DENDROCRINUS LATIBRACHIATUS.

Description.-This species is most closely related to D. humilis, the only differ-
ence being in the greater breadth and length of the arms, which at the base
are quite as wide as the first primary radials, and become a little broader above,
whereas in the other species they becone narrower from the base upwards.
The bottom of the cup is more rounded than in D. itunilis, and as the columns
of both are unknown and as they occur in different formations, they cannot be
easily identified at present ; the arns are three times divided ; length of cup, three
lines and a half; of the arms, ten lines.

Locality and Fornation.-Hudson River group, Charleton Point, Anticosti.

DENDROCRINUS RÙSTICUS.

Description.-The base of the cup in this species is broad, like that of D.
conjugans; the pelvie plates about as high as they are wide, the sub-radials one'
third higher than the pelvic plates; the arm-plates a little shorter than the sub-
radials, and broader than high ; the interradialis about the size of one of the pelvie
plates, and bears three or four small plates upon its summit; the column is round
a.t its junction with the pelvic plates, and composed of thin plates, but one
line and a-half below it becomes pentagonal, with raised rounded edges and
concave faces; at the distance of two inches below the pelvis there are about
three joints of equal thickness to one line in breadth ; the arms appear to have
been short ; breadth of cup, two lines and a-half in one specimen and three lines
in another ; height of latter to the top of the interradial, four lines and a-half;
the whole surface is smooth. The specimens examined are inperfect, but to
each there are about three inches of the column attached.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

Genus HETEROCRINUS, (Hall.)

Generic Characters.-The species of this genus are s'mall, and including the
arms long and nearly cylindrical crinoids. The pelvis is composed of five small
plates, alternating above which are five elongated rays composed of a variablk
number of joints. They divide immediately on becoming free, and are püi
nulated, but as they are nearly always found closed up, specimens in whiih
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the pinnul can be seen are rare. Hence the genus was originally defied
as being without these.

The new species here described have.also an interradial plate between two
of the rays.

HETEROCRINUS SIMPLEX, (Hall.)

Description.-Sub-cylindrical or elongated fusiform, length including the
rays from one to two inches, diameter at half the length froin three to four lines.
The base of the pelvis in the large specimens is about one line and a-half in dia-
meter, and the body gradually enlarges to about three lines at that point where the
rays divide. The diameter above is always greater, the extent depending upon
the amount of expansion of the rays in the particular specimen examined.
The pelvic plates are scarcely a line in height, the length of the undivided por-
tions of the rays in the large individuals is about three lines. The ray on the
right side of the interradial plates consists of three joints, the first equal in
length to the other two, and with one of its angles truncated where it is in
contact with the interradial. The ray on the left side of the interradial has
four joints, the second being the longest, and having one of its angles truncated
to support the interradials.

The other three appear to consist each of four equal joints. The upper
joint of each ray is pentagonal, and supports two secondary rays, which continue
single to their extremities. The interradial is oblong, higher than wide, five-
sided, two of the sides meeting to form an obtusely pointed lower extremity,
which rests wedge-like between the truncated angles of the first joint of the ray
upon the left, and the second joint of the ray on the right ; its upper side is
horizontal and supports another plate which is probably the base of a proboscis.
The secondary rays, ten in number, consist each of a series of oblong quad-
rangular joints usually one line in length and two-thirds of a line in breadth.

There is a row of long pinnulæ upon each of the inner margins of each ray,.
they rise upwards nearly parallel with the rays instead of projecting at nearly
right angles as in other species. The column is round and smooth at the base of
the pelvis, below which it tapers and becomes very slender at the distance of
one or two inches, then slightly larger and composed of compressed globular
joints, the rounded edges of which to the eye present a bead-like appearance.
The longest column seen with the head attached was fifteen inches, and as it was
broken off below, it had been probably several inches longer. The diameter is
usually somewhat less than a hne, and there are about seven joints of equal size
to two lines in length. The smooth slender upper portion of the column near,
the base of the cup is generally half a-line or a little more in diameter, ex-
panding to twice or three times this size at the pelvis.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, Ottawa and Montreal.
I had drawn up the description of our Canadian specimens as above, under

the impression that they were of a species different from that of the Hudson
River Group. But having since seen Professor HallPs collection, I now believe
that ours are identical. The original specimen figured in the Paleontology cf
New York is imperfect, and consequently it was described without noticing
the interradial, and also as having a pentagonal column. The species is abundant
in the Trenton imestone in Canada, and therefore it 'is thought advisable to
publish the above description, which contains a more full account of its cha-
racters. Should, however, it hereafter be found that ours is different from the
Hudson River species, I beg that it may be called H. Canadensis, the name I had
given to it previous to examinig Professor Hahls specimens.
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HETEnOCRINUS TENUIS.

Description.-Much smaller than H. simlex; arms long, very slender, and
several times divided ; column very obscurely pentagonal, composed of sub-
globular joints; proboscis extending nearly to the apices of the arms ; length,
including the arms, from ten to sixteen lines; without the arms, one and
a-half to two and a-half lines ; diameter at base of arms, about two lines;
of column, at base of pelvis, half-a-line.

It is not certain that this species should be referred to the genus Heterocrinus.
The plates of all the specimens in the collection are so closely united that
their number and arrangement cannot be satisfactorily made out. The weight
of the evidence is in favor of the genus under which I have placed it. The
species, when several times attentively examined, is easily distinguished fron4
IL sinplex. In that species the column, for a short distance below the cup
is smooth and slender, and it enlarges suddenly from a few lines below, until it
forms rather a broad base for the pelvis to stand upon. But in H. tenuis thç.
column continues moniliform to the base of the cup and without enlagi
but on the contrary is rather less in diameter at the point of contact than it1is
below. In one specimen there are forty-two joints in the first nine lines from
the pelvis, and some irregularities in the size can be seen. They are thinner near
the cup, and gradually become thicker, so that at two inches from the pelvis
there are only sixteen in half-an-inch. The arms, although much more slender
than those of R. simplex, usually lie folded together, or but slightly separated

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, Ottawa and Montreal.

Genus HYBocRcnus, (new genus.)

Generic Characters.-Cup pyriform, or sub-globular, more protuberant upoc
ene side than on the other; pelvic plates five, pentagonal, alternating above
which are five large plates, four bearing free arms, and the fifth supporting upon
its upper sloping sides two plates, one of which is an interradial, the other an
arm-plate supporting the fifth free ray. The columns of the two species known:
are round and short. The generic name is from the Greek hubos, hump-backed.,

H1YBOCRINUS CONICUS.

Description.-In this species the cup is conical, with slightly ventricose sides
the base narrow, and the arms long and undivided; plates smooth; heigh of
cup thirteen lines from the base of the pelvis on the large side to the upper margin
of the interradial; height of the opposite side nine Unes ; length of the arms,
three inches; the pelvic plates occupy more than one-half the height on th&
large side, and about one-half on the others; tbe arms are one line and a-hhi,
i width, and broadly rounded on the back; composed of a single series of
joints, each one line in length ; on their insides the ambulacral grooves are m
gined by rows of small plates xesembling those upon the arms of some of th
Cystidea (Pleurocystites), about five of those plates to one joint of the ar
The column is round and srnooth, consisting of very thin joints, ten to one lin
The mode of attachment to the bottom was by a broad button-shaped base
Length of column in the largest specimen seen, one and three-quarter inches.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

HYBOCRINUS TUMIDUS.

Description. - Smaller than H conicus, sub-globular, the plates tumi
their centres; column, slender and round, composed of thin joints, and tap
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towards the base; surface of the plates, obscurely granular; length of cup,
six lines; breadth at margin, about eight lines, arms, one line broad upon the
back, composed of joints one line in length. Although about twenty heads of
this species have been collected, none of them are quite perfect, but they all are
smialler and of a different form from . conicus.

Locality and Formation.-Trento,n limestone, City of Ottawa.

Genus CARABOCRDqUs (new genus.

Generic Characters.-Cup, globular ; pelvic plates, five, four of them penta-
gonal, and the fifth hexagonal; sub-radials, five, four large, hexagonal, and one'
small and pentagonal. The series of sub-radials is divided on one side by a
large interradial, which is supported upon the hexagonal pelvic plate. The
arm-plates or first primary radials are also five, and of these, three alternate
regularly above four of the subàradials ; the fourth rests partly upon one of -the
sub-adials and partly upon the largeý interradial of thé second series; thé fifthÀ
is supported in part by the heptagonial sub-radial and partly by a plate which
stands upon the small pentagonal sub-radial; the fourth and fifth arm-plate
are separated by a second interradial, supported by that which stands upon thé
hexagonal pelvie plates.

Uþon the- summit five, calycinal ambulacral grooves' radiate, from> the centreé
(where there appears'to be an aperture) to the bases of the arms;- the mouthis
situated in the margin over the interradial plates-; there-is a small aperture, su r-
rounded by an elevated border half-way between the mouth and thecentre.

This genus is distinguished fromh Cyathoriinus and Potericrinus by the depthi
to which its interradial plates descend. In the genera cited they are always'
situated above the sub-radials, but ini Carabocrinus one of them stands upon one'
of the pelvic plates; I refer all the specimens to, one species. The generie name
is from the Greek karabos, a crab.

CARABOCRINUS RADIATUS.

Description. -Cup,, globose, rather broader at the, margin than it is highli
base, broadly rounded, covered with strong rounded ridges which radiate from
the centres of the plates; arms, short, three times divided'; columu, round and
slender, composed of alternately projecting thin joints. From the centre of
each sub-radial plate two principal ridges ascend diagonally to the bases of
the two arms on both sides; two others radiate to the centres of the two sub-
radials on either side, and thus a series of triangles is formed round the upper
half of the cup. In a. similar manner ridges extend from the centres of the sub-
radials to the centres of the pelvic plates, thus constituting another set of trian
gles in the lower half. Within each triangle, both in the upper and lower
halves, are contained two or three smaller triangles, one within the other In,
consequence of this arrangement, the ridges appear to radiate in groups of
three or four.

Each arm-plate supports in its centre a small but stout pentagonal second
radial plate, from the upper sloping edges of which spring two short round arms,
which divide again at the second joint; these branches are again divided once
or twice above. Height of the largest specimen, one inch; diameter at half
the height, fourtèen lines. Specimens are in the collection of all sizes, from
three lines to twelvé in diameter.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton liimestone, City of Ottawa.
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Genus CLEIOCRINUS, (new genus.)

Generic Characrs.-Cup, large, conical or pyriform; pelvic plates, five;
rays, five, alternating with the pelvic plates; the third plate of eachray is pen-
lagonal and bears two secondary rayé, which are several times divided above.
Between two of the rays a single vertical series of interradial plates extends
from the pelvis to the margin of the cup. The interradials and rays are ail
firmly anchylosed together by their lateral margins up to the height of the
ffth or sixth sub-division. The colunn is pentagonal in the species known.

This genus lias the structure of a Pentacrinma, with numerously divided arms
all soldered together in the walls of the cup.

CLEIOCRINUS REGIUS.

Description.-Cup, elongate, conical, gradually expanding from the base
antil near the top, where it is slightly contracted. The margin supports about
forty long, very slender, tentaculated free rays. At first sight there appear to be
*en small pelvic plates, but upon examination five of these are found to be
the first plates of the five rays which rest immediately upon the upper joint of
the column ; the other five are the true pelvic plates ; four of them are penta-
gonal, and the fifth, which supports the column of interradials, is nearly
square; height of each pelvic plate, one line; breadth, the sane; the smnall
radial plates which rest on the column between the pelvic plates are a little
broader than these latter, but not so high; the column is pentagonal, and the
pelvic plates are placed upon the angles of the upper joints, while the bases
of the rays are situated upon the straight edges ; there are about two joints
of the column to one line, and they are alternately thicker and thinner; the
solumn near the lower extremity becomes round and suddenly expands into a
broad base of attachment.

The surface of the cup is nearly smooth, only varied by obscure vertical
rounded ridges along the centres of the rays and of their sub-divisions.

Length of cup, one inch and three-fourths ; breadth near the margin, about
one inch; diameter of column, from two to four lines. Nearly all the large pen-
tagonal colunus in the Trenton limestone at the City of Ottawa belong to this
species.

Locality.-Trenton limestone, Ottawa.

Genus LECANOCRINUS.

Generic CIaracers.-In this genus there are three pelvic plates, one of
them pentagonal and the other two hexagonal; in the second series there årë
five sub-radial plates, two of which are supported by the two hexagonal pelvi&
plates, while the other three alternate with these latter. Alternating above th&.'
sub-radials are five primary rays of three joints each, and above these, ten secon-
dary rays; some of the species have several small interradial plates in one or
more of the divisions between the prinary rays.

LECANOCRINUS ELEGANS.

Description.-Cup, small, conical, three lines in height from, the base of the
pelvis to the upper margin of the first primary radial plate, at which levelth
breadth is also about three lines ; the breadth of the pelvis is one line and ý f
and the top of the column scarcely less; the first primary radials are alittle bra ç
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Pr than high, and rendered slightly heptagonal by the truncation of their upper
lateral angles; the second primary radials are narrower and quadrangular, or ob-
scurely hexagonal ; the third are pehtagonal; the length of each is about a line and
a-half; the third in eadh of the three rays exposed in the only specimen seen,
supports two secondary rays of five joints each, and then divides into two tertiary
rays ; these latter are again divided ; the rays above the fourth division are arti-
culated in two series; between the primary rays are several small interradials.
The column is circular, with round-edged joints, from four to six in one line;
length of ray from the base of first primary radial to the extremities, one mch
and one-fourth.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

LECANoCRINUS LÆEvIS,

Descriptio.-This species is shorter than the preceding, and has only four
joints instead of five in the secondary rays; the upper part of the columu is
round and smooth. In other respects there is much resemblance between the
two, but still I think them distinct.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

Genus PoROCRINUS, (new genuS.)

Generic Characters.-Cup conposed of three series of plates, with one or
inore small interradials on one side, and with a number of poriferous areas similar
to the pectinated rhombs of the Cystidea.

In this genus there are five pelvic plates, five sub-radials, and five first
primary radials alternating with each other, as in Poteriocrinus, Cyathocrinus, and
other allied genera. The principal new character upon which the genus is
founded consists in the presence of poriferous areas.

Locality and Fornation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

PoROCRINUS CONICUS.

Description.-Cup, one line and a-half in diameter at the base, and gradually
enlarging, with slightly ventricose sides, to the width of five lines at the margin;
height, seven lines ; pelvic plates narrow, nearly two lines high ; sub-radials, three
lines in height; first primary radials, about two lines and a-half in height and
breadth; all the plates smooth; column, circular, smooth, and suddenly enlarged
near and up to the base of the cup, composed of very thin joints; free rays, long,
slender and single to their extremities ; they are about half-a-line in thickness,
and appear to be composed of a single series of joints. Only about one inch in
length of the column next the base has been seen.

In this species there exists a number of poriferous areas resembling the
pectinated rhombs .of the Cystidea i their structure, and probably adapted
to the performance of the same functions. Their forns and position are how-
ever somewhat different from those of any known cystidean.' In fossils of the
latter order theseý organs consist of two parts, one situated upon each of two
contiguous plates, but i this crinoid, each is so placed that it occupies the angles
of three plates. Their form is that of an equilateral spherical triangle, and their
size about one line in diameter. There are five situated at the apices of thefive
pelvic plates, five at the lower angles of the arm-plates, five at the apices of the
sub-radials and five between the arm-plates on the margin of the cup. There
are also two or three small ones at the angles of the interradials, 'i altwet-
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two or twenty-three. The pores consist of fine elongated parallelslits, which
appear to penetrate through the plates; they are not at right angles to ,the
margin of the plates as in the Cystidee, but oblique.

The central pore of each division divides the angle into two equal portions,
and all the other pores upon the plate are parallel to this central one; conse-
quently in each area they have three directions at which they are at right angles
to the sides of the triangular space in which they are situated, but oblique witk
respect to the margins of the plates.

Locality and Fornation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

Order CYSTIDE.

onus GLYPTOCYSTITES.

Gencric characirs.-Body elougate, cylindrical; test composed of four seies
of plates, of which there are four in the basal, and five in each of the second,
third, fourth and fifth series; three of the basal plates are pentagonal, The
fourth hexagonal; ovarian aperture in the only species in which it has been seen,
situated in the lower half of the body, without a valvular apparatus; in the
summit a small oral orifice from which radiate several calycinal ambulacral
grooves which are continued upon the arms; more than three pectinated rhombs;
column short and tapering to a point at its lower extremity.

This genus is so closely allied to Echino-encrinites that I have had much doubt
as to the propriety of retaining it. The principal differences are, that whilei he
European genus has an oval or sub-globular body, and only three pectinïated
rhombs, Glyptocystites has an elongated cylindrical body covered with rhombs,
some of them of a large size. The genus was proposed and published by, me
in the Canadian Journal in 1854, as G. multiporus, the only species then known,
which, on account of the arms extending down the sides to the base, the gieat
number of the rhombs, and the somewhat irregular arrangement of the plates,
appeared to be well separated from Echino-encrinites.

GLYPTOCYSTITES MULTIPORUS.

(G. multipora,-Canadian Journal, vol. 2, p. 215.)

Description.-One inch in length, five lines in diameter, cylindrical, obscurely
five-sided, round at the apex, abruptly truncated at the base; ovanran aperture
large, oval; without valves ; arns five, four of them extending down the sides t
the base, the fifth two or three lines in length; thirteen pectinated rhombs;
colunu short, tapering to a point, composed of alternately wide and narrowjts
the former projecting and striated upon their external edges.

In this species the basal and second series of plates are pretty regular, t
the third series contains two plates which are very small in proportion to the
others, an irregularity compensated by a corresponding enlargement of twodf
the plates of the fourth series. The whole of the upper half of the test, 'i
consequence of this disproportion in the size of these. plates presents very ls
of order in its structure, and cannot be very well described without the aid ôf
figures.

The distribution of tlie pectinated rhombs is as follows:
If we regard the side containing the ovarian aperture as the posterior asp t

of the fossil, then the side. opposite would be anterior, and the spaces e
the right and left sides.
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On the posterior side there are two rhombs, a small one situated just below
the ovaian aperture towards the side, and a large one above, which extends
from the ovarian aperture nearly to the apex.

On the left side there are two: a small one near the apex, and a4large one
below but nearly altogethe* the upper half of the fossil.

On the anterior side there are 'four, two at the base, one half of each being
on the basai plate of this side, and 'the other half on the contiguous plate of the
second series; a third very smiall rhomb is situated between the two snall plates
of the third series, ànd a fourth very large one divided between the two large
plates of the-fourth series.

On the right side there are five, a large one next the ovarian aperture, and
at its upper angle another which extends across the side sloping a little down-
wards, with a third which rises nearly perpendicularly from -the anterior angle
of the second one; below these there is a half-rhomb, and above the large one
first mentioned in this division a very small rhomb only seen in perfect specimens.

In the centre of the apex there is a small aperture, from which a narrow
calycinal ambulacral groove extends in each direction towards the anterior and
posterior sides for about one line, and then branches into the four arms which
continue down to the base; it also sends down a short branch two or three lines
into the right side, thus forming the fifth or short arm. These grooves in the
perfect specimens are bordered on the apex and for a short distance down the
sides, by minute marginal plates which interlock and lose -the grooves entirely.
In the original description given in the Canadian Journal, I described these, as
constituting a valvular apparatus closing the mouth, but I now thinkA ther to
be simply the marginal plates ofîthe ambulacral grooves of the arms. Onthe
left side there is sitiated a minute pore in the centre of a small protuberance
near the apex.

The long arms were provided with small slender pinnulæ, six or seven on
each side.

Locality and Formaion.-This species has' been found in the Trenton linestone
at Ottawa, Montreal and Beauport.

GLYPTOOYSTITES LOGANI.

Description.-Length of large specimens one inch and a-fourth; diameter eight
lines; cylindrical, obsëurely five-sided, abruptly truncated at the summits; base
slightly rounded; 'each plate ornamented with:from three to seven exteedinigly
elevated, somewhat thin, sharp;ridges, which radiate fromthe centre to. thesides;
spaces&between the ridges smboth orývery minutely striated-; calycinal"ambalaeral
grooves, extending only to the angles ofthe truncated apex, bordered by iiarginal
plates and :furnished near their extremities each with severai small free arms
or stout pinnuhle articulated in two series; there are about twelv'e or gfifteen
conspicuous 'pectinated rhonubs. The ovarian aperture ïhas not yet been ob-
served; the column is short, strongly annulated and tapering to a point at its
lower extremities. It is both pentagonal and 'circular, and presents a very
remarkable character in the fact that the angles of the pentagonal joints forn
five spiral lines round the column throughout its length. The large joints which
constitute the annulations of the column are the circular ones, and those be-
t een, the pentagonal.

The detached plates of this magnificent species can be readily distinguished
rwm those ôf 'any other crinoid or cystidean of the Trenton imedone by the

peculiar star-like appearance prodoeed bythevery elévatd sharp, ad thin radi-
ating ridgês Mith whidh<theirèurfaces arêornaïitïted. Aithough a hunibe of
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the bodies, many of then with the column attached, have been collected yet
none of them show clearly that side in which the ovarian aperture is situated,
The plates are more regularly alternating than in G. multzporus. This species
cannot be identified with the Echino-encrinites anatinaformis, figured by Professor
Hall on plate 29, vol. 1, Pal. of New York. By referring to that work it will
be seen that all the plates of that species are strongly striated with radiating
ridges, (see the two figures 4 d and also 4 f,) while in our species they are quite
smooth, or only marked with very minute fines; and these, when they can be
,een, are in a direction at right angles to that of the strio upon the New York
,:-pecimens. Professor Hall's figures do not exhibit any pectinated rhombs, and
further, by figure 4 c., it is shown that the base of E. anatinaformis is composed
of two pentagonal and two quadrangular plates; ours has three pentagonal an&.
one hexagonal basal plate.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton lirestone, Island of Montreal; plates iii
&n excellent state of preservation are very abundant in the upper part of the
formation. I beg to dedicate this species to the discoverer.

GLYPTOCYSTITES FORBESI.

Description.-The body of this species, judging from the fragments in the
collection, is about two inches in length and three-fourths of an inch in diametéei
The character of its surface is such that detached plates may be distinguishëd
at a glance from those of either of the two preceding species, being larger, thicker
and more profusely ornamented. When perfect, these plates are somewhat co.
vex, and covered with radiating ridges which are crossed at right angles by
coarse strie. There is usually one strong ridge extending from each side of the
plate to the centre, and several shorter ones parallel with these. Those of tie
latter class which are nearest the larger ridges are the longest, and the others
decrease in length in proportion as they are distant from it. From each angle of
the plates there is a small sharp ridge extending to the centre. The transverse
strie run parallel with the margins of the plates. The large ridges are sharp
edged but broad at their bases. There are usually seven or eight of the trans-
verse striS to one line ; some of the largest plates are eight lines in length, and
nearly as much in breadth, showing that the perfect specimens were about two
inches long.

One specimen consisting of the column and a part of the basal and second
series of plates, shows the remains of the pectinated rhombs at the base of the
anterior side, characteristic of this genus. The portions of the rhombs show
by the detached plates indicate that the pores were much shorter in propotiô_
to the size of the plates than in G. multiporus and G. Logani. The coluning s
annulated, about two inches long, and tapering to a point. This cystidean being
from the Chazy limestone, is the most ancient species known on this conti.
nent. I beg to dedicate it to the late accomplished naturalist, Professor Edwgd
Forbes.

Locality and Fornation.-Chazy limestone, Caughnawaga.

Genus PLEUROCYSTITES.

(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 250.)

Generic Characters.-Body oval, flat, one side covered with large polgoinal
plates, the other almost entirely occupied by an enormous opening covered oil
by an integument of numerous small plates; arms free, two in number,
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lated in two seres; one small aperture near the apex, above the large opening
and another at the base near the column.

The following is the arrangement of the plates as described in the Canadian
Journal above cited:-" On the upper joint of the column rest four pelvic plates;
two of these are pentagonal and spread away from each other in the form of
the capital letter Y, and in the angle thus formed is placed the large central
hexagonal plate of the second series; the two other pelvic plates are situated
one on each side, and partly under the toiimer; they do not unite on the other
side and form the cup-shaped pelvis of the ordinary cystideoe, but spread out
wing-like from the sides of the column. E ach sends out a slender projection
at the bottom, which clasps around or rests upon the upper joilts. Outside of
these again are two other small plates, one upon each wing, making in ail six in
the basal series." In the second range there are three large plates, one in, the
centre, hexagonal, with an heptagonal plate on each side. " The third series con-
tains four large plates, elongated vertically; one of these on the right hand of
the centre, pentagonal, the other on the left, hexagonal. They are narrowed
above to correspond with the decreasing dimensions of the body, which here
begins to contract. The other two plates of this row are either heptagonal or
slightly octagonal, and at their upper extremities they fold round the body and
unite on the other side by narrow projections, which arch over the great oval
opening. Above these there are ten smaller plates, which close the summit and
formn a solid support for the arms.

The column is short and tapers to a point at the lower extremity. There
are three pectinated rhombs; one of these is at the base, situated one-half on
one of the pelvie plates, and the other half on the large central hexagonal plate
of the second series ; the other two are situated one on the left pair of plates of
the third series, and the other on the right.

The following appear to me to be distinct, but when more becomes known
of this extraordinary genus it may be necessary to unite them ail into one
variable species.

PLEUROCYSTITES SQUAMOSUS.

Description.-In this species the large plates are smooth, and the great open-
ing on the anterior side protected by an integument composed of a vast number
of small mostly hexagonal plates, each less than the fiftieth part of an inch in
size; the rhombs are sniall and sonewhat elliptical, the larger axes of the two
above being transverse to the length of the fosil; column annulated, the
edges of the projecting rings striated vertically; in a specimen with a body
thirteen lines in length, the left upper rhomb has a major axis of three lines, and
a vertical axis of two lines in length. The rhomb on the right is two lines long
and one and a-half broad; the basal rhomb about the same size; they are all
slightly elevated above the general surface and flat. The pores extend com-
pletely across from one side to the other.

Locality and Fomation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

PLEUROCYSTITES FILITEXTUS.

(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 252, 1854.)

Descripton.-Plates with strong ridges radiating from the centre to the
angles, with smaller ones from the centre to the edges; all these are crossed
by other strie parallel to the margin of the plates, which are also in some speciméns
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slightly granular, with small irregular tubercles. The rhombs are large,
straiglit sides and sharp angles; the greater diagnals extend up and downh:e
fossil instead of across the body, as in the last species. The integument consist
of about forty or fifty irregularly polygonal plates. Length of the left superior
rhomnb in a specnen fourteen lines long, five lines; of the right rhomb three
lines.

This species is distinguished from the former by the great size of the rhom bs,
the striation of the surface, and also by the large plates of the tegumentary en-
vering of the great opening in the ventral aspect.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

PLEUROCYSTITES ROBUSTUS.

(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 252, 1854.)

Decription.-In this species the rhombs are obscurely elliptical, or rathir
in the shape of a spherical triangle, one side crossing the suture above, and
one of the angles being upon it below; they are surrounded by an elevatedlbdraei
and have a concave surface, instead ofbeing plane as in the two above descrië,1
species. The plates are ornamented with fine rounded striw at right anglesto
the margins, and crossed by a few obscure concentric ridges. The only specin
collected coisists of the upper part of the body.

Leiigth of the upper left rhomb, thrce lines and a-half; breadth iu the
vertical direction, threc lines; the right rhomb is somewhat smaller.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton, limestone, Ottawa.

PLEUROCYSTITES ELEGANS.

Dsc(r;ption.-This species much resembles P. filitextus, but may be readily
distingiiislied by the rhombs being shorter, and by the much stronger striatidn
over its whole surface.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

PLEUROCYSTITES EXORNATUS.

Description.-Rlhombs, sub-triangular, much elevated above the surfaee,
surrounded by a sharp border; surface profusely ornamented with strong radii-
ing ridges; column beautifuilly striated longitudinally; the plates of the vent1l
integument are about the size of those P. filitextus; the shape of the rhornîs
of this species is like that of P. robustus, except that the pores form a flat inst ed
of a concave surface.

Locality and Formation.-Lower part of the Trenton limestone, Montreal.I

PLEUROCYSTITES ANTICOSTENSIS.

Dcscription.-Rhombs very long and narrow; column with the annulatio n
s0 coarsely striated that they appear to be nodulose. Only a fragment, consi
of a portion of the column and the lower part of the body of this species b
been collected; in a specimen which measures seven lines from the base
the body to the upper angle of the large hexagonal plate, the length of
right superior rhomb is five lines, and its breadth one line.

Locality and Formation.-Charleton Point, Anticosti, in the Hudson
Group.
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Genus nOMAÉOCYSTITES.

(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 227.)

Generic cliaracters.-Ovate, the smaller extremity being the base; pelvis
small, of three plates, above which are from eight to eleven irregular rows of
plates, mostly hexagonal; ovarian aperture near the summit, closed by a val«Vular
apparatus ; arms free, and composed of a single series of joints bearing pinnule
colimn round.

COMAROCYSTITES PUNCTATUS.

[(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 270.)

Descrption.-Plates depressed or concave in the centre and covered with
small oblong punctuations; ovarian aperture near the summit, closed by five
triangular plates; arms four, each composed of a single series of joints bearing
pianulæ; column round, of thin plates. Length of large specimen one inch
and a-half, of arms about two inches.

Locality and Formation-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

Genus AMYG»ALOCYSTITES.

(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 270.)

Generic charaters.-Body ovate or sub-globular; pelvis of three plates,
above which are eight or more irregular rows of plates completing the cup;
ovarian aperture near the sumit, closed by a valvular apparatus; arms composed
of a double row of joints crossing the summit and articulated to the surface; each
joint bears a pinnula ; column round.

Comarocystites differs from this genus by the presence of free arms like those
of a crinoid.

AMYGDALOCYSTITES FLOREALIS.

(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 271.)

Description.-Each of the plates of this species has a low rounded tubercle
situated in the centre, from which ridges radiate to the angles ; these ridges are
scarcely elevated above the surface where they leave the border of the tubercle
in the centre, but increase in width and height as they depart from it; they are
sharp edged and attain their greatest' height ait the angles of the plates. The
arn crosses the summit and extends nearly to the base upon one side, and oniy
two or three lines from the aper ontthe other; the ovarian aperture is situated
close to thel arm on one side of the summit; the columnis round. The body
is ovate, rounded at the apex, and tapering below to the base; length of body
one inchi. This species forms a link between Sphaeronites and Pseudocrinites it
has the test composed of a great number of plates like the former genus, and
the arms and pinnula iof the latter.
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AMYGDALOCYSTITES RADIATUS.

(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 271.)

Description.-Plates somewhat convex and ornatented with strong ridgee
which radiate from the centres to the angles; column round ; the b ody is
ovate; ovarian aperture and arms unknown.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone. City of Ottawa.

AMYGDALOCYSTITES TENUISTRIATUS.

(Canadian Journal, vol. 2, page 27].)

Description -Body elongate, ovate ; plates smooth in the centre; a low
rounded ridge proceeds from the smooth space in the centre to each of the angles
where it meets the similar ridges, which radiate from the centre of the adjoiing
plates; between these ridges fine strio cross the sutures at right angles;
the pelvis consists of three broad pentagonal plates; the ovarian aperture as
nearly on the top of the summit; length of body l! inch.

Locality and Formatio.-Trenton limestone. City of Ottawa.

Order ASTERIADA,.

The species of Star-fishes in the collection appear to be referable to the
genera proposed by Mr. Salter at the meeting of the British Association, in
August last; I have seen no other description of these genera than that given
in Silliman's Journal of November, 1856, which is as follows:

PALEA STER.-Without disc, avenues deep.
PALASTERINA.-Pentagonal, disc moderate.

PALÆMOCOMA.-No disc, avenues very shallow.

It is probable that our species, when opportunity can be had for a direct
comparison with British specimens, will be found congeneric. The following
is the arrangement I propose for the present

PALUASTERINA STELLATA.

Description.-Pentagonal; disc extending half the length of the rays; ambu-
lacral grooves narrow and deep, bordered on each side by a row of small neariy
square plates which extends to the ends of the rays; a second row outside of these
extends nearly to the end; the remaining space in the angles between the rayà
outside of the two rows of marginal plates, is filled with numerous smaller plae.
Length of rays measured along the ambulacral grooves, three lines; numbenpf
marginal plates on each side of groove, sixteen ; the rays terminate in ag rûu
point and rapidly enlarge, so that at one-half their length their breadth
one and a-half lines ; the angles between the rays are broadly rounded.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.
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PAL-ASTERINA RIQIDUS.

Descipt)ion.-This species bas much the aspect of an Astropecten; the diameter
is scarcelyý two inches, the width of the dise being haîf-anîijih, and -of ýthe
rays at their base about three lines; the grooves are deep and margineïd by two
rows of quadrate somnewhat convex plates, the outer row forming a' continuolus
curved i.argin in the angles between the rays.

In the disc there is a V shaped. assemblage of s maller plates bet ween the
two marginal rowsý; there are seven plates to two fines in length of the ambulaix'al
row, and five in the same distance of the outer row at the base of the ray;
towards the extremnities they become sinaller ; there are five rays.

Locaility and Fornation.-Trenton limestone. City of Ottawa.

PALAASTERINA RUGOSUS.

Description-Two inches in diameter, rays five, acute at their apices and rapidly
enlarging to a breadth of four Unes at the dise, which is eight lines in w idth.
The specimen shews the uper side of the fossil only; some of the plate s are
absent froin the centre of tle dise, but those which reniain are very promrnast
in their centres and roughly ornamented by four or five deep crenulation s or fh-
rows fromi near tlie centre to the edges, producing a star-like appeara'nce resem-
bling a hal-oworn platesf Gtotwcrinus decadactylus; their diameter is from onto
two uines.

The rays are composed (at least the backs and sides of them) of four rows of
plates which are so;very prominent that they appear to be almost globular, and
even pointed in their centres, the central rows are the sallest; thefirst fr
plates of the outerrow occupy three lines in length, and of the inner rows netwly
as inu ti. Towards the point of ther arm aIl diminish rapidly in size.

Beneath the outer rows two others can be seen which are probably the outer
marginal plates of the under side, corresponding to those of P. r&aridus.

Locality and Formatrn.-Hudson River Group. Charleton Poit, Anticosti.
Collected by J.rRichardson.

PALEASTER PULCIIELLUS.

Descripion.-Diamneter two inches and one-fourth ; rays sub-cylindrical, two
and a-half Unes in width at the base, with a length of orle inch; dise three and
a-half -wnes in diameter; grooves narrow, orcdered throughout by narrow oblong
plates, aine cn the length of two lines; the length of these plates in adirection
transverse to the rays is about one line; near the dise there appears to be but
one row of mharginal plates.

Locality and ermaton.-Trenton limestone. City hof Ottawa.

PALAE1OC0MA SPINOSA.

Dtescrpton.-About seven lines in diameter; rays five, linear-lanceolate; one
ne in width at base, flexible, overed with numerous scae bspainesb te de
Locality and Formnation.-Trenton limestone. Falls of Montmorency.
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PALEOCOMA CYLINDRICA.

Descripion.-One inch and a-half in diameter; rays five, covered with spines,
sub-cylindrical, regularly rounded on the upper side, flattened on the lower,
about one line in width at base, and regularly tapering to an acute point.

This species and the preceding appear to be somewliat common; nost of the
specimens have their rays variously curved, shewing that they were extremely
flexible.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton limestone. Ottawa.

Genus CYCLASTER.

Generic cliaracters.-Body sessile, circular, discoid, covered with numerous
irregularly polygonal plates ; mouth large, sub-pentagonal; five ambulacral
areas, eaci composed of two series of oblong plates, and having two rows of
large pores which penetrate to the interior.

Tliis genus was discovered about thirtyyears ago, by Dr. Bigsby, in the Trenti
[imestone, at the Chaudière Falls, in the vicinity of the present City of Ottawa;
the specien then procured was described and figured without a name, by Mr.
G. 1. Sowerby, in the second volume of Zoological Journal, in 1847. Another
species was discovered by Mr. Gibbs, of the Geological Survey of England,
near Ysptty Evan, in North Wales, in a mass of schistose rocks, in a
quarry associated with the Bala linestone ; in 3848, Professor E. Forbes
described this latter species in the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great
Britain, in his magnificent paper on the Cystidea. He placed it in Vanuxem's
genus, Agelacrinites, with specifie name of Buchianus.

In 1853, while collecting fossils at Ottawa, I fouid several specimens of Di.
Bigsby',s species, and ascertained that the rays supposed to bo grooves for the
reception of arms are in fact true ambulacra. This fact I communicated to the
Canadian Institute, in 1854, iii a paper on the cystideoe, published in the June
number of the Journal of' the Society of that year. It is scarcely necessary to
add that it is not a cystidean, and thitat in all probability neither Agelacrintes
of' Vanuxem, nor emicystites of Hall, should be placed in that order. They are
low foinns of AsteriadS.

CYCLAsTER BiGsByI.

Descriyion.-The body of this species is circular, about one inch and a-half
across, and halif an inch in height in the centre; It is covered with numerous
small pliates of various sizes, and except in the ambulacral areas, disposed without
order; the mouth, situated in the centre of the upper side, is about two lines
in diameter, and apparently five-sided; the other aperture between the rays
consist of a space covered with plates much smaller than the average size ; these
fori a simall elevation, which is iniperfect in all the specinens I have seen, but
enough remains to render it almost certain that there was an aperture of sem
kinid in this place.

The ambulacral areas are five in number, radiating from the mouth, precisely
like those of a common star-fish, and composed of two series of oblong pla
which alternate with each other in the centre of the farrow; there are about ten
of these plates to five Unes in length, on each side of the ambulacrum. The pores
pass between the plates, one being situated between each two. The ambulct
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arc three lines wide at the mouth, and about an inch and a-half in length in full
grown specimens. As they recede froin the centre they curve round towards
the right in some specimens, and towards the left in others.

The mouth appears to be composed of ten plates; five of these are at the
ends of the ambulacra, and the other five placed in the angles between the
aibulacra. In somne of the specimens the plates are all smooth, in others
covered with sinall tubercles.

The general aspect of this remarkable fossil is well expressed by Mr. Sowerby,
who compares it to a star-fish lying upon an Echinus; it is not quite certain
tiat the animal vas perianîeitly attached to the bottom. Al that I have col-
lected were seated upon the rock with the inouth upwards, and apparently sone-
what lattened by pressure. It is probable that when perfect they were more
globular than they are at present; one specimen is detached and shews that the
plates covered the whole of the under surface, except a small space in the centre
which appears to be without plates; perhaps this was the point of attaciment ; I
sec no evidence of a column. As this species lias not yet received a nane, I beg
to propose that of its discoverer, Dr. Bigsby, one of the most able of the first
explorers of the geology of this country.

Localîly and Fornation.-Trenton limestone. City of Ottawa.

AGELACRIINITES DIeCSoNI.

Descriptio.-Of this species we have only a fragment, consisting of one per-
fect ray and two of the interradial spaces ; but as I have seen other specimens,
I am able to state that the diameter is from three-fourths of an inch to oue inch;
the rays, are five in nurnber, and constructed upon a plan very diffirent fron
those of Cyclaster Bigsbyi, being bordered by two rows of marginal plates, which
rise fron the surface and arcih over the areas; the upper ends of the plates
on one side nieet those of the opposite side, in a line over the centre, thus form-
ing for each ray a sort of covered way; the spaces between the rays are paved
with numerous flat sub-imbricating plates. The specimen does niot shew the
central or any other aperture, it is quite fiat, and appears to have been firmly
attached. The width of the ray is nearly two lines at its origin, and it tapers
gradually to a point at the distance of' five lines.

Like those of C. Bigsbyi, the rays of this species are curved; there are fßve
marginal plates in two lines, and their height is nearly one line ; I beg to dedi-
cate tlhis remarkable species to Andrew Dicksori, Esq., of Kingston, C. W., one
of the best workers in the field of Canadian geology,

&iSb-cingdoin, MOLLUsCA; Order, BRACIIIOroDA.

Genus PENTAMERUS (Sowerby).

PENTAMERUS REVERSUS.

Description.-Orbicular, transversely elliptical; dorsal valve the larger, exceed-
ingly convex, with an elevated, broadly rounded, very tunid umbo ; beak smaill,
meurved within that of the ventral valve; broad, slightly elevated imesial fold
occupied by four or five rounded or obtusely angular ridges, which disappear at
about two-thirds of the length from the base to the top of the umbo ; four or five
similar short ridges on each side. Ventral valve, shorter, and only one-half or
one-third the depth of the dorsal valve; a broad, shallow, mesial depression
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extends two-thirds the lengtb, and is continued below under the base or front,
so as to produce a deep oblong sinus in the inargin of the dorsal valve; threë or
four obscure folds in the mesial sinus, and four or five short ones on each sid,
the number being variable on both valves. The small acute beak is without .aI
umbo, and is not at all incurved, but rather slopes outward, exhibiting wbat
appears to be a sinall cardinal area on each side.

Width of full-grown speclinen, thirteen bines; height, eleven lines; depth, nine
lines. The umbo of the dorsal valve is neaily a hne higher than the beak of
the ventral. The young specimens are mucli flatter than the full grown ones, the
valves nearly equal, and the surface nearly smooth.

This species is somewhat like P. Sieberi (v. Buch), but is distinguished easily
by the reversai of the valves, the dorsal being the larger.

Locality and Fonatio.-Middle Silurian. Junction Cliff, Anticosti.
Collctor.-J. Richardson.

PENTAMERUS BARRANDI.

Description.-Elongate, oval, narrowed above, rounded below; dorsal valve,
the shorter, depressed convex, most projecting at one-sixth the length from the
beak, which is strongly incurved under that of the ventral valve; a barely per-
ceptible mesial sinus; im the lower one-third, soie very obscure flattened radiating
ridges; ventral valve very convex, with a high and very conspicuous umbo, beak
incnrved down to the urnbo of the dorsal valve; a slight mesial fold which
continues all the way to the beak, and is bordered on each side in its passage oyer
the unibo by an obscure shallow furrow; about sixteen scarcely visible broad
rounded radiating ridges. Length one inch and three-quarters, width one inch
and a-quarter, depth one inch; the width is variable.

Locality and Formation.-Middle Silurian. Becscie River Bay in vast abun-
dance.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

Genus ORTHIs, (Dalman.)

ORTHIS GIBBOSA.

Description.-About the size and shape of Orthis testudinaria, but with both
valves convex ; greatest width at the centre or a little in front of the centre of
the length; above which the sides are somewhat straight and converging to the
extremities of the hinge line, the latter about one-sixth shorter than the greatest
width; the front margin very broadly rounded; almost straight or even slightly
sinuated in some specimiens, for one-third of the width in the centre ; front
angles well rounded; the ventral valve is depressed, pyramidal, most elevated
at about one line from the beak, which is small, pointed, and but slightly incurv-
ed; a broad, shallow, mesial depression occupies the front of this valve, but
disappears usually at one-half the distance to the beak ; cardinal area triangular
at the base, nearly at right angles to the plane of the margin, but curved over
above, owing to the backward projection of the beak. Dorsal valve exceedingly
convex in most specimeis; greatest elevation about the centre, often a barely
perceptible broad mesiai elevation towards the front; cardinal area small, lyin
in the plane of the marg in; beak very small and scarcely projecting from th
upper edge of the area; the whole surface is covered with fine strioe whichre.
about twice sub-divided; the cast of the interior of the ventral valve shews that
the rnuscular impressions were bordered by strong laielle extending do'nard
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slightly convèrging at three lines from the beak; in a specimen eight ines wide
they were separated by a median ridge with a broad base and sharp edge,; width
of large specimen eight lines ; length six lines and a-half.

Locality and Formatio.-Black River limestone. La Petite Chaudière Rapids,
Ottawa River.

Collector.-E. B.

ORTHIS LAURENTINA.

Description.-Semi-elliptical, broader than long, in the proportion of about
seven to five; hinge line straight, slightly exceeding the width of the shell;
the dorsal valve nearly flat, very slightly convex, the most elevated point
being at the minute beak, a perceptible depression along the centre; cardinal
area low, triangular, inclining forward at an angle of 1000 or a little more;
foramen partly closed above. Ventral valve convex, most elevated at one-third
from the beak, which is snall, pointed and slightly incurved; cardinal area large,
triangular, somewhat concave, owing to the incurvation of the beak; foramen nar-
row, extending to the beak, but closed by a convex semi-cylindrical deltidium,
except a small triangular space at the hinge line ; the surface covered with
about twenty-three thick, sub-angular, prominent, radiating ridges which gradu-
ally enlarge from the beak to the base, separated by the same number of
sulci equal to the ridges in breadth and depth. Some of the specinens
are obscurely sub-quadrangular. Breadth of large specimen seven lines
length five lines; resembles Orthis tricenaria, but is smaller and has not the
open foramen of that species.

Locatlity and Fornation.-Middle Silurian. Junction Cliff, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

Order GASTEROPODA.

Genus MURCISONIA, (d'Arch. & de Vern.)

MuRCIISONIA GIGANTEA.

Description.-Very elongate, acutely conical; whorls about ten, ventricose
and with indications on the cast of an obtuse angulation or spiral barid.
Apical angle 200 ; length nine inches ; breadth of last whorl, whih however
is proportionally broader than the others, two inches and a-half. Some of the
fragments shew the obtuse rounded angulation in the centre of the whorl' vry
distinctly, and also a very shallow concave spiral band above and anotlièr
below. These latter appearances are however barely perceptible, and may
not exist in perfect specimens.

Locality and Formation.-Middle Silurian. Prinsta Bay, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

URCHISONIA TERETIFORMIS.

Description.-Elongate, conical ; whorls about ten, ventricose, regularly con-
vex, apical angle 270, length six inches.

This species differs from the M. gigantea in being more obtusely conica,
and in the absence of the angulation on the whorls.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian. Charleton Point, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.
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MURCHISONIA RUGOSA.

Descript on.-Very elongate, subulate ; apical angle 150, whorls ten or twelve,
regu;arly convex; surface marked with ecarse strioe which cross the whorls
with a broad rouinlded udtdation backwards, most pronounced in the upper
two-thirds of the vhorls; length seven inches. This species tapers more gra-
dually than eitier of the preceding. There are some traces of uniimerous rounded
ridges ascending the whorls spirally, and also of an angulation benatth the suture.
Of<the surface markings only a few are preserved on a single specimlen, upon
two of the wlhorls near the aperture.

Localitq and Formatio.-Lower Silurian, English leadl, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. IRichîardson.

MURCIIISONIA MULTIVOLvIS.

Descriputon.-Elon gate, acutely c onical, apical angle 170, whorls twelve to
lifteen, ventricose il their lower one-tliird oinly, above which they taper with a
flat or slightly concave surface to the suture, close to which there is an an-
gulation. The strie , after leavirg the suture above, turn back at an angle of
450, and cross the flat upper two-tlhirds of the whorls'ii a straigbt line, or with
a very slight sigmuoid curvature unîîtil they at longh sweep with a short rounded
curve over the lower projecting part of the whorl, when tliey tara forward to
the suture below. Length, three inches ; breadth of last whorl eleven ines.

Localiy and Formatio.-Lower Silurian. Sotuth-west of West-end light-
hlouse, Aujticoti.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

MURCISONIA MoDESTA.

Descrip0on.-Conical, apical angle about 500 ; whorls, five, with a rounded
angular carna on the cast of the interior, situated a little above the centre, a
second inconspicuous keel close to the suture, between wiich anc? the outer cen-
tral carila, the wh1or is, slightly coicave; below the centre of the whorl there
is aLt fir-st a barely perceptible concave band, onie line and a-half wide. Length
from eight lines to one inch, two lines; breadth of last whorl in one speci-
men, one inch ; length, nine Unes.

M. icinlct (lia]), lias an apical angle of 570, and the upper carina distant
fron the suture. The proportions of this fossil, and the above description
are very near those of M. cance/aulU (McCoy, British Pakeozoic fossils, page
244); but there the upper carina is more proiiiiient than in this species, and the
whorls more convex on the outside and blow. There are other specimens with
the whorls more angular, from the saine locality (English Head), associated
with these, wliicl foi' the present I have referredi to M. cancellatula.

There are others from Pailuette's rapids closely resembling these; but the
perfect shiell shows a sligl)tly proninent carina about half-way between the
suture aid the outer margii, which is visible on the cast, while in this species
in the saine place there is a perceptible concavity.

Loca/ y and Fonnaiion.-Lower Sil urian. Engl ish Head, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.
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MURCHISONIA VARIANS.

Description.-Obtusely conical ; apical angle about 580 ; volutions five; a
broad band on the outer margin of the body-whorl with three obtuse carinæ; the
upper one strongest, the central somewhat less, and the lower the least; a fourth
carina at the suture, between which and the upper marginal one the whorl is
concave; the upper whorls show but one rounded keel iii the centre, the
lower two of the body-whorl having disappeared or become obsolete. Length
six lines, of which the body-whorl occupies one-half nearly. Breadth at base,
live lines and a-half.

Locality and Formation. - Lower Silurian. English Head, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA TURRICULA.

Description.-Snall, conical; apical angle about 420; whorls three or four, a
very thick and projecting carina about the centre of the whorls; below, a
bioad flat keel, rounded on its lower side byr a nuch smaller sharp carina;
aniother on the upper part of the whorl, close t) the suture, of a square step-
like form, strongly marked with rather coarse strio which curve sharply
backward and then descend the vertical side with a curve forward; umbilicus
apparently small; length five and a-half lines; breadth at aperture five lines.
This species is remarkable for the prominence of the central carina, and the
nearly rectangular strongly striated band at the suture. The specimens exa-
mined are imperfect.

Locality and Fo'rmation.-Middle Silurian. The'Jumpers, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

MURCHISONIA PAPILLOSA.

Description.-Obliquely conical; apical angle about 750; whorls four; a
broad concave vertical band truncating the outside, upon the upper angle of
which is the narrow spiral band proceeding fromn the slit in the aperture. Lower
side of the body-whorl, ventricose ; upper side scarcely concave, until ncar the
suture, which is followed by a spiral sub-muricated band of short radiating ridges;
whole surface covered with small tuberculous points, about the tenth of' a line
in diaieter; these are arranged in rows which seem to mark out the direction
of the strie ; in ascending from the place of the umbilicus, their course is nearly
vertical until they reach the lower carina ; in crossing the broad spiral band tbey
curve very slightly forward, in the narrow band backward, and thence on the
upper surface of the whorl, forward to the suture; both of the spiral bands are
bordered by sharp keels, of which there are tiree, one on the upper side of the
narrow band, one on the lov er edge of the broad band, and one which
separates the two. There is no umbilicus, it being concealed by the folding ones
of the inner lip. Length of most perfect specimens, nine lines; width of
base seven lines and a-half; of the larger band at the aperture, one line and
a-balf; of the small band, one-third of a Jine ; deprh of respiratory slif, one hie
and a-half ; closely related to P. Baltica, March, and de Vern. Geol. Russia, Plate
23.

Locality and Formation. - Middle Silurian, one mile east of Junction Clîif,
Anticosti.

Collector.-J. Richardson.
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PLEUROTOMARIA SUPRACINGULATA.

Description.-Obtusely conical or lenticular; apical angle 10;50; height about
two-thirds the width; whorls four, angulated and keeled on their upper oôùter
margin, their sides vertical, their upper surfaces gently convex from the distihét
suture half-way to the margin, and then scarcely concave to the spiral band;
lower side of the body-whorl convex; the spiral band narrow, and lying whôlly
on the upper side of the whorl, where it forms a border along the margiii
following all the whorls to the apex; umbilicus large; width one inch and%
quarter; height ten lines; width of umbilicus at centre of body-whorl three
lines and a-half; width of band on last whorl about half-a line.

The most striking character is the position of the band upon the upper surface
of the whorls. In P. roiuloides (Hall), it is about the same size, but foris a
narrow vertical truncation of the edge of the whorl, while in this species it lies
in the plane of the upper surface. The cast somewhat resembles P. lenticularis,
Hall, but differs in having an obtusely rounded margin, and in the whorls being
distinctly truncated one above the other. The specimen examiied retains a
large portion of the shell, and yet the striæ are not sufficiently distinct to be
noticed.

Locality and Fornation.-Trenton limestone. East side of St. Joseph's Island,
Lake Huron.

Collector.-A. Murray.

PLEURATOMARIA TRALIA.

Description.-Small, obtusely conical, oblique; apical angle 740 ; whorls three;
body-whorl with a sharp keel close to the suture, another half-way to the .outer
upper margin, where there is a third which is perceptibly stronger than the
others; below this is the marginal band, bordered on its under side by a fourth
sharp keel; three others equally sharp and prominent follow between the fourth
and the umbilicus, and it is probable that as the shell became larger, still others
were developed below; of these seven keels, the first, sixth and seventh are
concealed within the spire after the first turn from the aperture; the secord
and fifth are lost in the next whorl ; the striæ are fine but well exhibited, their
course is nearly directly across the whorl, but with slight curvature baok-
wards, commencing from the suture, and most extended on the outer margin;
length four lines, breadth about four, width of marginal band half-a line, of the
first band rather more than half a line; those on the under side of the whorl aie
a little nearer together than those above. All the bands are concave, and the
different keels are prominent; the umbilicus appears to be small.

The surface markings of this little shell are very similar to those of Euompialus
funatus, as figured and described by authors. In the only specimen examiùd
the aperture is imperfect, and the umbilicus filled with limestone. The surface
is well preserved on two of the whorls, and in none of the spiral bands do the
striæ make the sharp backward curve which marks the band proceedingfromi
the slit in the lip of Murchisonia or Pleurotomaria. On the contrary they are 8o

unifornly direct in all the furrows that no particular one can be singled outby
the character of its strie as the respiratory band.

Locality and Formation.-Middle Silurian, one mile east of Junction Cli
Anticosti.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

172 ,
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PLEUROTOMARIÂ CIRCE.

Descriplion.-Obtusely conical; a ical angle 720; whorls four; upper surface
slightly convex near the suture, an concave towards the margin, which in th6
cast presents a prominent somewhat sharply rounded angle; lower side slightly
convex; a barely perceptible concavity just below the angle inclining inward ;
lower or exterior side of body-whorl very ventricose ; umbilicus small ; height
one inch ; width of base at the aperture ten lines; the body-whorl which is
large, occupies one-half the length. The specimen is a cast, and does no
show the surface markings.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian. English Head, Anticosti.
Collctor.-J. Richardson.

Genus CYCLONEMA, (Hall.)

CYCLONEMA PERCINGULATA.

Compare C. sulcata, (Hail) Pal. N. Y., Vol. 2, page 348.

Description.-Obtusely conical; apical angle about 831.; whorls three,
ventricose, most acutely rounded and projecting at about one-third their height
surface with numerous conspicuous ridges, following the whorls spirally from the
aperture to the apex, seven in three lines on the lower part of the body-whorl,
more distant above ; separated by shallow concave spaces in which are some-
times seen intermediate smaller parallel ridges,; usually but one of the smaller
half-way between each two of the larger; the latter when examined with a
magnifier, shew a rather sharp edge imbricating towards the apex like the crest
of a wave ; whorls croàsed by broad obscure rounded undulations or ridges from
one to two lines apart, which incline backwards from the suture, at an angle of
about 45 with the longitudinal axis of the shell; whole surface also can-
cellated with fine barely visible strie, one set of which is in the direction of
the large spiral strie, and the other transverse, following the curves of the
undulations. Height, one inch; breadth, ten lines; perhaps identical with C.
sulcata above mentioned, but appears to be larger and proportionally more
depressed.

Locality and Formation.-Upper Silurian, South-west Point, Anticosti. Niagara
and Clinton Groups.

Collector.-J. Richardson.
There is a variety with the apical angle a little more obtuse, having all

above the body-whorl trochiform, and the spire acutely pointed. In the speci-
mens upon which the species is founded the whorls are ail ventricose somewhat
depressed on the upper side, and the suture distinct, but in the variety they
are flattened above, and the suture not so deeply distinguished in the plane
sloping sides. In any other respect however there is no difference between the
specimens sufficient to separate the species.

CYCLONEMA VARIANS.

Descripton.-Ovate, sub-spherical; whorls three, oblique, rapidly enlarging
from the apex; body-whorl very large, the two above small and somewhat
depressed, all of them ventricose; somewhat obscurely exhibiting a broadly
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rounded angle along the centre ; often regularly rounded; suture canaliculated;
apical angle about 1000 ; surface reticulated by very fine flexuous transverse
and lougitudinal strio, the latter beinrg usually the more distinct, the former
sometiiles absent or obsolete. On many specimens the body-whorl near the
aperture is crossed by rough imbricating lines of growth which are often
undulated backwards about the centre, like those of' a M1Iurclhisonia or PleUroto-
maria; umbilicus small ; heiglit of a large speciinen thirteen bines, breadth twelve
lines. The foris above indicated might be regarded as constituting two species;
a large number, however, of very good specimens of all sizes, which were pro-
cured froi the saie mass of rock in Anticosti, show tlat the differences gradu-
ally fade in a series, so that no line of denarcation can be drawn. Although
from the character oftie striation in some instances, a slit or notch in the margin
of the lip iight be expected, yet none appears in specimels which are cer-
tainly perfect. The species is much larger and more ventricose on the body-
whorl than C. cancellat (Hall), more depressed than C. ventricosa, and more ele-
vated than Platyostoina Niagarensis.

Localyi and Formation.-Middle Silurian, South-west Point, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

SUBULITES R1ICIARDSONI.

Description.-Elongate cylindrical, fusiforn, acutely pointed; length five inches;
diameter at the posterior part of aperture one inch and a-quarter; whorls five,
flat; suture obsolete; aperture very long andi narrow.

This species has much the aspect of Subulites clongata, (Emmons) but is
proportionally one-half thicker, and is upon the whole a larger species. Perhaps
these fossils should be added to the genus Macrocieilus (Philips).

Locality and Foîrmtion.-Lower Silurian, Charleton Point. I beg to dedicate
this species to Mr. James Richardson, of the Geological Survey of Canada, a
nost inîdefttigable and successful explorer and collector.

Class CEPHALAPODA, (Cuvier.)

Order TETRABRANCHIATA, (Owen.)

Genus NAUTILUS, (Gualtieri.)

NAUTILUS HERCULES.

Description.-Sub-orbicular, whorls about two, umbilicus wide, shewing the
spire; section of shell transversely elliptical or sub-triangular; diameters as
four to six; dorsal aspect broad and but very moderately coivex, sides rounded,
most prominent on the outer edge, thence descending with a convex slope into
the unibilicus; septa simple, two to one inch of the dorsal circumference near the
external chamber, more approximate near the apex ; siphuncle?

This fine large species may be readily recognised by the great breadth and
comparative flatness or gentle convexity of the dorsal side. The specimen exa.-
ined is six inches and a-half in diameter, measured from the mouth across to the
opposite side. The width of the aperture is four inches and four lines ; the depth
of the chanber of habitation is five inches on the outside, and about two and
a-half on the inside next to the penultimate whorl of the spire; the shell tapers
at the rate of about one line and a-half to the inch.
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In tlie only specimen collected the cavities of the umbilicus and also that of
the aperture, are still partially filled with the matrix, and all the characters
cannot theCrcfore be ascertained.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian, Charleton Point, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

Geints GYROCERAS, (Meyer.)

G-YnoCERAS (LITUITES) MAGNIFICUM.

Descripion. Shell extremely elongated; discoidal, spire about eiglit inches
in diamicter, the produced fiee extremity at least twenty ijches in length in, the
full-grown individuals; whorls about tbree, scarcely contiguous, more nearly
so in sone speciîmens thau in others; section of the tube semi-elliptical towards
the aperture, and semi-circular near the apex; dorsal aspect or outside of the
shel nearly fiat, while the iuside is convex; septa distant about five lnes,
ineasured on the centre of the dorsal aspect, in crossing which they make a
deep undulation towards tlie apex; si)huncle situated a little to the riglit and
below the centre of the tube, one line in diameter in its passage through the
septum, dilated in the chaimbers so as to constitute elongate oval expansions
two lines and a-half in diamîeter.

The specimens of this extraordinary fossil are in a bad state of preservation,
and it cannot thus be shewn that they possess all the generic cLaracters of Gyr-
oceras. The genus as defined by Barrande, Koninck and others, consists of shells
spirally inrolled in the saine plane at their srnaller extremities, the whorls not
being in contact, while the large open end of the tube,. after leaving the spire,
is prodnced to a greater or less distance and more or less curved. The section,
according to Koninck is either oval or angular; M. Barrande has ascertained
that the mouth is "neither round nîor elliptical, as in other allied forns, but
lialf closed by a bending back of the shiell on itself." (Quarterly Journal of the
Geological Society, vol. 10, Translations and Notices, page 23.) The mouth has
not been seefi in the species above described, and the whorls, although separate,
aie so much approximated to each other, that should it hereafter be discovered
that the iouth has not the forn peculiar to Gyroceras, it nay be necessary to
classify the species as a Lituites.

lin one specimen the breadth of the flat dorsal side is two inclies and four
lines, in another the length of the free portion of the sheIl is twenty-one inches,
and it is yet imperfect ; the diameter of the spire of a third specimen is six inches,
and of a tourth eiglit inches; the produced portion is not straight but gently
curved in the same direction and plane as the spire.

Locality and Formatio.-Lower Silurian, near the South-west end Light-
house, Anticosti.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

GYROCERAS (LITUITES) VAGRANS.

Description.-Shell elongated, tapering at the rate of nearly two lines to the
inch ; laterally compressed, section elliptical, dorso-ventral diameter greater thlan
the lateral, apparently in the proportion of twelve to eight ; about seven inches
of the apical extrenity of the shell spirally inrolled so as to form two whorls not
in contact, the interior one of which is one inch in diameter, and the exterior
three inches; septa convex, distant one line and a-half at a dorso-ventral dianeter
of one inch.
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The specimen exhibits an artificial polished section passing through the central
plane of the whorls, shewing clearly the construction of the tube to the ape4
where it has a diameter of only one line ; some of the septa and almost one-half
of the transverse section, but neither the siphuncle, the character of the surface,
nor the length of the produced oral extremity is indicated; several specimens
still lying imbedded in the rock which are known to me, are in my opinion of'this
species, and if so, then the free portion was gently curved, and in some indi-
viduals at least six inches in length, thus giving thirteen inches as the total
length. It is scarcely necessary to observe that from the above materials the
generie rank of the fragment cannot be determined with the certainty desirable;
the tube is too much curved to corne within the definition of Cyrtoceras, the
whorls too widely separated for Nautilus or Lituites, and yet, without a view
of the aperture we cannot say positively that it is a Gyroceras.

Formation.-Black River limestone.
Localities.-La Petite Chaudière Rapids, Ottawa River, and in the out-crop of

the Black River limestone, near Mile End, St. Lawrence Street, Montreal.

GYROCERAs (LITUITEs) AMViERICANUM.

Description.-Tube long, slender, gradually tapering; section semi-elliptical;
dorsal aspect nearly flat; side and ventral aspect convex, and ornamented
with prominent annulations, which, in leaving the lateral angles, are at first
deflected towards the aperture at a sharp angle, and then curved towards the
apex, crossing the ventral side nearly at right angles to the length, or with but a
slight undulation towards the apex. These annulations are upon the average five
lines and a-half distant, from the summit of one ridge to that of the next, the
intervening spaces being regularly convex; the surface is further marked by
coarse strie following the curves of the lateral and dorsal annulations ; on the flat
dorsal surface, where these latter do not appear, the strim curve in the direction
of the smaller extremity of the fossil. The dorso-ventral and lateral diameters
appear to be about equal in the fragments examined, which are however some-
what distorted; the siphuncle is small and slightly eccentric, being nearest the
dorsal aspect; the septa are convex and distant four lines.

The length of the longest fragment measured along the outside curve is twelye
inches, its greatest diameter one inch and a-half and the least one inch, thu
tapering at the rate of about half-a-line to the inch; at least one-third of the
outer whorl remains, and shewsby its curvature that the diameter of the discoidal
spire was four inches and a-half nearly.

This species is closely allied to Lituites giganteus, Sowerby, but differs in its
more round dorsal aspect, and in the annulations being extended quite across.

Locality and Formation. - Upper Silurian, Port Daniel, Gaspé.
Collector.-Sir W. E. Logan.

Genus ASCOCERAS, (Barrande.)

ASCOCERAS CANADENSE.

Description.-The only specimen yet collected of this species consists of e
lower half, in a very perfect state of preservation, but totally denuded of ,he
external shell; it shews that from the centre or below that level, where thê
septum of the last chaniber crosses the body, the form was ventricose or br
oval, widest at about one-third the distance from the upper septum to the ba
and thence decreasing with an elliptical outline to the rounded bottom
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transverse section across the broadest part is sub-elliptical, the back being much
flatter than the ventral side; a side view shews the outline of the ventral aspect
much more prominent and regularly ventricose than the dorsal; measured fiom
the base to the line of the upper septum, the length of the lower part of the
fossil is two inches and two lines; the width at three-fourths of an inch below
the upper septum is one inch and eleven lines ; the depth or diameter through,
from the most proninent point of the ventral to the dorsal side, is one inch eight
lines. There are only three air chambers in this species, the edges of the
septa between which cross the back at about one-third of an inch from the
base, girding a little more than one-third of the circumference of the fossil at
that place; they then turn a short rounded angle and ascend the sides, and
turning again cross the ventral aspect at the following levels: the upper septum
two iches and two lines from the base, the second two lines below the upper,
and the third six ines below the second. In crossing the ventral side the
course is at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the fossil, and the upper two
occupy more than one-half the circumference, the lower less than one half.

Where they cross the back, the edges Cf the three septa are much approximated,
scarcely one-fifth of a line distant from each other; but after turning the angles
near the base on either side they diverge from each other in ascending, so that
the upper angle made by the first is three lines outside that made by the second,
which latter is again six lines outside of that made by the third. In ascending
they at first curve backwards, and, in the upper part of their course, as they
approach the upper angles, they are arched gently forward. The siphuncle is
small and situated one line from the centre of the base towards the dorsal
side.

Locality and Formaion. - Lower Silurian, English Head, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

GOMPHOCERAS SUBGRACILE.

Description.-Moderately ventricose, greatest thickness at about mid-length;
section elliptical, diameters about. as 17 to 15, dorsal outline much curved from
the aperture to the apex, ventral side moderately arched, nearly straight; septa
convex, two lines and one-third distant length about; three inches, diameters
in the middle seventeen and fifteen lines; depth of chamber of habitation, which
is much contracted at the aperture, one inch and two lines.

The general form of this species is very like that of Oncoceras constrictum,. (Hall)
but the oral extremity is more rounded, and although the shell of the specimen
examined has completely disappeared yet there is suficient evidence that the
aperture was lobed like that of a Gomphoce ras or Phraginoceras; in Oncoceras it is
oval.

Localiy and Formation.-Upper Silurian, Port Daniel, Gaspé.
Collector.-Sir W. E. Logan.

GOMPHOCERAS OBESUM.

Description.-Section elliptical ; dorso-ventral greater than the lateral dia-
meter in the proportion of five to four; general form compressed, yentricose,
turbinate; septa convex, about three ines distant; length about four inches;
depth of chamber of habitation one inch; greatest diameter (at the second and
third chamber) two inches and a-half ; lateral diameter at the same place two
inches ; above this level the size diminishes to the diameters of one inch and
one inch and a-half, which appear to be the dimensions of the aperture. Be-
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low, tapering ventricosely to a rounded point; neither the siphuncle nor the cha-
racter of the surface markings of the shell is indicated by the specimen.

The specimen is imperfect at both ends, and it appears also to be slightly
compressed laterally. Sufficient does not appear to decide positively upon its
generic place, but it appears to me to be more allied to Gomphoceras than to
Phragmoceras. Viewed laterally, it has a short, stout, somewhat heart-shapéd
form, while looking at the dorsal or ventral aspect, the outline is long, oval, and
most pointed below.

Locality and Fornation.-Lower Silurian, three miles east from Charleton Point,
Anticosti.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

Genus CYRTOCERAS, (Goldfuss.)

CYRTOCERAS SUBTURBINATUM.

Descrtion.-Short and stout, four or five inches in length; about two inches
in width at the mouth; tapering at the rate of about one line to the inch
from the aperture to the centre of the length, thence rapidly diminishing to
the apex; section elliptical; one specimen broken through at the middle of the
length is one inch nine and a-half lines in the greatest diameter, and one inch
six lines in the smaller. The specimens arc but slightly curved, and the greatest
diameter is transverse to the direction of the curvature; siphuncle near the
margin, in the centre of the dorsal aspect; small in its passage through the septa,
but dilated to the dianeter of four lines in the upper chambers, apparently
less in the lower; septa but moderately arched, seven or eight to the inch.

This species is allied to C. macrostomnun (Hall), but is not so much curved,
and has an elliptical section, the major axis of the ellipse being at a right angle
to the plane of the curvature; C. maurosiomun is circular in the section, or if
elliptical, as appears by one of Professor Hall's figures, the greater diameter cor-
responds to the shorter in our species.

The specimens are imperfect at both extremities, and denuded of the shell;
neither the form of the apex, nor that of the aperture, nor the character of the
surface, has been seen.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian. Mingan Island, near Tower Rock,
South-east side of Large Island of Bayfield's Chart.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

CYRTOCERAS SIMPLEX.

Description.-Slightly compressed laterally ; section oval; dorso-ventral
diameter greater than the lateral in the proportion of eleven to nine nearly;
dorsal aspect obtusely rounded angular ; ventral more obtusely convex than the
dorsal. Septa ten to the inch, measured on the sides, where they are broadly
but slightly undulated towards the apex; more acutely undulated on the
dorsal aspect towards the aperture; curvature more than half-a-whorl; depth
of chamber of habitation about equal to the greatest diameter of the aperture;
siphuncle small, dorsal, dilated between the septa.

The cast of the interior shows a shallow concave constriction four lines it
width, encircling the fossil close to the aperture; the rate of tapering "à
about one line to the inch for one-half of the length, but becomes gretët
towards the apex.
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The dorsal curvature for two inches of the larger extremity lies nearly in a
segment of the circumference of a circle, of which the radius is one inch eleven
lines,. thence the curve becomes more rapid, until at the length of four and
a-half inches, the distance between the extremities of the ventral side of a speci-
mien (imperfect at the small end) is one inch eight lines. The diameters at
the aperture of this specimen are eleven lines and a-half, and nine lines; at
the snall imperfect end, six lines and five lines respectively. The plane of
the aperture is at right angles to the central axis of the fossil. This species
is not so much compressed laterally as C. Jalx, neither is it so rapidly tapermg,
nor so much curved.

Locality and Formation.-Black River limestone. Lot N. concession A. Nepean.
Collecor.-J. Richardson.

CYRTOCERAS FALX.

Description.-Laterally compressed, section an ellipse somewhat acuminated
at either end; diameters as seven to ten ; sides broadly convex; dorsal and
ventral aspects more acutely rounded than the sides; septa much arched in the
direction from the ventral to the dorsal aspects; in crossing the latter they are
strongly undulated towards the aperture; siphuncle small, dorsal; general
curvature very slight near the oral extremity, but amounting to more than two-
thirds of a whorl in the last two inches in length of the small end. The speci-
mens examined do not shew the distance of the septa. The surface of the shell
appears to have been striated transversely. A specimen which measures three
inches in length along the outside curve tapers from ten lines to three in the
dorso-ventral diameter, and from seven and one-third to two and one-third lines
in the lateral diameters.

Fragments of this species cannot be well distinguished from those of C. simplex,
unless by attention to the form of the section, which in this species is about
equally narrowed at either end, while in C. simplex it is more rounded on the
ventral than on the dorsal aspect.

Locality and Formation.-Black River and base of Trenton. Pauquette's
Rapids, River Ottawa.

Collector.-Sir W. E. Logan.

CYRTOCERAS REGULARE.

Description.-Section circular, curvature half-a-whorl; the oral one inch and
a-half of the length, lying in the circumference of a circle, of which the radius
is one inch three lines in the specimens examined; thence curving more rapidly
to the apex, which is approximated to within half-an-inch of the aperture in
specimens with an outside length of three inches ; depth of external chamber
equal to the diameter of the aperture ; tube regularly tapering at the rate of oné
line and a-half to the inch ; siphuncle small, dorsal, dilated between the septa,
which are very slightly concave and one line distant from each other where
seen near the large extremity ; the surface appears to be smooth.

The largest specimens seen are three inches in length and seven lines in
diarneter at the aperture ; depth of chamber of habitation eight lines on the
dorsal margin and six and a-half on the ventral; the plane of the aperture is
oblique to the axis of the shell, the ventral margin being most approximnated
to the apex.

The proportions of this species are almost identical with those of Cyrtolites
filosum, (Hall, Pal. N.Y., vol. 1, page 190. plate 41, fig. 38,) exceptas to the length.
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The specimens from Pauquette's Rapids appear to be full grown, and yet the
largest is only about three inches long, while the specimen of Cyrtolites filosum
figured by Professor Hall is fully four inches. At present I think these two
species distinct, ours being snaller, and having a smooth surface.

Locality and Fornation.-Black River and base of Trenton. Pauquettes
Rapids.

Collectors.-Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, E. Billings.

CYRTOCERAS SINUATUM.

Description.-Cornpressed laterally, section elliptical, diameters as eleven to
nine, tapering at the rate of about two lines ând a-half to the inch ; surface
annulated with apparently sharp ridges one-third of a line wide at base, and
separated by shallow regularly concave spaces one line in width, which in
crossing the dorsal aspect make a strong undulation or sinus towards the apex;
curvature, amounting to half-a-whorl or more, lying in the circunference of a
circle, with a radius of one and a-half inches for two inches from the aperture,
thence more rapid.

The specimen examined bas a dorso-ventral diameter of one inch at the aper-
ture, and a lateral diameter of nine lines and three-quarters; the length of the
dorsal margin is three inches, and in that distance it tapers to the diameter of
from six to five lines. Neither the septa northe siphuncle is visible. In some
respects this species resembles Cyrtoceras annulatum, (Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 1, page
194, plate 41, fig. 485,) but in that species the section is circular, and the rate
of tapering is not so great as in this, while the specimens figured on the plate
cited are more sharply curved.

Locality and Formation.-Black River limestone. La Petite Chaudière.
Collector.-E. Billings.

Genus ORTROCERAS.

ORTHIOCERAS ANTICOSTENSE.

Description.-Elongated, large, section sub-oval, dorsal side broad, flattened
or but moderately convex; siphuncle large, marginal, lying along the central
axis of the dorsal aspect, much dilated between the septa; the rate of tapering
varies in different parts of the same individual, being more rapid near the aperture
than it is near the smaller extremity. From a diameter of three inches and
one-eighth, measured across in the broadest direction, one specimen contracts to
two inches and a-quarter in a length of six, or at the rate of about one line
and a-half to the inch; further towards the apex the rate becomes gradually less.
The septa are convex, about five lines distant from each other, and in crossing the
dorsal side rake a strong undulation in the direction of the apex.

In one fragment deprived of the shell, the character of the surface appears tô
have been impressed upon the cast of the interior, and if this su pposition be
correct, then the exterior of the shell was ornamented by sharp longitudinal
raised lines, about two in one line, with finer ones between.

This fine species is most closely allied to 0. tenuiglum (Hall) of the Black River
limestone, but differs in being much flatter upon the dorsal side, and in not se
rapidly expanding near the aperture ; the undulations of the septa also are more
pronounced, the striation of the surface apparently stronger, and the whGle pr
portions more slender. It appears to have grown te the length of two feet and a
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Locality and Fornatio.-Lower Silurian. Charleton Point, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTHOCERAS FORMOSUM.

Descripion.-Section circular, tapering at the rate of one line and a-half to
the inch; siphuncle one-third the diameter frorn the margin, small in its passage
through ithe septa, and dilated in the chambers; septa much arched from the
ventral to the dorsal margin, but moderately so in the direction of the lateral
diameter; their edges strongly undulated towards the apex on the sides, and in
an opposite direction on the dorsal and ventral margins ; this curvature is also
greater on the ventral than on the dorsal margin, the septa being a little
oblique, or more approximated to the aperture on that side; proportional depth
of the chambers varying from one-fifth to one-seventh of the diameter in the
saie individual; surface strihted longitudinally by fine sharp parallel raised lines,
about six or eight in one line.

Il one specimen two inches and a-half in length, one inch in diameter at the
large, and nine lines at the small end, the distance of the septa from each other
averages two lines and a-half, there being twelve in a length of two inches and
a-half. In another specimen one inch and a-h alf in diameter, the average, is the
sane; and in a third with a diameter two inches, the distance is four lines. The
centre of the siphuncle in this latter specimen is five lines distant from the
ventral margin, where the diameter is sixteen lines.

The dilatations of the siphuncle constitute smnall compressed nummuloid beads
thrce lines in dianeter.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian. English Head, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTIIOCERAs XIPIIAS.

Dcscripion.-Very much compressed, two-edged ; lateral diameter greater than
the dorso-ventral, in the proportion of fourteen to six; ventral aspect slightly
convex, nearly flat ; dorsal broadly rounded, but somewhat angular along the,
central line ; sides represented by-two obtuse edges; siphon small, marginal, lying
along the central axis of the ventral aspect ; septa much arched, and distant
a little more than two lines from each other, where the lateral diameter is one
inch and a quarter; the edges or lateral margins taper or incline towards each
other at the rate of about two lines to the inch, the dorsal and ventral sides at
one-balf that rate; the septa, in a fragment one inch five lines in width, are so
arched that they form an arc of a circle, of which the radius is nine lines nearly.

The specimens are imperfect an," do not exhibit the character of the surface.
In general form this species resembles a large Theca. A fragment one inch five
hines in width at the larger extremity, one inch and two lines at the smaller, is
one inch and a-ialf in length, and when perfect was apparently about nine
inches long. The chamber of habitation in this specimen appears to have
been one inch in depth.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian. Cli.TIs east of English Head, Anticosti
Collector.-J. Richardson. Trenton nimestone, City of Ottawa, A. Murray.
Note.-This species has not the double curvature of the septa of Gonioceras.
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ORTHOCERAS BALTEATUM.

Description.-Section circular, tapering at the rate of about one line to the
inch; siphuncle small near the centre; septa moderately convex and a little
oblique, their margin nearest the aperture on the ventral side ; surface longi-
tudinally striated with extremely minute hnes, about twelve in one line; girt
with strong annulations, with acutely rounded edges, two lines distant at a
diameter of seven lines, one line distant at a diameter of four lines and a-half;
the intervening annular sulci are regularly concave from the edge of one annu-
lation to another, and slightly undulated towards the aperture on the dorsal
side.

Formation.-Lower Silurian.
Locality.-English Head, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTHOCERAS MINGANENSE.

Description.-Cylindrical, tapering at the rate of less than half-a-line to the
inch; siphuncle small, one-third the diameter from the margin, slightly expanded
between the septa into slender fusiform beads; septa moderately arched, a little
more than one line distant from each other at a diameter of nine Unes ; surface
with strong rounded annulations, with concave annular sulci between, nearly
direct, but slightly undulated, ten in one inch at a diameter of nine lines.

Diflers from O. balteatuin in its more approximate annulations, and more gra-
dually tapering forin.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian.-Mingan Islands, near Tower Rock,
South-east side of Large Island, of Bayfield's Chart.

ORTHOCERAS PERANNULATUM.

Jiescription.-Section circular, very widely and strongly annulated, tapering at
the rate of a little more than half-a-line to the inch. Siphuncle moderately large,
central ; septa regularly but not much arched, distant three lines from each
other at a diameter of eight lines, annulations very prominent, sharp, a little
oblique, and four lines distant at a diameter of one inch ; the intervening
sulci are regularly concave from the edge of one annulation to another.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian. West-end, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTHOCERAS PROPINQUUM.

Description.-Large, section circular, tapering at the rate of one line to the
inch; septa very convex, slightly undulated at their edges, and distant two and
a-half lines on an average at a diameter of three inches. The above are all thé"
characters that can be gleaned from the very imperfect specimen examine&,
which, however, clearly indicates an othoceratite of great size and length, with
the septa very closely approximate in proportion to the diameter. The frag
ment is seven inches long, and tapers from thiee and a-half inches to twO
inches eleven lines, and exhibits the edges of thirty-five septa.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian. Charleton Point, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.
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ORTnocsus LYELLI.

Description.-Cylindrical, smooth, section circular, tapering at the rate of one-
third of a line to the inch ; at a diameter of eight lines there are twelve mode-
rately convex septa to the inch, and the centre of the siphuncle is two and one-
third lines from the margin. The species is remarkable for its cylindrical, straiglit,
and very slightly tapering form.

Locolity and Formation.--Lower Silurian. Cliff East of Salmon River, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTHOCERAS SEDGWICKI.

Description.-Section circular, tapering at the rate of nearly two lines to the
iclh from a diameter of three inches. Siphuncle large, marginal, dilated between
the septa; septa convex, slightly undulating towards the apex on the ventral
side, distant from each other four and a-half lines, and two and a-half at two
inches; surface striated longitudinally. In a specimen seven inches long, three
inches in diameter at the large end, and one inch ten lines at the smaller extre-
mity, the siphuncle is one inch in diameter where seen at the small end. The
striation of the surface is but very obscurely indicated in the specimen. This
fine large species is allied to 0. tenufilium of the Black River limestone, and
also to 0. Anticostense, from both of which however it differs in its circular sec-
tion and straight sides.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian, West End, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTHOCERAS CANADENSE.

Huronia vertebralis, (Stokes).

Description.-Extremely elongated, very gradually tapering; septa distant;
siphuncle large, dilated only in the upper part of each chamber, where it forms
a strong projecting annulation abruptly rounded on the upper side, and gra-
dually sloping to the lower; depth of chambers near the aperture about one
inch and a-half, becoming gradually less in the direction of the apex, somewhat
variable; diameter of the non-dilated portion of the siphuncle about equal to the
distance of the septa, often a little greater, sometimes a little less.

In consequence of the peculiar mode of dilatation of the siphuncle (the only
part of this remarkable fossil which is well known,) it resembles a long, slowly-
tapering, many-jointed column, each joint having a truncated sub-pyriform
shape, its smaller extremity fitting into the centre of the large expanded upper
termination of the next succeeding segment. The inferior half or two-thirds
of the length of each joint is either cylindrical, or but very gradually expanding
upwards with an inward and outward cui-ve, until it finally has swollen out to
form the lower sloping sides of the annulation above. A specimen from the north-
west side of the Island of Anticosti, (where it is associated with fossils of Upper
Silurian age, many of them identical with species peculiar to the Niagara and
Clinton groups,) consisting of six segments, corresponding to six chambers of
the animal to which it belonged, is four inches and seven lines in length, giving
nine lines and one-sixth as the average distance. between the septa; the dia-
meter of the uppermost annulation is one inch and four lines, and of the -lower-
most one inch and two lines; the rate of tapering therefore of this Ortho-
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ceras, as indicated by that of the siphuncle was about half-a-liine to the inch, and
consequently the perfect individuat was in all probability six feet in length.

The specimen is fractured longitudinally, so as to exhibit a good section
through four of the segments; it shews a small slightly eccentric tube one and
a-half fines in diameter, with its centre filled with dark-coloured matter, apparent-
ly the same in composition as the rock in which the fossil had. been imbedded,
a small portion of which still adheres to one end of the specimen. With'the
exception of the contents of this tube, the whole siphuncle is composed or filled
with a whitish calcareous spar, with however, several small druses lined with
semi-transparent crystals; into these cavities small quantities of the dark-colored
rock have also penetrated. At the upper end of each segment, just where the
joint above appears to be inserted, a thin plate penetrates from the outer shell
into the now filled-up cavity of the siphuncle, curving downwards; these
appear to me to be the edges of the septa, and if so, then as in every other species
of Orthoceras, with a dilated siphuncle, the passage from one chamber to another
was smaller than the main body of the tube (in this instance about four lines
less in diameter than the cylindrical portion, and from eight to ten less than
that of the fully developed annulations.)

It can be clearly seen in this specimen that upon each of the inner edges of
the septa there is a reniform mass, of a color a shade deeper than that of the ge-
neral filling of the tube; it is placed with its constricted side against the inward
projecting edges of the septum, and seems to curl around it above and below.
The saine arrangement of the different materials in the interior of these fossils is
well figured in the Transactions of the Geological Society, vol. 5, plate 60, Figs.
2, 6, 3, in illustration of Mr. Stokes' paper on the Orhoccrata; although at the
time of the date of that memoir the meaning of these curving shades of color
was not understood. Since, however, the publication of M. Barrande's investi-
gations upon the subject, * they have becone perfectly intelligible, and enable
us to decide from the internal structure alone of this fossil, that it is really, the
siphuncle of an Orthoccras, only differing from an ordinary form by the cir-
cumstance ofits being dilated in the upper part <f each chamber, so as to produce
a series of top-shaped joints, instead of the row of spherical or nummuloid joints
usually to be seen iii the figures of different species of' Onnoceras described in
various works. This riode of dilatation in the siphuncle of an Orthoceras, so far
from being of generic importance, is not always of specific value, because there
are specinens in the collection of the Survey which exhibit both turbinate
and rîrnummuloid joints in the same individual. While upon this subject, .I
beg to give the following conpilation of' the history of the genus Huronia.

This genus was first described iii a paper entitled "Notes on the Geology and
Geography of Lake Huron," read before the Geological Society, in 1823, by
Dr. Bigsby, who liaid then recently returned fiom his travels in North America.
His meroir is full of interesting information, and the palheontological portion ofdit
may be considered as the first essay of any irnportance upon the fossils of Canada.
It was prepared, I believe by the late C. Stokes, Esq., who thus correctly de-
cribes the species in question, but utder the impression that the specimes
examined by him were corals.

"The corals of the species represented in plate 28, fig. 2, have in their general appearance a considerr
able resemblance to vertebri ; they are colunns tapering from the top, coniposed of similarly forned
joints, which diminish downwards both in length and breadtl, though not in regular graduat4.
The length of each joint in this species is about one inch, and the breadth exceeds the length* the

See a paper by M. Barrande in the Bulletin of the Geological Society.of France, dated 2
April, 1855, and entitled ",Remplissage organique du siphon dans certaines cephalapodes paléozoiques
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transverse section is circular. The lower or middle part of each joint ýis cylindrical; or slightly
conical the upper part swells out and is inflected inwards at the top, se as to meet entirely the
base of the joint next above it. The dilated part is in different species in very variable proportion
to the rest of the joint; the lower part of one joint is inserted to some little depth into the upper
part of the next beneath it, so as to attach the joints firmly to one another. The external surface
is covered over with a thin smooth coat, but this is rarely preserved, and then only in small portions;
the surface is usually without this coat, and is then longitudinally striated.

" When the joint is most dilated a thin horizontal septum, formed by the abrupt inflexion inwards,
and coalescence of the upper and lower parts of the outer coat, passes transversely across the joint,
as is seen in two of the joints in fig. 2." (Transactions of the Geological Society, N. S., vol. 1, page
202, Plate 28, fig. 2.)

The thin horizontal septum mentioned in the above extract as occurring where
the joint is most dilated, is well shewn in all the joints of our specimen, and is
without doubt the remains of the ordinary septum of an Orihoceras. It does not
extend through the siphuncle, but only penetrates inward about two lines, cury-
ing downwards as previously stated.

He proceeds to describe five species under the names of Huronia Bigsbii,
i. vertebralis, H. turbinata, H. obliqua, and IL. spteroidalis. The greatest length
of any column he had seen was twenty-seven inches. The first and second of
these appear to me to be of one species, I. vertebralis, or Orthoceras Canadense,
as it is now proposed to call it.

As I understand him the specimens were from the quartzose limestone at Col-
lier's Harbour, from the west end of the Great Manitoulin, and also from Drum-
nond Island.

Afterwards, in a paper entitled " On some species of Orthocerata," read June
6th, 1837, and published in the third volime of the Transactions, Mr. Stokes
announces his conviction that the Huroniæ previously described were the siphun-
des of Orthoceratites. He had in the interim examined numerous specimens of
other species of undoubted Orthoceratites, and found among them so many points
of resemblance to Huronia that lie could no longer doubt their relationship,
although he thought proper to retain the generic name. The idea therefore of
their being atleast related to this family of the Cephalopoda is not new, but was
long since seriously entertained by the first geologist who studied them atten-
tively.

In the excellent little " Manual of the Mollusca," by S. P. Woodward, pub-
lished in Weale's scientific series in 185 1, part 1, page 89, there are two figures
of Huronia with the following remarks:

"Numerons examples of this curious fossil were collected by Dr. Bigsby (in 1822) and by the
officers of the regiments formerly on Drummond Island. Specimens have also been brought home
by the officers of many of the Arctic expeditions. But with the exception of one formerly in the pos-
session of Lient. Gibson (68) and another in the cabinet of Mr. Stokes, the siphuncle only is preserved,
and not a trace remains of septa or sheil walL. Some of those seen by Dr. Bigsby in the limestone
clitis were six feet long."

Mr. Woodward's figure a consists of four joints of the siphon, with the corres.
ponding septa, and he states in a note that it was made from a specimen presented
to the British Museum by Dr. Bigsby. " The septa were added," he says, "from
Dr. Bigsby's drawing; they were only indicated in the specimen by colorless
lines on the brown limestone." His figure b represents two joints, beneath
each of which are curved lines indicating the existence in that specimen of the
reniform patches of color seen in our specimen, and which are simply transverse
sections of the solid rings of animal secretion formed around the inside of the
sipituncle upon the edges of the septa, and! called by M. Barrande "anneaux
obstructeurs."

If then, in view of the above facts and opinions which I have thought pro-
per to give at some length, because they tend to support the disposition here

AA'ý1611857'i
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made of these remarkable fossils, the Huroniæ are really the remains of chan-
bered cephalopods belonging to the family of the Orthocerata, another ques-
tion arises; are they generically distinct from Orthoceras proper ?

And upon this part of the subject it may be observed, that the Orthoceratites
were at first described as being all provided with a cylindrical non-inflated
siphuncle either central or subeentral, and that since the discovery of the Lake
Huron fossils those with siphons swollen between the septa have been usually
referred to the genus Ormoceras, a naine suggested by the bead-like fori of
this organ.

Some of the species have also been thought to be sufficiently distinct to con-
stitute other generic groups and hence the names Actinoceras, Conotubularia,
Orthoceratites cochleati, 4t, But at present there appears to be a disposition
among many paleontologists to allow these subdivisions to drop out of use, and
to refer nearly all the species to the old genus Orthoceras. Thus M. Bar.
rande, after examining nearly 300 species of paleozoic cephalopoda, has an-
nounced his intention to keep together, under the name Orthoceras, all the
straight forms, whatever position the siphuncle may take, "and no natter whether
it be cylindrical or swollen between the seta."*

The specimens in the collections of the Geological Survey of Canada show a
regular transitional series, from those with siphons scarcely at all inflated, to
those with annulations an inch and a-half in diameter. The segments are also
either fusiforn, globular, oblate, spheroidal, nummuloid, turbinate, or more
swollen at one side of the chamber than at the other. Some of these forms are
also apparent in two other genera. Thus in Gyroceras nagnficum the siphon
between the septa is dilated into a series of fusiform beads ; in Cyrtoceras regulare
the expansions are globular but scarcely two-thirds of a line in diameter; in
Cyrtoceras subturbinatum globular, four lines in diameter, and exhibiting radiating
lamelle; while in one fragment of a species of Cyrtoceras, not described, it is
expanded in the upper part of the chamber, and tapering below exhibits a form
very like Huronia.

These specimens shew that it is absolutely impossible to draw a line between
those species which should be referred to Ormoceras (provided that genus be
retained) and those which belong clearly to Orthoceras proper. It is equally difli-
cult to separate Huronia from Ornoceras. In the best-known species of this
latter genus 0. tenumflum, Hall, good specimens show that the siphuncle is con-
structed on precisely the same plan as Huronia, with this difference only, that
the inflation occurs in the lower part of the chamber. One beautiful example
from the township of Fitzroy is conpletely silicified. It was originally imbed-
ded in limestone, and thus by treatment with hydrochloric acid it becanme
possible to remove conipletely the calcareous matter, leaving eight segments of
the siphuncle perfect, and the corresponding chambers entirely empty. The
length occupied by the eight chambers is three inches and one-eighth, the
lateral diameter at the small end is one inch, at the large end one inch ten
lines; the distance between the septa is pretty uniformly five lines, agreeing
in this respect with fig. 2, plate 17, Pal. N. Y., Vol. 1, which Professor Hall
refers to the variety O. distans. The septa appear to spring from the edgeA
of the annulations of the siphon, but in one instance there is some evidence of
an origin in the constriction below. The greatest expansion of the swoIlen
portion of the siphuncle is just within the concavity of the septum, as expressed'

• See a paper in theQuarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. 10, page 6 of
"Translations and Notices," entitled "On the Silurian Crustacea, Pteropoda, and Cephaopo
Bohemia." By M. J. Barrande.
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by Professor Hall, and on its upper aide it first slopes with a rounded outline,
and then ends suddenly with a perpendicular contraction to the smalI cylin-
drical portion, which is continued about one and a-half lines, and then gradually
expands to form the next inflation above. Were all traces of septa and shell
renoved, this siphuncle would at once be called a Huronia. In another more
slender specimen, also silicified, and prepared by the same process, the septa
are only about three lines distant, and yet the Huronia form of the siphuncle
is very perfectly exhibited, and moreover the septa seem to originate from the
lower part of the constricted portion, immediately in contact with the base of
the projecting shoulder-like upper margin of the next expansion below; they
seem to be funnel-shaped and to contain the siphuncle, only branching away
fron it from the circumference of the annulations on the lower side. If this be
the true, interpretation of the appearances presented by these specimens, then
the points of the insertion of the edges of the septa into the siphuncle, or
rather of their attachment to it in these species, are the same as in Huronia.

Li the next species to be described, O. persiphonatum, the siphuncle is on
one side a perfect Huronia in appearance. It consists of a regular series of
joints, each broad at the top and diminishing downwards, the smaller end of
each joint inserted into the larger extremity of the one next below. There are
no traces of septa except just at the upper end of the joint, and there only so
nmch as is seen in Huronia vertebralis, that is to say, " the thin horizontal septa "
first observed by Mr. Stokes. Judging from this side we could only classify the
specinen as an additional species of Huronia, but on examining the other
side we find two of the septa remaining, and the perfect cast of the interior of
the external shell, for the length of one of the chambers. It also shows that
the septa were excessively thin, and although expanding from the edges of the
annulation, as in O. tenuîfilum, they originate from the base of the expansion
next below ; the three specimens have also the central slender tube of Huronia.
The same organ may be seen more or less distinctly in almost every section of
the siphuncle of 0. ternui?îlum.

It appears to me therefore that these several species only differ from each
other specifically in the form and position of the inflated portions of their
siphuncles, and that all the species of Huronia should be referred to the'genus
Ormoceras, provided that genus be retained; but if it be suppressed, that they
should then be classified in the old genus Orthoceras. In removing this species to
its new place it would be desirable to retain for it one of the original specific
names, and I would call it Orthoceras vertebralis, were it not that there are
already several species of that name. There is also one O. Bigsbyi. As it was
first discovered in Canada, and as it has always been associated with the geology
of Canada, I beg therefore to propose for it the name of 0. Canadense.

Locality and Formation.-Middle Silurian, South-west Point of the Island of
Anticosti.

Collector.-J. Richardson.
It occurs also in the same geological position on the Great Manitoulin and

Drummond Islands, Lake Huron.

ORTROCERAS PERSIPHONATUM.

Description.-Elongate, large; siphon of great size, marginal; strongly annu-
lated in the upper-half or two-thirds of each chamber, and cylindrical or but
gradually expanded in the lower third ; septa very thin and convex, distant six
and a-half lines on an average when the siphuncle has a diameter of one inch
and a-half.
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The annulations of the siphuncle are in the two specimens examined, ,a little
oblique, the ventral miargin being nearest the aperture; a fragment of a siphuncle
six inches and a-half in length tapers from one inch and a-half to one inch and
a-quarter, or at the rate of about half-a line to the inch.

This species differs from O. Canadense only in its more approximate septa, and
appears to have been like that, an extremely long, tapering form, with very thin,
fragile, exterior shell and septa.

Locality and Forination.-Middle Silurian. Cormorant Point, Anticosti.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTHOCERAS CORNUU1M.

Descripionb.-Section circular, tapering at the rate of one and a-half lines to the
inch, froim a diameter of two inches and four lines; siphunule small, eccentric,
one-fourth of the diameter from the margin ; septa convex, from four to six lines
distant. The only specimen seen is slightly bent, and has the siphuncle approx-
imated to the side of curvature.

The specimen is ten inches in length and two inches in diameter at the
largest end. A portion of the chamber of habitation remains, and some of the
septa at its base are much less distant than elsewhere. Thus the first and
second are distant two-thirds of a line, and the next five about one line and
a-half each, the sixth and seventh two lines and a-half, and then they become
at first six lines distant, and towards the apex only four lines.

The specimen resembles O. subarcuaton (Hall), but no traces of the annulations
occurring on that species have been observed in this.

Locality and Formation.-Lower Silurian, apparently at the base of the Trenton
limestone. Tower Cliff, S. E. point of Large Island, Bayfield's Chart, Mingan
Island.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTHOCERAS BUCKLANDII.

Description.-Section circular, tapering at the rate of one line to the inch;
siphuncle small, eccentric, dilated between the septa into globular, bead-like
expansions, two lines in diameter; septa moderately convex, two Unes distant at
a diameter of one inch and two lines; where the fossil is fourteen lines in dia-
meter the siphuncle is four lines from the margin.

A specimen with a diameter of twenty-two lines, has the centre of the siphuncle
distant from the inargin about seven lines.

Locality and Fonnation.-Upper Silurian. Beach west of South-west Point,
Anticosti.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

ORTHOCERAS MAGNI-SULCATUM.

Description.-Tapering at the rate of two lines to the inch; septa convex
exceedingly oblique, distant one line upon an average, at a diameter of one iiich
four lines; surface sulcated longitudinally by about fourteen shallow concaVe
furrows, which, at the diameter mentioned, have a width of four lines each.

The specimen is a fragment one inch and a-half in length, exhibiting only the
above characters. The great width of the longitudinal furrows is a most markéd
character, and will be sufficient to render very small fragments of this fossi
instantly recognizable.
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Locality and Formatio.-Lower Silurian, Charleton Point.
Collector.-J. iRichrdson, Anticosti.

OuT11oCERAS ALLUMETTE1SE.

Descritio.-SectioJ. nearly circular, tapering at the rate of one ne and
a-half to the inch; siphuncle eccentric, dilated between the septa to the width
of foui- lines and a-half; septa yery convex, from two to two lines and a-half
distant; surface apparently smooth.

The inner margins of the dilatations of the siphuncle are near at the centre of
the fossil, and are oblique; the outer margins are most approximate to the aper-
ture. When separated, the siphon resembles O. persiphonatum in consisting of
a series of flattened discs with rounded edges, but it is not more than one-fifth
the diameter of that species. It is also less than the sane organ in 0. tenuij/lume
in a specimen of this last named species, at a diaineter of one inch, even the con-
stricted portion of the siphon is nine lines, while in 0. Allumettense the annulations
have only a breadth of from four to five lines.

This species is rather common in a fragnentary condition. It occurs at
Pauquette's Rapids, at the lower end of the Allumettes Island, and also in the
townships of Fitzroy, Hull and Huntley, associated with Bird's-eye, Black River
and Trenton limestone fossils.

The specific name is derived from the le des Allumettes, as it is in the limestone
at the lower end of this island that specimens of this species have been obtained-
inthe greatest perfection.

Formation.-Lower Silurian, Bird's-eye, Black River, and Trenton. Localities
as above.

Collectors.-Sir W. E. Logan, J. Richardson, E. Billings.

ORTIIOCERAS OTTAWAENSE.

Dcscription.-Section circular, tapering at the rate of about one line to the
inch, from a diameter of seven linies; siphuncle small, nearly central, slightly
dilated; septa at the diameter of' seven lines, six in thirteen lines, about ten
to the inch at a diameter of four lines ; they are rather convex and a little
oblique, their dorsal margin most approximate to the aperture. The siphon
appears to be more eccentric towards the apex than it is near the aperture.
At a diameter of two lines and a-half, its centre is one line and a-half from the,
centre of the fossil, but at the diameter of seven lines it is very nearly central.

This species somewhat resembles 0. ecticameratum (Hall), but differs in its
regularly convex and distant septa. In the figure of that species, Pal. N. Y.,
vol. 1, plate 2, figure 4, at a diameter of seven lines there are nine septa to the
inch, and they are described by Professor Hall, as not curved, but passing
obliquely in a line from the inside of the shell to the siphuncle, or vice versa.
In onle specimen at the sane diameter there are scarcely six chambers to
the inch, and the septa have a well rounded convexity of more than one line in
height.

The specimen from which the above description has been drawn was collected
at La Petite Chaudière Rapids, on the River Ottawa, where it occurs associated
with numerous species of fossils of the Black River and Trenton limestones; but
in the vicinity of the Union Bridge, two miles further down the river, numerous
fragments occur in the central part of the Trenton, which have the sanie pro-
portions, and appear to me to be the same species. In this latter locality they
are replaced and often filled by crystalline dolomite weathering of a light red
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color. The specimens are usually from four to five inches in length, rarely more
than six inches, and alnost always consist of the smaller extremity of the fossil.

ORTHOCERAS MURRAYI.

Descriptio.-Section sub-elliptical or obscurely triangular, tapering at the
rate of one line and a-third to the inch, from a lateral diameter of thirteen
lines ; ventral aspect the broader; flattened or but slightly convex; dorsal side
most convex along the centre, giving to the section a sub-triangular shape;
lateral diameter greater than the dorso-ventral in the proportion of about eleven
to thirteen; siphuncle cylindrical, one-sixth of the greatest diameter of the fossil,
situated near the ventral margin. The septa on the ventral side make a strong
curve towards the apex; they are distant from one-seventh to one-tenth of an
inch. . In a specimen three and a-half inches in length and thirteen lines wide
at the largest end, in the first inch of the smaller extremity there are not
quite seven septa; in the next inch the same number, in the third nine, and
in the half-inch five. Another specimen shews ten septa to one inch, at &
diameter of thirteen and a-half lines, and in a third there are nine at a dia-
meter of one inch; they are moderately convex. An artificial section through
five of the chambers shews that the siphuncle is cylindrical, and that the septa,
at the point of their contact with it, are bent suddenly towards the apex;
the surface, which is not well shewn, appears smooth. The species is named
after Alexander Murray, Esq., Assistant Provincial Geologist, who discovered it.

Localitics and Formatio.-Trenton limestones, north and east sides of St. Jo-
seph's Island, Lake Huron.

Collector.-A. Murray.

ORTIIOCERAS HASTATUM.

Description.-Shaped like a Theca, two-edged; ventral side broad and almost
flat, slightly convex; dorsal aspect most convex along the centre, thence sloping
to the sides, which are perpendicular to the ventral aspect, and nearly flat in the
larger portion of the shell. The section is thus a low, broad-based triangle,
with the angle at each end of the base truncated, and with the apical angle
rounded. At a lateral diameter of eleven lines the height or dorso-ventral
diameter is six lines ; the rate of tapering is about four lines to the inch, measuring
the inclination of the sides ; the ventral and dorsal aspects approach each other
at the rate of two lines and a-third to the inch; siphuncle small, close to the
centre of the ventral margin ; the septa are curved in a circle of which the
radius is about half-an-inch, their distance from each other has not been satiS-
factorily ascertained ; near the apex the sides consist of two rounded edges, but
in the direction of the aperture these become more and more broadly trun-
cated, until at a diameter of eleven lines they have a perpendicular width of
about two lines. The surface is coarsely striated transversely, and at the dorsal
ridge, the strioe appear to make a bend towards the aperture.

Locality and Formation.-Black River, and Trenton lime stone, Pauquett
Rapids, Ottawa City.

Collectors.-Sir W. E. Logan and E. Billings.
This species tapers more rapidly than O. xiphias, and judging from the sizeldf

one fragment must have attained a length of six inches.
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ORTHOCMS ROTULATUM.

Description.-Septa very convex, four lines distant at a diameter of one inch
eleven lines ; siphuncle large, dilated between the septa, constituting an ob-
liquely nummuloid cylinder fourteen lines in diameter, where the diameter of the
perfect fossil was two inches, and situated within three lines of the ventral
margin. The annulations have an obliquity of about 200 to the longitudinal
axis, and they are evenly convex from one septum to another.

A silicified specimen from which all the calcareous matter has been removed
by the application of hydrochloric acid, shows the rings of obstruction to be
contiguous, the line of contact between each two being near the centre of the
dilatation on the dorsal side of the siphuncle, and a little in advance of the
centre on the ventral side, where also they have the greatest thickness. The
fragment appears to be the oral extremity of the siphuncle, and four of the rings
at the entrance are still incomplete on the dorsal aspect, the last-formed having
made the least progress at the time of the death of the animal. The acid has also
removed from the interior all the limestone, leaving the inside of the rings
exposed. They are transversely wrinkled or deeply striated in the general direc-
tion of the length. The diameter of the internal tubular cavity of the siphuncle
is in this specimen six lines at the extremity, but it contracts to about two lines
after penetrating three inches (the length of the fragment), and it then contains
a second small tube one line in diameter. , Another specimen, two inches and
a-quarter in length, is fourteen lines in diameter, and there is a portion of the
external shell still attached to it, the convexity of which when extended into a
complete circle, shows the diameter of the perfect animal to have been at this
place two inches nearly. It also exhibits the strong transverse plications on the
interior of the rings of obstruction, and shows that these were thickest on the
ventral side. The lines of contact of the rings in this specimen are visible on the
outer margins of the annulations of the siphuncle, as in the last, but appear to be
nearly central all around ; the small internal tube cannot be detected. This
species differs froin 0. persiphonatum in the much more approximate septa, and in
the uniform dilatation of the siphuncle, which in that is only expanded in
the upper part of the chamber, while in this the margins of the segments are re-
gularly rounded from one septum to another.

Locality and Formation.-Upper Silurian, Niagara Group, Head of Lake Ta-
niscamangue,

Collector.--Sir W. E. Logan.

ORTHOCERAS PYTHON.

Description.-Large, elongated, gradually tapering; septa very convex, distant
one inch or a little more at the oral extremity, thence becoming more approx-
imate, until at the apex they are scarcely half-an-inch apart; the siphuncle is
large and dilated between the septa into a series of sub-globular or oval expan-
sions, decreasing in size from the aperture towards the apex; these are slightly
more inflated in the upper, than in the lower half. At the apex in one specimen,
the most perfect seen, where the septa are five lines distant, the diameter of the
last bead of the siphuncle is four nlies, and of the twenty-seventh from the
apex eleven lines, the length being one inch; the passage through the septa is
small. The separated siphuncle of this species is a fossil of a very remarkable
appearance, resembling a row of small eggs placed end to end, the size gradually
diminishing from the diameter of one inch to that of three or four lies. It is
one of these species which will probably not often be found with the septa and
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external shell preserved, as these portions of the structure appear to have be
of a thin and perishable nature, while the siphuncle with the exception of a smfU
central channel, was completely solidified by the calcareous secretion of th
animal during life, and thus will perhaps be more frequently discovered we
preserved.

The finest specimen known is a siphon eighteen inches in length, consisting
of twenty-seVen joints, corresponding to twenty-seven chambers, collected b
Mr. P. A. McArthur in the Trenton linestone at the City of Ottawa. In this
specimen there are no traces of septa or external shell. This, and several other
fragments from the same locality, are now in the collection of the Geologial
Survey.

Another specimen of six segments, with a portion of the shell and traces o
septa, was found by inyself at the Côte des Neiges, Montreal, last summer A
artificial section shews the internal channel or tube, and also that the amount
of secretion was greatest on one side, probably the ventral side.

Since the above was written, Professor Dawson, Principal of McGill Colleg-
Montreal, has given me the opportunity of examining another specimen in hi
collection; it consists of a fragment exhibiting on one side eleven of the expa
sions of the siphuncle, with traces of the septa upon the other. The specimen'
although crushed, proves the siphuncle to be considerably excentrie, and that the
rate of' tapering is almost one line to 'the inch. The eleven joints occupy a
length of six and one-fourth inches, and they appear to belong to the terminal
half of an individual of medium size. The memorandum accompanying the
fossil when sent to McGill College, states that it was "Found in limestone rock,
near the surface in the 14th concession of the Indian Lands, Kenyon. The
surrounding country has abundance of limestone with the remains of fish or rep-
tiles, thickly interspersed with granite boulders; the land has a great deal of sea-
shell in it."

ORTHOCERAs DECRESCENS.

Description.-Shell annulated, with sub-acutely rounded and slightly undula-
ing ridges, which are two lines distant at a diameter of fourteen lines, somewhat.
more approximate towards the apex; intervening spaces regularly concave and
half-a-line in depth. Section circular, tapering at the rate of two lines to the
inch; siphuncle small, excentric about one-sixth of the diarneter from the centre;
septa concave, slightly oblique, their ventral margins nearest the aperture, distant
two lines at a diameter of eleven lines.

Differs from all other described annulated species of the Silurian limestone o
Arnerica in its more rapid rate of tapering.

Localty and Fornation.-Black River limestone. La Petite Chaudière Rapids
Ottawa River. East sile St. Joseph's Island. A. W. Smith's farm, Côte de l
Visitation, Island of Montreal.

Collectors.-E. Billings and J. Richardson.

ORTHIOCERAS VULGATUM.

Description.-Section circular or very slightly oval, tapering at the rate of ono
line and a-half to the inch ; siphuncle near'ly central, sna.l; septa concave
distant from each other from two to two and a-half lines. A fragment two ,-b' s
and a-half in length, fourteen lines in diameter at the large end, and ton andY
a-half at the smaller, has twelve chambers. A second specimen fourteeni lrne
in diameter, has five chambers in a length of ten lines and a-half. A third
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diameter of nine ines, has four chanbers n a length of eight lines.
Locality and 'Fornation.-Trenton limestone, Otta-wa.

Colluor-E.BillingS.

ORTHOcERAS HURONENSE.

Do six jches long; section circular; tapering at the rate of
two lines to the inch; septa moderately convex, two lines distant at a diam
vter of eight lines, one line distant at a diameter of four lines ; siphuicle sinall,
ceitrall ; depth of chamber of habitation one inch and a-half, slightly contracted
to\wards the aperture, and shewing upon the cast an internai thickened ring
halfan-inch wide. The surface appears to have been sulcated with shallow
longitudinal fuirrows, one line in width, which have left their impression on
the cast; this appearance, however, mlay be deceptive. Resembles O. Otta-
w'anse, but Las a more decidedly central siphuncle, while the septa are not so
convex.

Licality and Formatio?&.-Trenton limestone, east side of St. Josephs Island.
Collector.-A. Murray, Esq.

Sub-Kingdom, AnTICULATA ; Class, CRUsTAcEA; Order, ENTOMOSTRACA.

Genus BRONTEUS, (Goldfuss.)

BRONTEUS LUNATUS.

Dcscription.-Oblong-ovate, or broadly-ovate, inclding the spines; length
two inches, width of thorax about one inch, width across the head behind
the eyes one inch and a-half. Head a perfect crescent, the posterior angles
bein g produced backwards in broad fiat spines, which terminate with sharp
points alnost as far back as the aigles of thepygidium. Glabella between the
eyes, about two-thirds the width of the axis of the thorax; front of the glabella
one and a-half times the width of the axis of the thorax; the sides regularly
curved, the neck-furrow moderately deep, rouided at the botton and extending
quite across. Immediately above the ieck-furrow the glabella is suddenly but
not muci elevated, and continues at nearly the same level along the centre,
uutil within onc-fifth of its length of the front, and then descends with a some-
what sudden rounded slope to tie margin. The transverse furrows of the gla-
bella are represented on each side by three barely perceptible indentations, the
first two a little in advance of a line drawn across the front part of the eyes,
the second nearly on this line, and the third about as far behind as the first are
before the line. The eyes are two lines in length, more than semi-circular, and
one line at their base from the posterior margin; they are separated from the
glabella by a rather wide deep furrow, which is angular at the bottomn. The
distance from the eyes to the outer margin of the head is about equal to the
width of the glabella in its most narrow part. The thorax is well tritobed, the
axis elevated, depressed-cylindrical, one--fourth wider than the glabella between
the eyes, a little broader in the middle than at the ends, and in perfect speci-
mens somewhat narrower than the side lobes.

This however is owing to the greater gonvexity of the axis, for in specimens
pressed quite flat the axis is as wide as the pleur- are long.

All the annulations are smooth, slightly rounded, and terminate in sharp fal-
cate points turned backwards.

The axis of the pygidium is semi-oval or sub-triangular, partly terminated
N
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at rather more than one-fourth the length froni the thorax, and below that p
continued in a low rounded ridge, which becomes gradually broader and-, 0s
promninent unitil i.t reaches the margin. There are six shallow lateral furrows og
each side; the first ruiis nearly pLrallel with the upper edge of the pygidium
and at a distance therefrom of a little more than the width of the articulations
of the thorax, until it has proceeded half-way to the margin; it then runs back
ward and soon beconies obsolete. The second oi-iginates nearly in the saine
point with the first, but curves backward more directly. The other four are
nearly straiglit, and at equal distances froni each other, but all disappear on their
approach to the margin.

In a specinen one inch eleven and a-half lines in length, the head occupies
six and a-half lines, the thorax six lines, and the pygidjuni eleven lines; width
of glabella between the eyes three and a-half' lines, of front of glabella seven
lines; centre of axis of thorax four and a-half lines; of the spmnes i the line, »
the posterior margin of head four lines, and of the pygidium at its upper inargin
fifteen lines. The specimuen is pressed nearly fiat, consequently some of th
transverse measurements are exaggerated.

The most striking character presented by this species is the remarkable
crescent-shape of its head. The forn to which it appears to be most nearly allied
in this respect is B. Parschi, (Barrande, Systême Silurian du centre de la Bohem
vol,. 1, plate 46, fig. 19.) In that species the spines extend backwards to the
points of the third pleuræ, ii ours to the points of the ninth.

Locality and Formation.-Not uncomimon in the central part of the Trenton
limestone, at the City of Ottawa.

Collector.-E. Billings.

Genus TiIAnTHTUS, (Greene.)

TRIARTHRus SPINOSUS.

Description..-This interesting little trilobite is primcipally distinguished fom
T. Beckii by its spines. One of these springs from the centre of the neck-segment

and extends backwards to the third or fourth segment of the body; a second
proceeds froni the centre of the ciglith segment of the axis of the thorax, andp pro
jeets back beyond the apex of the pygidim. Two othe-s from the posterior
angles of the head. extend as far as the points of the seventh or eighth pairof
pleuræ.

The spines are all slender, apparently cylindrical, and about one-fifth of a e
in diameter.

The species is destitute of the short spines of T. Beelcii, and in none of he
specimens have I been able to detect more than thirteen segments in the thorax
and four 'or five in the pygidium, which is remarkably like that of a small'
specirnen of Calync Bluennbachii. In a well preserved specinen of T. Beckis
in the rnuseun, there are distinctly fifteen segments in the thorax and five i
the axis of the pygidium, so that if these two species be congenerie, the number
of articulations in the genus must be a variable character.

Localiiy am Formation.-Very abundant in the Utica slate in the townshi Ô
Gloucester, County of Carleton.

Collector.-E. Billings.

Genus AciDAspis, (Murchison.)

AcIDAsPIs HORANI.

Description.-Broadly oval, sub-quadrilateral; length one and a-hal
Nvidth at the centre of the thorax eleven lines; surface nearly smooth, s1ightl
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granular; glibella inciluding the side lobes oval, nârrowed in front, the side lobes
separated from each other by deep furrows sloping forward and outward, and
from the body of the gliabella by a shallow rounded groove; the central lobe. on,
eaich side the largest. There are ten segments in the thorax; axis cylindrical,
one-third wider at the head than at the pygidium; pleure with an elevated
rounded ridge along their centres, on each side of which there is a shallow cn-
cave farrow. They are geniculated at a distance fromn the sides of the axis about
equal to the width of the axis in the centre of the thorax; all the pleure that
cau be seen are ter·minated with long cylindrical sharp spines.

The pygidium is the segment of a circle of which the proportional length of
the chord to the height is as seven and a-half to two and a-half; it is margined
by a narrow sub-angular or rounded border hailf-a-iine in width. The axis is
conical, convex, terminated at the border behind ; it exhibits three annulations,
tle first two conspicuous, rounded, and the last obscure ; the first annulation is
continued backwards on the laterai lobes of the pygidium and beyond the margin
iii the two principal spines. There are four seconary spines on each side of the
principal, and six between theim ; they are all cylindrical and sharp pointed.

The following are the dimensions of the specimen discovered:

L .ength witlout the terminal spines, ................................ nearly 16 lines.
Width at centre of thorax,..........................................11
Length of glabella, .................................................... 5
Length of thorax, ...................................................... 8
Length of pygidium ,.......... .......... ................ ......... nearly 3
Width of pygidium..................................... 8
Length of principal spines. ......................................... 3
Leigth ofsecondary spines, ........................................... 2

Of the head only the central portion is preserved. The neck-segment is muti-
lated, aId it cannot therefore be determineci whether or not there were any spines
attached to the posterior part of the glabella. Detached specimens of the gla
e1la would so much resemble the saime part of certain forms of Calymene

Blunbachii, that they would be nistaken for that species uiless criticaIly
exaimined.

I beg to dedicate this species to the Rev. E. J. Horan, Director of the Laval
NonaL School, at Quebec, who discovered and kindly communicated the speci-
mîien for description.

Localiiy and ornaetion.-Trenton linestone, Rivière à la Friponne, near Cape
Tourment.

CLASS UNCERTAIN.

Genus PASCEOLUS.

The above generic name is proposed for certain ovate or sub-globular bodies
resembling the lschadiîes Konigi of the Silurian system, but differing therefromn
in the form of the plate-like markings of the casts of the interior, which lu this
genus· are pentagonal or hexagonal instead of quadrangular. A specimen from
Anticosti shews that the animal was incelosed in a thin leather-like sack, and
attached te the bottom by a short tubular continuation of this externail covering.
Its affinities appear to be with those of the Tunicata.

PASCEOLUS IALLI.

Descrition.-Body ovate or balloon shaped, being regularly rounded above
and produced below into a short neck-iike pedicle, which coatitutes the organ
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of attachment; outer integument thin, its external surface covered with Sua
irregular rounded wrinkles about ten in one line, distinctly visible to the nak-
eye; its interior reticulated with ridges corresponding to the divisions betee
the plate-like markings of the cast of the inside. The cast of the interior i
completely covered with hexagonal or pentagonal divisions, presenting the
appearances of Spheronites or Favosites; these spaces are each about a quarter f
a line in diameter at the base of the fossil, but increase in size above, until at the
summit they are one line in diameter. The spaces are convex in their centr,
and the interior of the integument is fitted with concave depressions to corre-
pond.

One specimen was procured with the integument preserved; it extends beloW
the base, and encloses the short pedicle as well as the body above. On onÔ
side of the cast there is a sinall elevation about half-way between the top and»
bottom, which appealrs to mark the position of an aperture in the side of the,
animal. I beg to dedicate this species to Professor Hall. Length of specmen
one inch and a-half, greatest diameter about the middle, thirteen lines.

Locality and Formation.-White Cliff, Ganiache Bay, Middle Silurian.
Collector.-J. Richardson.

PASCEOLUS GLOBOSUS.

Description.-Sub-globular from one to two inches in diameter; surface mark
ings principally hexagonal, and about two lines in diameter.

Locality and Formation.-Trenton liimestone, City of Ottawa, where it is found
in certain quarries in great numbers, usually flattened or pressed into a hemis-
pherical shape.

Collector.-E. Billings.
PLANTE.

Genus BEATRICEA.

The above generic naine is proposed for certain tree-like fossils collected in
the Lower and Middle Silurian rocks of Anticosti. They consist of nearly
straigit stems from one to fourteen inches in diameter, perforated throughoutby
a cylindrical and nearly central tube, which is transversely septate. Outside o
the tube, they are composed of nunerous corcentric layers resembling thoseof
an exogenous tree. No traces of roots or branches have been distinctly observed.
There appear to be two species, distinguishable only by the characters of the
surface.

BEATRICEA NODULOSA.

Description.-The surface of this species is covered with oblong, oval, or su
triangular projections from one to three lines in height, each terminating in
rounded blunt point which is nearer to one end of the prominence than to th
other. Some of the projections are six or seven Unes in length at the base, an
half as wide. Generally they are smaller, and often with a nearly circular bas
the distance between them is from one to three lines. They exhibit in somë
specimens a tendency to an arrangement in rows following the length of t
stem. In some instances these rows wind around tie stem in spirals. In addi
tion to these characters, the whole surface is fretted with minute points, a
these when partially worn show a perforation in their centres.

In a specimen three inches in diameter, the diameter of the central tbe



three-quarters of an inch; the transverse septa are thin, very concave, and at
distances from each other varying from one line to one ich.

Locality and Formation.-Anticosti, at Wreck Point, Salmon River and Battery
Cliff. Lower Silurian.

Collector.-J. Richardson.
BEATRICEA UNDULATA.

Description.-The surface of this species is sulcated longitudinally by short
irregular wave-like furrows from two lines to one inch across, according to the
size of the specimen. In other respects it appears -iery like B. nodulosa. The
largest specimen is ten feet five inches in length, about eight inches in diameter
at the large end, and six inches and a-half at the smaller extremity. Another
short fragment is'fourteen inches in diameter.

All the specimens of both species are replaced by carbonate of lime, but show
mnofe or less perfectly the septa character of the central tube and the concentrié
arrangement of the layers of the stem. They are generally broken up into short
pieces.

Locality and Formation.-Cape James, Table Head, two miles east of Gamache
Ba.y, and nunerous other localities in the Middle Silurian.

Collector.-J. Richardson.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

E. BILLINGS.

RZEPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1853,

OF

T. STERRY HUNT, Esq., C-1EMIST AND MINERALOGIST TO THE PROVINCIAL
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

ADDRESSED TO

WiLLIAM E. LOGAN, Esq., F.R.S., PROVINCIAL GEOLOGIST.

LABORATORY 0F THE GE OLOGICAL SURVEY,

MONTREAL> Th May, 1864.
Sir,

In my last Report I endeavored to resume the analyses of mineral is
which have froin time to tiie apeared in the published Re orts of the
vey, to classify then, and to in icate their relations to the iffere ivso
of the sedimentary rocks. Ail of these springs issue from he pa, Wozoic foma
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tions, and the greater part from the Lower Silurian rocks of Lower Canada
their distribution is highly important both in a geological and chemical pointoi f
view. You have showin that the great paloeozoic basin of Canada is divided
into two secondary basins by an axis extending from Deschambault on theSt.,
Lawrence, in a direction south-west to Lake Champlain. The eastern part of the
western basin is more or less affected by undulations, which appear to be con
nected with this great axis, and present at the same time many dislocations
which you have traced for long distances, and shown to be connected with the
masses of intrusive rocks so comnion in the district of Montreal.

It is in this disturbed région that by far the greater number of the mineral
springs occur, and although it is often difficult to establish the existence or trace
the extent of the faults in the stratification, on account of the quantity of quater-
nary and diluvial deposits which generally cover the Silurian rocks of the region,
we are enabled to discover that in a great iumber of cases the niiieral springs
occur along the lines of disturban ce, and it is probable that there exists a con-
stant relation of this kind. It would appear in many cases that a very small
dislocation is sufficient to give rise to springs impregnated with the mineral
matters of the disturbed strata. The great western portion of the occidental
basin, which is alnost undisturbed, presents but very few mineral springs
although the wells which have been sunk at Kingston, Hallowell, St. Cather-
iles and elsewhere, show that the rocky strata of this region are charged with
saline waters.

As we approach the south-eastern iinit of the western basin, the mineral
springs become more .and more nunnerous, but this boundary once passed, we
soon reach a region where the rocks have become profouiidly altered, ani furnish
no more minerail waters ; it is .owever to be reinarked that between the anti-
clinal axis whicli formis tìm ihuit of the two basius, and the metamorphic region
on the south-east, several minerai springs occur.

The two classes into whici I have in a previous Report divided the saline
mineral waters, may be conveiieintly distinguished as the neutral and the alcaline
waters. The former contaiii chIorids of magnesiui and calcium, while in the
latter the whole of these earthy bases occur the form of carbonates and silicates,
the waters being alkaline froi the presence of carbonate of soda. The few
saline waters of the Upper Silurian rocks are all neutral, as is also the greater
number of those issuing from the Iimestones which constitute the inferior portion
of the Lower Silurian series, while the alkalibe waters characterise the schistose
strata which constitute its upper portion. The schists of the Hudson River
group are argillaceous, and their analysis shows that they are composed to a
great extent of the debris of feispathic rocks, and contain three or four-hundreths 1
of alkalies, which they slow]y give up in a soluble forin to the decomposing
action of infiltrating waters. In this way the neutrai waters of the underlying
limestones have their earthy chlorids decomposed, and are converted into alka-
line waters, which are still strongly saline.

There is however another class of alkaline waters in which the alkaline
carbonates and silicates predoiminate, and which contain but a small portion of
common salt. These waters appear to be derived exclusively from the argila
ceous strata, and to have no connection with the underl.ying limestone rocksn
Such are the springs of St. Ours, of the Grand Coteau of Chambly. and sonie
of the waters of Nicolet. I have examined from the region about Nicolet, six
springs which issue from the schists of the Hudson River Group along the sane
line of disturbance, the whole of them within a distance of three or four leaguey
These waters are described in the Report of last year; two of them are strong
saline and neutral, two others are also saline but alkaline, and the remni
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two are characterized by the predominance of alkaline carbonates. These last
are probably waters derived entirely frorn the schists, while the other four
have their source in the limestones.

In continuation of these investigations, I have to submit to you the results
of the examination of several more mineral waters, some of which are remark-
able in their composition, and serve to throw additional light upon the general
conclusions already adduced. I shall in the first place give the results of the
examiiation of two strongly saline neutral waters fron-Western Canada. One
of these occurs at Bowerman's mills, on the thirty-second lot of the third con-
cession of Whitby. The spring is copious, rising to the surface and filling a
large cistern, the tenperature of the water in which, on the 12th of October,
was found to be 510 F., but the conditions were not such as to render this a
satisfactory determination, and it is probably above the truth. The water is
iighly saline, very bitter, and when concentrated almost acrid to the taste. It
deposits by boiling a portion of carbonates of lime and magnesia, with a little
strontia and traces of iron. The water furnishes evidence of abundance of
broinine, but it is only in the alcoliolic extract of the saltsIthat the presence
of iodine is apparent. The analysis of the water was conducted in the usual
mauner, but for the determination of the bronine, the iodine having beeù
separated in cônbination with palladium, the soda salts were treated with
one-sixth of the amount of nitrate of silver requisite for their complete decom-
1)osition, and the precipitate, which was found to contain the whole of the
broini ne, was analysed by fusion in a current of chlorine, until the whole of the
broiid was decomposed with the evolution of copions red fumes of bromine, the
amount of which was 0.220 parts in 1000 of the water. The alkaline chlorids
yield but a trace of potash salt when treated with chlorid of potassium.

The analysis of 1000 parts of the water gave as follows:

Chlorid of sodium , ............................................... 18'9158
calcium , .............................................. 17-5315

..mgnesium . .................. .................... 9-5437
Brormid " sodium, .............................................. -2482
Iodid " " ................. .. .................. . 0008

Carbonate of lime, ... ........................................... -0411
L m agnesia, .......................................... .0227

Salts of potash, strontia, and iron, ......................... (traces)

46-S038

The spring at Whitby issues from the Trenton linestone, and in the same
foriiation in the township of Halloweil several borings have been inade with
a view of obtaining brine for the manufacture of sailt. On the 11th lotof the
2nd concession of the township there are two sait wells on the land. of Mr.
Amos Hubbs, and one on the adjacent lot of Mr. Stewart Christie. The rock
is met xvith at a depth of from six to ten feet, and the weil of Mr. Christie
ha.ving first been sunken forty-five feet, a boring was carried down to the depth
of one hundred. The well was filled with surface water at the time of my
visit, but a portion of the brine raised from the bottom of the well at forty-five i.
feet, seemed less strong than that extracted in, the same manner froma well
twenty-seven feet deep, on the land of Mr. Hubbs.; The latter was accordingly
selected for exanination. It had a density. of 1053-11, at 600 F., aidWas
exceedingly bitter and saline to the taste. By boiling it deposited no car-
bonates ; and the residue after evaporation and dessication at 3000 F. was
completely soluble in a cold solution of sal-ammoniac, with evolution of ammonia,
showing that the portion insoluble in water was magnesia from the decompsitin
of the chlorid of magnesium, which, with the chlorid of calcium s reent
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this brine in very large proportions. The water contains no sulphates, and onl'.
traces of potash salts ; it yields a strong reaction of bromine, and unlike the
Whitby spring, a large proportion of iodine. This element is so abundant as t6?
be readily detected in the unconcentrated water, which when migled witli
solution of starch and a few drops of hydrochlorie acid, becomes so deeply blue
on the addition of a little nitrite of potash, as to be nearly opaque in a glass
three inches in diameter. The iodine and bronine were determined as in th
previous analysis ; the iodine was equal to 0.01128, and the bromine to 0.3639
parts in 1000 parts, for which the aialysis gave

Chloridofsodium................................................ 38-7315
" " calcium................................................ 15·9230

magnesium,......... .................................... 129060
Bromid "sodium, .................................................. 4685
Iodid " ". ................... .0133

es50423r

Sainte Geneviève, on the Batiscan River, affords several minieral springs,
which issue fron the lower limestones and are strongly saline and neutral ; tw
of these have been quantitatively analyzed The first is on the land of Olivier
Trudel, about a league above the church, and on the banks of the Rivière,
Veillette. The supply of water is abundant, and bubbles of carburetted hydr6er
gen escape from the spring at short intervals. The water is very strongly but
pleasantly saline to the taste, and has a density of 1016.72, It contains abun-,
dance of earthy chlorids and carbonates, but no suilphates. The precipitate o
boiling was chiefly carbonate of magnesia; that from a litre of the water which
had been boiled for an hour consisted of 0-750 gr. of carbonate of nagnesia and only
0.012 gr. of carbonate of lime, and in evaporating another portion of the water
by boiling to one-sixth, the precipitate was found to be purely magnesian, with-
out aiy carbonate of lime, and only a trace of oxide of iron. It is evident from'
this, that the dissolved chlorid of miiagnesium slowly redissolves the precipitated
carbonate of lime at a temperature of 2120 F., a reaction which bas indeed long
been known, and that the proportions in which the chliorine is divided between
the earthy bases in a natural watcr, cannot be determiied from the resuilts of'
its analysis. This spring is like the last, reinarkable for the quantity of iodine
which it contains; the unconcenitrated water gives the reaction already indicated
forthe Hlallowell saline, and when acidulated with hydrochloric acid, yields with
a palladium salt, a precipitate of iodid of palladium after a few hours. 1000 parts:
ofthe water were found to contain:

Chlorid of sodium,................... ............................ 17,2071
potassium,................................................ -2409
calcium, .......- .. ......................................... - 6038
magnesium,.............................................. 20523

Bromid sodium, ........................... ....................... -058 7

Iodid ". .-............... .......--.---..... 0133

Carbonate of lime, ........................ ·.·......................... -0120
magnesia,............ ............ -...... ............. 7

20-9981

A bottle of water sent me the suinmer following by Mr. Hugl McDonell, from a well on tei.7f
lot of concession of Hallowell, resembled closely the above, but was not so strong. The different
chlorids were dctermined, and the result was as follows:

Cblorid of sodium, ............................................... 17-4000
.".calcium, ................................................ 9-205

4 4magnecsium,............................................. . 9:4843
Bromids and iodids undetermined.

36-0893

From the large amount of earthy chlorids, amounting to one-half their solid contents, it wull be
eident that these waters are .not well adapted to the manufacture of common salt.-See Repor
1847-'48, p. 161.
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At the ferry, and directly opposite the church of Sainte Geneviève, is another
spring, which discharges an abundance of carburetted hydrogen gas. The water
is not so bitter to the taste as the last, and is agreeably saline. Although less
rich in chlorids than this, it contains the largest amount of iodids yet found in
any mineral water of the Province, the quantity of iodine present being elual to
y grains of iodid of sodiun1, or iodid of potassium to the pound avoirdu-

pois. In the analysis the alkaline chlorids were estimated by the differencée
between the other salts, which were directly determined, and the total amount
of saline matters left on evaporation. 1000 parts gave

Chlorid of sodium, ................................................... 115094
" " calcium, ............................................. ,.... -2264

4 magnesium,.. .............................................. .8942
Bromid " sodium,.... l.,.............................................. .*0273
Iodid " ".................... .0183
Carbonate of lime, ..... ............................................ .01s0

" " magnesia,............................................... .*4464

13.1400

It is to be remarked that all of these waters contain small portions of oxyd of
iron, as well as of alumina and silica; the Latter elements are never warting
even in neutral waters, although from the· minute quantities in which they
occur, their presence is generally overlooked. It is sufficient to evaporate to
dryness any water with an excess of hydrochlorc acid, and to dissoive the residue
in water with the addition of a little acid, to obtain a residue of silica. The acid
liquid will always yield with ammonia a srmall precipitate of alumina, generally
imingled with oxyd of iron, and containing phosphoric acid. This precipitate
inoreover rarely fails to give the reactions of manganese.

Berthier.-In the .parish of Berthier (Leinster), about a league above the
imanor, and on the banks of the Bayonne, adjoining the land of Charles Boucher,
is a copious saline spring, which discharges bubbles of inflammable gas. The
water is cold, clear, and pleasant to the taste; it is neutral, but contains only
a very snall portion of earthy chlorids. The quantity of broinine present in this
water is considerable, but the amount of iodine is very minute. A partial
analysis gave the following results

Chlorid of sodium, ...................................................... 80454
calcium, ................................................ 0466

" " magnesium,................................................... .0856
Carbonate of lime, ... ................................................. 04'0

magnesia,........................................... 8354
Bromids and iodid undetermined.

9,060P

Another spring on the bank of the rivulet near the manor, regarded as a
chalybeate water, has a feebly ferruginous taste, and deposits a small amount of
earthy carbonates mixed with a little oxide of iron; evaporated to one-fiftieth,
it coitains in solution only traces of chlorids, a small portion of sulphates and a
little lime. It can hardly be called a mineral water.

Rawdon.-I have collected the waters from two sprilgs in this township, boith
of which are alkaline. The frst is on the land of Alexander Connolly, lot 27,
range 3, where a copions spring of clear, cold, and slightly suiphurous water
issues fiom the banks of the River Blanche; the volume of water discharged

,nay be ten gallons a iinute. The channel of the spring is rmarked by a scanty
white deposit. This water is feebly saline and alkaline; 1000 parts of iortai
0.320 of solid matter, consisting of earthy and alkaline carboriates and alkahl
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chlorids, with small portions of sulphates, borates, and a trace of bromine, but
no iodine.

The second spring is on the 25th lot of the same range, on the land of Mr.
Thomas Lane. It is strongly saline, and when concentrated, distinctly alkaline
to the taste. It contains no sulphates, but traces of baryta and strontia, aiid
gives when evaporated to a snall volume, the reactions of boracie acid, bromine
and iodine, the latter however very feeble. This water contains 4-96 parts of
solid matter in 1000, and lias a specific gravity of 1004.47.

Planftgeniet.-Tlie water of a newly discovered saline spring said to be fron
this township, aid furnislied me by Mr. Peter Macintosh, wtas neutral and strongly
saline, containing 10-16 parts ofsolid imatter in 1000. It yields by boilîing abun-
dance of carbonates, antd contains but a small proportioi ofearthy chlorids; the
reactions of iodinje and broijue are very strong. The water also contains
strontia in comparatively large quantity, a little iron, and traces of boracie acid.

Joly.-In the township of Joly there occurs a very interesting spring- on the
banks of tlie Ruisseau Magnenat, a braucl of the Rivière Souci, about fivë
miles froi the mills of Methot a t Ste. Croix. The spring furnishes tbree or four
gallons a minute of a water which is sulphurous to the taste and smell, and de
posits a white natter along its channel, which exhibits the purple vegetation
generally met with in sulpliur springs. The temperature of this spring in the
evening of the 7th of July was 460 F., the air being 520 F.

This water is not strongly saline, but when concentrated is very alkaline and
salt to the taste. It contains besides chlorids, suilphates and carbonates, a consid,
rable proportion ofboracic acid, which is made evident by its power of reddening
paper colored by tuineric, after being supersaturated with hydrochlorie acid
There being no satisfactory process for drteriing directly boracic acid in such
a mixture, fthe following indirect method was devised:-laving evaporated a
portion of the mineral water to dryness, the soluble parts were taken up by
distilled water, and carbonate of amnonia added to precipitate a portion of
silica. The ammoniacal salt beinig removed by ebullition, the liquid was di-
gested at a gentle heat with pure recently precipitted carbonate of silver, until
the wliole of the alkaline chlorid was decomposed; the filtrate, holding some
oxyd of silver in solution, was evaporated to dryness, and fused in a silver
crucible. On re-solution, the reduced silver reniained behind. The solution,
now containing only alkaline carbonate and borate, with a littie sulphate, was
again evaporated, and the residue having been fused was subnitted to analysis.
The carbonie and sulphuric acids, the soda and the potash having been directly
deteriined, the difference between the sui of these and the original weight î-
the salt corresponds to the boracie acid. In this process all the errors ofanalysi
fall upon the boracic acid, but no direct msethod is known for its estimation '
such a nixture. The sulphuric aeid mnight be eliminated fron thel mixed salts b
the use of bi-carbonate of baryta, and the process be thus somewhat simplifie

The analysis of 1000 parts of the water gave as follows:

Chlorid of sodium ,........................................................ 0.3818
" " potassium, ...................................................... -0067
Suiliate I soda, ........................................................ -0215
Carbonate and borate of do,.......................... .................... -2301
Carbonate of lime, ............................. ............................ *0620

magnesia,....... .......... ................................. -0257
Silica, ................................................................. .0245
Alum ina, .... .............................................. (traces)

0-7523

The amount of boracic acid estimated by the methodjust described was foud

50'0.
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to be equal to 0.0279. The sulphuretted hydrogen was determined by mixing a
portion of the water at the spring, with a solution of chlorid of arsenic, and
was equivalent to 7.5 cubic centimetres to a litre, being 2.1 cubic inches to an
imperial gallon of 27Ç7 cubic inches. The amount of solid matter obtained by
direct evaporation was 0-740 parts.

I have already alluded to the rareness of mineral springs in the undisturbed
portion of the western basin of Canada; it was with the hope of finding some
springs in the region north of Toronto which might serve to confirm the observa-
tions made in Lower Canada upon the distribution of the different linds of
waters, that I visited last year some springs in the township of Scarborough,
which have a local reputation. They occur on the 16th lot of the 14th range,
and are two in mimber, a little distance apart. The waters are clear, and give
by boiling a small amount of earthy carbonates; even when evaporated to one-
tenth they have no marked taste, and they contain only a little sulphate of lime
and traces of chlorids. The water fromn a well at the Bank of Upper Canada
in Toronto has a similar composition, and that of a spring at Spadina, remarkable
for the amount of carbonate of lime which it deposits in the form of calcareous
tufa along its channel, contains in solution besides the carbonate, only a trace of
chlorids, and no sulphates.

There is a spring in the village of Brompton which is regarded as a mineral
water; it has when recent an unpleasant smoky taste, and soon becomes putrid
and sulphurous in closed bottles. This vtter yields by evaporation 0-380 parts
of solid matter to 1000, consisting of earthy carbonates with sulphates and chlo-
ids, and a considerable amount of organic matter, which blackens a solution of
nitrate of silver. Another eopious spring, about half-a-mile below the village of
Brampton, on the Etobicoke, was found to deposit a considerable amount of
earthy saits in boiling, and lwhen evaporated to one-twentieth to be feebly saline
to the taste, containing small quantities of chlorids and sulphates of lime, mag-
nesia and alkalies. It is not probable that any of the six springs just mentioned
rise from the underlying Lower Silurian rocks, to the waters of which they bear
but little resemblance ; they probably owe their feeble saline impregnation to the
clays and sands which cover the paloeozoic strata of the region.

Waters of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers.

The plan proposed for supplying the city with water from one of these rivers,
having made a knowledge of their chemical composition a matter of considerable
interest, I proceeded, agreeable to your desire, tô make a careful analysis of their
waters. The results, independent of their local value, are important, as showing
the composition of two immense rivers which drain so large a portion of the con-
fiwent.

The time chosen for collecting the waters was in the month of March, before
the inelting of'the snows had commenced; the river waters were then unaffected
by the raius and the drainings of the surface, which tend to make their composi-
tion variable during the summer season.

The water of the Ottawa was collected on the 9th of lastMarch at the head of
the lock at Ste. Annq, wheie the position and the rapid current assured me the
water of the river free fromu all local impurities. The river was here unfrozen,
owing to fthe rapidity of the current, and its temperature was found to be 330 F.,
that of the air being the saine.

The wafer, which was free from all sediment or suspended matter, had a pale
amber-yellow color, very distinct in masses of six inches. When heated this color
deepens, and by boiling, there separates a bright brown precipitate, which, when
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the volume of the water is reduced to one-tenth, is seen to consist of smallbrll
iant iridescent scales. These are not gypsum, of whicb the water does not cô
tain a trace, but consist of carbonates, with silica and organiè matter. Meanwlìle
the water becomes more highly colored, and now exhibit§ an aikaline reaç
with test papers.

The recent water, mingled with hydrochloric acid and a salt of baryta,. remaie
cleàr for a time, but after an hour a faint turbidness appears, indicating a trace of
sulphate. With nitrate of silver and nitric acid, a slight milkiness from the pie-
sence of chlorids is perceptible. The amounts of sulphuric acid and chlorinte
were determined on portions of two or four litres of the water reduced by evà-
poration to a small volume, and acidulated. The precipitate obtained by the
addition of a few drops of nitric acid and nitrate of silver, was scanty and reddisi
colored. After twelve hours of repose it was collected, dissolved from the flie
by ammonia, and the pure chlorid of silver thrown down by a large exces f
nitric acid, while the silver-salt of an organic acid remained in the solution.

When the precipitate obtaiined during the evaporation of the water is boilèd
with a dilute solution of potash, the organic matter is dissolved, and the ala1i
solution assumes a bright brown color, which becomes paler on the additioi f
acetic acid; acetate of copper produces no precipitate in the liquid thus acidùn
lated, but on adding carbonate of aminonia und heating the mixture, a mintï.
white flocculent precipitate separates, laving the chariacters of crenate of coppe_.
Another portion of the precipitate by-evaporation was dissolved in hydrochloric
acid, and decolorized by boiling with chlorate of potash; on evaporating tle
solution a portion of silica separated, and the liquid gave with ammonia a colorléâs
precipitate, which was chielly cornposed of alumina; re-dissolved in hydrochloni
acid however, it gave with a sulphocyanid, evidence of the presence of oxyd of
iron, and with molybdate of ammonia an abundant yellow precipitate indicatir'
phosphoric acid. The aluminous precipitate heated on silver foil with caustie
potash gave a slight but decided reaction of nanganese.

When the concentrated watcr, with its precipitate, was evaporated to dryneSs
in a platinum capsule with excess of hydrochloric acid, and the residue treated
with acidulated water, a large ainount of silica was obtained, equal to one-thiid
of all the solid matters present. This silica wa.s white after ignition, and perfetl
pure. A portion of the water was evaporated to one-fortieth and filtered';
the residue being farther evaporated to one-fourth, deposited on the platinutU
capsule an opaque film, which was but impeifectly soluble in hydrochloric ac
The concentrated liquid was dark brown and alkaline, reddening turmeric pape
it was now evaporated to dryness, ignited and treated with water. The solub ä
portion was strongly alkaline to test paper§, and perceptibly so to the taste. h
residue insoluble in water was treated with strong hydrochloric acid, wh
dissolved a portion of lime without effervescence, and left a residue of p
silica; the acid solution contained no magnesia.

The dried residue from the evaporation of this water is of a deep brown col
when ignited, the organic matter whicli it contains burns like tinder, diffu
an agrecable vegetable odour, and leaving a little carbon. The water was T10t,
examined for nitrates, but the absence of any deflagration during the ighiiti
of the residue showed, that if present they were in very small amount. T
season noreover at which the water was collected (being a't the end ofa wint
of four, months of unremitting frost), would not be favorable to the formatio
nitrates.

The following numbers are deduced from the means of two or more concoidaiit(
determinations made upon quantities of two and four litres of the Ottawa, an
calculated for ten litres or 10-000 grammes.
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Carbonate of lime,...... 0.2480 grms
m agnesia,............ ........................ ............. .0696

C ,.......... ................ ........ .. ..... ........ 0076
Sulphuric acid, .......... ................... ...... .............. .. .0161
Silica,................................................. .2000
Chlorid of sodium , ............................................ .0607

potassium, .............................................. .:0293
Residue dried at 3000 F.,................................................. .6975

" ignited, ................ ..................................... . 5340

The amoints of silica remaining dissolved in the water evapórated to one-
twenticth and oie-thirtieth, were foind to be 0'019 and 0.020 for four litres,
giving for ten litres a mean of 0-046 grammes of silica thus retained in solution.
The amonuit of lime remaining dissolved in this quantity of the water thus
evaporated, vas equal to 0.023 of carbonate of lime.

The chlorine and sulphuric acid present in this water are sufficient to neutralize
ouly about onie-half of the alkaline bases present; the remaining portion
may be regarded as existing in combination either with silica or with the organic
acids present, and it is probably in a similar state of combination that a portion
of the lime remains dissolved in the evaporated water.

Li the following table the lime and the excess of alkalies are however repre
sented as carbonates, and we have for 10,000 parts,

Carbonate of lime, ....................................................... 0-2480
magnesia,......................................... .......... 0696

Silica, ................................................................. -2060
Clilorid of potassium, ..................... ............................... *0160
Sulphate of potash,....................................................... .0122

" soda, ....................... U................. ... 0188
Carbonate of soda,..................................................0410
Alumina and oxyd of iron, ......................................... (traces)
Manganese and phosphoric acid,................................ ....

0.6116

The water of the St. Lawrence was collected on the 30th of March, on the
south side of the Pointe des Cascades, (Vaudreuil.) The rapid current had
here left an openiug in the ice, from which the water was taken at a distance
of six feet from the shore. I was clear and transparent, and unlike the water
of the Ottawa, exhibited no color in vessels several inches in diameter. The recent
water gives a considerable precipitate with salts of baryta, and a slight one with
nitrate of silver. When boiled it lets fall a white crystalline precipitate which
adheres to the sides of the vessel, unlike the deposit from the Ottawa water.
A little yellow flocculent matter appears suspended in the concentrated liquid,
which is only slightly colored, and the dried residue contains much less organie
matter than that from the last mentioned water. The residue from two litres,
when dissolved in hydrochloric acid. sufliced to give distinct reactions of iron and
manganese. The ammoniacal precipitate from this solution was in gre at part
soluble in potash, and was alumina. From a second portion of two litres a
precipitate of phosphate was obtained by molybdate of ammonia, less abundant
however than from the same quantity of the water from the Ottawa. The
determinations were made as in the previous analysis, and gave for 10,000 parts,

Carbonate of lime, ................................................. 0.8033
" " magnesia, .................. ................. 2537

Chlorine, ......................................................... 0242
Sulphuric acid....................... -.............................. 0687
Silica...........................................................3700
Chlorid of potassium, .............................................. 0220
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Chlorid of sodiO,.......... ...................................... 1280
Residue dried at 3000 F., ....... . .... .............i g i ~ i td . 1580

ci ignite'd, . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . .................. 1.5380

When evaporated to one-frtieth this water still contains in solution a portion
of silica and some lime ; the silica thus dissolved was found equal to 0-75,
and the lime to 0.050 of. carbonate of line for 10,000 parts. The proportions
of sulphuric acid and chlorine are ImuchI larger than in the Ottawa water, t
were found not quite sufficient to satulrate the whole of the alkaline bases
present. The smnail portion of lime is probably held in solution by the ca.
centrated water in the formn of silicate, which, as is well known, possesseS a
certain degree of soluibility, whle from the irisolubility of the silicate of m a-
nesia, this base is comnpletely separatel during the evaporation.

I subjoin the calculated resuIts for 10,000 parts of the St. Lawrence watr,
the lime and magnesia and the slight excess of alkalies being represented as
carbonates.

Carbonate of lim e, ............. ......................................... 0-8083
inagnesia, ........................................... ....... . -2537

Silica, .......................................... ........................ .3700
Chlorid of potassium,..................................................... .0220

sodi ........................................................ -0225
Sulphate of soda,.. ......... ........................................... .1229
C arbonate C ........... ............ .................................
Alumina, phosphoric ,........................................ (traces.)
Oxyds of iron and manganese, ..................................

1.6055

The ignition of the dried residue expels a portion of carbonic acid from the
earthy carbonates, antd hence the calculated resuits exceed the weight of the re-
sidae, besides whiclh considerable portions of the lime and inagnesia are combined
with silica, and not with carbonic acid as in the calculated table.

The comparison of the water of these two rivers shows the following differ-
huces :-The water of the Ottawa, containing but litûle more than one-third

as much solid mnatter as the St. Lawrence, is iimpre.gnated with a much larger
portion of organic inatter derived f·on the decomaposition of vegetable remanà
and a large aionit of alkalies uncoibined with chliorie or sulphuric aci
Of the alkalies determined as chlorids, the chlorid of potassium in the Ottag',
water foris 32 per cent. and in that of the St. Lawrence only 16 per cent
while in the former the silica equals 34 per cent., and in the latter 23 per:cé
of the minerai matters. The Ottawa drains a region of crystalline rocks,
receives from these by far the greater part ofits waters; hence the salts of po0eUh
liberated by the decomposition of these rocks are in large proportion. I
extensive vegetable decomposition, evidenced by the organie matters disso1 d
in the water, will also have contributed a portion of potash. It will b
collected that the proportions of potash salts in the chlorids of sea-water
saline waters generally, does not equal more than two or three per cent.
the St. Lawrence, although the basin of Lake Superior in which the river tale
its origin is surrounded by ancient sandstones, and by crystalline rocks<4m
aftervards flows through lakes whose basins are conposed of paloeozoic strat
which abound in limestones rich in gypsum and salt, and these rocksh
given the waters of this river that predominance of soda, chlorine and sulpu!ù
acid which distinguishes it from the Ottawa. It is an interesting geographi
feature of these two rivers that they each pass through a series of great lake
which the waters are enabled to deposit their suspended inpurities, and thus
rendered remarkably clear and transparent.
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The presence of large amoints of silica in river waters is a tact only recently
established, by the analyses by H. Ste. Claire Deville of the rivers of France.*
The silica of waters had generally been entirely or in great part overlooked, or
iai, as he suggcests, from the mode of analysis adopted, been confounded with
gypsumi. The importance in an agricultural point of view of such, an amount of
disisolved silica, where river waters serve for the irrigation of the soil, is very great,
and geologically it is not less significant, as it marks a decomposition of the sili-
cious rocks by the action of water holding in solution carbonic acid, and the or-
giunc acids arising from the decay of vegetable matter. These acids combining
Xvith the bases of the native silicates, liberate the silica in a soluble formu. In
fact silica; is never wantingY in natural waters, whether neutral or alkaline, al-
though proportionately much greater in those surface waters which are but slightly
charged with mineral ingredients. The alumina, whose presence is not less con.-
stant, although in snaller quantity, equally belongs to the soluble constitue ats of
the water. The quantity of silica annually carried to the sea ii solution by the
St. Lawrence and similar rivers, is very great, and doubtless plays an impor-
tant part in the silicification of organie reniains, and in the formation of sili-
cious deposits, both directly and through the intervention of silicious infusoriaI
animals.

As regards the question of a supply of water for the city of Montreal, it is
to be rernarked that the composition of these waters will be subject to consid-
erable changes with the different seasons. The waters from the melting of the
snows and the autumnal rains, will give to the river a character somewhat dif-
ferent fron that presented after the long droughts of summer, or after several
inonths of continued frost, when we may suppose that the water will contain the
largest amount of soluble matters.

The waters of the St. Lawrence meeting those of theOttawa below Van-
dreuil, the two flow side by side, and may, as is well known, be distinguished by
their difference of color. The clear greenish-blue of the larger river contrasts
strongly with the amber-brown color of its tributary. The agitation of the cur-
rent however gradtiually mingles the two streams, and even the brown water
along the front of the island of Montreal is already mixed with a considerable
portion of the St. Lawrence water, as will be evident from the analyses given
below. As but a portion of the Ottawa enters the channel of the St. Law-
rence at the head of the island, and as the volume of the former river is very
variable, it happens that the proportions of the mixture at a given point in front
of the island are subject to considerable changes. At the close of the sum-
mer and winter seasons the waters of the Ottawa are comparatively low, and
then it may be observed that the water supplied by the City Water Works
is but slightly colored, the water of the St. Lawrence predominating, whili
during the spring floods its deep color shows the larger proportion of Ottawa
water. It hence follows that the purity of our supply of water is in an inverse
ratio with its color, and that in obtaining an uncolored water we exchange a
small proportion of organie matter for a much larger amount of calcareous saits.

I subjoin the results of some analyses of the mixed waters taken in front of
the island of Montreal. The first (1.) is from a specimen collected on the 9th
of March, the same day as that of the Ottawa, whose analysis is given above.
It was taken at Lower Lacine, about thirty feet from the shore, and opposite
the entrance to the new aqueduct, Mr. T. C. Keefer,the engineer of the work,
accompanying me and indicating the locality. The second (II.) was taken from
the well of the present Water Works, immediately after it had been pumped up

*qnnales de Chimie et de .Physique, 1848, vol. xxiii., p. 32.
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from the river on the 15th of March; the pale yellow color of both of the
ters indicated that the St. Lawrence predominated in the mixture. The
colun (III.) contains some determinations made in the month of April, I8MOý
when the spring floods Lad evidently augnented the volume of the Ot
The water was collected from the supply-pipe in the laboratory of the SUvéy'
They are calculated as in the prcvious analysis for 10,000 parts.

I. Ti. III
Carbonate of lime, ............ ......................... •6440 -7400 -4228

ningnesia .............. ................. •1970 ,2160 .0989
Silica, ................................................. -3250 '3450
Chlorine, ........................... .................. -0183 *0296 -0296,
Suilphuric acid, ......................................... -0487 .0498 .044-1
Residue dried at 3000 F................................. 1-4150 1-5600 .

c ignited, ...................................... 1-2020 1-3750 ....

The composition of Il. shows that opposite the city, where the water is t
for oui- present supply, there is, as rnight be expected, a greater mixture 9-
the St. Lawrence water than at Lower Lachine. The amount of chlorine whicii
it contains is moreover worthy of especial notice. it being greater than in th
pure water of the St. Lawrence, which yields -0243 of chlorine (the Ottawa
water containing only •0076 of this element.) The resuilt obtained in A
1850 shows a similar excess, and another determination which I made On tIuè
water drawn on the 11tth of last April from the supply-pipe in my laboratory
gave -02,4 of chlorine. This constant excess of chlorine in the water raised from.
the river in front of the city, indicates a local source of this element, probàly
due to the drainage of the town. It is known that the springs which issu'
from the limestones of the island contain a considerable portion of saline matte
and to this, carried by the sewerage near to the mouth of the supply-pipeO
the water works, we may attribute the predominance of chlorids in the water.

Linestones and Droinites.

The following are some analysis of dolonites, and limestones more or leS-
magnesian, from the Laurentian rocks. The specinens were collected by Mt,
Murray in his examination of last year, and their position in the stratificat un
will be found described in his report.

I. This is a dolomite fron the fourth lot of the tenth range of Loughboroug
it is made up of large cleaveable grains, weathers reddish, and contains die-
seminated particles of a matter which is probably serpentine, and which wheri;
the rock is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, remains behind intermingled wi
quartz. The analysis gave

Carbonate of lime (by difference), .......................................... 5579
m agnesia, ................................. ................... 37·11

Insoluble, quartz, etc.,..................................................... . 710
Oxyd of iron and phosphates, ..................................... (traces.)

100'00

II. This specimen is from the sixth lot of the tenth range of the townshiF\
Loughborough; it is a coarsely crystalline limestone, but very coherent snoWñ'
white, vitreous, and translucent in an unusual degree. It holds small irîns
disseminated tremolite, quartz, sometimes rose-colored, bluish and -greenîis
apatite, and yellowish-brown mica, but all in very small quantities. Its a
gave 4-00 per cent. of insoluble matters, and '0 per cent. of carbo
magnesia, with a trace o nly of oxyd of iron. This magnesian limstone Is
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however homogeneous in its composition, as the following experiment shows
a portion in coarse powder was digested in dilute acetic acid this was renewed,
and the action continued with the aid of heat, so long as any effervescence was
apparent. . The white granular residue after being washed and dried, was not
attacked in the cold by diluted hydrochloric acid, but dissolved by heat with
effervescence, leaving a residue of quartz, tremolite and mica. The portion
thus dissolved was found to consist of carbonate of lime 63.30, carbonate of
magnesia 36.70, approaching to a pure dolomite by its composition, while the
large portion dissolved by acetic acid contained only 3.65 per cent of magnesian
carbonate. The rock is thus evidently a mixture of dolomite with carbonate
of lime ; dolomite itself is not altogether insoluble in acetic acid, and hence a
portion of magnesia is found in the acetic solution.

III. This rock, from the first lot of the sixth concession of Sheffield, is pure
white in color, and coarsely crystalline, exhibiting upon the cleavage faces
diagonal striæ. The density of selected fragments was found to be 7.86â-7.864.
It is a nearly pure dolomite. Analysis gave

Carbonate of lime,.................................................... 52-57
4 " m agnesia, ................................................... 45-97

Peroxyd of iron, .......................................................... .24
Quartz and mica, ..................................................... -60

99-38

IV. This dolomite is from the thirteenth lot of the eighth concession of Madoc.
It is grayish-white in color, fine-grained, almost compact, and has a conchoidal
fracture. Small veins of quartz intersect the rock, which has a density of
2.849. Analysis gave

Carbonate of lim e, ................ ,....................................... 46-41
" " magnesia................................................... 40-17

Peroxyd ofiron......... ............................................ 1-24
Quartz,................................................................... 12-16

100-04;

V. This is a fine-grained, grayish-white, silicious magnesian limestone from
the fourth lot of the fifth concession of Madoc; it has a density of 2757, and
contains a portion of carbonate of iron. Its analysis gave:-

Carbonate of lime, .... ........................................ ...... 51190
magnesia, ...................... ......................... 11 39
iron.... .......... ...... .. .............................. 471

Quartz, ........ ........... ............................................. 32 00

100-00

VI. This is a reddish granular dolomite from the village of Madoc, having a
lensity of 2.834. Its analysis gave

Carbonate of lime, ...... .............................. ............. 57-37
magnesia, .............................................. 34-66

Peroxyd of iron, .................................................... 1-32
Quartz ................................. ........................
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F ossil Slielis, cý;c.

In 'the Report of Progress for 1852-53, p. 173, it was mentioned that the
fossil shelis of the Linguîlct Mantelli (nov. Sp.,) which occur in a sandstone
belonging to the Chazy limestone, at the Lac ýdes Allumettes, were found,.to
be cornposed in great part of' phosphate of lime,ý thus expiaining the orig-in o f
the phosphatic coprolites which o'ccur in the saine rock at that place, as well a
at Grenville, I-Iawkesbuiry, aiiin mny other localities. (Sec Report for 1851-à2)
pp. 106-111.) 1-aving founci that the Lingila quiadrata from the Trenton. lime-
stone has a similar composition, I proceeded at your desire to examine't,,
Liiigîila primna, and L. anitiquta frorn the Potsdami sandstone, both of which weje
found to Consist in great Part of' phosphate of lime. A recent species, L. ovalis,ý
from the Sandwich Islands, xvas thon examincd, arid founid to have a similar
composition. The green epidermis of the sheli, which sweils up like horn when
heated, leaves by inicineration. a white residue of phosphate of' lime. ,The'
whole sheli left after cacntinC10 per cent. of earthy matter, whose ana1y8siý
gave

Phosphate of lime, ......... ......................................... 85.79
Carbonate ........ 11M
bMagncsia .... ........................................................ 280'

100-34

This is very nearly the composition of calcined human bones.
The external characrters of' the fossil Lingiloe are uniie those of Most, othëtr:

fossil shells; they are more or less dark-brown in colour, brilliant, almos
opaque, aut not at ail crystalline. The sae characters are observed fnth
fossil species of the closely alied genus Orbitola, and on examining two unde-n
cribed species of this genus from the Trenton limestone, and from the Upper
Silurian, as wel as a recent species, O. lamellosafrom Cal o, they were ail fued
tou consist chiefly of phosphate of lime. Siniilar physical characters being observed
in the shelîs of the genus 6'omilariai, a fragment of C. trentonensis was examined,
and found to have the samne composition as inda foand Oaicia. Alar
thse dissolve with vtry slight effrvescence in iydrochloric acid, and thé
solution gives with amonia a copious precipitate of phosphate of lime, Tub
in acetic acid. The solution aflbrds with molybdate of ammonia, an abun'dlfý
yellow precipitate of the characteristic inolybdo-phosphatte.

Several other fossil s.el s were examined for the sake of comparison 85-79
tmarona tas, e.pta al.rna a and O.this pecenelia fro. . t. .ren

linestone, O. erratica from the Hudson River Group, and blioneles lata (?) froifi
the Upper Silu-riatn, besides a species of Gythere froin the Trenton. The external,,-ý

Tcharacters of aIl these were verL diflirent from Li gla and Orbicula; they weie
lighter colored, more tramsoucent, and granular in texture, and were foundtÔ
consist of carbonate of lime, with oifly such traces of phosphate as are generall1y,ý
found in calcareous shells.

Assays of Galca and Gold.
A

The gaiena from Lansdowne was assaled by fusion with sa t of tartar
nitri, and gave 810 p. c. of metallie lead, which left on cupellation bt
very minute proportion of silver. The resut of three closely agreeing ed ass
gave only one and a-half ounces of silver to the ton of ore. The Lgialenngl a Aofi
Bedford, treated in the same manner, gave one and seven-eighth ounces, of id
and that from Ransay two and a-half ounces of slve r to the ton.
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The quantity of the precious metal in the above ores is so small that it can
scarcely be said to enhance the value of the lead; but the case is different with
the lead ore from Meredith's location on Lake Superior. The galena here occurs
with variegated copper ore, in calcareous spar with laumontite. A portion freed
from copper was reduced by fusion with borax, salt of tartar and metallic iron,
and gave by cupellation a quantity of silver equal to thirty and a-quarter ounces
of silver to the ton of metallic lead. In another assay a portion of the galena
from this locality, mixed with some copper ore, was fused with salt of tartar
and nitre, and the reduced lead, with some adhering copper, gave at the rate of
forty-three ounces of silver to the ton of metal; but in this assay, a portion of
the lead having been oxydized by the nitre, the determination is above the truth,
and is only valuable as confirming the highly argentiferous character of the galena.

A vein which occurs at the rapids of the Chaudière, in the parish of St. Fran-
ois, (Beauce) contains in a gangue of quartz, galena, blende, arsenical sulphuret

of iron often well crystallized, besides cubie and magnetic iron pyrites, and
native gold in minute grains. A portion of galena from the assorted and washed
ore, still containing a mixture of blende and pyrites, gave by assay 69-0 p. c. of
Iead, and thirty-two ounces of silver to the ton (2240 pounds) of ore. Another
sample of the galena more carefully dressed, gave at the rate of thirty-seven
ounces of silver. The button of silver obtained by cupellation from this lead,
contained a small but appreciable quantity of gold. The assay of a second por-
tion of the sample of ore which gave 69-0 per cent. of lead, afforded by cupel-
lation a quantity of silver equal to not less than 256 ounces of silver to the
ton. This amount of silver was probably due to the presence of a fragment of
some silver ore, perhaps a sulphuret, in the mixture of crushed and dressed
galena. These assays were each made upon 500 grains. 1000 grains of the
pyrites from this vein, mixed with a little blende, galena, and arsenical ore, were
roasted, and then being mingled with litharge, borax and salt of tartar, were
fused with the addition of fragments of iron, and a button of lead obtained,
which left by cupellation a globule of 0-15 grains of an alloy of gold and
silver. 700 grains of the impure blende were then roasted and treated in a similar
mainner, and gave by cupellation 0-19 grains of a pale yellow alloy; the buttons
thus obtained contained a large proportion of gold, especially that from the
blende, which retained its form and assumed a deep yeTlow color, when, after
having been beaten out, it was boiled with nitric acid, which dissolved a portion
of silver.

Gold.-A quantity of gold dust, from the washing ofthe sands of the Eivière du
Loup, was submitted to amalgamation, and left one-third of its weight of black
ferruginous sand, of which eighteen per cent. were separable by the magnet;
the non-nagnetic portion was dissolved by the successive action of hydrochloric
acid and bisulphate of potash, leaving 4-8 per cent. of silicious residue. The
solutions contained iron and chromium, and gave by prolonged ebullition, 23·16
p. c. of by titanic acid. The mingled solutions afforded no trace of tin hydrosul-
phuric acid, and were examined without success foi uranium, cerium and the
rarer bases. The frequent presence of tin ore in the auriferous gravel of different
countries, should encourage us to search for that valuable metal in our own
gold-bearing region. Samarskite, monazite, and other minerals containing
uranium, cerium, etc., are also sometimes met with in this association, and
hence these bases were sought for in the above examination.

The gold obtained by the distillation of the amalgam, lost 4-27p. c. by fusion
with borax, and the assay of the resulting ingot gave 12·87 p. c. of sier.
Thirty grammes of this alloy were dissolved in agua regia, and the solution
examined without success for copper and palladium; a minute portion of
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platinum, amounting to 00UQ p. c., xvas however obtained. The reiniing
portion of the alloy wvas pure gold.

1 have the honor to b,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

T. STERRY HUNT.

'REPOf""RT
riOR THIE YEAR 1854,

T. STERRY HUNT, ESQ., CIJEMIST AND MINERALOGIST TO TRE GEOLOGICALe,'1
SURVEY,

.&DDRESSED To

WILLIAMf EDMOND LOGAN, ESQ., F.R.S., DIRECTOR 0F THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OP,
CANADA. p

MONTREAe, dt April, 1855

SIR,

In the following Report I have the honor to submit to you the commene-
m ent of' a series of investigations of the stratiflQd crystalline or metamorphý0
rocks of the country, mndertaken in the hope that a careful comparativestd
of their composition, in connection with that of the unaltered sedimeýita*y
strata, may lead to a clur understanding of the nature of that metamsorev
process whose resuits are so conspictious in our Ganladian Geologry.

In my Report for 18-53 1 had' occasion to cail your attention to the existeùè,-9
of the species known as Labrador feispar, arnong the specimens brouglit-,My.-
you from the townships of Morini and Abercrombie, and to express the hopeMatt-
farther researches would enable us to determine more accurately thaný ha4d ye-t2
been done, the geological relations of this minerai species, and the' .roksf
which. it forms the principal part. The investigations xvhich I have""','
in connection with yourself in the county of Terrebonne and Montmoren'
and subsequently my own examinations in the county of Leinster, havej justi
the expectation, and furnished a quantity of niterials which have beenpa
tially examined du-ring the p ait winter.

The rocks about to be described belong to the crystalline strata' of the.
rentide mountains, and occur, as far, as yet observed, in close association it
the crystallîne limestones, which alternate with the, gneissoid and-qu~r~~
rocks of the forimation. They are composed chie-flyý of feispar, with sall
tions of black, mica, green ,pyroxenle, anid occasionally epidte garet
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quartz; portions of hypersthene are also frequently present, and hence the
New York Geologists have designated these essentially felspathic strata, by the
name of hypersthene rock. In addition to the minerals just mentioned we may
add ilmenite or titaniferous iron, which occurs sometimes in large masses, and at
other times in small disseminated grains, which like the hypersthene, appear to
mark the places of stratification. If to these we add small portions of iron
pyrites, and a little disseminated carbonate of lime, we shall have the mineralogy
of these rocks so far as yet known.

The texture of these felspar rocks is varied; sometimes the mass is a
confusedly crystalline aggregate, exhibiting cleavage surfaces three or four
lines in diameter, with a fine grained, somewhat calcareous paste in the interstices.
Sonetimes the whole rock is uniformly granular, while more frequently a
granular base holds at intervals, cleavable masses of felspar, often several inches
i diameter. The colours of these rocks vary from grayish and bluish-white, to
lavender and violet-blue; flesh-red, greenish and brownish tints are also met
with: the colours are rarely brilliant. These felspars seldom occur in distinct
crystals, but their cleavage is triclinic, a fact which taken in connection with
the densities, varying from 2-66 to 2-73, shows them to belong to the group of
which albite and anorthite may be taken as the representatives. The bluish
cleavable varieties often exhibit the opalescence of labradorite, to which species
American mineralogists have hitherto referred them; but with the exception of
a few analyses by myself, we have had as yet no published chemical examin-
ations of any of these felspars. My investigations show that while ail of them
are felspars with a base of lime and soda, the composition varies very much,
being sometimes that of labradorite, andesine, or intermediate varieties, and at
other times approaching to that of anorthite. The results of these investiga-
tions, so far as yet completed, I have now the honour to submit to you, as the
first part of the history of this felspathic formation.

One of the most interesting localities of these felspathic rocks is in the
parish of Château Richer (Montmorenci), where they cover a breadth of two or
three miles across the strike, bounded by crystalline limestone on one side, and
a quartzo-felspathic rock on the other, and rising into small hills. In this region
there occur several varieties of the rock, but the most interesting is one made
up of a fine granular base, greenish or grayish-white in colour, holding masses of
a reddish cleavable felspar, which are sometimes from one-tenth to one-half
an inch in diameter, but often take the form of large imperfect crystals, fre-
quently twelve inches long and four or five inches wide. These dimensions
correspond to the faces M and T, while the face P, characterized by its perfect
cleavage, is from half-an-inch to two inches broad. Twin crystals sometimes
occur, having a composition parallel to M.

Hypersthene is met with throughout the rock in flattened masses, which,
although variable and irregular in their distribution, exhibit a general paral-
elism; they are occasionally four or five inches in breadth, by an inch or more
in thickness, and are separated from the granular felspathic rock by a thin film
of brownish-black mica. Titaniferous iron ore is also found in the rock in
grains and lenticular masses, occasionally an inch or two in thickness; these occur
in the granular base, and generally near the hypersthené, but grains of the
ore are occasionally found in the crystalline felspar. Quartz in small grains is
imbedded in the titaniferous iron ore, but was not observed elsewhere in the
rock, nor have any other minerals than these been detected. In the specimens
of the rock which I selected on the spot for examination, the. crystalline felspar
constitutes from one-half to seven-eighths, while the hypersthene does not equal
more than two-hundreths, and the titaniferous iron more than one-hundreth of
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the mass; the amounts of the quartz and mica are insignificant. Inoh
portions of the rock, however, the proportion of the ore may equal five-hundrehs,
and in some parts the amount of the hypersthene is nearly as great. , By ýthe
action of the weather the surface of the rock becomes of a dull opaque whi;
the cleavable masses of felspar are, however, less affected than the granular
portion, and by their obscure reddish colour are distinctly visible on the weath-
ered surfaces; this change extends but a very little distance into the rock.
The colour of the iron ore of course remains unaltered, but the dark bro
hypersthene becomes lighter, and inclines to pinchbeck brown.

This felspar is triclinic in cleavage; the angle of P: M= about 800 80
cleavage with P, perfect; with the other planes distinct; P is often delicately.
striated, and sometimes curved; hardness 6.0, and density 2.667 to 2.674.
Lustre vitreous, sometimes pearly on P ; colour flesh-red, passing into reddish,
greenish and greyish-brown; the surfaces are sometimes clouded with thës1
different tints, but the red predominates.

The following analyses were made of three different specimens, which Were
carefully selected, pulverized, and then dried at 212° F. The earthy ingredients
were determined after fusion with carbonate of soda, and the alkalies by the
method of Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, which consists in igniting for thirty minutes
the finely levigated mineral with five or six parts of carbonate of lime, and
three-fourths its own weight of sal-ammoniac. The agglutinated mass slakes'
by the. action of water, and yields to that liquid its alkalies in the form 'of
chlorids, mixed with chlorid of calcium. A second ignition of the undissolveid
residue with two-thirds of the first amount of salammoniac, ensures the separa-
tion of the last portions of alkali. These processes were adopted in al the
analysis of felspars here given

r. II. III.
Silica,........................ ...................... 59-55 59-85 59.80
Alumina,............................................25-62 25.55 25.39
Peroxyd of iron,..................................... .75 65 .60
Lime, ............................................. 7.73 6'94 7l8
Magnesia, ................................... (traces.) .11 11
Potash,............................................. *96 .96 1.00
Soda,......................................... 5.09 5.09 5.14
Loss by ignition,................................... .45 30 .00

100.15 99-45 99-82

In a fourth specimen the quantity of lime was found equal to 7.S9 p. c. The
composition of this felspar is very nearly that of andesine, which according to
Abich, consists of silica, 59.60 ; alumina, 24,18; peroxyd of iron, 158; l
5.77 ; magnesia, 10S; potash, 1.08 ; soda, 6.53=99.92.

The greenish base of this rock is in general finely granular and strongly a
herent ; the grains possess the cleavage, lustre and hardness of felspar, and th
density of carefully chosen fragments, was from 2.665 to 2.668. The greeins
white of the powder is changed to fawn colour by ignition. When pulvried
and digested with acetic acid, the mineral loses two or three thousandth§of"
carbonate of lime, with traces of magnesia, alumina, and oxyd of iron. A poroui
which had been thus treated and carefully dried, gave the following results

iV.
Aluia ,.............................................................. 580
AluminaP ........................................................... 0
Peroxyd of iron, ..................................... ................ .i 00
Lime,............................................................. 8 06
Magnesia, ............................................................ 26

214
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Potash ......... ....... ................. ............. 1.16
Soda, .......................... .......................... ... . 5. 45
Loss by ignition, .................. ........................ .... .*40

100.57t

It is therefore a felspar, differing but little from the crystalline andesine in
its composition.

The hypersthene occurs in foliated masses with curved surfaces. Besides the
basal cleavage thus exhibited, it cleaves readily with the sides and the longer
diagonal of an oblique prism of 870. The hardnesss of the minerai is 6-0, and
its density fromw 3.409 to 3-417. Lustre vitreous, sub-metallic ; colour blackish-
brown, in thin lamino yellowish-brown ; streak and powder ash-gray, the
powder turnino reddish-gray on ignition. Sub-transiucent, brittle; fracture,
uneven. The fragments which had served to determine the density, still con-
tained between their lamine flakes of felspathic matter, whichwere as far as
possible removéd in breaking up the hypersthene for analysis. The results
of two analyses by fusion with carbonate of soda were as follows:

V. VI
Silica, .... .................................................. 51.85 51.35
Alumina, .................................................... 3-90 3-'0
Peroxyd of iron, ................................................ 20-20 20.56
Lim e, ..................... .................. ................... 160 1.68
Magnesia,..................................................... 21.91 22.59
Manganese,.............. ......... ..................... (traces)
Loss on ignition............................................... . 20 10

99·66 99.98

It is almost identical in composition with the hypersthene from Labrador,
analysed by Damour.

The accompanying ilmenite was more or less interpenetrated with felspar
and quartz, which could not easily be separated. Its hardness was 6-0 and
the density of selected fragments from 4·65 to 4.68. Colour and streak iron-
black; lustre sub-metallic ; not attracted by the magnet. When decomposed
by fusion with bisulphate of potash it gave.

VIi.
Titanic acid,...... ...................................... ........... 39.86
Peroxyd of iron, ......................................................... 56-64
Magnesia, .............................................................. 1-44
Insoluble, quartz &c., ..................................................... 49Ô

102.84

A large portion of the iron is to be regarded as existing in the form of pro-
toxyd.

Another variety of felspar rock from Château Richer is pale g'reenish or
bluish-gray, with occasional reddish grains, and is finley granular. The lustre
is vitreous upon the cleavages, but waxy elsewhere. The only foreign mineral
observed in the rock was brownish-black mica in small scattered patches. The
density of the greenish-gray portion was 2-681, and its analysis gave as foilows:

VIII.
Silica,..................... .............. ........ 55-80
Alum ina,................. ......................................... .. 2690
Peroxyd of iron) .............................. .. .............. ..... 1.63
Lime.................................... ... ... ................... 901
Magnesia................................. ......................... 22
Potash.................................... ........................ 86
Soda,...................... .... ................. 4.f7
Loss by ignition,................. ............................... 45

99219

- 215
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In the parish of Château Richer and its vicinity there are found boulder
a well marked variety of the felspar rock, which has not been met with siU.
The base is a coarsely granular felspar, of a light reddish-gray coloun- aned
vitreous lustre, exhibiting everywhere distinct cleavages, and holding imbedded
small brilliant grains of ilmenite, surrounded with thin films of brownish mica.
The imbedded crystals of felspar are numerous, and often three or four inches
in length and breadth, by an inch in thickness. The faces of the perfect
cleavage are beautiffully striated, and the smaller crystals, which are often slehder
and well deflned, are sometimes curved. Hardness 6 ; density 2.680 to 2.692;
lustre vitreous; colour pale lavender-blue, with pearly opalescence; semi-
transparent; fracture conchoidal.

Analysis IX. is of a cleavable fragment from a boulder of this variety
found at Chateau Richer, and X. and XI. are from a similar and larger mass
in the neighbouring parish of St. Joachim.

Ix. X. XI.
Silic .. ......................................... 57·20 57-55 57-35
Alumina,............................................ 20-40 27-10 27-30Peroxyd of iron, ..................................... 40
L im e, .............................................. 8-34 8-73
Potash,...............,............................. -84 -79
Soda,............................................... 5·83 5·38
Loss by ignition,..................................... .05 -20 25

99-66 99-75

The district of Montreal also affords extensive exposures of these same felspar
rocks, associated with crystalline limestone,in the counties of Leinster and Terre-
bonne. In the townships of R1awdon and Chertsey, they are often fine-graineß
and homogeneous, and constitute an exceedingly tough rock, with an uneven
sub-conchoidal fracture, and a feebly vitreous lustre; this variety is bluish or
grayish-white in colour, somewhat translucent, and exhibits here and there the
cleavage of grains of felspar. Great masses of this rock are almost free from fo-
reign minerals,while other portions abound in a green granular pyroxene, arranged
in thin, interrupted, parallel layers, with ilmenite. These layers of pyroxene
are seldom more than four or five lines in thickness, and occur an mch or
two apart, while the layers of the ilmenite are still thinner and often enclosed
in those of the pyroxene, along the limits of which deep-red grains of garnet
are occasionally seen. These different ninerals appear in relief on the white.
weathered surface of the rock, and give. a picture of its stratified structure
which is however not less apparent on the surfaces of recent fracture. Smalý
rounded bluish masses of cleavable felspar are frequently disseminated in 1tf
same planes as the other minerals. In some instances the pyroxene appearW
to graduate into and to be replaced by foliated hypersthene.

The compact felspars of this region resemble some specimens of the so-call
saussurite, and many portions of these rocks would constitue varieties of euphoti

A fragnent of a homogenous massive felspar from Rawdon had a dersity
2.691. It was bluish-white, granular, and translucent, and gave by analysis:

XII.
Silica, .................................................................. 54ï45
Alumina ....................... .................................. 28-05
Peroxyd ofiron,........................................................•45
Lime,................................................................. 968
Potash, ...... ........................................................... 1 -06
Soda,............................................................. 6-26
Loss by ignition, ......................................................... 55

100,49

21



This is essentially the composition of labradorite. See my Reports for 1851,
p. 40, and for 1853, p. 167, for analyses of two opalescent felspars, containing
5420 and 54-70 of silica, and. 11-25 and 11-42 of lime, with less alkali than the
feispar of Rawdon. In the first mentioned Report, page 166, will be found an
examination of Thompson's bytownite, which occurs in boulders on the Ottawa,
and is, as I then described it, nothing more than a granular variety of the
felspathic rocks under description. It gave 47-40 of silica, and'14-24 of lime,
with 2·00 of matter volatile by ignition ; its density -was 2.732.

Another variety of this rock, from a boulder found at Hunterstown was more
coarsely crystalline than the bytownite, and contained imbedded a large cleavable
mnass of felspar, which was translucent, of a pale seagreen colour, and possessed
a density of 2.695-2-703. Its analysis gave me:

XIII.
Silica .................. ...................................... 49.10 48-90
A lum ina, ............................................... 26-s0
Peroxyd of iron,...,.............. ........................... .80
Lime, .......... ......................................... 14.67 15-40
Magnesia, ....... ,......... ............................. (traces)
Alkalies by differenc , ......................................... 7-33
Loss by ignition, ........ .... ................................ 130

100'00

At Lachute, on the Rivière du Nord, there is a felspar rock which you have
described as associated with crystalline limestone, and which consists of a
greenish granular base, holding cleavable masses of a beautiful felspar,
approaching andesine in its composition. Its lustre is vitreous, and the face,
as in all these felspars, is finely striated; density 2.687 ; colour lavender-blue,
passing into sapphire-blue; semi-transparent. Its analysis gave

XIV.
Silica ................................................................... 58.15
A lum ina, ................................................................. 26-09
Peroxyd of iron, .......................................................... .50
Lim e,.......................................................... . 1
Magnesia,................................................................ -16
Potash, .................... ......... ................................ 1-21
Soda, ............................. ...................... 5.55
Loss on ignition,............... .............. ........................... -45

99.89

This felspar resembles closely in its composition the rose coloured crystals from
the red antique porphyry of Egypt, analysed by Delesse. lHe obtained, silica,
58·92; alumina, 22·49 ; peroxyd of iron, 0-75 ; oxyd of manganese, 0·60,; lime,
5.53; magnesia, 1·87; potash, 0-93; soda, 6·93; volatile matters, 1-64=99-66.
After comparing this felspar with certain varieties of andesine and oligoclase,
this learned author remarks "it is much more important to know the composition
of the felspars which form the base of rocks, than to discuss the names to be
applied to these felspars. I have already had occasion to remark that we have
hitherto attached too much importance to the varieties of the felspars of the
sixth crystalline system, and that nature has not always been limited by the
divisions established among them by chemists and geologists; the sane rock
sometiies containing several varieties of these felspars."-Deesse, Bulletin de la
Société Géologijue de .France, 2e série, tome vii., p. 624.

Delesse further remarks in this connection, that "the paste and crystals of
those porphyries which are without quartz, contain nearly equal proportions
of sihica. In the paste, however, the silica generally predominates slightly,
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while the proportions of alumina, alkalies, and lime are somewhat less, and"
the amounts of magnesia and oxyd of iron are larger. These relations betêeefr
the paste of prophyries and their contained crystals of triclinic felspar, ýreW
of general application for the porphyries of every age and colour." Thi
observation finds its application to a certain extent in the case of the roùék
under consideration, which like the porphyries in question are destitute of
quartz, and often consist of crystals of triclinic feispar imbedded in a felspathic
paste, which differs but little from the crystals in composition. This paste is
however generally so crystalline in its texture, that these rocks, although often
porphyritic in structure, are rarely entitled to the name of porphyries.

We find in the rocks which have been the subject of these examinations, a series
of triclinic felspars in which the amount of silica varies from 47.40 to 59.80 per
cent., and that of the lime froi 7-73 to 14-24per cent., the amount ofthe alka-
lies as a general rule decreasing, as that of the lime augments. These results only
serve to confirm the opinion expressed by Delesse, and to show that there are
no defined limits for these species which, like vosgite, labradorite, andesine, and
oligoclase, have been created between albite on the one hand, and anorthite on.
the other. I therefore some time since proposed to regard all the interme-
diate felspars as mixtures of these two species, which being homœomorphous,
may crystailize torether in indefinite proportions. The admitted formulas of
albite and anorthite, when multiplied, become as follows: (Silica being SiO,
and AP2O,==.3alO.)

Equiv. wt. Donsity. Eq. vol.
Albito,.................................Si*al"Na)'0 .... 1054+4 2.62 = 402-4
Anorthite,.........................(SiwalCa8)O"O.... 1118-4 2.72 405-0

Albite is then a soda felspar, and anorthite a felspar with a lime base, the two
crystallizing in similar forms, and having the same atomic volume; the composition
and densities of the intermediate felspars are such as permit us to regard them
for the most part as mixture of these two species. There may however be a
lime-albite and .a soda-anorthite, for some albites contain from 1-0 to 2.5 per
cent. of lime, and there are anorthites vhich yield from three to four per cent
of alkalies. In like manner the constant association of a small amount of potash
with the soda of these feilspars, lead us to infer the admixture of a potash-albite
which would be a triclinic orthoclase. Equally significant is the presence of
portions of magnesia and potash in many varieties of anorthite. The difficulties
presented by the varying composition of these felspars are obviated by admitting
such mixtures of species as constantly take in the crystallization of homloeo
morphous salts from mixed solutions, and this consideration should never e
lost sight of in the study of mineralogical chemistry.

Silurian Rocks.

In the Report for 1851-52, I had occasion to call your attention to t
composition of some of the sedimeutary rocks of the Hudson River group, ad
to the local metamorphism which they had undergone in the vicinity of intrusivé
trap rocks at St. Nicolas, resulting in the production of minerals wholly unliaz
those produced by the wide-spread metamorphism which has modifiedtie
Silurian strata through a large part of the eastern basin. You have apprecîatiâ
the importance of carefully conducted chemical examinations as a means of ari-î,
ving at correct ideas of the nature of this metamorphism, and in continuatio
my investigations, I have now to present some additional analyses of rocks
the Siliurum series.



li your Report for 1852-53, while describing the roofing slate of Kingsey,
you have given the results of some analyses, in which I have cornpared this slate
with similar ones from Wales and from France. I have to add to these, the
exainination of another roofng slate from Westbury, which unlike that of King-
sey, belongs to the Upper Silurian division. It bas a greenish-blue color, a silky
lustre on the cleavage sufaces, is translucent on the edges, and has the characters
of an excellent roofing slate. Its density is 2.771, and it gave by analysis :-

Silica,.............................................................585
Alumina, ................................................................. 165
Protoxyd of iron, ......................................................... 5-31
Lim e,.................................................................... -59
M agnesia, ................................................................ 2·95
Potash,.................................................... .............. 3-7 4
Soda, ............................................................. ..... l'si
Manganese, ....................................................... (traces)
W ater,................................................................... 3-10

The shining, lustre and talcose aspect of many of the altered siates of this region,
do not depend upon the presence of talc or other magnesian mineraits, as is evi-
dent,,frorn the analysis of eue of these siatesý frorn Ste. Marie,, (Beauce.), The'
red and green siates of this locality undoubtedly',belong to the Sillery group;
thcy are very mucli intersected by veins of quartz, and would be described
as having 'a highly chloritic or rather talcose character. ýThe -red be'ds have a,
purplish or lilac color, and their cleavage surfaces are occasionally spotted'with
ims and scales of a greenish minerai, resernbling chlorite inappearance. Both

the red and green beds are very soft and fissile, exfoliating ýby the action, of the,
weather, and even becoming converted into, a paste, which is ,very unctuous to,
the touch, 'and bas a silvery glimmering lustre. 'These 1,siates are ýwell'seen on,
the second concession of Ste. Marie, where they have bee-n quarriedý in, making
explorations for copper ,pyrites, which occurs' there ini small 1 quantities.A
portion of the pale reddish, highly unctuous material, was'freed from quartzose
particles by'cleutriation, "and after being dried at 2120'F., gave the, follow-
ing resuits on aayi

Silica ......................................... ..................... 66-7Q
Aluminal ..................................................... ....... 1620,
Peroxyd of iron,............................. .......................... 690
Lime,........... **................................................... e
Magnesia ............................................................ 2-75
Aikalies (by différence),.............................. ............ 368
Water, ................................ .............................. 3.10

100-00

g1

Fromn the color of the mineraI it is probable that the iron exists, in'the state,
of peroxyd; a part from'this difference the composition of the'siate of Ste. Marie
is alni ost identical withl that of Westbury j ust; described. It would be regarde'd
by most observers as a highly talcose slite, but is almost destitute of mýagnesia,
of which talc' containsý 3-Op. cç, andý chiorite 'about the" same proportion. .'It,
is probable: that' the taicoid siates like this of Ste. Marie are composed in large
part of pyrophyllite, ,a minerai which. bas ýmany of ý,the pýhysicàl properties
of tal, ut is a hydrated, silicate of alumina, contýaining when pure, about 67ý0
of silica, 26*O -of alumina'and "70 of w'ater. Other aluminous silicates may howe-
ver, possess similar physýic'al, chracters, 'such "as the serin ci'teë of Làst hch ire-,

garedasa ydrous, mica, and" poeie, another sp:ecies about to be descr b db.210 1 a
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Just below tlic fall of the Chaudière River, near Quebec, there is found
a bed of saidstone belonging to the Quebec group of the Lower Silurian series,
and situated on the confines of the metamorphic region, a pecuiliar mineral flgli
up fissures in the rock. This substance is nade up of minute, soft scales, very
unctuous to the touch, ard having a silvery lustre; the niasses are greenish
or yellowish-white in color, and have but little coherence. Before thé blw-
pipe the mineral exfoliates in snow-white caulitlower-like masses, but is inf.
sible. It gives off abundance of water when heated in a tube, assumes a flë
blue color when ignited after having been moistened with a solution of n trae
of cobalt, and gives a feeble manganese reaction with carbonate of soda.

A portion of the minerail gently crushed to powder was suspended in water,
and in Lthis nunner separated to a considerable extent from intermixed grains of
quartz. Thus purified, it wvas levigated and dried at 212Q F.; the aspect of thé
powder was iot changed by ignition. Analysis gave

I. IL.
Silica,.... ................................................. 46-05 45-55
Alumina,........ ...................... ............... 38·37

.m..................................................... 61
Magnesia,......................................................... *63
W ater,............................................................ 14-00 13-90

90·66 ....

There is without doubt an excess of silica in flie specimen analyzed, for it was
impossible to ensure its freedom from quartz. The pholerites described by
Guillemin and those subsequently arialyzed by Dr. Lawrence Smith are hydrous
silicates, yielding from 40-7 to 44-4 of silica, and from 13-0 to 15-3 of water,
the remainder being alumina with traces of lime and magnesia. The differenc-
es in composition are probably due to inechanical impurities, and the minerai
in its pure forni is no other than a crystalline kaolin, whose theoretical comgo-
sition as expressed by the formula 3(alO,SiO)+2110, is silica 40-0, alumma
44-5, water 15-5=100O0. The species kaolin is a product of the decomposition
of felspars, whîich lose their alkali and a portion of silica ; these are carried awiA
by solution, at the same timie that the residîtal silicate combines with water. In
the case of liîne-flspars, an-d of scapolite, which may also be converted into
kaolin, the lime is reioved at the same tinie with the alkalies.

The mode in whicih this minjeral occurs segregated in the fissures of the
sandstone at the Chaudière would lead to the supposition that it has been in
a state of solution ; it may evidently be productd during the decomposition
of the clay slates, which are made up to a large extent of the ruins of
felspathie rocks. These slates are slowly giving up their alkalies to infil-
trating waters, anid are thius beinmg converted into kaolin. A great portion of
the so-called talcose slates of the Alleghany range, especially those associated
with the gold deposites throughout the eastern part of North America, are
derived froimi the alteration ot clay-slates, and must be aluminous in their
composition. It will be well for the future to distinguish theni on account of
their lustre, by the name of nacrcous staites or nacrcous schvisis.

Associated with the argillaceous slates of this series there are however great
quantities of magnesian rocks ; anong these, besides serpentine, diallage, dolomitç
and nagnesite, there are extensive beds of compact and schistose talc, and
others of well claracterized chlorite.

The magnesite which occurs in a very large bed in the township of Bolton,
has already been alluded to in the Report for 1849, p. 64. An analysis of if
gave:



Carbonate of magnesia .............. .......... 60.13
iron,.................................. ......... 832

Insoluble silica,.. .................................................. 3220

100,65

The insoluble residue from the action of hydrochloric acid, was found to be
nearly pure silica, but contains a trace of chromium, while the solution con-
tains besides magnesia and protoxyd of iron, a small portion of nickel. The
nickel in fact forms greenish stains in the fissures of the rock, and associated
with chrome, has been found in the ferruginous magnesite of Sutton. The
chromic iron of Ham also contains traces of nickel and cobalt, and nickel appears
to be present in many of the serpentines and other magnesian rocks o the
Silurian series, both in Canada and Pennsylvania. The various analyses by
diflrent chemists of magnesian minerals from other regions, show that olivine,
talc and kommererite often contain traces of nickel.

Ores of Nickel.

Sinall portions of nickel occur in several parts of the Province, and in other
associations than those just mentioned. Among the Laurentian rocks in the
eleventh concession of Daillebout, on the land of Mr. Louis Levesque, there
occnrs on the bank of the Assumption River a quartz vein six or eight inches
wide in gneiss. This vein holds a considerable amount of cubic iron pyrites,
which contains small quantities of nickel and cobalt. The amount of the mixed
oxyds of the two metals was found in two determinations to be only 0·54 and
0.56 per cent.

Sorne specimens furnished me by Mr. Charles Bonner (who aided me in several
of the analyses,) from a mine on Michipicoten Island, (Lake Superior,) contains
two minerals which offer a more abundant source of nickel than the pyrites
just nentioned. The first of these is associated with quartz, and is a massive
mineral with an impalpable structure, a shining metallic lustre, and a color
varying from reddish-white to bronze-yellow; brittle, fracture uneven, sub-
conchoidal; hardness 5-0 ; density 7.35 to 7-40. The mineral was at first
supposed to be nickeline or arseniuret of nickel, but the result of several analyses
shows it to consist of a mixture of this species with an arseniuret of copper.
The followîng are the results of four analyses of different fragments detached
froin the same mass

I. II III. IV.
Arsenic,.................................. 37.36 44.67
Copper, .............................. 44.70 3C.81 27-60 10.28
Nickel, ................................ 103 24.55 27.29 36.89
Silver, .............................. .... ...... 25 -21

99•09 100.28

It will be apparent from the following calculations that these different speci-
mens are mixtures of nickeline NiAs, and domeykite Cu 6As, the former contaming
44-1 of nickel and 55-9 of arsenic, and the latter 71-7 of copper and 28.3 of
arsenic. For the first analysis 44-70 parts of copper require 17-67 of arsenic
to formi 68.37 of domeykite, and 17-03 of nickel unite with 21-57 of arsenic
to form 38-60 of nickeline, requring in all 39-24 parts of arsenic, while the
analysis gives 37-36 parts, besides a deficiency of 0-91, which probably cor-
responds to a loss of arsenic. For the fourth analysis we have only 10-28 of
copper, requiring 4-05 of arsenic to form 14-33 of domeykite, and 36-89 of
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nickel, which deinand 46.74 of arsenic, giving 83-63 of nickeline, the tw o
amounting to 97.96 parts for 100.00 of the mineral. The nickel contained
traces of cobalt. It is desirable that this locality should be farther examined,
for an ore so rich in nickel is very valuable. The arseniuret of copper, which
evidently predominates in some portions of the mass, is as yet a very rare species.

Another ore of nickel, said to be from the same mine as the preceding, occurs
as the gangue of native copper and native silver, which are disseminated through
it in grains. The mineral is amorphous; color greenish-yellow to apple green;
lustre waxy ; sub-translucent, fracture conchoidal; very soft, polishes unàer the

nail, and falls to pieces when immersed in water. It is decomposed by acids
with separation of pulveruient silica. The analysis of this material showed the
presence of silica, alumina, oxyds of nickel and iron, lime, magnesia and
water ; it yiclds moreover, traces of copp er and cobalt, but no arsenic. Two
portions of the mineral carefully freed from the disseminated metals gave the
following results. The specimen in the first analysis had been dried at 2120 F.
the other at a higlier temperature, and had lost a portion of water.

I. II•
Silica, - . ............................................ 3360 35.80
Alumina, .• • . . •• • • • • • •• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 8·40 11-00
Protoxyd of iron,............................................... 2-25
Oxyd of nickel, ... ............................................ 30-40 33-20

Lime, .... •.................................................. 409 3·81
Magnesia, .... •..........................................-• 355 3.37
Water, · · - ••.................................................. 1710 12·20

99.39 99.38

Another fragment containing the native metals in small grains, gave me
silver ,255, copper 18•51, and oxyd of nickel 20·85 per cent. It is said that a
lar e quantity of this valuable ore was thrown away at the mine, being stamped
an d5washed for the purpose of extracting the copper and silver.

This substance can hardly be supposed to be homogenous in its composition,
being not improbably a result of the alteration of some other ores. It resembles
closely in its character and composition the nickel-gymnite of Genth, which
gave to that chemist, silica 35-36, oxyd of nickel 30.64, oxyd of iron 0-24,
magnesia 14-60, lime 0.26, andwater 19-09; but neither of these hydrated nickel
ores are crystalline, and they are perhaps, rather to be regarded as mechanical
mixtures than distinct mineral species.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

T. STERRY HUNT.
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ADDRESSED TO

SIR WILLIAM EDMOND LOGAN, F.R.S., DIRECTOR OF THE GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY OF CANADA.

MONTREAL, 18t October, 1856.

SIR,

Having been absent from the country during nearly the whole of the year
1855, the usual course of my investigations was interrupted. In the month
of June in that year I was appointed by the Imperial Commission of the
Exposition Universelle at Paris, to be a member of the lst class of the Inter-
national Jury, a class specially charged with the examination of ail subjects
connected with mining, metallurgy, mineralogy and geology. I have now. at
your request prepared a report upon such of those matters which fell under my
notice, during my duties as juror, as may be of interest to the Canadian public.
I do not propose to attempt a report upon the objects of tlie 1st class at the
Paris Exhibition, but simply to notice at some length certain processes connected
with the metallurgy of iron, the manufacture of sea-salt and other salts from
sea-water, besides some points in connection with the manufacture and econo-
inical application of cements, bitumen, peat, etc.1111p

METALLURGY OF IRON.

The new metallurgical processes of Adrien Chenot attracted in a particular
inainner the attention of the Jury at the Palace of Industry, and were the object
of a special study by the 1st class, who awarded to the inventor the Gold Medal
of Hlonour. M. Chenot there exhibited a series of specimens serving to illus-
trate the processes which bear his name, and which have been the result of
extraordinary labors on his part, continued through the last twenty-five years.
As the industry of iron smelting promises for the future to be one of great impor-
tance to Canada, it may be well to advert briefly to the history and theory of the
imetallurgy of iron, in order to explain the processes now in use, and to prepare
the way for an exact understanding of those of Chenof.

The most ancient and simplest mode of obtaini-ng iron from its ores is that
practiced in the Corsican and Catalan forges, where pure ores are treated with
charcoal in small furnaces, and by variations in the mode of conducting the process,
are made to yield at once either malleable iron, or a kind of steel. But this
method requires very pure ores, and a large expenditure of fuel and, labour,
while from the small size of the furnaces it yields but a limited quantity of
iron. It is scarcely used except in the Pyreniees, Corsica, some parts of Ger-
many, and northern part of tlie State of New York.
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The high or blast furnace, which converts the ore directly into casti metal,
furnishes by far the greater part of the iron of commerce. This furnace may b6
described as consisting essentially of a crucible in which the materials are melted,
surumounted by a vertical tube or chimney some thirty feet in height, luwhich the
reduction of the ore is effected. Into this furnace a mixture of ore and fuel is
introduced from the top, and the fire, once kindled, is kept up by a blast of hot or
cold air, supplied by a proper apparatus, and admitted near the bottom of the
furnace.. The ores submitted to this process are essenfially combinations of
iron with oxygen, often containing besides water and carbonie acid, and always
mingled with more or less earthy niatter, consisting of silica, alumina, &c. The
water and carbonic acid being readily volatile, are often expelled by a previous
process of roasting. When these oxyds of iron are heated to redness in contact
with cliarcoal, this material combines with the oxygen of the ore, and the iron
is set free or reduced to the metallic state, after which by the further action of
the combustible it is fused, and collects in a liquid mass in the crucible below.
The earthy ingredients of the ore, with the ashes of the fuel, are also melted
by the intense heat, and form a glassy substance or slag, which floats upon the
surface of the molten metal, and from time to time both of these are drawnoe,
from the crucible It is very important to give to these earthy matters that
degree of fluidity which shall permit their ready separation from the reduced and
melted iron, and to attain this end the diffIrent ores are generally mixed with
certain ingredients termed fluxes, which serve to augment the fûsibility of the
slags. Limestoue, sand and clay may each of them be used fbr this object
with difbrent ores. It will be kept in mind that the fuel cmployed in the
process of smelting, serves for two distinct objects ; first, as a combustible to
heat the materials, anid secondly, as a reducing agent to remove the oxygen from
the ore.

The contents of a blast furnace in action consist then of a great column of
mingled ore and fuel, continially moving downward towards the crucible, and
constantly replenished fron the top, while a current of air and gases is con-
staiitly traversing the mass in a contrary direction. The investigations by
Leplay and Ebehnan of the theory of this operation have prepared the way
for the processes of Chenot, and we shall therefore state in a few words, the
results of their researches. They have shown in the first place, that the direct
agent in the reduction of the ore is a portion of the carbon of the fuel in a
gaseous state, and secondly, that this reduction is effected at a temperature
far below that required for the fusion of the metal. The oxygen of the air
enteriniig by the blast, is at first converted by combination with the ignited
coal, into abiO acid, in which an atom of carbon is combined with two
atons of oxygeli, but as this gas rising iii the furnace encounters other
portions of ignited cual, it takes up another equivalent of carbon and forms
carbonîic oxyd gas, in which the two atoms of oxygen are combined with two
of carbou. This gas is the reducing agent, for when in its upward progress itC
meets with the ignited oxyd of iron, the second atom of carbon in the gas
takes from the iron two atoms of oxygen to form a new portion of carboni
acid, which passes oun, while metallic iron reinains.

The interior of the blast furnace may be divided into four distinct regionsI
the first and upperost is that in which the mixture of ore and fuel is roasted;
the water and volatile matters are there driven off, and the whole is gradually.
heated to redness. In the second region, immediately below the last, the alrea
ignited ore is reduced to the metallic state by the ascending current of carbomie
oxyd gas; the metal thus produced is, however, in the coidition of malleab.
iron, nearly pure, and very difficultly fusible; but in the third region it com
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bines with a portion of carbon, and is converted into the fusible compound
known as cast iron. In addition to this, small portions of magneslum, aluminiUm
and silicium, whose combinations are always present in the contents of the
fîrnaco, become reduced, and alloying with the iron affect very much its quality
foi better or worse, Cast iron generally contains besides these small portions
of sulphur, phosphorus, and other impurities less important.

In the fourth and lowest region of the furnace, which is near to the blast,
the heat becomes more intense, the carburetted metal melts, together with
the earthy matters, and both collect at the bottom of the crucible upon what is
called the hearth, from which the two are drawn off from time to time. The
cast iron thus obtained is very fusible, but brittie, and is far from possessing
tiose precious qualities which belong to malileable iron or steel.

To convert the cast metal into muaileable iron, it is exposed to a process which
is called juddling, and consists essentially in fusing it in a furnace of a peculiar
kind, where the metal is ex posed to the action of the air. The carbon, man-
ganese, silicium, and other foreign matters, are thus burned away, and the once
liqnid metal is converted into a pasty granular mass, which is then consolidated
under Ihammers or roiloers, and drawn out into bars of soft malleable iron.

To convert into steel the soft iron thus obtained, it is heated for a long tine
iii close vessels with powdered charcoal, a small quantity of which is absorbed
bv the iron, and pnetrating through the mass changes it into steel. This

ess is known by the name of ce!mcntadion. The chainge is howeverirregular
and imperfect; it is thcreforo necessary to break up these bars of cemented or
blistered steel, as 'it is calh l, and after assortinc then according to their
quality, eitier to weld then together, or to melt cown each sort by itself in
large crucibles. The metal is then made into ingots, and forms cast steel,
which is afterwards wrought under the hammrer and drawn ont into bars.

Such is an outline of the long and expensive processes by which wialleable
iron and steel are obtained from the ores of iron. The reduction of the iron to
the metallic state constitutes but a small part of the operation and consumes
comparatively but little fuel, but as we have already seen that reduced iron is
first carburetted as it descends in the furnace, then melted by an intense heat into
the forin of cast iron, which is again fused in the puddling furnace before being
converted iito nialleable iron, the transformation of which into cast steel requres
a long continued heat for the cenentation, and still another fusion.

In i)erbyshire in England, there are consumed for the fabrication of one ton of
cast iron, two tons and twelve quintals of ore and two tons of mineral coal,
while in Staffordshire two tons eight quintal s of coal, and two tons seven quintals
of ore are ernployed for the production of a ton of cast metal. In the furnaces
of the Department of the Dordogne, in France, where wood charcoal is em-
ployed, two tons and seven quintals of ore, and one ton and three quintals of
charcoal are employed for a ton of iron. For the production of a ton of wrought
iron in Englanâ about one ton and one-third of cast iron, and from two to
two and a-half tons of mineral coal are consumed, while the same amount of the
cast iron of the Dordogne requires to convert it into a ton of wrought iron, one
ton and a-half of charcoal. Thus in England the fabrication of a ton of wrought
iron, from poor ores yielding from thirty-eight to forty per cent. of metal,
reqires a consumption of about five tons of mineral coal, and in Dordogne a
little over three tons of wood charcual, which costs there about fifty-eight
slillirgs currency the ton. The average price of charcoal in France, however,
according to Dufrénoy, is about seventy-four shillings, while in Sweden it costa
only about fourteen shillings, and in the Ural Mountains eleven shillings the ton.
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In France nuch of the pig iron manufactured with charcoal is refined by t
aid of mineral coal.

The questions of the price and the facility of obtaining fuel are of thefr
importance in the manufacture of iron. The ores of this metal are very
generally diffused in the earth's surface, and occur abundantly in a gret
many places where fuel is dear. The iron which is nianufactured either whol4
or in part with wood charcoal, is of a quality iuch superior to that obtained
with mineral coal, and commands a higher price. One principal reason of
this difference is that the impurities present in the coal contamnate the iro
but it is also true that the ores treated witl mineral coal are for the greaterp
of inferior quality. Interstratified witi the beds of coal in, many parts of Great
Britain, Europe and North America there are found beds of what is callk
clay iron-stone, or argillaceous carbonate of iron, yielding from twenty to thirt
five per cent. of the metal. This association of coal with the. ore offers greât
facilities for the fabrication of iron, which is made in large quantities, and at
very low prices from these argillaceous ores.

These poor ores will iot admit of being carried far for the purpose of met-
ig, and it is not less evident that the large quantity of coal required for thlì
treatment could not be brought from any great distance to the ores. Asa
general rule the richest and purest ores of iron belong to regions in wiin,
initieral coal is wanting, while the carboiniferous districts yield otly poorer aii4
inferior ores. On this continent, which coiitains vast areas of coal-beurng rock
the great deposits of nagnetic and iematitic iron ores are chiefly confined to
the nountainoug district north of the Saint Lawrence, and the adjacent region of
northern New York, to which hmay be added a similar tract of country in Missoni
In the old world it is in Sweden, the Ural Mountains, Elba antd Algiers, that the
most remarkable deposits of similar ores are met witlh ; and it is iot, perhaps, to
much to.say, that if favourable conditions of fuel antd labour were to be met
with in these regions, these purer and more productive ores would be wrought
to the exclusion of aIl others. But obliged to have recourse to wood charcoql,
the forests in the vicinity of large iron furmnaces are rapidly destroyed, and fuel 4
length becomes scarce. In a country like ours where there is a ready marketf
fire-wood near to the deposits ofore, the price of fuel will one day become spå
as to preclude their economic workiing by the ordinary processes. As theindatria
arts progress, the consuiptioi of fuel is conistantly increasing, and its economa
emi p loy becoines an important considerat ioi.

From these preliminaries it is evident that a great problem with regard to th,
manufacture of iron, is to find a process which shall enable us to work wih
a small amount of fuel, those rich ores which occur in districts remote frW
minerai coal. Such ivas the probleim proposed by Adrien Chenot, and which
the opinion of the International Jury, he has in a great measure resolved.

To return to the blast furnace; we have seen that the second and moder'
heated region is that in which the reduction of the ore is effected, and thatîes'
intense heat of the lower regions of the furnace only affects the carburatô
and fusion of the metal. M. Chenot conceived the idea of a furnace Wij4'
should consist only of the roasting and reducing regions; his apparatus is buttII'
upper portion of an ordiiary blast furnace, the carburetting and fusing r
being dispen-sed with. Ii this the ore is reduced at a low red heat, an
metal obtained ii the form of a gray, soft, porous mass, constituting a ve
metallic sponge, and resembling spongy platinum. The furnace of Chenptg.
vertical prismatic structure forty feet high, open at the top for the recepti, '
the ore, and having below a moveable grate by which the charge can be té
ed; the bottom is susceptible of being closed air-tiglit. The lower part f
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furnace is of iron plate, and is kept cool, but about mid-way the heat is applied
for the reduction of the ore, and here comes in a most important principlë, whichi
will require a particular explanation. It is required to heat to moderate
ro(lness the entire surface of the rectangular vertical furnace throughout a length
of several feet, a result by no imeans easy to be effected by the use of a solid
conbustible, but readily attained by a gaseous fuel such as is employed by M.
Chenot.

We have already explained the theory of the production of carbonic oxyd.
The possibility of employing this gas as a combustible was first suggested by
Karsten, and in 1841 M. Ebelman of the School of Mines at Paris, made a
series of experirnents on the subject by the direction of the Minister of Public
Works. The process employed by this chemist consisted essentially in forciig
a current of air through a mass of ignited coal of such thickness that the whole
of the oxygen was converted into carbonic oxyd ; this escaping at an elevated
terperature was brought into contact witb the outer air, andfurnished by its
combustion a heat suflicient for all the ordinary operations of metallurgy. A
consideration of great importance connected with this process is, that it perrnits
the use of poor carthy coals, and other waste combustibles, which could hardly
be employed directly, while by this iethod the whole of their c"arbonaceous
matter is converted into inflammable gas. Wood and turf may be made use
of ii the saine way, and the gas thus obtained will be mingled with a portion
of hydrogen, and probably with some hydrocarburet: a similar mixture may be
obtaiiied with charcoal or anthracite, if a jet «of steam be introduced into the
generating furnace, a modification of the process which has however the effect
of reducing the temperature of the evolved gases.

This mode of employing combustibles becomes of great importance in the
process of Chenot, who generates the gas in small furnaces placed around the
gieat prismatic tube, and conducts it into a narrow space between this and an
outer wall; through this by openings, a regulated supply of air is introduced
for the combustion of the gas, by which the ore contained in the tube is raised
to a red heat. The next step is to provide the reducing material which shall
remove the oxygen from the ignited ore, and for this purpose we have already
sen, that even in the ordinary smelting process carbonie oxyd is always the
agent; but instead of the impure gas obtained from his furnaces, and diluted
with the nitrogen of the air, M. Chenot prefers to prepare a pure gas, which he
obtalis as follows. A sinall quantity of pure carbonic acic, evolved from the
decomposition of carbonate of lime, is passed over ignited charcoal, and thus con-
verted into double its volume of carbonc oxyd gas ; this is then brought in contact
with ignited oxyd of iron, which is reduced to the metallic state, while the gas
is changed into carbonic acid, ready to be converted into carboniò oxyd by
charcoal as before. In this way the volume goes on doubling each time the
two-fold operation is repeated. By introducing the carbonic oxyd thus obtained
imto the furnace charged with ignited iron ore, and withdrawing a portion
of the gas at a higher level, for the purpose of passing it again over ignited
charcoal in a smaller tube a-part, the process may be carried on indefinitely,
the carbonic acid serving as it were to carry the reducing combustible from
the one tube, to the ore in'the other.

A modification, of this process consists in mingling the ore with an eqIual
volume of small fragments of charcoal, and admitting a limited supply of air
into the body of the apparatus, by openings at mid-height, the heat being"
as before applied from without. I tis case the action 1s analogous to that
which takes place in the ordinary blast furnace: carbonic oxyd anl carbonic
acid are alternately formed by the reactions between the oxygen of the' air

A. I857~
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the ore and the charcoal; but the supply of air being limited, and thetem..
perature low, neither carburation nor fusion of the metal can take place d
five-sixths of the charcoal employed remain unchanged and serve for ano hr
operation. This simpler way has the disadvantage that one-half of the fur ,
is occupied with charcoal, so that the product of metal is less than when th
reducing gas is prepa.red in a separate generator. In either case the produot
is the saine, and the iron reiains as a soft porous substance, retainîBg the
form and size of the original masses of ore. This metallic sponge is readily
oxydized by moisture, and if prepared at a very low temperature, takes fré
fron a lighted taper, and burns like tinder, yielding red oxyd of iron. In orde
to avoid the inconvenience of this excessive tendency to oxydation, the nietal
is exposed in the process of manufacture to a heat somewhat greater than woidlj
be required for the reduction ; this renders the sponge more dense, and loss
liable to oxydation in the air.

The part of the furnace below the action of the fire is so prolonged, that
the reduced metal in its slow descert, lias time to become very nearly cold
before reaching the bottom. It is then removed at intervals, by an inge-
nious arrangement, whi.ch enables the operator to cut off, as it were, the lower
portion of the mass, without allowing the air to enter into the apparatus. ,I
the case where the ore has been mixed with charcoal, the larger masses of me l
are now separated from it by a screen, and the smaller by a revolving magnetié
nachine.

This spongy metalli iron may be applied to various uses. If we grinditý
to powder and tien submit it to strong pressure, coherent masses are obtaiiiéd
which at a welding heat, contract slightly, without losing their form, and yield.
malleable iron. By this process of 'olding, which may be termed a casting
without fusion, the metal mîay be obtained in forms retaining all the sharpnes&
of the mould, and possesshîg the tenacity, nalleability and infusibility of wrought
iron. The masses thus comprcssed have in fact only to be forged, to give
wrought iron of the finest quality; and it is founid that during the hammering,
any earthy matters nchanically intermixed, are elimuinated like the scorio f
the iron fron the puddling furuiace.

But without overlooking the great advantage of this method of making mall
able iron, and moulding it into te shupCs required, it is especially as applied
to the Manufacture of steel, tlat the metallurgical nethods of Chenot désArr«
attention. In the ordinary process, as we have alreaily scen, the bars of n
leable are carburetted by a prolonged heating in the nidst of charcoal powde'
but the operation is long and expensive, and the metal obtained by this mod
cementation is not homogeneous. M. Chenot avails hinself of the porosity ofëe
metallic sponge, to bring the carbon in a liquid state in contact with the minte
particles of the iron. For this purpose lie phinges the sponge into a ba
oil, tar, or melted resin, the composition of the bath varying according to
quality of the steel which it is desired to obtain. The sponge thus saturated
drained, and heated in a close vessel. The oily or resinous matter is expe
partly as a gas, but for the greater part distils over as a liquid, which
be again employed for cementation. A small portion of carbon from
decom>osition of the oil.rests however with the iron, and at 'he temperatu
low redess, employed near the end of the distillation, appears to, have a1re;
combined chemically with the metal. .This treatment with the bath and diàt
tion, may be renewed if the carbonization is not sufficient after one operatio

The cemented sponge is now ground to powder and moulded by hyd
pressure into small ingots, which may be heated and directly wrought und
hammer, like the compressed iron sponge; the metal thus obtained,



compared to refined blistered steel. If however the cemented and conp ressed
sponge is fused in crucibles, as in the ordinary process for making cast steel, the
whole of the earthy impurities which may be present, rise to the surface as a
liquid slag, which is easily removed, while the fused metal is cast into ingots.
In this way, by cementation and a ingle fusion, the iron sponge is converted
into a cast steel, which is from the mode of its preparation, more uniform in
quality than that obtained by the ordinary process, and which was found by
the Jury to be of remarkable excellence.

Such is a brief outline of the methods invented by Adrien Chenot for the
reduction of iron ores, and the fabrication of wrought iron and steel, consti-
tuting in the opinion of one eminently fitted to judge the case, (Mr. Lep1ay,
of the Imperial School of Mines, and Commissary General of the Exhibition,)
the iost important metallurgical discovery of the age.

The peculiar condition of the iron sponge has enabled the inventor to make
nany curious alloys, some of which promise to be of great importance; by
imprcgnating it with a solution of boracic acid, a peculiar steel is obtained, in
which boron replaces carbon, and by a similar application of different metallic
solutions, various alloys are produced, whose formation would otherwise be
impossible.

The processes of M. Chenot are now being applied to the fabrication of steel
at Clichy, near Paris, where I had an opportunity of studying in detail the
manufacture. The iron ore is imported from Spain, and notwithstanding the
cost of its transport, and the high prices of labor and fuel in the vicinity of
the inetropolis, it appears from the data furnished by M. Chenot to the Jury,
that steel 1s manufactured by him at Clichy, at a cost which is not more than
one-fourth that of the steel manufactured in the same vicinity from the iron im-
ported from Sweden. According to M. Chenot, at the works lu. ely established
on his system by Villalonga & Co., near Bilboa in Spain, they are enabled to
fabricate the metallic sponge at a cost of 200 francs thé ton, and the best
quality of cast steel at 500 francs, or $100 the ton of 1000 kilogrammes,
(2.200 pounds avoirdupois.) The conversion of the ore to the condition of
sponge is, I was assured by M. Chenot, effected with little more than its own
weight of charcoal.

The differences in the nature of the steel made from varlous ores have long
been well known, but until the recent experiments of Chenot, the subject was
but very imperfectly understood. According to him the nature of the ore has
much more to do with the quality of the metal than the mode of treatment, and
he compares the different steels to the wines of different localities, which owe
their varied qualities far more to the nature of the grapes, than to any varia-
tions in the mode of their fermentation. The prouess of cementation employed
by Chenot fur'nishes, according to him, an exact measure of the capability of the
iron to produce steeL The sponges of the iron from Sweden and the Ural
Mountains, after taking up six per cent. of carbon, yield a metal which is still
malleable, while that of Elba with four per cent., becomes brittle and approaches
to east iron in its properties. While the ores of Sweden and the Urals
are famous for the excellent quality of their steel, the ore of Elba is known to
yield a very superior iron, but to be unfit for the fabrication of steel; anid
Chenot concludes, from a great many observations, that the steel-producingi
capacity of any iron is measured by the quantity of carbon which it can absorb,
before losing its malleability- and degenerating into cast iron.

Desirous to avail myself of these researches of M. Chenot, I placed in his
hands, in Septemaber, 1855, specimens of the différent ironi ores fom Canada;
which had been sent to the Exhibition at Paris, and engaged him to' submit
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them to the process of reduction, and to test their capabilities for the produoti i
of steel. M. Chenot has also obtained remarkable alloys of chromiunin a
titanium with iron, his processes enabling him to effect the direct redu
chromic and titaniferous iron ores ; specimens of these two ores from Canaa
were therefore furnished him, but the sudden and lamented death of C0henî
by an accident, in the month of November following, deprives us for a time of
the advantages of his experiments. His sons however are instructed in hisp
cesses, and have promised to undertake at an early day the examination òf
our Canadian ores. I an disposed to attach great importance to these investi-
gatious, fron the hope that among our numerous deposits of iron ore, belonging
in great part to the same geological formation as the iron ores of Scandinavi,
there may be found soine capable ofyielding a steel equal to that of the Swedish
iron. With the new and economical processes of Chenot a valuable steel ole
will be sought for, even in a distant country, and may be advantageously trans-
ported in a crude state, to the localities where fuel and labour are most available

Onle great condition for the successful application of these processes is, thât
the ores should be comparatively pure and free from earthy mixtures. We ham
already ailluded to the impurity of the ores which are smelted in the coal dii,
tricts of Englaud, and even the ore' brought by Chenot from Spain, and employd
by him in his works at the gates of Paris, contains about ten per cent. of fixed,
and as mucli volatile matter, it being a decomposed spathic iron. Many of the
magnetic and hematite ores of Canada are almost chemically pure: such ae
those of Marmora, Madoc, Hull, Crosby, Sherbrooke, MacNab and Lake Nipis.
sing, which even if they should not prove adapted to the manufacture of 8-
perior steel, offer for the fabrication of metallic iron, by the processes of Chenot;
very great advantages over the poorer ores, which in many parts of this contfi
lent are wrought by the ordinary processes.

Tie small amount of fuel required by the new methods, and the fact that for
the geieration of the gas which is employed as combustible, turf and other cheap
fuels are equally available, are considerations which should fix the attention of
those interested in developiig the resources of the country. With the advan
tages oflered by these new modes o fiabrication, our vast deposits of iron ore,
unrivalled in richness and extent, may becone sources of national wealth, while
by ti ordinary method ofworking they cau scarcely, at the present prices of ioti
and of labour, compete with the produce of mucli poorer ores, wrought in tli
viciity of deposits of mineral coal,

ON THE EXTRAcTION OF SALTS FROM SEA WATER.

Tie manufacture of salt from the waters of the ocean has, from an early period
been a inost important branîchof industry for the south of Europe. Without rvevëI
ing to hich antiquity, we may cite the salines of Venice, to which that repa
lic owed the commencement of its greatness and its wealth. The lago
which surrou-nded that city were enclosed, and set apart for the breeding offih
and for the manufacture of sait. Making a monopoly of this staple of life,
policy of Venice was to obtain possession of all those salines which cl
compete with her, and we find the Venetians destroying such as they could no'
make use of, and exacting from the neighbouring princes, treaties to the aff
thiat they would not re-establish the suppressed salines. It was only twd
three centuries later that this powerful republic ordered, in the interest
her commerce, the suppression of the salines of lier own lagoons, and augmen
the produce of those of Istria and of the Grecian Isliands, which had becoi'04
her's by right of conquest, still retaining in lier own hands the trade in s



all southern Europe. But with the downfall of Venitian power, we find the
salines of Provence and Languedoc growing into importance, while those of
Venice had fallen into decay, so that when the Emperor Napoleon I. created
the kingdom of Italy, he had recourse to a French engineer from Marseilles to
re-establish the salines of Venice, which are now once more organised on a vast
scale.

It is however in France, and especially upon the shores of the Mediterranean,
that we shall find the most extensive salines, and the most intelligent system
of working these great sources of national wealth. On the western coast of
France, the salt marshes of Brittany and La Vendée are wrought te a consider-
able extent, but the cool, moist and rainy climate of these regions is much less
favorable to this industry than that of the southern shores of the empire,
where dry and hot sumners offer great facilities for the evaporation of the
seawater, which is effected in all the salines of which we have spoken, by the
sun and wind, without artificial heat.

The salt works of the Lake of Berre, near Marseilles, were those whose pro-
ducts attracted the most attention at the Exhibition, not only on account
of the excellent method there pursued for the manufacture of sea-s it, but from
the ftet that the important processes of Mr. Balard for the extraction of potash,
sulphates and other valuable materials from the mother liquors, are there applied
on a large scale. Having had occasion to examine carefully these products in
the course of my duties as Juror at the Exhibition, and having afterwarde
visited the saline of Berre, I propose to give here some account of its con-
struction and mode of operation, as well as of the method employed for the
working of the mother liquors. I have to express my great obligations te
my distinguished colleague, Mr. Balard, of the Academy of Sciences, who most
kindly furnished me with every information respecting the processes of his
invention which are there applied, and also to Mr. Agard, the enlightened and
scientific director of the saline.

Thie first condition for the establishment of a salt work is a low, broad, level
groun on the border of the sea, which can be protected by dykes from the action
of the tides, and as these are considerable on the Atlantic coast and insignificant
in the Mediterr,,uean, the arrangements required in the two regions are some-
wlat different. In both cases however the high tides are taken advantage of te
f11 large and shallow basins with the sea water, which there deposits its
sediments, becomes warned by the sun's rays and begins to evaporate. From
these reservoirs it is led by a canal te a series of basins from ten to sixteen
inches in depth, through which it passes successively, and where by the action
of the sun and wind the water is rapidly evaporated, and deposits its lime in
the forn of sulphate. It then passes to another series of smaller basins, where
the evaporation is carried to such a point that the water becomes a saturated
brine, v:hen its volume being greatly diminished, it is transferred to still smaller
shallow basins called salting tables, where the salt ls te be deposited. In the
salines of the Atlantic coast, the different basins are nearly on the same plane, and
the water flows from one series to the other as its level is reduced by evapor-
ation. In the large establishnents of the Mediterranean, the system is different;
the basins are constructed at different levels, and the waters having passed
through one series, are raised by wooden tympans or drame from eight te sixteen
feet in diameter. (moved by steam or horse power,) and conducted into the
other basins. There differences of level establish a constant current, and in
this way greatly promote the evaporation.

But in whatever manner the procees is conducted, the concentrated brines;
making 25° of Beaumé's areometer, are finally conducted te the salting tables)
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where they begin to deposit their salt in the form of crystalline crusts, which
are either collected with rakes as soon as they form, or as at Berre, allowed
to accumulate at the bottom, until they form masses six or eight inches in
thickness. .The concentration of the brines must be carefully watched, and
their density never allowed to exceed 286, otherwise a deposit of sulphate
of niagnesia would be formed, rendering the sea-sait impure. The mother
liquors, as they are called, are run off so soon as they have reached thé above
density, and reserved for operations to be detailed further on. When the salt
bas attained a sufficient thickness, it is broken up and piled upon the sides of
the basins in large pyramids, which are covered with clay on the western coast
of France, but left unprotected during the suumer season, fi the dryclimate
of the south. In thiese heaps, the salt undergoes a 'rocess of purification; the
moisture fron the clay or fion occasional rains penetrates slowly through the
mass, removing the more soluble foreign matters, and leaving the salt muàb
purer than before. In the south, it is taken directly from these heaps and
sent into the market, but in the less favorable conditions presented on the
western coast, the thin layers of sait there collected are more or less soiled with
earthy matters, and for many uses require a process of refining before they arn
brought into commerce. For this purpose two iethods are employed ; the one
consists in simply washing the crude sait with a concentrated brine, which
removes the foreigu salts, and a large portion of the earthy impurities. Thé.
other more perfect, but more costly process, consists iii dissolving the impure
salt in water, and adding a little lime to precipitate the salts of magnesia always
present, after which the filtered brine is rapidly boiled clown, when a fine-grained
salt separates, or is more slowly evaporated to obtani the large-grained cubic sait
which is ised in the salting of provisions. The masses of coarsely crystalline
salt fron the salines of the south have no need of these refining processes.

In practice, the evaporation of the brines for sea-salt at Berre is carried as faT
as 320, and the salt separated into three qualities. Between 25o and 26V
the brine deposits one-fourth of its salt, which is kept apart on account of its
great purity, and sold at a higher price than the rest. In passing fron a density.
of 260 to 2805, sixty per cent. more of salt of second quality are deposited, and
fron this point to 320 the remaining fifteen per cent. are obtained, somewhat
impure and deliquescentfromn the magnesian salts which it contains, but preferred
for the salting of fish, on accourt of its tenlency to keep them moist. The
average price of the salt at the salines is one franc for 100 kilograrnmes .
(220 pounds avoirdupois,) while the imnpost upon it was, until recently, thirty
times that sum, and is even now ten francs the 100 kilogrammes.

The waters of the Mediterranean contain, according to the analysis of Usiglio
about three per cent. of common salt, while those of the Atlantic contain
fron 2:5 to 2-7 per cent. In the waters of the Mediterranean there are besides-À
about 0.8 per cent. of sulphates and chlorids of calcium, magnesium and potasg
sium. The quantity of water which it is necessary to evaporate in order tog
obtain a snall amount of salt, thus appears to be very great, but under
favorable circumstances this is a small consideration, as will appear fron th
following fact. The saline of Berre is situated upon a small lake, communicatý-
ing with the ocean, but fed by strearns of fresh water, so that while the waters
the open sea have a density of 30à, those of the lake have only 105, or scarcelY
half the strengtli of sea water. Nevertheless the advarntages of the position offere
by the shores of the lake for the establishment of a saline, are sufficient t
compensate for the deficiency of salt in the water, and to make of Berre one
the most flourishing salines of the south of France. The evaporating sufas
here cover 3,300,000 square metres, equal to 815 E nglish acres of this 1are
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one-tenth is occupied with the salting tables, but with sea-water, where less
evaporation is required to bring the brine to the crystallizing point, one-
sixth of the area would be thus occupied. The amount of salt annually pro-
duced at saline of Berre is 20,000,000 of kilogrammes.

Owing to the dilution of the water of the lake of Berre, the proportion of salt
there manufactured is small, when we consider the area, and compare the
produce with that of other salines where pure sea-water is evaporated. According
to Mr. Balard, 2,000,000 square metres may yield 20,000,000 kilogrammes
annually; and Mr. Payen states that the same anount of salt is produced at
Baynas from a superficies of 1,500,000 metres. As a cubic metre of sea water
contains about 25 kilogrammes of salt, the evaporation required to produce
the above amount corresponds to 800,000 cubie metres, equal in the second
estimate given above, to a layer of water 0.40 metre, or 15î English inches in
thickness.

The plan hitherto adopted in the salines of the European coasts, has been
to Commence the evaporation of the sea-water with the spring time of each year;
in this way some three or four months elapsed before a sufficiently large amount
of strong brine was accumulated to enable the manufacturer to commence the
deposition of salt on the salting tables, and as this latter operation can only be
carried on in fine weather, the rainy season of autumn soon came to interrupt the
process, so that during a large part of the year the labours of the salines were
suspended. The enlightenled ldirector of the works of Berre, M. Felicien Agard,
has however introduced a very important improvement, in the management of
the salines, by means of which he carries on the works throughout the whole
year, and is enabled to increase the produce by 50 per cent. During the months
of the autumn, the evaporation, 'which is still carried on, though more slowly
enables him to obtain brines marking 70, 100, and even 200. These are stored
away in large pits, where the depth of liquid being considerable, the diluting
effect of the spring rains is but little felt, and at the commencement of the warm
season these brines are raised into the evaporating basins, so that the suminer's
labours are commenced with concentrated liquors, and the salt is all harvested
in the months of August and September.

In selecting the site for a saline it is of great importance to choose a clayey
soil, an'earth of this character -being required to render the. basins and dykes
iinpervious to water. In the saline of Berre, a coriaceous fungous plant, to
which botanists have given the name Microcoleus corium, was observed to vegetate
upon the bottom of the basins, and this being carefully protected, bas finished
by covering the clay with a layer like felt, which protects the salt from con-
tamination by the earth, and enables it to be collected in a state of great purity.

The conditions of exposure to sun and wind offered by the locality chosen for
a saline are also to be carefully considered, for upon these will of course greatly
depend the rapidity of evaporation. The salines of the lagoons of Venice, to
which we have already al]luded, have recently been re-organised by Baron S.
M. Rothschild and Mr. Chas. Astric, and cover an area nearly twice that of
Berre. The tides of the Adriatic are considerable, and from the lowness of the
ground, the labour of constructing the basins and dykes could only be carried on
at low water. The moist and rainy climate of Venice also offers serious
obstacles to the manufacture of salt; to overcome these, two plans are adopted.
The salting tables are so arranged that in case of heavy rains, the concentrated
brines can be rapidly run off into deep reservoirs, while other reservoirs of
saturated brine at higher alvels serve not only to feed the salting tables, but to
cover with a thick layer those tables which may contain a large amount of sait
and thus protect them from tb.e aitmospheric waters,

A. 1857.
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We may mention here a process which, although unknown in France, is a
plied in Russia and on the borders of the White Sea, and 'May, perhaps,%b,
advantageously employed on our own shores. It consists in applying the c6ld
of winter to the concentration of the sea-water. At a low temperature a lare
quantity of ice separates, but all the saline matters rest in the liquid portions, so
that by separating the ice a concentrated brine is obtained, which may afterwards
be evaporated by the summer's sun or by artificial heat.

Treatment of the Bitternb or Mother Liquors.

The waters which have reached a density of 320 in the salting tables, have
already deposited the greater part of their common salt, and now contain a
large amount of sulphate and hydrochlorate of magnesia, together with a portion
of chlorid of potassium. The admirable researches of Mr. Balard have taulit
us to extract from these mother liquors, sulphate of soda, and salts of nag-nesia and potash, so that although formerly rejected as worthless, these liquors
are now almost as valuable as the salt of which they are the residue.

The production of sulphate of soda, which is directly employed in the m&núî-
facture of glass, and as a manure, and still more largely as a material for thé
fabrication of carbonate of soda, is the most important object of the working'ff
the mother liquors. Immense quantities of sulphate of soda are now prepared
in France and England by decomposing sea-salt with sulphurie acid, which iii
manufactured with sulphur obtained chiefly from foreign sources. In view"f
this immense consumption of sulphur, it becomes important especially in time ôf
war, when this substance is required for the fabrication of gunpowder, to flihd
some source of sulphate of soda 'other than the decomposition of sea-salt by sul
phuric acid. This process is besides objectionable from the vast amount of
hydrochloric acid disengaged, which in most localities cannot be entirely con-
sumed, and is very pernicious to both animal and vegetable life in the vicinity

It had already been observed that under certain conditions the reaction b-
tween sulphate of magnesia and chlorid of sodium could give rise to sulphate
of soda; and Mr. Balard has shown that by taking advantage of this decompodi-
tion, the sulphate of soda can be advantageously prepared from the bittern
of the salting tables.

When the liquors of 320 are evaporated by the summer's heat, they depoàit
during the day a ortion of common salt; but the coolness of the nights causâ
the separation of crystals of sulphate of magnesia, and the quantity of fl
latter salt goes on increasing as the evaporation advances toward 350. Thik
mixture of salts (A) is carefully collected, and reserved for the manufacture ef
the sulphate of soda.

When the bittern at 350 is still further evaporated by the heat of the sun, i
deposits a mixture which is called sel d'été, and contains a large amount of poten,
By a second crystallization of this product, a double sulphate of potash and
magnesia is obtained, which holds 24 per cent. of pure potash ; but this modedf
treating the mother liquors of 350 is less advantageous than the following, whish
is now adopted. The liquors are placed in large basins and preserved until th
first frosts, when at a temperature of 350 or 400 Farenheit, they deposit ý
greater part of their sulphate of magnesia in large crystals. This sulphate,
is pure Epsom sait, is either sold to the apothecaries, or used to prepare sulph
of soda by the process about to be described. When the sulphate of magn
has been thus separated, the liquid is run off into large reservoirs, and pres
until the next summer, when it is again evaporated in shalow basiis ,bt
sun's rays. It now deposits a large amount of a fine granular sait, which Ié?.

î28'he
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double chlorid of potassium and magnesium. This double salt can only be
crystallized from solutions containing a large quantity of chlorid of magnesia, and
when re-dissolved lu pure water gives pure chlorid of potassium by evaporation.
The double chlorid is raked up from the tables and placed in piles on the
earth, where the moisture causes the salt to decompose; the magnesian salt deli-
quescing, drains off, and the chlorid of potassium remains behind.

The mother liquors having acquired a density of 380, have deposited all their
potash, and are now evaporated by artificial heat to 440; duringthis evaporatipn
they still deposit a portion of common salt mixed with suilphate of magnesia
(B), and on cooling, the liquid becomes a solid mass of hydrated chlorid of
nagnesium, which may be employed to furnish caustie and carbonated magnesia

by deconiposition. When calcined in a current of steam, it is completely
decomposed into hydrochlorie acid and an impure magnesia, still containing
some sulphates and cbiorids, which may be removed by water.

By mningling in proper proportions the solution of chlorid of magnesium at 44
with brine at 241), nearly the whole of the sea-salt is precipitated in the form of
minute crystals of great pureness and beauty; the mother liquors are then re-
moved by washing with a sa.turated brine, and in this way a very fine quality
of table salt may be advantageously manufactured.

During these successive concentrations the volume of the watèr has become
greatly diminished. 10,000 gallons of sea-water reduced to 250, (the point at
which it begins, to deposit salt,) measure only 935 gallons ; at 300, 200 gallons;
at 310 50 gallons; and at 340, are reduced to a volume of only 30 gallons.

Preparation of Sulphate of Soda.

For this process the cold of autumn and winter is required. The mixtures of
sea-salt and sulphate of magnesia, (A and B,) together with the pure sulphate
of magnesia obtained from the mother liquors at 320, are dissolved in water
heated to 950 F., with the addition of such a quantity of common salt as shall
make the proportions of the two salts equal to 90 parts of chlorid of sodium
to 60 of anhydrous sulphate of magnesia. The warm saturated solution is ex-
posed in shallow basins to a cold of 320 F., when it deposits 120 parts of
hydrated sulphate of soda, equal to 54 of anhydrous sulphate, or three-fourths
of the sulphurie acid of the mixture. In theory, about equal weights of the
two salts are necessary for their mutual decomposition, but an excess of coma
mon salt diminishes the solubility of the sulphate of soda, and thus augments
the product. From the residual liquid, which contains chlorid of magnesium
mixed with common salt and a portion of sulphate of magnesia, the latter salts
may be separated by evaporation. The sulphate of soda is converted into car-
bonate of soda by the usual process of calcination with carbonate of lime and
coal.

The Potash Salts.

The chlorid of potassium obtained by the process already indicated, is decom-
posed by sulphuric acid, and the resulting sulphate at once converted into car
bonate of potash by a process similar to that employed for the mànufacture
of carbonate of soda. The carbonate of potash thus prepared is -free froni iñlù
phate and chlorid, as well as. from silica and, àlumnina, and those tmetal1i m
purities which like iron and manganese, are always present i theat o
tained from wood-ashes, and ýrender the potashés of America and Russiuunfi
for the fabrication of fine crystal glass. The double sulphatef poash a

A.157.
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nagnesia may be at once decomposed like the sulphate of potash, by linestone
and coal, and both it and the chlorid may be directly employed in the fabrication
ofpotash-alum, a salt which contains nearly ten per cent. potash, and of whiòh
five thousand tons are annually manufactured in France. The high price of the
salts of potash has led the manufacturers of alum, to replace this alkali wholly
or in part by ammonia, but the potash salts from sea-water will furnish potash
so cheaply as to render the use of ammonia no longer advantageous.

The greater part of chlorid of potassium as yet produced in the salines in the
south of France is now, however, enployed chiefly in the Imperial manufactories
of saltpetre or nitrate ofpotash. The nitrate of soda which is so abundant insome
parts of South America, is directly decomposed by chlorid of potassium, yielding
coinmon salt and pure nitrate of potash for the fabrication of gunpowder.

Yield of the Mother Liquors.

According to a calculation of Mr. Balard the amount of sulphate in sea-water
corresponds to a quantity of anhydrous sulphate of soda equal to one-eight that
of the common salt, but on a large scale the whole of this cannot be econoni
cally extracted : the saline of Baynas yields annually besides 20,000 tons of-sea-
salt, 1,550 tons of dried sulphate of soda, or 7-75 per cent., instead of the 12
50 per cent indicated by theory. Estimating the yield at 7-0 per cent. ac .
cording to Payen, the cost of the suiphate will be 30 francs the ton, whid
will make the cost of the crude carbonate of soda 50 francs, while it brings ih
France from 80 to 120 francs the ton.

The amount of chlorid of potassium obtained is equal to one-hundredth or t
200 tons for the above amount of sea-salt, and the value of this salt is 360 francs
the ton. By its decomposition it will yield 185 tons of pure carbonate of potash,
which sells for 1000 or 1100 francs the ton. Thus it appears that for 20,000
tons of sea-salt, worth at 10 francs the ton, 200,000 francs, there is obtained
chlorid of potassium for the value of 72,000 francs. The potash being a second-
ary product from the residues of the processes for sea-salt and sulphate of soda,
is obtained alnost without additional cost. It has been shown by careful calcuà
lations that the sulphate of soda and the potash from the waters of the Meditôr-
ranean, will alone repay the expeise of extraction, the sea-salt first deposited,
being re-dissolved and carried back to the ocean. A powerful company is nogv
erecting works on a great scale in the vicinity of Marseilles, where the marshés
of the Camargue offer a great extent of waste lands, valueless for cultivation,but
well adapted for this manufacture. Here it is proposed to evaporate the se
water solely for the sake of the sulphates, the potash and the magnesia which'it
contains. Basins which are already covered with a layer of sea-sait, are very
advantageously employed for the evaporation of the mother liquors, from the
ease with which the potash and magnesia salts may be collected from it in-1 ,
state of purity.

The arnount of salt produced in France in 1847 was about 570,000 tons, of'
which 263,000 were from the salt narshes of the Mediterranean, 231,000 fronl
those of the westein coast, and 76,000 from salt-springs and a mine of roc
salt; there were employed in these 16,6-50 workmen. If we estimate th
produce of the salt marshes in round numbers at 500,000 tons, the amount o
chlorid of potassium to be obtained from the mother liquors, at one per cent.,;
wilI be 5000 tons, and that of the sulphate of soda at seven per cent. will be.
35,000 tons. The amount of sulphate of soda annually manufactured in Fr'ånc'
is 65,000 tons, requiring for this purpose 54,000 tons of sea-salt, and neai
14,000 tons of sulphur, which is completely lost in the manufacture of carbona
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of soda.* If now the mother liquors from an area twice as great as is now
occupied by all the salines in France, were wrought with the same results as at
Baynas, they would yield besides 70,000 tous of sulphate of soda, or more than
is required for the wants of the country, 10,000 tons of chlorid of potassium,
equal to 9,250 tons of pure carbonate of potash, a quantity far greater than is
consumed in France, and would enable her to export potash salts. According
to Mr. Balard the consumption of potash in France amounted in 1848 to 5,000
tons, of which 3,000 were imported, and 1,000 tons extracted from the refuse
of the beet-root employed in the manufacture of sugar.

The production of the two alkalies, potash and soda, offers some very inte-
resting relations. Previous to the year 1792, soda was obtained only by the
incineration of sea-weed and maritime plants, but it was at that epoch, when
France was at war with the whole of Europe, that her necessities led to the
discovery of a mode of extracting soda from sea-salt. Obliged for the purposes of
war to employ all the potash which the country could produce, for the manu-
facture of saltpetre, it became necessary for the fabrication of soaps and glass
to replace this alkali by soda, and therefore to devise some more abundant
source of it that was afforded by sea-weed. It was then that the Government
having offered a prize from the most advantageous method of extracting the
soda from sea-salt, Leblanc proposed the process above alluded to, which consist
in converting the chlorid of sodium into sulphate, and decomposing this salt
by calcining it with a proper mixture of ground limestone and coal, thus
producing carbonate of soda and an insoluble oxy-sulphuretof calcium. This.
renarkable process, perfect from its iùfancy, has now been adopted throughout
the world, " and those who thought to ainihilate the industry of France were
soon obliged to borrow from her those great resources which French science had
invented." (Payen, Chimie industrielle, p. 209.)

Soda has now replaced potash to a very great extent in ail those arts where
it can without prejudice be substituted for the latter; potash is however in-
dispensable for the manufacture of fine ciystal and Bohemian glass, for the
fabrication of saltpetre, as well as for the preparation of various other salts
emiloyed in the arts. The country people in France having been accustomed
to employ the crude American potasl for the bleacliing of linen, were unwilling
to make use of the purer soda-ash, and the result is that a great part of what
is sold as American potash in France, is nothing more than an impure caustie
soda, coloured red xwith sub-oxyd of copper, and fused with an admixture of
common sait, which serves to reduce its strength, and give it the aspect of the
crude potash of this country.

But notwithstanding the soda from sea-salt is now replacing potash to so 1arge,
an extent, the supply of this alkali is scarcely adequate to the demand, and the
consequence is that while the price of soda has greatly diminished, that ofpotash
has of late years considerably augmented, and it has even been proposed to extÉact
this alkali from felspar and granitic rocks, by processes which can hardly prove
remunerative. The rapid destruction of the forests before the advancing coloni
zation of this continent, threatens at no distant day to diminish greatly the sup-
plies of this as yet important production of our country, and it was therefore a

The soda mannfactory of Chaunay' establishod in connection with the glass works of St. Gobaiù
consumes above 5,000 tons of sulphur yearly, and the immense establishment of Tennan at St.
Rollox, near Glasgow, employs annually,17,000 tons of salt, 5,550 6f sulphur and 4,500 .tons of oxyd,
of manganese. It produced in 1854, 12,000 tons of soda-ash, 7,000 of crystallized carbonate of soda
besides 7,000 tons of chlorid of lime, prepared with the chlorine obtained by decomposing thè waste
hydrochlorie acid from the soda process by the oxyd of manganese. The cost of the sâulhUr iî
England in 1854 was about twenty-five dollars the ton.

237.
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problem of no small importance for the industrial science of the future, to
cover an econonical and unfailing source of potash. The new process of
Balard appears to fulfil the conditions required, and will, for the time to co "
render the arts independent of the supplies to be derived from vegetation.

In more ways than one, thîs result will be advantageous for our country;
importance of potash saits as a manure, is now beginning to be understoodi-d,
it is seen that the removal from the land in the shape of ashes, of the ai'l
which during a century has been taken up from the earth and stored in the gfoT
ing forest, is really an unwise economy, for the same alkali restored
soil becomes a fertilizer of great value. It is to be feared too that in-,
parts of the country, the colonist wishing to render the forest available as
immediate source of gain, has thought rather to cut down and burn the woodY'
the sake of its ashes, than to cultivate the land thus cleared. The effect offt
short-sighted policy i thus destroying our forests, is already beginning to b& ý
riously felt in some parts of our country, where the early settlers looking u
thîe forest as tileir greatest enemy, souglit only to drive back its limits as fasta
as far as possible, and have thus left the borders of the St. Lawrence nearld
titute of wood, so that the cultivator is often obliged to bring from a distance '
many miles that fuel, which in a country like ours, is such an important necessa
of life, and now comiands in our large towns a high price, which is annui
increasing. But apart from their value as sources of fuel, the importanceë '
occasional forests in breaking the force of vinds, aid tempering both the co"
blasts of winter, and the heat and dryness of the summer, should not be overlo
in a country which like ours, is exposed to great extremes of temperature.
unwise policy which formerly levelled with an unsparing hand the forests of 7
vence, has rendered portions of that country alost a desert, exposed to
strong winds which descend from the Alps. Future generations may plant forel
where we are now destroying thein.

But to return froi this digression; it is worthy of consideration whether th
extraction of salt froim sea-water, for the internal consumption of the provin&
as well as for the supply of the immense fisheries on our coasts, might not be ,
made a profitable brauch of industry. The shores of the lower St. Lawren
or of the Bay of Chaleurs, would probably afford many favorable localities
the establishinent of salines ; the heat of our summers, which may be compa
to those of the south of France, would produce a very rapid evaporation, whi,
the severe frosts of our winters might be turned to account for the conce
tration of the water by freezing, as is practiced in northern Russia. Expe
ments would enable us to deterrnine how far the concentration can be cani
during the winter months, and whether thia-process could be advantageousl
employed during the cold season, in preparing strong brines for the summer. ý:t
sulphates of magnesia and soda, and the potash salts, would find a ready mar,
in England, if the consumption of carbonate of soda and soda-ash in the
vince, should not be found sufficient to warrant the establishment of furrace
for the manufacture of these alkalies in the country.

In the construction of a saline it would be necessary to choose a local
where is a considerable extent of nearly level surface between the lines of hi
and low water. High embankments would be necessary to protect the c
porating ground against the tides of our coasts, but these once constructed, the
tides would enable us to fill reservoirs at such an elevation as would carry
water by its own gravity through a series of basins, and thus dispense în$'
great measure at least, with the elevating machines employed ln the salineè
the Mediterranean.
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I have given these suggestions, and have entered into many details of the pro-
ess of working the salines, fiom a conviction of the great importance of this ini-
ustry as now. developed in France, and from a hope that some persons may be
duced to inquire whether these processes may not be economically applied
pon our own coasts.

MAGNESIAN MORTARS.

The attention of several chemists bas been of late years turned to the study
f cenients and mortars, but it is especially to the laborious and admirable re-
earches of Mr. Vicat of Grenoble, that we are indebted for a complete elucidation
f some of the rost important questions connected with the subject. The or-
nary mortars composed of lime and sand, harden gradually by exposure -to the

ir, and this process depends upon two distinct reactions ; first, the absorption
f carbonic acid from the air, and the formation of a sub-carbonate of lime, and
econdly, upon a partial combination of the lime with the sand, forming a silicate
f lime. When placed under water hovever, and excluded from the influence
f carbonic acid, mortars thus conposed do not harden, but become dissolved or
isintegrated; they cannot therefore be employed for constructions which are
ubmerged.

Certain limestones have long been known to yield mortars or cements, whicb
ave the property of hardenirg under water, and the pozzuolanas of Italy and
âme other countries, when mingled with ordinary lime, yield mortars which are
possessed of similar properties. Pozzuolanas, and these peculiar limestones are

comparatively rare; but Vicat has shown that it is possible to imitate them in
a very simple manner, and with materials which are everywhere present, to
prepare good hydraulic cements. Tie limestones which yield hydraulic cements
are those which are mingled with a certain proportion of clay, and by calcining
an artificial mixture of carbonate of lime and clay, we may prepare hydraulic
cements, varying in character according to the proportions ofthe mixture. When
the limestone contains 10, 1.5, or 2m5 per cent. of clay, it becomes more and
more hydraulic, and when the mixture amounts to one-third of the lime, we
obtain a mortar which hardens almost imediately in air or under water. The
proportion of clay may even rise to 60 percent.

The name of Roman cement is applied to a mixture of this sort, but incorrect-
ly, as the preparation of such a cement was unknown to the Romans. The
pzzuolana or trass, which was employed by them to give hardness to their mor-
tars, is a felspathic or argillaceous matter, which bas been calcined by vol-
canic heat, and bas thus acquired the property of rendering ordinary lime hy-
draulic. Ift suffices, in fact, to calcine any ordinary clay, especially with the
addition of a little alkali, to obtain an artificial pozzuolana.

The well-known Portland cement (so called because its colour resembles
that of the Portland stone,) is prepared by calcining a mixture in proper pro-
portions, of chalk with the clayey mud ofthe Thames; but similar and equally
good ceinents are now manufàctured elsewhere in England and France by
mixing chalk or marl with other clays. The materials are reduced to fine pow-
der, and intimately mixed with tlie addition of water. The resulting paste is
moulded into bricks, which are dried and burned. It is of importance that the
heat in calcining be sufficiently elevated, otherwise the carbonc acid and water
nay be expelled without that reaction between the lime and Clay which is

required for the production of a cement. It is necessary to employ a white heat,
which shall agglutinate and frit the mixture. After this operatIon the mate-
rial is assorted, and the portions which are scorified by too much heat,
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as well as those insufficiently calcined, being set aside, the cement is -
verized for use. It is often advantageous to grind to powder the natiye
mixtures of limestone and clay before burning them, in order to ensure greater
homogeneousness. It will also be seen that a calcination at a very elevat.
ed temperature is frequently required to develope the hydraulic character of
limestones ; the greater the temperature employed, the more slow is the soli-
dification of the cenent, but the harder does it become.

The portions of cement which have been over-heated and converted into a
slag, as well the semi-vitrified masses obtained in the calcination of ordinary
lime, over-burned bricks and tiles, and the scorim of iron-furnaces, may all be used
with advantage to give hydraulic properties to orIinary lime, cither by mingling
with it before burning, or. by employing them as pozzuolanas to mix with the
slacket lime. The theory of the solidification of these various cements, and
the important part played by the alkali which is always present, in forming a
silicate of lime, lias been carefully studied by Kuhlmann and Fuchs; the applia-
tion of soluble glass for the silicatisation of liniestones and other calcareous mate-
rials, depends upon a similar reaction. But important as is this question, bb)h
in a theoretical and practical point ofview, I shall reserve it for another occasion,

The cenents prepared by the different processes above indicated, leave f0-
thing to be desired for constructions in fresh water, but do not uniformly reàist
the action of the sea, which causes a great many of these hydrauli ceinett
to lose their cohesion, and eventually fali to pieces when immersed in sea-w,å½
Mr. Vicat, junior, has found that this change depends upon the action of the
magnesian salts of the sea-water upon the lime of the cement, and has proposed
a mortar from which lime is excludecd, consisting of caustic magnesia mixed with
an artificial pozzuolana. For this purpose such materials should be selected as
contain no calcareous matter, and he recommends pipe-clay, or the debris of cer-
tain felspathie rocks. These when calcined and mixed with 15 or 20 per cent.
of iagnesia, previously made into a paste with water, yield a cement whiôh
hardens after three or four days, either under fresh or salt water, and acquires
after some time a great degree of strength.

But important as this discovery of Mr. Vicat promises to be, the bigh priceof
magnesia is opposed to the general adoption of this cement for marine construc-
tions. The inventor calculates that if magnesia can be furnished for $30 or $4
the ton, the cement can be economically made use of, and the directors of thé
salines of the south of France are now endeavoring to manufacture magnesia 011
a large scale, from, the chlorid of nagnesium in the bittern of the sea water.
Carbonate of magnesia is abundant in nature, but almost always found unitl
with carbonate of lime, forming a dolomite, and the pure magnesian carbonat
has hitherto been a rare mineral. Associated with a little carbonate of iron a
some silicious matters however, it is found in abundance in the Eastefin To'
ships, where it forms beds among the Silurian slates in Sutton and Boltd.,
Specimens of it fror these localities .attracted particular attention at the Exhii'-
tion at Paris, where the magnesian mortar of Vicat was first brought forward
and the Reporter of the Jury of the 14th class calls particular attention to th
value. of this mineral as a source of magnesia, and as possibly destined to 1e
come an article of export from Canada.

The magnesite from Bolton, where it forms an immense bed, resembles a c
talline .limestone, and consists of about 60.0 per cent. of carbonate of magnesia<
9.0 per cent. of carbonate of iron, and 31.0 of quartz in grains, besides small
tions of nickel and chrome. Some specimens from Sutton contain more
80.0 per et. of carbonate of magnesia. When this mineral is calcined, the
bonic acid is expelled, and there remains a mixture of magnesia with q
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and oxyd of iron. But as these impurities do not iiterfere with its application to
the purposes of a cement, the previously ignited rock, which in the case of that
from Bolton will contain 43.0 per cent. of caustic magnesia, niay be directly
mixed with calcined clay or pozzuolana, to form the mugnesian mortar.

Although it is not certain that these native carbon]ates can be econoiically
wr'ought For exportation, the subject is certainly worthy of the attention of our
engileers who are engaged in the construction of docks and piers in the lower
ports of the St. Lawrence. At the saie time the application ofthis mineral as an
econoinical source of pure magnesia and magnesian salts on a large scale, is one
worthy of consideration.

ON THE PURIFICATION OF PLUMBAGO.

Mr. Brodie, of London, presented at the Exhibition a quantity of plumbago
purified by a new and remarkable process, which excited the attention of the
Jury not less by its economic importance, than by ,he curions chemical reaction
upon which it depends. The pure plumbago furnished by the mines of Borrow-
lile in Cumberland, is exceedingly fine-grained, and so compact that it may be

sawn into thin plates, which are used for the fabrication of pencils. This
plumbago, as is well known, commands an enormous price, and the locality is
now nearly exhausted. Many other countries, as Bohemia, Spain, Ceylon,
Greenland and Canada furnish abundance of the mineral, but it is almost always
impure from the presence of earthy matters, and generally so crystalline in its
texture that it cannot be wrought by the sane processes as the Cumberland
lead.

Attempts had been made to reduce these varieties to powder, and then to
consolidate them by the aid of some adhesive matter, but these results were not
satisfactory. Mr. Brockedon at length conceived the happy idea of solidifying
the powder by pressure, without the intervention of any foreign substance; but
it was necessary first to remove the air from between the particles, for without
this precaution, all attempts to compress it resulted only in the breaking of the
instruments employed. The prepared minerai, inoulded by a slight pressure
into a mass of the required shape, -was enveloped in very fine paper, covered
over with glue. Having made a small round hole in the paper, the paicel was
placed beneath the receiver of an air-pump ; the air being exhausted, the
aperture in the paper was closed by a small disc of the same glued paper, and
the parcel being. withdrawn, was then submitted to a heavy pressure, which
caused the adhesion of the particles, and gave masses of graphite equal in
beauty and solidity to the native mineral of Cumberland. For. this ingenious
invention the Jury of the Exhibition of 1851 awarded to Mr. Brockedon the
Council Medal.

But to give its full value to the discovery of Mr. Brockedon, there was still
wanting a means of purifying the ordinary plumbago, and removing the earthy
matters with which it is generally contaminated. To effect this is one of the ob-
jects of the process of Mri Brodie. He mixes the plumbago in coarse powder, in
aa iron vessel, with twice its own weight of common sulphuric acid, and seven
per cent. of chlorate of potash, and heats the whole over a wäter-bath -until
chloric oxyd ceases to be evolved. By this imeans the .compounds of iron, lime
and alumina present, are rendered for the most part soluble, and the subsequeht
addition of a little fluorid of sodiun to the acid mixture, will deconposé añÜÉ
silicates which may remain, and volatilize the silica piesent. The massfis-n o
washed with abundance of water, dried, and heated to redness.* This last opera-
tion causes the grains of plumbago to exfoliate, and the mass swells up in-a sur-
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prising manner, and is reduced to a state of very minute division. It isthe
levigated, and obtained in a state of great purity, ready to be compressed b the
nethod of Brockedon.

The process of Mr. Brodie is now patented in England, and a manufactory
established for the refining of plunbago by this rnethod. Besides its use for the
fabrication of pencils, this finely divided pimbago is advantageously employed
for the glazing of gunpowder, and accordiig to Mr. Brodie, for the prepara.
tion of a paint. Its freedoin from earthy impurities must give it a great supe-
riority over ordinary plumbago as an application for preventing friction in ma-
chinery.

Mr. Brodie asserts that his process is peculiarly applicable to the purification
of the lamellar variety from Ceylon, which reseiibles closely that found in
Grenville and Burgess ; and I bave found by trial that it succeeds adnirably
well with our Canadian plumubago.

ON PEAT, AND THE PRODUCTS DERIVED FROM IT.

Within a few years much has been said about the econornical applications of
peat, not only as a combustible in a coimipressed state, or converted iito charcoal,;
but also as a source of oils, paraffine, illuminating gas and ammoniacal salts.
My attention was therefore naturally directed to this matter while at the Exhi-
bition, and I had an opportunity of examining collections of these products
from various parts of France, and obtaining considerable information upon the
subject.

There are several deposits of peat which flirnish the supply of this material for
the Paris market. A portion of a large peat bog near Liancourt (Oise) which is
on the Northern Railway, nineteen leagues from Par, is now wrought by Messris
Debonne & Co., and it is to the kindness of Mr. Debonne, that I am indebted
for the following facts with regard to his establishment. The layer of peathas
an average thickness of ten feet, and the working, which is carried on during
five months in the year, employs 300 men. The peat from the top and bottoni
of the bog is mixed, and beiiig transferred to flatboats, is turned over with
shovels, and trampled beneath the feet of the workinen, after which it 'is
moulded with pressure into the fori of small bricks, which when dried are
heavier than water. The moulded peat is worth in Paris 20 francs the ton of
1,000 kilogrammes (2,204 pounds avoirdupois.) The quantity annually raised
by Debonne & Co. is from .10,000 to 12,000 tons, alt of which was in 1855 cdn
verted upon the spot into charcoal, of which it yields from 40 to 42 per cent.
This charcoal is sold in Paris at wholesale for 100 francs the ton, and retailed
at' the rate of 13 francs the 100 kilogrammes. This was about the pricef
wood-charcoal at Paris in 1855, when mineral coal was sold there at from 4ýO0
francs to 5·00 francs the 100 kilos, and wood at from 4·0 to 5-5 francs for the sam'e
weight, or by measure at from 35 to 38 francs the stère of 35-3 cubie feet English.'
The dried peat yields from 10 to il per cent. of ash, and the charcoal 27 per
cent.; its combustion is slower than that of ordinary charcoal, and it is muh
employed for domestic purposes in Paris.

Mr. Hebert of Reims, (Marne) prepares a large quantity of,compressed p
of excellent quality, amounting to 14,000 tons annually, a part of which is m
factured into charcoal. The peats and charcoals prepared by the patented
cess of Challeton at Clermont-Ferrand (Puy-de-Dome), and Montauger (Seinet-
Oise), were remarkable fbr their homogeneousness, density and cheaphessada

,attracted particular attention at the Exhibition. They are said to be eo-
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iically employed for stationary stearm-engines, and even for locomotives. His
coal yields 28 per cent. of ash.

In the ordinary process for carbonizing peat, its volatile products are lost,
but wlien distilled in close vessels it yields besides water, amimonia, and inflam-
muble gases, a large amount of oily matter. According to Mr. Armand, the
skilfiul chemist of the establishment of Babonneau & Co., of Paris, good peat
yields on an average about forty per cent. of charcoal, and fifteen to eighteen
per cent. of crude oil containing paraffine. 1000 kilogrammes of the compress-
ed and dried peat of Liancourt, still containing fifteen per cent. of hygrometric
moisture, gave to hira 400 of charcoal, 167 of oils, bitumen and paraffine, 358
of water, containing carbonate, acetate and sulphydrate of ammonia, and a little
wood spirit; besides 75 kilogrammes of inflammable gases and loss. The
ammrnonia was equal to 20 kilogrammes of sal-ammoniac. The oil by distillation
is separated into a light oil or naphtha, which is burned for illumination in
lamps of' a peculiar construction, and a heavy, less volatile portion, which is used
for lubricating machinery, or is igled with fat oils for burning in ordinary
Lanps. There is obtained besides, a portion of solid bitumen or pitch, amount-
ing fbr the above quantity to 48 kilogrammes.

The application of peat charcoal as a manure, either alone or mingled with
animal inatters, for which its great antiseptic power makes it admirably adapted,
is a consideration not to be overlooked. It lias a much greater de-odorizing
effect than ordinarv cliarcoal, while the inorganic salts which it contains will
enhance its value as a manure. I have already called attention to this latter
point in my Report for 1850, where I have shown that the peat of St. Do-
minique, which yields thirty-six per cent. of charcoal, gives from six to seven
per cent. of ash, containing besides carbonates and silicates of lime and
magnesi a, more than one per cent. of alkaline salts, two per cent. of phosphate
Of lime, and fifteen per cent. of suilphate of lime. It will be observed that this
peat contains much less ask than that of Liancourt.

The paraffinie, which is dissolved in the oils, is separated fom them by expcsure
to cold, and afterwards purified by peculiar processes. According to Mr. Ar-
mand, peat nay be made to yield from two to three per cent. of' this matter.
When pure it is a white, fusible, crystalline solid, devoid of taste or smell, much
resembling spermaceti in appearance, and like it employed for the manufacture of
candes. For this purpose it is said to be mixed with eight or ten per cent. of
ordinary stearine, (stearic acid,) and to yield candiles of great beauty, hardness and
illuminating power. It is also advantageously mingled in smaller quantities
with stearine, or even with common tallow, to which it communicates hardness
and other valuable properties. The price of the pure refined paraffine at the
Exhibition, was given as 250 francs the 100 kilogrammes, (220 pounds,) or
about half the price of spermaceti.

The gas evolved during the distillation of the peat may be employed as a
combustible for heating the retorts, but it burns with too pale a flame to be
used for illuminating purposes. The crude oil from the peat however, when
decomposed by a high temperature, as in the manufacture of gas from oil.or
resin, yields a gas of great illuminating power, which when mingled with the
gaseous product of the first distillation, gives a gas of very superior quality.
Experiments made in 1855 with this mixed gas, showyed that its illuminating
power was three and four-tenth times that of coal gas, but I am net able to state
the comparative cost of the two. From the absence of sulphur in peat, the
purification of this gas would be much more simple than that from coal.

The solid bituiuen from the distillation of peat mây be employed lik.e
asphalt in the preparation of mastic for paving, and I have been assured that
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experiments have shown that peat itself may be convertei into a siMîla
material, by the following process. Having been well dried, it is mingled with
from ten to fifteen per cent. of coal-tar, and the mixture boiled for several hours,
until the peat disolves into a viscid liquid, which when cooled, is solid and
resembles asphalt.

The distillation of bituminous shales, and mineral bitumens is carried on to
a great extent both in England and on the continent. To this class of
matters belong the so-called Boghead and cannel coals, as well as the bituminoùs
minerals of various parts of France and Switzerland. These substances afford by
distillation products similar to those of peat. The crude oil from bitumninous
schists yields by rectification, a considerable amount of solid bitumen, but only
a smal quantity of paraffine, of which peat promises to be the most abundant and
economical source. The price of the rectified oils for illuminating purposes,
was quoted in Paris at from 40 francs to 75 francs the hectolitre, which is equal
to 22 imperial gallons. A peculiar unctuosity is said to be given to the
denser oils by the addition of a little lime, which thickens tIhem, and renders
them better adapted for lubricating purposes, but these oils, it is said, cannot
replace those of animal or vegetable origin, for machines where great velocity
is required. Large quantities of mineral oils are however now manufactured
for these purposes, both in England and France; a similar product is als6,
obtained by the distillation of resin.

The crude residues from the rectification of the oils of peat and bitumen are
burned in proper apparatus, and furnish abundance of Lamp-black. The solid&
bitumen, which is obtained in considerable quantity from bituminous schists, ie
employed with the native asphalt, for the preparation of the mastics, now sà
inuch used for pavements and the covering of roofs and walls. The house of Ba-
bonneau & Co., in Paris, which conducts the working of the bitumens of Va
le Travers in Switzerland, of Chavaroche in Savoy, and of Rocca Secca near

Naples, has establishments for distilling on a large scale these various minefals,
and the extraction of the products already mentioned. To Mr. Babonneau,
and to M. Armand, the able chemist of the company, I am much indebted for
their kindness in affording me information. Mr. Armand informed me that
bituminous shales cannot be economically wrought in France unless they yield
five per cent. of bituminous matter, the residue from the distillation being
unlike that from peat, comparatively worthless. The distillation of peat ap:
pears to be as yet in its infancy, and probably destined to become a very ini6
portant branch of industry.

The Canadian bitumen from Enniskillen is properly an inspissated petrolemn
and yields when distilled a great deal of oil containing paraffine; it will pr
bably be more advantageously employed as a source of lubricating and ilIuminat
ing oils, than an asphait.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
T. STERRY HUNT
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REPORT
FOR TiIE YEAR 1856,

OF,

T. STERRY HUNT, EsQ., CHEMIST AND MINERALOGIST TO THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

ADDRESSED TO

SIR WILLIAM EDMOND LOGAN, F.R.S, DIRECTOR OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
CANADA.

MONTREAL, lst April, 1857
SIR,

I have the honour to submit to you the results of ny investigations dur-
ing the past year, having reference to the mineralogy of the metarnorph c
rocks of the country. In the Reports for 1853 and 1854, I had occasion to des-
cribe the felspathic and hypersthenic rocks of the Laurentian series, with its line-
stones and dolomites. I have now to call your attention to some of its serpen-
tines and other magnesian minerals, and at the same time to show that the me-
tamorphic Lower Silurian region offers a series of rocks very closely analogous in
chemical and mineralogical constitution to those of the Laurentian formation.
The carbonates and silicàtes of lime and magnesia are there repeated, and a
felspathie rock, allied to diorite, replaces the triclinic felspars and hypersthenites
of the older series. The mineral species garnet, which sometimes forms a rock
in the Laurentian series, plays an important part in connection with the ser-
pentines and diallage of the Silurian period, and gives rise to some remarkable
varicties of rocks ; notwithstanding these parallelisms, there are however charac-
teristic differences between the two series, which may serve to shew some light
upon the mode of formation of these strata.

Finally, in connection with a great number of analyses of these altered rocks,
and of various unaltered sedimentary deposits of the Silurian series, I have to
mention briefly a series of enquiries, commenced in the hope of being enabled tò
explain the mode of formation of certain sediments, and the production of the va-
rious minerals of the altered rocks, from the metamorphism of the sedimentary
strata. I shall commence by a description of several varieties of magnesian
and other rocks from the Silurian series.

SILURIAN ROCKS.

Serpentines or Ophiolites.-In your Report of 1847, you have described the ser-
pentines of the Green Mountains as occurring in beds, interstratified with the
imnest ones, dolomites, quartzites, argillites, talcose and chloritic rocks, which be-

long to the altered Hudson River group of the Lower Silurian strata of the eas-
tern basin. The mineral species serpentine, is essentially a hydrous silicate of
magnesia, and its composition, according to the received formula, is represete
by silica 43*7, magnesia 43-3, water 13·0, = 100-0; a portion of prot x d
iron, sometimes amounting to ten per cent., frequently ýreplaces.an equiv
lent quantity of magnesia. Besides, as serpentine is rarely crystallized t
often include foreign minerals, and the result is that the analyses of this pec e
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from different regions, offer slight variations, especially in the proportions ofs
and water.

The rocks known as serpentines are variable in their constitutions, being
sometimes composed almost entirely of the silicate just mentioned ; at other tiurnesm
this is mingled with other silicates, such as garnet, diallage and hornblende, with:
quartz, or with carbonate of lime, dolomite or carbonate of magnesia. Mine-
ralogists have therefore distinguished these rocks by the general names -f
ophiolite and ophicalce. Thus we have besides a rock which is coinposed essentially'
of serpentine, and may be regarded as the common or normal ophiolite, yarietiés
characterized by admixtures of garnet, diallage, hornblende and chromic irdn
ore, which may be respectively designated as grenatic or garnetferous, diallagic,
hornblendic and chromijerous ophiolites ; to these we must add the quartzose ophiolite
of Brongniart, which is composed of nodules of quartz in a base of serpentino.
The gabbro of the Italian geologists is a diallagic ophiolite.

The name of ophicalce bas been given by Brongniart to rocks composed
essentially of carbonate of lime and serpentine, or talc. Crystalline limestones
which like that of Grenville, hold disseminated grains of serpentine, are desig-
nated by him as granular ophicalce, while under the narne of reticulated ophiicalce
he.has described an aggregate of rounded masses of carbonate of lime, cemented
by a base of talcose serpentine. In addition to these, the saine author descibe&
an aggregate of rounded masses of quartz, green jasper and silicious slate, cemented,
by serpentine, and several breccias, consisting of angular fragments of quart4
of serpentine, and of jasper, in a paste of serpentine. These rocks he separates
from the preceding species under the naine of anagenites and breccias. But suclh
aggregates, in which serpentine is sonietimes the paste, and sometimes the
iibedded mineral, cannot be separated from certain varieties of ophicalce.
Again in this last species the calcareous matter is oftçn replaced by doloinite,
and even by crystalline carbonate of magnesia, forming varieties of rock to which
the name of ophicalce is no longer appropriate. I therefore propose to unite
aIl these varieties under the general name of ophiolite, and to describe them, as
calcareous, dolonitic and magnesitic ophiolites, which may be granular, gnessoid,
conglomerate, or brecciated in their structure. I have been thus particular iin
distinguishing these different varieties, because they have doubtless a common
origin, and because their study will aid us in getting an idea of the mode of
formation of serpentine rocks.

The ophiolites of the Green Mountains often contain diallage, and n
rarely actynolite and garnet. Calcareous, dolomitic and magnesitic varieti
are common, and are granular, gneissoid, and sometimes conglomerate in thei
structure. Smaill portions of nickel and chrome are s-eldom or never wanting in
these rocks, which often contain grains, and even beds of chromic iron. Poliated
and fibrous varieties of serpentine are also met with there, constituting. the
varieties which have been named baltimorite, pierolite and cirysotile. A 6ii
collection of ophiolites from the township of Orford, where these rocks are ver
extensively displayed, has furnished me with a large number of the specimen
about to be described.

The analysis of the serpentines was generally effected by treating h
mineral in fine powder, with sulphuric acid diluted with its own volure
water, and hea.ting the mixture in a platinui capsule until acid fumes
evolved; it was sometimes necessary to repeat this process with the undissoWeö
residue.

The purity of the separated silica was in all cases determined by disson
it with the aid of heat, in a solution of carbonate of soda. The actio
boiling solution of nitrate of ammonia upon the mineral, either befor o
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ignition, was generally had recourse to, for the determination of any earthy
carbonates which might be present.

1. Normal Ophiolite.-A very beautiful and homogenous variety ofserpentine
rock ffrom the tenth lot of the eighteenth range of Orford, was found to have
a density of 2.597. It was finely granular in texture, and had a scaly con-
choidal fracture; colour deep olive-green, with small bluish veins ; it was sub-
translucent, and had a highly argillaceous odour. This serpentine holds in very
small quantity, disseminated grains ofrmagnetic and chromie iron ores, and contain
a little nickel, but no cobalt. When ignited and boiled with a solution of nitrate
of ammoùiá, it gave a trace of magnesia, but no'lime. Its analysis yielded:

Silica, ................... ................................... ............ 40,30

Magnesia (by difference),.................................................... 3907
Protoxyd of iron, ........................ ............................... 7.02
Oxyd of nickel, ................................... ................ ..... .26

4 " chrom e, ..................................... ............ (traces.)
W ater, by ignition, ........................................................ 13-35

100.00

2. A fragment of pure serpentine from a conglomerate dolomitic ophiolite
about to be described, had a density of 2-6-22, a blackish-greeni colourl, a con-
choidal fracture, and was almost opaque. The pulverized and ignited mineral
yielded to nitrate of ammonia, 0.40 of carbonate of lime and 0.27 of carbonate
of miagnesia. ,This serpentine contains 'a small quantîty of chromnic iron., The'
oxyd of nickel, determined upon four grammes of the mineral, gave no trace
of cobalt before the blow-pipe. Its analysis gave as follows

Silica,............................ .................................. 4290
Mn a , ................................................................. .. 3628
Protoxyd of iron,............................................. ......... 7147
Oxyd of nickel,............................... .......................... 15
Cirom d iron , .... ...................................................... .. 25
Loss by ignition, .......................................................... 1314

3. 1 may cite in this place the analysis of a serpentine given in rny RFeport
for 1852, p .99. It form s therock in contact with the bed of ch..omi.iro.n.r
in Ham, has a hardness of 3.5, and a density of 2.546. It is ma sive and compact,
with a splintery fracture ; colour greenish-white, and translucent. The analysis,
which failed to detect either chrome or lime, gave as follows

Sia. ................................... .................. ...... 43?4
Magnesia (by difference),......................... .. ......................... 40'0
Alumina and oxyd of iron,........................ ..................... 3.6
Water, ..................................... ....................... 13-0

The associated chromic iron ore gave by analysis 0.22 per cent. of 1
of nickel, which, fused with borax before the blow-pipe, gave distinct evideiuce
of the presence of cobalt.

4. A characteristic fibrous serpentine (picrolite) from the seventh loto
the eighth range of.Bolton, has a hardness of 4, and a density of 2-607. It brei.s
into ligneous masses several inches in length ; very compact; fracture splirlt
fibres stiff and elastic,; shows an oblique cleavage. Colour celandin
lustre vitreous; silky, tans en nnall fi.agnients; tough, and fc t
pulverize. The finely-sited po der is onUprly decomposed
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acid, and the silica retains the forn and lustre of le fibres the minerai contai
apparently as much nickel as 1. Its analysis gave:-

Silica,.................................................... ....... 43-70
Magnesia, ...................................................... 40-68
Protoxyd of iron .................................................... 351
Oxyd of nickel (undetermined)...............................................
W ater,.................................................................... 1245

100-34

5. Calcareous Ophiolite.-The specimen of this variety which I havé analyzed
is from the tenth lot of the sixteenth range of Orford. It is fine grained and
sub-crystalline, with a scaly, somewhat conchoidal fracture. Colour, mottled
greenish-grey, with an occasional purplish tinge. Translucent on the edges, and
resembles, except in colour,. many common limestones. In powder, the rock
effervesces with acetic acid, even in the cold, and by the aid of heat fifty-seven
per cent. of the mass were dissolved, consisting of carbonate of lime, with a
little magnesia and a trace of iron. The residue effervesced in the cold with
dilute nitric acid, whose action, aided by a gentle heat during half-an-hour,
dissolved 10.76 per cent. of carbonate of lime and magnesia, with a little iron,
corresponding to a ferriferous dolomite. The pale-green residue from the actioh
of the nitric acid, when dried at 2120 F., equalled 32.00 per cent. It was readily
decomposed by sulphuric acid, without any effervescence, and had the characters
of serpentine. Its analysis gave:

Silica,.................................................................... 41-20
Magnesia,........................................................ 32-16
Protoxyd of iron,................ ...................... .............. 11-16
Lime,............................................................... -65
Alumina.......................................................... 267
W ater,................................................................... 12-70

100-54

The portion soluble in acetic acid (I.) and that dissolved in nitric acid (II.)
had the following composition for 100 parts:-

1. IL
Carbonate of lime, ............................ ................. 91-33 49-45

m agnesia,.................. ...................... 8-67 43-68 '
" iron, ...................................... (traces.) 6-87

100-00 100-00

It will be seen that the dilute acids attack but slightly the serpentine, at
that the nitric acid dissolves an intermingled dolomite, which is but little aêrd
upon by the acetic acid. I have taken advantage of this reaction to separate th
dolomite from the carbonate of lime in a crystalline magnesian limestone,
analysis is given in my Report for 1854. The proximate analysis of the rok
in question shows it to be a mixture of carbonate of lime, dolomite and se
pentine, and we have for 100 parts:-

Soluble in acetie acid,...............................................5700
nitrie acid, ..................................................... 0 7

Insoluble, serpentine, ................................................... . 3200

6. Dolomitie Ophiolite.-This granular variety is from the shore of Bromp t
Lake, in the seventh range of the thirteenth lot of Orford. It is flue
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and greyish-green like the last, but somewhat darker in colour, and weathers
reddish-brown. Its fracture is uneven and sub-conchoidal, presenting grains
of a crystalline spar. A fibrous coating is sometimes apparent in the joints of
the rock. IRs hardnessis about 4. When reduced to powder it did not effervesce
with acetic acid like the last, but was readily attached by dilute nitrie acid,
which removed carbonates of lime, magnesia and iron, with effervescence, leaving
a residue of serpentine. A proximate analysis gave 51-9 parts of serpentine,
and 48.1 of dolomite = 100.0. The nitric solution contained some manganese
and nickel.

The composition of the serpentine left by the nitric acid was

Silica, .......... .......... 4320
Magnesia (by difference),. . ...................... 3
Protoxyd of iron with nickel,..........................................829
Water, ................... 12...................................'....240

100.00

The dolomite dissolved, gave for 100 parts:

Carbonate of lime,.................................. ................ 49-58
c " m agnesia,.................................................... 46-32

iron with manganese,................ ......................... 4'10

100-00

7. Dolomitic Opltiolite.-This rock, also from Brompton Lake, on the twelfth
lot of the eighteenth range of Orford, has furnished some fine blocks for orna-
mental purposes. It is a conglomerate, made up of fragments of serpentine
thickly disseminatedin a greenish-white dolomitic base. The masses of serpentine
vary from a line to more than an inch in diameter, and although rounded, are
more or less angular in form. Their colours are various shades of dark green,
sometimes appearing nearly black when polished. The analysis of one of these
imbedded masses has already been given (No. 2). This rock contains both
nickel and chromic iron.

An average specinen of the conglomerate was pulverized for examination.
The powder effervesced even in the cold, with acetic acid, which with the
aid of heat, took up by prolonged digestion, twenty per cent. of carbonates
of lime and magnesia, and 0-2 of oxyd of iron. The soluble portion contained
carbonate of lime 88-30, carbonate of magnesia 11-70. The residue from acetic
acid effervesced slightly with warn dilute nitric acid, and the solution was
fôund to contain a quantity of magnesia equivalent to 5-68 per cent. of the
original mass (11-70 per cent. of magnesian carbonate), besides 1.36 of peroxyd
of iron and 0-60 of alumina, but no lime, the whole of that base having been
removed by the acetic acid. The residue from the action of nitric acid, *
decomposed by fusion with carbonate of soda, and gave:

Silica ............................................ ....................... 45-10
Magnesia, (by difference),................................................ 34-68
Protoxyd of iron, ..................... .... ........ ........................ 6-12
Alum ina ...... .................... ................................. 80
W ater......... ........... ................................................ 13-30

100-00

The residue when ignited, yielded but a trace of magnesia to a boîhng Y
solution of nitrate of ammonia, showing that it retained noM arboa e t
the excess of silica it was evident that apartial doootn Qf e t
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had been effected by the nitric acid. In confirmation of this, I found that '
second portion of the pulverized rock, when subnitted to a prolonged digestioñ
with acetie acid, left 75-5 per cent. of matter dried at 2120 F.; this residue gave
a feeble effervescence vitli nitric acid, which by prolonged digestion, took up
13-0 per cent. of magnesia, although when previously ignited, the residue gave
to a solution of nitrate of ammonia only a trace of lime, and but 0-3 per cent.
of magnesia. Its analysis by fusion with carbonate of soda gave:-

Silica ................... .... .. ................................. 43-10
M agnesia,.......................... .............. ....................... .35 52
Protoxyd of iron, ......................................................... 882
W ater, ................................... ,.............................. 11-90

99.34

Another specimen of the conglomerate was now pulverized, and eight
grammes of it were digested for a long time with boiling acetic acid; the:.
insoluble residue, after levigation, was subjected a second time to the same treat.
ment. The matters thus dissolved, for 100 parts of the mineral, were:

Carbonate of lime, .................................. ..................... 1 35
" " m agnesia,.....................,............................... 772
4 4 iron, .... ................................................... 1 78

16·85

A portion of the residue from the acid was ignited and boiled with nitrat,
of ammonia, which dissolved a portion of lime equal to 0.3 per cent. of carbon-
ate, and of magnesia equal to 3.26 of carbonate of inagnesia; making a total of
1.0-98 of carbonate of magnesia to 7.65 3f carbonate of lime. The serpentine
residue, still containing these 3.56 per cent. of carbonates, gave by analysis
with carbonate of soda, the following resuits

Silica, (by difference),......................................4393
M agnesia, ... .................... .......... ...... ...... 35,G4
Protoxyd of iron, .............................................. 83
Lim e,........ ..................................................... (traces.)
Loss by ignition,.................................................... 12,60

100-00

A portion of the powder of this last specimen of the conglomerate w
ignited for ten minutes over a spirit-lamnp, and then boiled with a solution of!
nitrate of anmonia, so long as a perceptible odour of ammonia was evolved"-
there were dissolved by this means 6.50 per cent. of carbonate of lime, and 7
of carbonate of magnesia,

Veins of from four to six lines in breadth are often met with in this
conglomerate. Their walls are covered with a thin layer of pale green serpen.
tine, having a fibrous structure perpentdicular to the sides of the vein, upoI,
this is deposited a bluish-white, fine grained dolomite, while in the middle â,
nearly pure cleavable calcite occurs. The analysis of a portion of this dolomit
gave

Carbonate of lim e, ........................................................ .59-32
" " m agnesia,....................... ............................. 34-15

" iron ...................... ................................ 4,83

98"30

8. Magnesitic Ophiolite.-In the three preceding specimens we have exam
ples of ophiolites whicl are mixtures of serpentine with carbonates of le a
inagnesia; in the first the lime is greatly in excess, in the second the t6t
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carbonlatos are united in the proportions required to form a dolomite, while in
the third t magnesian carbonate predominates, but from the action of cold
acetic acid, it would appear that a portion at least of the carbonate of lime
in ths specimen, is not in chemical combination with the magnesian carbonate.
The history of these rocks would however be incomplete without the description
of another variety, in which the carbonate of lime is entirely wanting, and which
conisists wholly of silicates and. carbonates of magncsia and iron. This remark-
ale rock has not yet been noticed in Canada, but is found in Vermont, in the
southern prolongation of the Green Mountains, and constitutes the so-called
serpentine marble of Roxbury in that state ; it has been examined by Dr. O.
T. Jackson and Dr. A. A. Hayes, of Boston.

Dr. Jackson (American Journal of Science, II. vol. xxiii., p. 125,) succeeded
in separating from the rock a mineral having the composition of serpentine, and
(escribes veins composed of ferriferous carbonate of magnesia, and others of
ferriferous dolomite, which traverse the mass. According to Dr. Hayes, (Ibid,
IL. vol. xxi., p. 382,) the rock is an aggregate of fibrous and compact asbestus,
tale, chlorite and chromic iron, with angular fragments oftalc-schist and argillite;
the whole cemented by carbonate of magniesia, which forms according to him, on
an average, 38 p. c. of the mass. ,He has also shewn that the ophiolites of
Cavendish, and of Lynnfield in the same region, contain carbonate of magnesia,
without any lime. Through the kindness of the above-named gentlemen, I have
been furnished with a series of specimens, which have permitted me to make a
careful examination of the Roxbury ophiolite.

Sone portions of the rock appear as a mottled granular mass, having a bard-
ness of about 4.0, with an uneven fracture, and presenting cleavable grains of
iagnesite; the colors vary from blackish-green to greenish-white, and the rock

is susceptible of a high polish. Other specinens are white and crystalline,
ith numerous greenish-grey bands, the whole arranged in parallel layers, as

if stratified, and resembling closely some varieties of gneiss. The rock cleaves
with these layers, which contain serpentine and tale, intermingled with carbonate
of magnesia. This mineral, as described by Drs. Jackson and Hayes, is nearly
pure in the white portions, and has a hardness of 4.0, and a density of 2.99-3-00,
accordhig to my determinations. Dr. Hayes found for its composition, carbonic
acid 48-80, magnesia 45-60, talc and a little silica 3.60, silicate of protoxyd of
iron 1-96 = 99-96.

This resuilt corresponds closely with my own. I obtained from 100 parts,
276 of tale, and 1.82 of silica, besides 2.40 of peroxyd of iron, corresponding to
3-48 of carbonate of iron, the rest being carbonic acid and magnesia, with a little
man ganese. The greater portion of the iron exists here as carbonate, as is
evident lrom the fact that it is dissolved by a boiling solution of nitrate of am-
inonia; but there is alsopresent a portion of silicate of iron and magnesia,
(icomposable by acids. In my analysis the powdered magnesite was digested
for a long time at a boiling heat with hydrochloric acid; the insoluble portion
was then boiled with strong sulphuric acid, and from the residue the silica was
remnoved by a solution of carbonate of soda the talc remaining.

Thle talc thus purified fron magnesite and serpentine by successive treat-
ments with hydrochloric and sulphuric acid and carbonate of soda, was gently
iguited, and then decomposed by fusion with carbonate of soda; it gave

.ag .a ................. ............................................... 12-60

Alunina and oxyd of iron,.............................................. 4-06
Water and loss ....................................................... 204

1000d0
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In the analysis of Dr. Hayes just cited, the 48.80 parts of carbonie aîd
are sufficient only for 44.36 parts, of magnesia, leaving 1-24 of this base inh
form of a silicate decomposable by sulphuric acid. In order to determine the
composition of this silicate, a dark-green portion of the rock was pulverized, and
boiled for a long time with dilute nitric acid, which dissolved a large amount
Of magnesia with disengagement of carbonic acid ; the solution contained
besides, magnesia, iron, manganese and a trace of nickel, but no lime. The
undissolved residue was then boiled with a solution of carbonate of soda, which
*took up a considerable amount of silica derived fron the silicate which had
been partially decomposed by the nitric acid, and left a dense granular matter
mingled with silvery scales of greenish tale, which were in great part removed
by washing. The denser silicate was then dried at 2500 F., and subnitted to
analysis. By ignition it lost 11.40 per cent. and then gave to a boiling solution
of nitrate of anmonia a quantity of magnesia equal to 1.21 of carbonate. An-
other portion was decomposed by sulphuric acid, and the silica separated froin
the insoluble tale by a solution of carbonate of soda. The results cf th
analysis were as follows

Siic...................................................................3960
M agnesia ............................................................... 3672
Protoxyd of iron,..................................... ................. 486
Oxyd of nickel,................................................ (traces.)
T tlc,,................................. .................................. 6 80
W ater, .............................................. 1077
Carbonic acidi........................................ I................. .63

99.38

Deducting the talc, the carbenie acid, and the amount cf ntagn esia required
te feri with it 1-21 cf carbonate, we have for the composition cf this s'ilicate
dried at 2500 F.-

Sillca, .......................... I.................................... 43-34
Magnesia,............................................... 1............. 3955
1'rotoxyd of iron,...................................................... 532
Oxyd of nickell ............................................... (traces.)
W ater . acid,.......................... ................................ 11.79

99.38

to is is the ce 2ositionat f serpentine, and the ophiolite cf Roxbury is thusia
shown te censist cf serpentiine and tale, interntixed with a ferriferous carbonatUe,ý
cf agnesia; the compact asbestus cf Dr. Hayes is nothing more than serpe-
tine.

9. Diarlag Rock.-.Associ..ted with the ophiolites, throughout the Easte
Townships, there are founid in abundance,ý interstratified masses cf rocks, mad'ç.
up chiefly ocf diallage and actynolite. Te township cf Orfod fu(r ishes
varieties cf diallage rock, one cf which, front the fifteenth lot cf the thir-teentl,
range, is the subject cf the present exantination. - It consists iu greaf 'V't
cf' a celandine-green, transiuGent diallage, the cleavage surfaces cf which, ar&è ,ý
sontetirnes haif an incht in breadth, and have a p arly sub-mnetallic lustrèý,- ,
The interstices between the masses'ef diallage are lied with a softanopO "
matter, varying frein Iight t. dark-green in colur, and resembling chorit. 11.7
its aspect. The rock is exceedingly tough, and weathers superficially reis
brown.

Carefully selected cleavable portions cf the diallage had a hardness n i
and a density cf -03 ; they contained intermixed grains of romagnet, m
which after the mineral had been reduced te pwder, and suspended w aihe

252- '?J,
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was removed by a magnet, and equalled 4.37 per cent. Two analysis were
imade of different portions of the diallage thus purified; in the first the mineral
had previously been digested with warm dilute nitrie acid, which had however,
no action upon it. This diallage, like the serpentines, loses all its water by
calcination over a spirit-lamp, and then becomes very red from the peroxydation
Of the iron :

Silica,............................................... 4120 4110 2490
Magnesia,............................................ 24-53 2458 10.01
Protoxyd of iron,..................................... 891 8-55 189
Oxyd of nickel....................... (traces.) ... ,

" " chrome,......... .............. ....
Alimina,............................................ 340 350 1
Lime,.............................................. 11.36 1134 324
W ater,.... .......................................... ,5-80 5.85 5

101420 10 292

This minerai diflèrs from ordinatry diallage in the great excess of bases,
ffld the large amotint of water which it contais. Furthei' anialysis are
rcquired to show whether thisý composition is constant, or belongs tothe
diallage in its pure state.

The mass of the rock, consisting of dialLage intermixed with magn-etite and
with the amorphous minerai, galve the following resuits on analysis ;

Silice.,............................... ................ ......... 41-80
Mfagne.sia.................................................... 26-13
Protoxyd of iron................................................ 110
Oxyd of nickel.............................................. (traces)

" chrome,............................................ .... i
Aluimina, ............... ...................... ....................... 6.80
Limeý ................................... ........ «............ ....... 700
Water, ........................... ............. ..................... 76

100-38

The material snbjected to, the above analysis bad been digrested for'
Some minutes with warm. cilute nitric acid, which remnoved insigniifican t traces of
alumina iron, lime and magnesia, but no nickel; the presence of which, and
the absence of cobalt, was cieariy established in the three analyses just give'n.
The separated magnetite yieded no trace of chrome, thoug the dialagecon-
tains some thosandths of this elernent. Fronm the Iast analysis it is evident that
thie intermixed minerai contains littie or no lime, bnt more water and alumàina''
than the diailage, and probabiy approaches to chlorite or pyrosclerite in its
composition.

10. A diailage rock fom the vicinity of the chroic iron ore-bed, in am,
is made up almost entirey of a paie bronze coin red dialage, n which some-
times exhibits cleavages two luches lo iength. An analysis of it gave the
following reslts;,. hrome .nd .i..k. . were not sought for . . th.is Specimen

.agn.a. . ............................................................. 50-00
Magnesia r.......................................................21-1
Protoxyd ofirn,..................................................... 1350
Lime ,.................................................... ............ 3.80

Water.............. .......................................... 6*3O

11. An actynolite rockfrom St. Françàis- (Bi3auce),'waS, examlued it 1ý--

4 l '8 0 ', l'

exceedingly tough, and made up of interlacing fibres of actynolite, without anyýý'
2 -3
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apparent intermixture; color within, dark greyish-green, but weathers nearly
white. Its analysis gave

silica ............... ............................................. 52·30
Magnesia................ ........................................... 21·50
P rotoxyd of iron,.......................................................... 6-75
Oxyd of nickel, .................................................... (traces)
A lum ina,.... .. .......................................................... 1-30
L im e,............ .................................................. 15-00
W ater,................................................................... 3-10

99-95

12. An alniost opaque greyish-green rock, resembling a serpentine, fron
the twentieth lot of the first range of Ireland, has been described in my
Report for 1851. It had a density of 2-65, and gave by analysis

Silica, ............................................................. 43.0
Magnesia,............................................................... 23-46
Alumina,............................................................ . 23-00Peroxyd of iron,....................................................
W aLer,........................................... ....................... 11-57

101.73

From the absence of lime and the large amount of alumina, this substance
may perhaps be regarded as an impure mixture of serpentine with an aluminous
silicate, such as chlorite or pyrosclerite. Its analysis is only interesting as
showing the very variable composition of the magnesian rocks of this series.

13. Talc.-This species frequently occurs in the series of rocks now under
consideration, sometimes in pale green, foliated, crystalline masses; more frequent-
ly homw ever, a massive schistose variety is met with, forming beds of steatite,
which are sometimes interstratified with ophiolites, and at other times with
clay siates. The beds of.talc sonetimes contain crystals of actynolite, or inclose
crystalline masses of carbonate of magnesia, containing carbonate of iron and
a little nickel.

A bed of steatite, on the sixteenth lot of the fifth range of Potton, which
has afforded large blocks of excellent quality, was examined. It is greeni
white in colour, translucent, and occurs in slaty masses; when triturated in a
mortar it shews a foliated structure; ignited over a spirit-lamp, it loses 3Q
per cent. of water, but at a white heat, 4.40 per cent. Its analysis by fusiý4
with carbonate of soda gave as follows. It contained no trace of lime:-

Silica..............................................................5950
Magnesia, ......................................................... 29-15
Protoxyd of iron,...... .............................................. 4-50
Oxyd of nickel,....................................................(traces.)
A lum ina,................................................................. .40
Loss by ignition,.......................................................... 4.40

91-95

14. A soft silvery-white exfoliating talcose schist, fron the twentieth lot
of the fifth range of Potton, after being dried at 2120 F., lost 3.0 per cent. by
igniting over a spirit-lamp, and 3.6 per cent. by the heat of a furnace. Th
ignîted mineral yielded nothing to a boiling solution of nitrate of ammoma
Its analysis was effected by fusion with carbonate of soda, and the abseneof
chrome and manganese was shown. The results were as follows
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S .a ..........
Magnesia ... 3...........6
Protoxyd of iron .............................................. 738
Oxyd of nickel,............. ................................ (tra£es.)
L im e,................... . .............................................. 1125
Alumina,.......................................................... 350
Water,............................................................... 3ý60

99.59

From the analysis, it appears probable that this material consists of a
mixture of talc with some anhydrous silicate containing lime, perhaps a
hornblende.

15. Chlorite.-This minerai species is abundant in the altered rocks of the
series under consideration, sometimes intermingled with grains of quartz and
feispathic matters, forming chloritic sandistones and schists, which frequently
coitain epidote, and magnetic and specular iron ores; the latter are often
met with distinctly crystallized, sometimes with rutile, in chloriteslate, or in a
chlioritie dolomite. At other times, massive beds of slaty chlorite or potstone
are met wîth, which bein g free from harder minerals, may be sawn and wrought
with great facility. A rock of this description from the twenty-sixth lot of the
sixth range of Potton, was of a pale greenish-gray colour, unctuous to the
touch, and composed of lamelle of chiorite, arranged in such a way as to give a
schistose structure to the mass. Its analysis gave me:

sica,.............................. 29-60
Magnesia, ........................... 25-95
Protoxyd of iron,.......................................................... 1449
A lum ina,......................................................... ....... 197 0
Water,........................ .................................. 11-30

101-04

This is the composition of a true chlorite. Another portion of this rock
furnished to Mr. Delesse, by a partial analysis: silica 29-88, water 11.50, lime
0.77; the alumina, oxyd of iron and magnesia not being determined. le found
also a small portion of chrome, whose presence in some other specimens of the
chloritic rocks of this region, is indicated in the Report for 1847.

16. In my Report for 1854 I had occasion to show that many of the so-
called talcose slates owe their peculiar characters to a hydrous silicate of
alumina, allied to pholerite or pyrophyllite, or to a hydrous mica, and the
following analysis of a rock which had been wrought as potstone in the township
of Shipton, is a case in point. It had a greenish-gray colour, somewhat lighter
than the chlorite just described, than which it is finer-grained, and less schistose.
It appears to be made up of minute shining scales, confusedly arranged, and its
powder is not unctuous to the touch. Its analysis gave:-

Silica, ................................................................. SPBO
Alumina,.............................................................. 2920
Protoxyd of iron,......................................................... 927
Magnesia, ............................................................. 108
Potash, ............................................................... 154
Soda,............................................... ............
Water ............ ...................... .........

99-28

This aluminous silicate differs from the micas in the presence of water and
in the small quantity of alkalies which enters into its composition. t containg
neither lime nor nickel, but *traces of manganese.
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17. Garnct 'Roc/k.-The ophiolites, tales and actynolites which we have
already described, are essentially silicates of earthy protoxyd bases, while iñt
diallage and chlorite these bases are associated with alumina. Two other
minerals, which are double silicates of lime and alumina, are conspicuous among
the rocks of this metamorphic series; they are epidote and garnet. The former
characterises great masses of chloritic rock, although it is seldom well crystalliz;,
ed, or in a state of pirity; but a peculiar white garnet occasionally forms a
rock by itself, and meiits a particular description.

A remarkable locality of this mineral is found in contact with an ophiolite
on the sixteenth lot of the sixteenth range of Orford. The rock resembles some
of the so-called serpentinous euphotides, and consists of a white garnet, having
the aspect of saussurite, intermingled with a small anount of a soft green serpen-
tine, vhich fills the interstices between irregular rouided masses of the garnet;
portions of this mineral in a state of purity, are easily obtained half-an-inch
in dianeter. It is at once distinguished by a hardness of 7.0, and by its density,.
which for selected fragments, was founid to be 3.522 -3.536. It is a morphous,
finely granular, and extremely tenacious, with a conchoidal fracture; lustre
feeble, waxy ; colour yellowish or grenish-wlite : sub-translucent. After inteinsë
ignition, which did not however effect its fusion, the pulverized minerai gelatin-
ized with hydrochliorie acid. Its analysis was made after fusion with carbo-i
iate of soda, and gave

1. rl.
Silica, ........................................................... 38,60 3s.80
A lum ina, ................ ........................................ 22-71
Lime, ................................................... ....... 34-83
M agnesia ... .................................................... 49
Oxyds of iron and manganese,..................................... 1. 0
Soda and a trace of potash ........................................ -47
Loss by ignition, ................................................. 1-10

99.80

This mineral agrees closely in composition and properties with lime-garnet,
whose theoretical composition is represented by silica 40-1, alumina 22.7, lime
37.2,±=100.0. Croft obtained for a white garnet from the Ural Mountains,.
having a density of 3.504 : silica 36.86, alumina 24.90, lime 37.15, = 98-10.

18. A similar silicate is also found at the Falls of the River Guillaume, in,
St. François (Beauce), where it appears as a bed in contact with serpentine, and
forims an exceedingly tough homogeneous rock, which has a hardness of 70,9
and scratches deeply the surface of agate ; its density was found to be 3.333%
3.364. The rock lias a sub-conchoidal fracture, with traces of crystallizatio;
lustre shining, somewhat silky ; colour yellowish-white; sub-translucent. It also
occurs at the same locality as a greenish or greyish-white, somewhat granula.
rock, cavities in which are lined with small indistinct crystals ; the density ofthis
variety was 3-397-3-436.

Other specimens frorn the same locality exhibit the garnet intermingled with
large cleavable masses of dark-green hornblende, whicb passes into a pearl-gre
or lavender-grey variety. Small fragments of the garnet from this mixture had
density of 3-496 ; they were white, opaque, with a conchoidal fracture, and som
what vitreous lustre. Intermingled with the garnet and hornblende, was
other white or yellowish-white amorphous mineral, with a waxy lustre and
hardness of 6.0; the density of a nearly pure specimen of it was 2-729, f

other 2.823. This, conjoined with its hardness, renders it probable that iti
felspar; but it is very difficult to separate it from the garnet, or even ho distiný '
guish between the two species by the eye alone. Another specimen of a whi
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granular rock from the same locality, which had been taken for garnet, had a
density of only 2-800, and was supposed to be chiefly feldspathic in its nature.
The specific gravity of the greyish hornblende was 3·046.

Aspecimen having a density of 3.333 was selected for analysis ; its powder
did not effervesce with heated nitric acid, which however dissolved from it
considerable alumina and lime. By. the ignition of the rock, its yellowish
colour was only changed by the appearance of rare points of blackish-green.
The analysis gave as follows

Oxygen.
Silica,................................. ......... ............. 44'85 23-69
Alumina,.................................................. .. 1076 = 5-03
Peroxyd of iron,................................................ 3-20 = 96
Lime,......................................... 34·38 9-17
Magnesia......................... 5-24 = 2-09
Loss byignition,........................................... 1-10

99-53

If we regard the alumina, the peroxyd of iron, and a portion of lime, as form-
ing a garnet with the formula Si2, (al fe) Ca,04, the residual lime and silica,
with the magnesia, are in the proportions requisite to form a pyroxene, SiP,
(CaMg,)O. In these forniule we have represented silica by SiO, while alO
and feO correspond to these sesquioxyds with one-third their ordinary equiva-
lent, thus: A20 = 3 alO. We have for the garnet

Oxygen.
Silica, .................................................. 22-69 = 11-98 = 2
Alumina,.............................................. 10·6 = 599 == 1Peroxyd of iron, ........................................ 3-20
Lim e, ................................................... 21-07 5-99 = 1

57-72

For the pyroxene there remains
Oxygen.

Silica, ............................... ................... 22-16 = 11-71 = 2
Lime, ....................................sia........ 13-31 587 = 1Magnesi............................................. 5-24

40ý71

The rock just described will, according to this calculation, consist of garnet
57.72, and pyroxene 40-71, which, with 1-10 of volatile matter, miake up the
sum of 99-53.

Felspathic Rocks.

In the Report for 1854, I have described at some length a class of stratified
felspathic rocks, which form an important part of the Laurentian series, and
are associated with the calcareous and magnesian deposits of that ancient
formation. These rocks are essentially composed of felspqrs of the triclinic
system, generally associated with pyroxene, which passes into the variety
hypersthene, and containing as accidental minerals, mica, garnet and ilmenite.
The felspars, which contain lime and soda, with a small amount of potash, vary
In composition from bytownite, a variety approaching anorthite, to labrador
feispar and andesine. These rocks are sometimes coarsely crystalline, at ,others
porphyritic, or finely granular, passing into aphanite. The pyroxene is rarely in
large quantity, and often wanting in a coarsely crystalline variety of the rock,
which is the labradorite of d'Halloy, while others correspond to his hypersthenit
the hyperite of some other authors.
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Various names have been employed to designate the different rocks h
are essentially composed of felspars with pyroxene or hornblende. Whenthe
pyroxene is of the variety called augite, the rock is known as dolerit
becomes hyperite when the pyroxene assumes the form of hypersthene, and takQs
the name of euphotide when the felspar, which is then generally compaôt
(saussurite), contains the varieties of pyroxene known as smaragdite or diallage.
In the euphotide of Corsica, according to Rose, the diallage, with the external
form of pyroxene, has the cleavage of hornblende, constituting the variety uralife.
In the euphotides of Baste and Veltlin, hornblende is associated with the
diallage, and predominates over it at the latter locality, often replacing the
diallage entirely, and giving rise to a rock composed of felspar and hornblend%
which is the composition of what is called diorite or diabase.

When the elements of these compound rocks become so intimately mingld
that the mass appears homogenous, the naine of aphanite is given to it. This is
the cornean or corneous rock of Brongniart, so called from its somewhat hornyý
aspect. The various rocks which we have just mentioned, are in great pat
altered sedimentary strata, but some of then appear likewise as intrusive masses;
the greenstones, traps and basalts of geologists, are either diorites or dolerites.
These explanations will serve to prevent confusion for the future, in speakinig of
these felspathic rocks, which it will be seen pass insensibly into one another.

Associated with the ophiolites of the Silurian series, we have a very abundant
rock, consisting of felspar intimately mixed with a silicate having the com
position of a hornblende or pyroxene, and forming an aggregate scarcely to
be distinguished from the finer grained varieties of similar rocks met with in
the Laurentian series. This felspathic rock, in the Silurian series, is gen-
erally greenish or greyish-white, and more or less fine grained; occasionally
however the hornblende is apparent in distinctly cleavable grains, forming a well
characterized diorite; but it is more frequently pale in colour, and so disseidn-
ated as to give to the rock at first sight an almost homogeneous aspect, entitling
it to the name of aphanite. These rocks weather of an opaque white, which is
characteristic.

19. A variety of this diorite was examined from Brompton Lake, ir t
second lot of the sixteenth range of Orford; its colour is white, with a tige
of greerish or yellowish-grey, evidently due to the presence of an amorphou-

-disseminated mineral, which becohies vellowish-brown after ignition, while th
basé is rendered white and more opaque, and is seen to consist of grai
crystalline felspar, sometimes with very distinctly striated cleavage p ai'>sr.
The rock before ignition has a waxy lustre, is sub-translucent, andbas a
conchoidal fracture; its hardness is 6.0, that of ordinary felspar, and its densiy
2.748-2.764. Its powder does not effervesce with nitric acid, which appe
to be without action upon it. Its analysis was effected by fusion w
carbonate of soda, and the alkalies were determined by decomposing a sepat
portion with carbonate of lime and sal-ammoniac ; the results were as follo s

I. U. Oxygen
Silica, ......................................... 63-60 63-40 = .... 3 53
A1umina........................................1.... 593
Soda,........................................... ..... 795
Potash,............................... ........... ..... 13 - .... 206
Lime,.......................................... 7-28 750 = 213
Magnesia, ....................................... ..... 3•37 = 1·31 4.38
Protoxyd ofiron, ................................ ..... 4-23 .94
Loss by ignition,................ .... .40

99-68
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The oxygen ratios of the alkalies and the alumina are very nearly as 1: 3;
and if we add to these the silica corresponding to 12 equivalents, or ini round
numbers to 24-00 of oxygen, (equal to 43-20 of silica) ; we have the composi-
tion of albite, in which species the oxygen ratios of the silica, alumina and
alkalies are as 12: 3 1. There will then remain of the oxygen of the silica, 9-53,
which is to 4-38, the sum of the oxygen of the lime, magnesia and iron-oxyd,
very nearly as 9 : 4, the ratio of hornblende ; the rock then consists of 64.0 parts
of albite, and 35.3 parts of hornblende.

20. Another specimen of a similar rock from St. François (Beauce), was
rather more coarsely crystalline than the last, and had a pale bluish-green
colour, from the presence of an imperfectly crystalline. hornblende which is
abundantly disseminated among the grains of a somewhat translucent cleavable
felspar. The hornblende turns dark olive-brown by ignition, and the structure
of the rock is then very evident; its lustre is feeble and waxy, and its density
was found to be from 2-708 to 2.725; the pulverized rock yields to dilute
nitric acid, a trace of alumina and a little lime. Its analysis gave me:-

Oxygen.
Si1ica...............,..................... 63-60 3395
Alumina,............................................. 14-20 = 663
Soda, ................................................... 5·09 = 131
Potash,................................ ................ 4-13 0 1
Lime,.................................................. 4-37 = 122
Magnesia, ................................... 6-84 2 3
Protoxyd of iron, ....................... 1-92 -43
Loss by ignition,........... ......................... . 0

1005

If we regard the whole of alumina as representing the felspar, we find that
the oxygen of fe alkalies does not equal one-third of that of the sesqui-oxydge;
and we must therefore suppose thaf a portion of lime equal, to 0-20 of' oxygen,
enters into the composition of 'the felspar. We ýshahl then have for the oxygen'i'atios ; silica 26-52, al umina 6-63, alikalies (2.01 + 0-20), =, 2-21, or,12': 3 :1
Thie oxyg'en of the sili,'ca to that of the rcmnaining bases, will then 'be ,as, 7-e?
4-18; the horniblende ratio of 9, : 4, requires 3-30, and that of pyroxene 2 : le
dlemands, 371 of protoxyd. The slighf ex 'cess is explained by flic fËact.'thaf.
there is a gain in the analysis, probably, due to, an error in the determinatin ofth
niagnesia ; besides which a littie lime apparently existi in flic rock as a carbonate..
We have then for the felspathie portion of'this diorite, 49-68 parts of lia
together witi flic alumina, aikalies, and 0-71 of lime, comin'ed,,to form 73-81
parts of a felspar,, whici lias flic formulaof albifte, but is distinguislied, from
that of flie previous specimen, by flic large proportion of pofaslih whicli it
contains.

Eutpkotide.-Much confusion exists among mineralogical, writers, as to flicý
natuire and characters of saussurite, a mineral', whicli min o4ed with smaràgdite,ý
-constitutes the rock fo which Haûy applied flic name of eupliotide.' De Saussure
(senior), 'wlo first distinguished, under the name of jade, flic mineral -,Whicli
afterwards received his name, describes if as greenish-whife in colour, sufiiciently,
hard to scraftcli quartz,,and having a densify of 3-310-3-319; while Mohis, givesý
3-256 for flic specific, gravity of a granular variety from Piedmont, and 3.342 for
-a compact saussurife fom flic Canton de Vaud. -Naumann assigns fo the- speci-es
-a denisity of 3'-40.

The carlier analyses of saussurite appear fo correspond to impureé felspat hic,,,
mixtures; ýthat examined by Strorneyer lias flic composition of labradoritc, to
which species flic saussurite fi:om flic eupliotide, of Odern, examineil by, Delesse
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belongs; it: gave him silica 55.23, alumina 24.24, lime 6-86, soda 4.83, potadáì
3·03, oxyd of iron 1.11, magnesia 1·48, volatile matters 3 05,=99-83. T
saussurite of Mount Genèvre, (Hautes Alpes), is according to Delesse a crystak
line felspar, containing silica 49-73, lime 11- 18, soda and a little potash 429
besides 3-75 of water and carbonic acid; while that from the euphotide of L.
valdens, (Isère) according to Lory is a cleavable feispar, having the composition
of andesine.

These observers have for the most part neglected to record the density:f
the specimens which they have examined, although Delesse remarks that
the specifie gravity of the saussurites is seldom inferior to 2-80. Von Rath
has recently described as saussurite, a white mineral which forms with
*hornblende, (uralite) the greenstone of Neurode in Silesia, and possesses the
hardness, cleavage and crystallization of labradorite, with a density of 2499.
His analysis approaches closely to that from Mount Genèvre, but gives 2-73 pèr
cent. of peroxyd of iron, evidently sLowing some admixture.

The saussurite from the Lizard, in Cornwall, examined by Thompson, hs
a hardness of 7-0, a density of 2.80, and contains 82-0 per cent of silica, besides
alumina, lime, magnesia, and iron; it is apparently a petrosilex.

It is evident that all these felspathic minerals of low specific gravity are
distinct from the saussurite described by de Saussure, which I imagine to ha
been nothing more than a white massive garnet, like that of Orford. This sdb-
stance agrees in hardness and density with the mineral described by de
Saussure, and the aggregate of garnet and serpentine from Orford, (17) resembles
completely some of the euphotides of Switzerland. The intimate manner im
which the garnet is mingled with compact felspar and hornblende in the speci-
mens from St. François, (19) will help to explain many of the discordant
analyses and observations of previous authors.

The mixture of felspar and diallage which has generally received the name
of euphotide, is on the contrary closely related to the diorites, such as we have
described under 19 and 20, and is the granitone of the Tuscan geologists, impro-
perly confounded by some writers witli the gabbro of the Italians, which is a
diallagic ophiolite, according to Brongniart and d'Halloy.

Petrosilex or Eurite.-Associated with the serpentines in the region udeér
consideration, a peculiar rock is often met with, resembling those just describ d,
but distinguished by being more homogeneous, more translucent, and by the
absence of the opaque white coating on its weathered surfaces. A specimen f
this rock from the sixth lot of the sixteenth range of Orford was examiled.
It was compact, very touglh, and had a scaly conchoidal fracture. Color green-
ish or greyish-white ; sub-translucent ; lustre waxy, dull. It was apparently
homogeneous, and had a hardness of 6-0, and a density of 2-635-2-639. té>
analysis gave

Silica...................................................Y840 "-Io
Alumina,......... ....... ...... ... .. ...... ... .. .... .... 11-81
Soda, ...... ................. ......... .. .... .................... 4ý42
Potash, ....................................................... 193
Lime,..................................................... 84
M agnesia,....................................................... . 7
.Protoxyd of iron,...................................... ........
Loss by ignition,................................. .............. .90

99.ý9'

This rock differs chemically from those just described, by
silica, and the very small amounts of lime, magnesia and protoxyd
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which it contains. It is very similar in composition to the baulite or krablite
from Iceland, and to some obsidians and pitchstones. It is the compact felspar
of Haüy, the petrosilex, eurite and adinole of other authors. These rocks in the
Present state of our knowledge, may be considered as intimate mixtures of
felspar with quartz, although the krablite occurs, according to Von Walterhausen,
in distinct triclinic crystals.

Rocks of this composition are not, however, confined to the metamorphic
portion of the Silurian series. I found at St. Henri, beds of compact felspar
iiterstratified with the unaltered argillaceous shales and bituminous limestones
of the Quebec group. The greatest mass of this rock observed in the section
near the falls of the Etchemin river, at St. Henri, is fifty feet in thickness, and
is divided into layers of from two to twelve inches by films of interposed shale,
sometimes briglit green in color. This is succeeded by a smaller mass of the
same rock fifteen feet in thickness, the whole interstratified with greenish and
greyish shales. Thin beds of a like substance are also met with at St. Ansel-
me, in a similar series.

The rock is finely granular, sub-conchoidal in fracture, tougLh, and translu-
cent on the edges; in colour is pale greenish- white, sometimes verging upon olive-
green, and varied by clouds of darker green. The rock is singularly uniform
in its characters, and has a great resemblance to the petrosilex from Orford, just
described, but is somewhat less compact and tenacious. Its hardness is 6.
A specimen from St. Henri, gave the following results on analysis:

Silica,.................................... ....................... 71.40
Alumina,...... ........................ ....................... 13.60
Soda,................................................................. 3·31
Potash, ....................................... 23
Lime,....................................................84
Magnesia,................................................................ 240
Protoxyd of iron,................................................... 3-24
Loss on ignition,......................................................... 2.50

99·66

We find in these various felspathic rocks, which are evidently of sedimeat-
ary origin, but small amounts of oxyd of iron, varying from less than one, to
three and four per cent., quantities much less than are found in ordinary
felspathic or argillaceous sediments of this and other formations. It is well
known that water dissolves protoxyd of iron when combined with carbonic
or organic acids, and we have in waters holding dissolved organic matters,
an agent which is constantly removing this metal from the superficial :strâta,
and depositing it again in the forms of ochre and limonite. To a sirmlar
process we must ascribe the absence of iron frorn the under-clay of oal
beds, which, as you have shown, is but the soil of the ancient carboniferous
vegetation, and from the felspathic rocks now under consideration. This
metal has been dissolved out fron the sediments by action of organic substances,
and is found accumulated in the clay ironstones of the coal formation, and in
the highly ferruginous schists of the Quebec group, which often contain beds
of iron ore.

The upper part of the Richelieu shales, a little above Cap Rouge, presents
two remarkable beds of a homogeneous jasperlike rock, sharply conchoidal in
fracture, translucent on the edges, and.in some parts so hard as to resist steel.
Its colour varies from dark grass-green to blackish-green. The beds, which
are six or eight feet in thickness, are traversed by veins as calcareous spar, and
are interstratified a few feet fron each other, with the shales of the region,
which are contorted, but not at all altered. The same green chert or jasper ia
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met with among the graptolitic shales at St. Henri, near the felspathie beds just
described, and is also seen among the altered rocks of this group near th'
ophiolites, as at St. François (Beauce), and the OwI's Head mountain, itsälf
having undergone but very littie apparent alteration. It weathers opaque,
white. The density of a specinen from Cap Rouge was 2-640, and from St,
Henri 2-662. The results of two analyses of the chert fron Cap Rouge are
as follows, I being the lower band, and II the upper band :

I.
s uiica , .... ............................................ . 50
Alumina,............................................. 8-o
Protoxyd of iron, ......................................... 2-70
Lim e,.................................................... ·73
Magnesia,............................................... 2.35
Soda,....... .. .......................................... 1-38
Potash,............................................... 1-66
Loss by ignition,...................................... 4-40

99-20

73 30
Iron as
peroxyd 16-30

traces;
3-90

This rock is but slightly attacked by acids. On boiling a portion of 1, for
an hour, with a dilute solution of caustic soda, an amount of silica equal to 20-8
per cent was dissolved, but only 1-2 per cent of alumina ; this would appear
to indicate the presence of a large amount of silica in its soluble modification.
The petrosilex of St. Henri gave to a solution of soda by a similar treatment,
only 6-1 per cent. of silica, and a few thousandths of alumina.

You have described a bed of red and green jasper which exists at Rivière
Ouelle, in the slates of the Sillery group, and resembles the rock of Cap Rouge
just described; it contains veins of calcedony, and the red colour of certain por-
tions of it appears to be due to disseminated hematite. Near Sherbrooke there is
a bed of red jasper, which contains grains of hematite, and passes into a jaspery-
red iron ore. These rocks require a particular study.

Magnesites and Dolonites.

The existence of beds of carbonate of magnesia among the Silurian strate
in the townships of Bolton and Sutton was noticed in the Report for 1847,
and partial analyses of these rocks have been since given. I have howeveé
recently made these remarkable masses the subject of a more detailed examina
tion, the results of which are here presented.

1. Associated with the dolomites and steatites of the twelfth lot of h
seventh range of Sutton, there occurs a bed about twelve inches in thicknes
made up of white crystalline magnesite spar, interningled with grains of a
spathic mineral, and scales of bright green talc, which predominates in certai
planes, and gives to the bed a gnessoid structure coincident with the stratifi
cation; small grains of pyrites are disseminated through the mass. On the
weathered surfaces, the bright green colour of the rock is obscured by a rusty
brown hue, due to the oxydation of a portion of carbonate of iron, which i
combined with the carbonate of magnesia.

The composition of this rock varies in different layers, not only in the
amount of insoluble silicious matters, but in the proportions of the two carbon
ates. A pure, slightly coloured portion, gave of carbonate of magnesia 83-35,
carbonate of iron 9-02, insoluble 8-03, = 100-40; the analysis of another frag-
ment afforded carbonate of magnesia 33-00, carbonate of iron 19-35 alumin
0-50, insoluble matters 45-90, = 98-70.
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A small proportion of iron in the last analysis is however derived from
the disseminated pyrites, which is nickeliferous; sulphur separates during the
solution of the mineral in nitrie acid, and the liquîd then contains a little
nickel; but when'hydrochlorie acid is employed as the solvent, the nickel
is found with the residue. The insoluble portion has a fine pale-green colour,
and when thoroughly purified from iron, by digestion with nitrie acid, preserved
its tint after ignition, during which process it lost 5.66 per cent.; after this
operation it gave to a boiling solution of nitrate of ammoma a minute trace of
magnesia. The analysis of a specimen which had been purified by nitric acid and
ignited, gave (A) silica 50.25, alumina 36.88, magnesia 1.12, oxyds of iron and
chrome 0.87, alkalies and loss 1088. = 100.00.

The analysis of the residue left from the treatment of another portion of the
rock by hydrochloric acid, gave the result B:-

B. C.
Silica,......................................................... 43-30 52-17
Alumina,...................................................... 32·10 38-67
Magnesia, .................................................... 5-40; *
Protoxyd of iron, ............................................. 5-90 181
Oxyd of nickel, ................................................ .*55

" " chrome,............................... ..... (traces.)
Soda,......................................................... 5·00 6.03
Potash, ....................................................... 1.09 1·32
Soluble iatters,............... '.............................. 50

100-84 100,00

The presence of a portion of carbonates in this residue was evident from the
amouits of magnesia and iron present, as well as from the brown colour which it
assumed by ignition. The amount of the green chroniferous talc in the residue
is very small, as is evident from the first analysis; and if, excluding from the
second, (B) all but the silica, alumina and alkalies, and a little magnesia and
oxyd of iron, we compare the calculated result C, with A, we obtain a pretty
correct idea of the composition of the felspathic matter, which mingled with a
little talc, and probably with some silicate of alumina, forms the silicious por-
tion of this magnesite rock.

2. The magnesite of thd seventeenth lot of the ninth ranoe of Bolton, bas
a breadth of many yards, and resembles closely many crysfalline limestones,
being made up of brilliant cleavable grains of ferriferous carbonate of magnesia,
of a bluish-grey colour, but sometimes nearly white; it contains. irregularly
distributed, a considerable proportion of grains of white hyaline quartz, whièh
sometimes forms small ir'egular veins. Many parts of the rock are marked by
yellowish-green stains, due to a compound of nickel, which is probably a hydro-
carbonate allied to the pennite of Hermann, and sometimes forms thin incrust-
ations in the joints of the rock. The rock, which is strongly coherent, weathers
superficially reddish-brown, from the oxydation of the carbonatedôf iron. It
contains a little oxyd of chrome and a small amount of pyrites.

The results of two analyses of different portions of the rock are asfollows

I.I.
Carbonate of magnesia,.. ........ ....................... 59-13 9 t12

iron, ........................... 832 1
Insoluble, .................. ............................. 32-20 2990

99 65 99

This rock, like that of Sutton, contains a variable amount of carbonate
of iron. Another specimen analysed by Mr. Delesse of Paris, gave him carboùate
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of magnesia 58-59, carbonate of iron 9.06, quartz 30-12, lime and oxyd of chrone
traces, water and loss 2-53.

The insoluble residue from the action of' acids upon the Bolton magnesite,
unlike that from Sutton, consists chiefly of quartz, as is evident from its reactions
before the blow-pipe. A portion which had been twice digested with nitric acid,
lost but 0-5 per cent by ignition, and had then a greenish-grey colour; fused
with carbonate of soda, it gave 93-6 per cent. of pure silica, and 3-3 per cent. of
alumina, with a little oxyd of iron and chrome, and traces of lime and magnesia,
besides 0-8 per cent. of potash and soda. The nickel separated from severál
pounds of the rock was equal to about one-thousandth, and gave no indications
of cobalt.

When calcined over a spirit-lamp, with access of air, the specimen Il.
lost 34-20 per cent.; 59-72 parts of carbonate of magnesia contain 31-28 of car-
bonic acid, and if to this we add 3-21, the difference between 10-31, the amount
of carbonate of iron, and 7-10, that of the corresponding peroxyd, we have 34*49,
which agrees closely with the above determination, and shows that the carbonic
acid of the nagnesite is completely expelled at a red heat. The ignited residie
expelled ammonia from a boiling solution of nitrate of ammonia, which dissolved
a portion of imiagnesia equal to 57-03 per cent. of carbonate.

The calcination of the rock is more easily effected than that of limestone,
and yields a friable mass of caustic magnesia and oxyd of iron,' mixed with
quartz; as this mixture will contain about 44 per cent. of magnesia, it may
as I have elsewhere suggested, be advantageously employed for the preparation
of magnesian mortars. (Report for 1855, ante p. 422.) The calcined rock -at
once gives up its magnesia to a dilute acid, and may be economically. made
use of for the manuficture of magnesian salts. The iron is rendered nearly
insoluble by the calcination, and the action of dilute sulphuric acid, the mineral
being in excess, yields at once a solution of sulphate of magnesia, contaminated
only by a little salt of nickel, which may be got rid of by the subsequent addition
of a small portion of sulphuret of barium. In this way 100 parts of the calcinéd
rock may be made to yield about 270 parts of crystallized sulphate of magnesia

These crystalline carbonates of magnesia do not effervesce in the cold with
nitric or hydrochloric acid, and require a prolonged digestion with these acids,
aided by heat, for their complete solution. Acetic acid however decomposes
them slowly at the boiling point; in this way two per cent. of carbonate' of
magnesia with a little oxyd of iron, were dissolved after fifteen minutes of ebUIl-
lition. A solution of nitrate of ammonia also attacks pulverized magnesitè;
when that from Sutton was boiled for an hour with a solution of this a
about two per cent. of the carbonate were dissolved, together with a nota
portion of a protosait of iron, from the decomposition of the carbonate of irn
The nickeliferous pyrites was not attacked, as was evident from the absenceêof
nickel and sulphuric acid from the ammoniacal solution.

The existence of carbonate of magnesia in the form of rock massesr-
hitherto been but rarely observed ; but it has probably often been confounded'
with dolomite. I have already described the ophiolite from Roxbury, Vermrntk
which is in large part composed of carbonate of magnesia, and among a collection
of rocks brought from the gold region of California, by Mr. W. P. Blake of N'
York, I have detected a crystalline ferriferous carbonate of magnesia, mingl
with quartz and films of emerald-green talc. The specimens resembled close
the rock from Bolton, and like it contained nickel and chrome. Carbonateo
magnesia also occurs in California as a compact porcelain-like rock, free f
iron and silicious mixtures.
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The dolomites of the Green Mountains resemble the magnesites in the mode
of their occurrence, their aspect, and their associations, so much that it is
only by analysis, or by their density, that it becomes possible to distinguish
them. They generally contain besides carbonate of iron, traces of chrome
and small amounts of nickel, which often stains the rock green, like the Bolton
magnesite. This is conspicuous in a dark bluish-gray crystalline dolomite from
the seventh lot of the twelfth concession of Windsor. The nickel is however
sometimes wanting; thus a grey, crystalline, yellow-weathering, very ferruginous
dolomite, which is interstratified with argillite, at the Falls of the Bras, in
St. François (Beauce), gave me no trace of this metal, while a bed of steatite
near to it, in the same series, is stained with nickel, and filled with crystalline
grains, which are magnesite, without a trace of lime.

The magnesian rocks among the unaltered sediinents of the Hudson River
group afford an interesting study, which is as yet far from completed; but I beg
leave to mention here a few facts which I have observed. The dolomites of
Pointe Lévis, whose distribution you have followed out, are interstratified with
the pure limestones, sandstones and graptolitic shales of the Quebec division of
the Hudson River group. Both limestones and dolomites are very irregular
and interrupted in their distribution, the beds sometimcs attaining a considerable
volume, while at other times they thin out, or appear to be replaced by sand-
stones.

The limestones frequently form masses of many feet in thickness, which
are without any visible marks of stratification, and destitute of organic
remains. These masses are compact, conchoidal in fracture, sub-translucent,
and. exhibit a banded agatized structure, which leads to the conclusion they
are chemical deposits from water, in fact veritable travertines. Their colours
are peerly-grey of different shades, and occasionally pale green; they weather
smooth and white. Analysis shows that they are pure carbonate of lime, and
contain neither silica, iron nor magnesia in appreciable quantities.

Interstratified with these travertines however, there are beds of fine granular
opaque limestones, weathering bluish-grey, and holding in abundance remains
of orthoceratites, trilobites and other fossils, which are replaced by a yellow-
weathering dolomite.

The dolomites about to be described, occur both among the travertines and
the fossiliferous limestones, sometimes in small lenticular masses, or in layers of
a few lines, interposed in masses of limestone. At other times these layers of
dolomites are several feet in thickness. They are always granular in texture,
greyish within, and weathering reddish or yellowish-brown without. Unlike
the intercalated limestones, which are generally free from mechanical impurities,
the dolomites almost always contain a mixture of clay or sand, which sometimes
so far predominates, that the rock is a friable dolomitic sandstone, whose fracture
occasionally shows brilliant cleavage faces, thickly studded with grains of quartz,
the carbonate having assumed a ,crystalline arrangment throughout the mass, as
in the crystals of the Fontainebleau sandstone. No fossils have been detected
in these dolomitic beds, which are sometimes traversed by veins of calcareous
spar.

When dissolved in hydrochloric acid, the carbonie acid evolved from
these dolomites has a bituminous odour, and the solution contains a considerable
amount of iron as a protosalt. Of the following analyses, I is of fline-grained
dolomite from the Island of Orleans, and Il of a specimen from the lime-
quarries near the church of St. Joseph at Pointe Lévis:-

I6
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III.
Carbonate oflime,........ ................................ 45.06 53-04

d i m agnesia,.......................................... 31-81 31'96
d iron,.............................................. 10-31 5·80

Insoluble,...................................................... 13·80 880

100·98 99·60

The insoluble portion from II was nearly pure quartz; that from I contain,-
ed a portion of clay. The oxyd of iron from I was mixed with a little .man
ganese, but neither chrome nor nickel were detected in these dolomites. Small
masses of pyrites which are found in the rock from Orleans, were likewise,
examined for nickel without success.

A bed of argillaceous rock from Pointe Lévis, which was compact, earthy
in fracture, and weathered reddish-yellow to a considerable depth, gave to
acids about fifty per cent. of soluble matter, corresponding to a ferriferous
dolomite, like those just described. The insoluble residue was essentially a clay
containing about four per cent. of alkalies, of which two-thirds were potash.

Interstratified with these limestones and dolomites of Pointe Lévis, there ara
found beds of conglomerate of a remarkable character. In addition to sand
and clay, the dolomites frequently enclose grains and rounded fragments of
limestone and dolomite, both seemingly derived from the adjacent strata; so that
we have beds consisting of pebbles of limestone, often having the characterE
of the travertine, of dolomite, and occasionally of quartz and argillite ; the
whole cemented by a ferriferous dolomite. At other times the cementin
material of the conglomerate is a carbonate of lime, with only traces of magnesia
and oxyd of iron; portions of the travertine itself sometines inclose grains pf
quartzose sand.

ON THE PROBABLE ORIGIN OF DOLOMITES AND MAGNESITES.

The facts which we have indicated, clearly show that the dolomites just
described have been precipitated from water, under conditions which brought
more or less sand and clay, and sometimes fragments of the adjacent rocks, int
the basins where this process was going on; during the intervals of which
the travertines and fossiliferous limestones were deposited, to the exclusion of
magnesia. Similar conditions are met with in some limestones of the Niagaras
division, in the eastern basin, where purely calcareous corals, of many species,.
,are nmbedded in a paste of granular magnesian carbonate of lime, whici
would seem to have been precipitated in the medium where the zoophytes
grew. A somewhat different process is presented in the replacement by dol-N
mite, of fossils in the limestone at Pointe Lévis, as well as at many localities id
the Chazy limestone, where various shells are replaced, and sometimes entirey:
filled, with a crystalline ferriferous dolomite, (Report for 1852, page 174,) thë
surrounding limestone being destitute of magnesia and iron.

The following considerations may aid us in .forming an idea of the origir
hitherto so-obscure,.of magnesian deposits. It isknown thatthose mineral watersi
which hold large quantities of carbonate of lime and magnesia in solution, depoiýt
only the lime on exposure to the air, and retain all the magnesia in solution4
hence travertines and tufas, both ancient and modern, contain little oruno
àmagnesia. The carbonate of this base is soluble to a considerable ,extent,
solutions both of magnesian and alkaline salts, but is deposited when th&
solutions are boiled, or evaporated at low temperatures. Thus the, alk,1iie
waters of Carlsbad in Bohemia, which contain according to the analysis
Berzelius, seventeen parts of carbonate of lime for ten of carbonate of magne
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deposit great masses of travertine, which is purely calcareous, but if suffered to
evaporate in open basins, would afterwards yield dolomite or magnesite.

But besides these waters, which contain an excess of carbonie -acid, and a
larger amount of carbonate of lime than of magnesia, we meet with another
class of saline mineral waters, which contain very little carbonic acid, and a
small amount of carbonate of lime, but large portions of carbonate of magnesia.
The mineral spring of Püllna, according to Struvé, contains in 1000 parts of
water, 32-72 of solid matters, consisting entirely of sulphates and chlorids of
magnesium and sodium, with 0-10 of carbonate of lime and 0-83 of carbonate
of magnesia, and only seven-hundredths of its volume of carbonic acid. -Waters
of this kind appear, from the analyses of Berzelius and Struvé, to be rare in Ger-
nany, but are very numerous in this country.

The saline waters which in the western basin of Canada, rise from the lower
limestones of the palæozoic rocks, have no excess of carbonic acid, and no
appreciable amounts of earthy carbonates, but contain, besides common salt,
great quantities of chlorids of magnesium and calcium, the latter in excess
in this respect they differ from sea-water.

The saline springs rising from the same rocks farther east, are more dilute
than the last, and contain, proportionably, a much less amount of earthy chlorids,
that of magnesium always greatly predominating. They contain no excess of
carbonic acid, but like the Püllna spring, hold in solution large amounts of carbo-
nate of magnesia, and but very little carbonate of lime. I have elsewhere
remarked that the substitution of these waters, for the brines which issue
from the same strata farther west, is to be attributed to the action of the
alkaline carbonates derived from the argillaceous sediments which occur in
the Chazy limestone, and make up the great bulk of the Hudson River group.
We also find in this region, saline springs containing carbonate of soda, and
another class in which the amount of chlorid of sodium is very small, the car-
bonate of soda predominating. These springs appear to be derived from the
argillaceous rocks, and by their admixtures with the brines, to have given rise
both to the alkaline salines, and to the waters containing -carbonate of magnesia.
(Report for 1853, ante p. 348.)

The elimination of the greater part of the lime from the saline magnesian
waters, is explained by the following experiment: a solution was .prepared with
eighty parts of common sait, eight of chlorid of calcium, a portion of crystallized
hydrochlorate equal to about nine parts of chlorid of magnesium, and 1000
parts of water. To this liquid, at a temperature of 600 F., there was added a solu-
tion of carbonate of'soda, sufficient to decompose about two-thirds of the ýearthy
chlorids ; the v oluminous precipitate which was formed, became dense and granu-
lar after forty-eight :hours, and after some days was separated, washed :and
analysed; it consisted of carbonate of lime, with 16 per cent of tcarbonate Af
magnesia. The saline liquid when evaporated at agentle heat to one-twentiëth,
gave an abundant granular precipitate .of the mixed carbonates, in the proportions
of 16-3 of carbonate of lime to 83-7 of carbonate of magnesia; and the-solution
now contained abundance of magnesian chlorid, but not a trace iof lime. On
adding to this tsolution of chlorids of sodium and magnesium, diluted to its
original volume, carbonate of soda enough to decompose about one-half of the
latter, there is obtained a precipitate of carbonate of magnesia, whichabecomes
granular after a few days; and the liquid, by evaporation ïto one-twelfth, at-a
temperature below 2120, deposited a granular precipitate, which, in one
experiment, corresponded >to one and a-half parts of carbonate to 1000, or more
than one-third of the magnesia in solution.
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The mingling of alkaline carbonates with sea-water or saline springs of an
logous constitution, effects then a partial separation of the lime from the mage
sia, and gives rise to waters having a composition analogous to the iPûllù-
spring, which by slow evaporation, or by a subsequent addition of carbonate of
soda, may deposit carbonate of magnesia containing littie or no lime. I subjoin
some results of the analyses of different mineral waters of Canada, which
serve to illustrate the question. The analyses will be found in detail in pro-
ceeding Reports; in this table the sum of the solid ingredients, and the
amounts of the earthy chlorids, and alkaline and earthy carbonates, for 1000
parts are given; these waters are for the most part destitute of sulphates.

A, saline waters containing little or no earthy carbonates.
B, saline waters containg abundance of earthy carbonates.

a, neutral.
b, alkaline.

C, waters feebly saline, containing alkaline carbonates, borates, and silicates.

LOCALITIES SOLID CIILOR. CHLOR. CARB. CARB. CARB.
MATTERS CALCIUM MAGNES. SODA. LIME. MAGNES.

A, Whitby,................................ 46-30 17.53 9-54 0 6Hallowell,.............................. 68'00 15.90 12.90
......................... .... 36.00 9.20 9.40 ..... ....

Ba, Caledonia, (V.)........................... 14.64 .28 1.03 12 86
St. Léon,................................ 13'3 .07 -66 -35 .94
Caxton, ............................... 13.65 .05 .37 ..... .21 1.0

" Plantagenet,.. .......................... 13-16 .13 '24 .... .03 '89
" Ste. Geneviève.......................... 20·99 .60 2.05 ..... .01 .75
" Berthier,........................... ...... 9.06 .04 .08 .05 .83

Bb, Varennes,............................... 9.58 ..... ..... . 32 -35 35
" Fitzro ...................... . 34 ..... ..... . 59 15 78
" Caledonia, (I.) ......................... 7.75 ..... ..... .05 .15 52
C, Chambly............................... 213...... 1-0G .04 07
" Nicolet ................................ 1·56 ..... 1
" St. Ours, ................................ 53 ..... -13 '17 13
" Jacques Cartier,.................... ..... .34 ..... ..... . 19 -07 '03
4 Joly,................................... 75 ... . 23 .06 '02

Waters containing carbonate of soda are very abundant in nature; we may
mention the celebrated mineral springs of Vichy, and those of Carlsbad, which
latter discharge annually, according to the calculation of Gilbert, more than
thirteen millions of pounds of carbonate of soda, besides sulphates and chlorids
in still larger amount. The water obtained from the chalk beneath the claysof?
the London basin, by the artesian well in Trafalgar square, contains according
to the analysis of Messrs. Abel and Rowney, 68.24 grains of solid matters to the
iïnperial gallon, of which 18.05 grains are carbonate of soda, the rest, being
chlorids and sulphates of alkalies, with small amounts of phosphates and0 f
earthy carbonates. (De la Beche, Geological Observer, p. 693.) This wateils
remarkable for its great proportion of potash salts, equalling 13.67 grainsgof
sulphate of potash, and resembles in this respect the alkaline water of St. Our,
in which potash constitutes one-fourth of the alkaline bases. (Report for .5
p. 158.)

The natron lakes of Lower Egypt are basins, fed by springs holding i
solution common salt and carbonate of soda, and deposit by spontaneous evap
ation large quantities of the latter salt, which under the name of natron, has
been an article of commerce in Egypt from remote antiquity. The soda lak
central Hungary are sirrillar to those of Egypt, and furnish annually large ui$,
tities of carbonate of soda for consumption. Soda lakes also occur on the sh:e,
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of the Black Sea, in northern Africa and in Columbia. Lake Van, which is
situated on the western confines of Persia, bas, according to de Chancourtois, an
area of nearly 800 square miles, and its waters contain in 1000 parts, 22-6 of
salts, of which 8-6 are carbonate of soda. If similar conditions of soil and of
climate were met witli in Canada, the springs of Chambly and Nicolet would
give rise to natron lakes precisely like those of Egypt and Hungary. Rivero
and Boussingault have described beds of the sesqui-carbonate of soda, called
trona, which occur in clays of the tertiary period near Lagunilla, in Columbia.

With such evidence of its distribution in nature, we cannot avoid the con-
clusion that the reaction between carbonate of soda, and the soluble salts of
lime and magnesia which the sea contains, must have played an important part
in the production of sedimentary deposits, .and given rise to many of our
magnesian rocks. In the evaporation of sea-water we observe a phenomenon
worthy of notice in this connection, which is that the lime which the water
contains, is all precipitated in the form of gypsum, before the separation of
conimon salt, so that the salt lakes of the Crimea and the basin of the Caspian,
which are saturated with the chlorids of sodium and magnesium, contain no
lime salts, but are true bitterns. This explains the frequent. association of
beds of gypsum with the rock-salt of ancient basins.' When the mother
liquors from sea-water are still further evaporated, sulphate of magnesia
separates, and finally a double chlorid of potassium and magnesium, both of
which salts occur nàtive in the solid state.

The analyses of Deville and myself, among others, have shown that a great
many river-waters contain small portions of carbonate of soda, which, together
with the more strongly alkaline waters, must in the course of ages have diminished
the quantity of lime salts in the sea-water, separating this base in the form of
carbonate, to be precipitated as such, or secreted by animals, and we find that at
the present day, magnesia greatly predominates over the lime in the ocean. , 100
parts of the salts from the German Ocean contain 11-04 parts of chlorid of
magnesium, and 5-15 of sulphate of magnesia, with only 4-72 of sulphate of
lime, while in the waters which impregnate the palæozoic limestones, the salts
of lime predominate over those of magnesia. Are we to look upon these waters
as representing the composition of the sea at the time when these ancient strata
were deposited, or suppose their composition to have been modified by sub-
sequent reactions between the carbonate of lime and the magnesian salts ? This
is a question which I propose very soon to investigate.

Metals of Magnesian Rocks.

The various magnesian rocks which we have described from the Green
Mountains, are distinguished by the presence of considerable amounts of pro-
toxyd of iron, and smaller portions of the rarer metals, chrome, titanium, nickel,
and more rarely cobalt. Chrome and nickel, as we have seen, characterize the
magnesites and dolomites, as well as the serpentines, tales, dolomites, and
diallages of the Eastern Townships. . These two metals seem to he very gene-
rally present in the ophiolites of the Green Mountain range. I have found them
in those of Roxbury, Vermont, New Haven, Connecticut, and Hoboken, New
Jersey, as well as in an ophioliteand a magnesite from California, and in
specimens of serpentine from Cornwall,* from Banffshire in Scotland, and the

The ophiolites of Cornwall occur, according to De la Beche, among rocks of Devonian age. I have
examined a clouded, reddish-brown and greenish serpentine, containing small grains of diallage, and
said to be from the Lizard Point. Tt gave ounanalysis: -

269
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Vosges in France. Chromie iron, in fact, is peculiarly characteristic of serpenn
tine rocks, in North America, the Shetland Isles, Norway, and in the department
of the Var in France. Both nickel and chrome have besides been found by
ilermann in the pyrosclerite of Peimsylvania, and by Brush in antigorite, a
slaty serpentine from Piedmont, and williamsite, a serpentine from Pennsylvania
The tales and chrysolites of many foreign localities have also afforded small quan.
tities of nickel to Stromeyer and others. Oxyd of cerium has been found in a
serpentine by Lychnell, and vanadium by Ficinus in that of Zoblitz in Saxony
and in the bronzite of Genoa, by Schafhautl.

The almost constant presence of these metals in magnesian rocks acquires
a new significance when we consider, in connection with the view which I have
advanced of the origin of these rocks, that nickel and cobalt have been found
with titanium and glucina, in the ochreous deposit from the mineral spring of
Neyrac, and in the water of this and several other chalybeates, and that nickel
and cobalt, with chrome, have also been detected in the deposit fron the
alkaline waters of Carlsbad. Muller moreover found in a hydrated peroxyd of
iron (limonite from Wrtenburg, smail portions both of chrome and vanadium.

I have already noticed the presence of titanium in the Lower Silurian
rocks, in some of the unaltered red ferruginous slates; as titanie iron or
ilmenite in a serpentine from Beauce, and in the chloritic iron-schists, where it
is also occasionally found in the forms of sphene and rutile. The analysis of an
impure limestone, which contains at the same time magnesia, iron, manganese,
titanium, chrome, and nickel, is therefore not without interest in this connection.

This remarkable rock occurs interstratified with the red and green shales, and
sandstoues of Granby, which appear to belong to the upper portion of the Hudson
River group. The rocks are here disturbed, and upon the confines of the meta.
morphic region. The green sandstones, according to your description, (Report
for 1847, p. 25,) are sometimes calcareous, and hold scales of chlorite, mica,
and graphite; they frequently weather black from the presence of manganese.
Other beds of these sandstones are red; they are sometimes conglomerate, and
hold small pebbles of quartz and felspar, having the characters of an arkose.
The red shales exhibit in one place a layer of titaniferous jaspery red iron ore;
the green slates are chloritic, and associated with others greyish in colour,
and with thin layers of a carbonaceous shale.

Among these shales you have described two beds of chloritic calcareous rock;
of one foot and two feet in thickness; they weather to some depth of a chocolate.
brown, but have within, a dull greyish-green colour, and an earthy aspect. When
moistened, the rock is seen to consist of a pale green base, in which are imbed-'
ded darker green scales of chlorite.

Silica ............................................................ 4040
Magnesia by difference,..................................343
Protoxyd of iron and chrome,...........................................7.47
Oxyd of nickel,......................................................*15
Alumina,...........................................................'65
Loss onignition,.................................................... 13·90

100-00

1 have examined specimens of the following serpentines without detecting the presence of nickel
1. Pale greenish-yellow granular serpentine, from Easton, Pennsylvania, density 2-501.
2. Fine wax-yellow translucent serpentine, from Montville, New Jersey; it contains veins of beautifÙil

yellowish-white chrysotile, which has a density of 2·435.
3. Pale olive-green serpentine, from Phillipstown, New York; contains no trace of chrome.
4. Pale-green serpentine from Modum, Norway, with ilmenite and magnetite; contains no chrom
5. Yellowish-green serpentine, from Newburyport. Massachusetts; density 2.551; probably of De

nian age.-dm. Jour. Science, (Il.) vol. xviii., p. 198.
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In the Report already cited, it bas been said that this rock yields 30, per
cent. of carbonate of lime, besides portions of magnesia, iron, chrome; and
manganese. I have since submitted it to a farther examination. The rock in
powder, effervesces strongly with acetic acid, and a little hydrochloric acid having
been added towards the close of the operation, there were dissolved, carbonate
of lime 30.08, magnesia, calculated as carbonate, 3-68, oxyd of iron and alumina
5.45, oxyd of manganese 0-58= 39-76. The residue contained no lime, but the
presence of chrome in it was again verified, and 0-15 per cent. of nickel were
also found, besides a large amount of titanic acid, amounting in two deter-
minations to 5-3 and 6.2 per cent. The analysis was effected by fusion with
carbonate of soda, and gave for 100 parts of the residue insoluble in acetic
acid

Silca,.................................................................... 5320
Alumina,............................................................ 0
Protoxyd of iron,.................................... ...................... 1575
M agnesia, ................................................................ . 19
Titanic acid,............... ............................................ 6-30
Oxyd of nickel,....................................................... 15
Oxyds of chrome, manganese, and 10ss,...................................... 245
Soda and potash, ..........................................................
Loss on ignition, ...................................................... 4-80

100-00

Seipentine of Syracuse, New Yorlc.

There exists in the State of New York, a remarkabie case of local metamor-
phism of the Onondaga sait group of the Upper Silurian rocks, which has
resuilted in the production of an ophiolite. As this group is largely deveioped
in Western Canada, and as the case has much interest in relation to the theory
of metamorphism, I propose to give here a short notice of the rocks of the form-
ation, and of the res«lets of my examination of the -ophiolite.

The lithological characters of' flhe Onondaga sait group are as foiiows:
Reposing upon a curious concretionary limiestone which. belongs to the Niaga18ra
division, there is a series of very ferruginous shaies, succeeded by others red and
green in colour, which are calcareous. These are overiaid ,by the so-cailed
gypseous maris, which include great masses of gypsum, arranged in layers,
together with beds of cellular tufaiceous limnestone, arid of a compact argilla-
ceoiis dolomnite, whiclî is used for the fabrication of a hydraulic cemnent, and
contai-ns according to the analyses of Dr. Beck, from'30 to 38per cent. of carbo-.
nate of magnesia, with from 10 to 20 per cent of silica, and portions of alumina
and oxyd of iron. Similar cement beds occur in the same formation, in Western
Canada, at Paris, and in. Oneida, and yield as much as 40 per cent. of magne-
sian carbonate.

The maris of this series are filied with those weil known hopper-shaped
cavities, supposed to have been l'eft by the soluation of crystals of, common
sait, with which. the waters issuing from these strata are strongiy impre'gnated.
Overiyi-ng these gypsiferous maris, is a limestone marked by curious; needie.-
shaped cavities, which Mir. Vanuxem, to whom we owe this description, ascribeés
to the crystallization of suiphate of magnesia during the doposition -of the rock.
Hie remarks that we find. iný the succession of the'gypsumn and other -saîts, ithis
formation, the evidences of 'Conditions similar to- those. presented duringzthe slowv
evaporation of sea-wa.ter.

At Syracuse, the strata betweeu two beda of the porous limestones' juk'
described, are very mucli aitered; the shales are'rendered harder, andsoe
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portion of the calcareous rocks have become crystalline, and are filled with
crystals of celestine and calcite, while other beds are converted into a calcar-
eous ophiolite, a specimen of which I have examined. It agrees closely with
the description given by Vanuxem, being an aggregate of grains and rounded
masses of serpentine of various sizes, imbedded in a greenish-gray calcareous
base. The colours of the serpentine vary from blackish-green to greenish-
white; it is often translucent, and takes a high polish. Small portions of bronze-
coloured diallage are disseminated in the ophiolite. Mr. Vanuxem bas also
observed among these rocks, the existence of mica, in aggregates having the
characters of granite, and others in which hornblende replaces the mica, and
which be compares to'syenite.

I found a portion of this ophiolite in powder, to be readily attacked.by acetic
acid, which dissolved a large amount of carbonate of lime, besides a little
magnesia, and traces of alumina and iron. This proximate analysis gave: car-
bonate of lime 34.43, carbonate of magnesia 2.73, serpentine, insoluble in acetic
acid, 62-50, iron and alumina 0-34= 100.00. The analysis of the serpentine
gave me:

Silica, ................................................ .................. 40.67
M agnesia .............. ........................... 32-61
Protoxyd of irn,........ ............................................ 8-12
A lum ina,................................................................. 5-13
W ater, ................................. ................................. 12-77

99·30

No traces of nickel or chrome were detected. A rounded fragment of green-
ish fine grained limestone, which was imbedded in this ophiolite, was found to be
nearly pure carbonate of lime.

Mr. Vanuxem remarks of these metamorphic rocks of Syracuse, that we
have here no evidence of igneous action, or of the intervention of a dry heat,
which he supposes however to be often concerned in alterations of this kind;
he suggests that water, aided by heat to produce the solution of the elements
present, might give rise to the results there observed. (Rcport on the Geology
of the 3rd District of New York, pages 108-110.)

ON THE METAMORPHISM OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.

The fact that sedimentary strata of different ages, may under certain cir-
cumstances, assume the characters which were formerly attributed to the
primary rocks, having been once established, geologists sought to explain
this alteration by the influence of heat, communicated through the mediunï
of intrusive rocks, which was supposed to have produced a partial fusion
and crystallization of the sediments. Boué, Silliman, Lyell and others, who.
have written upon this subject, conceive that for these changes a temperature of
ignition has been required, aided probably by the presence of water, or aqueouù
vapour. But the presence of unoxydized carbon, as graphite, in various meta-
morphic rocks, which would oblige us to admit that this element had been sul-
nitted to a red heat in contact with water, with carbonates, and with oxyd

of iron, leads us to reject this view as untenable. Graphite, like the other forme
of carbon, is oxydized under all these conditions. The slight alterations suffered
by many of the sediments in metamorphic regions, furnish us with othe
reasons for rejecting the idea of metamnorphism at a very elevated temperature7:

It is besides to be remarked that the igneous rocks, which are supposed
by this hypothesis to be the source of heat, are often wanting ii metamorphie
regions, while on the other hand, their presence, although sometimes accolP
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anied with a considerable extent of alteration, is frequently almost without effect
on the adjacent strata. Numerous facts seem to show that the heat of igneous
rocks extends to but very short distances in the non-conducting masses of
sedimentary rocks.

These considerations, not less than the difficulty of cònceiving an agency
capable of heating to ignition immense masses of strata over large areas,
lead us to reject alike the idea of an intense heat, or the proximity of igneous
rocks, as the efficient cause of metamorphism. We are led to seek for an agent,
which under conditions of temperature easily attainable, shall suffice for' the
production of these chemical changes which are required for the alteration of the
sedimentary rocks. Such an agent we have in solutions of alkaline carbonates,
which at a temperature of 2120 F., lose a portion of their carbonic acid,#
and acquire the power of dissolving silica, even in the form of quartz, forming
with it a soluble alkaline silicate.

Kuhlmann, in his investigations of the soluble silicates, observed that
carbonate of lime removes all the silica from a boiling solution of silicate of
soda, forming an insoluble silicate of lime. Having moreover detected traces
of alkalies in a great many natural silicates, other than those into whose
composition these elements are supposed to enter, he suggested that alkaline
silicates may have played an important part in the formation of these minerals.t
Pursuing this idea, I have found that the carbonates of magnesia and protoxyd
of iron possess a similar power of decomposing the soluble alkaline silicates, and
that by boiling for some time with a solution of carbonate of soda, mixtures of
these carbonates with silica, they were changed into silicates, which retained
small portions of the alkali. This reaction takes place readily at 2120 F.
with ignited soluble silica, and although more slowly, even with pulverized
quartz. The silicate of soda at first formed, is converted into carbonate by double
decomposition, and is then free to dissolve a new portion of silica.

Recurring now to those sedimentary rocks which consist of carbonates of
protoxyd bases, intermingled with silica, we have only to suppose them saturated
with a solution of carbonate of soda, such as the water which impregnates
the paleozoic schists of Canada, or the chalk of the London basin, and exposed
to a heat of 2120 F., and we have all the conditions required for the production
of silicates of lime, magnesia and iron. The small portion of carbonate of soda
acts as an intermedium between the silica and the bases, while at the same
time the agency of the disengaged carbonic acid, in dissolving the carbonates,
and bringing them in contact with the newly-formed alkaline silicate, is not to
be overlooked. The presence of alumina in these sediments would furnish
the element necessary for the production of garnet, epidote and chlorite.

But while some of these changes may take place at 2120 F., it is probable
that other phenomena of metamorphism may require a somewhat more elevated
temperature. De Senarmont has shown that sulphate of baryta is dissolved
when heated to 4800 F., in a sealed tube, with a solution of bicarbonate of
soda, and crystallizes unchanged on cooling ‡ It is probably by a similar process
that felspathic and micaceous silicates have been crystallized during the ineta-
morphismn of sediments, often without obliterating the accompanying fossils.

A similar process must have given rise to the crystals of chiastolite, stauro-
tide, and garnet, in ,the argillites and mica slates. That the silicate of magnesia
has also been in solution, is evident from the veins of chrysotile and other

Jacquelain, Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, 3me série, tome xxxii., p. 211.
t Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, tome xli., p. 1029.
t Expériences sur la formation des minéraux par la voie humide, etc., .Ann. de Chimie et de Physique,

3me série, tome xxxii., p. 129.

A. J1857e
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varieties of serpentine which occur in the ophiolites. The layer of pure massive
serpentine (retinalite,) with picrolite, which you have observed at Grenville
liningr the walls of a trap dyke, in a calcareous ophiolite, is also a case in point.
(Report for 1845, page 85.) Apparent evidences of a concretionary arrangement
are sometimes met with in ophiolites, but the general resemblance between their
structure, and that of the magnesites and dolomites wbich we have described,
is obvious.

When the amotnt of alkaline salt is small, and the volume of sediment lai ge,
the process of metamorphism may find a limit in the fixation of the aikali,
by the silicates which are formed. Apart from the small porions of it which
thus enter into the silicates of magnesia and lime, it may perhaps combine
with aluminous silicates to form felspathic and micaceous minerals; thus it will
happen that portions of the striata, in regions of altered rocks, are sometimes
found to have escaped the metamorphic process. This consideration enables
us to understand why, in some cases, the influence of a mass of igneous rock bas
altered sedimentary strata to a considerable distance, these having contained the
alkaline salt necessary to give solubility to the elements present, while those
rocks in which tlie alkali was absent, have escaped change. The presence of
soluble salts of lime or magnesia in a sediment, by neutralizing the alkali
whicl might be infiltrated fron other strata, would also prevent metamorphism

It now remains for us to inquire for the sources of the heat required to
produce these changes. Local alterations are often caused by the injection of
igneous rocks, and probably by thermal waters, which sometimes have a tempe-
rature of 2120 at the surfaces, and doubtless surpass that degree at small depths.
By such an agency we may explain the p'roduction of the ophiolites of Syracuse,
and of simnilar localities in Europe, where we find masses of these magnesian
silicates, often with gypsum and sea-salt, in rocks even of the tertiary period.
But the alteration of the strata over wide areas, which are often free from
igneous rocks, I conceive to be due to the heat of the earth's crust, which,
as is well known, increases regularly as we descend, so that at a depth of
10,000 feet, it is calculated that the temperature must be equal to that of boiling
water, and at 20,000 feet, to nearly 4000 F.

It follows then fron what we have said, that rocks covered by 10,000 feet
or more of sediment, and permeated by alkaline waters, are in the conditions
required for their alteration, and that elevation and denudation would exhibit
these lower strata to us in the state of metanorphic crystalline rocks.

LAURENTIAN ROCKS.

Ophiolies.-The crystalline limestones and dolomites of this formation are
occasionally associated with serpentine, which is sometimes disseminated in
grains through thein, or more rarely forms beds, in which the magnesian silicate
greatly predoinates. In the analyses given at page 366, we have seen that
the doloites of this series, unlike those of the Silurian rocks, contain very little
oxyd of iron ; and the same thing is true of the ophiolites. ilence the serpentines
of the Laurentian series are paler in colour, and bave a less specific gravity than
those which we have already described. My exaninations of them have not yet
enabled me to detect the presence of either nickel or chrome, which characterize
the magnesian rocks of so many other regions. The serpentines about to be des-
ciibed are more tender than those of the Green Mountains, and from their brit-
tleness and pale colours, are less fitted for'the purposes of decoration
also contain a larger amount of water, which may in part be hygroscopic.
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The ophiolites of this series occasionally enclose small portions of mica and
pyrites, and the calcareous ones sometimes contain sphene, and small crystals
of phosphate of lune.

1. A calcareous ophiolite from Burgess, discovered by Dr. Wilson, is made
up of a pale olive-green serpentine, somewhat crystalline in its texture, inter-
mingled with a little magnesian carbonate of lime, which is sometimes white,
and at other times reddish in colour. The rock contains besides, some crystals
of a greenish-white mica, and disseminated pulverulent hematite, giving a red
colour to portions of the mass. When reduced to powder, it gave to boiling
acetic acid, 6.28 p. c. of carbonate of lime, and 3.27 p. c. of carbonate of
magnesia. The insoluble residue lost by ignition 14.5 per cent., and then gave
to a boiling solution of nitrate of ammonia, an amount of magnesia equal to 0.67
per cent. of carbonate, making a total of 3-94 p. c. of carbonate of magnesia.
The pulverized rock, ignited without previous digestion in acetic acid, and boiled
for a long time with nitrate of ammonia, yielded 5:90 per cent. of carbonate of
lime and 3.84 of carbonate of magnesia, numbers agreeing with the preceding,
wbile by the same process the unignited mineral gave 6.30 of carbonate of lime,
and a large amount of magnesia.

The residue from the action of acetic acid, including however 0-67 per cent.
of carbonate of magnesia, gave by analysis:

Silica, ............................................................ 42.10
M agnesia,......... ................................................. 38-94
Protoxyd of iron,.......................................................... 3-69
Loss by ignition,...................................... ................... 14-50

99-23

2. A dull reddish-brown ophiolite, from the same locality as the last,
likewise contained *a small amount of disseminated carbonates, which were
completely removed by acetic acid. Thus purified, the matter gave on analysis:-

Silica, .................................................................... 39-80
Magnesia (by difference),.................................................... 38·40
Protoxyd ofiron, ........................... ........................... 7-92
Loss by ignition,.................................................... 13-80

100'00

The dark colour and opacity of this rock seem to be due to the presence of
disseminated peroxyd of iron, to which some foreign ophiolites appear to owe
their red colours.

3. A pale greenish-grey ophiolite, nearly opaque, soft, and earthy in its
aspect, occurs at the Calumet Island, on the Ottawa, and being sought after
by the Indians, who fashion the stone into calumets or pipes, has given the
name to the Island. It contains no lime, but after ignition, yields a trace of
magnesia to a solution of nitrate of ammonia. Its analysis showed a mixture ôf
au argillaceous matter; it gave:-

silica, ...................... ............. ........................... 37-50
M agnesia,................................................................. 37-58
Alumina and oxyd of iron, .................... .............................. 9100
Loss by ignition,........................................................... 15-00

99·08

4. A white lamellar dolomite from Grenville, which held abundance of
honey-yellow grains of serpentine, was examined. Small fragments of the rock
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were digested with cold dilute nitric acid, and the carbonates being slowly
dissolved, the grains of serpentine were liberated, and were found to be only
slightly attacked upon their surfaces, which were rendered dull and opaque.
The larger grains, some of which were one-tenth of an inch in diameter,
were selected for analysis, and gave as follows:-

Silica ............... ............................................. 44-10
M agnesia, ...................................... ......................... 40-05
Oxyd of iron and alumina, .................................................. 1.15
Loss by ignition,.......................................................... 14-70

100-00

The serpentine makes up about one-fifth of the rock. The portion soluble
in nitric acid, consisted of carbonate of lime 55.13, carbonate of magnesia 44.87,
being a pure dolomite.

5. In this connection I will cite from my Report of 1850, three analyses
of serpentines from the Laurentian rocks. I and II are specimens of the
retinalite of Thompson, which occurs at Grenville, disseminated in a white
crystalline limestone. This serpentine has a hardness of 3.5, and a density of
2.476-2.525 ; lustre resinous, shining ; fracture conchoidal, without any traces
of crystallization ; translucent; colour honey-yellow, passing into oil-green and
olive-green. III is a serpentine closely resembling the last, from a similar rock
at the Grand Calumet Island ; it has a density of 2.362-2.381, and a pale wax-
yellow colour.

I. II. III.
Silica, ............................................. 39·34 40-10 41-20
Magnesia, .............................................. 43·02 41-65 43.52
Peroxyd of iron, ............... ....................... 1-80 1-90 -80
Soda,...........................................(traces) -90 ....
W ater,................................................. 15-09 15-00 15·40

99-25 99-55 100-92

These serpentines, like the others from the same rocks already described,
contain less oxyd of iron and a larger proportion of water than ordinary
serpentine, approaching in composition to marmolite and deweylite.

Rensselaerite.-This mineral was first described and named by Dr. Emmons
of the New York Geological Survey. It occurs, according to him, in beds or
large masses among the Laurentian rocks of northern New York, and you have
detected it forming a bed in the crystalline limestones of the same formation,
on the thirteenth lot of the fifth range of Grenville, (ante, page 44.) Its structure
is coarsely granular, the mass being apparently composed of cleavable crystalline
grains, strongly coherent. Hardness, 2.5-3.0; density of masses contaimnig a
small amount of intermixed carbonate of lime, 2.757. (2.87, Emmons.) Colour
greenish-white to pale seagreen ; translucent; lustre vitreous, shining on the
cleavage surfaces, elsewhere waxy ; sectile ; the powdered mineral is unctuous,
like steatite.

The rock contains a little carbonate of lime disseminated among the grains
but is a hydrated silicate of magnesia; the analysis of carefully selected portions
gave me

Silica, .......... ....... ...... ..................................... 61-60
M agnesia, ....... ............... ,..................................... 31-06
'Protoxyd of iron,......................................................... 1-53
Water, ............................................................. 560
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No traces of lime, nickel nor manganese, were detected. The pulverized
mineral loses no appreciable weight at 3000 F., and by long continued ignition
over a spirit-lamp, only 3.80 per cent., but by a white heat the loss is equal to
5.55 or 5-60 per cent. The renssellaerite is attacked and partially decomposed
by boiling concentrated sulphuric acid; a portion thus treated, yielded to the
acid 3-89 per cent. of magnesia. In this respect it differs from talc, and
resembles an agalmatolite from China, examined by Wackenroder.

Cavities in the massive renssellaerite of Grenville are lined with crystals of
the mineral, resembling exactly those occurring in similar conditions in Canton,
New York, which are described by Dr. Beck as having the form and cleavage
of pyroxene. Crystals from the latter locality, for which I am indebted to the
kindness of Dr. Emmons, gave me by analysis, results identical with those obtain-
ed with the ma:ssive mineral of Grenville, viz.: silica 61.10, magnesia 31.63,
protoxyd of iron 1.62, water 5.60 = 100-05. The crystals were from one-
twentieth to one-tenth of an inch in length, translucent and pearl-grey in
colour ; they afforded no trace of lime.

Dr. Beck, in his analysis of renssellaerite, obtained: silica 59.75, magnesia
32.90, peroxyd of iron 3.40, lime 1.00, and water 2.85. The lime, and the
large quantity of iron however show his specimen to have been impure, and his
estimation of the water is probably inexact.

Renssellaerite appears then to be identical in composition with pure talc,
from which it differs in crystalline form and in its relations with acids. Dr.
Beck regards it as an altered pyroxene, but I see no reason, apart from its
crystallization, for such a view, and am inclined to regard renssellaerite and
talc as dimorphous conditions of the same silicate of magnesia.

A bed of rock having the characters of renssellaerite, and holding silvery
mica and scales of graphite, occurs with the crystalline limestones in Rawdon,
and a crystalline columnar variety, of what appears to be the same species, is
found on Charleston Lake, in Lansdowne. Renssellaerite seems to replace in
this formation, the tales and steatites which are so abundant among the magnesian
rocks of the metamorphic Silurian strata.

A yellowish-white earthy mineral is found filling fissures in the renssellaerite
of Grenville. It is very soft and sectile ; polishes under the nail, acquiring
a waxy lustre, and adheres strongly to the tongue. Some portions of the mass
contain disseminated scales of silvery mica. The mineral in powder is decompos-
ed by boiling sulphuric acid, like serpentine, which it resembles in compo-
sition. It gave :-

S llica, ....................... . ........................................... 46-66
Magnesia (by difference), ...... ........................................ 38-05
Protoxyd of iron,.......................................................... 1-33
Loss by ignition,........................................................ 13-96

100-00

It is related by its physical characters to meerschaum or aphrodite, but
contains less silica than these minerals.

IGNEOUS ROCKS.

I have now to present the results obtained in the examination of some of
the trappean rocks of the District of Montreal. Among the great variety of
intrusive rocks which penetrate the Silurian strata of this vicinity, there is a
class known as white traps, which I have made the subject of a chemical and
mineralogical investigation, and found to offer some interesting varieties.

A. 1857.
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1. A peculiar porphyritic trap from the Richelieu shales, near Chambly,
is reniarkable for the beautiful crystals of felspar which it contains. The base
of the rock is of a pale fawn colour, and seems at first sight to be micaceous,
but on closer examination it is seen to be made up entirely of lamelle of
felspar. Minute portions of pyrites, and grains of magnetic iron ore, are rarely
met with, and snall scales of what appears to be a dark-green decomposing
mica, are very sparsely disseminated. The crystals of feispar, which are abundant,
are sometiimes an inch in length, and oue-fourth of an inch in thickness, and are
more or less niodified, and terminated at both ends. The crystals are easily
detached frorn the rock, and are yellowish and opaque on the exterior; but the
interior portions of the larger ones are translucent and vitreous. The analysis of
selected crystals gave me

Silica, ................. ............................................. 66.15
Alumina,.............................................................. .. 1975
L im e,.................................... ............................... .9 5
P otash, .................................................................. 7-53
Soda,. .................................................................... 5-19
Loss by ignition,........................................................... 55

100.12

The paste carefully freed from the crystals, lost by ignition 2-10 per cent.
When treated with nitric acid, it effervesced slightly, evolving carbonic acid
and red fumes, fron the oxydation of the pyrites, and the decomposition of car-
bonates, and gave: carbonate of lime 1.70 per cent., carbonate of magnesia 0.98,
and peroxyd of iron, nearly pure, 2.12 per cent. The residue from the action
of nitric acid, dried at 3000 F., gave by analysis as follows:-

Silica, ......... .......................................................... 67 60
Alumina, .................................................... ........... 18.30
Peroxycd of iron, ........................................................... 140
Lime,.............................................................. .45
Potash,........................................................... 5.10
Soda,............................................... 5-85
Loss by ignition,.......................................................... -25

98.95

It will be seen that the crystals have the composition of orthoclase, and
the paste, apart from the matter soluble in nitric acid, differs but very little from
the crystals ; it seems in fact a lamnellar orthoclase, but contains a littie more
silica and less alkali than the crystals. The predominance of soda in the paste
is also to be remarked. Delesse has observed as a general rule, that in those
felspar porphyries which are without quartz, the paste, although differing but
slightly from the crystals, contain a little more silica and less alkali than the
felspar itself. (ante p. 382.)

2. The white traps of the Island of Montreal are more recent than the other
igneous rocks, since they eut not only the limestones and shales, but the dolerites
and melaphyres which penetrate these last. The first variety to be noticed is
from a dyke near McGill College; it is a rock having the hardness of felspar
and a density of 2.617-2.632; colour white, passing into bluish and greyish""
white ; lustre, feeble, shining; translucent on the edges ; fracture sub-conchoida,
uneven ; texture, compact or fine granular ; sonorous. Before the blow-pipe, it
fuses with intu mescence, into a white enamel with black points. The rocle
divided by joints into irregular fragments, whose surfaces are often coated Vith
thin bladed crystals of a mineral, frequently arranged in a radiated form, ñ
sornewhat resembling tremolite in aspect; from its blowpipe characters howevä
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it appears to be aluminons, and is probably a zeolite. Iron pyrites in small
brilliant cubie crystals, often highly modified, is disseminated throughout the rock.

Examination showed that this rock was heterogeneous in its nature, and
contained besides a felspar, portions of carbonates, and a silicate readily
decomposable by acids. Its powder is attacked slightly even by acetie acid.
A portion of the finely pulverized and sifted trap, was digested at a gentle heat
witli nitric acid of specific gravity, 1.25, until the red fumes from the oxydation
of the pyrites had ceased. The liquid was then removed by filtration, and the
residue boiled with a solution of carbonate of soda, which dissolved a portion of
silica. The contents of the acid solution were also carefully analyzed, and the
following results obtained for the soluble matters of 100 parts of the rock:

Silica, ........................... ....................................... 1-43
Alumina,.......................... ....................................... 243
Lime, ........................................................... Go
Potash, .................... ............................................ .40
Soda,.................................................................. .98
Red oxyd of manganese, .................................................. 1.31
Peroxyd of iron, .......................................................... 240

The amount of lime dissolved by acetic acid is equal to 0.45 per cent., or 0.80
per cent. of carbonate ; the remaining 0.15 are probably present as a silicate.
Acetic acid dissolves moreover, 1-5 per cent. of alumina and oxyd of iron,
probably derived from a carbonate of iron, but a great part of this metal exists as
suilphuret, in which state of combination the manganese also probaibly occurs.
The whole of the manganese present is soluble in nitric acid, and while the white
portions of the rock afford nio trace of it before the blow-pipe, some minute
dark-coloured grains were found to give an intense manganese re-action. Further
examiriations are however required to determine whether the rnanganese exists
in the rock as a carbonate or sulphuret.

The white insoluble matter which had been treated with nitric acid anmd
carbonate of soda, and dried at 3000 F., was'free from iron and naiganese, and
gave on analysis

Silica,................................................................... 63-2 5
Alumina,......................................... ..................... 22.12
Potash, .......................................... ..................... 5-92
Soda,................................................................ 6.29
Lime,............................................................... 56
Loss on ignition,....................................................... .93

99-07

Another determination of the alkalies, upon a portion of the rock which had
iot been submitted to the action of acid, gave potash 5.40, sola 6.49.

3. A specimen of a white trap from a dyke near the last, and scarcely
distinguishable from it in appearance, gave to nitric acid, for 100 parts of the
rock:

Alumina and peroxyd of iron, .......................................... 284
Red oxyd of manganese,...............................................87
Potash, ................................................. 25
Soda, ......... ..................................................... 21
Carbonate of lime ................................................... 333

The insoluble residue from the acid in this case, was not treated with a
soiutionî of carbonate of soda, but after drying in a water-bath, *as submitted
to analysis. It gave:-

Silica........ .................................. 6290
Alumina.................... ..................... 23-10

27Q
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Potash·............................- -................................ 2-43
Soda,.............................................................. 869

Lime, ..........-- ................................................ -45
Loss by ignition,- ---.................................................... 1-40

98-97

Another determination of the alkalies gave 2.28 of potash, and 7-95 ofsoda.
4. Another white trap froi Lachine was similar in appearance to the pre-

ceding, but somewhat earthy in its aspect, and had an argillaceous odour. It
contains disseminated pyrites, and occasionally, fissured crystals of a glassy
felspar. The rock freed from these crystals, and reduced to powder, effervesces
with nitric acid, which dissolves a considerable ainount of lime, some magnesia,
a little iron, io manganese, and only traces of alumina. 100 parts yielded of
soluble matters

Lime, .------.............................................................. 4'14
Magnesia,..-- ...............................................-- -- . 1.34
Peroxyd of irol, .... - - - - - - - -........ 147
Alumina,............................................................ -27

The above amount of lime equals 7-40 per cent. of carbonate. On boilingthe
pulverized trap with a solution of nitrate of ammonia, there was dissolved a
quantity of lime equal to 5-33 per cent. of carbonate, or nearly three-fourths of
the amount soluble in nitric acid. The dried residue from the acid gave by
analysis: silica 58-50, alumina 24-90, lime 0-45, volatile matters 2.10, alkalies,
by difference, 14-05=100.00. A portion of the alkalies was lost by an accident,
but their proportions were determined upon the remainder, and the potash was
found to be to the soda, very nearly as 2 : 3.

5. Another white trap from Lachine was concretionary, and stained, as if
from infiltrated matters; the interior of the concretions resembled the last
variety. It yielded to nitric acid, 3-50 of lime, 1.35 of magnesia, 1.32 of alumina,
and 2.51. of peroxyd of iron; the residue then gave to a solution of carbonate
of soda 5-0 per cent. of soluble silica. A partial analysis of this insoluble
silicate shewed it to be a felspar, nearly resembling the last in composition;
the potash and soda were however present in the proportion of 4 : 3.

6. Associated with the felspathic traps at Lachine, there occurs a dyke of
another intrusive rock, which is very remarkable in its composition. It is brittle,
breaking into angular fragments, and somewhat schistose in its structure. The
eye distinguishes in this rock, a reddish fawnv-coloured base, in which are
dissemin ated snall greenish-white roun ded masses, often grouped, and seemingly
concretionary in their nature. These greenish portions are sometimes half-an-
inch or more in diameter, and cover from one-third to one-half of the surface,
but are often indistinctly seei, unless the rock is moistened. The hardness of
the different portions does not greatly vary, and is nearly that of apatite; the
density is remiarkably low, beirg only 2·41 4. The rock contains small cavities
filled with calcareous spar, rarely stained purple; carbonate of lime also forms
thin films in the joints of' the mass. Fracture granular; lustre none; feebly
translucent on the edges.

When reduced to powder, and mingled with nitric acid of specific gravity
1.25, a slight effervescence ensiues, with abundant rel fumes; the mass grows
warm, and becomes gelatinous like a zeolite, but on adding a solution of caustic
soda to the jell, the separated silica and the alumina are both dissolved by the
alkali, leaving a. white gianular residue. This reaction is the saine with the fawn-
colored and greenish portions, but it is apparent that the amount of insoluble
matter is greater in the greenish portions,
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For the analysis of the rock, it was finely pulverized and sifted, treated
with nitrie acid as above, and digested for a few minutes at a gentle heat The
soluble parts being then removed by water, the residue was warmed with a
dilute solution of caustic soda, which readily dissolved the gelatinous silica,
without attacking the silicate, as was evident from the fact that the alkaline
solution contained besides the silica, a portion of alumina equal to only 0.40
per cent. of the undissolved mineral. This was found to be no longer acted
upon by nitric acid, which only took up from it 0-12 of alumina.

The nitric solution was evaporated to dryness, and heated to decompose
the nitrates of alumina and iron ; the residue being digested with a warm solution
of nitrate of ammonia, these bases were left behind. The lime was precipitated
from the filtrate as oxalate, and the ammoniacal salts being then expelled by
evaporation and heating, the remaining nitrates were by an exýcess of oxalic
acid converted into oxalates, and these being changed by ignition into carbon-
tites, a portion of magnesia was separated from the alkalies, which were esti-
mated as chlorids. The alumina and oxyd of iron being dissolved in hydrochlo-
ric acid, left a little silica, which was added to that from the soda solution.
The minute portions of alumina and iron from this, and from the subsequent
treatment of the insoluble silicate by nitric acid, were united to the larger
portions, and the iron separated from the alumina as sulphuret. This elegant
process of Ste. Claire Deville offers great advantages for the separation of all
de above-named bases.

The soluble portion of the rock was found to consist essentially of silica,
alumina, and soda, with some oxyd of iron, traces of manganese, a little potash,
and some magnesia and lime. The great part of the lime was evidently present
in the form of carbonate, for when a portion of the rock, which yielded to
nitric acid a quantity of this base equal to 4-36 per cent. of carbonate, was boiled
with nitrate of ammonia, there were dissolved 3-87 per cent. of carbonate of
lime, besides a large amount of protoxyd of iron. The almost total absence of
sulphur from the soluble portions, is shown by the fact that the alkalies separated
by the process just described, did not contain an appreciable trace of sulphates,
and we are led to conclude that the iron exists in the rock chiefly in the form of
carbonate, whose oxydation gives rise to the red fumes evolved by the action of'
nitric acid. I have therefore calculated the lime and iron, as well as the trace
of magnesia, as carbonates; although a little oxyd of iron doubtless gives its
colour to the rock. The following are the results of the analyses of 4.0 grammes
of the rock, as free as possible from the green portions, (I) and of 2-6 grammes,
in which the green was intermingled, (IL.)

I. II.
Insoluble silicate,........... ..................................... 45-75 55-40
Soluble silicate, (by difference).................................... .46-57 36-16
Carbonate of lim e,................................................ 3-63 4-36

i I iron,................................. ............... 3-52 3·72
" " m agnesia, ........................................... -53 36

100-00 100:00

In order to arrive at the composition of the soluble silicate, the amounts of
the insoluble mineral, the silica, alumina, and alkalies having been carefully
determined, and the lime, magnesia and iron calculated as above, the water was
estimated by the loss. In this way the following results were obtained for the
zeolitic portion of I and II.

Silica,:........... ........................................ 5166
Alumina,................ ....... ......................... 2442 24-88
Soda,................,...... ......... .......... ...... ..... 12 93 13-05
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Potash,........................................................ 1.15 1.28
W ater,..... .............................................. 9 54 9.13

100.00 100.00

The amount of hygroscopic moisture in this trap is very small ; a portion
of I, in powder, lost only 0-20 per cent. after long exposure to a heat of 3000
F., but 7.10 per cent at a red heat.

The insoluble silicate was submitted to analysis in the ordinary way, and
yielded for I and II the following results:-

1. IL.
Silica,.............. ...... .................. ................ 59-70 60-90
Alumina,...................................... ............. 23.25 24·45
Potash,.............................. .......................... 916
Soda,........................................................... 297
L im e,.......................................................... '99 .45
Water, ..................................................... 223 2i.0

98-30

It will be seen froin the foregoing analysis that this trap is a mixture, i
variable proportions, of a potash-felspar, with small portions of carbonates, and
a zeolite, which is probably natrolite. The formula of natrolite requires silica
47-4, alumina 26.9, soda 16-2, and water 9.5, while analcime contains silica
54-6, alumina 23.2, soda 14-1, water 8-1. The composition of the zeolite of
the trap as calculated above, is intermediate between these two species, but
the readiness with which it gelatinizes by the action of acids, leads to the suppo-
sition that it is natrolite rather than analcime : If we suppose a portion of
the felspar to be in such a state of decomposition as to be attacked by the nitric
acid, we account for the excess of silica, as well as for the potash in the soluble
portion.

The felspar of this last trap, and those of the preceding, resemble the
felspar of I, in the almost complete absence of lime, and the large amount of
alkalies which they contain. Like it, they are probably all to be referred to
the species orthoclase ; but they have undergone a commencement of that
decomposition, which consists in the abstraction of a portion of silica and alkali,
and the formation of kaolin, which is a hydrous silicate, containing silica 40·0,
alumina 44-5, water 15.5. An admixture of this with the orthoclase will explain
the presence of water, and the diminished amount of silica, in the more earthy
of these felspathic traps. The variations in the proportions of the two alkalies,
observed in these different rocks, are remarkable.

The name of plonolite has been applied to some trappean rocks composed
of felspar and zeolite, and may be used to distinguish this which we have.just
described, from the other felspathic traps. The composition of this phonolite
Is such, that I arn disposed to look upon the water which it now contains,
as having formed part of the mass at the time of its ejection, so that the felspar
and zeolite were both formed during the cooling of the mass. The other
felspathic traps may have been ejected under similar conditions, but the exces öf
silica has given rise to the formation of felspathic rocks, in which the zeolite is
in smaller proportion, as in 2 and 3, or altogether wanting, as in 1. These
considerations are closely connected with the now disputed question of the
mode of formation of many intrusive rocks. The discussion of many points
which are suggested in this connection, is however reserved for a futuie
Report, which will include a series of analyses, as yet incomplete, of the
initrusive rocks of Grenville.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

T. STERRY IUNT.
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FIRST REPORT.

The Comniittee to whom was referred the Petitions of the
Reverend Francis Evans and others, beg leave to submit their
FiRST REPoRT. witn the following Statement of Facts as sup-
ported by the evidence contained iii the appendix,

Rev. Francis Evans, The Comrnittee find that the ten Clergymen whose names ap-
«in Giere., pear in the margm were originally either sent out from England

H. Patton, or ordained in Canada as Missionaries of the Society for the pro-
s Givins pagation of the Gospel in Foreign parts, at a stipulated Annual" R. Ritph. Salary for life of £200 sterling, together with any advantacres whichA.N. Biotliuxe,ay
M. Buinhain, miuht arise fi-om the possession of glebes and contributions of their
". Blakey. congregatons.
E. J. BosweIl. c

That the Society made its engagements with these Clergymen, when in receipt
of an Annual Grant of £16,000 sterling from the Imperial Parliament, which had
been always appropriated from the year 1813 by the Government for the support oF
Missionaries in British North America, as prior to that time each Missionary had
been paid separately, two-thirds by the Government and one-third by the So-
ciety, and as these separate payrments were fbund inconvenient, Lord Bathurst, in
1813, proposed and obtained the Parliamentary grant of £16,000 sterling per annum,
to be paid to the Society, who were to make the whole provision for the future, in
stcad of a proportion being paid directly by the Government to each Missionary,
and the Society accordingly entered into engagements for £200 sterling per annum,
with these clergymen, prior to the year 1832, in which, and the succeeding year, the
annual grant of £16,000 was considerably reduced, and in 1834 was altogether
witlidrawn-the salaries at the rate of £200 sterling a year having been paid prior
to that period, as appears by the mianuscript lists, copies of which are in the Appen-
Rev;1M. Harris, dix; and in which are also contained the names, of several.otherStoighton, clergymen, whose widows and representatives claim compensationAirnour,

I Archbold, for arrears, on the saine grounds as are presented by the petition-
Deacon, ing clergymen.
Anderson,

I Grout,
X Aagrath.

Upon the reduction of the Imperial Grant, the Society announced to its Mis-
sionaries its inability any longer to fulfil those engagements for the payment of
their salaries, which h'ad been predicated upon the continuance of the Parlia-,
mentary allowance, and as the announcement created great alarm in the colonies,
the Clergy in the diocese of Quebec at once addressed a memorial to Mr. Stan-
ley, (now Lord Derby) then Secretary of State for the Colonies, in wlhich they
alleged, " that in faith of continued countenance and support from his Majesty's.
Government, the Bishops of Quebec in concert with the Society have from time to
time done their utmost to provide for the increasing demands of a still increas:ng
population of the Church of England, by promoting the erection of Churches and
the formation of missions, and by encouraging respectable and zealous Clergy-.
men to forego their views and expectations at Home, and to remove themselves.

A.41857
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and their fanilies to Canada. That the memorialists entered accordingly upon
the charges assigned to them, with a full conviction that their services were en-
gaged for life at the stipulated salary which was then allotted to them and speci-
See Form in fied upon the face of the forms which gave iherm authority to exe-
Warrandix, cute their sacred office." The Propagation Society strongly sup-
Rev. F. Evans. ported this appeal, as appears fron their Report in 1833, page 37.
Report of S. " The Clergy harl accepted their appointments in full confidence
less. fo that the Socie would be enabled to mnake good the stipulated sal-
" aries and to pay the pensions offered by lis Majesty's Government in 1813;

They had in inany instances left their native land and settled down in the wilder-
" ness, with the most implicit reliance on the fulfilinent of these engagements.
" Their representations for relief were strengthened by the statements forwarded

by the Colonial authorities, both ecclesiastical and civil. The justice of the claim
was admitted by lis Majesty's Government, and they have concluded an arrange-

" ment with the Society by which the more immediate and urgent wants of the
"Clergy will be supplied.

And in their Report for 1837, page 19, the Society again refers to this subject
as follows:
Report of the "In North America the circumstances of the Clergy have been
Sagt. materially affected by the withdrawal of the Parhamentary grant from
" which the larger portion of their salaries had been defrayed, and it was not until
" the strongest remonstrances had been made to Government both by the Colonial
"authorities and the Society that an arrangement was effected for the payment of
"t hree-fourths of the original salaries to ail Miqsionaries employed previously to
"the year 1853. This arrangement has afforded temporary relief to the more ur-
"gent wants of the North Ainerican Colonies, but it has given a heavy blow to the

cause of religion, and inflicted severe injury upon upwards of a hundred de-
" servii)g clergymen, subjected unexpectedly to the loss of a large proportion of
"their incomes. And this provision, it will be observed, is contingent upon the"
"lives and continued services of the Missionaries engaged prior to the year 1833."

From these extracts the Society appears to have accepted the arrangement pro.
posed by the Government more from the alleged inability to make good the salaries,
of the missionaries from the resources then at the disposal of the Government, than'
as a final ineasure which should bar their claims to future amelioration sbould fundse'
be available afterwards, for their restoration to their former income, a view which is
strongly sustained by a reference to the correspondence on the Clergy in North
America in 1834, published in the Appendix in which Mr. Stanley, Secretary of
State for the Colonies, states, " on a review of all the representations which have
" reached him, Mr. Stanley cannot but regard it as much to be lamented that the
"i'mission aries should not receive the emoluments of which the expectation was held
" out to them when they proceeded to the Colonies. The principle of protecting
" persons actually in employment from loss of income, was sanctioned by Parliaùient
"in the case of the of the North American Clergy, and aithough there are unfore
"tunately not the means of carrying this rule fully into effect in the case of 'thêî

Missionaries, Mr. Stanley feels the justice of acting upon, it so far as circum',
" stances will permit. Such being the conclusion at which he has arrived, it-ren

mains to describe the manner in which he would endeavour to carry it into exe-i
cution. H1e is constrained to 'aknowledge that considering the limitéd meanset.

" its disposal the Government cannot with propriety engage to provide the full
amount of the salaries of the Missionaries in Upper Canada. Much as he:layetës

" the fact, he perceives it to be undeniable, and he sêès for it no rfemedy. vBut'he
" would not on that account abstain from raking snch 'an effort on behalf of
",the Cle.rgy a is practicable and conmensurate with the means, whick itheai l Praticale ad conme
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Governnent can command." The res ilt of these efforts was to give the
Clergy eighty-five per cent. of their former salaries ; in otherwords, to reduXcp
them from £200 sterling to £170 sterling per anuum, the amount at which they
have ever since rcrnained.

When the Provincial Government first entertained the idea of assuming t he $"
payment of the Clergy in Upper Canada, the Society appear to .bave beeni
formed that there would be sufficient funds to pay these salaries in full, withlouV
any abatement, as the Committee find it stated without qualification in the cor-
See Appendix respondence of the Society for 1838. "Provision has been made b
Letter from S. Government for the established Clergy in Upper Canada," a stite-
P.G., of July, ment subseqently explained by the Chaplain of the Bishop of Quebec,
1,183. as follows His Majesty's Govemrnent at home, supposing that
Letter of Bis- " an intimation from Sir John Colborne as to the probable proceeds
hop'sChaplain " of the Clergy Reserved Lands, &c., was sufficienM authority for the
J'tt ct. " assumption, appear to have stated positively to the Society that
26, 1883. "there vould in Upper Canada be fully sufficient funds arising from
"thiq source to cover the whole amount of the present sailatiës of the Missionaries.
"But this not being in truth the case, the paragraph, for the foregoing cause, is
"erroneous."

That the Imperial Government fully entertained the opinion communicatede
to the Society is evident fron the despatch of Lord Goderich to Sir John Col-
borne, of 5th April, 1852, on the subject of the salaries and the. monies arisigg;
from the Reserves. "The total of these items will be £3,800, instead of £1,000,
See Appendix. at which I estimated them, and if to this total sum be added, froM1å
the casual and territorial revenue, £1,000, making in the wrhole £4,800, thère.,
will be abundant means of meeting all the demands for salaries, including the
two Archdeacons, for which I had intended to provide.

It does not appear that the Clergy accepted their diminished income from
the Government without urgent remonstance, but the Bishop 'f Quebec, who
was acting as well for the Government as the Society, held out the hope to them
Letter of thtt as the Clergy Reserves yielded a surplus above the charges upon
Bishop Stewart. them, they would be restored to their original incomes in full, and
Appendix. this expectation was frequently expressed by the Bishop in his con-
versations with his clergy, as stated in evidence by the present Bishop of Toronto.
At this time the Clergy Reserve were under the control of the Bishop; certain of
See Appendix. his clergy, and others composing the Clergy Corporation, and ai-
though then yielding but a small annual return, the knowledge of their value, as
a source of future revenue, no doubt induced the expectations communicated by
the Bishop to the Clergy. No surplus, however, arose until 1845, and in the
meantime the Imperial Act of 1840 having superseded the Clergy
Corporation and placed the management of the Reserves in the Propaga-
tion Society. As soon as it was known that a surplus existed, the clergy
presented -their claims for arrears and a restoration to their original salaries
to the Society, by which they were not entertained on legal advice, on , the
ground that the powers conferred by this Act did not permit them to expend. the
funds in the payment of arrears of salary for services rendered previous to the time
when the Reserves were placed under the control of the Society. The Clergy then
appealed to the Provincial Administration in several successive years, and their
claims, although always expressed to be under consideration of the Government,
were never decided upon.

The Petitioners now urge that these claims arisinc upon engagements actually
made wi'h them, and for many years acted upon, come within the spirit, if not the
letter, yet the proviso of the Imperial Act of 1853, placing the Reserves under the
control of the Canadian Parliament, by which all those, rights of existing Incum-
bents, to which the faith of the Crown was pledged were expressly reserved, and

A.l g
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they ask for these arrears of stipend, and also to be allowed to commute for the £80
a year, in addition to the sum for which commutation fas been already effected.
They claim also that even the payment of the reduced salary of £170 sterling per
annum has not been properly made, as the sterling amount was calculated only at
the sum of £188 17s. 8d. currency, instead of £206 16s. 8d. currency, making a
difference of £17 19s. currenvy, per annum

It has been established before your Committee that in the six
Rev. A. Palmer, several cases mentioned in the margin, successive Provincial Ad-

D. E.Bnnn ministrations, both before and since the passing of the Act of 1840
E. Duroche, have recognized the pledges of the Society, and considered them

"J.G.B.Lindsay binding on the Government of the Province, and they have acted
A. Atkison, on the Petitions of these Clergymen, giving them the arrears theyý

claimed, and raising their Incomes from £100 to £170 sterling per
Rev. Mr. Leeming annum, while they have also in the cases of superannuated Clergy-

Mr. Harde. men, affixed the pension at the old rate of £100 per annum, as half
the income allowed while in service, instead of the reduced rate of
£85 per annum.

Your Committee subjoin the various Acts of thé Imperial Parliamentprotect-
ing the rights existing, in any appropriation of the Clergy Reserves, and also ex-
tracts from Despatches from both the Imperial and Provincial Governments, upon
the payment of salaries or allowances to the Clergy, and they submit the evidence
that has been afforded to them on the claims which are made the subject of this
Report, with the expression of their opinion, that the Petitioners have established
the facts which they have alleged.

J. HILLYARD CAMERON,
Chairman.

Committee Rocm, 18th May, 1857.
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IPETIT IONS.
To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Canada, in Parliament assembled

The Petition of the undersigned, Clergymen of the United Church of England
and Ireland, in the Diocese of Toronto,-

HUM13LY SHEWÉTH:

That in the early settlement of Upper Canada, the religious wants of the mem-
bers of the United Church of England and Ireland were supplied by Missionaris
appointed under the authority of " The Venerable the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts," which Society derived its funds, in part, from an
annual grant of sixteen thousand pounds sterling from the Imperial Government.

That prior to the year 1830, the Society usually granted two hundred poundà
sterling per annum to its Missionaries, and that relying in good faith on the corïti-
nuance of the Imperial grants, the Society, by its Secretary in England, or its
Agent in Canada, the Bishop of Quebec, entered into positive engagements with the
undersigned, that they should receive an annual salary of £200 sterling, together
with any advantages which might accrue from the possession of glebes, or the con-
tributions of the people.

That, in 1832, the Parliarnentary grant began to be reduced, and finally ceased
to be paid in 1.834; that in consequence thereof, the Society was unable to redeem
the pledges made to their Missionaries on the faith of the Governnent grant.

That the Society and the Colonial authorities, earnestly represented to the Im-
perial Government the extreme hardship of subjecting to a loss of income Mission-
aries in the Colonies, many of whom had left their homes in Great Britain, in the
service of the Society, and under engagements, which the Society had contracted
solely on the faith of the continuance of the Parliamentary grant, that the Impe-
rial Government admitted the force of these representations, and recognized the jue-
tice of protecting persons in actual employnent from loss of income, and therefore,
amongst other arrangements for the rest of British North America, they engaged to
relieve the Society entirely from the charge of the Missionaries' stipends in Upper
Canada ; and of the future payrnent of £50 sterling, as the pension of their widows.

That they confined these engagements in Canada to the Upper Province;
because, as they stated, they had Colonial resources there, of which the Clergy Re-
serves formed a part, from whence they could meet these engagements ; but that
upon investigating these resources, they found them inadequate to meet the full
anoint of the salaries of the Missionaries, and therefore, while they fully admitted
the justice and equity of the claims, they felt themselves reluctantly compelled to
reduce the salaries which the undersigned had previously enjoyed, from £200 ster-
ling to £170 sterling, which latter suni they pledged themselves to pay to those
Missionaries who were in actuil employment, July lst, 1833, and who had previ-
ously been in the receipt of £200 sterling, as had been the case with all of the
undersigned.

That by engaging to pay 85 per cent. of their original salaries, and pleading in
justification of the reduction of 15 per cent., solely their inability to make it good
from the resources at their command in the Colony, the Governmenit fully admitted
the equtity of the claim for the fuill anount of 100 per cent.; and moreover justified
the expectation (which had been also held out to them by their venerable Bishops
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the good Doctor Stewart) that whenever the resources from whence the 85 per
cent. was paid woild bear the additional charge, the faith of the Crown would be
fully sustained, and the full amount of their original salaries be made good.

That even the renewed pledge made by the Imperial Government in 1834, to
pay them 85 per cent. of their former incomes from the first of July, 1833, was not
for many years fully redeemed, for whereas £170 sterling at the par of exchange
yields £206 16s. 8d., currency, yet for many years they were only paid £188 17s.
8d. currency, making in this one particular an annuol loss of £17 16s. currency,
and, together with the reduction of £30 sterling, subjecting them to an annual loss
altogether of £54 9s. currency.

That the Imperial Act of 1853, giving permission to the Colonial authorities to
legisiate upon the subject of the Clergy Reserves, expressly reserved all the rights
of present incumbents to which the faith of the Crown is in any way pledged, and that

your Petitioners urge that these claims as part of their just rights, originally cove-
nanted to them on the faith of the Imperial Governmient, do clearly cone within
tbe spirit of that reservation of rights, and therefore your Petitioners humbly pray
ihat they may be allowed from the proceeds of the Clergy Reserves, the arrears of
income to which they are equitably entitled, and may also be permitted to commute
for the £30 sterling, for the remainder of their lives.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

FRANCIS EVANS,
Missionary at Woodhouse.

WILLIAM LEEMING,
Missionary at Chippewa.

JOHN GRIER,
Assistant Missionary at Belleville.

HENRY PATTON,
Missionary at Cornwall.

SALTERN GIVINS,
Late Missionary to the Mohawks, B. 2.

R. ROLPH,
Missionary at March.

A. N. BETHUNE,
Missionary at Cobourg.

MARK BURNHAM.
Missionary at Peterborough.

ROBERT BLAKEY,
Missionary at Prescott.

EDWARD J. BOSWELL,
Missionary at Williamsburgh.

Diosese of Toronto, C. W., February, 1857.

A. 8Ï7.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

COMMITTEE ROOM,
FR1rAy, 27th March, 1857.

The Committee to whom was referred the Petition of the Reverend Francis,
Evans and others, Clergymen of the -United Church of England and Ireland,
Diocese of Toronto, praying for arrears due them as Missionaries, met for organiza-
tion.

MEMBERS PRESENT

HoN. MR. CAMERON in the Chair
M R. J)ESAULNIERS,
MR. POLETTE,
MR. CHURCH,
MR. FOLEY and
MR. GAMBLE.

The Reverend Henry Patton of Cornwall, appeared in behalf of himself ed
other, Petitioners, whose original Salary was Two Hundred Pounds per annum qd
stands reduced to One Hiundred and Seventy Pounds.

Mr. Patton laid betore the Committee several papers for consideration, amoeg
which were Vouchers Ncs. 1, 2 and 3, as to payments of Salary of Two Hlundred
pou nds per annum (at this time the Bishop of Quebec was the Bishop pf the
Diocese,) which he was in receipt of for one and a half years before reduction.

As there were other papers in the office of the Executive Council beareg
upon this subject which it would be desirable to consider it was Ordered :-Tbat
a letter be addressed to that Department desiring such papers to be laid before
them at their next meeting to-morrow.

The Committee then adjourned tili to-morrow at 10 o'clock, A. M.

COMMITTEE ROOM,
SATURDAY, 28th March, 1857.

Committee met.
MEMBERS PRESENT:

HoN. MR. CAMERON in the Chair.
Mi. CHJRCFr,
Ma. GAMBLE,
MR. FOLEY and
Ma. POLETTE.

After the reading of sundry papers, the Rsverend Saltern Givins was calléd.
and stated. That he was ordained as a Missionary in 1831, at the Salary of Two
Ilundred pounds per aninum. That when the reduction was effected, he and the
Clergy very generally renonstrated: That he was informed by the Bishop of
Quebce, that as soon as the Clergy Reserve Fund was sufficient, the salaries would
be raised to the original value: and that he had all along been under suoh hopes.
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Mr. Church suggested that the papers relative to the question under considera-
tion being so voluminous it might be weil .to have a printed synopsis, and a copy
given to each member of the Committee. This suggestion was generally approved
of but laid over till their next meeting.

The Committee then adjourned till Tuesday at 10 o'clock, A. M.

COMMITTEE ROOM,
WEDNEsDA Y, 1st April, 1857.

Committee met.
MEMBERS RRESENT

Hon. MR. CAMERON, in the Chair.
MR. SIDNEY SMITH,
MR. LESAULNIERS,

MR. GAMBLE,
MR. CHURCH, and
MR. FOLEY.

The Bishop of Toronto was called, who stated that he understood when the re-
duction of salaries took place, the cause of the reduction was the withdrawal of
the £16,000 per annum granted frorn the Imperial Treasury t.o the Church in North
America. He considered the amount of 85 per cent. final as to any assistance
fron the Iinperial Parliament, but expected that all the salaries should be made up
to their old amount when the Reserves would allow if, though it was expected that
might not be for a long period as the Reserve Lands were then leased, but the
expectation was held out by the Bishop of Quebec, that if the Lands ever admit-
ted it, the difference would be made up. He knew several of the Clergy to have
had their salaries increased, and the arrears paid since that period ; Mr. Blake,
Mr. Cronyn, Mr. Deuroache, Mr. Atkinson, and Mr. Palmer were among them.
Remonstrance had been made against the reduction by ail or nearly all the Ctergy
of that day. The Society believed that the Reserves would produce the difference
beyond 85 per cent. The intention was that none should have been reduced if the
funds admitted of the payment. The payments were then made ont of the annual
grant made by the Parliament of England. His own claim for arrears were re-
cognized and paid by the Society in the year 1846 or 1847 oUt of the Reserve
Fund.

The Reverend Francis Evans was next examined; who stated that lie was
rector of Three Rivers at a salary of £200 sterling per annum, which was paid
him by the Provincial Government, that hie was removed from Three Riyers to.the
Township of Woodhouse on a similar salary, which was afterwards reduced toý
£170. He also confirmed the statements ot Messrs. Patton and Givins.

The Committee then adjourned till the catl of the chair.

A. 1857.
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A P PEND IX.

No. 1

PROVINCE OF George the Third by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom
LOWER CANADA. of Great Britain and Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith.

Letters Pateit To all to whom these Presents shall corne or may in anywise con-
incorporating cern GEETING:
the Right Rev.
Lord Bishtop of
Quebec and the WHEREAS in and by an At passed in the Thirty-first year of our

Chlerg of tg- Reign, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spirituil and
land to super- Temporal and Commons of Great Britain in Parliament assembled,
intend the Cler- entitled, An Aet to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the

g " eerv, fourteenth year of our- Reign," entitled. An Act for making more
vince of Lower effectual provision for the Government of the Province of Quebec
Cinada. in North America, and to make further provision for the Govern-

FIAT
Recorded in the ment of the said Province ; It is amongst other things provided,
Register's of- enicted, and declared, That it shall and may be lawful' for us, our
fiee of the Re- Heirs and Successors to authorise our Governor or Lieutenant Gov-

cor a13th duebeernor of our Province of Lower Canada, or person administering the
October, 1816, Government therein, to make from and out of the lands of the
il, the fonrrh Crown within such Providce, such allotment and appropriation of
Registerof Let' , ands for the support aud maintenance of a Protestant Clergy. within

conisiouds the saine, as may bear a due proportion to the amount of such 1bfnds
folio 316. within the same as have at any time been granted by or under our
( siNO, authority, and that whenever any grant of Lands within our said

De . Seey. Province shall there fter be made by or under the authority of us,
& Registrar. our Heirs or successors, there shall at the same time be made, in

respect of the same, a proportionable allotment and appropriation of Lands 'for
the above mentioned purpose, within the Township or Parish to which such
Lands so to be granted shall appertain or be innexed, or as nearly. adjacent thereto
as circumstances will admit ; And that such lands so allotted and appropriated
shall. be, as nearly as the circumstances and nature of the case will admit, ofthe
like quality as the lands in respect <f which the same are so allotted and appro-
priated, and shall be as nearly as the same can be estimated at the time of mak-
ing su ch grant equal in value to the seventh part of the lands so granted. A4d
that all and every the rencs, profits, or emoluments which may at any time arise
fromi such lands so allotted and appropriated as aforesaid, sha'l be applicable
solely to the maintenance and support of a Protestant Clergy withinthe Province
in which the same shall be situated, and to no other use or purpose .whaiev'e r.
And whereas.our Governors, Lieutenant Governors, or ýpersons adniiistering
the Government of our said Province of Lower Canada, have from tine to lime
made such grants, allotments, and appropriations of lands called Clergy Re-
serves for the support and maintenance of a Protestant Clergy within our said
Province of Lower Can'da, as bear a due proportion to the armount of such
lands as have at any time been granted, by and under our authoritywithin fhe
same and equal in value to the sevenh .part of the lands'so granted. And it hath
become expedient and necessary 10 carry our Royal intenfions into effect respect-
ing the same : Now therefore, know ye, that taking the premises into our Royal
consideration and being desirous to adopt such measures as may best conduce to

A. 1857
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the due and sufficient support of our Protestant Clergy within our said Province
of Lower Canada, and for the superintending, managing and conducting of all
such allotments and appropriations of lands called Clergy Reserves, heretofore
made or which shall hereafter be made from and out of our lands within our said
Province for the support and maintenance of our Protestant Clergy within the
same : We have noninated, constituted, appointed and incorporated, and by
these presents do nominate, constitute, appoint, and incorporate our trusty and
well beloved the Right Reverend Father in God, Jacob, Lord Bishop of Quebec,
and his successors, being Bishops of Quebec, for ever, and the Clergy of our
Church of Enzland holding or who may hereafter hold Benefices within our said
Province, and their successors for ever, to be a body corporate and politic in
name and in deed for the purposes aforesaid, by the narne of the corporation for
superintending, managing and conducting the Clergy Reserves within the' Pro-
vince of Lower Canada, to have perpetual succession and a common seal, with
power to change, aler, break and make new the sane when and as ofien as they
shall judge the same to be expedient, and they and their successors by the same
name shall have full power and authority to sue and to be sued, implead and to
be impleaded, to answer and to be answered unto in all mannfer of Courts and
places that now are or hereafter shall be established within this our said Province
of Lower Canada, as well temporal as spiritual, in all manner of suits whatsoever,
and of what nature or kind soever, such suits or actions be or shall be and shall
have full power and authority to make, ordain, and constitute such and sor many
By-laws, rules and orders; not repugnant to the Laws of Great Britain or the laws
of our said Province, as by them or the major part of them, shall or may be
judged expedient or necessary as well for the direction, coniuct and govern-
ruent of the said corporation as for the superintending, managing and conduct-
ing of the said allotments and appropriation of lands called " Clergy Reserves;"
Provided that no such by-lawr, rule or order shall have any force or effect until the
sane have been sanctioned and confirmed by our Governor, Ljeutenant Governor
or person administering the Governnent of our said Prov nce, under his hand and
seal at Arms ; And further that our said Corporate Body shall have full power
and authority to ask for, sue, recover and receive such rent:, issues and profits as
may already have become due, or shall in ail times coming hereafter become due
from the said Clergy Reserves; and sha1ll give, execute and deliver such discharge
or discharges, receipt or reneipts, acquittance or acquittances, as mnay be requisite
and necessary in respect of the same, and shall after the payment of ail necessary
expenes incident to the institution. pay or cause to b3 paid forth\vith uipon the
receipT of the sa-tme, the balance into the hands of our Receiver General of our said
Province. And that our said Corporate Body do once in every year, or oftener if
the Corporation should see fit, account to and with our Governor, Lieutenant
Governor or person administering the Government of our said Province for all
rents, i-sues, profits, receipis and expenditures arising from or accruing in the
maInagement of our said Clergy Reserves ; And we do hereby require our sa d
Corpnrate Body in the execution of the trust so reposed in all things concerling
the same to observe and follow such orders. rules and instructions as shal from
time to time be given by us, our Reirs or Successors by any warr>int or writing
under our sign innual or, under the hand and seal at Arms of our Governor,
Lieuteiant Governor or person administering the Government of our said Pro-
vince for the tirne being. And we do hereby require and command all our
officers, ministers and loving subjects in their several and respective stations nird
pl ices to be aiding and assisting unto our s tid Corporate BIody in all thingto be
performied in th- due execution of these our letters patnt. In testimony where-
of we have cau.sed these our letters to be made patent and the Great Sal
of our said Province of Lower Canada to be hereunto affixed. Witness our, trusty
and well beloved, Sir John Coape Sherbrooke, Knight Grand Cross of the M[ost
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Honorable Military Order of the Bath.; Captain General andGovernor bi Chief in
and over the Province of Lower Canada, Vice-Admiral of the sane &c. &c. &c.,
at our casile of St. Lewis, in our City of Que bec, in our said Province of Lower
Canada, this twenty-third day of October in the year of Our Lord Christ, one
thousand eight hundred and sixteen, and in the fifty-sixth year of our reign.

JNO.AYLOR, (Signed,) J. C. S.
Depîy. Secy.

I do hereby certify the foregoing to be a true copy of the Original as on
record in the Office of Enrrolments at Quebec, in the fourth Register of Letters
Patent and Commissions, folio 316.

(Signed,) J. REED.
PRov1NCAL SECRErARY 'S OFFICE,

QuebeL, 17th August, 1819.

No. 2.

BY-LAws made, ordained and constituted, by the Corporation for superintend-
ing, rnanaging and conducting the Clergy Reserves within the Province of
Upper Canada, on Morday, the 241h day of July, in the year of our Lord
Christ, 1820.
Be it ordained by the Corporation for superintending, managing and con-

duciing, the Clergy Reserves within the Province of Upper Canada, and it is
hereby o(rdained by the authority of the same-

Firs.t. That the affairs of the said Corporation shall from time to timfne be
conducted, governed and direcied, by a Principal and twelve Directors, according
to the several By-laws which shall be made, ordained and constituted, for the
welfare and good government of the said Corporation and the affairs there<f.

Second. That the Lord Bishop of Quebec shall be perpetual Principal and
Director of the said Corporation and of the affairs theueof, without election or
nomination.

Third. That in the absence of the Lord Bishop, the Bishops Officiai, or the
Recior of Niagara, or the Rector of York, shall preside at the meetings of the said
Corporation.

Fourth. That the Rectors of the several Parishes of Kingston, Niagara and
York, Cornwall, Grimsby, Ancaster and Hamilton, (Newcastle District,) together
with the In-pector and Surveyor General, shall in like manner be perpetual li-
rectors of the said Corporation and of the affairs thereof, without election or
nomï)ination.

Fifth That the remaining Directors shall be members of the Corporradou
now holding, or who shall hereafter hold Beriefices within the Province of Upper
Canada; and shall be chosen and elected by the Members of the said Corpora-
tion at the tires and in the manner hereinafier prescribed.

Sixth. 'Ihat the Right Reverend Father in God, Jacob, Lord Bishopof Qre-
bec, of the Diocese of Quebec; the Rev. Oficial Stuart; the Rev. Doctor Add-
son, Rector of Niagara; the Rév. Doctor Strachan, Rector of York; the Rev.
Saber Mountain, Reetor of Cornwall; the Rev. William Sampson, Rectofóo
Grimsby ; the Rev; R. Lteming, Rector of Anaster, and the Rev. Williâin
Macaulay, Rector of -Harnilton; the nspeato Gerieral of the Province; the Siub
v-yor General of the Province, for the tiim-e being; the Rev. Richard Pohial,
Reclor of Sandwich ; the Rev. Mi-. Leeds, Rectot of Augùsia, and the Rev. Mr.
Weagarit, Ree:tor of Williarsburg, shall be respectively 'the Pieipal andï Eh-
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tors; and shall be, and are hereby authorised and empowered, to take upon
themselves the management, direction and government, of the whole affairs of
the said Corporation, from the date of these By-laws until the first Tuesday in
the month of February, which will be in the year of our Lord Christ, 1823; and
that any two or more of such Directors, with the Principal, shall be and consti-
tute a quorum for the management, direction and government of the affairs of the
said Corporation in ail matters and things, with power to meet and adjourn as
they shall sec fit ; Provided nevertheless, that in the absence of the Principal
not less than five Directors shall be a quorum, one of whom must be the official,
or the Rector of Niagara or York.

Seventh. That on the first Tuesday in the month of February, which will be
in the year of our Lord Christ, 1823, a gerieral meeting of the members of the
said Corporation shall be held in some convenient place in the Town of York,
at the hour of one in the afternoon ; and that three rmembers of the said Corpora-
tion shall then and there be chosen and elected, by a majority of the members of
the said Corporation then and there present, to be Directors of the affairs of the
said Corporation for and during three years, to be computed from the said first
Tuesday in February in the same year, 1823 ; on which day the three Directors
so chosen and elected, with the Lord Bishop of Quebec, the official, the Rector
of Niagara, York, Cornwall and Grimsby, the Rev. R. Leeming, Rector of An-
caster, and the Rector of Hamilton, with the Inspector and Surveyor Generals of
the Province for the time being, shall enter upon the execution of their respective
offices of Principal and Directors for the next ensuing three years; and such
course of proceedings shall continue and be observed on every third year for ever;
and the Principal and Directors who at any time shall enter, according to the
provisions herein contained, upon the execution of their respective offices, shall,
during their continuance in such offices manage, direct and govern, the whole
affairs of the said Corporation according to the several By-laws which shall be
made, ordained and constituted, for the welfare and good government of the said
Corporation and the affairs thereof ; and any two or more of such Directors for
the time being, with the Principal, shall be ani constitute a quorum for the man-
agement ; that a report of proceedings be published, and every meriber of the
Corporation be furnished with a copy thereof, for the direction and government,of
the affairs of the said Corporation in ail matters and things, and shall have power to
meet and adjourn as they shall see fit ; Provided, nevertheless, that in the absence
of the Principal not less than five Directors shall be a quorum, one of whom
must be the Official, or the Rector of Niagara or York.

Eighth. That the Principal, and two or more Directors for the time being. or
in the absence of the said Principal, the OLficial, the Rector of Niagara or the
Rector ofYork, shall hold four meetings every year, at some convenient place in
the Town of York, that is to say :-on the Tuesday next succeeding the first
Wednesday of the month of February; the first Tuesday of the month of May;
the first Tuesday of the month of August; and the first Tuesday of the rnonh of
November, yearly, with power to adjourn and hold as many meetings besides
these as shall be needful, either at the tine of adjournment or at the times deter-
mined by the calls of the Principal, or in bis ab-ence, of ihe Offcial, or the Rec-
tor of Niagara, or the Rector of York; and such Principal, or in his absence the
Official, or the Rector of Niagara, or the Reetor of York, and Directors, shall have
power as often as they think proper, to cal extraordinary meetings of the mem-
bers of the said Corporation, by an advertisement in the Kingston and York
Gazettes and at the sane time by a circular letter from the Secretary; wh ch ad-
vertisements shall he publishd during three- successive veeks before the day
which shall be fixed for such meeting ; and the acts of such extraordinary meet-
ings so called, shal be as valid an I effctoal in every respect as those of the
ordinary general meetings of the membe's of the said Corporation hereinafter
provided for.
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Ninth. That the Principal, or in his absence, the Official, or the Rector of
Niagara, or the Rector of York, and Directors for the time being, shall nominate
a Secretary and Receiver to the said Corporation, and such other persons as they
shali judge necessary to be employed in the services of the said Corporation, and
shall appoint to them respectively such salaries, fees or rewards, as they shall
judge proper, and as shall be approved by the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, or
person administering the Government. That they shall have power at their
pleasure to discharge the said Secretary and Receiver, and others ernployed
as aforesaid, and to put others in thoir places as they shall see cause. That the
Secretary shall record the proceedings of the said Corporation, and of the said
Principal, or in his absence, of the Official, or the Rector of Niagara or the Rector
of York, and Directors ; and that the Receiver shall receive and, pay all monies
which he shall be warranted to receive or pay by the Principal, or in bis ab-
sence, the Official, the Rector of Niagara or the Rector of York, and Directors,
fron time to time, and of all such receipts and payments he shall be obliged to
keep, and to produce regular accounts as ofien as he shall be required ; and the
Receiver shall also be obliged to give security for his fidelity in the discharge of
his office to the satisfaction of the Principal and Directors.

Tenth. That the members of the said Corporation shall meet annually at
some convenient place in the Town of York, on Tuesday next succeeding the
first Wednesday in February in each and every year, at one o'clock in the after-
noon. That the inembers of the said Corporation who shall be so assembled,
shall be, and shall constitute an ordinary general meeting of the said Corpora-
tion, and shal then and there have full power and authority to make and consti-
tute such By-laws, for the management and government of the said Corporation
and the affairs thereof, as to them shall seemu meet, according to the true intent
and meaning of the Charter, that every member be furnished with a copy of the
Charter and of the By-laws by which the said Corporation hath been constituted,
and the laws of the Province of Upper Canada.

Eleventh. That at such ordinary meetings, the Principal, or in bis absence,
the Official, the Rector of Niagara or the Rector of York, and Directors shall
cause to be laid before such ordinary general meetings, an account of tihe pro-
ceedings of them the said Principal or Official, or Rector of Niagara or Rector of
York, and Directors, in the execution of their offices, together with a full and dis-
tinct statement of the property and estate of the said Corporation, in land, money,
and other effects, if such there be.

(Signed,) P. MAITLAND.

At a meeting of the Rev. the Clergy Corporation on the Sth February, 1831,
the following Resolution was moved by the Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of
Quebec, and adopted

Resolved-That it- being expedient that the By-laws berevised and amended,
and some additional By-iws be adopted, a Committee of three person.s be chosen
for revising the present By-laws, and suggesting such alterations in them, and
additions to be made to them, as to such Committee shall seem fit, to be by them,
submitted to a general meeting of the Board, next summer ; and that the Arch-
deacon of York, the Rev. A. N. Bethune, and the Rev. J. Miller, be appointed a
Committee for this purpose : and that a copy. of the present By-Ilaws be printed
and sent to each Clergyman of the Province, requesting such suggestions as may
seem to them necessary for their improvement.

GEORGE H. MARKLAND.
I should suggest,

I. That some better mode be adopted of ciollecting the rent sof the Reservée
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2. That the clergyman of the Parish be the person through whorn applica-
lions are to be made to the Secretary, and that each clergyman be furnished with
a book containing lists of Reserves in his parish.

No. 3.
EXTRACT of a despatch from Viscount Goderich to Sir J. Colborne, K. C. B.,

Dated Downing Street, 21st November, 1831.

(No. 55.)

With lespect to the Clergy Reserves, I have no hesitation whatever in stating
that I entirely concur with the Assembly in thinking that they form a great obsta-
cle to the improvement and settlement of the Province, without being productive
of any corresponding advantage to make up for the inconvenience. During the
forty years the system of making these Iteserves has exisied, the total amount of
the income they have afforded has not equalled the expense incurred iii their
managerment.

I find by the abstract of the income and expenditure of the Corporation for
managing the Reserves, that the receipts during the last nine years, have not
averaged more than £200 a year, and that the whole of these sems have been
absorbed by the expenses of the officers of the Corporation. It is indeed stated
that a considerable number of Leases have been granted, and that a yearly in-
corne may be expected from the land so let of £3,350 currency; it appears, hov-
ever, that this sum is what is calculated upon as the amount of the rent which
ought to be obtained, not what has been actually received; and I fear that when
the expenses of management and collection come to be deducted, and the neces-
sary allowance made for bad debts, the net proceeds would be very considerably
reduced ; even supposing the nominal rent to be collected, it would be but a
small sum when compared with the burden inflicted upon the Colony. It seers
indeed to be proved by what has been experienced, not only in Canada but in the
Australian Colonies that land in countries vhere so mach remains unappropriated,
can only be profitably occupied by those who have the stimulus of personal and
permanent interest. Hence the income derived from landed property retained'
in the hands of the government for any public purpose, is trifling compared to
the inconvenience it occasions ; the same sum raised in almost any other manner
would be much less burdensome to the Colony.

Despatchi from Viscount Goderich to Lieutenant Governor Colborne, K.C.B.,
dated Downing Street, 5th April, 1832.

SIR,-In my despatch, No. 57, of the 21st November, 1831, I authorised you to
apply in the year 1832, towards the maintenance of the Bishop and other minis-
ters of the Church of ErIgland, in Upper Canada, £5,000 out of the Casual and
Territorial Revenue of that Province; and I estimated that the resources available
to'the same object from Provincial funds by law applicable to it, would amount to
about £1,000, making in the whole a sum of £6,000. i directed you at the same
time to divide the sum into three parts; whereof one, amounting to £1,500,, was
to be paid to the Bishop; another, arnounting to nearly £1,000, to the two.Arch,
deacons of York and Kingston; and the third, of £3,500, in aid of those play-
ments which the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts is in
the habit of making to the ministers of the Church of Englad, who atedençmi-
nated missionaries. You.have since been informed by me, in my despatch No, 62
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of the 30th of March last, that His Majesty's Government have determined to
call upon Parliament to vote, during the life of the Bishop, the whole of his in-
come. The charge, therefore, for the maintenance of the clergy, for the year
1832, wili be reduced from £6,000 to £4,500. I have since learned, from your
private letter of the 16th February, that the resources derivable frorn the funds set
apart for this object will considerably exceed the amount at which, judging from
the infbrmation in my possession, t had ventured to rate them. It now appears
tlat the interest upon instalments to be paid in 1832, upon Reserves antecedently
purchased, will amount to £1,200; and that the net prod ace of the Rentsof Clergy
Lands leased, will not be less than £2,300. To these two sums will be Io be added
the interest upon the purchase-money of these Reserves vested in our funds, which
wili amount to about £300. The total of these items will be £3,800, instead of
£1,000, at which I had estimated them; and if to this total there be added, frorn
the casuai and territorial revenue, £1,000, making in the whole £4,800, there
will he abundant means of meeting ail the demands for salaries, including the two
Archdeacons, for which I had intended to provide. A question, therefore, natu-
rally arises, as to the most advantageous mode of disposing of the £4,000 to be
taken out oC the casual and territorial revenue, which had been destined to this
particular service, and which will no longer be required for that purpose. i have
considered, with great attention, the observations contained in your private letter of
the 16th of February, and the propositions which result from them; and I am happy
to find that your practical views, founded upon personal knowle. ge and experience,
are so coincident with those which upon a more speculative view I had been led to en-
tertain. I quite concur with you in thinking that the greatest benefit to the Church of
England would be derived from applying a portion at least of the funds under the
controi of the Executive Government in the building of Rectories and Churches,
and I would add, in preparing, as far as may be, for profitable occupation that
moderate portion of Land which you propose to assign in. each Township or
Parish l'or increasing the future comfort, if not the-complete maintenance, of the
Rectors. Witli this view it appears to me that it would be most desirable to make
a beginning in this salutary work hy assigning to it a portion, at least, of the £4,000
to which I have before alluded, as being no longer required (during the present
year at al] events) for the payment of clerica salaries. i say a portion of this
sum, because I am led to think that it would be expedient, with a view to prevent
future jealousy and attempts at interference with this Territorial fund, to permit some
part of it to be disposed of for religious objects generally, without reference to the
particular modes of belief -which certain classes of the comnunity may entertain,
Some of it might, for instance, be applied to Churches for the Presbyterians, some
for Roman Catholic Chapels, and some even for the Methodists, particularly that
portion of them who may be in communion. with the Wesleyan Methodists of this
country. It is obviously impossible to think of aiding every subdivision of Religion-
ists, whose varieties are too indefinite to enumerate; and I feel that even with
respect to those classes to which I have alluded I cannot well undertake to pre-
scribe to you from hence the exact proportion of assistance which rnight be fit to
grant to each. £4000 in the whole will be disposable, and I willingly leave it to
your discretion to decide as to the proportionate distribution of that sum. I arn
well aware that in the execution of this duty you will have to steer a difficuit
course, and that it will require no small tact to determine by what practical
means these important objects can best be attained; the diffusion of religious fel-
ings and motives of conduct is the great point to be aimed at, and His Majeaty's
government must naturally feel anxious thae these should -be as extensively as
possible in unison with the Established Church of this dountry; but it cananotb
fo'gotten that the condition of Society in such a country as Upper Canada;presents
difficulties in the pursuitof this object which are very serious, and that.a state of
religious peace is above all things essential in establishing iñ theminds of the
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people the efficacy of religious principles. Whilst, therefore, I admit without
reserve my own extreme anxiety for the widest extension of the Church of Englande
in Upper Canadi, I feel it to be scarcely less important earnestly to urge the inex-
pediency of seeking to promote that great object by aiming at the exclusion or
repression of' other Churches.

I communicate to you these sentiments on the part of the King's Government,
with an entire reliance upon your judgment and coincidence of views ; and the
present temper of the majority of the flouse of Assembly, together with the in
creasing prosperity and general tranquillity of the Province, encourage me to en-
tertain a sanguine hope that the present opportunity, if wisely and judiciously
used, may lead to the most important and beneficial results.

I have, &c.,
(Signed) GODERICH-.

Lieut. Gen. Sir John Colborne, K.C.B.,
&c., &c., &c.

P. S.-Uponi a point so important as the distribution of the £4000 referred to
in this Despatch, I should wish no actual step to be taken, until I shall havé had
an opport unlity of considering any suggestions which you may have to offer upon
the subject, which I trust 1 inay receive at as early a period as may be convenient
for you to 4àvor me with them.

DRAFT of a Message to the Legislature of Upper Canada, sent by Sir John Col-
borne to both flouses of Parliament, if] 1832.

The Lieutenant Governor lias received Ilis Mlajesty's commands to make the
following communication tothe Legislativ.e Council [the Houe of General As-
sembly] in reference to the lands which, in pur.uance of the Constitutional Act
of this Province, have been set apart for the support and maintenance of a Pro-
testant Clergy.

''lhe representations which have at different times been made to His Ma-
jesty and lu is Royal Predecessors, of the prejudices sustained by his faithfull sub-
jects in this Province fromn. the appropriation of the Clergy Reserves, have en-
gaged His Majesty's most attentive consideration. His Majesty has, with no less
anxiety, considered how far such an appropriation of terrïtory is conducive either
to the tem oral welfare of the Miniîters of Religion in this Province, or to their
spiritual influence. Bound no less by his personal feelings than by the sacred
obligations of that station to which Providence bas called him to watch over the
interests of ail the Protestant Churches within his dominions, His Majesty cou
never consent to abandon those interests with a view to any objects of temporary
and apparent ex pediency.

It bas therefore been with peculiar satisfaction that, in the result of his in-
quiries into this subject, His Majesty has found that the changes sought for by sò
large a proportion of the inhabitants of the Province may be.carried into effect
without sacrificing the just claims of the Established Churches of England and,,
Scotland. h'lie waste lands which have been set apart as a provision for the
Clergy of those venerable bodies have hitherto yielded no disposable revenue.
The period at which they might reasonably be expected to becone more prodùc-
tive is still remote. His Majesty has solid grouids for entertaining the hope, that
before the arrival of that. period, it may be found practicable to afford the Clergy
of those Churches such a reasonable and moderate provision as may be necesary
for enabling them properly to discharge their sacred functions.

His Majestytherefore invite the Legislative Council [the House of Geneiélý'
Assembly] of Upper Canada to consider how the powers given to the Provincial
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Legislature by the constitutional act, to vary or repeal this part of its provisions,
can be called into exercise most advantageously for the spiritual and temporal
interests of his faithful subjects of this Province.

(Signed,) GODERICH.

No. 4.

Charles James, by Divine permission, Bishop of Quebec, to our beloved in Christ
Francis Evans, Clcrk.

GREETING,-We do by these presents give and grant unto you, in whose fidelity,
morals, learning, Sound doctrine and diligence we do fhlly confide, our license and
authority to perform the office of Stipendiary Curate in the Parish Church of Wood-
house, in the County of Middlesex, London District, within our Diocese and Juris-
diction, in reading the Common Prayers and perfbrning other Ecclesiastical duties
belonging to the said office, according to the form prescribed in the .book of Common
Prayer, made and published by authority of Parliament, and the Canons and Con-
stitutions in that behalf lawfully established and promulgated, and not otherwise, or
in any other manner, you having first before Us
subscribed the Articles, taken the oaths, and made and subscribed the Declaration,
which, in this case, are required by law to be subscribed, made and taken. And we
do, by these presents, assign unto you the yearly stipend of two hundred pounds
sterling, to be paid half-yearly for serving the said Cure, being the sum allowed by
the Society for the propagation of the Gospel in Foreign parts to their Missionaries,
while in Priest's Orders.

In witness whereof we have caused our seal, which we use in this case, to be
hereto affixed, dated the Seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand cight hundred and twenty-eight, and in the third year of our consecration.

C. J. QUEBEC, L. S.
(Signed,) J. C. SHERBROOKE.

No. 5.
Circular to CLERGY drawing Salaries of £200 per annum, dated York, 171A

November, 1832.
REVEREND SIR,

The arrangements entered into between His Majesty's Government at home
and the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, respecting the
payment of the salaries of the missionaries in Upper Canada, are so far comuleted
as to enable me to direct you to draw on the lst of January next, for the sum of
£100 sterling; as your half-year's salary ending 31st December, on the Honorableé
George H. Markland, filling up the form on the preceding page for that purpose.

I am, Reverend Sir,
Your faithful servaat,

S. J. LOCKHIART, Chaplain.
The Rev. H. Pattone
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No. 6.

EXTRACT of a Letter fron the Secretary of the S. P. G. F. P. to the Bishop of Quebec.

GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS,
July Ist, 1833.

My Lord,-" I beg to address your Lordship on the subject of the measures
whicl have been adopted by Government, with reference to the annual grant here-
tofore made by Parliaiment to the Society for the Propagation of thie Gospel in
Foreign Parts, in aid of the Clergy in British North America.

Your Lordship is already avare that the Society received distinct intimation
from Government in the course of the last year, that the Parliamentary grants would
be gradually reduced, and that at the end of' three years they woull be wholly dis-
continued. The Society has not failed to represent to His Majesty's Ministers, in
the most urgent manner, the well fonnded claims of the Church and the Clergy in
the Colonies of North Anerica upon the British Government, but I regret to say,
that fhese representations have proved ineffectual, and the Parliamentary grant in
1832 was reduced to £12,000. In the present year a sum of £8,000 only is ex-
pected, and in 1834 a grant of £4,000, which is to be the final one.

As provision has been niade by Government for the Established Clergy in Up-
per Canada, no payment will be made from the funds of the Society to the Mission-
aries in that Province after the close of the year 1834."

I have the honor to be,
My Lord,

Your Lordship's most obd't and humble serv't,
A. M. CAMPBELL,

Secre tary.

No. 7.

EXTRACT from Letter of Rev. S. . 1. Lockhart, Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of Que-
bec, to the Rcv. H. Patton, in reply to one from him asking for explanation of
the last paragraph in the letter of the Secretary of the S. P. G. F. P., dated
July lst, 1833.

QuEBEc, October 26th, 1833.

Dear Sir,-" The Bishop directs me to acknowledge the receipt of' your letter
of the 19th inst., and to answer in particular that part of it in which you inquire as
to the meaning of a paragraph in the letter of the Secretary of the S. P. G. F. P.
The explanation is briefly this-His Majesty's Government at home supposing that
an intimation from Sir John Colborne as to the probable proceeds of the Clergy,
Reserved Lands, &c., was sufficient authority for the assumption, appear to have
stated positively to the Society, that there would, in Upper Canada, be fully sufBicient
funds arising from this source, to cover the whole amount of the present salaries of
the Missionaries. But this not being in truth the case, the paragraph from the fore-
going cause is erroueous."

I am, dear sir,
Yours faithfully,

SAMUEL J. J. LOCKHART.
The Rev. Henry Patton.
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No. 8.

CORRESPONDENCE ON CLERGY IN NORTa AMERIcA.

No. 1.
Copy of a letterfrom R. W. HAY, Esq., to the Hon. J. K. STEWART, dated Down 'g

Street, 23rd April, 1834.

SIR,-In reference to two letters from the Under Secretary of Etate for this
Dci artment, dated respectively the 21st November, 1831, and 18th January, 1832,
proposing to relieve the Parliamentary Estimates from very extensive charges for
the support of the Church and the promotion of education in the Norih A merien
Colonies, I am directed by Mr. Secretary Stanley to acquaint you, for the informa-
tion of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, that he fears it will be unaidd-
able to apply to Parliament for the continuance of a vote, to ihe amount .of
£4,000, which, at the date of the above-mentioned communication, it was hoped
miglit cease without inconvenience after the present year. In conveying to you
this opinion, I am. desired by Mr. Stanley to recapitulate the circumstances on
which it is founded ; merely observing in the outset, that the object in view is not
to increase the clergy estimate from the amount to which, by graduai diiiinutions,
it has already been 'reduced, but only to render the further reduction of £4,000,
which, under the present arrangement, is to take place next year, contingent upon
the termination of existing interests.

Until the year 1832, payments had been made to the clergy out of the army
extraordinaries, and out of the grants on various colonial estimates, to the amount
of £9,500 ; but in the year 1832 ail these payments were collected into olie distinct
estinate, styled the North American Clergy Estimate ; and it was intimated that,
on the dcath of the individuals holding ttie benefices or offices for which
application was then made to Parliarnent, no grant would be asked lor their
successors. In the reduction effected by ihis neasure, provision was made, it will
be observed, for the persons actually in employnent in the Colonies. At the same
tine it was proposed, that whereas, previously, a grant of* £16,000 had been voted
annually to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, the grant in the year
1832 should be limited to £12,000, and that in every following year it should be
reduced by a diminution of £4,000 until it should cease. In the abolition of this
latter grant, no provision was made, as in the other case, for the parties actually in
employment in the Colonies.

li consequence of the withdrawal of the aid heretofore -received from Parliament,
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel appears to have found it impossible
to maintain its former establishments; and it announced last year that in Upper
Canqda, where Government had been able to provide an annual payment of £100
to each Missionary at present employed, the present average being £200,
the allowance of the Society to its missionaries would be discontinued after the
year 1834, and that in all the other North American Colonies they would be-
reduced by one-half after the year 1835. The communication of the Society to,
the Bishops of Quebec and Nova Scotia, emnbodying these determinations, accom-
panies this letter.

The intelligence of the measures above described appears to have excited
much alarm and dissapointment in the éolonies, both among the missionaries and
among the congregations committed to their care. On behalf of the Missionaries,
Mr. Stanley has been called upon, by various and earnest appeals to him, to consider'
the hardship of depriving these ministers of the salaries which were offered to
their acceptance when they were induced to quit their homes for the present distant,.
employment. On behalf of the congregations (many of them the inhabitants of
remote and thinly-peopled settlements) his attention has been dircte to theÙ
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poverty ; and to the extreme difficulty which they nust experience in finding a
suitable maintenance for a minister, after providing, as they are at any rate required
to do, for the erection and repairs of a church, and fbr the building of a parsonege-
house. One parish in the province of New Brunswick is at this moment severely
pressed by a debt which it has been obliged to contract in execution of the latter
purposes. On a review of ail the representations which have reached him,
Mr. Stanley cannot but regard- it as much to be lamented, that the missionaries
should not receive the emoluments of which the expectation was held out to then
when they proceeded to the Colonies. The principle of protecting persons actually
in employment from loss was sanctioned by Parliament in the case of the rest of
the North American clergy ; and aibhough there are unfortunately not the means of
carrying tiis rule fully into effect in the case ot the rissionaries, Mr. Stanley feels
the justice of acting upon it so far as circunstances will permit.

Such being the conclusion at which he has arrived, it remains to describe the
manner in which lie would endeavour to carry it into execution. In order more
clearly to explain his views, a comparative statement has been prepared, which is
hereto annexed, shewing the funds which were appropriated to the payment of
the missionaries in 1832 (the latest year for which complete accounts could be
rendered) and the funds which it is propose(d to apply to tle saine use hereafter.

The payments made by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 1832
amounted to £22,294; but as £12,000 was granted to the Society by Parlianent
in that year, the sum actually drawn from its own resources was £10,294. The
Society has declared that it is willing to continue to bear an expenditure to that
amount. Now, it will be seen from the staternent to which I have alluded, that,
if the society were relieved from all charge on account of the missionaries in Upper
Canada and Nova Scotia, and if it were not called upon for a larger payment than
£3,800 in New Brunswick, the entire demand upon it for rnaintaining the present
establishments in North Arnerica would fail within theprescribed limit of £10.294.
The question for consideration is, whether the Government can undertake to afford
the required relief in the Colonies above mentioned.

Mr. Stanley is constrained to acknowledge that, considering the limited means
at his disposai, the Goveranient can neither with propriety engage Io provide the
full amount of the salaries of missionaries in Upper Canada and Nova Scotia, nor yet
to supply the difference between £3,800 and the fuli amount of the salaries in New
Brunswick, Much as he laments the fact, he perceives it to be undeniable, and he
sees fbr it no remedy. But he would not on that account abstain from making such
an effort on behalf of the clergy as is practicable, ar d commensurate with the means
which Government can command. Tfhe Lords Comnissioners of the Treasury are
aware that in Upper Canada, where the Crown revenues already contribute a suM
of £3,630 in aid of the payment of missionaries, such a further sum could, though
not without difficulty, be derived from the same source, as would constitute a pay-
ment of 85 per cent. on the entire amount of their salaries; and in New Brunswick,
even if the territorial revenue be made over to the Assembly, on the moderate terms
on which it has been offered to that body, the commuted revenue would still afford
the small sain which would be requisite (in addition to the amount of £8,800) for
a payment of 85 per cent. on the present salaries of the missionaries. In Nova
Scotia there are no local resources available for the object in view ; but if Parlia-
ment should convert into a vole for the clergy of this colony the grant of £4,000 in-
tended to be made to tl-e Society for the Propagation of the Gospel this year, and
should continue the vote during the lives of the present missionaries, the amonnW
would suffice to make on this station a larger payment than was contemplated by the
Society in the communication to the Bishops ii North America, to which I havè
already adverted.

Such are the arrangements under which Mr. Stanley thinks that, from the lst
April, 1834, His Majesty's Government might undertake to relieve the Society,,
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the Propagation of the Gospel from ail charge on account of the missionaries at pre-.
sent in Upper Canada and Nova Scotia; and from ail charge, above £3,800, on
account of missionaries in New Brunswick; the Society being engaged to make the
remaining provision requisite for the support of its clergy employed in North Ame-
rica. It lias been ascertained by Mr. .Stanley that the Society would cheerfully
acquiesce in such a plan. I am, therefore, to request, that you will acquaint me
whether it meets the concurrence of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, and
whether their Lordships would be prepared to sanction the proposed employnent
of a part of the Crown revenues of Upper Canada and New Brunswick, as well as
the application whieh, if these recommendations be adopted, must be made to Par-
liament for the appropriation and continuance, in favour of missionaries in Nov.
Scotia, of the grant to be made this year to the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel. I am, &c., (Signed,) R. W. HAY.

COPY.

Payments proposed to be made
from the 1st April, 1834, to

Payments in 1832 to Missionaries employed by the Society for the Missionaries employed by
Propagation of the Gospel. the Society for the Propaga.

tion of the Gospel.

Paid by By the By vote Paid by By the By vote
the Local of Par- Total. ithe Local of Par- Total

Soeiety. Govern. liament. Society. Govern- liament.
ment. ment.

Upper Canada ............... .4025 38630 ...... 7655 Nil. 6506 ......... 6506

Lower Canada .......... 3415 .. 550* 8965 3415 ......... 550 8965

Nova Scotia. ..... 5824 ......... 5824 ........ ...... 4000 4000

New Brunswick................. 5120 ................ 5120 3800 552 ...... 4352

Newfoundland ................. 2110 . .... 2170 2170 ...... .. 2176

Bermuda..................... . 100 ......... .... 100 100 .............. 100

Prince Edward's Island........ 800 ............. 300 300 ...... ..... 800

Cape Breton.......................... 400 ......... ...... 400 400 ......... ...... 400

Cape of Good Hope.............100 ................ 100 100 ...... ....... 100

Paid by the Society to School-

masters and Pensioners in Up- . 245 ... ...... ...... .. 245 .......

per Canada .............

To Cateehists and Sehoolmasters
420 . .... ...... 420 ....... ..... .. ...... ..

in Lower Canada ...........

To Four Divinity Students in Do... 175 .............. 175 ..... ...... ....

22,294 8630 550 26,474 10,285 7058 4550 2 9

Deduct Parliamentary Grant.... 12,000

Society's Contribution .......... 10 294

lese are Salarie voted by Parlianent to the Rectors of William Henry, Durham, Obathan;
ealdwell, Manor, and St. Armand, who are also Missionaries.
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No. 2.

Copy of a Letterfrom the Hon. J. STEWART to R. W. H AY, _Esq., dated Treasury
Chambers, 15th May, 1834.

SiR,- an comnanded by the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury
to acquaint you, for the information of Mr. Secretary Stanley, that rny Lords having
liad unîder their consideration the circumstances urged in your letter of the 23rd
ultino, with respect to the missionaries employed in the North American Colonies
by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, cannot but admit that the inter-
ests of the parties who have been ind uced to engage in the missions by the stipends
which the aid of Parliament enabled the Society to offer should be protected, so far
as nay be consistent with the imperative demands for economy in every branch of
the public expenditure. My Lords are therefbre willing with the view of allevi-
ating the distress to which the missionaries would be exposed by the very large re-
diietion of their stipends whieh is provided for by the Society's letter to the Bishops
of Quebec and Nova Scotia, of the lst July last, to accede to Mr. Stanley's recorm-
mendation for the adoption of such an arrangenment as may ensure to the present
missionaries the continuance of salaries somewhat below the rates they have hither-
to receivcd, but exceeding the rates to which the Society, if deprived of all aid,
would be constrained to reduce then.

My Lords will accordingly sanction the appropriation out of the territorial
revenue of Upper Canada of a sum not exceeding £6,506 per annum, for pay-
ment of such stipends to the missionaries now doing duty in that province as shall
be equal to £85 per cent. of the stipends they received from the Society and from
the Government for the year ending Ist July, 1833, with the understanding that,
as the present missionaries drop off, this appropriation is todirninish and eventu-
ally to cease.

My Lords will likewise sanction the appropriation out of the territorial rev-
enue of New Brunswick of a sum not exceeding £552 per annum, in aid of the
provision of £3,000 per annum, to be made by the Society, so long as such aid
shall be requisite for continuing to the missionaries already settled in Ihat pro-
vince, stipends equal to £85 per cent. of the stipends they received for the year
ended lst July, 1833; but which aid is to be reduced and wholly.discontinued
as any diminution takes place in the number of the missionaries alrcady engaged.

in further pursuance of this arrangement, and on dverting to the proceed-
ings ihiat have already taken place for obtaining from Parliament the grant of
£4,000 in aid of the funds of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, My
Lords conceive that it may be sufficient that the Societv should, for the present
year, undertake to apply the wlole of this grant to the support of the mission-
aries in Nova Scotia, assigning them such proportionate rates of stipend, with
reference to what they received for the yearended lst July last, as that grant may
afford the means of paying; and my Lords will be prepared to sanction future
applications to Parliament for such proportion of the grant of £4,000 as may be
necessary to continue the payrnent of the rates of stipend, to be assigned for the
present year to such of those individuals now employed as missionaries in Nova
Scotia, as may remain in the discharge of their spiritual duties in that province.
As these arrangements will take effect from the lst ultimo, and as the Society
will have received the grant of £8,000 for the year ending at that day, my Lords
presune the Society will be ab!e, and will consent to make good to the mission-
aries up to that period the rates of stipend to which they vill be entitled onder
this arrangement, instead of enforcing the whole of the reductions provided for
by the letterof the Bishops in North America of Ist July, 1833. My Lordsalso
consider their sanction to have been given to this arrangement upon the distinct
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understanding that the Society will be prepared to support the present remaining
missionaries upon the scale adopted in the statement which accompanied your
letter, and especially that the allowances wvill be continued from its funds to the
five rectors in Lower Canada, and that no further claims on this account willin
any event be made on the public revenue of this country or of the colonies.

As the sole object of this arrangement is to secure some competent provision
for those individuals who have heretofore been engaged as missionaries, and as
it is not intended to apply to any future missions or to any other system of ecclesi-
astical establishment in these Colonies, my Lords would fiurther request to be
favored with a statement specifying the names of the Society's missionaries now
employed in Upper and Lower Canada, in New Brunswick, and in Nova Scotia,
the periods at which they were sent out by the Society, the places at which they
are stationed, the amount of the stipends they received prior to the 1st July, 1833,
either from the Society or froin the colonial fùuds, or other sources, and the
amount of the stipends to which they will now be entitled ; and my Lords con-
ceive it will be proper that copies of these statements should be transmitted to
the Governors of each of the respective Colonies, with directions to report all
casualties that may occur anongst the individuals whose names appear in them,
in order to the gradual reduction and eventual discontinuance both of the appli-
cations to Parliament and of the appropriations of colonial funds, as the parties
niay die off or otherwise remove from or resign their missions.

i am, &c.
(Signed,) J. STEWART.

No. 3.

Copy of a Letlerfrom R. W. HAY, Esq., to the Hon. J. STEWART, dated Dowr&îng
Streel, 13thl May, 1834.

S[R,-I am directed by Mr. Secretary Stanley to acquaint you for the information
of the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury, that an application for
pensions from two missionaries lately cmployed in the diocese of Quebec having
been referred to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel for investigation,
the enclosed letter has been received frorn the Secretary to the Society, containing
a report that the Rev. Mr. Parkins appears to have established his right to a
pension.

lu the year 1813, a pension of £100 per annum was promised by Earl
Bathurst, with the concurrence of the Board of Treasury, to such missionaries
employed in the North American Colonies as after ten years' service should be
disabled by age or infirmity from the performance of their duties. This promise
(which was ilself only a repetition, with soine modifications, of a promise made
by the Earl of Liverpool in 1811) has not been retracted ; and it has been Com-
nonly held out by the Society for ihe Propagation of the Gospel as one ,of the

inducements to clergyien to undertake a mission to the North American Colo-
nies. There is no doubt Iliat the engagement remains in force, and it is certain
that the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel vill.not, after the loss of the
aid formerly derived from Parliaient, undertake to defray the pensions which
the Government, under the circumustances I have stated, seems bound to grant. -1
am therefore directed by Mr. Secretary Stanley to request that you vill brin g! the
subject generally under the consideration of the Lords Commissioners of the
Treasury, and more especially that you will submit to their Lordships the claim
of Mr. Parkins, to be allowed from such fund, as they may deem proper, a pensiQn
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of £100 per annum. As Mr. Parkins resigned his employment more than
twelvernonihs ago, and has only drawn an allowance of £80 per annum since.that
time, granted to him tenporarily by the >ociety for the Propagation of the.Gospel,
le will, for the period that lias elapsd, have a claim to the difference between
the allowance he lias rceeived and the amount of the pension to which he is
deemed entitled.

I ar, &c.,
(Signed,) R. W. HAY.

No. 4.

Copy of a Letterfron the Hon. J. STEWART 1o R. W. BAY, Esq., dated Treasury
Cliaibers, 28th lay, 1b34.

SIR [arm cominanded by the Lords Commissioners of his Majesty's Treasury
to request that yu vill state to Mr. Secretary Stanley ihat, before my Lords can
come to any decision upon the subject of the retired allowances proposed to be
granted to two missionaries lately employed in the diocese of Quebec, to which
your letter of the 13th instant refers, iL is necessary they should have before them
the lisis of the missionaries, required by their communication to you of the 18th
instant. My Lords would accordingly regcnest that those lists miay be procured
from the Society wi-outl. any avoidable delay; and in the mean lime they would
suggest that any final arrangement with the Society, in regard to the stiiends of
the existing missionries, should be deferred untîil they may have opportunity to
consider whether any stipulation should be made respecting the ,-etired pensions
or allowances of that porion of the nissionaries for whose stipends it is proposed
that provision shall be hceforward made by the Society.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) J. STEWART.

No. 6.

Copy of a Letter from FRANCrs BARING, Es q., to R. W. IIAY, Esq., dated
Treasury Chambers, 271h June, 1834.

Sm :-The Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury have had under
their con-ideration a letter from Mr. Lefevre, dated the 1lth instant, transmitting
a list of the rnissionaries enployed under hie Society for the Propagation of the
Gospe1 in the Col nies; and i am to requesi you will state to Mr. Secretary Rice
(uith referenee to yuur letter of the 13th ultimo, forwarding to this Board the
report of that Society on the applicalions for pensions to the Rev. Mr. Parkjn
and the Rev. E. Burton, and your previous communication of the 23rd of April,
and the reply frorm Ihis d partnt-n of the 15th ultimo, refspecting the arrange-
menbs to be made witlh tihe Socieiy for tlie support of the rissionaries who have
heretofore been induced to proceed to, and are at present employed in the
Clonies.) that ahough. ipon full cosideration of all the circumstances con-
nected with these subjects, my Lords wou)d not feel warranted in incurring any
furilher aiount of charge on aeiount of these missions than the provision in:aid
of the Society's funds sanctioned by fe letter to you of the 1ih ultimo, they will
be piepared to extend that arrngement so far as may become necessary to pro-
vide for the pensions that may be claimed by the missionaries in Upper Canada
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or in Nova Scotia, or by their widows, under the agreement with the Society,
notitied to then iu Mr. Goulburn's letter of the 19h of May, 1813, provided the
Society will undertake to meet the similar claims that may be preferred by rmis-
sionaries on the other stations, or their widows; and my Lords would also be
further prepared to sanction the continuance of the payment of £552 per annum
ont of the territorial revenue of New Brunswick, or the requisite portion of it, so
long as the expenditure of the Society for the existing missions in thit colony,
either in discharge of the salaries of the missionaries, or of the retired allowances
and pensions now in question, may exceed the sum of £3,800 per annum, which
it is understood, the Society will be willing to devote to it.

Adverting to the very large proportion of the charge for the present mission-
aries from which the Society will be wholly relieved by these arrangements, my
Lords entertain liitle doubt but that the Society wiIl readily accede to them'; and
in that case they have only to repeat their requisition in 1he letter to you of ihe
15th ultimo, for statements of the missionaries in Upper and Lower Canada,
New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. But should the Society object to become
responsible for such retired allowances and pensions as might be claimed, under
the agreement of the year 1813, by missionaries employed elsewhere than in
Upper Canada and Nova Scotia, or by their widows, it will be necessary for my
Lords to reconsider the terms upon which any future aid should be granted
to the Society; and rny Lords accordingly request that in any communica-
tion to the Society upon the subject of that aid, it may be expressly stated that
it is conlingent upon their acceding to the present proposition respecting these
allowances and pensions. 1 ar, &c.,

(Signed,) F. BARING.

No. 7.

Copy of a Letter from R. W. H-AY, Esq., to the Rev. A. CAMPBELL, dated.Downing
Street, 51h July, 1834.

Sin,
In my letter of the 30th May last, I acquainted you that the Secretary of

State was in communication with the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, re-
specting the reduction in the income of missionaries emloyed in the North Amenri-
cai Colonies, which the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel had been com
pelled to make, in consequence of the discontinuance of the Parliamentary aid
formerly granted to that Society.

I arM now directed by Mr. Secretary Spring Rice, to transmit to you the en-
closed copies of the correspondence which has passed between this department.and
the Treasury on the subject; and I am to rtquest that you will inforn me whether
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel are prepared to acquiesce in the
arrangement prcposed in my letier to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated the
23rd or February last, as modified by the communications received from that de-
partment, dated 15th May and 27th June last. 'More especially, I am directed to
inquire whether the Society will consent to mak.'e that provision for the pensions of
missionaries and their widows which is demanded by the Loids Cômmissioners of
the Treasury; and whether, as assumed by their Lordsips, the Society will be
willing to make good to the missionaries, up to the 1st of Mtay last, the stipends
to which they will be entitled under this arrangement, instead of enforcirng the
reduction provided for by the letter to the Bishops of Quebec and Nova Scotia, of
the Ist of July, 1833.

(Signed,)
I am, &c.,

R. W. HAY.
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No. 8.

Extract from the Minutes of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in
Foreign Parts, dated Lincoln's Inn Fields, July 18th, 1834.

At a general meeting, " Read a letter from R. W. Hay, Esq., dated Downing
Street, July 5th, 1834, forwarding copies of a correspondence between the Colo-
nial Office and the Treasury, and inquiring whether the Society are willing to
acquiesce in the arrangement agreed upon by those two departments, and to pay
the pensions mentioned by the Treasury, and to make good to the missionaries,
up to the 1st of May last, the stipends to which they will be entitled under the
new arrangement.

"Resolved, tha in consideration of His Majesty's Government having un-
dertaken to pay about 85 Fer cent. on the salaries of the existing missionaries in
Upper Canada, Nova Scotia, and a part of New Brunswick (provided such mis-
sionaries were actually ermployed at Midsummer, 1833), and also to make provi-
sion for the pensions of those missionaries and of their widows, according to ihe
terms agreed upon by His Majesty's Government in the year 1813.

" The Society consent to appropriate annually fromn their funds a sum not
exceeding £10,285, for the payment of the salaries of the like existing mission-
aries in Lower Canada, the remaining portion of New Brunswick, Newfound-
and, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton, and of the pensions to which

those missionaries and their widows shall be entitled under the terms agreed
upon in the year 1813."'

(Signed,) A. M. CAMPBELL, Secretary.

No. 9.

Copy of a Letter from the Rev. A. M. CAMPBELL, dated Great Queen Street
July 28th, 1834.

Sfu,
1 am directed by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign

Parts, to transmit to you, for the information of Mr. Secretary Spring Rice, the
enclosed extract from the minutes of the Society; and also to acquaint you, that
during the year ending on the 1st of May last, the missionaries in British North
America, received sums amounting to 85 per cent. on their former salaries.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) A. M. CAMPBELL, Secretary.

R. W. Hay, Esq.,

Circular Io the CLERGY, dated Quebec, 81h Maye, 1834.

REVEREND SIR,

The amrount of salary arising from the proceeds of the Clergy Reserved
Lands, which, with the sanction of His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor,
you will receive for the current year, is £ to be drawn for upon the
Receiver General, Toronto, U.C.

In consequence of the payments made by the Society P. G. F. P. to several of
the Missionaries in January last, T am requested by the Secretary to inform the
Clergy of Upper Canada, that the closing payment of the Society (as specified in
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the Secretary's letter of lst July, of which you are in possession) is now not to
be drawn for on the 1st July next, but on the lst January, 1835. In order, there-
fore, more nearly to equalize the half-yearly receipts of the Clergy, I authorize
you to draw upon Toronto, on July lst, for £

You will perceive that the allowance to be paid you for this year, exceeds
the sum proposed to be continued by the Society to the missionaries, whose sala-
ries they themselves pay ; and I am not altogelher without hope that, with the
increase of fundsfrom the Clergy Reserved Lands, the mssionaries of the Society
in Upper Canada will obtain a proportionate increase of annual incone, until it
again reaches the sun which 1/eyfoi merly received.

i have the honor to be, Rev. Sir,
Your faithful servant,

C. J. QUEBEC.

SHERBROOKE, June 23, 1884.

REVD. SIR,-The following mernorial to Mr. Stanley has been prepared for the
signatures of the Clergy of this Diocese. And as it is desirable that there should
be no needless delay in the transmission of this memorial, I heg you to inform the
Archdeacon of Quebec whether you will authorize him to attach your naine to-it.
Make your letter single, and direct it to " the Venerable, the Archdeacun of Quebec,
Civil Secretary's Office, Quebec."

Your faithful servant,
C. J. QUEBEC.

To the Right Honorable E G. Stanley, His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State
for the Colonies, &c. &c. &c.

The memorial of the undersigned Ministers of the Church of England in thé
Canadas and Missionaries of the Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel in Foreign Parts, most respectfully sheweth :

That towards the close of the month of September last, your mernorialists
reccived from the Lord Bishop of Quebec a circular bearing the date of the
1st July, 1883, signed by the Secretary of the Society above nentioned, i
which circular his Lordship was requested to inform your memorialists, that froin
ard after the date of the said letter, the salaries paid to them up to that date, should
undergo a reduction of thirty per cent., and that a firther diminution should péri-
odically take place until July, 1835, at which time their salaries are to be reduced to
one-haif of the amount originally stipulated:

That although in the Province of Upper Canada arrangements have been made
for paying fron the Clergy Reserves, which are now available therein to that extent,
the suin (t £100 yearly to such of vour memorialists as are resident within that
Province, their allowance from the Societyis to be altogether withdrawn, leaving them
upon the same reduced footing with their brethren in the Lower Province

That this reduction is the consequience of the diminution already effected, and
the cessation which is about to take place of the Parliamentary Grant heretofore
made annnally in aid of the designs of that Venerable Society :

That from the whole tenor of the proceedings of Government since the conquest
of the Country; from the allotmentof lands under the 31st Geo. III., c. 81st., for the
endowment of Rectories or Parsonages according to the establishment of the Church
of England, which may be expected ultimately to afford a considerable revenue;
from the erection of the Provinces into a Diocese, and the appointment of-a Bishop
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in 1793 ; from the reservation to itself on the part ofthe Crown, of the presentation
to ecclesiastical Preferments ; from the establishment of a Cathedral Church at Quebec,
the formation of Archdeaconries and Parishes, and the constitution of Corporations
of the Clergy of the Church of England in each Province for the management of the
Reserves, the impression was created and maintained of an intention on the part of
lis Majesty's Government to provide in a permanent manner for the institutions of
the Church of England thus formed within the country, and the Society and its
Missionaries were induced to enter mutually into engagements from which they must
have abstained, if they could have anticipated the failure of the expectations so
raised :

That in the faith of continued countenance and support from lis Majesty's
Government, the Bishops of Qnebec, in concert with the Society, have from time to
time done their utmost to provide for the progressive demands of a still increasing
population of the Church of England, (which of late years have received vast
accessions from the influx of emigration,) by promoting the erection of Churches,
and the formation of Missions, and by encouraging respectable and zealous Clergymen
to forego their views and expectations at home, and to remove themselves and their
famili, s to Canada:

That your memorialists entered accordingly upon the charges respectively
assigned to them, with a full conviction that their services were engaged for life, at
the stipulated salary which was then allotted to them and specified upon the face of
the forns which gave them authority to execute their sacred office :

That the removal of many of your memorialists from their own country was
attended with sacrifices, which they will not now regret, because they trust that
their ministry ha3 not been wholly without fruit in the field where they have been
called to labour by the Providence of God ; but of the extent of which sacrifices, as
now made to appear, they were totally unaware at the time, and which, had such an
issue been forseen, it would have been regarded, with reference to worldly interest,
as the very height of imprudence to make

That your memorialists, in most instances, found their emoluments, even before
they were diminished by one-half, to be no more than sufficient, with the strictest
economy and management, to afford them a suitable maintenance according to their
station in socicy, and to meet their demands arising from their relation to their
people, especially la a clinate where the severity of the winter imposes additional
expenses upon themselves, and causes additional hardships to the poor ; that even
then they saw themselves surrounded, altbough they saw it without, repining, by
niany in other professions or pursuits, who with similar original prospects, and
pretensions in life, and with a much less expensive education, had risen to far.
ampler means of providing for their farnilies ; but that with the slender allowance
now assigned to them, they feel their respectability to be lowered, and their useftil-
ness abridged ; their credit impaired in quarters from which they were in the habit
of receiving their supplies, and the field of their exertions necessarily narrowed on
account of expenses attending their circuits of duty:

That other circumstances, which it might be considered a needless minuteness
to particularise, have in different parts of the Diocese, deprived many of your
memorialists of certain small emoluments. which constituted an addition to their
incomes, and have thus conspired with the reduction which the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel have felt themselves necessitated to make, to bring thern
into a situation of positive and severe embarrassment and distress; so that humili-
ating examples might be here produced of their inability to meet their engagements,
contracted under no apprehension of so adverse a change, or of their want of means
to retain a single servant, male or female, in the family, to perform the menial offices
of the house

That it is impossible, under the circuinstances of this country, to remedy the
evils here represented, unless to a very inconsiderable extent, by means of the volun-
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tary contributions of the people (which are, at the best, apt to create an objectionable
kind of dependence,) however well affécted towards the Chureh or personally towards
their ministers, not only because the congregations have been long habituated to
consider the main support of their Clergy as a thing provided for froin other and,
permanent sources, but because the members of such congregations themselves, in
the great majority of settlements, are actually unable, from the searcity of money
and the struggles which they a naking to establish their own families, to provide
what is necessary even for such a purpose:

That therefore your memorialists most respectfully pray that you would be
pleased to take the hardships of their case into your most serious and favorable con-
sideration ; and to devise such means fron any funds which may be at the disposal
of Government, as to your wisdom shall suggest themselves, not only for their personal
relief', but for the preservation of those high interests of which they are in charge,
and which mnust unavoidably suffer if the present depressed condition of the Clergy
should continue :

That with reference particularly to this last object, which far transcends the other
ii their estimation, your nemorialists cannot forbear fron taking this opportunity
mîost respcctfully but most earnestly to represent the importance of directing endow-
ments to be made everywhere fron the Clergy Reserves with the smallest possible
delay, in order that matters may at length be put in train for making a permanent
and suitable provision for the Church, and that the many evils may be remedied
which arise from the precarious and unsettled condition of her establishment in the
country.

And your memorialists as in duty bound, &c. &c.

No. 10.
EXTRACT from the Report for 1883 of the Venerable the Society for the propaga-

tion of the Gospel in Foreign parts, pp. 36, 37 and 38.

"In the Spring of 1833, the Society having ascertained the determination of
His Majesty's Government to discontinue the Parliamentary grant, was compelled
to take measures for securing its own finances, which were altogether unequal to
the payment of the whole stipends to the North Ainerican Clergy, without aid
from the public purse. A Report was agreed to and extensively circulated, re-
commending that the salaries throughout British North America should be re-
duced forthwith in proportion to the redugctions in the Parliamentary grant. In-
formation of this arrangement was forwarded to the Bishops of Nova Scotia and,
Quebec, with instructions to the Clergy respecting the sums which they would
receive in future fron the Society. The intelligence of so great and sudden a
diminution of income, amounting, after the close of 1834, to one-half of thé amount.
which had been received down to the beginning of the year 1833, produced
general dismay. The Clergy entertained no hopes of adequate relief from local
resources. They had accepted their appointments in full confidence that the
Society would be enabled to make good the stipulated salaries and to pay the
pensions offered by His Majesty's Govërnment in 1813.

They had in many instances left their native land, and settled down in the
wilderness with the most implicit reliance upon ,the fulfilment of these engage-
ments. They had in almost all instances, incurred considerable expense 1»
establishing themselves in their respective habitations, and made themselves
liable for sums which, with their diminished means, il would be absolutely im-
possible to pay. They remonstrated, therefore, upon the extreme hardship of theià
situation, and earnestly implored the Government and Society to interfere a d
rescue from that utter ruin which stared them in the face.

A. 1857.
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These representations were strengthened by the statements forwarded by the
Colonial authorities, both ecclesiastical and civil. The justice of the claim was
admitted by lis Majesty's Government, anci they have concluded an arrangement
with the Society by which the more immediate and urgent wants of the Clergy
will be supplied. Government bas undertaken to apply to Parliament for an
annual grant of £4,000 to be employed.in paying the salaries of the Missionaries
now ermployed in Nova Scotia, and the pensions to which they and their widows
rnay becomne entitled under ihe terms agreed upon in the year 1813 ; and they
have also undertaken to apply sums, arising fron Colonial resources, and amount-
ing in the Nvhole to £7,060, to the liie purposes in Upper Canada and a part of
New Brunswick ; while the Society, in consideration of this undertaking, bas
consented to appropriate aiinually from its funds, a sum not exceeding £10,285,
for the pIayrnent of the salaries of the existing Missionaries in Lower Canada,
a part of N<w Brunswick,Newfoundland, Prince Edward'sIsland, Cape Breton,
and Bermuda, and of flie pensions of those Missiunaries and ileir widows."

Lis-r of Clergy in the Province of Upper Canada, 1st January, 1833, with their
half yearly Salaries at dt date.

Adolphux town .........................
Amhersthurg .................. ........
Alnenster..........................
B ith ...................................
Beckw ith................ ..............
B elleville ............ .................
B rockville ........ ....... ... .........
Carry ing Place................. ........
C av in ................ ................
Chathai ..... ..... ...................
Chippewa ..............................
Cobourg ...............................
Onriwall.........................
For-t Erie ..........................
G liim sby .... ,.................... .....
H allowell ..............................
Kingston ..........................
London ................ .........
March and Huntly ......................
Markham and Vaughnn...................
M atilda ......... ......................
N iagara................................
Oxford........................ .. .....
P erib ... ,. .............................
Peterborough ...........................
Port Hope..............................
P rescott,........................ ......
Richmond .......................... ...
St. Catherines...........................
St. Thom as ..... .......................
Toronto, (Township).....................
W illiainsburgh. ............. ............
W oodbouse.............................
Y onge ................................
Y ork ..................................
M ohawk ...............................
Sandwich ..............................
Osnabruck... ......................
Thornbill.............. ................
Guelph ...... ..... ................

Job Deacon,
Romaine Rolph.
John Miller.
John Stoughton.
Richard Harte.
Th..mas Catmpbeli.
William Gunning.
John Grier.
Joseph Thompson.
'ihomas Morley.
William Leening.
Alexander N. Bethune.
George A rchbold.
Joln Anderson.
Geo R. F. Grot.
William Macaulay.
Archdeacon Stuart.
Edward J. Beswell.
Ralph Leerning.
V. P. Mayerhoffer.
Frederik Mlyers.
Thomas Creen.
Henry Patton.
Miclael Harris.
Sanuel Armour.
Jsnes Coghlan.
Robert 3lakey.
Robert Short.
James Clarke.
Mark Burnham.
James Magrath.
J G. Weagau.
Francis Evans.
Rossington Elms.
Archdeacon Strachan.
Saltern G4ivins.
William Johnson.
Frederick Mack.
G. Mortimer Broken
A. Palmer. Periods.

A. 1857
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LIST of Clergy in the Province of Upper Canada, 1st July,
yearly Salaries at that date.

Adolphustown ................... ....
Ainherstbutgh ................ ......................
Ancister .................... ...........
lk th . ................................................
Beck with ........... .................
Blîckville ......... . ....... .............. ..
Brockville .;.... ...... ..............
Carrying tlace....... ...... ...........
C av a rn,..................... ..........................
Chatham .............................................
Chlippewra ...... ............................
Coburg................................
C orinw ll .......................... .................
Fort Erie ..........................................
Grimsb « .................... ,....................
Hallowell ....................... ......... ,..
Kingston ....................... ......
London ......... ....... . ..........
lamilton .............................................

Mnarkha and Vaughan ..........................
Malilda ..........................................
Niagara ....... ....................................
C xf d ..... . .... ...................... ...
Perth ...................................................

cvan . . ........ . ....................
Port i ope....................... ...............
Prescott . ..........................

iht on ........................................
lit. Catharines .......................................
St. Thomas .......... . ..............
Toronto, (uTownship) ... ... . ,..............
William.burgh .....................................
woodhouse ..........................................
Y onge ................................................
Yorkc ..... , ....................................
Mohawk .... ........ .................... . ...........
Sandwich ......... .....;.............................
Osnabruck...........................................
Thornhill ..........................................
Guelph ......... ..................................
.Adlel de .. ................... ,........ ........
March and Huntly.................................

£
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
50
00

100
100
100

100
100
100
100

65
100

65
50

100
100
'00
'0

100
100
100
100
100

75
75

100
100
137
100
50
50
25
S5
50
25

1833, with their half

Jacob Deacon,
Ronaine Rolph.
John Miller.
John Stoughton.
Richard Harte.
Thomas Campbell.
William Gunning.
John Grier,
Joseph Thýlompson.
Thomas fMorley.
William Leeming.
Alexander N. Bethune.
George Archbold.
John Anderson.
Geo, R. F. Grout.
Wm. Macaulay.
Arcideacon Stuart.
Benj. Cronyn, (from lst Novenber 1832.)
Ralph Levming.
V. P. Mayerhoffer.
J. ('. 13. Lindsay.
Thomas Creen
Henry Patton.
Michael Harris.
Samuel Armour.
James Coghlan.
Robert 3lakey.
Robert Short.
James Clarke.
Mark Burnham.
James Magrath.
J. G. Weagan.
Francis Evans.
Rossington Elms.
Archdeacon Strachan.
Saltera Givins.
Willian Juhnson.
F. Mack.
G. Ml. Mortimer.
Arthur Palmer.
Dominic Blake.
James Palfield, (from April.)

No. 12.
EXTRACT from Report of the Society for the Propogation of the Gospel in 1837.

In North America, the circumstances of the Clergy have been materially affec-
ted hy the withdrawal of the Parliamentary Grant, from which the larger portion
of their salaries had been defrayed. And it was not until the strongest remon-
strances had been made to Government, both hy the Colonial authorities and by
the SoCIEry, that an arrangement was effected for the payment of three-fourths of
the original salaries to all Missionaries employed previously to the year 1833.
According to the terms of this agreement, Government undertook to pay the redu-
ced allowances of the Missionaries in Nova Scotia, from an annual Parliamentary
Grant ; and in Upper Canada, from Colonial resources, upon condition that the
Socir:TY should pay the like allowances to the Missionaries in Lower Canada, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland, Cape Breton, and Prince Edward's Island. This ar-
rangement has afforded temporary relief to the more urgent wants of the North
American Colonies; but it lias given a heavy blow to the cause of religion, and in-
flicted severe injury upon upwards of a hundred deserving Clergymen, subjected
unexpectedly to the loss of a large proportion of their incomes.

A 1857
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And this provision, it will be observed, is contingent upon the lives and con-
tinued services of the Missionaries engagedi prior to the year 1833. M no very
distant day the whole sum now contributed from tie public funds, will be with-
drawn, and the support of the Clergy, in British North America, if any support can
be afforded tO thein, must be supplied from other sources.

During a long series of years, the SOCIETY and the public had been led to hope,
that the necessary funds would arise out of the laids set apart for religous purpo-
ses, under the name of Clergy Reserves. As respects the province of Upper
Canada, considerable assistance bas been obtained from this property. And inost
important and permanent benefit may be expected, if the system adopted by the
laie governor, Sir J. Colborne, be adhered to. His plan was, to make grants of
money, from the produce of the sales of land, towards the maintenance of addition-
al Clergymen, ici districts where their services were required; and likewise to
grant in each case a portion of land, which might gradually be brought into culti-
vation as glebe. For the present this system appears to be suspended; but the
SOCIE•rY trusts, that a sense of what is demanded' for the religious and moral
welfare of the settlers, wili prevent its entire abandonment.

No. 12.
DEsPATOL from Lieutenant Governor Sir John Colborne, K. C. B., to thc Right

Honourable E. G. Stanley, 21sT April, 1834.

ToBONTO, 21st April, 1884.

SIR,-With reference to the instructions which were conveyed to nie in a
despatch from the Secretary of State of the 5th of April, 1832, relative to the
payment of tie Salaries of the Ministers of the Church of England, fron the pro-
ceeds of the rents of leased Reserves, and the interest tupon instairents to be-paid
upon Reserves sold by the Conmissioner of Crown Lands, in pursuance of the Act
of Geo. 4, I have to observe, that as a qIuestion may arise as to the right of appro-
priating the interest accruing fron the instalments paid by the purchasers of Clergy
Reserves, instead of renitting it with the proceeds of sales to be invested in the
British funds, it may be considered expedient to refer the subject for tie opinion
of His Majesty's Attorney General

The interest to be paid on the instalments was fixed by th-e local government,
at the suggestion of the Conmissioner of Crown Lands, and has hitherto been paid
over by the Commissioner to the Receiver General, and accounted for in his state-
ments of the receipts and expenditure of the Clergy Reserve funds.

The Presbyterian Synod of Canada, in cornectiorn with the Church of Scot-
land, you -wilt perceive, fron their meniorial to me accompanying my despatch of
the 18th April, (No. 32,) allude to the paynents made to the Ministers of the
Chuxrch of England fron the proceeds of rents on leased Reserves, and state thbir
claimns to participate in the advantages enjoyed by our Church, arising from the
lands set apart for the Clcrgy.

It is therefore probable, that on my laying before the House of Assembly the
statements of receipts and expenditures, which the House have requested may be
prepared for their information, that the question to which I have adverted nay be
brought under discussion.

Ihave, &c., -

(Signed) J. COLBORNE.
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[Confidential.]

DESPATCH fron the Right Honorable T. Spring Rice to Lieutenant Governor Sir
John Colborne, K.C.B.

DOWNING STREET, 22nd July, 1884.
SIR,-I have received your confidentia. despatch dated the 21st April last, ob-

serving that a question may arise as to the right of appropriating the interest accruing
fron the instalinents paid by the purchasers of Clergy Reserves, instead of remit-
ting it with the proceeds of Sales to be invested in the British funds ; and I have
the honor to convey to you my opinion, that this mroney may, consistently with the
Act 7 & 8 Geo. 4th, c. 62, be devoted to the improvement of the unso>ld Clergy
Reserves. This appears to me the most convenient mode of disposing of the inte-
rest on instalinents of the purchase money of Clergy Reserves, without in any way
prejudicing the claims of the parties who may be considered to have a beneficial
interest in the proper disposal or those lands.

I have; &c.,
(Signed,) T. SPRING RICE.

EXTRAOT from a Despatch fron the Earl of Aberdeen to Lieutenant Governor Sir
John Colborne.

DATED DOwNING STREET. February 22, 1835.
But it is evident that this new charge, together with another which I sanction

by my despatch, No. 22, of this day's date, would be liable to render the burthens
on the Crown revenue greater than the receipts, unless relief be afforded in some
other direction.

On this ground I have been induced to reconsider the instructions conveyed to
you by my predecessor on the 22nd July last, for applying the interest on instal-
muents of the purchase-money of Clergy Reserves to the improvement of land; and
I have the honor to authorize you to appropriate that fund, as formerly, to the pay-
ment of the salaries of Church of England missionaries ; an arrangement which
will of course materially diminish the pressure on the Crown revenue for the main-
tenance of the salaries pledged to the existing inissionaries in Upper Canada.

No. 13.

EXTR&CT fron a letter from the Reverend Ernest Hawkins to the Lord Bishop of
Toronto, dated 79, Pall Mall, May 23rd, 185 1.

"1 have had the honor to lay the memorial of some of the Clergy of your
Lordships Diocese, concerning an augmentation of their salaries out of the Clergy
Reserves Fund, together with your own letter and that of the Rev. H. Patton,
referring to the same subject, before the Committee. It is with pain that they
have received this renewed application, because while they cannot but feel that
the Clergy suffered an injury by the reduction of the Governmen, allowance-
they remain of the same opinion as before-that they would not be acting,in the
spirit of their trust if they devoted funds set apart for the " propagation of religious
knowledge" to make up the losses occasioned by the withdrawal of the Pa lia
mentary grant.

A. 1857
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No. 14.

CASE OF MR. ATKINSON.

S. 0. 14th June, 1853.

REvD. SIR,- I have the honour to acquaint you that the Governor General bas had
under bis consideration your Memorial so dated, May 1851, submitting your claim
to an increase to your present stipend as Rector at St. Catharines, as also to cer-
tain arrears frorm the year 1836 up to the present time.

His Excellency having given your case his attentive consideration is of
opinion that you are entitled to be placed on the same footing with regard t
salary as the Revd, Messrs. Cronyn, Palmer, Blake and Dunroacle, whose cases
have alrea(y been under the consideration of the Government.

lis Excellency has accordingly been pleased to direct that your name be
placed on the list of clergymnen of tie Church of Enwland, viz: £170 sterlingd
per annum, an(d tha. you be paid the following arrears, iz :£70 sterling a year
for the four years and a lialf that you served at the I ission of Bath, (i. e. from
Feb. '36 to Feb. 1840,) the rate of £100 sterling per annum, and £20 sterling per
annum, frori tIe yer I 1840 (when Ie Society for propagaiing flie Gospel in
foreign parts granted yon £50 sterling per annnm, in addition to the suni of £100
sterling per annuma, which you ait that lime received) up to the present lime.

A warrant for the arrears in question, amounting to £638 17s. 9d., has been
prepared in your favour, and will be handed to you or your agent, at the office
of the Honorable the Receiver Generai.

f have, &c ,
A. N. MORIN.

The Rev'd A. F. Atkinson,
St. Catharines.

ExT&CT from a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Executive Council
on Ma1ters of' State dated 81h June, 1853, approved by His Excellency the
Governor Generail in (ouncil on the 10tli June, 1853.

On the Petition of the Rev. A. F. Atkinson, Minister of the Church of England
a St. Catharines, representing that; in 1828 lie was appointed Assistant Minister
at Christ's Church, Montreal, in the expectation of being transferred to a country
Mission so soon a, a suitalble vacancy presented itself; that in 1829, in addition
to hi3 city duties, he vas charged with a congregation at Laprairie, which he held :
till 1832, aud for which he was allowed by the Society for propagating the Gospel
in Foreign parts, an additional sum of £50 sterling per annum; that tbough fre-
quent opportunities were afforded for his appointment to a Country Mission, whieh"
the state of his health rendered very desirable, lie was detained in Montreal tilt Feb
ruary 1836, when he was transferred 1o Bath, near Kingston, with a salary of on1'$
£100 sterling per annum; that had le been appointed as lie lad frequently pray
to be, to a Country Mission, previous to the year 1833, he would have received t
usual salary of £200 sterling, and subsequently to that year £170 sterling, but.th
he having been detained in Montreal, at the express desire of the Bishop, till 183 14
was the cause of bis receiving, when transferred to Bath, but £100 sterling, p
annum, whilst the Ministry around hii, of the same standin7 with himself, and ,
many of them lis juniors, were in receipt of £170 sterling per annum. That inéi'0
much as lie was acknowledged as one of the "Societies' Missionaries' while
Laprairie, and was prevented from enjoying the saine benefits as his brethrék
solely because the Bishop considered him better adapted for clerical duties in
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town than in the country, he considers his claim to the full allowance from the
date of his appointment at Bath in February 1836, as strictly just; he, therefore,
prays to be allowed the additiorýal £70 sterling per annum for the four years and
a half he served at Bath, and £20 sterling per annum from lst July, 1840, whein
the Society granted him the £50 sterling, and that, for the future, he nay be placed
on the same footing with his brethren, who served in the Diocese of Quebec pre-
vious to 1833.

The Committee, on a careful examination of Mr. Atkinson's case, are of
opinion that lie is fully entitled to be placed on the same footing as Messrs. Cronyn;
Palmer, Blake and Denroache ; they therefore recommrnend that.he be placed on the
list of Clergymen of the Church of England receiving £170 sterling per annum,
and that he be allowed his arrears of salary on the same principle as was applied
to Mr. Deroche; and they further recommend that the amount of arrears be charged
on the surplus fund belonging to the Church of E'ngland and dedacted therefrom
previously to such surplus being paid over to the Trustees of the " Society for pro-
pagating the Gospel in Foreign parts."

Certified.
(Signed,) WM. H. LEE,

Ass't C. E. C.
To the Honorable

the Provincial Secretary, &c. &c. &c.

No. 15.
CASE OF MR. DENNOCHE.

EXTRACT froml a Report of a Comnmittee of the Honorable the Executive Council,
on Matters of rtale, dated 25th April 1851. Approved by His Excellency the
Governor General in Council, on the same day.

On the Metorial (dated 24th April instant,) of the Reverend Edward Den
roche, Missionary ait Brockville, complaining that he was induced to corne out
from Ireland to this Province, on a promise of £200 per annum. And that owing
to subsequent arrangements made by the Venerable Society for Propagating
the Gospel in foreign parts, his salaey was subsequeritly fixed at £100 that being
the amount allowed to the Reverend Messrs. Cronyn, Palmer, and Blake, who
were appointed under the same circumnstances as the Meniorialist. Mr. Denroche
prays that le be placed on the same footing in every respect, vith the gentlemen
above named, and lias submittec evideree to p;ove that le was appointed under
circumstances similar in every respect to those under whic*î they were appointed.

The Committee of Council are respectfully of opinion after a careful exami-
nation of the documents submitted by Mr. ,Denroache in support of bis caim, that
his case has been one of great hardship, and that lie is fully entitled to be placed
on the same footing as Messrs. Cronyn, Palmer, and Blake., They therefore
recommend that he be placed on the list of Clergymen of the Church of En 1and
receiving £170 sterling, per annum, and that he be allowed his arrears, of salary,
on the same principle as' was applied to the Reverend D. E. Blake, and they
recommend that the amount of arrears be charged on the surplus fund belonging
to the Church of England and deducted therefrorn previously to such surplus
being paid over to the Trustees of the Society for propagating the Gospel in
Foreign parts.

Cerified
(Signed,) J. JOSEPH.

C. tC.
To the Honorable the Provincial Secretary,

&c. &c. &c.

A. 18~
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S. O., 29th April, 1851.
REvD. SIR, -- I am commanded by the Governor General to inform you that His

Excellency has liad under his consideration, in Council, your Memorial of the 24th
instant, urging your claim to an increase to your present stipend as missionary
at BrockviJ le.

His Excellency 'iaving caused a careful enquiry to be made into the circum-
stances of your claim is of opinion that it is similar in substance to those of
Messrs. Cronyn, Palmer and Blake, whose claims have already been favourably
entertained, and His Excellency has, therefore, been pleased to direct that your
name be placed on the list of the Clergymen of the Church of England receiving
£170 stg. per annum, and·further that you be allowed the arrears due to you
amounting to £i361 2s. 2d. currency.

The warrant will be delivered to you or your agent at the office of the Hon-
ourable the Receiver General.

I have, &c.,
J. LESLIE.

P. S. The inclosures which accompanied your Memorial are herewith return
ed in compliance with your request.

The Revd. E. Denroache,
Brockville.

CASE OF MR. BLAKE.

EXTRACT from a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Executive Council,
on matters of State, dated 10th De cember, 1850, approved by His Excellency
the Governor General in Council on the same day.

On the memorial of the Rev. D. E. Blake, of Thornhill, dated 21st Novem-
ber ulto., praying for paymient, out of the Clergy Reserve Fund, of certain arreats
of salary due to him.

The Committee respectfully advise that the arrears of salary due to this
memorialist be paid to him, and that the amount be charged on the surplus fund
belonging to the Chuch of England, and deducted therefrom previously to such
sur plus being paid over to the Trustees of the Society for propagating the Gospel
in foreign parts.

Certified.
(Signed,) J. JOSEPH,

C. E. C.
To the Hon. the Provincial Secretary,

&c., &c., &c.

S. 0. 19th December, 1860.
REV. SiR,-I am commanded by the Governor General to inform you that

His Excellency has had under his consideration in Council your mernorial of thed
21st ult., renewing your application for payment of certain arrears of salary out
of that portion of the Clergy Reserve Fund applicable to the Clergy of the Chturc
of England in this Province.
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His Excellency has been pleased to accede to your application. He finds,,
on enquiry, that the sum to which you are entitled amounts to £840 sterling or
£933 6s. 8d. currency, being at the rate of £70 per annumn, from the 1st January,
1833 to Slst December, 1844.

A warrant for that arnount has accordingly been issued in your favor, *hich
will be delivered to you or your agent at the office of the Honorable the Receiver
General.

I have, &c.,
J. LESLIE.

The Rev. D. E. Blake,
Thornhill.

No. 17.

CASE OF MR. PALMER.

G0VERNMENT HousE,
Toronto, 11th March, 1839.

Sir,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2nd
instant, in reference to the arrears of salary as a Minister of the Church of England,
which the Secretary of State for the Colonies has been pleased to decide shall be
paid to you for the period from the lst of October, 1832, and to acquaint you that,
to enable you to receive the same, it will ie necessary that you transmit to an agent
at this place, a Power of Attorney, in duplicate, to receive the amount from the
Receiver General, and to grant to that officer the proper receipts, in discharge of
the warrant of His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor.

I have 'the honor to be, sir,
Your most obedient humble servant,

I. W. MACAULAY.

No. 18.

4 & 5 VIC. CAP. 78.

AN ACT to provide for the sale of the Clergy Reserves in the Province of Can-
ada, and for the distribution of the proceeds thereof.

WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the final disposition of the Land
"called the Clergy Reserves in Canada, and for the. appropriation of the yeaïy
" income arising or to arise therefrom, for the maintenance of Religion and the
"advancement of Christian knowledge within the said Province ;" be it enacted,
by the Queen's most excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, That after'the passing of this Act it
shall be lawful for the Governor of the Province of Canada, by and with the
advice of his Executive Council, and under such reg9lations as may be byhim
from time to time in Council established in that behalf, and approved by the
Queen in Council, to sell, grant, aliènate and convey in Fee Simple ail or any cf
the said Clergy Reserves-; Provided, neverthelss, that the quantity of the eaid
Clergy Reserves go to be sold as aforesaid in any one yearshall lnot itn the- le
exceed one hundred thousand acres, without the previous approbation ein writing
of oie of Her Majesty's principal Secretaries cf State.
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And be it enacted, That the proceels of al[ past sales of such Reserves
which have been or shall be invested under tle authority of an Act. passed in the
eighth year of the reign of King George tle fourth, intituled " An Act to autho-
rise the sale of part of the Clergy Reserves in the Provinces of Upper and Lower
Canada; shall be sabject to such orders as the Governor in Couneil shall make for
investing, either in some public funds in the Provinue of Canada, secured on the
Consolidated Fund of the said Province, or in the Public Funds of Great Brilain
and Irela.îd, the arrionni now funded in England, together witi the proceeds here-
after to be received frorm the sales of all or any of the said Reserves, or any part
thereof; Provided ail ys, tliat the necessary expenses of such sales shall be
borne and defrayed out of the first rmonies received therefromn.

And be il enacted, That the inierest and dividends aceruing upon such invest-
monts of the proceeds of ail Clergy Reserves sold or to be sold, and also the
interest to accrue upon sales on credit of Clergy Reserves, and all rents arising
from ClJergy Reserves that have been or may be demised for any term of years,
shall bc paid to the leceiver General of the Province of Canada, or such other
person as shall be appointed to receive the pub!ic revenues of the said Province,
and shall togelher form au annual fund for tlh purposes lereinafter mentioned,
and shall be paid by him from time to time in discharge of any warrant or warrants
which shall from t.ne to time be issued by Ihe Governor, ini pursuance of the
provisions of this Act; (that is to say,) in Ihe first place, to satisfy all such annual
stipends and allowances as have been heretofore as*igned and given to the Clergy
of the Churches of England and Scotland, or to any other religions bodies or
denominations of Christians in Canada, and tIo whi::h the failli of the Crown is
pledged, dnring the natural lives or incumberncies of the parties now receiving
the sane ; Provided always, that until the annual fand so to be created and de-
posited with the Receiver General shall suffice to meet the above mrentioned
stipends and allowances, the same, or so mnch thereof as flie said fund may be
insufficient to mcet, shail be defrayed ont of the Casui and Territorial Revenue
of the Crown in the Province of Canada.

Andi be itenacted, That as soon as the said fund shall exceed the arrourít of
the several stipends and allowances aforesaid, and subject always tu the prior
satisfaction and payaient of the same, the sa'd annuai fund shall be appropriated
as follows ; (Ihat is to say) the net interest and dividends accrning upon tie invest-
ments of the proceeds of all sales of such Reserves sold or Io be sold under
the authority of the before recited Act of the eighth year of the reign of King
George the fourth shall be divided into three equal parts, of which two shall be
appropriated to the Church of 1'ngland and one to the Church of Scotland in
Canada; and the net interest and dividends accruing upon the instalments of the
proceeds of all sales of such Reserves sold under the authority of this Act shal be
divided into six equal parts, of which Iwo shall be appropriated to the Church of
England and one to the Chowch of Scotland in Canada; Provided always, that
the account of the before nentioned stip 'nds and allowances which shall be paid
to and received by any clergyman of either of the said Churches of England or
Scotland shall be taken, as far as the same will go, as a part of the share accruing
to each Church respectively by virtne of this Act ; (thal is to say,) the stipends
and allowances to any clergyman o the Church of Eigland as part of the share
accruing to the Church of England, and the stipends and allowances to any
clergyman of the Church of Scotland as part of the share accrning to the said
Churcli of Scotland, so that neither of the said Churches shall receive any far-
ther or other sum beyond such respective stipends and allowances until thepro-
portion of the said aninal fund allooed to them respectively in manner aforesaid
shall exceed the annual amount of such stipends and allowances.

And be it enacted That the share allotted and appropriated to each of the
aid churches shall be expended for the support and maintenance of public wors
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and the propogation of religious knowledge, the share of the said Church' of
England being so expended under the authority of the -Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Gospel in foreign parts," and the share of the said Church of Scotland
under the authority of a board of nine commissioners, to be elected by the Synod
or Synods of the Presbyterian Church of Canada' in connection with the Churci
of Scotland, under such regulations as shall be fromi lime to time established by
the Governor of Canada, with the advice of his Executive Council.

And be it enacted, That the share of each of the saiid churches shall be paid
by the Receiver General or other person appointed as aforesaid in the diseharge
of àfny warrant or warrants which shall from time to time be issued by the Gov-
ernor of the said Province in favour of the Treasnrer or other officer who shall be
respectively appointed to receive the same by tlhe said society on behalf of the
said Church of England, and by the said commissioners on behalf of the said
Church of Scotland.

And be il enacted, That subject bo the foregoing provisions, the residue of
the said annual fund shall be applied by the Governorof Canada, with the advice
of the Executive Council for purposes of public worship and religious instruction
in Canada

And be it. enacted, That the Receiver General or other person appointed as
aforesaid Io receive th interest and dividends accruing from the investment of
the proce(ds of all Clergy Reserves sold or to be sold shall, on or before the
fifteenth day of January in every year, deliver to the Governor a certificate in
writing under bis hand of the net amount which in that year will be applicable
to the several Ciurches of' England and Scotland out of the said fund under the
provisions of this Act ; and whenever the sunm mentioned in any such certificate
to be applicable to the Church of England in Upper Canada shal be less than
seven thousand seven hundred poîunds, or the sum mentioned in the certificate to
be applicable to theChurch of Scotland in Upper Canada shall be less than onethou-
.sand five liundred and eighty pounds, the deficiency in each case shall be made
good out of the Consolidated Fund of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, and shall be charged thereupon at the Quarter Day next ensuing the
receipt of such certificate at the Treasury; and the Lord High Treasurer or
three or more commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, shall be authorized by their warrant to direct the
issue of the sumns needed to supply such deficiency in the following manner, (that
is to say,) such sum as shail be needed to supply lhe deficiency of the said sum
of seven thousand seven hundred pounds to such person or persons as shall be
appointed to receive the same by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in
Foreign Parts, and such sum as shall be needed to supply the deficiency of the
said sum of one thousand five hundred and eighty pounds to such person or per
sons as shall be appointed to receive the same by any writing under the hands of
any three or more of the commissioners under whose authority the share of the
Chnrch of Scotland is to be expended as aforesaid; and all sums so paid out of
the Consolidated Fund shall be severally applied, under the authority of the said
society, and of the last mentioned commissioners respectively, for the support and
maintenance of public worship and the propagation of religious knowledge in
each of the said Churches in Canada.

And be it enacted, That accounts of the expenditure of every sum of money
mo to be received out of the said Annual Fund, or out of the Consolidated Fund
of the United Kingdom of Great Britairn and Ireland, by the said churchess of
England and Scotland, or by any other religious body or denomination of chris-
tians respectively, under the authority of this Act, shall be, on or before the
twentieth day of July in'each year, rendered to the Governor of the said Province ii
Council; and that until suchaccounts shall have been rendered, and the due and
proper expenditure of the sunm granted during any preceding year shal have bee,

A. 1857-
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established to the satisfaction of the Governor of the said Province in Council, no
other or further sum or proportion of the said Annual Fund shall be paid or
allowed to any or either of the churches, religious bodies, or denominations of
christians failing, neglecting, or refusing to render such account, or to verify the
same as aforesaid; and that copies of such accounts shall annually be laid before
the Legislature of the said Province.

And be it enacted, That whenever there shall appear to the Governor of the
said Province in Council sufficient reason to apprehend that there has been any
misappropriation or non-appropriation of any sum or sums of money paid to any
of the said Churches, Religious Bodies, or Denominations of Christians, out of
the said annual Fund, or any neglect or abuse in the expenditure or mannge-
ment of any such sum or sums, upon direction for that purpose given by the
Governor, it shall be lawful for the Attorney General to apply summarily, either
by Petition or information, to or in the Courts of Chancery in Upper Canada, or
to any one of the Supreme Courts of Record in Lower Canada, setting forth the
nature of the abuse apprehended, and praying discovery and relief in the pre-
mises, as the nature of the case may require.

And be it enacted, That from and after tLe passing of this Act, so much of
an Act passed in the thirty-first year of the Reign of King George the Third, in-
tituled, An Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the fourteenth year of
His Majesty's reign, intituled " An Act for naking more effectual provision for
"the government of the Province of Quebec, in North America, and to make

fnrther provision for the government of the Province," as relates to any reserva-
tions of land hereafter to be rmade in Upper Canada' or Lower Canada for the
support and nainten.nce of a Protestant Clergy, shall be repealed.

And be it enacted, That in this Act the words " Province.of Canada" shall
be taken to mean the Province of Canada as constituted under an Act passed in
this Session of Parliament, intituled " An Act to re-unite the Provinces of Up-
per and Lower Canada, and for the Governmnent of Canada," and the word
" Governor" shall be taken to mean and include the Governor, Lieutenant Gov-
ernor, or person administering the Government of the Province of Canada.

And be it enacted, ihat this Act may be amended or repealed by any Act to
be passed in this Session of Parliament.

Anno decimo sexto Victoriæ Reginw.

Cap: XXI.

AN ACT to authorize the Legisliatire of the Province of Canada, to make provision
concerning the Clergy Reserves iii that Province, and the proceeds thereof.

(9th May, 1853.)
WHERE AS the Act of the Session of Parliament, holden in the third and fourth

years of Her Majesty, chapter seventy-eight, provides for the sale of the lands
called Clergy Reserves, in the Province of Canada, and for the distribution of the
proceeds thereof; and it is expedient that the Legislature of the said Province
should be enabled to make further provisions in relation to such Reserves and pro-
ceeds . Be it enacted by the Qcecn's nost excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present
Parlianent assenbled, and by the authority of the sarne, as follows:

. It shall be lawful for the Legisliature of the Provinpe of Canada, frorn time
to tine, by any Act or Acts to be for that purpose made.and enacted in the man-
ner, and subject to the conditions, reqnired by the Act of the said session of Parlia-
ment holden in the third and fourth years of Her Majesty, chapter thirty4five;
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sections thirty-seven, thirty eight, and thirty-nine, in respect of Acts made and
enacted by such Legislature, to vary or repeal all or any of the provisions of the
said first mentioned Act of Parliament, for or concerning the sale, alienation and
disposal of the said Clergy Reserves, and for and concerning the investment of the
proceeds of all sales then made or thereafter to be made of such Reserves, and for
or concerning the appropriation and applie'ation of such proceeds and investments,
the interest and dividends thereof, the interest accruing on sales on credit of such
Reserves, the rent of such Reserves for the tine being unsold, and all other the
profits of or accruing from such Reserves, and (notwithstanding the said first men-
tioned Act of Parliament,) to make such other provisions for or concerning the sale,
alienation or disposal of the said Clergy Reserves and such investment as aforesaid
and for or concerning the appropriation and application of such Clergy Reserves
procceds, investments, interest, dividends, rents, and profits, as to the said Legisla-
ture may seern meet.

IL. Provided that it shall not be lawful for the said Legislature, by any Act or
Acts thereof as aforesaid, to annul, suspend, or reduce any of the annual stipends
or allowances, which have been already assigned and given to the Clergy of the
Churches of England and Scotland, or to any other Religious Bodies or denomina-
tions of Christians in Canada, (and to which the faith of the Crown is pledged,)
during the natural lives or incumbencies of the parties now receiving the saine, or
to appropriate or apply to any other'purposes, such part of the said proceeds, in-
vestments, interest, dividends, rents and profits as may be required to provide for
the payment of such stipends and allowances during such lives and incumbencies.

D

A. 1857.
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SECOND REPORT.

The Select Committee to whom was referred the petitions
of the Reverend Francis Evans and others, beg leave to present
their SECOND REPORT.

The Rev. D. E. BlaLe, Tlhcy have exanined the cases of the several Clergymen whose(c S. S. Stronge
F F oogd names are nentioned in the margm, and they submt the follow-
Brough, ing statement of facts as laid before them by the several parties.

N.Th Rev. Mr. Blake shows that he cane to Canada under a
" Dr. O'Meara,Th e.M.Baesosta e an oCndudra

Muloch; distinct pledge that he would receive the sum of Two hundred
Lawder. pounds per annum, and have a house built for him at the mission

where he was to be stationed, and have from 40 to 50 acres of Glebe ]and allotted
to him and cleared. That he received only £100 per annum for some time; that
subsequently bis salary was increased to £170, and the arrears to the date of the
im'crease were allowed him ; that lie received about £70 from the Government
towards the erection of his house, and that the remainder of their engagement
muade withhim was not fulfilled, and that he suffered a very severe pecuniary loss,
and had to inake large financial outlays in consequenee. 'he copies of the several
documents on which his claim is based, are submitted herewith.

The Rev. Dr. Strong shews that he came to Canada under the promise, as he
understood, made by Sir John Colborne, then Lieutenant Governor of Upper Canada,
of £100 sterling per annum, a house, and 40 or 50 acres of cleared land; that no
communication was made to him directly by the Government, but he was inforned
of the allowance he would receive, by letter from the Rev Mark Willoughby.
That he came to Canada under the expectation held out to him; that he was
stationed at Bytown with a salary of £100 per annum, and land amounting to 400
acres was assigned to his mission ; that this land was returned to the House of
Assembly in 18.$7, in the list of lands set apart for Glebes, but that it never was
patented and lie never received any benefit fromn it. That subsequently, under
the administration of the Hon. Mr. Baldwin, he obtained an Order in Council for
ten acres in Bytown ; that he bas never been able to receive the patent, and that
he lias sustained severe peccuniary loss in consequence.

The Rev. Mr. Flood shews that he came to Canada under a distinct promise
of £200 sterling a year, at the saine time and under the same circumstances as
the Rev. Messrs. G. Blake, Cronyn and Palmer ; that instead of receiving £200
per annum, he received only £100; that subsequently, the other clergymen named
had their salaries increased to £170 per year, being the maximum amount then
paid to any clergyman, together with arrears, to make up £170 for the whole
period during which they had been i4 the receipt of only £100, and he claims that he
is entitled to be placed in the same position.

The Rev. Mr. Brough shews that he came to Canada under a promise of a
salary of £200 sterling a year ; that soon after his arrivai he was offered the msssion
of Sherbrooke with that salary, but it was not carried out; that he afterwards
went to the Manitoulin Islands, where lie did duty for three years under a salary

A. 1857.
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from the Goverpment of a similar amount ; that he was subsequently placed on
the list of those paid from the Revenue for £100 per annum, and that as he came
to Canada under the same engagement and circumstances as Messrs. Palmer
Blake and Cronyn, that he has a claim equal to theirs to be put on the same
salary as they have been.

The Rev. H. Mulkins shews that he was stationed at Packenham for a period
of nine years at a salary of £100 per annum, paid from the Receiver General.
That in the month of October, 1850, he was appointed chaplain at the Provincial
Penitentiary, under a salary from the funds of the Province, and still so continues.
That on bis appointment in this chaplaincy, nis salary frorn the Reserves was
withdrawn, although his predecessor in the chaplaincy had reccived that salary
without diminution, and lie claims the arrears since his appointment and the right
to commute for the £100 a year ensured from the Reserves.

The Rev. Mr. Muloch shews that he was in receipt of £100 sterling from teh
Reserve funds, but, that previous to the year 1853, bis income had, been reduced
to £100 currency ; that he bas been permitted to commute for only that sum, and
he claims to be allowed to commute for the sterling amount and paid bis arrears.

The Rev. Dr. O'Meara shews that he was, in 1837, sent to Canada by the
Propagation Society, and for Feveral years drew his salary from the Clergy Reserves;
that he afterwards was appointed to the Indian Mission on Lake Huron, and his
salary from the Reserves ceased, but lie was paid £200 sterling from the Indian
fund ; that when he took charge of the Indian Mission he was promised the restora-
tion of bis position as a missionary, with a salary payable out of thé Reserve fund
whenever he might desire to retire from the Indian Mission; that he is conipelled to
withdraw from this service in consequence of the state of health of his family, and
that he as applied to commute for the maximum salary of £170 per annun, which
he considers he is in justice entitled to from the Reserve fund.

The Rev. W. B. Lawder shews that he came to Canada under authority from
the Propagation Society, with an agreement that he was to receive from £50 to
£150 per annum; that his income was to be increased pound for pound with the
amount raised by his congregatiol; that he received £150 per annum, and bis con-
gregation would have raised £150 if bis name was placed on the Reserve list for the
same sum, but that was not done until January, 1853, and he claims the arrears for
threc and half years at the rate of £50 per annum.

The Committee submit the above statements of the facts of each case, for the
consideration of your Honorable House.

J. HILLYARD CAMERON,
Chairman.

Committee Room, Srd June, 1857.
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ANNUAL REPORT
0F THEw

MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE,
For 1856.

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICS,
MAY 5th, 1857.

Sir,-In compliance with the 6th Sec. of the 16th Vic., cap. 11, the Minister
of Agiiculture bas the honor to transmit, herewith, for the information of His
Excellency the Governor General, and of the Houses of Legislature of this
Province, his Annual Report.

DIFFICULTY OF OBTAINING CORRECT AGRICULTURAL STATISTIOS IN CANADA.

The difficulty of collecting correct Statistical information with regard to the
Agricultural produce of the country in a direct manner from a farming commu-
nity-for those years when a regular census is not taken, has long been felt and
deplored,-even in England and Scotland.] In the latter, steps have been very
recently taken to remedy the evil; and in Ireland, a correct A g ricultural Census
is annually taken by the constabulary, who are obliged to colect the reguired
information by personal inquiries.

In Canada there is no statute supplying, or anthorizing the required machinery,
and many attempts to procure correct Agricultural Statisties from the Munici-
palities have been made, but hitherto with but little effect.

Under these circumstances, and until sone machinery for collecting A gricul-
turai Statisties of a reliable character is provided by the Legislature, this Bureau
must be guided by the best returns it can procure, viz.:-as to exports of grain,
cattle, &c., and the extent of home consumption of produce of various kinds, and
thus, each year that a regular census is not taken, arrive at an approximate
knowledge of the produce of the Colony from other sources which may be at
commînand. Having had the census of 1852, and formör years to guide this Bureau
in making calculations, the approximate estimate of produce given below may be
considered very nearly correct.

INCREASE IN THE EXPORT OF WHEAT.

In the articles of wheat and flour-the exports of 1856 have been fr beyçnd' all
precedent, viz. :-calculating .the flour at five' bushels per barrel, 9,91,53
barrels ; against that of 1855, 6,413,428, increase 2,978,103. Being an ineeease
in one year of very nearly 46J per cent in the number ofbushels.
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ESTIMATED PRODUCE OF WIIEAT IN 1856; INCREASE IN 5 YEARS.

Allowing 5D bishels for the hôme consumption of each individual in Canada
(viz. : 2,500,000 souls) the home consumption would be 14,750,000, which added
to the export, 9,391,530, gives 24,141,530, to which add the seed, (one bushel for
every ten), and the whole produce of Wheat in 1856, anournts to 26,555,684
bu3hels of 60lbs. per buîshel, or 10¾1 bushels, for every soul in the Province
By the Census of 1851-2, the produce per individual in all Canada was 8¾¾
bushels. The c'rop of 1851 was 16,155,956, showing an increase in 5 yearsof
10,399,738 bushels, being over 64î per cent in that period.

INCREASE IN BARLEY AND RYE IN ONE YEAR.

In the export of Barley and Rye there is a still greater increase, viz.: from
566,534 bushelg in 1855 to 989,447 in 1856, being more than 74î per cent, in one
year.

INCREAsE IN INDIAN CoRN.

In Indian Corn the increase of export exceeds that of Wheat or Barley, <:

fromn 73,066 bushels, in 1855, to 164,495 in 1856, being 125 per cent. rThe ex-
port of' Indian Corn appears to be increasing in a very rapid ratio. In 1853
there were only 831 bushels exported ;-in 1854, there were 57,636 ; in 1855,
73,066; and in 1856, 164,495.

ICREASE IN OATS.

In Oats, the increase of export lias exceeded that of any other grain. In 1855,
there were 370,275 bushels exported; in 1856. 1,296,677, being an increase of
250 per cent, in one year. In the article of Hops, too, there lias been a very
great increase, viz.: fron 43,275 lbs. to 177,260 lbs. In Flax Seed, frotn 6,072
bushels to 11,879 bushels; and in Tobacco a very considerable increase, from
13,730 lbs. to 17,435 lbs.

These are the chief articles under the head of Agricultural products. The vast
anuial increase in them, attests the rapid prOgress of the country. The money
value of the Agricultural exports of 1856, exceeds that of 1855, by £485,469
notwithstanding the great reduction in the prices, during 1856, below those of
1855. As an example, the average price of Wheat during 1856 was 6s. 11½d.
whilst during 1855 it was 9s. 3d. per bushel of 60 lbs., and in other;grain, there
was a like disparity of price in favor of 1855.

IMPROVEMENT PARTLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE AGHICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

This great in-iþrovement has, in some measure, been attributable to the encon-
ragement so liberally afforded by the Legislature to the Agricultural Societiës,
and it is a very signal mark of improvement that the average acreable produce
has increased in the same ratio as that per individual, viz.: 17 per cent. from the
crop of 1851 to that of 1856-a circumstance that speaks well for the improvedý
srientific knowledge of the Canadian farmer,

CIRCULATION OF TEE " TRANSACTIONS OF THE BOARD OF AGÉICULTURE.

To foster and advance this knowledge, the Minister lias caused very -extensive
circulation to be given to the "Transactions of the Bard Agriculture," volume
which contains mucli valuablé matter. carefull selected, and the distribution
which has given very great satisfaction to th]u agricultural comnunity, ver ,
many of whom have expressed high approbation of its merita. Y
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SUGGESTIONS FOR TUE ENCOURAGEMENT OF A TASTE FOR AGRIoULTURAL PURSUITS BY
LECTURE AND OTHERWISE.

It is suggested that it would tend greatly to excite a taste for Agricultural
pursuits, if Agriculture, as a science, formed a more prominent subject of teach-
ing and study in our common schools, and if, during the winter season, Lectures
were delivered at stated times and places by competent persons. The youth is
too apt to look upon farming as a mere slavish pursuit, and anything that eau in-
vest it with interest, will, necessarily, be of advantage to the coinmunity.

BAVAGEs BY THE MIDGE, HEssIAN FLY, &C., To TiE CROPS.

Very serions and widely extended evil having been occasioned to the wlole
population of Canada of every class, by the destruction arising from the devasta-
tion of the midge, and other insects, to the crop which forms the great staple of
Canala's wealth, the Minister of Agrienlture thought it desirable'to a'waken the
attention of the Farmers theinselves to this wide-spread evil, and to adopt such
means a lie felt himself at liberty to take for ascertaining, if possible, a check
or remedy for it. And with this view he offered three prizes for Essays upon the
best means of arresting'the progress and devastations of all insects injurious to
the successful cultivation of the wheat crop.

The actual loss by these insects, althoglih extending over a period of perhaps
seventeen years in Canada, could not be calculated w'ith any degree of correct-
ness until after the harvest of 1851, when the Census of the province taken that
year, showed the deficiency in Frontenac, Lennox and Addington, Hastings, and
Pirince Edward, the five Counties in Upper Canada in which the ravages of the
Midge, and Hessian Fly wère chiefly observable, to be in wheat alone about
400,000 bushels. - It lias been stated also, that the deficiency-of the wheat crop
in the state of New York alone, from sinilar causes in last year, amounted to
three millions of bushels, and the loss in the same year in Lincoln, and Welland,
and Haldimand, is believed to have been very considerable, certainly not less
thain in the harvest of 1851.

PRIZE EssAYs ON THE BEST MEANS OF ARRESTING TEE SAME.

The premiums for the three best Essays on the subject, were one of £40, one
of £25, and one of £15. Twenty-two Essays have been received. It is to be
hoped that valuable information and useful suggestions, will by these mneans be
obtained, and it cannot but be of advantaoe that public attention has been thus
diawn prominently to the subject. The Erize Essays, so soon as selected, will'bel
published.

IMPORTATION OF sEED GRAIN, FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

In the course of last Fall, the Minister proposed to the Boards of Agricuilture,
to import any Seed Grain, &c. &c., which they might require from Foreign
Couitries, t.hrough the influence of the Colonial Secretary, and the aid of
Britislh Foreign Consuls, and he hopes that the Boards will after the ensuing
harvest, avail themselves of the tacilities thus-afforded them, with theviewof
introducing into the Conntry, new and improved description of Grain; a con
sideration of evident importancé.

TE sETTLEMENT OF TEE" FREE GRANTs» ON E COLONIZÀTIN10 ROADè.

Believing that- numbers of the ynungmen of the Contry andof:the labourig
pnpalation accustomed to our climate and habits, Wonîld reàdily avail;themselves
of " the Free Grants" of Land offeredforsettlegent andet;gas pioneers to tor
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extended settlement. The Minister of Agriculture has within the past year,
published and extensively circulated, a fuil and comprehensive advertisement,
showing the conditions upon which thegrants of land are made,-their localities,
the routes by which each of the three great roads is approached, and the prospects
of industrions settlers thereon. This advertisement a copy of wbich is hereunto
appended, was inserted in a large number of the Provincial Papers, in the
English, French, and German Languages.

THE PUBLICATION OF THE PAMPHLET ON CANADA UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE

BUREAU.

With the view of making Canada better known in Europe, as a distinct and
important portion of North America, there lias been compiled and published,
un der the authority of this Department, a very comprehensive Pamphlet, of 24
pages, calculated to impart full and truthful information, with regard to Canada,
to all classes of persons in every rank of life. It gives a concise view of alnost
all the most important subjects connected with the condition, geographical posi-
tion, climate, soil, productions, capabilities, Educational and Muicipal institu-
tions of the country; and the wages of labourers of all classes, &c., &-c. 12,000
copies have been printed in English, and circulated very extensively through
Great Britain. It lias also beon translated into German, Norwegian, and French.
Of the first, there were 6,000 ; of the second, 5,000 ; and of the third, 4,000 copies
struck off; and nearly all sent to the Continent of Europe for circulation : and in
their distribution the aid of Sir Cusack Roney, Secretary in London to the Grand
Trunk Railway Company, the various Einigration Coinmissioners, the Foreign
Consuls, and many of the large Ship-owners, and Newspaper Proprietors, &c.,
was solicited and kindly extended to the Bureau. The object and the effort of
the Department has been to give the greatest possible publicity to the best and
most reliable information with regard to the colony.

MR. FRENCH' S PAMPHLET.

In addition to this Pamphlet, vhich is suited to give general information to all
classes, and to draw attention to the 'colony general y, the Bureau bas widely cir-
culated a nost excellent little *work, written by Mr. T. P. French, the resident
Agent on the Ottawa and Opeongo Road, and published with the approbation of
the Minister of Agriculture and the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, giving
particular information as to what Settlers on the Free Grants in that District-or
ndeed, on any wild lands in Canada-have to provide themselves vith in their

first occupation of their holdings.
These two pamphlets, and a well-known little work by Mrs. Traill, which the

Bureau has also widely circulated, will, it is hoped, give both general. and par-
ticular information to all intending emigrants and settlers.

PROGREss OF sETTLEMENT IN TUE 4"FREE GR&NTs.

The settlement of the Free Grants has progressed very favorably-when it is
considered that the roads only recently made, were not in the best possible con-
dition, and not very attractive to Settlers. On the Free Grants on the Ottawa
and Opeongo road, there are already 132 fainilies, consisting of 515 individuals,
On those on the Hastings road there are 156 Settlers, numbering 529 individuals,
and on the Addington road 44 Settlers, consisting of 170-individuals-making in
the whole 332 entitled to location tickets, and comprising 1218 individuals. ThJese
are almost wholly the descendants of old settlers, or persons who have behn éone
years résident in the province.'
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NUMBER 0F MILES OPENED ON THE COLONIZATION ROADS.

The number of miles opened by expenditure out of the Colonization fund
granted by Parliament is,-in the Ottawa and Opeongo road, 52 miles. On the
Jiastings road, 45 of good Summer road, and 30 miles of Winter road. On the
Addington road, 17 miles of Smmer road, and 39 miles of Winter road.
There were also five miles of the Bobcaygean road done in 1856, and 18 miles of
the Frontenac and Madawaska road, and 14 miles of the Elzevir and Kalader
made a good Winter road, and substantial bridges built over the streains, making
in all 137 miles of good Summer road, and 83 of good Winter road.

EXPENDITURE THEREON.

The accounts and vouchers for the expenditure on these roads have been duly
audited and approved, and with the balance on hand, and the aid which the
Legislature mnay grant for the current year, the roads will be extended and new
roads opened during the season, so as to provide for an increased nuniber of
Settlers, both on the Free Grants, and on the new surveys in their vicinity.

The Agents on the "Free Grants" roads report, tliat the settlers are prosperous
and well satisfied with their location ; and the success which has attended the
system offers every inducement to open up other tracts of country, by similar
roads, both in the Upper and Lower Provinces.

CIRCULAR TO REEVES OF MUNICIPALITIES AND TlEIR RESPONSE.

The Minister of Agriculture has further provided for the expected increase of
immigration, by directing a circular (a copy of which is appended) to be sent to
the Reeves and Mayors of the Municipalities. This circular has met with a
response from upwards of 160 Reeves, who, in 90 cases out ot 100, have ex-
pressed their great desire to have numbers of emigrants of all classea supplied to
them-farm servants, mechanics, boys and girls.

The applications from the Reeves have been carefully compiled, giving name,
place and number of each kind required, and copies have beei furnished to
Emigrant Agents and also to Shi p-owners and others, in the old country, suelh as
the Emigration Commissioners, Heads of Poor Law Unions, &c., &c., för their guid-
ance; and by these means it is hoped the great demand for labor will be in
some degree appeased. The numbers, up to this time asked for by. the Reeves,
to be sent to their localities, are as follows:-

Farm Servants and Laborers (male) ........ ............... 9268
Female Servants ........................... ................ 3607
Boys and Girls ................... .......................... 5765
Carpenters, Joiners and Cabinet-makers ....................... 307
Masons, Bricklayers and Plasterers .......................... 295
Blacksmiths, Shoemakers, Tailors, &c., &c ....................... .354

Total asked for, classes defined ............................. 19596
do do not defined, amongst these a large number of.
Mechanics is asked for.................................. 4516

Total asked for, up to 5th May, 1857.......................... 24112

Su osin that 80(0 of these.were .married-persons, each -having a wife and
2 chirenthe number of-persons introduced by the request of the IReees
would be 48,112, and al1-of the laboring clas& of persons.

There is reason t-ôbiltv-that a large number of the laboring classes8,of
me-hante &:; and a number of small capitalists will arrive during the ensuing
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season; 60,000 persons probably could be disposed of, or provided, in this season
as permanent Settlers, with advantage to the Colony. The high price offood, at
present, might be attended with some inconvenience if very large nubiners were
to arrive, but after another harvest, the supply of the cheaper kinds of food,
which are, not exported, will no doubt be more abundant.

The total number of Immigrants who arrived during 1856, ivas 20,424, of
whom 15,071 were adults, and 5,353 under 12 years of ag e. The duty charged
to the shipowner is 5s. for each adult, and 3s. 9d. for each child under 12; and
amounted to £4,771 8s. 9d.-an average of about 4s. 8d. each. The rate at
Boston is $2 for each, irrespective of age, and at New York, $2.

The return from the Emigration Office in Quebec show an increase (as com-,
pared with 1856) to this date, of 862, viz.:-92 cabin, and 770 steerage passen-
gers, and Mr. Buchanan has been advised of 30 ships from Norwegian ports
with between 6 and 7,000 emigrants, and from all countries, up to date, of
14,634 emigrants on their way, viz.:-

From United Kingdom........................................ 4193
G erm ans .................................................... 3941
N orwegian .................................................. 6500

Total ....................................... 14634

APPLICATION OF THE FUND ARIsING FROM THE SALE OF CROWN, OOMMON SCHOOL, AND
GRAMMAR SCHOOL LANDS.

The Minister is further able to report that the proportion of the proceeds of
sales of Crown Lands, and Common School, and Grannar School Lands, avail-
able under the 14 sec. of 16 Vic. cap. 159, viz.: the fifth of the Crown, and the
fourth of' the School Lands, have been made available to a very large extent foi-
colonization purposes in the Counties of Huron, Bruce, Wellington, and Grey,
in which 137 miles have been opened; 47 miles underbrus-hed for winter roads;
39J miles crosswayed; 45½ miles ditched; 31,773 cubie yards of excavation and
embanknent made; 22 bridges erected, and 4 others in progress. There lias
also been a small expenditure out of this Fund in the Counties of Wellington and
Perth. The fund belonging to ail the other counties in Canada West has been
ordered to be handed over to the several Municipalities to be expended under.
their control on roads and bridges, where they may think advisable. A return.
of such expenditure being required to be furnshed to this Department.

The total amount of this Fund, from the passing of the Act in June, 1853, up.
to 31st December, 1855, is as below:-

One-fifth of sales of Crown Lands ...... .............. £22369 12 7
One-fourth of sales of Common Lands .................. 20153 15 2

do do Grammar, do ..................... 2095 9 7

Total proceeds to above date ................ £44618 17 4

Do do for the year ending December 31st, 1856:-
Crown Lands ........................ £7763 2 10
Common School do ........................ 5883 il 5
Grammar do do. 76614 9

14413 9 0
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THE REPORT OF MR. GIBSON, AND MR. OUsNELLON THE EXPENDrIURE ON THE AB'VE
ROADS.

A Report on the state of these several roads, by Mr. Gibson, the chief Super-
intendent, is herewith submitted, and his accounts duly audited, also those of
Mr. Russell, containing a statement of the expenditure on the Ottawa and
Opeongo Road.

NUMBER OF PATENTS OF INVENTION ISSUED BY BUREAU.

The Bureau has issued during the past year, 106 Patents of Inventions, and for
these, and assignments of Patents, received Fees to the amount of £592 5s. 6d. ;
the number of Patents issued is steadily on the increase. The applications for
holding periodical Fairs are becoming more nunerous, and several were au-
thorized during the past year.

DONATION OF BOOKS FROM THE ROYAL COMMISSIONERS OF PATENTS IN ENGLAND.

The Connissioner has much pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of a most
interesting and costly collection of Books presented to his Department by the
Royal Commissioners of Patents in London. These consist of 84 vojumes, of
which 48 are folio, containing en gravings of all desigfns of useful inventions, for
which Patents have been granted in tie United Kingdon since the year 1666,
and 36 are quarto, containing the specifications and descriptions of the same; and
this is but a first instalment, as it is the intention of the Royal Commissioners to
forward, in each succeeding year, the volimes necessary to complete the series.
And the Binder, in London, lias already in hand a considerable addition to the
above. The reception of this Patent Library-the value of which can hardly be
too highly estimated--has suggested to the Minister the propriety of publishing
the specifications of all Patents issued by this office since its establishment, ac-
companied, if possible, by lithographed drawings of the designs; and it is be-
lieved, that the expense wonld be amply compensated for in the diffusion of valu-
able information and the increased utility of the Departinent. Many of our
Canadian inventions being highly creditable to the country.

WANT OF ACCOMMODATION IN THE DEPARTMENT.

It is the wish of the Minister, as soon às possible, to carry out the object of the
Royal Coimissioners in making this donation, and give the publie every facility
for the inspection of the Library, but for this purpose increased accommodation
will be required: as it bas been found impossible, from want of space, even to
arrange and classify the numerous Models which have been lodged in the Patent
Office, much less to set apart a room adapted to the reception of a rapidly in-
creasing and valuable Library.

For the Honorable the Minister of Agriculture.

WILLIAM HUTTON,
Secretary.

To the Honorable T. LEE TERRILL
Provincial Secretary,

S& c., &e., &c.
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TO EMIGRANTS AND OTHERS SEEKING LANDS FOR
SETTLEMENT.

H1E PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT have recently opened out THREE
GREAT LINES OF ROAD, now in course of completion, and have sur-

veyed and laid ont for Settlement the Lands, through and in the vicinity of
which these Roads pass.

The Roads, as advertised by the Agents of the Government, appointed to the
respective. localities to afford iniforniation to the Settler, are known as "TI-'E
"OTTAWA AND OPEONGO ROAD," "THE ADDINGTON ROAD," and
"THE HASTINGS ROAD."

THE OTTAWA AND OPEONGO ROAB

Commences at a point on the Ottawa River, known as "Ferrall's," a littie
above the mouth of the Bonchère River, and iuns in a Westerly direction, pass-
through the Northerly part of the Connty of Renfrew.

It is intended to connect this road with a projected line of road known as
"Bell's Line," leading to the Lakel Muskako, and Lake Huron, by a branch
which, will diverge from the Opeongo Road in the Township of Bradenca, at a
distance of about 53 miles fron the River Ottawa, forming with " Bell's Line,"
a great lcading road, or base line from the Ottawa to Lake Muskako, 171 miles
in length, passing through the heart of the-Ottawa and 1-uron Territory, and
opening up for settlemneut a vast extent of rich and valuable land.

This road, and the country through which it passes, now open for settlernent,
is easily accessible, and the Agent for the granting of Lands in this district is Mr.
T. P. French, who resides at Mount Saint Patrick, near RenIrew, on the Opeongo
Road, a few miles from the Lands which are to be granted. To reach the section
of Country under Mr. French's charge the Settler must go fron MONTREAL up
to the Ottawa River to a place called Bonehère Point, and thence by land some
twenty-five or thirty miles westward to the Township of Grattan, in which Mounît
St. Patrick is situated.

THE ADDINGTON ROAD,

Comnencing in the Township of Anglesea, in the northern part of the County of
Addington, near the village of Flint's Mills, in 1Kaladar, runs alnost due north to
the River Madawaska, a àistance of 35 miles, and is to be continuied thence for
the distance of 25 miles till it intersects the Ottawa and Opeongo Road.

The Agent for the granting ot the Land in this district is Mr. E. Perry, who,
for that purpose, is now resident at the Village of FLINT'S MILLS. The out-
lines of five townships of very superior land are already surveyed and ready for
Settlement within the limits of the Agencr, lying north of Lake Massanoka and
between it and the River Madawaska. The Townshi ps are called respectively
Abinger, Denbigh, Ashley, Eflingham, Anglesea, and Barrie.

The direct route to this Section is by way of KINGSTON, Canada West,
thence to NAPANEE, either by land or Steamboat, and thenée North to the
Township of Kaltdar,and-the- lltge Ef~FLINTS MILLS~wher?% Yirf
resides.
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TEE HASTINGS ROAD,

Almost parallel to the Adding ton Road, and at a distance West from it of about
thirty-two miles is the HASTINGS ROAD. This road beginning at the northern
part of the County of Hastings, and running a distance of 74 miles, almost due
north, also intersects the OTTAWA AND OPEONGO ROAD and its
extensions.

The Government Agent is Mr. M. P. Hayes, who resides at the Village of
Hastings, lately called Madoc, about 28 miles north of the Town of Belleville.
The Road between these places is in good order-the land to be granted by the
Crown under the Agency extends fron 15 to 70 miles north of the Village of
Hastings. The Road through this large extent of land is passable for 40 .miles,
ard money is now being expended to extend it 30 miles further, so that Settlers
cani get in and out without difliculty, and find a good market for surplus produce,
as well as convenient facilities for bringing in. w hatever supplies they may re-
quire-abundance of which can be had at the Village of Hastings, where the
Government Agent resides.

The direct way to reach this section, which is easily accessible, is by KINGS-
TON, Canada West, theice by Steamboat up the Bay of Quinte to BELLE-
VILLE 56 miles-and thence by a good Road to HASTINGS, 28 miles.

In order to facilitate the Settlement of the Country and provide, for .keeping
in repair the Roads thus opened, the Government has authorized Free Grants of
Land along these Roads, not to exceed in each case ONE HIUNDRED ACRES,
upon application to the Local Agents, and upon the following

CONDITIONS :

That the Settler be eighteen years ot age.
That he take possession of the Land allotted to h m within one month, and put

in a state of cultivation at least twelve zieres of the land in the course of four
years,-build a house (at least 20 by 18 feet) and reside on the lot until the co-
ditions of settlenent are duly performed; after which accomplishment ouly
shall the settler have the right of obtaining a title to the property. Families
conprising several settlers entitled to lands, preferring to reside on a single lo,
will be exempted from the obligation of building and of residence, (except upon
the lot on which they live) provided that the required clearing of the land be
iade on each lot. The non-accomplishment of these conditions will cause tle
iîimmediate loss of the assigned lot of land, which will be sold or given to au-
other.

The road having been opened by the Government, the Settlers are required to
keep it in repair.

The Local Agents, whose names and places of abode have already been given,
will iurnish every information to the intending Settler.

The LOG-HIOUSE reqnired by the Government to be built is of suchede
seription as can be put up in four days by fivemen. The ieighborsgenpra1ly
help to build the Log-cabin for newly arrived Settlers, without chargeand when
tis is done the cost of the erection is small; the roof can he covered with b r
and the spaces betweenthe logs plastered with clay, and whitewashed. It eh
becomes a neat dvellng, and warmu as a stone house.

The. Latde ýthns4 opened up aiïd offered for settlement.-are in sections of Canada
West, capable 1 6the as to So il andl Climte, öf prodiiing abundantcpao
winter 'heat 'f excellent quality and: fntlleight, ani also;erogs;ver
descrp4iQanf fa rmgrvduce gro nd eu 1 þst' a a4 ggtiyt9 i
that portion of the I rovince, and dull as good.
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There qre, of course, in su ch a large extent of country as that referred to, great
varieties in the character and quality of land-some lots being muchsuperior to
others; but there is an abundance of the very best of land for farmin' purposes.
The Lands in the neighborhood of these three roads will be found to be very
similar in quality and character, and covered with every variety of Timber-
some wi thhard wood, and some with heavy pine.

Water for donestic use is everywhere abundant; and there are, throughout,
numerous streams and falls of water, capable of being used for Manufacturing
purposes.

The heavy timber land is almost always the best, and of it, the ashes oftliree
trees-well taken care of and covered from wet-will produce a Barrel of Potash,
worth from £6 to £7, currency. The capital required to-manufacture Potash is
very small, and the process is very simple and easily understood.

The expense of clearing and enclosing heavily Timbered Lands, valuing the
labor of the settler at the highest rate, is about FOUR POIJNDS, Currency, per
Acre, which the first wheat crop, if an average one, will nearly repay. The best
timber for fencing is to be had in abundance.

A Settler on these.lands, possessing a capital of from £25 to £50, according to
the number of his family, will soon make himself comfortable, and obtain a rapid
retura for his investment. The single man, able and willing to work, needs lit-
tle capital, besides his own arm and axe-he can devote a portion of the year to
clearing his land, and in the numerous lumbering establishments, lie can, at other
seasons, obtain a liberal remuneration for his labor.

The climate throughout these Districts is essentially good. The snow does not
fall so deep as to obstruct communication; and it afforfs material for good roads
during the winter, enabling the farmer to haul in his Firewood for the ensuing
year from the woods, to take his produce to market, and to lay in his supplies for
the future-and this covering to the earth, nlot only facilitates communication
with the more settled parts of the District, but is highly beneficial and fertilizing
to the soil.

In all the localities above named, wherever Settlers have surp lus produce,
there is a good market for it near to them-farm produce of all kinds being in
great demand by the Lumber or Timber Merchants who are carrying on exten-
sive operations throughout these parts of the country.

According to the ratio of progress which Canada West has made during the
last ten years, the value of property on an average doubles within that period ;

irrespective of any improvements which may have been made by the Settlers.
In many Counties the value of Land, once opened for settlement has increased

FIVE FOLD in the period named, but the average value of such land, according
to the statistics of Canada West, DOUBLES EVERY TEN YEARS in the mère
lapse of time, exclusive of, any expenditure thereon-and it is not too much ta
expect that this ratio will not diminish for generations to come.

The Sections of Country opened by these roads lie in and to the Southern part
of the Great Ottawa Region, stretching froi and beyond them to the shores of
Lake Huron, to Lake Nipissing, and to the Ottawa River-an immense extent
of country whose resources are now seeking and will rapidly obtain develop-
ment.

THE OTTAWA COUNTRY, lying south of Lake Nipissing and of the great
River Ottawa, and embracing a large portion of the land offered for settlemnt,
is capable of sustaining a population of EIGHT MILLIONS OF PEOPLE-arnd
it is now attractinggeneral attention, as the more western portions of Canada are
being rapidly filled up.
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The Parliamdnt.of Canada in its last Session, incorporated a company omhe
construction of a Railway to pass through this Ottawa country froin tie Shores
of Lake Huiron å toie City of the Ottawa, and tfienceEast ward.

A survey of the River Ottawa and the Ieighboring C'intry a een under
taken, and will be completed in the present year; its princi pl objeet being to
ascertain by what means the River Ottawa can be rendered navigable and con-
nected with Lake Hurou so as to enable vessels to pass by that route frorn the
most Western Waters into the River St. LaVrence and the Ocean. -These pro-
jected works are alluded to, in order to show that the attention of the Govern-
ment, Parliamnent and People of Canada has been fixed upon this important
portion of the Province.

P. M. VANKOUGHNET,
Iinister of Agriculture, &c.

BUREAU oF AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICs,

Toronto, July 30th, 1856.

BUREAU 0F AGRICULTURE AND STATIsTIOs,
Toronto, January, 1857.

Sir,-As there is some indication that in the coursè of next Spring, there will
be a larger Enigration fron Europe to Canada, than lias been for somne few years
past; and as it is desirable that the Emigrant, on arriving, should be provided
with employment as quickly as possible, I shall tee obliged by your adopting
such means as you may find-most cnvenient to ascertain what nuinber of Parm
and Doiestic Servants-Men and Wonien, Boys and Girls,-and fiurther, what
number and class of Mechanics would be likely to find employment within your
Municipality, and reporting to this Department, as soon as possible, the result of
your inquirres.

Complaints have been made, froin various parts of the country, of the scarcity
of Laborers, &c., and the want can probably be supplied next season, by
the combined action of this Departinent with the authorities in the dfferen
localities.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

P. M. VANKOUGHNET
inister of Agriulture &c
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES
in CANADA WEST, made by DAVID GIBSON,
Superintendent of ROADS, ELORA, at 31st Decem-'
ber, 1856.

I.-EXPENDITURE OUT 0F IMPROI7EMENT FUND AND COLONIZATION GRANTS,

January

do

1856..l....

do 17, do..

do do, do..

do do, do..
do 21, do..

February 8, do

do 12, do ..
do do, do ..

do do, do ..

.. j 10

March 18, do'..'

do 22, do..

do do, do..

April 16, do

May 8, do..

do 26, do..

do 28, do.

1.-CoUNTY OF BRUCE.

By share of £10,000 of Colonization
. Grants allocated to this County . . 8902

To Amount expended on Roads and
Bridges in this County to this date,
conformable to accounts rendered
and audited ................. ......

Paid Archibald Beird, in full of Contract
on Sydenham and Southampton
Road in Arran ................ ......

do James Benson, do, for Bridge
over the Saugeen, between Elderslie
and Brant ........... ........ ...

By Cash from Improvement Fund .... 6000
Paid W. Busby, in full of Contract on

Southampton and Goderich Road,
in Bruce...................... ......

do Joseph Bacon, do, on Elora and
Saugeen Road, through Carrick and
Brant, South of Durham Road........

do James Rae, do do, in Elderslie..
do Cowan Keys, on account of Con-

tract on Southampton and Goderich
Road, in Huron................ ......

do Daniel McNeil, on account of Con-
tract for raising Bridge over Sau-
geen, on Elora and Saugeen Road,
in Elderslie.................... .. ...

do James Benson, do, for building
said Bridge......................

do Thomas 11. Clandinin, do, Road
between Carrick and Culross .... ......

do Mrs. McPherson and Son, do, for
cutting down hill on Woolwich and
Huron Road, between Huron and
Ashfield, £20-?one-half whereof.......

do Joseph Gilbert, do, for Bridge
over the Saugeen, in Saugeen .... ......

do Samuel T. Rowe, do, Elora and
Saugeen Road, in Elderslie ............

do James Benson, do, Bridge over
the Saugeen, in Brant (Walkerton.) .....

do Daniel McNeil, do, for raising
Bridge over Saugeen, in Elderslie. ......

do Joseph Gilbert, on account of Bridge
over the Saugeen, in Saugeen .... ....

do John Stafford, in fullof crosswaying,
&c., on Southampton and Goderich
Road, in Saugeen .............. .....

do William White, do, Elora and
Saugeen Road, in Brant ........ ......

Carrie forward . . .... £ 9902

i85~
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

I.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND COLONIZATION GRANTS.-
(Continued.)

28,1856..ý 18

July 2,

do 10,

do
do

do

do

do

August
do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do, do
18, do

do ..

do

do

do
do

do

do.

do

do

do

. 82

.. l 85

September 1, do, .. 1 86

do 11, do ..

185~7.

d.

.

1.-CouNry or BRucE.--(Continued.) £ s.

Brought forward .......... 9902 0
Paid Jmes Benson, on account of

Bridge over the Saugeen at Hauns,
on the Durham Road ........... .. ... ..

do Joseph Gilbert, do, Bridge over
Saugeen .................... ......

do Cowan Keys, on account of South-
ampton and Goderich Road, in
Huron .

do Donald Gillies do, do
do Mrs. McPherson and Son, do,'

Woolwich and Huron Road, be-
tween Asbfield and Huron, £15-
one-half whereof .............. ...... ..

do Messrs. Hopper do, Road be-
tween Brant and Elderslie ........... ..

do T. H. Clandinin, do, between
Carrick and Culross ............ ...... ..

do James Benson, do, Bridge over
Saugeen, at Walkerton.......... ...... .

By Cash from Impriovement Fund .... 1249 18
Paid James Benson, on account ofi

Bridge at Walkerton............ ........
do Joseph Gilbert, do, Bridge over

Saugeen, in Saugeen............ ..... ..
do Mrs McPherson and Son, do,

Woolwich and Huron Road, be-
tween Huron and Ashfield, £22-
one-half whereof ....................

do Donald Gillies, do, Durham
Road, in Kincardine ............ ......

do T. H. landinin, do, Road be-
tween Carrick and Culross ...... ...... ..

do J. D. & T. Hopper, in full of Con-
tract for Road between Brant and
Elderslie..........................

do William Johnston, on account of
Eloraand Saugeen Road, in Brant. ..... ..

do James Benson, do, Bridge at
Walkerton .................. , .... ...

do Joseph Gilbert, do, Bridge over
Saugeen ................... .. ... ..

do Holl and Schofield, do, Elora and
Saugeen Road, between Elderslie
and Saugeen .,.......... .... ..... .

do A. Barber, on account of Contract
on Sydenham and Southampton
Road, in.Arran... ..........

do Mrs. MePherson and Son, on account
of Woolwich and Huron Road, be-
tween Aahfidld and Huron £18-
one-half whereof.s......... ..

arrie odr a.,g. .£ 11151 18

100 0 0

115 o 0

810 0

1816 2

9 0 0

12888 1 l

# t

11649

150

100

60
80

7:

50

48

80

25

50

11

92

751
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

I.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF I2MPROVEMENT FUND AND

(Continuec.)

September 18,

do do,

do do,

do 21,

October

do
do

do do,

do do,
do do,

do do,

November 15,

do do,

do 17,
do do,

December 8,

do do,

do do,

do do,

1856

do

do

do

do

do
do

do

do
do

do

do

do

do
do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do 18, do ..

COLONIZATION GRANTS.-

1857.

1.-CUNTY oF BRucE.-(Continued.) s

Brought over.............. '11151 13
,38 Paid James Benson, on account of

Bridge at W alkerton............ ...... ..
39 do T. H. Clandinin, do, Road be-

tween Carrick and Culross ...... ...... .
40 do Joseph Gilbert, do, Bridge over

1 Saugcen, in Saugeen............ ...... .
41 do Conaway and Roy, do, Bridges,

&c., on Elora and Saugeen Road,
between Arran and Saugeen.. ..........

42 do Joseph Gilbert, do, Bridge over
Saugeon, in Saugeen...................

43 do do do, approaches to do
44 do Schofield and Hoil, in full, for ditch-

ing on Elora and Saugeen Road, in
Elderslie................. .... ..... .

45 do John Hopper, on account of do,
do, Biant..................... ......

46 do William Johnston, do, do, do.......
47 do T. H. Clandinin, do, Road be-

tween Carrick and Culross ...... ...... .
48 do James Benson, do, Bridge at

W alkerton .................... ...... .
49 do Daniel MeNeil, in full of Contract

for raising Elderslie Bridge ...... ...... .
50 do William Johnston, on account of

Elora and Saugeen Road, in rant. ...... .
51 do Charles McCarty, in full do do. ......
52 Paid John Hopper in full, of Contract

on Elora & Saugeen Road, in Brant!
and Elderslie .................. ..... .

58 do Joseph Gilbert, do, Bridge over
Saugeen, in Saugeen............ ...... .

51 do do do, for Approaches
to doý .................. ...... .

55 do Donald Gillies, on account of Dur-
ham Road, in Kincardine ........ ...... .

56 do James Dalton, do, Woolwich and
Huron Road, between Huron and
Ashfield, £83; one-half whereof.. ......

57 do T. H. Clandinin, do, Road be-
tween Carrick and Culross ...... ...... .

58 do Cowan Keys in full, of Soutl'amp-
ton and Goderich Road, in Huron.......

59 do Samuel Clements, do, do, Kin-
cardine ............................

60 do Mrs., MePherson & Son, on account
of Woolwich and Huron Road, be-
tween Ashfield and Huron, £15;
one-half whereof .......... .......

61 do John Monro in full, for ditching on
Elora and Saugeen Road,in Elderslie ...... .

Carried forward .... ... 11151 1

d.

'

2

..

..

1
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANÀDA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

I.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND COLONIZATION GRANTS.-
(Continued.)

December 18, 1856..

do do, do..

do 20, do..

81, do .. j

January

do

do

185.

do ...

16, do .. 1 65

do 17, do..
February 12, do

March 5,

do
do

April

May
do

June

do .. I

20, do .
24, do .

1.-CoUNTY OF BRucE,.-( Continzeld.)

Broughtforward ........

62 Paid John McNeil, in full, for ditching
on Elora and Saugeen Road, in
Elderslie.......................

63 do Joseph Bacon on account, excavat-
ing on do, betweenSaugeenand
Arran ........................ .

64 do Conaway & Roy in full, for three
Bridges over Serpent River, on
Elora and Saugeen Road, between
A rran and Saugeen, and approaches
to do ...................

.... To proportion of expenses of manage-
m ent . .......................

By Balance...................

£

To Balance brought down ..........

2.-CoUNTY OF HURoN.

By share of £10,000 of Colonization
Grants allocated to this County .

To anount expended on Roads and
Bridges in this County to this date,
conformable to accounts rendered
and audited ...................

Paid Thomas Knox, on account of Con-
tract, for Road between Morris and
Grey ........................

By Cash from Improvement Fund ....

Paid Mrs. McPherson & Son, on ac-
count, for cutting down Hill on the
Woolwich and Huron Road, be-
tween Huron and Ashfield, £20;
one-half whereof ..............

do Messrs. Ferrall, on account of
Bridge over Maitland, between Col-
borne and Hullett ...............

do do do, do ........
do Thomas Knox, on account of

Bridge over Maitland, between
Morris and Grey ............

do Messrs. Ferrall, do, Bridge over
Maitlaiid.................

do do, do, do
do do, do, do
do George Fulton, do, Road be-

tween Wawanosh and Morris ....

Carried over

i..10

66

67
68

69

70
71
72

1857

£ s.

11151 18

d.
7 14164

2

.... 80

.... 883

..T 290

2 14570

£ 8418

3418

14570

2121

2000

s. d.

9 2

10 0

0 0

0 0
10 0

9 2

151 7

0

0O

o

o

8881

0 0

0 0

.. ...il
.. |

i

..

..

..

19
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

I.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND COLONIZATION GRANT.-

(Continued.)

'ne 17,1856.. 78

do 27, do.. 74

ily 14, do .. 75
do do, do.. 76

do 18, do.. 22

do 21, do .. 77

ugust 8, do . .
do 15, do.. 78

do do, do .. 79

.. 1 80

Septemberll,
do 12,

do 24,

October 1,

do 29,
do 81,

Novernber 18,

do 26,

do do, do..

J

J

LS5

A

2.-CouNTY oF HURoN.-(Continued.) s.

Brought over.............. 4192 0

Paid George Fulton, for Bridge on
said Road .................... ...... ..

do Messrs. Ferrall, do, Bridge over
Maitland...................... ...... ..

do do, do, do ........
do Thomas Knox, do, Bridge op-

posite Ist Concession Morris, on
Road between Morris and Grey .. ...... ..

do Mrs. McPherson & Son, on account
for cutting down Hill on Woolwich
and Huron Road, between Huron
and Ashfield, £15; one-halfwhere-
of............................ .... . ..

do Thomas Knox in full, for building"
Bridge opposite 6th Concession of
Morris, on Road between Morris
and Grey ...................... .

By Cash from Improvement Fund .... 2516 9
Paid George Fulton, on account of Road

between Wawanosh and Morris... ...... ..
do Thomas Knox, do, Bridge op-

posite 1st Concession of Morris, be-
tween Morris and Grey.. .. ............

do do, do, Road between,
Morris and Grey .............. ...... ..

Messrs. Ferrall, do, Bridge over the
Maitland...................... ...... ..

do Mrs. McPherson & Son, on account
of Woolwich and Huron Road, be-
tween Huron and Ashfield, £22;
one-half whereof .............. ...... ..

do do, do, £18; do .. ...... ..
do Messrs. Ferrali, on accountofBridgel

over Maitland......................
do Thomas Knox, do, Road be-

tween Morris and Grey ........ ...... ..
do Messrs. Ferrall, do Bridge over

Maitland..... ....................
do do, do, do ........ ......
do Thomas Knox in full, for Bridge

on Road between Morris and Grey,
1st Concession ................ ...... ..

do George Fulton, on account of Road
between Wawanosh and Morris .. ...... ..

do James Dalton. do, Woolwich and
Huron Road, between Huron and
Ashfield, £88; one-hailf whereof.. ...... ..

do James Dalton, on account of South-
ampton and Goderich Road, in .
Ashfield ............ .... ...... .

Carried forward ..... £ 67080

o:
8

8
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and, BRIDGES
WEST, &c.-(Contihued.)

I.-EXPENDITU-RE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND
(Continued.)

in~CANADA

COLONIZÂTION GÂT.

November27, 1856..

December 4, do
do do, do

do 8, do

do 81, do ..

89

90
91

92-

93
94

60

January 1,1856..

do do, do....

do 2, do ..1 9

do 3, do.. 9

do 4, do.. 9

do 14, do.. 9
do 28, do.. 9

do do, do .. 10

do 25, do .. 10

2.-CouNTY op HuRoN.-(ontinued.)

BrougMt forward ..........

Paid Messrs. Ferrall, on account of Bridge
over Maitland, &c........... .

do do, do, do
do George Dolman in ful1, of Elora

and Saugeen Road, in Howick....
do George Fulton, do, Bridge on

Road between Wawanosh and Mor-
ris:.......... ** *................

do do, . do, f. said Road..
do Thomas Knox, do,. Road be-

tween Morris and Grey..........
do Mrs. McPherson & Son, on account

of Woolwich and Huron Road, be-
tween Ashfield and Huron, £15;
one-half whereof ............

To proportion of expenses of manage-
ment, par account...........

By Balance........................

£

Balance brought down ... ...... ....

8.-CoUNTY OF WELLINGTON.

By share of £10,000 of Colonizatíon
Grants allocated to this County - .

To amount expended on Roads . and
Bridges in the County to this- date,
per accounts rendered and audited.

Paid P. Morris and others in full, of;
Contract on Elora and Saugeen
Road, in Peel..................

6 do Allan and Stocks, on account, do,
in Maryborough.............

do William Clements, do do,
Peel ......................

8 do do, in full, do do .
do- John Chapman -in- full, of work on

Woolwich and Huron Road,, be-
tween Peel and Wellesley, £4;
one-half wheeof .... ..

0 do James Carter; -on account of exca-
vatin, do,' 'do, £50;
one-half*hereof .... ..

do P. Hawk, -do Road between -Peel
and Marybrôùgb-,' nd WelIësl
and' Mornington, £70; onehl'
whereof ..... .....

I Carried oser..... ... £1

6708

608

7317

s. d

9 1

12

1 1:

2882 0 0

.I

18~

10,

22481 2

2 01 0

25 0 0

85 04 0

2562 69
1 ý
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.--(Contnued.)

I.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND
(Continued.)

COLONIZATI0N GRANTS.-

January 28, 1856..

do

do

February
do
do

April

do

May
June

do

July

18, do ..

do
do
do

do

do 29,

August 8,
do 20,

September 1, do

2, do
do, do..

do 4, do..

do 9, do..

do 10, do..

do 23, do
do 26, do..

3.-CUNTY OF WELLINGTON.-(Cfon-
tinued.)

Brouglht over...........
102 Paid Hugh Roberts, in flli, for Bridge

over Carrestoga, on Elora and Sau-
geen Road, in Peel ............

108 do do, Bridge over do do, in1
Maryborough..................

104 do Allan and Stocks, on account of
Contract do, in Maryborough..

105 do William Worling, do do, Peel.
106 do George Dolman, do do, Minto.
107 do W. and A. Jordan, do do, Peel.
108 do James Carter, do, excavating,

&c., on Woolwich and Huron Road,
between Wellesley and Peel, £25-
one.half whereof ..............

109 do Miller and Anderson, on account of
Road between Arthur and Peel and
Maryborough..................

110 do do do, do
111 do do do, do
112 do George Dolman, do, Elora and

Saugeen Road, in Minto ........
113 do Miller and Anderson, do, Road

between Arthur and Peel and
Maryborough..................

114 do George Dolman, do, Elora and
Saugeen Road, in Minto ........

.... By Cash from Improvemnent Fund...
115 Paid John Chapman, for clearing, &c.,

on Woolwich and Buron Road, be-
tween Peel and Wellesley, £3-
one-half whereof ..............

116 do William Worling, on account of
Contract on Elora and Saugeen
Road, in Peel..............

117 do George Dolman, do do, Minto.
118 do Miller and Anderson, do, Road

between Arthur and Peel andi
Maryborough..................

119 do Allan and Stocks, on account of
Elora and Saugeen Road, in Mary-
borough ..................

120 do John Chapman, for work at Carres-
toga Bridge, between Peel andi
Wellington, -£4 - 10s. - one-half
whereof .................. ...

121 do W. and A. Jordan, in full of Con-
tract on Elora and Saugeen Road,
in Peel ...................

122 do William Worling, on account do .
128 do George Dolman, do do, in

Minto ........................

Caried forward.......

2882

2277

4659

[96
0 'O

O8O

d.

o

...

...... ..

.. '

..

...
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in-CANADA
WEST, &c. (Contnued.)

I.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND COLONIZATION GRANTS.-

(ontinued.)

October 9, 1856..

do 15, do..

November 11, do

do 12, do..

do 28, do..

December 2, do

do do, do.,

do 5, do..

do 11, do

do do, do.,

do do, do

do 15, do..

do 22, do..

do 31, do..

3.-:COUNTY OF WELLINGTON.-(Con-
tinued.)

Brought forward ..........
124!Paid Miller and Anderson, farther on ac-

count of Road between Arthur and
Peel and Maryborough..........

125i do James Carter, on account of exca-
vating, &c., on Woolwich and Hu-
ron Road, between Peel and Wel-
lesley, £27-one-half whereof.. ..

126 do George Dolman, do, Elora and
Saugeen Road, inI Minto .......

127 do Miller and Anderson, do, Road
between Arthur and Peel and Mary-
borough ......................

128 do George Dolman, do, Elora and
Saugeen Road, in Minito ........

129 do Allan and Stocks, in full do, in
Maryborough..................

130 do Hugh Roberts, for removing jam
of timber at Bridge over Carrestoga,
on do, in Peel ............

131 do George Dolman, in full, for Elora
and Saugeen Road, in Minto ....

132 do Miller and Anderson, do, Road
between Arthur and Minto, and
Peel and Maryborough........

183 do William Anderson, do, cross-
waying on Elora and Saugeen Road,
in Peel ..................

134 do do, . do, Marybo-
rough ........................

135 do James Scott, on account of Road
between Egremont and Arthur,
£62-one-half whereof.......

186 do Archibald Harrison, in full of
Bridge over the River Maitland, on
Elora and Saugeen Road, in Minto.

To proportion of Expenses of thanage-
nent, per Account..............

To Balance.......... ......... 1

£

By Balance ................... £

£ o. d.

4659 il 5

.. .. .. .. ....

...... . . 0 ....1

...... .. ....

...... .. ....

...... .. ....

46591il 5

2281 Os

January 1,1856.. .... To

4.-CoUNIT OF.UEY.

Amount expended on Roads and
Bridges in this .County, to this.
date, per Account -rendered and
audited .....................

Urdoser'- . . 0..,* .. . 6 0066

18Y 7,

3401

111 2

81

22

184
-228

4659

&

o

0

70

0

0

0
5

5

.4

o

0

0

0

5

iiL.£
1194 4 9

11X4 4 9
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AOCOIJNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

I.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND COLONIZATION GRANTS.-
(Continued.)

January 17, 1856. .,

do

do

February

do

June

do

do
do
do

July

do

do
do

August

do do,

do do,
do do,
do do,
do 18,

September 1,

do

do

do

do

do

do

do
do
do
do

do

do
do

do

do

do
do
do
do

do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do do, do ..

4.-CoUNTY OF GREY.-(fontinued.) s. d.

Brought over..............
1 Paid Archibald Beird, in full of Contract

on Sydenham and Southampton
Road, in Derby ..................... ....

137 do Philip Badgers, on account of Dur-
ham Road, in Ospry ............ .,.... .. ....

188 do Thorpe Wright, do do, Arte-
mesia ..... ........ ...... .. ....

139 do CampbellandMcIntosh, do, Road
between Bentinck and Sullivan..............

140 do Robert Elliot, do, Durham Road,
in Artemesia .................. ...... .. ....

141 do A. Campbell, in full, for ditching,
&c., on Sydenham and Southampton'
Road, in Derby ............... ...... ....

149 do Samuel McCulloch, on account,
do, do ............ ..

143 do James Costley, do, do ...... ...... .. ....
144 do Benjamin Leadbetter, do, do...
145 do Frost, McNab, & Co., do, do .. .. ....
146 do Campbell and McIntosh, do,

Road between Bentinck and Sulli-
van....................... . . ....

147 do J. M. & A. Prile, do, Road be-
tween lolland and Glenelg ................

148 do James McGovern, do do .... ...... .. ....
149 do Philip Badgers, do, Durham

Road, in Ospry.............
150 do Murdoch McIves, on account of'

ditching on Sydenham and South-
ampton Road, in Derby.......... ..... .. ....

151 do Hugh McCumusky, J. Wallace, and
S. McComb, do, do ........ ......

152 do John Cashore, do, do ...... ...... .. ....
153 do James Costley, do, do .....
154 do David Moore, do, do . ...... .. .
155 do Thomas Maitland, do, Durham

Road, in Ospry ................ ..... .. ....
156 do Hugh McCumusky, &c., do, Sy-

denham and Southampton Road,
in Derby ............................

157 do Donald Fleming, do, do
158 do James Costley, do, do ....
159 do Samuel McCullough, do, do .. .... ....
160 do Murdoch McIves, do, do
161 do Benjamin Leadbetter, in full, do.............
162 do David More, do, do ........
163 do CampbellandMcIntosh, on account

of Road between Bentinck and
Sullivan .................... ... .. ..

164 do J. M. & A. Prile, do, Glenelg
and -Holland ....................... .. ...

Carried forward ............ .. ... £l

i85~I.

£ 1s. d.

1194 4 9

20 8 3

15 0 1 0

15 0 0

21 0 0
18 0 0
14 0 0
17 0 0

40 0 0

52 0 0
1410 6
49 0 0
60 0 0
62 0 O
16 18 3
88 3 4

82 .0 0

41 o O

2265 14 6
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

L-EXPENDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUN D A-ND COLONIZATION GRANTS.-
(Continued.)

September24, 1856..

do do, do..
do do, do..
do do, do..!
do do, do..
do do, do..
do do, do..

October 2, do

do 4, do..
do 27, do..

N

D

178

do do, do .. 174

ovember 6, do .. 175

do do, do .. 17

do 12, do .. 177

ecember 8, do .. 17E

do do, do .. 179

do j3, do .. 180
do 15, do .. 185

do 18, do .. 181

do 31, do.

4.-CUNTY OF GREY.-. Conti'nu6d.) s.

Brouqltu forward ...... ..
Paid Robert Campbell, in full, for Syden-

ham and Southampton Road, in
Derby............................

do Murdoch McIves, do, do .... ...... ..
do John and James Fleming, do
do James Costley, do .,........ ...... ..
do Samuel McCullough, do ...... ...... ..
do Hugh McCumusky, &c., do ...... ..
do John Cashore, on account, do
do Philip Badgers, do, Durham

Road, in Ospry ............... ......
By Csh from Improvement Fund .... 5000 0
Paid Murdoch McIves, in.full, for exca-

vating on Sydenham and South-
ampton Road, in Derby ........ ..... ..

do Campbell and McIntosh, on account
of Road between Bentinck and
Sullivan ..........................

do Philip Badgers, do, Durham
Road, Ospry .................. ..... ..

do R. Elliot, do, Durham Road, in
Artemesia................... ......

do John Cashore, in full, for Sydenham
and Southampton Road, in Derby.

do Campbell and McTntosb, on account
of Road between Bentinck and Sul-
livan ..........................

do James M1cGovern, do, Glenelg
and Holland .................. ...... ..

do J. M. & A. Prile, do, do
do James Scott, do, Road between

Egremont and Arthur, £62-one-
half whereof .. ..................

do Benjamin Leadbetter, in full, .for
stumping on Sydenham and South-
ampton Road, in Derby ...............

To proportion of Expenses of manage-
ment, per Account............. ...... ..

To Balance..............................

£ 5000 0

By Balance brought down ....... 1555 5

1, 1856.. .... By

do, do ...... To

5.-COUTY o0 WTERLoo.

share of £10,000 of Colonization
Grant, allocated to this County

Amount experided on Roads and
Bridges in the County, to this date,
per Accounts rendered and audited.

Carried osVer .... .

185~r.

January

do

o
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continiued.)

I.-EXPNDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND COLONIZATION GRANTS.-
(Contiwued.)

Ja

A

A

S

D

nuary 23,1856..

do do, do..

do 15, do..

pril 9, do.

ugust 20, do

eptomber 9, do

etober 15, do

ecember 81, do

January 1,1856.. .

do do, do .. ...

do 19, do .. 182

do 25, do .. 101

do do, do 183

February 15, do 184

August 8, do .. 185

October 4, do .. ....

6.-COUNTY OF PERTI.

By sharo of £10,000 of Colonization
Grants allocated to this County..

To amount expended on Roads and
Bridges in the Oounty to this date,
per accounts rendered and audited.

Paid Gabriel Hawk, on account of Con-
tract on the Woolwich and iluron
Road, between Elma and Wallace.

do P. Hawk, on accoint of Contract,
do, between Peel and Mary-
borough, and Wellesley and Morri-
ington, £70 ; one-fourth whereof.

do Gabriel Hawk, do, Road be-
tween Wallace and Elma .. ,....

do do, .do, for Bridge over
Maitland, do ..............

do do do, Road between
Wallace and Elma ...........

By cash from Improvement Fund ....

Carried forwar-d........£

1227

678115 6

1905 15 6

1857.

17

135

50

75

981

0 0

0 0

01 0

5.-COUNTY OF WATERLo.-(Con- s. d.
tinued.

Brought over.............. 297 0 0
90 Paid John Chapman, in full, for work

on Woolwich and Huron Road, be-
tween Peel and Wellesley, £4;
one-half whereof .............. ...... .. ....

100 do James Carter, on account of exca-
vation on do do, £50;
onchalf whereof ................... ....

101 do P. Hawk, do, Contract for said
Road, between Peel and Mary-
borough, and Wellesley and Morn-
ington, £70; one-fourth whereof.. ..........

108 do James Carter, do, excavation,
&c., on do, £25; one-halfwhereof. ..........

115 do John Chapman, clearing, &c., on
do, £3; one-half whereof ... ...........

120 do do, work at Carrestogal
Bridge on do, £1 10s.; one-half
whereof .......... ...........

125 do James Carter, on account of exca-
vation, &c., on do, £27; one-
half whereof ..................... ......

,... To proportion of expenses of manage-
ment, per account .............. ...... .. ..

By balance.................... .. 182 15 0

£ 47915 0

To balance brought down........... ......... £

£ s.

398 10

2 0

25 0

1710

12110

110

2 51

13 10

7 0

479 15

182 15

553 10

100! O
1
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITIURE on ROADS ând BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.--(Continued.)

I.-EXIENDITURE OUT OF IMPROVEMENT FUND AND COLONIZATION GRANTS.

(Continued.)

6.-COUNTY OF P.2RTH.-(Continued.) £ s. d. £ s. d.

Brouglt forward ......... 1905 15 6 931 0 0
Decomber81, 1856.. .. To proportion of expenses of manage-

ment ......................... ..... ....... 3410 0
To balance........................ ...... .. ..... 940 5 6

£ 1905 15 6 1905i15 6

By Balance brought down ......... £ 040 5 6

II.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF THE COLONIZATION GRANTS.

CHARGE.

January 1, 1856.. .... By amount received, per accounts ren.
dered, for Madoc and Madawaska
(Hastings), and Canidon and Ma-
dawaska(Addington) Roads, to this
date......................... ..

do do, do .. .... By Share of £ 15,800, credited in account
for Western Roads to -81 st Decem-
ber last, transferred to this ............

do 17, do ...... By Cash............................

Amount of Charge ......

26, 1856..

81, do ..

11, do .

29, do
81, do
19, do.
18, do
do, do
20, do

21, do
10, do
29, do

1871

DISCHARGE.

1.-Comuowoo» AND MEAFOnD RoAD.

Paid Richard McGuire in full, for re-
moving Windfall from Road.........

do Thomiis Maitland, on account ofhis
Contract for inaking Road between
Collingwood and Thornbury ...

do W. & T. Falls, do do, be-
tween Thornbury and Meaford ........

do Thomas Maitland on account .........
do W. & T. Falls do
do Thomas Maitland do .....
do do do
do W. & T. Falls do
do William Gibbard, on account of

work on Road ............... ......
do W. & T. Falls on account... .... ......
do Thomas Maitland do
do W. &T.Falls do

Sum ......
Sdo......... .... i......

Ua~«Zove..........I ...

0 0

00

Qo
0 00 0

0 00 0

G o0 Oi

o o

0
0 0

1857é

January

May

June

July
do

August
September

do
do

October
November

do
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ACCOUNTS of EXPEND1TURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

II.-EXPENDITURE OUT OF THE CQLONIZATION GR.ANTS.-(Continued.)

DISCHARGE.-(Continued.) £ s. d £ s. d.

Brought over................. ...... .. 975 0 0

2. -HIASTINS ROAD.

January 1, 185G.. To anount paid to Slst December last,
per account rendered and audited. 835215 0

do 18, do .. 198 Paid GeorgeNeilson, balance due on his
first Coutract.................. 44710 0

do do, do .. 199 do Robert Bird, Salary and expenses
superintending Road, to 81st De-
cember, 1855................... 97 10 O

April 18, do .. 200 do George Neilson, on account of
second Contract on this Road .... 240

June 24, do .. 201 do do, anount of a third Con.
tract, for making Southerly part or
Road .............. £825 0 0

do do, do .. 2021 do Robert Bird, Salary and
expenses superintend.
ing same............ 25 0 0

Amount of Grant for do 850 
July 18, do .. 208 do George Neilson, farther on account

of his second Contract ........... 800 0 0
do do, do .. 204 do Robert Bird, Salary and expenses

superintending same, to 1st instant 68 0 O
September 2, do .. 205 do George Neilson in full, of second

Contract, for making 25# miles of
Road ........................ 601 17

do do, do .. 206 do Robert Bird, account for chaining
and advertising Works...., ... 6 8 9

October 20, do .. 207 do George Neilson, for building Bridge
over Beaver River, to replace that
lately destroyed................ 98 2 6

do do, do .. 208 do Robert Bird, account for replacing
the crossway lately burned .. .. 8

November 18, do .. 209 do do, salary, expenses super-
intending theso works........... 26 o o

do do, do .. 210 do do, do, superintending'
Neilson's second contract subse-
quent to 8Oth June last .4. ..... ..

Sum........... ........... 5694817 2

8.-ADDINGTON ]ROAD.

January 1 , do....To amount paid to 8lst December,
1855, per accou.nt rendered. and
audited................. 11118 4 8

do, 18, do .211 Paid A. B. Perry balance on bisaccount
- - of expenditure to Blst December,

1855................... 4 6210 0
do do, do .212 do hh on account ................. 250 0 0

March 17,. do .. 218 do him balance on accôunt to 8l8t,
January ....................... 113 16 4

arrdfo rd........£ 1 - 666960 17 0

65O1 819
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &e--(Continued.)

II.-EPENDITURE OUT OF THE COLONIZATION GRANTS.-(Continued.)

March 17,1856..

April 29, do ..

August 20, do
October 14, do

do do, do..
November17, do

do 20, do

do do, do..
December 15, do

do do, do..

do do, do..

March 4,

July 18,
August 8,

do do,
September80,
November 20,
DIecember 4,

October 27,

November 20,
Decemnber 15,

do

do
do
do
do
do
do

do

do
do

DISCH ARGE.~(ContiuedZ.)

8 .- ADDINGToN RoAD.-(C0ntinued.)

Brought forward ..........
214 Paid him on account to 29th Feb-

ruary last...... ..............
215 do do, on account .........
216 do do, do, ........
217 do do, in full of accounts to

80th September last ............
218 do do, on account..........
219 do do, for rebuilding bridge

over Madawaska ,..............
220 do do, balance on account, to

81st October last ...............
221 do do, on account..........
222 do A. B. Perry, balance on account to

30th November last ...........
223 do do, on account..........

Sum... ........ .

4.-EzvER AND KALADAn RoAD.

224 Paid Henry Cooke, -on account of his,
contract for thisroad..........

5.-FRONTEN&o AND MADAWÂSKA ROAD.

225 Paid Warren Godfrey, on account of
expenditure on this road ......

226 do do, *do ..........
227 do do, do ............
228 do do, do ............
229 do do, do ..........
2801 do do, do ............
2811 do do, do ............

12881
I284

Sum..............

6.-BBCAYGEAN ROAD.

Paid Richard Hughes on account of éx-
penditure on this Road.... ....

do do do..............
do do do.................

Sum .............

£

1540

208
250
800

92
854

200

218
450

88
850

150
150
90

100
65

100
125

170
200
150

Amount of Discharge....... ........

ABSTRACT.

Amount of charge...................
do discharge .......

£.

6669117

s. d.

7 i
0 0
0 0

8 0
0 0

0 0

0
2 10
0 0

0 1

0 0

00 0
0 000

00
0 0

7801 0

1857.

000
52010 0

12268j 8 9

... 11800 0
12268181 9

£ 46818 9

4035'16

262110
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITITRE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

EXPENSES OF MANAGEMENT.

February

do

March

April

26, 1856

do, do

May 30, do

June 7, do
do 24, do

do 80, do

July 25, do

Septemberl,

do 22,
do 26,

do 29,
do do,
do do,

do do,

October 1,

do do,
do do,
do 11,

November 1,

1 .... 1. 1

181

285 Paid account to Hamilton "Spectator,"
for advertising for tenders .............

2861 do William Hawkins salary and tra-
velling expenses, superintending
works in the Counties of Huron,
and Bruce, &c., &c., to this date.. ...... ..

237 do George Elmslie, for printing and
advertising in "Backwoodsman".. ..... ..

288 do James Gibson, Junior, Township
Clerk, Osprey, salary and expenses,
superintending works on Durham
Road, in Grey, from 1lth May,
1855, to this date ..... ,........ .,.... ..

239 do account to "Owen Sound Times,"
for advertising for road tenders... ...... ..

240 do "Fergus Freeholder," do........ ...... ..
241 do James A. Gibson, on account of

salary, travelling expenses, super-
intending R oads and Bridges in the
Counties of Huron and Bruce .... .......

242 do W. M. Gibson, do, do, from 31st
December last to this date, super-
intending Roads and Bridges in
Bruce, Grey, and Simcoe ........ ......

243 do James A. Gibson, balance of his
salary and expenses to this date .. .......

244 do John H. Warren, salary and ex-
penses from 6th May last to this
date, superintending Roads and
Bridges in Wellington, Waterloo,
and Perth,...........o........ ......

245 do Francis Morton, do, to 80th ultimo.
superintending erection of Bridge
over Saugeen, in Saugeen ..... .....

246 do J. A. Gibson, on account of his
salary and expenses ..................

247 do W. M. (ibson, do, do ..............
248 do Stratford Beacon, advertising for

tenders....................... ...... ..
249 do T. M. Daly & Co., do, do............
250 do Nicholls & Cox, do, do..... ...... ..
251 do Francis Morton, on accotint of

salary, superintending bridge over
Saugeen .............................

252 do E. 1). Hand, for advertising for
tenders....................... ...... ..

258 do W. M. Gibson, balance of salary,
&c., to this date................ ..

254 do J. H. Warren, do, do ..............
. 255 do J. A. Gibson, do, do ..............

256 do "Northern Advance," advertising i
for tenders.................. ...

2571 do James A. Gibson, on account of
salary, &c.................. ......

0

20

.... 44

.... 69
62

15

702

0l o

0

15 I o
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AOOOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on ROADS and BRIDGES in CANADA
WEST, &c.-(Continued.)

EXPENSES oF MANAGEMENT.-(COntinued.)

Novemberl8, 1856..

December 4, do
do 29, do..

do 81,do..

d o d o , d o .. f

do do, do ..

do do, do'..

do do, do..

do do, do...

£ s. d.

Broughtforward .... ...

258 Paid.James A. Gibson on account of
j Salary, &c ............................

2591 do Francis Morton, in full of salary.. ........ ....
260 do James Gibson, township clerk,

Osprey, for superintending works
in Grey from 4th April last to this
date ........... ............ ...... .. ....

261 do J. 11. Warren, salary and travelling
expenses for superintending roadsi
and bridges in Grey, Wellington,
and Perth, from 80th September
last to this date ........................

262 do James A. Gibson, balance do,
superintending roads and bridges
in Huron,' Bruce, and Perth, for
same period ... ....... . ....

268 do M. Gibson, salary, and expenses
superintending roads and bridges
in Bruce,'Grey, and Simeoe, for
sane period ..................

264 do William Hawkins, salary and ex-
penses superintending do in
Bruce and Huron, from 26th Feb-
ruary last, to 18th instant .................

265 do account to "Backwoodsman" for
advertising and printing..................

£

By proportion charged against Bruce... 290 10 0
By do do Huron .. 887 2 10
By do do Wellington. 184 10 0
By do do Grey .. 190 '0 0
By do do Waterloo. 7 0 0
By do do Perth... 84 10 0

1857

£

702

14
16

21

69

68

69

85

2

1043

1048

'7

10

10
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ACCOUNTS of EXPENDITURE on the OTTAWA and
OPEONGO ROAD, for the Year ending 1856, by A.
J. RUSSELL, Ottawa.

TouoNro, 16th April, 1857.

Sir,-In accordance with your request, I have to subnit the following brief
Report on the Work done on the Ottawa and Opeongo Road, during the year
1856, and the expenditure by me on account of it.

It may be necessary first to explain that this road commences at Ferrall's
Landing, on the River Ottawa, a little above the mouth of the River Bonecbère,
and crossing the Bonechère, at the Village of Renfrew, about seven miles fron
the Ottawa, strikes back to the rear of the Township of Admaston, then pass-
ing in a westerly direction, nearly midway between the rivers Bonechère and
Madawaska, it crosses the Opeongo branch of that river at seventy-four miles,
and continues between it and the main branch of the Madawaska to Lake
Opeongo, at ninety-nine miles from its commencement on the Ottawa.

This road was surveyed in 1852, and in 1854 it was opened as a winter road
froin the settlements in the vicinity of the Village of Renfrew to its termination
at Lake Opeongo-substantial bridges being built on the principal streams, ex-
cepting the River Bonechère.

The expenditure that bas been since made for, works on the Opeongo Road,
has been under my direction, and is all included in my accounts to 30th June
and 31st December, 1856.

The only expenditures for work during the first half of the year 1856, were £30
for the clearing out of wind-falls, which ad rendered part of the road impassable,
and £93 4s. 8. for the rebuilding of the bridge over Constance Creek, which
had been consumed by fire.

The works on the Opeongo Road, during the year 1856, were nearly all per-
foimed towards the close of the summer-the amount to be expended for the
season not having been decided upon till the close of the month of July.

Immediately on learning fromn you the amount available for the improvement
of the road I returned to Ottawa, and having revised my estimates in detail,
which had been previously calculated from measurements taken on the road, for
a more limited expenditure, I advertised the letting of the work to be done by
public auction, at the earliest date consistent with due notice to the public, and
on the 20th and 21st of August, I disposed of the contracts for the making of
twenty-two and a-half miles of the road to the lowest bidders, giving satisfactory
security. It was taken in fourteen cobtracts; some of the contractors afterwards,
with my consent, relinquished their contracts to others.

On the 1st of September following, I let, by public auction at Mount St.
Patrick, the making of seven miles more of the road.

The building of a bridge over Burnsell's Creek was afterwards let by auction,
and the making of about a mile of road, by special agreement with Abraham
Ludue, for £60.

By the last mentioned agreement the difficulty with one Dunn, about the right
of way through his land, which had obstructed the opening of part of the road,
was obviated.
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These contracts, as shown by the detailed statement with my account current,
rendered to 31st December, 1856, amounted to £2,807 10s., on which there was
paid, to that date, £2,536 16s. 3d., leaving, as slown in detail by the statement,
£270 139. 9d. withheld or unpaid for unfinjshed work.

In this manner the making of about thirty miles and a half of the road was
contracted for, and, with trifling exception, completed before the close of the
seasoi, which included two and a-half miles of old road, in and near the Village
of Renfrew, -earries the road made under contract to the distance of thirty-two
and a-half miles from the commencement of it on the Ottawa-that is through
the Townships of Horton, Admaston, and Grattan, into Sebastopol, the first of
the three newly surveyed townships, which inchide flie large tract of good land
south of Golden Lake.

To this distance the road has been made on the smallest scale it could be, to
be serviceable as a good wagon road, at a cost of a little under £93 a mile,
or £108 including the £15 a mile spent in the first opening; that is at about half
the cost of a good turnpike road of twenty-two feet in width.

If the cost of renewal of Constance Creek Bridge, and the clearing out of
windfalls be added, the cost will be about £112 a mile.

With the exception of the seven *iles below Renfrew, where the work is four
feet wider, nine feet in the centre lias been grabbed, and the road formed to the
width of sixteen feet, with culverts and causeways in the swamps, well laid and
earthed in the centre, and side ditches and discharges where required.

Beyond the work done in this manner under contract, the suma of eighty-five
pounds has been spent in causewaying swamps, and one hundred and eigity-one
pounds fifteen shillings and fourpence, in renoving rocks and cutting h&is, s0 as
to give a practicable passage for wagons to the distance of nine miles further,
that is, to the commencement of the Township of Brudenell.

Thus the object has been effected-of having a wagon road ready for Settlers
arriving in the Spring, leading into the newly surveyed townships, containing
much good land.

For further explanation, I beg to refer you to the accompanying summary of
expenditure by me during the year 1856, amounting to tliree tlousand, 'threà
hundred and five pounds, eighteen shillings and a penny; leaving, after deducting
imprests made to me, and the sum of one hundred and ei ght pounds, two shillings
and ninepence received for provisions and canoes sold, a balance of ninety-seven
pounds, fifteen shillings and fourpence due to me on 31st December, as per my
account rendered to that date.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your very obediçnt Servant,

A. J. RUSSELL

Wnma&u HTrroN, Esquire,
Secretary of the Bureau of Agriculture and Statistics.
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StrmrAy of EXPENDTrURE by A. J. RUssELL on account of O wrrAw and HUrON
RosA, charged in his Accounts for the year, 1856.

£ s.B d.

Clearing out of Wind-falls on Opeongo Road ............................ 80 0 0

Re-building Constance Creek Bridge.................................... 98 4 8

Transport, in 1855............................................... 8 0 0

Payments to Contractors, as per Statement, with account current, rendered to
81st December, 1856 .......................................... 2586 16 8

Work, and wood for Culverts, on part of Road not contracted for .......... il 9 0

Improving Opeongo Road beyond part contracted for..................... 181 15 4

Causewaying do do ...................... 85 0 0

Charges on account of Pembroke Road Stores and Petewawa Bridge measure-
tment...... .......... ............ ...................... 15 0 9

Pay of overseers ................................................. 127 18 6

Remuneration to Superintendent .................................. 100 0 0

Contingencies of work and superintendence, viz.: Printing and Stationery,
pay for services of Auctioneer, temporary services of <Jlerk, compensa-
tion for Right of Wày, Travelling charges, and expenses of measure-
ment of Road ........................................... 121 18 7

Total disbursements, lst January to 81st December, 1856...... £ 805 18

DEDUCT.

Part defrayed by monies received for Provisions and Canoes sold, as credited
in accounts .. .......... ............ ........................ 108 9

Total expended against appropriations for the year............£ 8197 15 4

Of which there was received from the Public by A. J. Russell, as per account
rendered to 81st December, 1856 ................................ 8100 0 0

Balance due A. J. Russell, as per his account current, to Blst December, 1856.£ 97 15 4

A. J. RUSSELL,
Supeintenzdent.
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RE TURN
To an Address from the Legislative Assembly to His Excellency the

Governor General, dated the 11 th instant, praying His Excellency to

cause to be laid before the House " a Statement of the sums distributed

"to the different Indian Tribes since the passing of the Act 14 and 15

"Vie., cap. 109 ; the said statements to contain the names of the locàl-

"ties inhabited by the Indians receiving such aid, the number of families,

"and the amount granted annually in each case.

By Command.

T. LEE TERRILL,

Secretary.

SECRETARY's OFFICE,

TORONTo, 2nd June, 1857.

THE
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STÂTEMENT of the Number of Persons composing the Tribes and Bands to whom
Relief has been given by the preceding Account, viz.

St. Regis, in Lower Canada . .................... ........................ 658

Caughnawaga, do ............. ........................... 1419

Lake of Two Mountains, do ........................................... 1115

Rivière Dessert ........ ................... ........................ about 80

St. Francis .................... ........................................... 887

Bécancour ........................................................... 87

Three Rivers ........................................................ 67

Lorette....... ............. .. ... ................................ 232

Green Island ........................................................ ..... 147

MicMacs, of Restigouche .................................................... 555

Lake St. Jean-83 Families; 1 Widower; 7 Widows; and 15 Orphans.

Rivière Saguenay, (Chicoutimi)--5 Families; 1 Widower; 2 Orphans.

North Shore belowthe Saguenay .............................................. 159

Along the Banks of the Saguenay .......................... Not ascertained.

Certified.

S. Y. CHESLEY,
.Accountant,

Indian Department.

INDAN DEPARTMENT,

Toronto, 19th May, 1857.
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RETUJRN
To two Addresses from the Legislative Assembly, of the Srd and 6th

March last, for Copy of Instructions given to Arbitrators on damages

caused by Beauharnois Canal, and certain Statements connected therewith.

By Command.

T. LEE TERRILL,

Secretary.

SECRETARY's OFFICE,

Toronto, 2nd June, 1857.

Nos. 21496, 32690, 32945.
PUBLIC WORXs,

Toronto, lst June, 1857.

Sir,-As called for by the Addresses of the Legislative Assembly (herewith
returned), I am directed to enclose to you the following documents, connected
with Arbitratiuns at Beauharnois:

No. 20479, letter to the Arbitrators.
No. 20905, do do.
No. 21053, do do.
Statement of sums paid.

do of existing claims.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

THOMAS A. BEGLY,
Secretary.

The Honorable the
PROVINCIAL SECRETARY.
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No. 20479.
(Copy.)

Toronto, 24th December, 1856.

Gentlemen,-In reference to your letter of the 9th instant, reporting upon your
visit to the Beauharnois dams, &c., I am directed to inform you that the whole of the
claims connected with that work are in course of preparation, and will be
forwarded immediately.

I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient Servant,

(Signed,) T. A. BEGLY,
Secretary.

Messrs. MAssoN, SOMERVILLE and QUIN,
Provincial Arbitrators,

.Montreal.

No. 20905.
(C opy .) P U I C W orn s )

Toronto, 23rd February, 1857.

Gentlernen,-I am directed to inform you, that the Commissioners wish you
to arbitrate upon the claims of the foliowing parties, for alleged damage to their
properties by the Beauharuois Dams. The claims will be given to you by Mr.
MacIver

A. CLARK, F. BESSINETTE,

F. X. PoiTRAs, JosEPH RAE,
A. CHARLEBOIS, V. HOOPTETTER,
JosEPui ARPENTIGNY, I. RoEBUCK,

JosEPI IIAINAULT, (Representing J. SimpsoN,)
K. NICHoLsoN, J. S. Smo'ux.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,

(Signed,) T. A. BEGLY,
Secretary.

Messrs. MÂssoN, SoMERvILLE and QuiN,
Provincial Arbitrators,

Montreal.
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No. 21053.

(Copy.)
PU1LIC WORKs,

Toronto, 24th March, 1857.

Gentleien,-I an directed to enclose to you, herewith, a Schedule of Clains
arising froim the construction of the Beauharnois Dams, and to inform you that
the Claims are all transmitted to you by this day's mail, in three parcels. You
will short1Y be further communicated with on the subject.

The only Clahns to be investigated by you, are those brought for alleged injury
to property by the Dams.

I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient Servant,

(Signed,) T. A. BEGLY,
Secretary.

Messrs. MAssoN, SoMERVILLE and QUIN,
Provincial Arbitrators,

Montreal.

3TATEMENT of SuMs Paid on accounit of CLranIs for DAMAGEs, BEAUHANOIs

CANAL, fron July, 1856.

£ s. d.

John Spink ............................ ................ 25 0 0
D. M orris .................................................... 40 0 0
Charles Mavville ........................................... 20 0 o
Duncan McRae................................................ 80 0 0
David Baker................................. .......... 150 0 0
Joseph Rae ................................................. 35 0 0
Ph. Hoossitter .. .......... ............. 15 0 0
Henry Koebuck ........ 7 10 0
Joseph Giroux........ .......... 60 O 0
Alexander Clarke........................................... 250 0 '
Am. Charleboix .... ............ ............................. I 10 0
.Joseph Hainault ........................... .................. 2 10 0
K. Nicholson.................................................. 5 0
François X. Poitras............................................ 74 5 0

£ 786 15 o

I857.
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STATEmEr of the existing CLums made against the Government for damage
stated to be done by the construction of Dams at the head of the BEnU-
iARNOIs CANAL, sent to the Provincial Arbitrators for settlement.

STANISLAUS DE KOSKA. £ s. d. £ s d.

i Aubry, Marcel ...................... ...... 120 0 0
2 Girouard, J. B. ............... .................. 128 0 0
8 Laborde, J. S. ................................. 64 15 0
4 Legault, Claris .. ............................... 24 0 0
5 Levac, Martin....... ............................ 90 o o
6 Mercier, Antoine ............................... 40 10 0
7 MeCrea, John.................................... 60 20 0

-- -527 5 0

STE. CECILE.

8 Boyer, Joseph .................................. 50 0 O
9 Boyer, Joseph, senior ............................ 72 0 0

10 Belaire, Joseph ................................. 12 0 0
11 Belaire, alias, S'nais, Joseph ...................... 173 0
12 Dagenais, Francis ................... 50 0 0
13 Daoust, Francis ..................... 15 5 0
14 Daoust, Charles ................................ 88 1
15 Daoust, Francis, nephew ........................ 4 7 6
16 Fauxbért, Paul ................................ o5 7 6
17 Laborde, J. S................................ 45 0 0
18 Leduc, Yprien....... .......................... 88 O
19 Leduc, Joseph, son of Louis........................ 57 5 0
20 Ladevorite, Joseph .. ............................. 12 0
21 Leduc, Thomas, son of Thomas .................... 90 0 0
22 Morrisette, Hyacinthe ..... ................ 27 15
28 Mercille, F . ................................. 100 10 0
24 Meyron, Augustin; two claims, £70 and £215 ......... 85 O 0

-11166 0 0'

ST. CLEMENT.

2.5 l3azinet, Mfoise................. .............. 387 10 0
26 Brunet, Jacques ............. ................... 656 5 0
27 Daoust, Chai-les................................ 170 O O
28 Etnort, Michel ... .............................. 18 15 O
29 Fortier, Joseph .......... ....... ................ 4 0 O

80 GendronJoachim............................... 83 15 0
.31 Genclron, Francis............................... 7 10 O
89, Gendron, J. B., dit Pleche................... .a. 15 O
33 Genciron, Ai, widow of Hebert................. 15 o o
84 Gendron, Pro.................................. 81 7 '6
85 Lefebvre, Eya................... ............... 10 0 0'
86 Lefebvre, Joseph......... .................. ... 24- 2 6
87 Lefortiléne................................... 27 5 ,O
88 Mfontpetit, Etienne ............................... 10 10' 0
89 Montpetit, ýJ. B. ..o............................. 40 10 O
40 Nadeau, J. B.............. ....... .......... 22 10 O
41 Poirier, Francis............................... 88 o o
42 Querillion Ignace.......................... 45 O O
48 Schale, Louis. ,..#.............. ............... î i 2l
44 Trudel,'Louis, junior........ ....... .......... 45O0,

02

i 85~.
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STATEMENT of the existing CLArms made against the Government
stated to be done by the Construeton of Dams at the head
HARNOIS CANAL, &c.-(c0nt0eWec.)

LOUIS DE GONZAGUE.

.\umond, Benoit....... ....................
1Aumet, J. B. .......................... ... .....
Asselin, Aug.................
Boucher, Feulix ................
Brèault, J. B...............................
Boucher, Paul. .............................. ..
Boucher, Joseph........... ......................
Bruyer, Pierre .............................
(jharefils Michel..................................
Clement, Antoine; 2 claims, £20 and £16 ..........
Chevaudier, Joseph ..........................
Camminean, Joseph .............................
Cardinal Felix .... .........................
Courville, - ; 2 claims, £18 8s. 9d. and £8 .......
Clément Seraphin ..............................
Daoust, Chai les..................................
Daoust André....................................
Dinning, John ............... ..................
Daoust, Damase..... ......................
Daoust, Francis ..................................
Fortier, Hermeneygilde .............. ...........
Fauxbert, Francis ...............................
Hortée Martin ; 2 claims, £18 and £31 5s. ..........
FlRogue, Joseph; 2 dlaims, £12 and £22 10s . ......
Hilaire, Francis ..................................
Houle, J. B. ....................................
Houle, P. ......................................
Houle, Francis ..................................
Leduce, Louis, son of Pierre ........................
L'Hussier, Julien ................................
Lauhier, Antoine; 2 claims, £6 and £2 178. .. ...... ..
Leclere, Moise ..................... .......
Laberge, Charles...........................
Leduc, Pierre; 2 laims, £12 and £16 2s. 6d.......
Legault, lovi .................................
Ledue, Joseph ................................
Lalonde, Antoine .................... .......
Lalonde, Louis ..................................
Leduc, François ..................................
Labelle, Louis....................................
Leduc, Clement ..................................
Lamesse, il. ....................................
Laberge, Narcisse ................................
Martin, Galien; 2 claims, £27 and £15 ............
Montpetit, Hyacinthe.............................
McGraken, John .......... , ...... .............
Mercille, François ........................ ..
Martin, Cyprien............................
Petit, Pierre ........... ...................
Rogers, David................... ...............
Sauvé, Evangeliste ................................
Tweels, Thomas .............................
Telfer, Thomas ..............................
Thivièrge, Louis ...........................
Viaux, Gêdeon ........................... ..
Viaux, Hyacinthe 4 claims, £18, £6, £6 and £4 ....

£

3
6

238
25
7

4' 0 0
42 0 0
18 0 0
45 0 0
57 0 0
91 0 0
17 0. 0

100 0 0
9 0 0

24 0' 0
41 10 0
18 17' 6

20 0

for Damage
of the BE&U-

£ s. d.

1899 114

1857.
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STATEMENT Of the existing CLAN1S made against the Governinent for Damage
stated to be done by the Construction of Dams at the head of the BEAU-
HARNOIS CANAL, &c.-(Continued.)

DUNDEE AND FORT COVINGTON.

101 Aubry, Joseph ...................... ... .......
102 Baker, David ..........................
103 Brunson, B. A. ........................ ....
104 Bannon, Patrick..... ............................
105 Chatlab, Peter .............................
106 Chatlah, Fr................................
107 Cameron, Alexander ........................... ..
108 Campbell, John ..................................
109 McDonald, J. S. ......... .......................
110 McDonald, Murdoch ..............................
111 McGillis, Angus ..................................
112 Marsh, Charles ...................................
113 Murchison, Murdoch .............. ............ .
114 McDonald, Angus .......................... .....
115 McPhee, N. ....................................
116 Ouley, John .................................
117 Sterritt, W illiam ............................... .
118 Ward, David ..............................
119 Walleiback, Isaac ..........................
120 Boyeî, Benjamin .................................
121 Briggs, Albert ...................................
122 Dunham, Mills .......... ........................
128 Drum, John ....................................
124 McGiffin, John ..................................
125 Russell, Humphrey, & Hiram ......................
126 Russell, Savina ..................................
127 Russell, Henry ......... ........................
128 Russell, Polly, W idow ............................
129 Russell, Hiram.............................
180 Smart, Robert.... .........................
181 Srnith, David ..............................
132 Stevens, W illiam ................................
138 Stevens, Jesse.............................
184 Stevens, Ebenezer ..........................
185 Lajambe, Louis; 2 claims, £225 and £30.........
186 Lecompte, dit LaFleur ............................
187 Rousseau, Joseph...........................
188 Tacy, Edward.................................

ST. REGIS.

189 Brown, John ..............................
140 Bruce, Lewis ... ..........................
141 Baron, Charles............................
142 Bruce, Lewis ................................
148 Baron, Antoine ..................................
144 Bero, Thomas.................................
145 Cole, Peter; 2 claims, £80 and £8 15s.............
146 Chule, Lewis ............................. ......
147 Deket, David ....................................
148 Gray, Peter; 2 claims, £4 and £52 10.............
149 Gray, Peter, Jr..................................
180 Gray, Mary.................. ........... .......

GaæriedZ formed ................ £

£ s. d.£

800
150
600
400
250
250

90
50

147
762

22
1250

80
56

143
148

50
200
250
150
25
75

120
100
125
125
250

65
150
125
225
190
112
402
255

97
112
37

150 0 0
8 0 0

80 0 0
15 0 0
7 10 0

80 0 0
88 15 0
81 5 0<

1 2 6
56 10 0
41 5 0

8 15 0

413 2 6

1851T.

s. d.

0 0
0 0

10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

10 0
10 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 o

00

o 0
0 0
o 00 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 o
0~ g
0 0

10 0
10 -O

10 0
10 0

~10 O
7987
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STATEMEm of the existing C.LAmS made against the Government for Damage
stated to be done by the Construction of Dams at the head of the BEAU-
HARNOIS CANAL, &c.-(Continued.)

ST. REGIS.-(Continued.) £ s. d. £ sd.

Brought fi-ward .............. ...... 418 2 6

151 Jackson, Lewis .................................. .. il ô 0
152 Jackson. Franeis ................... ............ 21
153 Lafrance, Louis; 2 claims, £97 1Os. and £6 ........... 108 10 0
154 Leclere, Captain..... .......................... 56 5 0
155Lorn, Lazare ............................ ...... 41 5 O
156 Lafrance, Joseph ... ............................ 2 10 O
157 Loran, Peter .................... ..... . 5 
158 Marroux, Frederick, (Priest)................... .... 22 0
159 Mitchel, Louis White; 2 claims, £12 los. and £45. 57 .. O
160 Ostokeva, Louis.............. .................. 34 1
161,Peter, Laughing................................ 8 0 O
162!Papinault, - ................................
163 Ransom, Louis; 3 claims, £18 15s., £60 and £16...... . 94 15
164 Swamp, John; 2 claims, £3 1Os. and £11 5s. .......... 14 15 O
165 Smoke, Louis.................................... P5 O 0
166 Swamp, Peter; 2 claims, £18 15s. and £7 los........ .. 26 5
167(Sarball, Abram .................................. 86 o o
168 Smith, Jelly ... .......... ..... ............... 50 12
169 Swan, Peter .................... .. ............ 110 O
170 Thomas, Jacob ................................. 2 0 O
171 Terrence, Baptiste .............................. 6 0 0
172 Tarball, Joseph .................................. 22 10 O
173 Thomas, Loran; 2 claims, £3 2s. 6d. and £10 2s. 10d.. 1 105 12 6
174 Thomas, Jacob; 2 claims, £1 5s. and £35 12S. 6d. .... 6 17 6
175 Tawakoris, son of Charles.......................... 8 15 O
176Sakewankane............ ..................... 5 0
177!Wood, Peter ................. ................ 80 0 O
1T8 Our-ley Head, Thomnas; 2 claims, £37 lOs. and £85 16s. 73 O 0

1890 15 0

GRANDE ISLE.

179 Bergevin dit Langevin, Eustache ... ............... 160 O O
180 Bergevin, Piorre, senior .......................... 8 10O
181 Charlebois, Ambroise, ........................... 15 0 0
18) D'Arpentigny, Joseph; £20 and £6 lOs..............26 10 0
183 llenault, Joseph ............................... 465 5 6
184 Lefebvre, F. X., Equalité....................... 75' () (
1 5îefebvre, Venant........... ................. 849 0 U

TÊ TE DU CANAL.i

186 Archambaut, Cyprien.......... 10 0
187 Amiot, Joseph .................. 10
188 Archambaul Messire..6 10 0

189 Avon, Hlyacinthe.......................... 2 0 é,
190 Bergevin, François............................ 2ý6 '0 O
191 8ergevin, Widow Louis0 0

192aBr u9 1 0............

carried~~1 15e 0.....
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STATEMENT of the eXisting CLADMs made against the Government for Damage
stated to be done by the Construction of Dams at the head of the BEAU-

HAR NOIS CANA L,&.-( G'/t7uec.

185%

TÊTE DU CANAL.-(Continued.) £

Drought o -er ..................... . 65

19-3 Benoit, Ignace, senior .................... 2....5..
194 Benoit, Oliver.............. ..................... 4
195 Bougie, Jean ...................... ..

196 Bougie, P., junior .................
197 Boyer, Joseph ..................
198 Bougie, P., senior ................. 4
109 Benoit, P., Equalité .............. 8
200 Branchard, François .............. 2
201 Branchard, Dame (Bergerin) ...... 1......... 7
202 Benoit, Ignace, junior .. .. .. 1......... .. ....
203 Bergevin, P., senior . ............... ......
204 Decoigne, Louis .......... , ......... ......
205D'Aoust, Jacques ................... ......
20)D'Aoust, Xavier ..................... ... 22
207 Desforges, Simon .... ............ 0......
208¶D'Arpentigny, Benjamin ............ 1....4..
209Dagenais, Laurant., ............................. 22
210 Deschamp, Joseph................................ 1]
211 Desrochers, Pierre .............................. 8
212 Desforges, P. .................................... 2
213 Santier, Louis; 2 claims, £19 and £3... ............. 22
214ilIebert, Jacques.................................. 6
215IIenault, Antoine ................................
210 H-enault, Narcisse ................................ 33
27îLedue, Bazile, senior............ ............
218 Leduc, Pierre, junior............................. 6
219 Leroix, Charles ................................ 50
220 Leduc, Antoine ..... ....... .................... 56
221 Ledu,. Pierre, junior, d'Antoine .................... 30
222 Leduc, Henry .. ......... .................... 4
223 Leduc, Olivier ................................ 43
224 LeCompte, Sab ................................. 5
225 Lalonde, Elie . ....... ....................... 3
220 Lecourt, Antoine ..................... ...... 2
227 Labelle, François ................................ 3
228,Leduc, François..................... . . 4
229 Larivière, François .... . ......................
230 Ladrid, J. B ............................. 4.. 5
231 Ledue, J. B. .................................... 10
232 Maillaux, Edouard................................ 30
233 Mercier, Albeit .................................. 20
234 Marsainne, Jacques .............................. 1
235 Peter, François ................................ 83
236 Sauvé, Eustache................................16
237 St. Amour, J. B. .............................. 14
238,Sauvé, Maurice ................................ 6
239 Tenier, Ignace ....... ................ 7
240 Viau, Alexis ................................... 3a
241 Viau, Eustache................................ 80
242jVarnier, Joseph ................................ 4
243Pilon, P.................... .

s. d. £

15 0

0 0
0 0
0 00 0
5 0
0 0
o 0

10 0
0 0

10 0

0 0
10 o
0 0
0 o
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
05 0
0 0
0 -0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 'O

0 0
10 0

10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

-.. -O 26 •

e-w. m .s m 1 plom

s.

15
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STATEMENT O the existing CLAIMS made against the Government for Damage
stated to be done by the Construction of Dams at the head of the BEAu-
HIARNOIS CANAL, &c.-(6Continued)

LANCASTER AND CHARLOTTENBURG. £ . d.

244 Anderson, George ............................... 80 0 O
245 Grant, Angus .................................. 200 O 0
246 Grant, Peter ........................... ........ 5 o
247 Lochead, John ................................... 10 O 0
248 McCracken, Alexander .......................... 175
240 McDonell, Ellen .... ... ......................
250 M4cfDonald, Cole ... ......................... 40 0
251 McDonald, Duncan ............................ 685 0 O
252 McPherson, Robert ............................ .. 25 0
253 Honorable [)eBeaujeu .......................... 801 5~

0 0

CAT, or CLARKE ISLAND.

-254 Clarke, Alexcander..............................18à65 0 0, 1865 O 0'

SEIGNIORS or BEAUHALINOIS.

255 NI. B3rown ..................... .............. 16287 7 6 16237 7ý 6

CLAPIS FILED LN APRIL, 1856.

2.56 Provost, Gabriel, (Ste. Cécile) .............. ....... 100 0 O2537-rovo4<t, Louiis, junior ............................ 10<) 0 0 12.58 Provost, Louis, senior .................... 050 O O

itre it 85 0 0

259 1 ir di Lejambe, Jean Baptiste .................... 85 O O261) ,Sauvé, François................................8 O 0
820 O O

GOI)ANCHSTERAND ST.ANCT

2Anderson, JIames, (no damage).......... ......... 187 10 0
2692 Amelot, Chartes, do............... ......... Il. 5 0
2'Basiret, F. C., do...... .................. 125 0 O
264Boneiller, N., do.......... ...... .25 0 0
25Charlebois, S. A.......................450 0 0
266,Curran, Patrick................................1 M O 0 O27Jaza, Alexis. ............ ................. 12 0 O

2671 ... ... 12 0 0

2681 D, D . ............................. 250 0 0
26 Caza, Joseph...................... ........... 217 10 O

270 Caza, Thodore............................... 250 O 0
271 Cunite, D)uncan, (no dainage) ....................... 85 O O
272Caza, Jean Baptiste. ........................... 100 0 0
278 Curran, .ugh................................... . 67 10 6
274'Chretien, Jeh;' 2 dlains, £412 10s. and £87 10s,.. 450, O 0
275 Provost, Louie, junior, (n daniage) ................ 25 0 0
276'Caipbell, John, do................... 510 0 0
27 Dtre Miabei, do........ .... ........ 5 0 0
278 Daé, Marcel, do. ................ 5 0 0
27Deparois, A.; 2 aims, £812 10s nd £185 (no damage) 447 10 O

Carried o. ............. . 85 O
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STATEMENT of the existing CrLAims made against the Government for Damage
stated to be doue by the Construction ot Dams at the head of the BEAU-
IARNOIS CANAL, &.-(Continued.)

GODMA4.Nx HESTER ANi ST. 1NICET.-(ontinued.) £ s. d. £ s d.

Brought over ........................ 8488 15 0

280 ùeparois, Louis .................................. o
281 Finegan, Patrick, (no dimage) .................... 270 O o
282 Ferguson, Alexander.............................. 531 5 0
283 Ferguson, D onald............................. . 6 5 0
28-t Genier, Honorè; 2 claims, £1200 and £45............ 1945 O O
285 Genier, J. .. ,........... ...................... 0 o
286 Gaynor, Ed............ .......................... 312 10 O
287 lliggins, R. .J................................120 O O
288 Higgins, R. S ....................... 1 10
28w Holden, flenry, (no damage)...... . ................ 18 O 0
290 Jubrson, Ed. (paid in full) .......................
291 Johnson, J. W., (no damage) ...................... 6 5
292 Keith, J., for Honorable Ellice ......................... 8507 O 0
293 Keine, James . ................................ . o 0
291 Leslie, John .*.................................... 8 0 0
295 Laviolette, Nazare, Widow, (no damage) ............. 50 O O
296 Ledue, Leon, do ............... 54 o o
297 Leblanc, Et. . ........... ....................... 12 7 6
298 Laberge, Charles ..... ....................... 166 2 6
299 Livingston, Donald ............................... 10 0 O
290 Leslie, James, (odam.age) ......................... 290 O
301 Lalonde, Francis (bought Maguire's claim) ............ 47 10 
802 Latonde, J. 13. do do, do.............3
303 Lalonde, Joseph do do, do. ........... 272 10
304 Les;ie, John ....... ........................ ,.... 255 O 0
305 Leblane, Et . ................................. 25 O 0
305½ Lesslie, Peter, W idow ............................. 250 O O
306 Lenai, dit Delarne, François ....................... 25 O 0
307 Letebvre, Seràphin.. ............. ......... .... 162 10 O
308 Lavacque, Joseph (Moquin succession).......... ... 0 O
309 Labarge, C.harles ................. ........... é....1 1 5
-31o urphy, William, (no damage) .......... .......... 150 O O
311 Martin, Francis (tor heirs Moquin, Louis).............1181 5 O
312 Moquin, Louis..... ........................... .. 50 0 0
313 McArthur, James................................. 218 15 O
314 McLean, Hugh........................ .. 875 o
815 McNicol, )uncan ................ ............... 450 O 0
316 McMullan, Peter, (no danage)..................... 585 0 O
317 McLennan Malcoln, do ...................... 85 O
318 McIrtosh, Angus ................................ 50 O 0
819 McIntosh, William............................... 380 O
320 McKean, Hugh, (no damage) ................... .
321 McArthur, Christie; 2 claims, £534 £188......... 722 
322 McNaughton, P., (no damages)..................... 29 O 0
323 O'Connor, James, do ....................... 800 o o
324 O'Neil, Murth.............................. .... 150 O O
325 Parant, J. W.; paid ..................... £125
326 Poitras, F. X.; 2 claims, £405 and £70 l0s...........475 10 O
827 Viau, Toussiant .................................. 210 O 0
328 Quesnel, Widow.............. ........... 75 O O
320 Quesnel, Felix................................. 50 O o
830 Quesneirlle, Benani, (no damage) ............... 5 O O
81 Rankin, John................................820 0 0

7r 620 0..

Canied fo1945d 0.....
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STATEMENT of the existing CLAmS made againit the Government for Damage
stated to be done by the Construction of Dams at the head of the BEAU-
HARNoIS CANAL, &c.-(Continued.)

GODMANCHESTER AND ST. ANICET..-(Continued.) £ s. d. £ s. d

Brought forward .................... 19690 5 0

882'Rea, James...................................... 50 0 0
88Stewart, Daniel ................................... 275 0 0
834Stewart, David................................... 1497 10 0
885 Smith, James ........................ ........ 150 0
836 Smith, William ................................ 50 0 9
887 Sinclair, John.............. .................. 100 0 0
888 Stalker, Donald; paid Aussen ............... ...... 20 0 0
839 Shannessly, Patrick .............................. 212 10 0
840 Sauvé, Joseph ................................. 28 10 0
841 Stalker, Malcolm ................................ 860 0 0
842 Caza, Henri, (no damage).......................... 60 0 0
848 Caza, Joseph ............................. ... . 142 10 0
844 Dupuiis, Joseph .................................. 200 0 0
845 Amelotte, Paul, (St. Anicet)....................... 40 0 0
846 Aubin, J. B. ... .............................. 25 0 0
847 Beauchene, P..................................... 40 5 0
848 Beauchene, M.................................... 80 0 0
850lBenneirlle, Sut. .................................. 80 0 0
851 Chretien, Alexander, (no damage) .................. 80 0 0
852 Chretien, Louis .................................. 95 0 0
858 Charlebois, P................. ........... ....... 60 0 0
854 Chat lebois, F. .......................... 12 10 0
855,Caza, Antoine.................................... 200 0 0
856 Dupuis, P. ...................... ... ,........... 88 10 0
857iDagenais, Francis ......... ...................... 81 10 0
358 Duinenil, George ................................. 25 0 0
859 Genier, J. S. .................................... 40 0 0
860 Higgins, James ................................ 50 0 0
361 Lahy, Thomas ..................... 85 0( 0
862 Lecuyer, Etienne .............................. 100 0 0
868 Leger, Augustine ................................ 50 O 0 0
864 Martin, Francis .................................. 125 0 0
365 McKellop, Donald ................................ 75 0 0
866 Quesveirlle, J. B ............................... 80 0 0
867ISaumier, J. B. .... .......................... ... 25 12 6
868,Suhivan, Lawrence ............................. 50 O0 0
869 Seguin, J. B. ...... ............................. 60 0 0
870 Seguin, Benjamin .... ... ....................... 20 0 0
871 Tobin, James ................................. 50 0 0
872 W altier, J. S.................................... 175 0 0
E 73 Lalande, Godfroi.................................. 72 0 0

74 Dupuis, Edouard ........................... 25 O 0
375 Trepanier, Francis .............................. 22 10 0
876 Jasmin, Widow, Suille.......................... 25 0 0
877 Amelot, Joseph . ........ . ............... .. 15 15 0
878 LeBlanc, Pierre ......... **............... 6 o o
879 Dupuis, Norbert... ............................ 25 0 0
880 Canier, Francis, (no damage).. . . ......... 9 0 0
881 Boilleau, Joseph..................... 25 0 0
882 Lalande, Joseph (heirs of Moquin) .... ............ 20 0 0
888 Lalande, Francis, do do ........... ... 90 0 0
884 Quesveirlle, J. B. ......... 85 0 0
885 i W J .. ............. 240 0 08
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ST-rEMENT of the existing OCAims made against the Governnent for Damage
stated to be done by the Construction of Dams at the head of the BEAU-
HARNOIS CAL, C.-(contined.)

GODMANCIIESTER AND ST. ANICET.-(Continued.) £

Brought over ....................... 24984

886 McTntosh, William ..... .......................... 10
887G'aza, Amable................................... 48
888.Curran, Patrick....................... .......... 75
389 tirran, James .................................. 25
8.0 McKean, llagh, (no damage)....................... 25
38 1 McKenzie, I)onald ................................ 180
3!2 Living .toi, ironald. .......................... .... 50
803 )erochers, Charles................................ 40
894 Johnson, ledward ................................ . 20
895 4amipbell, Malcolm ................................ 1 ,5
896 Rankin, Neil .................... ........... .. 60
897 Quesveirille, Joseph ........... ................... 18
898 Leger, Augustin....................................... 7
399iRankiii, Hugh ........... .................. 175
4001Choquet, Louis, scnr..........................
401 Tobin, James . . ................................. 75
402 Caurran Michael, (no damiage)........................55
408 Quesveirle, Autoine (Paid) ........................ 21
404 FaFricue de St. Anicet ........................... 50
405 Wylie, John.................................... 175
406 Stalker, Malcol ......... ...................... 75
407 Mathew, Elijah................................. 12
408 eameron Archibale ............................... 75
409 Miouald, Alexandert........................... 145
410[)umesnil, J. H ................................... 50
41IMassn, AMllen ....................... 75
40 1 loesnn, George, (. da..age)........................ 21
41 Prieure, Phillips .................... ........... 72
404 Quesnl, Antoine, Widowv.......................... 45
415Cosson, Joshua, (no da.age)........................ 25
416 upiis, Antoine do............................ 17
417 fliggins, Richard .............................. 60
418 Ranuin, Samuel ................. ........... ...... 15
419 M ulen, J. and P.......................... .. 47
420 HeNio , iuncan ................................ 850
421 lMcNicol, Peter ... .. ,..................... j...... 477
429 McLean, 1-ugh .................................. 260
428 1cIntosh, W illiam................................ 280
49I Lamarche, Catherine, and others are Dr. Masson's caim,

ST ZOTIQUE.

42t).Dorion, Pierre ................................ 25 0 0
426Taylor, John ................................ 1200 0 0
427 Seguin, J. B. junior ............................ 493 0 0
428 Peny, Alexander ............................... 20 0 0
429 Giroux, Joseph ............................ 100 O 0
4891Mountain, Jacob, Reverend .................. 50 O 0
481 McItyer, Abraham . ............................. 50 O O
482 McGillis, senior ...... ... ............... 7 10 0
488 A8elin, Joseph; 2 dlaimas, £10and £80 ........... 180 O O

212 10 0

1857.

s. d. £

18 8

0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

10 0
0 o
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 0

10 0
0 0

0 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 o
0 0
0 o
0' 0'

' 0 0

- 27805

s .
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STATEMENT of the existing OL&IMS made against the Goverument for Damage
stated to be done by the Construetion of Dams at the head of the B3AU-
HARNOIS CANA1 &o.-(0%i'Wed.

ST. ZOTIQUE.-(Continued.) s. d. £ s. d.

Brought foward....................2125 10 0

484 Birmingham, John................................ 25 O O
435-Parant J. W........................ 150 0 O
436Smith, and Wilkins ............................. 150 0
437Grange J. T. ......... ....... ............ 12 10
438 1 rton. Pease ..... .............................. 80 O O
439 Birmingham, John................ .0 . .
440 Smith, and Wilkins; 2 claims, £50 and £25...........75 0 O
441 Prieure, J. B .................................. 50 0 0
442 Lalande, Amable ................ ........ 50 0
443 DeBeaujeu, Honorable .......................... 15 0 0
444 Perry, Alexander; 2 claims, £35 and £115 .. .. ... ... 50
445 Aselin, J. B. . ........ ........ .............. 0.
446 Gautier, Cyprien ............................... 50 O
447 Whitnev,11. H.; 2 claims, £150 and £0 .. ..... ... 0
448 Dixon, Robert.................................... 150
449 Marlowe, Joseph ................................ 75 O O
450 Dubois, Vincent ........................... ... 17 10
451 Prieure, Augustin ............................... 17 10 0
452 Bayer, Benjamin ..................... ....... 6 10'
458 Deschaups, Louis .............................. 87 10 O
454 Beriault, Joseph ... ............. ..... , ..
455 Asselin, Joseph ........ ......................... 150 O O
456 Aselin, Henry.................................... 150 O
457 Verroneau, Denis ................................ 150 O
458 1Sauvé, Seraphin ................... ..
459'Mitchel, William ............................... 80 O O
460 Giroux, Pierre ................................ 40 6 O
461 Martin, Heirs of...............................80 O O
462Lalande, Joseph .................................. 15 0 O
463.Lalande, W illiam .. .................... ........ 65 O 0:
464,Prieure, François, senior ......................... 150 o
465 Prieure, François, junior .................. ...... 150 0
466 Gauthier, Cyprien ................................
467 Lalande, J B ................................. 25 O '
468 Prieure, Joseph.......................... ... . 25 O
469 Prieure, François, senior ................. O O
470 Challes, Charles............ .................. 22 10 O
471 Deschamps, Joseph . ............................
472ILalande, Joa................................... 50 O 0
473 Lalande, Byacinthe ............... 52
474 Sauvé, J. B.......................... ........ 28 0 0
475 Montpetit, François ............................. 75 O '
476 Bray, Olivier ................................... 75 O t
477 Sullivan, Edward ............................... 150 0 0
478 Fournier, Michel ................................ 155 O 0
479 McKie, J. B.. ............................ 7
480 Lelonde, Joseph Saniwa .................... ..

481 Duckett; William; 2 claims, £55 and £50 ........ 105 O
482 Elie, J. B. ................. .. ..... 84 O O
488 Cedilot, J. B....... .............. ......
484 Elie, André.......... .................... . .1
485 LeBlanc WidowE............................1
486IDuokett, William...................,j

Uarie oér...........................lot
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STATEMENT of the eXisting CLAIMS made, against the Government for Damage
stated to be done by the Constriuction of Dams at the head of the BiA&U-

ARNOIS CANAL, &C.-(Continued.)

ST. ZOTIQUE.-(Continued.) £

Brought over......... .............. 5836

487 Veroneau, Joseph .......... ..................... 317
488 Lalande, Israel .................................. 103
489 Lalonde, J. B................................... 274
490 Denis dit Picard, Pierre .......................... 280
49t Aselin, Joseph .............................. .175
492 Mainville, Joseph ............................. 100
498 Beriault, J. B. ...... ......... ................ 75
494 Bray, Olivier .................................... 25
495 Parant, J. W. ................................ 50
496 Lalonde, Joseph .............................. 21
497 Beauchéne, F. X., junior ..............
498 Lalonde, Joseph Ganiwa ........ ................ 498
499 Montpetit, Augustin ............................ 75
500 DeBeaujeu, Honorable ........................... 75
501 Asselin, Henry and P. Dinis ...................... 150
502 Montpetit, Henry ............................. 10ý
503 Bray, Olivier .................................... 100
504 DeBeaujeu; 4 claims, at £100 ................... 400
505 Cedillot, Paul................................ 150
506 Poirier, Bazile ................................ 75
507tLeBIanc, Pierre ............................... 75
508 DeBeaujeu, Honorable; 2 claims, at £112 0s.5........
509 Birmingham, John .............................. 112
510 DeBeaujeu, Honorable .................. ........ 112
511 McKie, J. B ................................. 100
512 Bissonette, Widow François....................... 100
513 DeBeaujeu, Honorable; 2 claims, at £75 ............. 150
514 Fournier, Albert ................................ 75
515 Lafortune, Louis ................................. 75
516 Jammes, F. A. ............................... 50
517 Wattier, P. D ................................ 225
518 Sedwidge, Thomas.........,...................... 322
519 LeBlanc, J. B................. ................... 100
520 LeBlanc, Amable ................................ 100
521 Deschamps, Joseph ........................ 100
522 St. Amant, F. X . ......... .. ............. 100
523 Biron, Gilles, junior ...................... 100
524 McPherson, Charles ........................... 850
525 McKie, William; 2 caims, £200 and £25. ........... 25
526 McKie, Duncan .................................. 150
527 McPherson, Charles ......... 00
528 Campbell, Walter ............................. 200
529 Shenwell, W illiam................................ 35
580 Currie, John.......... .................... 200

ST. ,TIMOTHÉE.

581 Balard dit Latour, Joseph; 2 dlaims, £25 and £48 1Os. 73
532 Beautrone dit Major M ........................... 129
583'Bergevin dit Langevin, senior...................... 144

584Begeindit Eustache.......................216
584rrgevi Ga frrward.. ............. j562

10 01
0 o
0 0
0 o

10- 0

185i.

s. d.

17 0

10 0
15 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 o
0 0
0 0
6 8
6 8
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

10 0
10 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
01 0
o o
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

10581



STATEMENT of the eXistiDg C LA1A s made against the Government for DIPam
stated to be done by the Construction of Dams at the head ofthe BEAU-
HARNOIS CANAL, &c.-6ontinued.).

ST. TIMOTHÉE.-(Continued) £ s. d. £

Brought forward .................... 562 10 0

585 Bonin, Olivier.................................... 25 0 0
536 Bergevin, Joseph ........... ............. , ...... 40, 0 0
537 Bougie, Luc ............................. 21 5 0
538 Beautrone dit Major, J......... .................. 50 0 O
539 Brousseau,ý Isidore; 2 claims,"£317 6s. and £29 2s. 6d.. 83 0 O
540 Boyer,Noel ............................ ...... 62 10 0
541 Bergevin, Louis Pierre, junior ..................... 55 0 0
542 Chatigny, J B. ............................... 52 16 8
543 Courillon, Charles ....................... .... ,.. 81 16 8
544 Dorwin dit Martel, François .... ... ......... 14 10 0
545 Devin, Antoine.... ........................ 101 15
546 D'Aoust, Christophe ............................ 28 5 0
547 D'Arpentigny,.Joseph, senior ............. ......... 64 0 0
548 Decoigne, Louis; 2 claims, £22 10s, and £4 10s........27 0 O
549 D'Aoust, J. B., senior ..................... ...... 72 0 0
550 D'Aoust, J. B. ............................... .7 10 0
551 D'Arpentigny, Benjamin .......................... 164 '0 0
552 D'Aoust, Joseph ............................... 22 18 4
553 D'Arpentigny, T ............................... 28 15 O
554 EthierX. ..... ... ................... . 51 17 6
555 Fauxbert, François......................... ... 72 0 0
556 1Fortier, Martin ............................... 125. 0 0
557 Gauthier, Louis............ ................... 79 10 0
558Simard, Jeremie............ .................... 6 5 0
559 Grenier, Felix. ...... ........................ . 65 10 o
560 Gervais, Bazile.. ................................ 12 10 0
561 Henault, Et. ............. ...................... 48 15 0
5621 Henault, Antoine................................. 90 0 0
563 Houle, Antoine................................. 27 10 6
5641Hogue, J. B. .................................. 27 10 0
565 Henault, Et ... ....................... ........ 90 o 0 O
566 Harnois, F. X................... .............. 20 O 0
567Jlenault, Antoine ................................. 8 0 0
568 Hen ault, Antoine, son'of Antoine.................... 58 10 0
569 Knight, James ................................. 18 0 0
570 Lefebvre, Augustus ............... ............. 46 15 0
571'Larveque, Augustus................. 8 15 0
572 Loger, Michel .. ,.................... ........... 72 0 0
573 Leroux, Joseph ... ............................ 5 0 0
574 Lefebvre, Henry.................................. 27 5 0
575 Lemieux. Pre ................... 92 0 0
57Z' Leduc, Louis................................. 15 0 0
577 Leduc, Henri ................................. 11 5 0
578 Leduc, Bazile, senior ................. ... 72 0 On
579 Leduc, Antoine, senior............................... 10 Q
588) Ledue, dit Perron, Antoine............. 47 0 0
581 Leduc, Antoine, son of Antoine .................... 45 15 O

82 Lynch, Owen ; 4 clainms, £1085 s., £146, £78 and £45. 149 5 0
583 Leroux, Uharles.......... .................... 268 0
584 Lefebvre, Venant ............... .............. 0 
585,Lroux, Joseph ................ ... 560 0 0
586 Leroux, Joseph, junior ............... . .. . 108
587iLeBauf Pre........4....................... ... 3 2.
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STATEMENT Of the existing CLAimS nade against the Governniet for Damage
stated to be done by the Construction ot Dams at the head of the BAIT-
HARNOIS CANAL, &.-(Cont.iiued.)

ST. TIMOTHÉE.-(Continued.) £ .£ s . d.

Brought over.................... 5068 7 8

588 Lauvin, Honoré ............................... 26 I0
589 Leduc, Thomas........................... 14 11 0
590 Lefebvre, Joseph ............... .18 10
591 Maillaux, Augustus ............................. 90 O 0
592 Maddrau, John...............................108 0 0
598 Martin, Satien..................... ............ 8115 O
594 Miron, Louis................................. 85 15 0
595 Montpetit, Antoine...... ...... 4 2 6
596 Mercier, J. A...................80 0
597 Matthieu, Basile .... .................. 18 6 4
598 Mailloux, Ed............................... 19 14 O
599 1Poirrier, Moise .............................. 72 0 O
600;Perron, Francis ................................ 27 O 0
601|Poirrier, Pre..................................43 15 0
602 Poirrier, Amn..................................... 72 O 0
608 Poirrier, Antoine ................................ 72 0 O
604IPoirrier, Pierre, son of Augustin .................. .. 72 , O
605 Poirrier, dit Lafleur, Henry ........................ 188 13 4
606 Poirrier, alias Deloges, Joseph...... ...... ......... 122 O 
607 Prévost, Louis............................62 O
608 Payment, Et. dit Larivière ......................... 72 O 0
609 Payment, Raphael do.............................. 67 15
610 Poirrier, Antoine, son of Augustine.. . ý ............... 18 3 O
611 Quesneville, Francis............................. 4
612 Quevillon, Vve. J. B............................. 31 O O
6 ppin, J. B..................................... o9 10 o
614 auluier, Pro..................................... 60 1O 0
615iSauvé, Julien .................................... 72 O O
616 Tessier, André ........................ ,......72 O 0
617 Tessier, A ngelique, wife of Louis D'Aoust ............. 81 15 0
618 Tessier, Ignace................................... 28 9 9
619jVallée, J. B., senior............................... 72 O O
620~ Viau, Alexis ... .............. 72 0

CLAIMS-NO AMOUJNT MENTIONED.

Bergein, E. Widow of Louis flranchard ............
Bougie, et Dagenaîs ..........................
Beattie, A...........................
Black, J. D)............ ........ .....
Carrier, Francis................... ........
Dagenais, Laurent ............................

D0, 0an
Godînle C rien Sauvege ......................

inom, y rie .... . ................

Ladueque, J. B .........................
Ldeduc, Pre.,andHya....... .. .. .. ...
Lalande, Joseph .......... .......
Ilalande, Godfroi Vere ...........
Lalande, Ja..,.jLaiande, Jean..ài...........................I
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STATEMENT of the existing OLMS imade against the Go-vernment for Damage
stated to be done by the Construction of Dams at the head of the Bra
HRnsOIs CNL &c.-(Continued.)

CLAIMS.-NO AMOUNTS MENTIONED.-(Con
tiwued.)

McLinn, Thomas.... .......................
Morris, Daniel.............................
Mainville, C. .............................
McLatighlan, R. G. . »......................
McLennan, Murdoch .......................
Paddoch, to the Inhabitants of Fort Covington......
Russell, Madame ...........................
Poirier, Reverend .........................
Rankin. Sainuel ....... ......... ..........
Vian, Eustache ................. ........

£ £

f

f

RECAPITIULATION.

£ s

St. Stanislaus de Koska ...................................... 527 5 O
Ste. cile .............................................. 1165 O 0
St. Clement........................................ .... ..... 652 7 6
St. Louis de Gonzague ............................... 1899 14 6
Dundee and Fort Covington ................................... 7087 5 0
St. Regis .................................................... 1890 15 0
Grande Isle ................................................. 819 5
Tête du Canal .... , ........................... .............. 926 15 0
Lancaster and Charlottenburg ................................. 1881 5 0
Clarke's Island..... .. ..................................... 1865 O
Seigniors of Beauharnois...... ............ ................ 16287 6
Claimsflied in April, 1856...................................... 820 O O
Godnanchester, and St. Anicet................................. 27805 2 6
St, Zotique ...................................... 10581 0 10
St. Timothée ................. ............... ............. 6878 9

£ 80858 2 11

1857e
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REPORT.

The Conmittee to whom was assigned the duty of enquir-
ing into and reporting ait the circumstances attending the non-
fulfilneit. and aband.onment of the contract entered into by
John Counter, Esq., either as security or. otherwise, with the
Departmnent of Public Works, for the construction of the Junc-
tion Canal on the River St. Lawrence, the said circumstances
being founded upon certain promises alleged to have been made
to Mr. Counter, report as fillows:

In proceeding to investigate the subject matter of enquiry, your Committee
have not attempted to investigate any legal clairn of,Mr. Counter, for he proffered
none, but merely to enquire whether the promises alleged by- Mr. Counter to have
been made to him were such as to warrant your Honorable House in granting him
compensation for sone portion of the losses sustained by him in the prosecution of
that work.

To establish this point, your Committee were called upon to examine the Hon-
orable Mr. Justice Chabot, fbrmerly, and at the time of the surrender by Mr. Counter
of his contract, Commissioner oi Public Works ;-of John Langton, Esq.; late
M. P. P. for Peterboro', and of George Brown, Esq., M. P. P. for Lambton. From
the testimony of these gentlemen; particularly that of the' two last named, yotir
Committee are of opinion, that the promises of compensation other' than that of
paying him for the work performed, plant, and material on hand, were made.

Entertaining this belief; your Committee recommend that the sumof £5,000
be granted to the said John Counter.

The whole, nevertheless, humbly submitted.
W. S. CONGER,

Chairmïan
Committee Room, 4th June, 1857.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
SATURDAY, March 21st, 1857.

Ordered,, -That a letter be addressed to Mr. Begly, Secretary of Publie
Works, requesting him to send down to the Committee- the contract, or a copy
thereof, between:the Commissioners of Public Workà and Mr. John Counter, on the
Williamsburg Canals,-and a copy of his account That' it b'e also stated' to,îhe
Secretary that it is possible the Committee may require toi be put in possession cf'
anycorrespondence! betweeùt he Department and Mr. Counter, but as they do not
wish to occasion rmxer trouble- toi the office than they can aoid theCornmittee
desire to know if. the Commissioners can give them -personal- commùnicatiorr of'
such correspendence without occasioning. the labor of copyirg.

A.o
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TUESDAY, March 24th, 1857.

Mr. Counter, the petitioner, was called, and laid before the Committee the
petition which he presented to the House in October, 1854. He also gave a brief
statement of the manner in which the matter referred to the Committee stood, and
expressed a desire that the Honorable Judge Chabot might appear before the Com-
mittee to give evidence, as he was intimately acquainted with the proceedings re-
ferred to in the Petition: thereupon, on motion of Mr. Loranger, a subpæna was
ordered for the attendance of the Honorable Judge Chabot before the Committee,
and a letter to be written to him to ascertain what will be the most convenient time
for his attendance without interfering with his judicial duties.

• On account of the near approximation of the Easter holidays, the Committee
unanimously agreed to adjourn until after the 15th of April, and adjourned accord-
ingly.

TuESDAY, 19th May, 185'7.

The Hon. Judge Chabot examined.
Was Chief Commissioner of Public Works during the year 1854.
The contractors were Messrs. Crawford and Milner.
Mr. Counter was security for Messrs. Crawford and Milner, and the contrac-

tors having failed, Mr. Counter took possession of the work.
In the summer of 1854, Mr. Counter applied for an advance of money to the

amount of £5,000. On that application I informed Mr. Counter that I had not any
objection to an advance of money, but alter information taken by the Board it was
found that Mr. Counter was unable to complete the work, and there was no security
to make such an advance of money.

I informed Mr Counter that I could not recommend such an advance of money
for that reason, and after some days of discussion between Mr. Counter and myself,
that he should abandon the contract and that the Government would act towards
him liberally; then Messrs. Crawfbrd and Milner, with the consent of Mr. Counter,
abandoned the contract, and the said contractors and Mr. Counter were released
by the Government from any responsibility, and Mr. Counter was paid for all work
done according to contract prices, and the Government purchased from him all the
plant, according to valuation.

There was first an application 1o the House. This application was withdrawn
on the assurance that a satistctory arrangement had been entered into with Mr.
'Counter.

SATURDAY, 23rd May, 1857.

Mr. Langlon called in and examined.
Sliad charge of Mr. Counter's Petition during both portions of the Session of

1854. The Petition was to compensate him for the great losses he had sustained
in carrying out the contract of Messrs. Crawford and Milner. I had several inter-
views with Mr. Chabot and Mr. Killaly upon the subject. Mr. Chabot always ap-
peared favorable to Mr. Counter's claim. I cannot speak positively as to the words
that he used, but the impression left upon my mind was that he promised to allow
a large sum to Mr., Counter upon the settlement. Mr. Killaly on the other hand
was always opposed to any thing of the kind, and after Mr. Killaly's return, who
'was thern absent, there appeared to be a greater difficulty in getting Mr. Chabot to
.any thing definite. I therefore made a motion in the House for a Committeeco
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Enquiry. The Government said thay could fnot yield the Committee, but it was
arranged between me and Mr. Chabot that upon my moving for the Committee he
would express the favorable view which he was -disposed to take of the claim in such
a way as would relieve Mr. Counter from any immediate pressure of his creditors.
This was all that was done in the first part of the Session. When Parliament re-
assembled I had again a negociation both with Mr. Chabot and Mr. Killaly on the
subject. Mr. Killaly said that nothing could be done for Mr. Counter unless he
gave up his contract, as all the other contractors would be upon them with similar
claims. Both Mr. Chabot and Mr. Killaly distinctly promised that they would take
the contract off his hands under such favorable terms as would afford hlm some
compensation for his previous losses. I understood that this compensation was to
be in the valuation of plant and liberal measurement. Mr. Counter was very un-
willing to resign his contract unconditionally. I pressed him very strongly to do so
because I was aware he had no legal claim, and I was quite satisfied from the ass
surance of Government that they would deal with him lioerally, and it was quite
clear from a conversation Ihad with Mr. Killaly that they would not dealkvith him
at all unless he did surrender bis contract. I am not quite satisfied whether this nego-
ciation about the surrenderof the contract was at the end of the first half of the Session
or at the beginning of the second half. Mr. Counter surrendered his contract im-
mediately, and when the Report of the Engineer came in, I found le had not been
treated as liberally as I had had every reason to expect he would be, I therefore
brought the matter up in the House again. Mr. Lemieux in the mean time had
come into office, who seemed surprised that Mr. Counter was dissatisfied with the
decision. Mr. Chabot spoke very favorably of Mr. Counter's claim, and I was re-
quested by Sir Allan McNab to postpone the motion for the Committee tilt the
Government had time to read the Rieport. Mr. Chabot moved in amendment that
the Report should be printed and laid before the House before the Committee was
appointed, and ipon the Government prornising to take the matter up immediately
I withdrew my motion. Upon one or other of these debates, I forget which, Mr.
Lemieux distinctly expressed himself as bound to carry out the promises of Mr.
Chabot, and Mr. Chabot having been asked whether he had not promised to give
Mr. Counter a large sum, I cannot recollect the amount, as compensation, said he
lad proposed to do so; my impression is that the sum named was £5,000 or
£6,000, that Mr. Counter thouglit the original promise had been more, but I recom-
mended him to be satisfied with this implied promise. The accompanying extract
from the newspapers of the day contains a short, and as far as it goes, a correct
statement of what took place in the bouse. It is my impression that it was upon
that occasion on a question from Mr. Brown, Mr. Chabot stated that he had proposed
to give Mr. Counter a round sum in compensation.

It was during the time Mr. Counter was proceeding with the contract that the
application for the advance of £5,000 was made to Mr. Chabot; this application
was.formally received by Mr. Chabot, but was subsequently, on the return of Mr.
Killaly, who was then absent, refused, Mr. Killaly stating that if this was granted
in Mr. Counter's case every other contractor would make a similar application. It
was then for the first time proposed by Mr. Killaly that Mr. Counter should execute
an unconditional surrender of the contract and trust to the liberality of theGovern.
ment. This course was adopted by Mr. Counter as I have already stated. I have
a distinct recollection that before Mr. Cointer finally resigned his coutract a pledge
was given to me, either by the Commissioner or Mr. Killaly, on, my express question
to that effect, that Mr. Counter should not by such a course stand in any worse posi-
tion than he did then, on the contrary, that he should or would stand in a better.
I cannot say shat Mr. Chabot promised to compensate hitm for ail bis losses, but to
relieve him from a great part of them to the extent of about £5,000 was the impres-
sion uipon my mind.
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Extract referred to by witness.
[From the Argu..]

MR. COUNTER'S CLAIM.

Mr. Lasngton moved the reference of the Petition of Mr. Counter, of Kingston,
to a Select Coimmittee to enquire into his claim for remuneration. Ie had expended
a large sum of money upon the construction of public work, the Junction Canal,
and he, (Mr. L.) did not think that the Province should profit by bis losses.

Hon. Mr. Lemieux hoped the motion would not be pressed then. The first
time the Government had heard of Mr. Counter's dissatisfaction with its decision
upon bis claim was wlien the Petition was presented in that House. If pressed then,
he must oppose the reference, but he hoped the Hon. Member would give the Govern-
ment further time to consider of the matter.

Hon. Mr. Chabot explained that Mr. Cointer became security for the contrac-
tors for constructing the canal, that the contractors having failed he set to work to
complete the contract, which, eiter for want of funds or scarcity of labourers,
or lack of energy on their part, had not been pushed on by the coutractors as fast
as it should have been. Mr. Counter used every exertion to push it on. He em-
ployed all the laborers that could be got. He sent to Quebec to get~immigrants
from off ship-board, and did all that lay in his power; but, unfortunately, the cho-
lera broke out among them, and vages rose to such an extravagant height, that lie
found ere long that it was impossible to go farther. He was becoming more and
more involved the farther be proceeded, and it vas thought more adviable for him-
self and the Government, that he should be released fron the contract. This was
accordingly done, and the work re-leL at very much higher rates, but not till Mr.
Counter had suffered very heavy losses.

Mr. Brown did not know what might be found advisable by the Committee if
appointed, but every one must sympathise with a man of Mr. Counter's enterprise
in his present position. He believed bis property was now all under seizure in con-
sequence of the difficulties arising out of this contract. If he had,indeed, expend-
cd his own means largely in these works for the public benefit, it would be a species
of robbery for the Province to refuse hin remuneration.

Sir Allan McNab said the Government had no desire to wrong Mr. Counter,
but before admitting bis claim of acceding to the demand for a Committee, they
mnust consult with their subordinates inmediately conversant wlth the circum-
stances. The Government really had little time during the Session of Parliament,
and the pressure of Parliamentary business before the Executive Council, to pay
that attention to these matters which they deserved, but the House might be assured
this case should have their attention, and that there was every disposition on the
part of Ministers to do Mr. Counter justice.

The further consideration of the motion was then postponed.

TUESDAY, 26th May, 1857.

Cerles William Jenkins calleil in and eximined.
Was acquainted with Crawford and Milner, contractors, was appointed their

Attorney in the Spring of 1854. I was appointed agent at hie time Mr. Counter
had determined to push the work forward to completion. I recollect the-tirne when
Mr. Counter applied to the Government for assistance, it was in the fall of 1854'
I was sent for by Mr. Counter to como to Quebec, Mr. Counter then told me of an
arrangement he had niade with Mr. Chabot, and that Mr. Chabot had promised to
advance him £5 000 which he had brought me down to receive, as I was the o
party who had authority to give a receipt. I went to Mr. Chabot and told hiin I

A. I81
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had corne on behalf of Mr. Counter to receive the £5,000 he had promised him.
Mr. Chabot told me his colleague was out of town, and that he could -not give it to
me until he returned. I waited in Quebec for some days, Mr. Killaly did not re-
turn, Lut the monthty estimate was sent down from the works to me, amourting to
£281, on which there was a memorandum shewing the cost of the work to be
£1,112 3s. 9d. I believe the memorandum to be a correct statement. I took the
estimate to Mr. Chabot, and represented that the work exceeded the estimate by
upwards of £800. Mr. Chabot, on application to Mr. Begley, said he could not
pay more than the estimate. I returned to Mr. Counter and stated this to him, on
which he accompanied me again to see Mr. Chabot. Mr. Counter then, in my
presence, recapitulated to Mr. Chabot the arrangenent entered ýinto between them,
which was as follows: lIe stated to Mr. Chabot that he had agreed to furnish the
funds necessary to carry on the work from the date of the arrangement, or rather
from lst Oct. Mr. Chabot said yes, he had agreed to do so, but he did not see
how he vas going to carry it out. Mr. Counter pressed upon him the necessity of
his fulfilling the arrangement made with him, and finally Mr. Chabot ordered the
difference Io be paid, and I received the money. Tlie reason I knew the memo-
randum of the eost o[ tie works to be correct, is because I subsequently examined
th e pay lists and account of disbursements, and 'satisfied myself that it was so.
After Mr. Chabot had ordered the paymert "of the £1,1 12 8s. 9d., Mr. Counter
asked what was to be done about the £5,000,-as I was obliged to leave Quebec.
Mr. Chabot said he thought I had better leave blank receipts in the office, and that
the money should be paid on Mr. Killaly's'retarn; the money never was received.
Mr. Chabot then said that -ie 'hoped 'there wordd be no more delays, and that if
the work wats carried on and completed satisTactorily, Mr. Counter shodîd not lose
one shilling. Mr. Counter had no oïler coitraet with the Government. I then
returned to Kingston ; alnost imrnediatety after I received a letter from Mr. Counter,
stating that by the advice of his friends he had surrendered the contract, and de-
siring me to go to the works to meet Mr. Page, the Engineer of the Board of
Works, to settle up the whole, business. Mr. Page stated that it was his duty to
measure the work and seule tip the contract at the contract prices and under the
contract, and he did so ; at the same tirne he stated that if Mr. Counter had any
claim the proper time to mnake it would be after the seulement. The accompany-
ing statement of account, so far as the.same is made up from 27th April, 1854, is
correct as to the monies expended by Mr. Counter upon the work. The reason
Mr. Counter assumed the direction of' the work was frorn the extensive advances
be had made, and from Èhe unsatisfactory manner in which the parties proceeded
with it.

WEDNESDAY, 27th May, 1857.

Mr. T/tomas Cruse called in and examined.

Was acquainted with Messrs. Crawford and Milner, contractors fdr the con-
struction of the Junction Canal, was empkiyed by them in the year 1855 after the.
contract had been relinquished by thcim, aid the aceount now produced u o
April, 1854, is nade ont by me and is a -corre'et btract from their books, shewing.
the anount of disbursemeats'from May, 1852, to Apri , 1854. At the tinie I -e,
anined the books and male up the accdoïit, voùêhers *ère sho\wn to ne ànd ate
still in ray possession éideneing the correctnïess of the different samS.
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George Brown, Esq., M. P. P., examined.
Was a member of the House of Assembly during the present and previous Par-

liaments. I recollect the debate upon Mr. Counter's petition, in May, 1855. Upon
that occasion I asked Mr. Chabot who was then Chief Commissioner of the Board
of Works, if it was not his opinion and if he had not so declared, that Mr. Counter,
however the legal right might he, was morally entitled to a sum of money for the
works lie had executed under his contract, over and above what had been paid to
him by the Department. Mr.. Chabot replied distinctly that he was of the opinion
and had stated that Mr. Counter should receive a sum in settlemeÈnt of all claims;
my impression is that the sumi he named was £10,000. I cannot say positively
that that was the exact suni lie named, but I have no doubt it was. I know it was
over £6,000, because it was over the sum I had fixed in my mind as that at which
a compromise might be effected, and £6,000 was the sum I had so fixed.

FRIDAY, 29th May, 1857.
George Crawford, Esq., M. P. P., called in and examined.
Recollects the letting of the work. Some of his family tendered for it, they

did not get it as their tender was much higher than that of other parties. Messrs.
Bowie and Cassels of Montreal got it ; they having failed, it was given to Messrs.
Crawford and Milner at their tender, who afterwards failed. Messrs. Crawford
and Milner undertook the work and went on with it. I do not recollect the prices
but recollect distinctly they were lower than I v:ould take it at. After Messrs.
Crawford and Milner had gone on with the work for a considerable time, I under-
stood that Mr. Counter was obliged to take it off their hands as lie was one of their
securities. I cannot recollect the prices, but know .they were mach lower than
what I considered was the value of the work, so much so that I would not allow my
friends to take it. Messrs. Crawford and Milner did the easiest part of the work.
It was very expensive to get work done during the year 1854, and workmien could
not be got.

TUESBAY, 2nd June, 1857.
Thomas A. Begly, Secretary to the Department of Public Works, cailed in

and examined.
I have examined the books of the Department of Publie Works, and find the

following to be the amounts paid to Bowie and Cassels, and Crawford and Milner,
on their contracts for the Junction Canal. The amount paid to Bowie and Cassels
was £1,064 18s. 7d., and to Crawford and Milner £19,627 6s. 3d., and a further
sum of £4,842 10s. 2d., advanced by the Bank of British North America to Mr.
Counter, is still due by the Government, on the contract of Crawford and Milner, in
consequence of sundry attachments being made thereon by parties at Quebec, a de-
cision not being yet had by the Court. The whole will make the sum of £25,534 10s.

When tenders were first received for the work, the lowest was that of Bowie
and Cassels, which was -accepted, and a contract passed with them. Those parties
having failed in their contract and given it up, the work was then let to Crawford
and Milner, at the prices of their original tender, they being the next lowest. Thé
next tender to Crawford and Milner was that of James Crawford and Andrew E1liot7
both very experienced contractors, who offered as security Mr. George Crawfon
M.P.P., and the Hon. James Morris. Their price was two thousand eight hundred:
and some pounds higher than the tender of Crawford and Miner.

A. 1857.
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Andrew Eliiot eventually got the work and completed it, but owing to the increase
in the price of labor and materials, the prices had to be considerably increased over
those at which they originally tendered. The anount paid to him for the portion
of the work which he performed over the price of Crawford and Milner exceeded
£16,000.

1 am, not aware of any arrangement having been made between Mr. Counter
and the Hon. Mr. Chabot, whereby Crawford and Milner were to receive an amount
over their contract prices. Mr. Chabot, as Chief Commissioner of Publie Works,
had no authority to do so.

I recollect an estimnate of £281, for work done in the month of October, 1854,
having been paid to Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Counter's' son-in-law, as the Attorney of
Crawford and Milner, and at the same time a further amount of £876 was also paid
to the same party, but not on the Engineer's estimate. The said sum of £876 was
given on the express condition of being applied to the payment of the labourers, at
the request of Mr. Counter, who represented therm to be in a starving condition ; this
money, notwithstanding, was not so applied, but was used for some other purpose.

It w'as provided for by one of the clauses of the contract, that the contractors
were not to be paid the full contract price, when they had merely done the upper or
less expensive portion of the excavation, or until the lower and more expensive part
was also completed. This course was adopted with regard to the portion of the
work done by Bowie and Cassels, which, being a part of the upper excavation, they
were allowed a price in proportion. Crawford and Milner were afterwards allowed
the benefit of this deduction in the settlement with thein.

There was a sum under £100 paid to the German labourers by the Govern-
ment, they having been left in a state of starvation on the work. This amount was
not charged to Crawford and Milner.

I now produce a telegraph of Mr. Counter to Mr. Chabot, dated 'VBrockville,
23rd December, 1854," of which the following is a copy

QUEBEC, 23rd December, 1855.
"By- Telegraph from Brockville.

"To Hon. J. Chabot.
" Mr. Page wants further instructions to pay in full, for final measurement and

"plant, without incurring the delay of again referring to Quebec. Please order
"payment of all he approves of, as I am in want, to meet the rernaining claims of the
"Canal, and instruct him to allow liberal prices for any extras that may appear.I

THOMAS A. BEGLY.

Mr. John Page, Engineer Public Works, called in and examined.
Read as his evidence page 61 of the Return made to the House of Assembly

in May, 1855, commencing,
MONTREAra, 7th April, 1855.

SI,-In compliance with instructions, I have the honor.to submit the follo-
ing remarks on the memorial of John Counter, Esquire, for losses alleged to have
been sustained by him directly or indirectly connected with the works of the June-
tion Canal. With a view of being better understood, it is proposed, first; to ailüòe
briefly to the several statements made, in the order they occur in the lmornoial,
supplying explanations either inadvertently or otherwise onitted, and closingwith
a short history of the mode adopted in conducting the operations, progress, &c

Ist. The Memorialist states he became one of the sureties for Messrs. Crawford
and Milner, &c., but omits what, in an appeal of this nature, it might haveen
well to supply, rianely ; whether he was actuated by motives, OfIriendship l

A.1,857.
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or with a view to pecuniary advantage, as the Contractors have always asserted
the latter to have been the case.

2nd and Srd. That labour, provisions, &c., were low when the I contract"
was entered into, but subsequeatly I doubled in value."

These statements are more or less correct if they are intended to cover a
period of several years, the Memorialist, however, refrains from alluding to the fact
that the work should have been completed within one year froni the time the con-
tract was executed, and neglecis to state the peculiar circumstances and conse-
quent knowledge of the parties in reference to the work before they entered into
the contract, namely ; that it had originally been declared to, and carried on for a
time by other parties, who, afLer giving it a fair trial, found theirprices insufficient,
and very judiciously offired to surrender the contract, which, on a full investiga-
tion, was accepted by the Department.

The tender next on the list being that of Messrs. Crawford and Milner, they
were notified of the fact, and previous to any further steps being taken,informed that
their prices were a mere trifle over those of the parties who had, during the pre-
vious week, relinquished the work, in fact, every argument was used to convince
them of the expensive nature of the materials to be excavated and the inadequacy
of their prices. On examining the locality, they at first seened to hesitate, but
after a few days absence, Mr. Crawford returned and stated he had been consulting
his sureties, who were men of capital, especially Mr. Counter, who requested then
(Messrs. Crawford and Milner) to go on as they could manage to do the work, and
make money out of it in some way.

l'hus it will be seen the parties had good warnirg in regard to prices, but de-
clined to avail thenselves of it, and so far as the rates of labour, provisions, &c.
are concerned, there was little, or in reality, no increase whatever, except the
ordinary rise of sumier over that of winter labour, from the day the contract was
executed, up to the fime (April, 1853) when the canal should have been completed.

4th. In reference to the inadequacy of the progress estimates, it may be said
that Contractors generally expect to invest a certain amount of their own capital in
plant, tools, &c., and otherwise in starting works of ordinary magnitude, this i%
however, more especially the case when 15 per cent. on the value 6f the work
done is retained, as customary under the Public Works Department.

5th and 6th. So far as regards the advances alleged to have been made by the
Memorialist, and his subsequent taking the work in his own hands, even with the
knowledge of a further outlay and loss being indispensable.

It is extremely difficult in such a case to imagine any one possessing one-half
the reported shrewdneçs of the Memorialist trusting alone to so baseless a fabric
as the mere leniency of the Government, without being able to urge some more
tangible claim than losses sustained from inexperience alone, in attempting to con-
duct a diflcult class of work, of which he neither did, nor could be supposed to
know anything, while the trade of the country was suffering fromn the works being,
and having been retarded through sheer mismanagement and the funds appropri-
ated for their early completion, misapplied to such an extent that renders it neces-
sary to apply to the Legislature for the sum of £15,000 over the original estimate;
which would have been ample, had the work fallen into the hands of good Con-
tractors.

7th. For a gang of two hundred and fifty men, read one hundred and seventy-
five, which includes all the persons employed in every capacity at the lime stated

8th. The expenses of pumping alluded to have been fully paid, and if the
Memorialist foun.d it necessary to keep a watch on an earth embaukment, it cere
tainly is the first instance on record to the best of my knowledge of such a precau-
tion being adopted.

9th and 10th. The shanties referred to as having been burnt were the prop t
of the labourers themselves. Those built (5 or 6) have along with all others b
taken off the Contractors' hands and paid for at their full value.
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11th and 12th. In regard -to the Memorialist being advised to petition the
Legislature and bis view of the manner it was received, the ,ComÈmissioners; as
also the menbers -of that body, will be able to decide whether the conclusionstar-
rived at are correct or otherwise.

13th. and 14th. Whether the Memorialist actedas security for the Contractors,
or for himself as the Contractor in re organizing a force, will be seen on reference
to the document understood to be the legal surrender of 'the contract, by which as
also other papers attached thereto, together with Memorialist's own statement, it
appears he had some time previously purchased the interest of Milner,:and subse-
quently .had the whole interest of Crawford assigned to him, when of coursehe
(the rnemorialist) became the sole Contractor, acting in all matters for bis own ni-
dividual interest, neither of th*e original parties interfering .n ,any shape except
signming the surrender and final estimate at my request.

The legal opinion obtained 'being that the documents executed between the
parties theinselves rendered the signature of Crawford and Milner unnecessary

In reference to the advice said to have been given by the Commissioners rela-
tive *to the surrender of the contract, it is only necessary to .say the Memorialist
was desirous (if he continued the work),of being paid:thefuture expenses inéured
without 'regard to contract or otherwise, whichdemand couldnot, underàany:cir-
cuinstances, be.entertained, especially as ithe workvas in ithe hands of a-person eo
unskilled in such matters as renders it questionable if he could ýcventaccomplish:it
atany price.

istead, however, of causing the work to be surrendered as stated, the Mem-
orialist did so himself within two iours after the suggestion :alluded ýto was made,
without the :possibility of bis having an opportunity of consultingin:any shape either
of the original Contractors.

15ith. As'regards Menorialist's property being in jeopardy, "' arising fr'om the
action taken by him as security for the Contractors.

It may be well to refer to. the 1st,18th and 14th paragraphs of the letter, which
it is presumed 'may assist in arriving at a conclusion whether he acted ;ic ihe capa-
city stated only, or as a:partner increasin'ig in power 'till he became the sole Coti-
tractor. But granting " that bis property 'is in jeopardy," it does not fhllow 'thathé
caail works are the cause, the Memorialist night have been, and doubtlesswas,
engaged in other operations which, if conducted with no better judgnent, wotlid
lead to the em'barassment 'he deplores.

16th. States " the loss arising from the contract bas been caused by circum-
stances which no human'beings could have guarded against."

This would ,have been correct if the followincr clause had been added, iz:
"that were unacquainted with such-works, .and failed to give them their oWa
attention,.or employ others of greater energy and.expe.rience than themselve

If ,the work had beern properly conducted, the whole, would have been -oom-
pleted before any vise of labor took place orthe sickness alluded to occurred

171th. In reference to memorialiat "being al.ways ready sto assist others," ifiay
be said thai reports give him credit for examining closely the terms on e, hieh
snoh assistance has;ge.nerally been ýrendered; at al events, he showed o4gre
stretch of liberality towards the poor emigrants brought by him on te th
many of vham died -by disease engendered from lackl-of the common ncessaris
of life, without an effort being rade te supply themwith-eitlier food or shIt-å,
till the Govemment itook the matter in l and and, authorized- the agrr of Èo
applied for the purpose. Even-the laborers wbodid wworik vere kept ot hei
earnings for month, notwithstanding thatcontinued drafls were made on
tained per centagewi'h a yiew ofenabling theseTiabilitisito be m The
thus granted was not.nfregaaßyso.erwisea 1 q a coursel
that, i a mdeasure,ep for hi h bor done to be ad

:i1gIesuem w%
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18th. Although the memorialist strives thyoughout to leave the impression,
that he acted only as security for the contractors, stili he closes by praying the
suiri of £14,145 7s. 2d. may be paid over to himself, withouat shewing one tangible
ground on which to base so modest a request, or in the remotest degree alluding
to the more than liberal treatment already received.

Having thus, at some length, gone into the various statements made by the
memorialist, which, if 1 nistake not, shows whether he acted from motives of in-
terest or otherwise, it now remains for me to submit a few remarks on the manner
the works were conducted, the cause that led to a surrender being desirable, and
a brief review of the settlement made with Mr. Counter, appproved as a whole by
Messrs. Crawford and Milner; each of these divisions will claim attentioti in their
respective order, viz:

The work having been relinquished by the first contractors, for the reasons
already stated, Messrs. Crawford Milner were informed of their tender being the
next on the list, who, after examining the locality and obtaining the benefit of
their sureties'. advice, took formai possession of the canal property on the 12th
May, 1852, and commenced operations on the 17th May, with the full and distinct
understanding that they entered on the work in the condition it was left by the
first contractors, and had nothing whatever to do, directly or indirectly, with the
quantities or rates paid for the work hitherto done, and that they were to employ
such a force and use such a degree of energy as would ensure the entire compie-
tion of the canal in April, 1853, agreeably to the tenor of a specification and con-
tract then submitted.

They, for the first few months, shewed a disposition to make a srong and
vigorous effort; but inexperience was evident in all their movements from
the first.

Their selection of managers were injudicious, the different gangs of laborers
improperly arranged, and every branch or department of the establishment reflected
the watt of practical knoWledge. Still they struggled on at a moderately fair
rate till the latter end of Septembar, 1852, when their efforts began to relax, at the
very time when greater exertions should have been made; but no ordinary degree
of urging or otherwise could, or at least, did succeed in inducing them to augment
their force and proceed more rapidly. It must, however, in justice bc admitted
that, if actions had kept pace with promises, the public would, long ere this, bave
had the benefit of the canal, and many unpleasant results been avoided. Thus
the works dragged on at a most unsatisfactory rate, tilt it was evident no effort
could complete them at the contract time (April, 1853). The water of the St. Law-
rence being then moderately high, and likely to continue so for another year, it
vas decided to allow the contractors (on their application) tilt April, 1854, to finish

the work.
This indulgence, however, seemed to produce a sort of remissness, that

showed plainly they had no disposition to make an effort to fulfil even this second
agreement. Mr. Crawford, then acting contractor, was frequently absent for weeks,
sometimes nearly months at a time, the overseers were often changed, and every
change appeared to bring about, if possible, a worse state of management, so much
so, that I have never, in the course of my experience, seen work so recklessly
and injudiciously conducted.

During the spring or summer of 1853 (uncertain which, but the deed of trans-
fer will show) Mr. Crawford stated the works would, in future, proceed in a more
satisfactory manner, as Mr. Counter had now acquired an additional interest in
the matter, he having purchased out Milnier. This prediction was, however, not
realized, the works continued to drag on as formerly till about the fall, when the
force gradually diminished, and duiring winter little or nothing was done.

In April, 1854, Messrs. Crawford, Counter and Jenkins went over part of the
work, called at the Engineer's office and talked over the matter, Wheu Mr. Craw.
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ford remarked he had given up alil his interest in the contract to Mr. Counter, who
in future would carry on the work, and Mr. Jenkins who acted as Attorney in
drawing money, &c., drew attention very forcibly to the matter by remarking,
" bear in mind, that it is not John Crawford but John Counter that is now the Con-
tractor, and he always does what he says.

Being glad to learn that the work had at last fallen wholly into the hands of
a person of the promptness represented by Mr. Jenkins, every thing was done in
the way of advances from the retained per centage, &c., to aid in promoting an
end so desirable ; a little better progress for a time was the resuit, but the force
continued small, and the management not in the least degree improved. Thus
matters went on till about the middle of July, when an epidemic broke out that
caused the work to be suspended for a few weeks. On the sicknessyartly abatiùg
Mr. Counter made considerable efforts to get on a larger force, to effect whiehn a
number of Gerrnan emigrants were sent on frorn Quebec, but unfortunately the
contractor forgot to provide either shelter or provisions for ther; from this glarng
oversight much suffering resulted, the men were unaccustomed to the class of work,
rendering their services in a great measure useless, and the absence of everything
in the shape of food or shelter brought on sickness, of which upwards of 40 died.
The inhabitants remonstrated through the newspapers and otherwise, yet niothing
was done for the sufferers, tilt the Government took their case into consideration,
as already stated. Meantime the works were progressing slowly, and Mr; Counter
occasionally amusing himnself with hunting for flaws in the contract., in whiclhe,
however, did not prove very successful. Towards Fall the labourers were not paid
for upwards of two months, althdugh regular monthly estimates had been given.
This also was the cause of much suffering and dissatisfaction.

From the foregoing it will be seen the arrangements were extremely defective,
the management injudicious, the contractor inexperienced, and the workmen,
starvincr and I may add the trade of the country suffering to an alarming extert,
from ihe manner in which the works were then and had hitherto been retarded ;
with a knowledge of these facts, it will at once be evident that a surrender of the
contract was not only desirable, but if withheld a forfeiture was inevitable.

In reference to the settlement made at the time of the surrender of the côn-
tract, I freely confess my inability to give good and sufficient reasons for rmny f

the items allowed, except on the grounds that I acted with a view to a liberal inter-
pretation under existing circumstances, and of preventing every thing in the shapä
ofclaim heing made or in future entertained.

Had strict justice, according to the terms of the contract, been meted , a
declaration. of lorfeiture instead of the acceptance of a surrender woul h
been the resuit. Hence the previous liberal treatment of the Gov'ernrnent wll, il
is hoped, bear out the more than liberal settlement hitherto effected.

By referring to the contract, it will be seen,
1st. That earth excavation throughout, that is to say, top and bottom are t

uniform prices, at which rates the contractor was allowed, nótwithstandinï that
nearly one fourth of the bottoming remains to be done, one half of whieh n b
transported a greater distance than any previously excavated; or, in other words
the work remaining will cost fully double the price of that done

2nd. Rock excavation was allowed for all boulders it was found necesàary t
blast or otherwise remove; by the contract they were not to be allowed, ns
containing two cubic yards.

According to the latter measuremenuthere were 90-25 cubic yards.
By the former-there were..... ........ .... 485.63

3rd. The entire quanti;y exéava'ted fromi the prismôf the Canalwas al
and paid for as earth excavation.By the contract, boùldersbwere o b
when used for rip rap wall or crib ballast, eof which there are 2,415 eíbie yards.
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4th. The contract price for pumping was £1500, of which 'fullyýtwo-thirds
remains to be doue; the.sum of £4250 was allowed.

5th. The sum of £614 2s. 6 d. was allowed, being the amount-retained on
the surface excavation done by the first contractors, that is to say, the difference
between the price allowed Bowie and Cassels and the contract price of Crawford
and Milner, notwithtanding the contractors were distinctly informed before exe-
cuting any legal instrument, that they had no claim, nor need expect payment of
any such amount.

6th. The sum of £658 13 s., was allowed to pay the labourers and hired teams
employed on the work after the 10th of November, that being the day Mr. Counter,
by a letter, offered to surrender the contract. The whole quantity of excavation
done after that date was allowed to meet the expense of the contractor's teams up
to the time of the Appraisers' award being made.

7th. The whole of the plant, machinery, tools, horses, scows, shanties, and
everything connected with the work was taken off the contractor's hands and
valued by Appraisers, inutually chosen, who awarded the sum of £2,109 6s. 8d.

Had the work been completed according to:agreement,-the whole of the plant,
&c., would have remained on the contractor's hands,"and could not have been sold
for any other purpose, at one-fifth of the value put on it bythe appraisers.

The ainounts thus paid, irrespective ofýthercontracet, are as follows:
For Plant, Tools, &c., &c., say three-fourths of award.......... £1;582 0 0

" Rock excavation 895 at4s....................................... ...... 79 0 0
" Rock excavation allowed in excavation 395, at Is. Old.... ..... 20 11 5
" Section 1, boulders allowed in excavation 6.642, at 1s..........332 2 0
" Section 2, boulders allowed in excavation 11,108, at:ls. ld.... 601 13 8
" Cribwork boulders allowed in excavation 7,655, at Is, .......... 382 15 0
" Pumping..................... ........................... .. 400 0 0
" Amount retained on surface excavation done by contractors... 614 2 6,

Amount........ .................... £4,012 4 7¾

Thus it will be seen the contractors have been:paid the sum of £4012 ds. 7d.,
over and above what they had a right to expect by the contract, besides having by
far the most difficult and expensive portion of the work yeit to be done, and retarding
the operations for three years, thereby entailing a debtton the Province for interest
alone of £5,400, and in addition procastinating till;labor has risen so much in value
together with leaving the most expensive portion ýundone, -that it will be necessary
to apply to the Legislature, as already stated, for a further appropriatIon of
£15,000 over the original estimates, making:the over ;expenditure:as follows, viz:

Appropriation required......................... £15,000 0
Interest on £80,000 for three years....... ......... 5,400 0 0
Amount paid irrespective of contract..... ......... 4,012 0 0
Superintendence, &c., for three years, at £550 .......... 1,650 0 0

Additional cost caused by contractors......-..... £26,062 0 0
Being a sum nearly equal to that they asked to ,complete the work in the first

instance.
In conclusion I must confess my inability to imagine on what principle of

law, equity and common sense, any man, or set of men, could expect to be paid
an additional sum for alleged losses that no practical man 'would for a tmoment
admit as having occurred, while the party inaking the appeal had, through sheer
mismanagerment, entailed a loss ,on the Trovince of £26,062, in addition to the
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injury done to the commerce of the country,, especially individuals engag9d in
forwarding and shipping.

I have the honortobe, Sir,
Your obedient humble servant

(Signed,) JOHN PAGE,
Engineer of Public. Works.

P. S.-In connection with, this subjecti I beg to draw your attention t6,my
letter of the 2nd: October, 1854,, in reference to works of- importance. beingbplaced
in the hands-of incompetent-persons, at prices:below their actual value.

(Signed,) JOHN PAfGE
The prices allowed in the contract of Messrs. Crawford and Milner were too;

low. There were other tenders from 'nen of experience-; ihere was one fior
the firm of Crawford and Elliott who were third on the list of tenders, and. thé
amount of.their tender was.£2,800 above Crawford and Milner, and had they'
got the work in the first place, I have no doubt they would have finished it bydthe
spring of 1853, and I am quite certain' tey would have doue so by. the springof
1854.

I refer to the instructions on page 45, as part .of my, evidence.
Sir,-The surrender of their contract by Messrs. Craw.ford and Milner fo

the work of the Junction Canal, having been accepted of by the Comnissioners
1 am directed to request that you will proceed there at your earliest convenience,
and adopt such measures-as will conduce to the completing of that important
work in the shortest possible- time.

You are authorised to undertake the completion of it either by an establish-
ment directly under the Department, or by making a, contract on the mostfavor-
able terms you eau with -some, party or parties - of unqpestionable experience and
ability. to carry on the work in a prompt and satisfactory manner

in, accepting the surrender of the work, the Commissioners have agreed t.
take off the.late Contractor's ;hands such: plant, machinery, and toolssmay be
in your judgment, suitable and, useful in the prosecution of the work ,,the value
thereof to be fixed by mutual arbitrators, but, should you find it more for the public
interest to let the completion ofit asbeforestated, in such a case you wilhave
an understanding with the contractor that he is to take off such plant, &c., atthe
valuepaid for it by the Department."

(Signed,) T. A. EEGLX."

At the close of the final estimate and the valuation- of the plant, Mr. Counter
expressed himself to me as being highly satisfied -with theliberality he had ex-
perienced from the Board of Works, but he expressed his intention atîthe sin
time that he intended to apply to the Government for some more money

I was resident Engineer on the wórk at the time when Crawford and Milne
commenced operations on the work, and Mr. Crawford was the actirig Cont ràctor

Mr. Crawfordî'in.orversation stated to me more than once, that although he
had been an extensive contractor on buildings he was unacquainted' h W k
of excavation and Ie was then simply serving an 2porenticeship tà snch Wor
which I repliedithat I;was afraid he would'have to pay a heavy apprenticé

In explaration ofthe paymentof the sum of £28land:the sum o7£
in November, 1854, [refer to my statement. onpage 77, third parag7,h7 o
return before referredIto.

"Memorialist admits that the ,money paid on October estimateyvash
wise applied than to paying the labourerse, but glosses over the irregulari,
introducing al ong conversation, said to have taken place between himnselfand
the Chief Commissioners, the only portions of which thatrocntred toykpo
ledge are asfollows ;theQctoberprogress estimatel amounted to281, bu
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morialist stated that it would take over £1100 to pay the current expenses, the
Chief Commissioners being desirous to have the work urged on, from the great
difficulties experienced of egress or ingress to the Iroquois Canal, resulting from
the unfinished state of the embankment and low stage of the river, causing rany
just complaints from forwarders and others, with that view he called on me and
stated he would be glad I would cancel the estimate for £281 and make out
another for £1100, if such could consistently be done, so as to enable the Con-
tractors to pay the men employed. On his being informed that all the per centage
had been advanced during the summer, except £476, and without advancing on
the pro rata rates, the sum asked could not be made up, and that I did fnot feel
justified in increasing the latter without having some authority to show for so
doing, my instructions connected with the work being to take the contract as the
guide in establishing these rates, with discretionary power to make such ad-
vances from the retained per centage, as circumstances rnight demand or the
Commissioners authorize, and the latter had been already done to the fullestwar-
rantable extent. On this the Chief Commissioner stated he would issue a certi-
ficate fo'r £400, which with the retained per centage and estimate would amount
to £1il7, to be applied to the express purpose of paying the workmen."

. And I have to state in addition that Mr. Counter has admitted in his memo-
rial that the £1157 was not applied to the payment of labour on this work.

PUBLIC WoRxS, TORONTO,

30th March, 1857.
Sit,-I am directed to acknowlege the receipt of your letter of the twenty-

first instant, asking for copies of documents connected with Mr. John Counter's
contract for the works of the Junction Canal, for the purpose of their being laid
before the House of As-embly, and to state that the whole of the desired infor-
mation can be had by reference to the Appendix E.E.E.E. of the Journal of the
Legislative Assembly for 1854-5.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

THOMAS A. BEGLY,
Secretary.

J. NOTmÂN, Esquire,
Conmittee Clerk,

House of Assembly.

[Translatio.}
QUEBIEc, 8th April, 1857.

SI,-In reply to your letter of 24th March last, relative to my appearance
before a Committee of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, I would beg of
you to inform the Committee that I am ready at any time to appear at their sun-
mons. I must inform you, however, that if I am compelled to absent myseif
before the 1st May, the publie judicial business would suffer considerably as the
Superior Court sits in term on 17th April. From the Ist to the 17th May, I shall
be perfectly free. If my presence is require'd by the Comrnittee will you be good
enough to let me know a few days beforehand.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) J. CHABOT.

Jon# NOTMAN, Esquire.
My address is "Donegana's Hotel, Montreal"
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PUBLIC WORKS,
TORONTo, ih May,.185

Sti,-As requested by your letter of this day, I am directed to give the fol-
lowing statement of prices állowed to Mr. A. Elliot, on bis contract fur works of
Junction Canal.

Earth excavation in raceway, weir, pit, puddle trenches, and for rnaterial
borrowed from embankment, one shilling and eight pence currency, per cubie
yard.

Rock excavation in raceway or weir pit, six shillings and threepence cur-
rency, per cubic yard.

Puddle in rear of walls, between foundation timbers and at sheet piles, &c.,
two shillings and sixpence, currency, per cubic yard.

Masonry of weir, laid in hydraulic mortar, two pounds two shillings and
sixpence per cubic yard.

Rubble masonry, in mortar, eighteen shillings per cubic yard.
Rubble masonry, dry, twelve shillings and sixpence per cubie yard.
Concrete, made with hydraulie cement, one pound five shillings per cubic

yard.
Pine timber for foundation, bridges, &c., one shilling and one penny per

cubic foot.
Pine plank for flooring, &c., fout pounds ten shillings per M. feet, board

measure.
Pine plank for sheet piles, five pounds ten shillings per M. feet, board mea-

sure.
Oak plank and scantling, seventeen pounds ten shillings per M. feet, board

measure.
Wrought iron, sevenpence per pound.
Cast iron, fivepence do.
Construction, maintenance and removal of coffer dams, &c.

and twentylfive pounds.
I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
CHARLES DAWSON SHANLY,

Chief Clerk.
W. S. Conger, Esquire, M.P.P.
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MIS CE LLANEOUS.

Labour. & Apparatus,

1852. d s . £ s.d.
liat Paiti Bowle Cassols laying Riail track ..... ................. .......... 10 O O ...

il dg et do for il() Cars, also for Tools, Furniture, Slceers,
Tics, Ilarniess, &c., as pet Iiîvîvîîto y.................. ........ 237 18 8Ma yor -tovOI4, 1aLtrases, .c., a. e

44 et .« do for 5 drîîughlt hor-sU8.................................... 100 O O
.9 e e . Caritii, foi, 750 feet biuards ........................................ 10 O ..

4 17 î ' Illy.,Itla 1illiaîa por rect-ipt.................. ....................... 2 10 ...
Id "foi 10 1os Stoîte fromr Bowio I% Cassels.............................. ...... O ....

21 " Aii, for hairdware.................................. ..................... ... ...... 03 Gj
id de tg <oilety, tor it. l<c hauldies .. ........................... . . ... 4 10 0

fl 4 uty ontik -t<liai ides .............................................. ...... ...... 28 9
24. " Joseffli Seolel, f'or lîîodwaro.............................................. ...... O0 14 lot

M 1ha f*or lltuilftiig Stable ....................................... ...... ...... 5 17 O
31 Illotellinson. foi, Pliek..................... ......................... ...... ...... I1 2 6.

f4lor. 2' 8cows, 120 Wlieel barrows, anti Pick.haidîes...................... ...... ...... 30 12 0
ç e t$foi- IPtiîp-sucker ......................................................... ...... ...... O0 10 0

for lti'tilher front Brady ............... .............................. O 3 9
i e for 1Buggry.................................................. ............

Hlenry ItoNe, for 112,700 feet timnber ........................ ....... 1140.1 6
9 c eAssei1stitte, for- Svows ........................... ................ ...... ...... 61 15 0
44 d Bovie autt Cassvls, for Tfools, &ce., lis per invoice,................. ...... ...... 7 19 6

17 17 for Onts ........................................................ ...... 0a3......
ft I o ..................................................................... ...... 0 141) .9

d 1 ce epra 1 arnjess........................................................ ........ 2......O

" 21 iv ..

Ca Bfook_........... ..... ........... .............. O o O
24 Nails andi Ink ....................................................... ...... 3 10 0 ...

0 oblstravelling expenses.........................................11
freiglit of Wlieel4....................._.......................... ... ...... 01

27 "Cîu<ttl Iles ......................................... .................... s ...
c . d dtty on LI Scowvs, 31s. 3d0.; Newman, for repairs of ditto, 588. Iti... ...
84 4 gcartage of 1vi aidOafs .... . ...................................... ... .. 019 0 ...
44 i .expenses to Piescott of John Cafrwitli Es4tiniateP ct. 1851. 1 7 6 .... ...

e 4 do 10 Qttelec iii Novettîber, IS51 ..................... 1217 6 .... ...
g texpenlses to OgdeilSIhurghi for Scows anti Castings .... ............ 1 6 3 .... ...
"" elegraplis lit. *suîdry lAines........................................... ...... O 10 6 ...

20 «' expenise4 to Kintgstont..............................................i1 10 0 .... ...
2e) " bailitig out Seows......................................................O0 10 O ... ...
« l expetset transporting Scows ........................ 1............. 1 15 O ...

"" oegrp li.e tclroekville ........................................ 4.......O1 ...

expeise

loaduttg Scows, &c ......................................... .......... I 4 0O...
expenisea tb Presctt. of joseph Mlilier l October, 1851 ........... 1 7 6

et 9 texpetîses to 1lrockville of ditto li Jantîary, 1852.......... 3 10 0 ... ...
tg Id IlTelegraffl andi Postages............................................... ...... O0 12 O ...
tg e "e LXltie te 111ttilda................... 2 1)o

i i 1,passange to Quebec anti expenses there .......................... 2 12 6 .. ...
94 t Xpenýrses ait Montieal..................................... ............ À 15 O . .. ...

paissage of Milliter cati Scobeil1, Qîtebse to Matilda ...... ........... 2 12 O ... ...
17 pssagetoKitîgstotî..ý.............................................. 015 O ... ...

do of Ie iic i Clerk to Etiwartisburghi.................... 1 15 O ... . .
for Blooksa :c atiotuery.................................... .... 1Il6
passage to Kinigston..................................... 0-1 O ... ...
f'or IIay, ais per receipt, to W. F. Gales........... ....... ..... 60 ......
Dykes & Co., foi- Oats, as pet» receipt........................ 39 IL 8

Pri, do do .............. .............. ...... ...... 47 8 O ...
Julie - " a,,e t f nieta for month of Macy, (tietailed in tirne-book,) .... 39418 7j . ...

Long, for Stontes, as per vouclter .......... ..................... ...... 4 14 10 ...
17 " Peters, for 1latk, ilo ................. ... .... ............... ...... O0 18 9
12 " Service do tio ......................................... ...... 016 6 ..
25 « Mark for Stonle,... ........... . . .................................. . ....... 5 0O ...
Il1 T. Wtcdd.ell, for jllacksmith's work, tas lier voccer .............. 12 10 Il ...1...
ce g in9, do0 do .......... 4 13 0 ... ...

;8 Mline, Porenan, as per vourher ................................... 131il 3 .... ...
2: 4 "Cahili, 35s., aîîd RcH inty, 31s .........................................
1 Dillon, for Ocra, as pet- vocher........... ....................... ........ ....

31 " ltchittsotu, for Picks, do ................. ............ .... .... ... ...... ...... i1 2 6
4 lreninan, for Suekers, do .......................................... ...... ...... O 8 O

Huîtchiitsou, for 12 Pick-txe.v, as pet, voucher .......................... ..... ...... 2 5 O
it e «Akin, f'or sutîtries, as per is. aceouitt..................................... ..... 1. 0 0

4 " I for 1 Wagont, as pet- vouchiet'.......................................... ...... ...... 1 5 O
1.9 Burns, f'or Quis do ............................................. ...... ...... o 15 0

1 ) for 1 BeIl andi Chairs ............................................ ............. i1 15 0
2 & CI 'or 113 feet Luniueratnd 1.1 sticks Tiniber iii Prescottb.............. ........ 2 5 O ...

1 7 "Chuttey, foi- Ploutrh, ais uu-rtvotîclier............ ................. ........ ......... 410 O
et for <.)uus, Patent Pail letistecul, Table .............. ............... ..... ... ...... 1 8 9

fo asacn, t hirs, aîîd ]3eti.cord ................................ ...... ... h 6 3
i4 e 4la niel Coon, for d îi eolbarrows, as per voutuhier ......... 16 5 O

tg 6 Orme, for Ocîs, as pet' voucher............................... ::: ......
expetises tii Brockville in jalnnary, 18;52................... 3 10 O ... ...

d o to Quebrec in May, 1852 .......................... 10 10 0O ... ...
freighit anti duties on Skiffacut CastingS ............. ........ ...... 316I

94 :. lfrcighit, dîuty, ati lock -dues on Pork, Catings, &o ................. ...... i 8
4 estorago andt towing Seowa ........................................... ... ... 3 ....
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MISCELLANEOUS.-(Continued.)

1852.
June 7

" 13
"25

" 6
14

" 6
"9(fi4

.4 ci

17
18

" 22
" 24
" 12

" 23&25

July -

20
"4 10
", 5

44 15

" 30
20
29

"i 5

" 27
"9&22

"c 7

" 21
" 30

"4 9
"6

" 29

" 14

"15
"10

Augjust -

4 7
"19

c, i

" 18
"6

" 26j
"4 9

"26
" 19

September3

" 9

" 21

Labour.

Paid Westgate, Ship Carpenter's passage, &c ...............................
sundry expenses............................ ......
expenses to Kingston, and men's bill in Prescott....................

do to Napanee and to Prescott..................................
" freight on Iron ........ ............................. .............................

making Boom....................................
" Sawyers in P rescott ...........................................................
" freig ht and charges on Stove ...............................................
" for Oats, 14s. 3d. : freight of sundries, 10s. 6d., as par vouchers.
" Anderson, for Whippletrees,Hlames,and repairs, as per voucher
" J. S. Gilman, for Teans and Horse-keep.................
" . do for 1 Wagon, (see above) ..............................
" for Coal for Blacksmith, as per voucher..............................
" for Canal dues ..................................................................
" for Flour ................................ ,......... ..............
" for Tar, 3s. 9d.; freight 3s. 9d............................................
" for Charcoal and Lumber ........ ...................
" for Nails ......................... ...............

Dardis, for Oats.......................................... . ..........
Telegr ap, postages, and travelling expenses...... .......
for Potatoes, Provisions ................... 4...............

" Servants' vages.................... ...............
Swages for June, as detailed in time-book ..............................
" P. 'H1ara, as per voucher .... ......... .................
- lennan, for Pine Timber, as par voucher ... .................

Foley, for Nails ............. ,.......................................
M cCarty and others, for work..................... ......................
W addell, for repairs, as per voucher .......................................

"Kingston Marine Railway, for repaira of Scows, as ear account3.
C. Lafleur, for jobbin-work and cribbing, as per is account...
Brgy harness and agon . .
2 sets ofyharness . . ar. . .....................

"Chamnberlain & Worrall, for Truck-wheels and axles; Car ditto,
Shovels, &c. &c., as per their Invoi ce............ ..........

D. Carman, for Boards Scantling, &c., as per his acceunt..
"Cheney, for 6 Truck.wheels...,..................,.............

" Coon, for barrows and 24 wheels, as par youcher...............
" for 17 WheelbarrRws, as per voucher...................

for 51 bushels Coals............................. .....
Akin, for sun drs.................................

"for Tar............................................. ...............
.freight and charges ..................................

travelling expenses this month............... ..............
olabe r on Scow, carting, &e.......... ....... ......... . ..............

duty on Goodas from Chamberlain & Wrral ....... ...................
for i bushels C a .............................................................
duty on 50 Wheelbarrows, as par voucher ............................

' do on Casting s do .................. ...........
for 51 bushels Coal, do ..............................
afor i.epairing W aggon, do ..............................

for Powder and Fuse, do ..............................
for freight and chars on sundries, as par voucher ...............
SGleeson & Johnson, for Hay.... .....................

" Barton for ae tatot... .......... ..................
" Nieholas Carman, for board of John Crawford, G. Crawford, and

J. Moore, as par voucher d.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . ...." * Cahill's expenses, as par voucher.............. ...............
Saddler, f or repair o.. ..................... ..............................
" f r sundries for house ....................................... ............

" .do do as par voucher .............................
" do do o .............. ......................
for Charc al, do .............. ..................
2 mo t s' rent o house te McCarty.................................

SMDonnell, for 2 horses ....... ................................
Irving, for do .... ............... .................
wages for July, as detailed in time-book ............................... il
- do supernumeraries, not in do .............. .................

" for Car boxes, 35s.; lth, harness, 47s. 6d.; hames, 7s. 6d........
" for R ivets, 68. 3d ..................................................................
" McDonnell, for 1 horse ......... .........................
" Shaver, for Straps, 6s.; 13th, repaira, 9s. Sd., as per voucher
" for Coal, 31s. 3d.; 7th, for Hay, 17s. 6d., do
" expenses to Ogdensburg and .rescotit ..................
" rent to Keefer, 50s., sundriP,, for bouse, 2s. 6d ........................
" Fraser's bill for Provisione .................... ,..........................

Davis, for 50 feet Timber ..............................................
Chaffy, for a Pump, as per check .....................
A. Mair, for 2 Portable E ngines,and charges ..................
Cok an.d Calvin, for Pine Timber .........................

" men bringing down Scows &c. ..........................................
D. Carman, for Scantling, ioards, and Planks, as par Invoide.

" for Pine Timber........ ......................... . -
for Powder ............... ............. ...

" for making Balta, as ýer voucher- ..ï ............. ....
8 60

Mateeialsq,
&c. &G!Apaats

£ s. d.
2 4 0
1 13 9
2 2 6

0 12 6
0 15 0

18 9

0 7 0

1 88
0 14 4j
1 5 0

1073 4 1l
0 10 0

5 13 1
0 15 '

65 17 7

. 14 .

.. 9 .
.15 

012 2ý
012 1

22 16 7

912 6

.. i

....

...... *

A. 1857..~

£ s. d. 2 s. d
3 5 7 ...

1 4 9
00

1 0 0

0 15 0 . ...
0 9 8 ...

0 6
1 4 10
0 3 14 .

50 0 .

2 10 0 ...
0 6 8 ...

217 o 8

45 00

4 12 6

164 19 6 7

.. 12 9 9 ...
. . 1012 6

5 0 0 ...
014 2
012 6

...... 6.8..

0 170

1 1 3
316 3
1 16 O
6 10 0

0 4 7*

0 14

...... 30 0 0

..... 12 10 0

...... 4 10 0ý

0 15 ......
2 8 9 ...

..... 31717 6
14ê010

8614 3
0 16 0

0 6 8,
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MISCELLANEOUS.-(Continued.)

Labour. Mate-rials.

1852. Bd l. .C
Sept'ber -Pid wages for Angust, as detailed in time.book !.................1628 16 3 .....

do Supernîuueraries, not in do .................... 15 3 5
Elliot, for 1 horse .................... 20 o
Long, for i do ................... ....................... 12 10 0

October - wages for September, as detailed in timebook .............. 152414 .
do Supernuneraries not in do ..................14 3 6

" 6 " for 114 feet Timber, 28s. 104f.; 4 yards Canvas, 5s. 4d.................. 1 14 2
for Files, 7s. Od.; Leather for Pump, 30s......................... .... 1 17 6
for Tituber............................. ....................... 1 10 8
1 sett of harness ................................................................ 2 12 6

2 Chanbers, for Titber, £6 Os. 4d:; Main, for do 53s. 2d........... ..... 9 2 .
J. Hi. Evans, for Iron and Steel, as per invoic........................ 12 9 0

do 1 Anvil, 73s.; 3 sledge-bamners, 25s. 3d.; BI. sut.
Bellows, 55s........... ............................................................ 7 18

D. Carmuan, for Plank and Scantling, as per invoice................. ...... loiS ....
William Angleu, for Littuber, as per invoice...................... ..... . 4 2 1
for 1 Chain ................. ............................. 0 3 O
Chambers,£41s.7d.; ituns, £115s.Id.; Martin, £3 2s. d.; for

Timber, as per vouchers........................................... ........ . 1819 1
Lavier, £5 5s.7d.; Davies, £5 14s. Id.; Raney, £13 4s., 'Main, £1 18s.

4*d.; W. Byers, £7 8s. lld.; O'Neil, £5 5s. 7d.; Breden, £10 Is.
10id.: andSpotsford, £8 4s 3id., for Tituber, as per vouchers................2..

is for Pick-haudles, as per voucher.............................................5
W. S. Aikin, for sundries, as per his account................. .......... 1 0 10 3

20 20 for 5 Oile-ans.................................................................. ...... . ....... 0 5 9
for Oats and Hay, 4th Oct. £5 Os. 6d.; 28th Sept. £3 5s. 6d.; 20th

Nov. £6 5s.; 24th Dec. £3 10s.; 26ti Oct. £4 S. 6d.............. ....... 22 18 6
Morlin, for Oats, £30 ; froight, 7s. 6d.; Coal 20s,................... ....... 81 7 .
Printing, £1 8s., duty on Castings, £1 4s id............ .......... 0......
travelling expenses to Ogdensburg, Prescott, and Kingston, &c.,

asct A ugust...................................................................... 5 5 il
do do do do in September., 5 15

expenses to Brockville, Kingston, Montreal, and Quebec... 16 17
tP il lotage of Steamn Dredge .................................................... .0 15 0
« t Interest on Note to A. Mair .............................................. ....... 2 4 8

do and Bk. Con. to Commercial Bank ........................... 56 5 7
" " for repairs on 13th September, as per voucher......,...................

for duties and toill do * . ..................
" 21 '' Burns for stindries, as par voucher, (Lumber, &c.,) ........................ 1 1 6" " for white-wash brush , ........................................ ......

Brown for Oats, £4 18s. 4d.; paid for Ilay, £6............................... 10 18 4
Reed, for rent ................................... .......,..410 ........ ,.
expenses to Ogdensburg, 29th Septemuber, and shoeing horse ... 9 *
Lockage in September, as par voucher .................................... O 10 O

" Il "freight on Coal and Iron, as par voucher ................................. 5 18 O
" 12 " Lockage on Lumber,3s.9d.; fr'ght n 1ron,16s.6d , as par voucher........ 1 3
"9 1 " Algier, for Coal, 10. 9d.; paid for Powder, 8s.d........................0 18 I0
" 14 duties, 1 s., Candles,9d ..........9d ......................................... ....... . 10 9" " "Shaver, for Timuber, 2s. 6iii.; Burns, for Pins, le. 8d.............. ....... 0 19 2" " "Johnson and others, for Oats....... .............................. .14 3 il
" 1 " Printing. £1 8e.; making fence, 12s. 6d., as per voucher......... O ." " "subscription to Widow Long. £1; to the Church, £2 10............ . . 10 O
" 14 Pidgeon's expenses to Ogdensburg, 2s. 6d.; horse liire, 7s. 6d . 10.." " MeArthur, for rent ef Jessup's louse.........................7 10 ." " " Keeper, for rent, £2 10s.; sundries, l. 9d........................2 10 O 0 1 9

Nov'mber22 " King, Blacksmith, balance of rccount . ...................... 6 9 1
wages for October, as detailed in time.book........ ....... 1173 6 Il
Pidgeon, for 111* days' work .............................. 41 10 3
Wages to sundry laborers paid off last Septemberand sumos not

extended in time.book................... .................... 38 8 il
do do do do doe 4324 ... ...

20 " for 17 places of Timber, as par voucher.............................. .4 I 7 ." for Timber, do. ..................... ..... 015 0" " "Mrs. McDonald, for cutting Timber . .............................. 5 10 ." " "for Shingles.......... ............. ........................ ..... 2 10 0
" 10 " for 222 places Lumber, as par vouchers .............................. 3 15 6" " " Waddell, for Picks, do.. ....................... ....... ......" " Lovely, for Pick.handles, .do
"e " " Brennan, for sundry repaira, as par voucher ........................ 1 7 71
" " " Lard for house.......... ............... ..................... i1 a

" " " utchinsoei, for Picks .................. 41
John Fraser, par invoices 3rd June, 161h July, U 13th Sept......... .6 19 ci 4 l6 8i
P. Moran, as par his account......... ....................... ..... 97 15 9

20 " Pidgeon, as par voucher ................... ..
freight of sundries, as par Voucher ................................. 13 9

" " " taxes do ............................... 1 8 6
Fraser for rent do ............................... a 5 61" " " McLennan, for ieef, 7s. 2d.; O'Brien, for do £2 5b. 6d..........212 8

" Bank Com. on 2 Checks ..... ....... ................ ........ o 18 9" " " Commercial Bank interest on Account Current........................ 38 ô 7
do Bank Com. on do ............ .... 814 '0do lterest and Bank Cem. on balance...... ........ 1 3 O" " " Notarial charges on 2 Checks............ ................ 17 7

"Bank Comcri1 Check.1 1.............................. 616 .
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MISCE LLANEOUS.--(Contnued.)

Labour. Apparatus<te. <te.

1852. £sd£sd
Nov. Paid Reed, for rent, fire.wood, and posture, per voucher 2 17 6 .

De' Iber~ irby, forsundies .id 4 dJ. bilint.r's travelling expenses from eud of May to end ofI
Noember, 1852....... ................................ ...... ...... 14 Il 9 ... ...44J. Dif', for Aceoutit Books'...................................... ... 3 I,

44J. Cr-awferd's travellinig expenses to Prescott, Montrealand......3i
Khugston. ............. ........... 1 49...... ......131ff c I ank Com. on 2Che............... ...... 0'2.............. 62

44 c ,Store Aceounit for Goocis for housbe ................................ 201 l ...... ...tg c dP. Moiran's Store Aceount forI.................................. 2 13, 31 ...
Dema- wages of men iii Noveuiber, ms detailed in time book....... .... 675 8 Il :" .. .

do of supernutnerarics,paid bv J. Milmer.....................i O 3 .... ...et ci de do do 0 b Crawford ................ ... i 1 7' ... ....4. t 4MeMillan, for board, aud b)alanice or wageu, per vogeeber.......... 15 1 5t .... ...et d lMorrisou<'s board........................... 1....
idMeLenn, for 2 stic.ks Timber, as per volieher.,.................. 1 O , 0, 7 6 ...fiRany, and servants' wages......1ý......61........................... 2 5 O ... ...tg < < Goods for house... ............................... .................... 4 1 9 .._ 1 ...

John A. rss wages ... ......................................... 40 O 0 .. ...
N. Carrnan, te account of board..... .................... 5 10 ý4 ...

«wages for December, as detailed in t ..e.o.................8371 14, 71 ...
31 J. Mooeas salry to date..................e. -.. .. *'',* -......... 49 3 9 ...

id té I Molsen, for freight and charges, as p..a.on................... ..... 18 17 1 ....il t dArmstrong, for 1 Cutter, (mate ils for sarae)..# .......... .......... 510 o
6 : for Tr 4.2. ei 27.lia e ~ce............citravelnepne................... i .... ...

"6 fer rearn inos s d. ndc for horsas, 4s. 4d............... O90

44 
Ta¢ ·

1,*

for .ekg o cw ....................................... ob......

1853.
January ing, Blacksnith, as par vouher............-.............-. i t.e «J. Milner's travelling expeuses iu Jariuary and February .. 12 6 ...O.tg .9 D. flMurray ............................................ 8....... ....... ý17 o

$4 s lJ. Crawford's travelling expenses, January and February...... 6 12 6 ...
te .

2 'Pid4veon's %vages to this* da.s, 42 dots, and extras........ 1 66.......161
R. ýMolMillan's wages te acconut,( Goods) ................. 17 17, 2 ...ciSaddler's bill for repairs, as par vouehaer....... ....................... 18i

20 R. ldeMilIan's wages te account <cash) ........................ 5 0 O ...
22 22 Caffrey's do ................................................. 8313 si....
18 D'Iillon .............. .................................................. o 3 9 ...etSteve-pipes, 4s.; haruiess straps, Os. 3d............ ................... ...... ...... Ojo1 3id 24 Bfigelow, for 2445 feet Cedar, as per voueher'.-...... *'*"*** *« 014 ..............934de*.I for surcinfles, 18s., 2 axes iu Pi-eseott,.lOs ...................... ... .... 1 8 0f di Carnian, for 1'ickle.handles-......... . ......................... ................ 10 0 oac xpansas on 1 Note...................................................... O0 5 4 ...44 Bank Cein. on Cheeko. ... .................................. ...... O0 4 5 ...

:1 fredglt te flrowse &t Baile, pa voee...................2 2 3difor Locks...........................................O0 3 9 ....Fobu.ry Fi< ~e for January, as detailed iu tiirte.boe-k..............2..15.Y« or fS. Grahami, 8 days -iu Derenuber last...................... 1 12 0 ...di et Jd. Moore's salary, 50 doys, te 24th Fa7brnary .................. 12 10, eO ... ...de 4 d snndry'expenses of J. Crawford, ineluding Moran's bill....Il......23isi d dD. C arman's secount We 18th January. 1853..ý....................... ...... 35 17 '0'21tg 8 4A. M air's Bill, lueluding ni1 lb.sa emns............... "
sundrias Vaid by Joseph Milner ........ ...... 4.................. 7. 7

44 d lCheney, for Truek-wheels, as per uoi.......................34
'< e Bryce, for Repe, <ea per invoice ................ ................... 34 I1 4

4( I avens, for Wiaelbarrows, as per invoice... .................... 1 12 isSeIdCotton, for bevel 'Wheels, &o. &e. as per invoica.,'.......................4 8 l
Curlay, for Stene, as per vouchar ................ ................. ...... 5 19 ...

'<Commercial Bauk, luterest on Acr.t. Current te 18th Feb., 1853 ............ 8 18 10 ...d IdInterest on Bryca & Co.'s Account ................... ................ 0 il ....
Id Jesse Joseph, fer'Ceai, as per ïnveice ... . ........................... 10i4discount on 1 Nota....................... ... ....... ..... 2

< " " G. Orawford's iex nses te Prascott................... 3
R o b ar d te n , a ý7 h ...r..ar..vo u eh er.......................... . . . . . 6 O Ogo d ' o r 0 i a n s t -va n ;l1 . . . . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . 2 0 6 4

0118

et ' oOtetfor 011ïe ond 9iin~ 2L Msy .....
tg i' ..frlLat e essonOApi ............................. ....... 154

< ' by'Miluar in April and May, foi, Ta1agra...................... ...... o O

hstud gosog.

MelXilntr's travelling expeuses Su Mareh; .rl sudï e...... .....4Parc .- ay..
- "wsges for Pabruàry, as detafled in time-book................. 8824ù

do 10 do
S"MineredStoretor do and. ............e- d a............. .. .......ifr y k s uPowder . .. .. 6November, 1852.........,................................... 14.5 12

t . . n g.. ....... ... ...................................... . . . .
Brady, 'for ..n...................... ............."Stoe ccount ori Good for hose.. ... .. .410.., fer...........20 1

tg et.~ St,. 91

f. or' S tls~oepccon for "d .. s....... .................... ...... 13 .8 i
wage of me.n.oe bea.dtiedi .im. o...... .... 67511
Coek8 of. surnutnricl's, Ddbyte J .fnr..........................0 3 8

do <' Walle £10do do. £ Os~.Crwford S .................. ..6o7" Rany, ad servansae.................................... ..5 0
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MISCELLANEOUS.-(Continued.)
M M ~U

1853.
March

"

"t

pi
"i

"i

"g

"é

"

May

June

Apri

May

June

"i
"g

"g

Julyf

April

May
June

"i
"

" az

Jue

"t

"

"

"

"i

"

Paid sundry wages in Jannary, as per June book ...........................
Miller, for board in Febiruary, as per voucher..........................
" Waddell, Blacksmith, do .............
for 117 cords Stone.................................
for Powder on 23rd February................................................
expenses to Brockville and Prescott .......................................
J. A. Fraser, for house expenses, as por voucher .................
16 cords W ood on 10th April, 1853 .........................................
Carman, for board, on 12th April, 1853 ....................................
McCarty, for house for Coons...............................
for 4 cords W ood.............. , .............................
for 151 do ......................................... ......
for bringing Scow s..................................................................
protest on 1 Note ..................................
wages for March, as detailed n timo-book...............
for 2 Steel Shovels and 2 Axe-handle.........................
Brennan, for repairs, as per toucher ........................
Bank of British 1North America, for discounts ........................
for Coal, £1 2.. 6d.; Powder, £4 12s. 6d1.; freight of Iron, £3 ......
for Boards, £2 Os.; 1 barl 'Pitch, £211s 3d.,...........................
for Nails and Spikes, 14s. 2d.; 1Sth, 3 cwt. Iron, £6 8s...............
for 2 bills Hoop-iron, £2 5s.; 1 cask Nails, £2 5s........................

" Storey, for Stone, 15s. 71d.; M filer, for do 1ls.iid...............
Brouse, for Iron, £2 179. 6U.; 1 ewt. Oakum, £1 lOs...................
for 1 keg Spikes....................................................................
Burley, for Stone, £7 3s.; 14th, Powder, £1 15s ........................
for Fuse. Ils. 3d.; 22nd, Powder, £1.................................

" for 1 cask Lard 011.....................................
" for 1 do do ..............................................................

wages in April, as detailed in time-book..................................
for 1 gallon Oi ...................................................... .......
wages in May, as detailed in time-book........................
P. ioran's Accônnt, as per his invoices....................................

do interest on, do ....................................
for Stone Boats ...................................
for 2 Pails and 1 Axe-handle..........................
for 1 Cart on 12th April last ..............................
for 1 Cart-barness, £2 59.; 30th, Car-boxes, 19s. 4d....................,
for 3 dozen Shovels at Ogdensburg.......................................
for Cart-boxes ............. .. ..................................................
Srmith, for Harness, £3 169, 1011.; Wrench and Files, 19s. Cd.......
for Rope in Ogdensburg, £3 5s.; Belt.leather, £1 17s. 6d............
for 1 pair cast Wheels, £1 los.; 1 sett double Harness, £3..........
for Nuts, Washers, and Castings.. ....................
for dozen Shovels, £8 15s. Cd.;1gross Screws,4s.6d........
for Piles and Emery, 7s. 6d.,2 lough-points, 5s........................
K. McPherson, for I Plotgh, £2; 3 Plough-points, 6s. 9d. .........

do for Cord.wood, 4s.; Butter, ggs, &c., 7s. 6d.......
for Castings for Punp . s .........................................
for Scrows and Nuts, lis.; 4 yards Canvass, 6s...................

" for Tacks and Screws, 39. 9d.; 4 dozen Pick-handles, £1............
" for1 keg track Nails, £1 15s. 6d.; 14th,Wrench, Screws, &c.,19s.6d.
" for 4 sett Car-boxes, £1 89. 9d.; Plough-points, 19s 9d................
" for Pick-handles, 9s. 6d.; Shaver, for Oars, 7s 6d.................

Axle.trees, 5s.; 25th, Haltet' and Rings, 16s. 3d...................
50 lbs. tiack Nails, 18s. 9d.;1I keg Spikes, £1 17s. 6d...................
for Pick-handles, £4; Pine Tiuiber, 12s. 6d...............................

" for 1 Horse-blatlket afid 2 BuffalÔs last February .................
for 2 Lanterns, 14s.; 10th Jttie, Harness, £6 5s, .....................
Read, for Cart, £2 15s.; Ship's Anchor, £5 12s. 6d......................

" Browu, for Iron, £2; 2 Patent Pails, 2s. 6d....... ....................
Lovely, for Pick-handles.....................................................
for Cedar.........................................

" W. S. Aikin, as per voucher, £12 ls. 01d..................................
G. M. Foster, for new Harness, as per voucher ........................
John Fraser, (sée involce 1st December, 1853,) ........................

" travelling expenses in May, June, and July, 1853......................
p assage of 6 horsas, £3; 5 halters, £1 ls. .d....................
Oats and Ray for do .............................. ............
keep of horses in Kingston........................... ............
" M edicine for do ................................................ ...............
subscription to Priest........................................................
freight and passage of horse ............. ;..............

" freight of Goods from Kingston, £1 14,.; ditto 16s. d......
Telegraphs, Postages, Statione.y, Printing, Advertising, and

duties in M ay, Ju e, and Jily...........................................
" Greenwood, for Stage fares.......................................
" wages in Juno, as detailed in time-book................ ....

do in July, do ...............................
do in August do
do in September do .......................

for 1 horse last March;.......... ....................
« Riley, for 1 horse last May...........................

Breaen for do ........ ..... ... ... .. .... ..... ,.

Labour.

£ s. d.
2 1 0
4 13 1i

0 i 10

7 1o 0
2 10 0

0 3 9

371 14 11

295 2 Ili

710 17 l0i

1i5
1159 il 10ý
1194 3 n1
1150 0 oi

11... 2I

A. 1857.

Materials paratus.
&c. &c. P

£ s. d. £ s. d.

....., ......
4. 4.7. ......

64 17 ......

4 13 0 ......
,..... ......
...... ......40 0 .....,
...... ,......
...... . ...
l 2 01 ......

122 15 a ......
815 .. ,...
4 17 ......

....,. ......

410 ..10..

1 7 7½ ......

12 6 ......

815 2 0 ......

8 18 3 ......

7 il 3 ......

4 19 0 ......
6 19 0 ......
1 11 8 ......

4 19 6 ...

2 0 9 ...

148
30

39
4 16 4

...... 4 10 0
3 2
4 0

...... 0 126
2 6

2 15 0
2 86

...... 017

2 168
0 12 6 4 0

...... 619

.... 1 7 6

2 00 0 26

...... 1 8 8

15. 6..... 2

.... ' 1 0

411 8

.... 2 16 ....

0 12 6 4.0..
017 6 ..6..

.... 19 ....

200
.... 8 7. 6

.,.... ......

15... 6 12 ...
27 10 6

S 20 0
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MISCELLANEOUS.- (Continued.)

Labour. Mter ls? Appamtu.

1853. i .i. £ d
June -Pad J. Fraser, for 1 Horse last May ........... .. 1

" A. Crawford, for do ........................ 17 10 0
16 " for 1 Horse and Cart................................................ .......... 15 O 0

July 8 " Dr. Dickson, for 1 Horse....... ........................ ...... 30 0 O
18d Thomas Wadde!, Blacksnith's Account ........................... 2118 l 6 10

" 8 ": J. W ........................... ........................................... 0 15 0

" " "Carnalian. for board .................................. ... . - 6
Sproul, for Pumping, £5, £25, £29 10..s. ........ 59 10 0

August 17 " P. Adams, for Stone ...................................... 7 16 6
July . for Lumber. 14s. 8d.; for 1150 feet do £26........................

e 9 "Brennan, Saddler, for repairs ...................................... 7 O
G. P. Anderson, for 1 Cart, £ 158.; and sundries, £15 15. .......... Il O 0 415 0

" " for Sockets frotn Bush........................................................ O 13 6
" " Irvine, for Pimps ...................................... ........ ........ . .39. 0

1 pair Cart.wheels, £2 10s; 18th, Pick.handles, £6 Se. 4id..........818 41
" Kirby, for 6 Patent Pails and i bu. Salt ..................................... 2 6 O 7 6

G " " for Timber £12 13s.5id.; Brouse, for Iron, £1.,............. ....... 13 18 5*
" " for 3 setts liarness. ...... .................... ••• ...........................

Bigelow, balance on Cart, 3e.; paid for Collars, £2.... ........ 2 3 O
Greer, for Cart-whoels ... ...................... ............. ......... 10 0
for Steel and Files, £1 10s.; 1 Whip, S.;1 pair Blinde, 7. 6d

e "i " for Flanges for P nmps.......... ... ....................... .... .. .. .
August 16 " W. S. Aikin's bili.£27s. 5d.; Brown, for Timber, £4 10. ....... 6 17 0

17 " for 2 pair Cart-wheels, £3 10s.; Stone Boats, £1 19s. 4id .6 4j
23" for 24 dozon Pick hillies ......................................... ......... 6 0 0
i" " J. Davidson, for Timber. ......................................... 117 6

" 25 " for 1 Cast Pinion, 75bs. .............. .. ....... ....
29 for 1 Gudgeon, Castings, &c. .................................... . ........ 13 6

September6 " for Taps for Bngiie, 16s. 3d.; Stedl, 18s. 9d.................... .......... fis 9 O 6-8
21 1 Tin Cup and Patent lail.............. ....................................... O 2 6

" " " G. Brown, for Lumber.....................................421 .
" " " Corrigan, for Wood............................................13....
"e 27 " for making Pump ............................ .................................. 12.j 9

" W. Smith, for Rope, £2 7e. 6d.; 4 dozen Pick-handles, £1 3 l 6
S 2 " Rope and duties, 17s. 6d.; 1 Log-chain, 7s. 6d................... 5 0
" 10 for 1 coil Rope, £2 3s. 7d.; 1 Ox.chain, 5s........................................2 8,7

27 " Castings and Pattern for Pump .................................... 0 17
for keg track Nails............................................................... ï10 0
for 1 coil small Rope, £2 7s. 6d.; 4 plates Iron, £1 10s. 6d 10 6 2 7
for repairing Seow at Prescott on 2nd âune, 1852.......... . ....... 2 18 il
Follaris' passage on 25th June and ith July, do ...............
for 1614 feet Plank on 16th July, do .................. ..........
froight on Castings and Pump, 7th August, do ...................... o15 0

«e servant's wages, on 4th Septenber do ............... 015 O
April - " Castings and duties at Ogdeunsburg...................................... 17 6
?fay - " passage of Ship Carpenters fr om Ogdensburg ................. 1 10 0

13 A. Campbell, for legal advice.............................................. 1 0 O
" Brennan, for mendig Haruess................................... 019 O
" " "for shoeing Horses .................... ................. 0 o
27 " Smith, for Hlay and Oats.... .............................................. l o

for Books................................................... ............. 8 5 0
June 1 for 10 bushels Oats, 15s. 10d.; R. Sproul, for do £4., ............. 41510

10 " Dardis, MoMillan, and Sproul, for Oats.......... . ........ 10 8 9
' 14 &15 " for Oats, £7 5s. 6d.; Holimes and Ashlong, for .'o £18 s. d.............5.il ..

16 " for Hay, 15s.; Johnson.for Oats 15S......... ....................... 110 '
"freigt on Iron, £1 8. 1dad Ha 1us. 3..... ....... ........

"19' " for 74 bushele Oats, Ë5 17e.8Sd.; Bailey and Johnson, for Oats.
£18 8e.10 ................ ............................. 19 6 6

" J. Duff's Account for Books, £2; Minks' bil,15e.. .2 15 
"Ots, £4s.11d.; do £512s.6d.; Hay8andOats,£711.3d.......

"18,22,25 " Hayand Oat. ...............................-.. 6..l-8
- J. raw ford' travelling expenees for March, April, and part o .

May, 1858............................................... 9
i Telegraphs, Postages, repaire of Buggy, Memoranda Book, &c.

&. aboveonth......................... ... .........i .
May 9 " for draft on Montreal ...................................
June 16 " Fraser, the Carpent6r's Account................. .. ........... 3, .

"i " J. 8. Gilman's Accoiht, £3 6es 71d; Waddell, £6 De. d..........10 5
" " "Wm. Brennan, £1 4s. 9d.;W, Toley, 8e. 11d ........... .. .1 8 I .

Jul 1 " for Hay and Oats, £21 Os. 9d.; diecount onU.C. funds, 7e. 6d. 8
" T. Smi h. for Pork....... ....................................... 10 O O

S 2 " for Hay, £210s.; Oate frorn Dardis, £26.12s.7d.................2..
8 " for Oats £2 1Ue; utchisbion for Oats, £3.a. 6d.

". P. Aesderson Wheelwrigh's Account.................... 6 18 9
2 " helf ton Hay, £1 5s.; Soa6 , for Wbod,;........................ 5 o o
8 " 53 ewt. Ha £612s.,e4d.; 9th fielt £5 10d... ................ 13 4
9 " 1urns, for éed, £14 s.; ats, 18....... .......... 2212 O

12 " forTallbw 109.'6d.; Sruibbl 5 .1.............. ......... 010 6
" for Postages Stationery, an eegrahi .. ...............

B19 " rown and ilVl ey, fr Oat , 1.. . .... 2
" 23 " Wallae, for lIy, £&7e "d.; eg Hétson,?or Oats4 10. 9d1........1

August 13 "« H. Orawforad'ïboard~ ù>, l 5 3~.,Ianv 22..... ... 343

1il. . d ' d £ ,

23 alac frit 8 a,...... 1710

16, Býènna M Ûdn .. ...... 1700
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MISCELLANEOUS..-(Continued.)

îf, Labour. Materias, Apparatus.&a. &o.~ paau

1853 £e d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
August - Paid Burns, for Bread, £6 198. 6d.; Kirby, for Bills, 38. 8d. ............ ...... 7 3 2 ......

Brown and Bailey, for Oats ................................................... ...... 12 3 7 ......
"f "Slorah, for Wood, £6 18. 10d.; mooring bridge, £3 159............... 3 15 0 6 18 10 ......

Corrigan, for Wood, £7 10.; Commercial Advertiser, 10s. ..... ... ...... 8 0 0 .,..
17 " for liay. £5 18s. 9d.; 22nd, ditto £2 5s. 6d. .............................. ...... 8 4 3 ......
23 " freight of sundries, £1 6.; 8th, Smith, for Hay, £2 10s............. ...... 3 16 0 ......
31 4 Reynolds, for Oats, £5 17s. 4td.; 82 bu. Coal, £1 4s. 6d................... 7.1.17 ....." " travelling expenses for August and September, 1853...... .... 19 8 0

" " " for protest, 15s., duties, 3. 9dt,; Postages and Tclegraph, 12s. 6d. ...... 1 i 3
25 " McMillan,for Oats........................................ ...... 6 8 9 ......

September6 " for blank Book, 15s.; 7th, Oats, £5 5s.. ................................
8 " for Oats, £4 os. 6d.; Storage, 2s. 3d.; 13th, Goal, £110s. 8d............... 5 13 5

" 21 " H. Crawford's board for August ...... .................... 2 4 31 ....
" " for Oats and Hay, £3 10s. 10a.; Molson & Co., £3 3d. 6d.............. ...... 6 14 4 ......"a " "T. Waddell, Blacksmith, £1 4es.; interest, 14s....................... 1 4 0 0 14 0 ......

" 26, 27 Oats, £10; Fraer, the Carpenter, £3 10s............. ................. 3 10 0 10 0 0 ......
4 2 " for 1 cask 0 . ................. ............................................. ...... 4 10 0 ....
" 10 for 10 gallons Oit.................................................................. ...... 2 10 0 ......
" 29 " for Wood, £1 5s.; for Enery, 6s. 3d................................ ...... . .1 1 ......

2 " freight on Iron and Coal..................................... ...... 8 18 8
Bank Con. and Notarial expenses ........... 4.,.................... ....... 5 8 0 ......

Oct. 1 & 3 for Oats, £11 5s.; 10th and 12th, Oats and Hay, £6 17e. 6d......... 18 2 6le i " costs of Fergueon's suit ....................................................... .9 8 ......
14 " for Oats, £9 14s. 41d.; 18th, Slorah, for Wood, £9 ..................... ...... 18 14 4 ....
18 " H . Crawford'e board............................................................. 2 2 10 ...... ......

N. Carman, for do .............................................. 25 0 0 ......
W. Brennan's Account. ................................ ......... 2 0 4 ......

" Dardis, for Oats, £26 12s. 71d.; 22nd, Oats, £2 6s. 9. .28 19 41 ......
26 " for Hay, £3 15s.; 29th, Oats and H.ay, £6 10. .................... ...... 10 5 0 ......
4 " Flange for Purmp .......................................... ...... .... 1 17 9

travelling expenses for October, November, and December,185 4 ......
for 10 gallons Lam p O il ............................. ,........................ ...... 3 2 6 ......
Telegraphs, Postages, &c., in Oci ober, November, & December.. ...... 1 18 9 ......

" 11 " for shoeing horse, 9e. 6d1.; White Lead, 28. 6d .......................... 0 0 0 2 6 ......
November 1 for Hay and Oats, £23 16s. 8d.; Cotter & McCurdy, £2 18s. 3d..... ...... 26 14 11 .

" 5 " R ev. M r. M ackay .................... %........................................... ...... 1 5 0 ......
" 10 &24 " for Hayand Oate................................................................. ...... 13 0 0
" il "I" 5 tons 'I{.y, £12 10s.; 13th, Oats, £5........................................... ...... 0 o
" 13 ' for 10 gallons Oil and freight....................................... .......... 3 11 3 ......

Dec'ber 2(1 " for 194 bushels Oats ........................................... 20 1 1 ......
"a si " Brennan, for nending Harness.......... ................. 4 19 5 .....de "4 " H orse-shoeing and Horse-hire............................................... 1 2 6 .... ......

October 18 " Sproul, for Pumping............................................................... 75 0 0 ...... ......" "g " do £6 10.; 5th November, do £50 ; 24th, £2 7s. 3d......... 58 17 3
" wages in October, as detailed in time-book.............................. 749 0 6 ...... ..."e " " do in November, do .............................. 191 10 8 ...... ......

" "e " do in December, do ....... ............ ........... 189 1 10 ..,,,. ......
18 ." for naking Sorew-pum p.,....................................................... ...... ...... 1i 10 0"t "4 "' for Timber, £10 13e. 3d.; 29th, 1 bar Steel, £1 2s. 6d................ ...... 11 15 9 ......d " O'Neil, for Pick-handles .............................................. .... . .. 1210 0

" 4 4 for do 15s.; ltir, Nuts, &c., for Cars, £3 2s d....... ...... ...... 5 7 6
" 29 " for 1 sett Linesand Blind .......................................... ...... ...... 0 15 0

November 5 " Waddell,the Blacksmith'sAcconut.......................................... 1 12 0 ......
4 " ' for 1 Axe, 6e. 3d.; 10th, Carman, for Lumber....................... ...... 23 0 0 0.6 3
" 10 " Aikin, to acct., £13; 24th, £5; 31st Dcc., balance, £7 79.5d......... ...... 25 15 5 ......

for Axe-helves and Whp ............................... ..... ..... 5 9
7 " for 1 Pistol, £4 10s.; W. eid,Whelwright, £3 13. 9..........3 13 9 ..... 4 10 0

Dee'ber - " K. Macpherson's Account for sundries ...... ........................... 2615 2 .

1854.
January 6 " for Hay, Oats, and Barlev.......................................... ...... 14 4 6 ......

11 " for Barley, £2 11es. lld.; iay, £2 10s................ ........... ...... 6 1 1 ......
" j " for Oats. £3 10s.; HUay, 3 17s.6d........... .................... 6...... 7 6

" 16 " W. Brennan's Account......... ............. ............ 8 12 l . ......de "4 " K. Macplirson, for Oats............................ .......... ...... 7 0 71 ......
" 21 " for Qats, £23 4s. 7d.; Hay, £2 3s,. 9.; Branes. 6d........... .......... 25 9 10 ......

cc travelling expenses for January, February, and March, 1854...... 8 18 0
. " Telegraphs, Postages, do do ... 16. ...... o 16 9

11 " M iluer'sStablebill................. .......... ............................ 2 17 6 ..... ....
" Premtium on draft on Quebec......................................... ...... 3 2 6 ......

18 " costs in re M4cPherson v. Milner... ................................... .... 12 18 9 ......
" e expenses of house ................................................. ....... 1 10 0 ......

Pebruary 6 " for Wood, £2 ls. 3d.; Hay, £10; Oats, £7 7s. 10d.. .............. . .. 19 9 1 .....
8 " for Coal, 7m. 6d; interest and protest of Note 8s. 1............. .. ... . 015 7 .....

" 18 " for Hay, £10 88. 9d.; Oats, £2 16s. 3d.; Wood, 5s........................ ...... 13 10 0 .... .
" for Herse Medicine, 2e. 14.; freight,15a................................ ...... 0 17 1

"u 20 " for 21 cords Wood £7 58. 4d.; 28th, Oats, £11 5s........................ 18 10 4
S 28 " for Hay. £2 13s. 9d.; repairing Engine-pipe, 6s. 3d.. ............... ...... 8 0 0" " "duties, &......................... ........................ 0 3 2

liarch «1 for Coal, 8s. 5d.; 2nd, 20J cords Wood, £5 2s. 6d......................... 5 10 1
S 6 " for Hay, £1 5s.; 10th, Qate £710s........ .................... ,. ..... 815 0

17 " for Hay, £13 13s.; 18th, Oaq, £25 4i.6td. ......... .......... .. ;... . 38 5 91
18 for Hay, £17 17s. 6d.; half bushel Salt, l. 6. .............. .. ... 17 19 0
23 " for Oats,,£619s. 4d.; Ray, £210s......... ........... .... .e e 4
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MISCELLANEOUS.-(Continued.)

Labour. M terc . ppara

1854. £ e. d. s s. d o . d,
March 24 Paid for Oats, £3 2s. 6.; 30th, Hay, £5 10s......................... . ..... 8 12 6

4 80 for mending Pipe, 109.; 31st, Oats, £5 12s. 6d. ...... ,.................... O 10 r 12 6
CC " N . Carman ...... ................. ............ k .......... ......... 5 0 0

" vageà for January, 1854, as detailed in time-book.......,............ 226 12 il .....
do February, do 260, 6 6 ......
do March do .173 8 21 ......

January 16 "Sroul, for Pnnping........ ...................... 0....20 O 0
" McCarty, balance at settlement .......... . ....................... 80 0 .....
" G. P. Anderson, W heelwright ..................... ........................ o 15 3 ....."g " "R. Sprous, drawin -Wood .................................. 0 17 21 ....

February 1 T. Waddel, for Blaeksmith's work.... ..................... 2 19 4 ....
Marci 22 " S proul, for Pumping....... ............................ 1 5 0
January 16 " Oambers, for Timber, £8 153.; Byera, ditto £11 16s. 9d......... ...... 20 11 9

Brown for do £6 17s. 4d.; Davidson, for do £16 109. 6d. ...... 23 7 10
2 " for 1 #'orse-blanket and urciOngles......................................... ...... .... 0 7 6

10 for 1 sett new liarnessï..... . . ......................... ...... ..... . .6 0 o" for 1 Buffalo, £2 2s. 6d., I string Bells, lis. d,........................ ...... ...... 2 13 9" " for 1 halter .... - . ..; . ................................. ... 0 5 0
February 1 " Chamberlain, for Cating. .................... ..... ...... 15 0 o" D. Carm an's Ordorn......................... ...................................... ...... 717 6

18 " W. Ford, for 88 Ibs. belting............................................ ........... . 6 12 0
20 for Pickhandles,&o ................................................. ...... ...... ....... 5 15 10
28 " Cheney, balande of Account.............................................. ... ,. 0 10 6

March 30 for Pick.handles.......... .......................................... ...... ...... 1 5,0
January 1 " for 1 sett Measures............................................ ...... ...... 0 5 o
February 8 for 1 Cutter................... ........................ ......... , ... ...... 5 12 6" " "Bank Coin. and interest to Bank of British North Amerca....... ...... 10215 O

" 22 for 21 cords Wood...................... .................... ...... 6 1210
S 24 " for 28 bushels Coal ............... ..................... ..... .... 8 5

April 27 " for 1 iorse-shoo, 1s. 6d.; Groase forWheels,1s.8d................. .... 3 2
" " for 1 ton Jlay........................... 210 0

February- " J. Mowatt, for 1 Horse............... ........................ .... 25 0 0"i " " Anthony Friel, for wages....... ............................................ 28 16 8
"g "4 "g amount of Account for Dredging......................... 350 15 7î"c " "Thomas Kirkpatrick, Solicitor's Account............................... 2:1 0 O" " "l Irviog's Account for Cribbiog, &o. ......... ............................. 970 o o"i " "George Orawford's salary.............................. 136 17 6

£ 19611 0 0 4153 12 6% 1933 15 11k

RECAPITULATION.

Labour ...... ....
Materials, &c. &c ....
Apparatus ...........

£19611
4153
1933 i11½

£25098 8 6¾

The aforesaid abstract is a true copy from the Books of Mess s Crawford&
Milner, of the entries therein, for monies disbursed by thern on account of the
making of the Junction Canal, Edwardsburg; froni Mayi 1852, to April, 1854,
amounting in the aggregate to twenty-five thousand six hundred and ninety-eight
pounds eight shillings ând six pence.

THOMAS CRUSE
Accounta1t 1ingston

A. j 7
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MISCELLANEOUS.-.(Continued.)

Date. Labour. ilte ials, Apparatus.&tC &c.

1854. . s.d £a.i.
April 27 Arrear.Onf wages uiîpaid up to 1st April . ........................ 3 10 8

" . Eiglish, 13 cords Wood.............
" " Shaver. 10 do do .............

" " yera balance on Wood.............. ................ ................. 4 5 4
" " . Mc i1len, on account........... .................................. 50 0 O
"e " Iuties on sundries..................... ................................... 2 3 7
" " W. Ellott, balance on account ........... ... 77 17
" " W. S Akins, per account ............. ......................... 16 13 3
" " W. Johnston, Hay............... ..................................... 7 0
" " S. Sellick, Straw-cttr................10

W. Brenuî a.n, repairs to Harness, &c............................................. 4 6
l"honas Adet l's accoun t, Forging ............................ 2 8 9
" homas O'Neal, Pick-handles, o.......................... .......... 12 10 .

" Po is, 20J cords Wood................ .............................. .... 5 2 6
J. S. Gihuan's accounjt, Horse.ire. ........................... 8 7 2

" Do 1 pair robes and whip ............................................... 3i O
J. P. Gatos, on account.... ........... .......................... 10 O .

S " Il. Crawford.................... ......................... 14 3 2
Maï - Padi assae from Kingston or Cauers, and board of do .

"Board of Engineers repalring En ine ..... ...................... 0 12 o
" Paid Caulkers' time, as por M. R. W. Co. account. .......... 23 17 6S " "w acs or men for A pril, as po. time.book................. 61 O 3

J. . Gatos, o account ................. ................. 15 7 8
" " " J. Hoay, balance of wages ......... ..................... 17 6 8

McUarty, do ..... ,....... ................ 1 5 ." " J. McNuty, 21 dozen Pick.handles. ............................ .... 5 5 .
" "$ € W. Bronnan, repairing Purmp..................... ....

" " G. B3rouse, for Nails ............... 3 4
" " " J. Wilton's account 'or H .arnes......................... ......

1 dozen Ilorse-cards, 5s. 8(.; 5i Ibs. Packing for Engine.................. 1 7 0
2 Files antil lb. Anber.................................................. ..... 4 5
freight of sundries............ .................. 4
C. W. Jenkins, J. C. a.d J. Crawford's travellIng expenses from

2lh April to 13tlh M .y................................ S 2 .
14 Ibs. Powder, 14s.; froi 5it of sundries, d. .d ........... ..... 15 0
Horse-hire, &c., 26lh May ............ 3
freight of sundries....................................................... 3 1 3
Printini bills for mcn .................................................. O 3
58 bushels Oats .......................... .......................... 8 2 ..
2 tons lay................................... ...................... ...... 5 2 6
13 Haie-straps .......... ............................................... 08 O
1i tons Hay ............................... ................................ il 3

70 buishels as ........ ........... ................................ 1019 8
J. Counter, expenses to Qebec, 10th Septomber...............10 0 .
various Telegraphs in February .............................. ..... 1 I 2
J. Counter, travelling expenses.,........... ................ 2 O O
Holnes, 1* tons Hay,................................................. ..... 410 .
Adans, 366 bushels Oats........ ............. ....................... .... O 6
Commercial 3ank, for interest and expenses............ 128 13 4
Sheriff, for costs on do. ........ ................. 58 6 9
Adams, Weston, and Holcroft, on account, Ray................... .... 3 10 .
Hay and Oats, 26th May ......... ,.............................. 13 7 3
W. Brennan's account, repairs to larness ......... ...... ......:: 381# bshels of Oats................................................... ..... 67 8
o. W. Jenkins, expenses to and at Quebec .................. 12 10
H..Vankoughnet's expenses in Commercial Bank suit.................. 46 19 O
Telegrphiig in April ............. .......................... 0 1
Jonies & Doudsley's account .......................................... ...... 6710 O
Towing of Dredge .,.........................
R. Gil pin's draft for Oala..ts ......... . . . ......ts81 17 .
Pense's account, Printing, 15s.; discount on noney, 3s. id............... 18 ]j

de d «Posting and Toe ...ph02ifosting an....................... ...... . ................. ..... 29
met's wa es for ay. .................................. 810 2
99 bushelm Charcoal ........... .............................. 16 O
Frothingham & Co.'s account, Iron, &0 ..................... ........ 2 83
1 ton Blosburgh Coal...... ................................. ... .. 2 O 0
" ton Hay, £1 5S.; J. Miller, 47c.1.26 Hay, £7 2s. 3d................ ..... 8 7 3O. W. Jenkin's travellin expenses in Jne.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 8
Janies Cotton, Charter of Dredge............ ................ 1250 O 0
Kerby's account for Sheep-skiuis, Stove-pipes, &o ...................
Brouse, oit account for Oats ................. ...................... .... 1 17 .
ýeigh; of sndries ........................ ....................... 4 3 O
«iscount on drafts, 8e. 2d.; Road Assessment, £1 1 8 2
22 gallons Paint 011 ........ .. ............................ 110 .
t bs. Packing,............... ............... ................ 0139

"4 If do discount on 3 notes ......... ....................... ....... ..... 17 17 7
1 pair Axles, £1 le. 3d.; Powder-flller, 28. Bd............ ............... 1 8 9

tg "" for building Chimney lu Forge. ....... 12 6
1 dozen Rorse-cards, 5s. 8d. 1 bar-el Salt S 9d ...
32 bushtels Oats, £5 le. 4d.; ressing sick horse,2 d 5 8 10.
John Cotter, for sawing Butts , O . .
N. Carman's account, board of Clerk, Foreman, &c., prevlous to

ist May . ....................................... 78 O OJ. Counter's expens0u o 512 8 .
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MISCELLANEOUS.--(Continued.)

Date.

1854.
June -

do do
do do
do do

July -
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do -do
do do
do do
do do
do do

August -
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do

do do
do do

Sept'ber -
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
(10 do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do0 do
do dol

do d0
doe do
do do
do do
do do
do dodo do
0 0~

do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do

do do

do do
do do
do do
do do
do d
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do

do dc

Labour. s,étc,.

Paid J. Counter, expenses to to Quebec ..................
do R. M. Miller, balance of account............ ...........
do Bay, Straw and Qats............................. ..............
do men's wages, as pur time-book, for June ......................
do towing Dredge to works .................. ,....................................
do Nails 198 2d.; 1 Tin.can, 3s. Od...........................................
do M r. Parreli, for 1 Horse ...................................................
do discount on June Estimate ............................
do do on Notes £75,-2s. 8d.; £150,-16s. 7d.; £100,-13.7d...
do 294 bushdfls Oats.......................................
do 5* tons H ay ......................................................................
do sundry repairs to Harnes ...............................
do drawing Hay and Oats from Prescott .......................
do W . S. Aikins, for sundries, per account....................................
do 5 cords Wood ........................................
do L. Burns, 183 bushols Oats...........................
do discount on N ote, £500.....................................................
do Jones & Doudsley, Fonndry.work .....................
do J. Counter, expenses at Quebee..........................................
do C. W. Jenkins, do Montreal...........................
do roen's wages for July, as per time-book...................................
do discount on B ill for £250.......................................................
do freight and lockage of sundries ...........................
do discount on£150.......................................
do 2 tons Hay, J. Slorah ................................ .............. ....
do J. Counter expenses to Quebeo ............................ ,..............
do James M iller, 60.1-29 H ay..........................,.........................
do C. W. Jenkins and J. H. Counter, travelling expenses in July

and A ugust............................ ...................................
do discouint on July Estimate............................
do men's wages for August, as per time.book .....................
do 6 tons Blosburgh Coal ...................................................
do duties on Coal and Iron ...............................................
do 1l1tons Hay.................................. ....
do Browse & Bailley, for Oats, Der account .......................
do J. Counter, expenses to Quebec ...................................
do Tiomas Snith, 41 tons Hay ............. ............
<Jo W. Marshall, 271 boshels Qats ............ ............
do Watrous & Lawrence, Iron, &c., per account .............
do freight of Iron, &c. ...... ..... .............. .........
do 1 File, 2s. 6d.; discount on draft £50,-2s. 6d ..............
do Telegraph.................. ...................... ...........
do C. W. Jenkins and J. K. Counter's travelling exprnses .
do discount on Noto £500............................. .........
do J. D. Bryce's account for Rope, &c........ ............
do Th oma Smith, 3 tons Ray...................... .............
do 22* bushels Oats,. £2 16. 3d.; 1 ton Hay, £2 12s. 6d .........
do repairs to Ianuess........ ............ ..........
do L. Lamobson, 139 cords Wood............ ..............
do Wtt. Marshall, 1.152-0 Bay and 21 bushels Ots..........
do Cash paid 82.0 Hay and 141 bushelb Oats ...............
do Watrous & Lawrence, Iron, Steel, Pitch, &c. .............
do discount on Notes, £500,-£7 169. 3d., and i£150-l5sa 9d.
do protest on Note £50 .....
do discount on Estimate for August
do 1 cord Wood................ ..........................
do discount on £550 ............... ..................
do 407* cords Wood........... .......................
do tolls on do ...........
do I cord Wood, 3s.4d1.; Stationery, ls. 3d..................
do W. Reid's account, repairing Cars....... ..............
do 13 dozen Pick-handles .............................
do Shaver, for Oats and Tics ......... ..................
do 2685 feet I3oards from Gallops . ........................
do 1 Axe, 4s. 9d.;1 Lamp and Piller, a. Sd..................
do 1412 feet Boards from Akins ... ......................
do freight of sundries.................... ..... ...........
do 6 pair Whipple-trees, 12s.; 1 keg Nails, £1 7s. Od...........
do men's wages for September, as per time.book.. .......
do Watrous Lawrence. Belting for Pump.wheel..
do 17.g dozen Pick-bandles............ ................
do 7 pair Stone-boats ................... ..........
do William Shaver's account for Tics............ .........
do Corfield for 1 Shanty............ .......................
do Jones & Dondsley, Foundry-work .....................
do G. M. (iate's account, sundries ........................ t
do discount on September Estimate ......................
do do on NÇdte, £500 .............................
do Telegraphs, 16s. 9d,; Stationery, l 7s. Id ................
, otjes.t. and interest on £100 ..............

o *d san, for Horse-keeping. &û-.......................
do 0. W. Jenkins ands Von Zebra, travelling expensea to ansi fromJ

do T ant, a ses ...... I ..

£ s. I
6 0 0

1053 12 11
81 0 6

1 4 0

3 15 0
5 0 0

728 13 5

425 S 9

12 10 0

10 2 6

1080. S

Y>.,.

A. 1>857

£ s. d

111 128 0î11 H

36 1 2

1 11
j..,.. 3

129 » l

3 17 6
53 18 O
14 5 0

1 3 2

2 17 0

210 14 0
S16 2

7 17 7

O 10 3

11. 6 3

2 70

120 Oo 5 11
0 18 3

97 17 0t

12 13 i

58
889

14 7 3

0118 

8 5 10

0 1 6
7 15 0

5 8 9

38 4 6
7 12 6
217 6
3 18 10
8 12 0

0 10 2

12

1823

o 7 
7 15 0

14 4 a

044 4 7

2I 23

8 16 6

O 13 O
3 10 7
1 12 6
i 19 6

72118 9

07 O

2 4..

Apparatus.

2 a. d.

30 O 0

0 4 2

....

488 4.....

Oi ...

01'0,

48 18 4
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MISCELLANEOUS.-( Continued.)

Date. Labour. Apparatu.

1854. £ s.d d.
October - Paid John H. Counter, expenses at Prescott............................... 2 10 0

do do do for 108 cords W ood ............................ .............................. . ...... 14
do do do i tou Coal.............................................................. ........ .100
do do do Watrous & Lawrence, Coal, Iron, &o ............................ 1....
do do do T. O'Nual's account, transportation of Iron............................. ......
do do do Laird, draft for expenses getting up German

Emi raits ........................... £50 6 0
Millers draft for do 1......................10 10

1t 5 0
Less this aount colleted ................... 33 17 6

277 6 1 ......
do d.........l s dt for do ......... .. .......... .......................... ......10. 19 5 O. 8
do do do o, for repairs to Farness .................................... 0
do do do Hay, £4 los; % ton do £l l5s.........................
do do do W. Brenuanis account, repair4 to Harnes ....... ................... ....... 414 3
do do do oe J tons Hay ............................. ....... 1010 O .
do do do A. orge pairs ta Etarnes....... ................. .....

Dec'ber - do ,atrous & Lawrence, Furnace-grates and Iron. ........ 8iU 2 29 12 4
do do do dutieson do 4 5 4
do do do CanaltoilsonWood. .......................... 42 il
do do do 41 tousBloshurgh Coal..........................................O.O
do do do J.P.Gatvs, Check, balite of wages........................ 12 10
do do do board of Engineers, repairing engineo......... ......... . 12 O
do do do English, for tuuohîg, not in Pay-list................ ... 1 0 .
do do do M. Mlinver s aecount, Tics................................. ...... .4 9 5
do do do A. XcCarthy's account, Rent and Plank. ............ ..... .... .. 8aO 1 .
do do do John Corrigan, foi Shantics................................
do do do G. A. McDonad, 7 pces Cedar ..................................... 1 4 6
do do do J. XrCar for shanty .............................................. ...... 27 6
do do do A. f................................. 12 !2 0
do do do G. P. Anderson, 2 Broad Axes...............................
do do do J. W. Armstrong, Axle-timber ............................ 016 il
do do do 3rass-tap, 24. 6d.; 75 Ibs. Sijikcs, £10O. 8d............... . 1 3 I
do do do T. O'Nea), 8 dozen Pick-handles.......................... . ...... 2 O O
do do do J.MeNulty,8 do do. .......... ........................ .. .2 O O
do do do T. Salt, . ......................................... 14 4
do do do J.Brucesaccount, connecting Stzam-power %vith Water.whecl 24.6 2
do do do taxes..................................................... 1 6 O
do do do expens s attending getting up Germans........ ............. 2 10 .
do do do Te1egraphs and Postages ........................................ 0IL10
do do do Watrous & Lawrence, interest on Note ...............................
do do do McMillen's account, sundries ............................. 4 O 9 2 O O
do do do Dr. Brouses bill,attendini sick Germans ................... 18 0 O
do do do Marine Raway account, for O . ......................... ....... 26 10 1
do d&i do~ J. Slorah's account, suindries, (supposed) .. ....................... ...... 200 O O ...
do do! do D. Carnan's account, Lumber........... ............. 15; il 10
do do do G.Brouse, do do ....................................... 7630 2
do do do J. Anderson, makiog Cornus ............................. 3 15 O
do do do Supplies for Dredgo........... ........................ 64 9 9
do do do John Frasers accout..................... £653 7 9

Less amount entered folio ........................ 61 16 3
5911 7

do do do J. Counter, travelling expo nses ............................................ ... o.
do do do discount on £550 Note..... a t d .. ............................. 0
do do do W. Ford's account, epair..o.ares............................... 1214 2
do do do Chown & 3amiltons account, Stov -ipes.....................................27 13 7
do A do Whitehad's do doE a2es . ............................. 2
do do do T. Waddell's account, Blac egsmitesng d ro................. .
do do do orse-Blankets and Sureingles...... ................... ....
do do do freight, .undries per .. .& Moson,.............................. ...... 210
do do do J. Anderson forghll o Coals......................... ......................... ....... 74 5 .
do do do freiglit of C frobn Quee a............................................ ...... 12 1 0 0
do do do do sundries, per MoPherson & Orane......................... 9 5 O .
do do do discount on stimate for November, £2019...................... ...... 5 0 IL
do do do . . Jeurins, travelling expenses .............. ........................ ........ .. 2 9
do do do S. Muckeston's account .. tak................................. ...... .. 13 6
do o do 3 Germans who got hurt, not i Pay.list ....................... 211 3
do do do Men's wages for October, Nov. and De., as per time-book. 2455 .. 10......
do do do labour attending pullng down and builh. ng Shaa.tiesn...............3 2 6
do do do do GraveWdigghng... .......................................... 1 7 6
do do do C Andigelow for boardo Forem.en,Overseers, ...................... 48 6 
do do do W esmto r ilen, Foreman,notonPay ........................ .. ...
do do do 6. C. Sn s, 8 month do. ......................... 166 3 4
do do do do J. 8. ouuter, 12th Aug. to 2th Nov. do...............82 10 

1855,
Februry 8 do disount on Note d ....................... ................. ......... 3. ..

do ONado do do ......................................... .......... 2119do do do do o and Estimate................................................ .......
Wtu0arcitrtn t.............

M c ile ' a c un ,s nd is ............................-
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The foregoing is a just and true account of the expenditure incurred on the
Junction Canal, by J. Counter, Esquire, during the years 1854-55, to the best of
my belief, errors and omissions excepted.

CHARLES W. JENKINS.
Kingston, 16th February, 1855.

ACCOUNT of Disbursements and Receipts for and on account of the Junction Canal,
by J. Counter, from May, 1852, to February, 1855.

£ a. d. £ o. d.
To amount expended previous to 1854, by Crawford & Milner, Labour.......................... .. 19611 0 0

do do do M aterinis............................... ...... 4153 12 6
do do do Apparatus .................. ...... ... 1933 16 0

By amount roceived from Government to sanie date ............... ............................ 13393 O O

Surplus expenditure over receipts previous to February, 1854.................................. ............... 12105 8 6
To 1 year interest on £12305 fromn February, 1854, to February, 1855 .......................... ........ 788 6 0

amount expended since Fobruary, 1854, for Labour.... ........................................... 9009 1 4
do do M aterials.,..................... ......................... 2782 18 2
do do Apparatus .......................................... 436 19 '7

12178 19 18893...
By os aount reevod, par, final Estimate.....8...........................£25518 15 10

Less this suin enterd ahove, o accoub ofsaine...............£13393 o
A&nd this suai paid to Bowves & Castles .......................... 1064 13 7

-- 904457 13 7
11061 2 3 .1171610

Total decien ....... ......................................................... 14161 il 
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ESTrTMTE of Work done and Materials delivered on the Junction Canal, (Town-
ships of Edwardsburgh and Matilda,) by Crawford & Milner, Contractors.
Work comrnenced 12th January, 1852, under Messrs. Bowes & Cassels;
transferred to Messrs. Crawford & Milner, 12th May, 1852. Contract surren-
dered, -- November, 1854.

Contract
Quantities.

Price,
Description of Work, &c. &c.

1 lEarth excavation and dredging ................... cubir yards
2 Earth do do ..... ................. do

du Itock do or Boulders blasted ........ ........... do
do Rip-rap W all ............... . .... ............................. do
di Timiiber in Crib or Pier-work............................................... L. feeti
do Stone for ballast in do ........................ . ubie yards
doi W rought ro in (do ................................................. 1 s.
do Snubbinugpoits placed..................................................... a
lo;l Pumpinti, bulk sun .,................ ....................

do Repairs to Batk at Glassford's flay ari: Nwinu's Point; ooms for,
proteting libaiik; cutting Check at Lock t removing Cib, &c., J
(see b ill) . ....... .. .............. ,............................

do; Surfae excavation donc by Bowes & Cassels, on which a lier centage
was reta-inedýc-

25956 e. yds. excavation paid... £ R12 (1 7
do . 15956 do do at is... 12U7 1 0 0

£465 9 4à
2 7035 do do paid... 232 6 

do 7034 do do atisld V1 0 2
£149 13 21

doi Taking up and re-lnying a portion of Raiilvay track renîderedt nees*
s Ihegh wa or, 182 .......... .......... .

do Removmlg Stone at F-oint iroqois, November, 1853-13 days men,
4s.; 3j dît team , 114.... . ...........: .... .. ... ... ...... ..

do Timber d Iivererd for orih-workc ........................................ L fîrt t
do i Worv done in1 Novem ber anid December, after surronder ot Contra t,

per agreomie t, (see pay-list) ............ ...... . .... ;...... il
do Plant.horses, Macmsiing Tools, &v., per award of appraiers, drted at I

Edwrdbrgh, 2ii2nd December, 1854 .......----................ .
Am ount paid Bowes & Cassels............................................ . .....

Total anount foi work, &c. don ............. .......-.......
Anount of previous pavn out ..... ................ ............ £22005 7 4 1
Paid for preparing documets for extension of ttmc for

com pletion ................................................. ..... 15 12 6

Total payments ............ -.-................

Amount due . ................................................

s. d.
1 0

4 0
2 0

20
S4
0 0
0 0

Dated at Edwardsburgh, the second day of Janua;y, 1855.

I hereby certify the above estimate to be correci.
(Signed,) JOHN PAGE,

Engr. Public Works,

TORONTO:

PRINTED BY JOHN LOVELL, vONGE T E ET

A. 1857.

Section
do
do
do
do
dIo
do
do
do
do

do

do
do

do
do

do

do

do
do

do

Amount.

£ s.
6399 13
7368 7

97 2
1914 7
2715 17

915 14
15 18

5 0
1250 0

144 1 0

100 0 0

410 6
74 1 11*

658 13 0

2109 6 h
1004 13 7t

25534 10 0

22710 19 10

2828 10 s

$TR£ EET.

127.09.3.31
l'a6.u3l.7uî

483.63
19.1413.69

118.511.-00
9.15709

59.341
5

5081.00

1 __ - 1


